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////

THE

APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED.

CHAPTER XVIII.

1. AND after these things, I saw an angel coming down from

heaven having great power, and the earth was enlightened from

his glory.

2. And he cried out in strength with a great voice, saying,

Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habita-

tion of demons and the cage of every unclean spirit, and the

cage of every unclean and hateful bird.

3. For all nations have drunk of the wine of the anger of her

whoredom, and the kings of the earth have committed whore-

dom with her ; and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich,

through the means of her delicacies.

4. And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come
out of her my people, lest ye become partakers of her sins, and

lest ye receive of her plagues.

5. For her sins have reached even unto heaven, and God
hath remembered her injustices.

6. Render to her, as she hath rendered to you, and double to

her double according to her works ; in the cup in which she

hath mixed, mix unto her double.

7. How much she hath glorified herself, and lived deliciously,

so much give unto her torment and mourning, because she saith

in her heart, I sit a queen, and am not a widow, and shall not

see mourning.
8. For thus in one day shall her plagues come, death, and

mourning, and famine, and she shall be burned in the fire ; for

strong is the Lord God that judgeth her.

9. And the kings of the earth shall weep for her, and wail

over her, who have committed whoredom and live delicately

with her, when they shall see the smoke of her burning.

10. Standing afar off for fear of her torment, saying, Alas,

alas, that great city Babylon, that strong city ; for in one hour
is thy judgment come.

11. And the merchants of the earth shall weep and wail over

her, because no one buyeth their merchandize any more;



APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [ChaP. XVui.

12. iVrcrcliandizc of g;ol(l, and silver, and precious stones, and
pearls, and fine linen, and purple, and silk, and scarlet, and all

thyinc wood, and every vessel of ivory, and every vessel of pre-

cious wood, and of brass, and iron, and marble.

13. And cinnamon, and perfumes, and ointment, and frank-

incense, and wine, and oil, and fine ilour, and wheat, and beasts

of burden, and sheep, and horses, and coaches, and slaves, and

souls of men.
14. And the fruits of the desire of thy soul have departed

from thee, and all things fat and splendid have departed from

thee, and thou shalt find them no more.

15. The merchants of these, who were made rich by licr,

shall stand afar off for fear of her torment, weeping and
mourning

:

16. And saying, Alas, alas, that great city, decked about with

fine linen, and purple, and scarlet, and adorned with gold, pre-

cious stones, and pearls^ for in one hour are so great riches come
to devastation.

17. And every pilot, and all that are employed upon ships,

and mariners, and as many as do work in the sea, stood

afar off,

18. And cried when they saw the smoke of her burning,

saying, "What city is like to this great city?

19. And they east dust upon their heads, and cried out

weeping and mourning, saying, Alas, alas, that great city,

"wherein were made rich all that had ships in the sea, from her

costliness ; for in one hour they are devastated.

20. Exult over her, O heaven, and ye holy apostles aud pro-

phets, for God hath judged your judgment upon her.

21. And one strong angel took up a stone, like a great mill-

stone, and cast it into the sea, saying, Thus with mighty force

shall Babylon be cast down, that great city, and shall not be

found any more :

22. And the voice of harpers, and musicians, and pipers,

and trumpeters, shall not be heard in thee any more, and
no artificer of whatever art shall be found in thee any more,

and the voice of the mill shall not be heard in thee any
more :

23. And the light of a lamp shall not shine in thee any more,

and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall not be
heard in thee any more, because thy merchants were the great

men of the earth, because by thy witchcraft have all nations

been seduced.

24. And in her was found the blood of prophets and of saints,

and of all that were slain upon the earth.
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Ver. 1.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [1091.

EXPLICATION.

1090. Verse 1. ''And after these tilings I saw an angel

coming down from heaven, having great power, and the earth

was enlightenedfrom his glory J'

"After these things," signifies after the last judgment was
accomplished upon those who are understood by the whore :

"/
saiv an angel coming down from heaven," signifies the Divine
proceeding from the Lord in heaven and in the world :

" having

great ijower," signifies to which now belongs omnipotence, as in

the heavens also in the earths :
" and the earth was enlightened

from his glory," signifies the church now in light from the influx

and reception of divine truth.

1091. "After these things."—That hereby is signified, after

the last judgment was accomplished upon those who are under-
stood by the whore, appears from the things which follow in

this chapter, namely, from the explanation of the angel who
descended from heaven, that Babylon the great loas fallen, and
was become the habitation of demons, the cage of every unclean
spirit, and the cage of every unclean and hateful bird, whereby
is understood the destruction thereof, thus the last judgment

:

likewise from what follows, where it is said, that they who stood

afar off on account of the fear of her torment, said, Alas, alas,

the great city Babylon, the strong city, for in one hour her judg-
ment is come" (verses 10, 15, 16, 19) ; and from other things

there mentioned : but what should take place after this, namely,
after the last judgment was accomplished upon them, is related

in this chapter, namely, that their religious opinion should be
altogether condemned, and should never rise again.

These things however are to be thus understood, that that

religious principle will indeed continue in the world, by reason
that the love of ruling is so implanted in every one that it cannot
be eradicated, and so long as this is the case, it is not possible

that that religious principle should have an end in the world

;

but still in the spiritual world, into which every one comes after

death, it will have an end, for then all who are of that religion,

and have exercised domination from the delight of the love of
rule, are not allowed as before to make to themselves as it were
heavens in the world of spirits, which is in the midst between
heaven and hell, and there to abide a certain time, but as soon
as they arrive thither, they are sent away and cast into their

hells : this is understood by the destruction of Babylon, not
only as predicted here in the Apocalypse, but also in many
passages in the prophets.

Inasmuch as the Babylonians have transferred the Lord^s
power over heaven and the church to the pope their head, whom
tlicy call the successor of Peter, and thence the vicar of the
Lord, saying that the power over heaven and hell was transferred
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1091.] ArocAi.vrsE explained. [Chap, xviii.

by the Lord to Peter, and tliat that power of the Lord was not

a divine power, but human, given to him by God the Father,

therel'ore at the end of the articles of this cha))ter it shall be
shewn, that the Tjord as to llis Human [principle] was Divine:

from which it follows, that the Babylonians liave transferred to

him, whom they call the Lord's vieaj', His Divine power, and
thus that they have made him a god upon earth, and that he has

made his ministers as deities ; a thing which in itself cannot be

otherwise than horrible : first then, at the end of the articles,

we shall enter upon the examination of the doctrine con-

cerning the Trinity received throughout all Christendom which

was published by decree of the Council of Nice as the Creed

of Athanasius ; and here the creed itself shall be adduced
entire, as taken from the decree of the council and read in

England.

The Doctrixe or Creed is as follows. " Whosoever ivills

to be saved it is altogether necessary for him to keep the Catholic

faith ; which faith imless every one shall keep whole and entire :

without doubt he shaU perish everlastingly . The Catholic faith is

this, that we worship one God in Trinity, and Trinity in Unity ;

neither commixing the persons, nor separating the substance

(essence). Since there is one person of the Father, another of
the Son, and another of the Holy Spirit, but the Divinity of the

Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, is one and the same,

the glory equal, and the majesty co-eternal. Such as the Father
is, such is the Son, and such is the Holy Spirit. The Father is

uncreate, the Sun is uncreate, and the Holy Spirit is uncreate.

The father is infinite, the Son infinite, and the Holy Spirit

infinite. The Father eternal, the Son eternal, and the Holy
Spirit eternal : And yet there are not three eternals, but one

eternal ; and there are not three infinites, nor three uncreate, but

one uncreate and one infinite. In like manner as the Father is

omnipotent, so the Son is omnipotent, and the Holy Spirit is

omnipotent : and yet there are not three omnipotents, but one

omnipotent. As the Father is God, so the Son is God, and the

Holy Spirit is God, and yet there are not three Gods, but one

God. Althougli the Father is Lord, the Son is Lord, and the

Holy Spirit is Lord, still there are not three Lords, but one Lord :

For as we are obliged by the Christian verity, to acknowledge every

person by himself to be God and Lord, yet are we forbidden by the

Catholic religion to say there be three Gods or three Lords (accord-

ing to others, we cannot, from the Christian faith^ make mention
of three Gods or three Lords). The Father was made of none,

neither created nor born. The Son is of the Father alone, not

made, nor created, but born : The Holy Spirit is of the Father and
of the Son, neither made, nor created, nor born, but proceeding.
Thus there is one Father, not three Fathers, one Son, not three

Sons, one Holy Spirit, not three Holy Spirits. And in this Trinity
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Ver. 1.] Apocalypse explained. [1092.

none is prior or posterior to the other, neither is he greater or

less than the other ; but all the three persons are together eternal,

and are altogether equal. So that in all things, as ivas before

said, the Unity in Trinity, and the Trinity in Unity is to be

worshipped: (according to others, three Persons in one God-
head, and one God in three Persons is to be worshipped).

Wherefore, whoever would be saved, must thus think of the Trinity.

It is also further necessary for salvation, that he believe rightly

the incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ ; (according to others,

that he constantly believe that our Lord Jesus Christ is true

man.) Since the true faith is, that we believe and confess, that

our Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is God and Man, God
of the substance (or essence ; according to others, nature) of the

Father, born before the ivorld, and man of the substance (accord-

ing to others, nature) of the mother, born in the world : perfect

God and perfect man, consisting of a rational soul and a human
body : equal to the Father as to the Divine [principle], and in-

ferior to (according to others, lesser than) the Father as to the

Human [principle] . Who, although God and man, yet they are

not two but one Christ : one, not by conversion of the Divine

Essence into the Human (of the Divinity into body), but by as-

sumption of the Human Essence into the Divine (into God) : owe

altogether, not by commixture of essence (of substance), but by

unity of person (according to others, because they are one per-

son) : Since as the rational soul and body are one man, so God
and man is one Christ. Who suffered for our salvation, de-

scended into hell, a,nd re-ascended on the third day from the dead,

and ascended into heaven, and, sitteth on the rigid hand of tlie

Father God Almighty ; from whence he is about to come to judge

the living and the dead. At whose coming all men shall I'ise

again ivith their bodies; and they loho have done good things

shall enter into life eternal, and they who have done evil things,

into eternal fire. This is the Catholic faith, which unless a man
believe faithfully , he cannot be saved. Gloi'y to God the Father

and Son and Holy Spirit. As it was in the beginning, is now,

and shall be for ever, world without end. Amen."
1092. " I saiv an angel descending out of heaven."—That

hereby is signified the Divine proceeding from the Lord in

heaven and in the world, appears from the signification of an

angel coming down from heaven, as denoting the Lord as to the

Divine Proceeding, for by an angel, in the internal sense, is not

understood any angel, but cither the Lord, or somewhat of the

Lord, see n. 130, 302, 593, 910, in the present case the Lord,

because it is said, that He had great power, and that the earth

•was enlightened by His glory, by which is understood the power

and presence of divine truth now in heaven and in the world

;

for now it is manifested that Babylon is destroyed, and when
this is destroyed, power and liglit accedes from the Divine
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1092.] APOCVLYrsE EXPLAINED. [ChAP. XviH.

[principle] which proceeds from the Lord ; the reason of this

will be explained hereafter.

Continuation conccrniiir/ the Athanasian Creed. This is the

doctrine concerning God received throughout the whole

Christian world, because received from a general council. But,

before we take that doctrine into examination, it may be ex-

pedient to make known an arcanum concerning the state of

faith and love with man in this world and afterwards in the

other, into which he comes after death ; for until this be made
known, man knows no other than thatevery one, without any regard

to his faith, may be let into heaven and saved by the divine

mercy; in which idea is grounded the erroneous belief of the

lloman Catholics, that heaven is open to man at the good

pleasure of the pope, and by the favour of his vicars. The
arcanum is this, that all the thoughts of man diffuse themselves

into the spiritual world, in every direction, not unlike the rays

of light diffused from flame. Inasmuch as the spiritual world

consists of heaven and hell; and heaven consists of innumerable

societies, and in like manner hell, hence the thoughts of man
raust needs diffuse themselves into societies ; spiritual thoughts,

which relate to the Lord, to love and faith in Him, and to the

truths and goods of heaven and the church, into heavenly

societies; but thoughts merely natural, which relate to self and
the world, and the love thereof, and not to God at' the same
time, into infernal societies.

That there is such an extension and determination of all the

thoughts of man, has hitherto been unknown, because it was
unknown what the quality of heaven is, and what the quality of

hell, thus that they consist of societies, consequently that there

is an extension of the thoughts of man into another world than

the natural, into which latter world, also, there is an extension

of the sight of his eyes; but it is the spiritual world into which
thought extends itself, and it is the natural world into which
vision extends itself, since the thought of the mind is spiritual,

and the vision of the eye is natural.

That there is an extension of all the thoughts of man into

the societies of the spiritual world, and that no thought can be
given witliout such extension, has been so testified to myself
from the experience of several years, that, with all faith I can
assert it to be true. In a word, man with his head is in the

spiritual world, as with his body he is in the natural world : by
head is here meant his mind, consisting of understanding,
thought, will, and love; and by body is here meant his senses,

which are seeing, hearing, smelling, taste, and touch : and
whereas man as to his head, that is, as to his mind, is in the
spiritual world, therefore he is either in heaven or in hell, and
where the mind is, there the whole man is with head and bodj^,

when he becomes a spirit; and man is altogether of a quality

8



Ver. 1.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [1093.

agreeable to his conjunction with the societies of the spiritual

worldj being an angel of a quality agreeable to his conjunction

with the societies of heaven, or a devil of a quality agreeable to

his conjunction with the societies of hell.

1093. " Having great power."—That hereby is signified, to

whom belongeth omnipotence, as in the heavens so also in the

earths, appears from the signification of great power, when pre-

dicated of the Lord, as denoting omnipotence ; the reason why
omnipotence is here signified by great power, is, because it is

said of the angel, and according to the idea which man entertains

concerning angels, omnipotence cannot be predicated of them,

but great power, but when by an angel is understood the Lord
as to His Divine proceeding, then by great power is understood

omnipotence ; omnipotence also belongs to the Lord, inasmuch
as He is the God of heaven and earth, and by the Divine

[principle] which proceeds from Him as a sun, the heaven and
the earths were created, and thereby heaven with the earth is

held together and subsists : the Divine Proceeding is the same
which is called in John, the Word, which was with God, and
which was God, by which all things were made that are made,

and by which also the world was made (chap, i, 1, 2, 10).

The reason why the omnipotence of the Lord as in the

heavens, so also in the earths, is what is understood by the

great power of the angel, is, because it follows, that the earth

was enlightened from His glory; for when the last judgment
upon those who are understood by the whore or Babylon was
accomplished, then the darkness was removed which was inter-

posed between heaven and earth : but more will be said upon
this subject below.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Creed. From what
has been said, it is evident that the thoughts of man are exten-

sions into societies either heavenly or infernal, and that unless

they were extensions they would be no thoughts ; for the thought
of man is as the sight of his eyes, which, unless it had extension

out of itself, would either be no sight, or be blindness. But
man's love is what determines his thoughts into societies, good
love determining them into heavenly societies, and evil love into

infernal societies : for the universal heaven is arranged into

societies, according to all the varieties of love-afFcctions, in

general, in species, and in particular : on the other hand, hell is

arranged into societies according to the lusts of the love of evil,

opposite to the affections of the love of good.

Man's love is comparatively as fire, and his thoughts arc as

rays of light thence" derived; if the love be good, in such case

the thoughts, which are as rays, are truths ; if the love be e^ il,

the radiant thoughts are falsities. Thoughts derived from good
love, which arc truths, tend towards heaven, but thoughts
derived from evil love, which are falsities, tend towards hell, and

9



loot.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [ChAP. Xviii.

conjoin, in-apt, and as it were inosculate themselves into honio-

fjcncous societies, namely, such as are of like love, so entirely,

that the man is altoj^other one with tliosc societies.

Man, hy love to the Tjonl, is an image of Him : the Lord is

divine love, and in heaven before the angels He appears as a

sun : from that sun proceeds light and heat, light is the divine

truth, and heat is the divine good ; the universal heaven is from

both, and so are all the societies of heaven. The Lord's love

with man, who is an image of him, is as fire from that sun, from
which fire in like manner proceeds light and heat ; the light so

proceeding is the truth of faith, and the heat is the good of love,

eacii from the Lord, and each is inserted into the societies with

which the man's love acts in unity.

That man from creation is an image and likeness of God, is

evident from Genesis i. 26 ; and the reason why he is an image
and likeness of the Lord by love, is, because man by love is in

the Lord and the Lord in him (John xiv. 20, 21). In a word,

there cannot exist the smallest portioii of thought, but what has

reception given it in some society, not with the individuals or

angels of the society, but with the affection of love, from which
and in which that society is ; hence it is, that the angels are not

conscious in their turn of anything respecting thp influx, neither

does the influx in any manner disturb the society.

From these considerations the above truth is evident, that

man is in conjunction with heaven whilst he lives in the world,

and likewise in consociation with the angels, although both men
and angels are ignorant of it : the cause of their ignorance is,

because the thought of man is natural, and the thought of an
angel spiritual, which make one only by correspondence. Inas-

much as man, by the thoughts of his love, is inaugurated into

societies either of heaven or hell, therefore, when he comes into

the spiritual world, as is the case immediately after death, his

quality is known merely by the extensions of his thoughts into

societies, and thus everyone is explored; he is also reformed by
the admission of his thoughts into the societies of heaven, and
he is condemned bj' the immersion of his thoughts into the

societies of hell.

1091. "And the earth was enlightened from his glory."—
That hereby is signified the church now in light from the influx

and reception of divine truth, appears from the signification of

the earth, as denoting the church, of which we have spoken
frequently ; and from the signification of being enlightened, as

denoting to be in light : and from the signification of glory,

wlicn predicated of the Lord, who is there understood by the
angel, as denoting divine truth, concerning which see n. 34,

288, 345, 874 : that glory denotes divine truth, because it is

the light of heaven from which the angels derive all their

wisdom and happiness, and also magnificence, may be seen n. 678.
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Ver. 1.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [1094.

The reason why it is said concerning the angel coming down
from heaven, that he had great power, and that the earth was

enlightened by his glory, was, because the last judgment was

accomplished upon those who are understood by the whore^ or

by Babylon, for this is understood by the words of the angel

:

" Babylon is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of

demons, and the cage of every unclean spirit, and the cage of

every unclean and hateful bird" (verse 2) ; and when judgment
was accomplished upon them, then divine truth proceeding from

the Lord came into its light and into its power ; for so long as

the Babylonians were tolerated under heaven, they were then

like dense and dusky clouds between heaven and the earth,

whereby the rays of light from the sun are intercepted and the

day is darkened. The reason is, because divine truth, which is

the Word, was not only falsified by them, but also rejected

;

and they moreover as it were annihilated the Lord^s divine

power by transferring it to themselves : such and several other

things which had place with them, so long as it was
granted them to make themselves habitations under the heavens,

were as dusky clouds between heaven and earth, through which

divine truth could not be transmitted and illustrate any man of

the church ; but as soon as they were driven away and cast into

hell, then power and light acceded to divine truth, which pro-

ceeded from the Lord as a sun, insomuch that the Lord could

not only lead more powerfully, and illustrate more clearly, the

spirits who are under the heavens, but also men in the church.

This was the cause that the spiritual sense of the Word was not

revealed before, nor the state of heaven and hell manifested

until the last judgment was accomplished, for before this, divine

truth would not have had power and light.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Creed. Since man,
at his birth, is not in any society either heavenly or infernal,

inasmuch as he is without thought, and yet is born for eternal

life, it follows that, in process of time, he either opens heaven to

himself, or opens hell, and enters into societies, and becomes an

inhabitant either of heaven or of hell, even during his abode in

the world. The reason why man becomes an inhabitant there is,

because in the spiritual world is his real habitation, and as it is

called, his country, for he is to live there to eternity, after he

has lived a few years in the natural world. From these

considerations, it may be concluded, how necessary it is for man
to know, what opens heaven with him, and introduces him into

its societies ; also, what opens hell with him, and introduces him
into its societies; this will be shewn in the following articles : and

suffice it to observe at present, that man lets himself into

societies of heaven successively more and more, according to

increments of wisdom, and into more and more interior societies

successively, according to increments of the love of good ; also,

11



lODfi.] ATOCALVPSE EXPLAINED. [ChAP, XVui.

in proportion as hcavcu is optnied to hini^ in the same propor-

tion licU is dosed : nevcrtliciess, man liinisclf opens to himself

hell, hnt heaven is opened to man by the Lord.

101)5. Verse 2. " And he cried out in strevytJi with a great

voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become

the habitation of demons, and the cage of every unclean spirit, and
the cage of every unclean and hateful bird."

" And he cried out in strength icith a great voice," signifies

manifestation bclbre heaven and iu the ehureh from joy of

heart. " Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen," signifies that

the last judgment was accomplished upon those who profaned

the holy things of heaven and the church by assuming domina-

tion over them :
" and is become the habitation of demons,"

signifies where are dire falses from the truths and goods of the

church profaned :
" and the cage of every unclean spirit," signifies

where there are nothing but evils from the adulterated goods of

the Word :
" and the cage of every unclean and hateful bird,"

signifies where there, are nothing but falses from the falsified

truths of the Word.
1096. "And he cried out in streiigth ivith a great voice."—

That hereby is signified manifestation before heaven and in the

ehureh from joy of heart, appears from the signification of crying

out, as denoting to manifest, namely, that the last judgment
was accomplished upon Babylon, for it follows, Babylon the

great is fallen, is fallen ; and from the signification of in strength,

as denoting in power before heaven and in the church, of which
we shall speak presently ; and from the signification of a great

voice, as denoting joy of heart, for from joy of heart the voice is

exalted and becomes great. The cause of the joy of heart was,

that after the last judgment upon those who are understood by
the whore or Babylon, light and power acceded to divine truth,

which proceeds from the Lord according to what was observed

in the article above.

The reason why a great voice signifies joy of heart, is,

because all loud voice or exclamation, takes place from some
affection, more intense according to the affection or degree of

love; the reason why strength signifies in heaven and in earth, is,

because strength signifies power, and now there was power of

manifesting those things before heaven and before the world :

concerning this power see above, n 1093.

Continuation concerning the Athanusian Creed. The first

and primary thought, which opens heaven to man, is thought
concerning God ; the reason is, because God is the All of heaven,

insomuch that whether we speak of heaven or of God it is the

same thing. The divine (principles or things) which make the

angels, of whom heaven consists, to be angels, taken together,

are God; and hence it is, that thought concerning God is the

first and primary of all thoughts which open heaven to man, for

12



Ver. 2.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1097.

it is the head and sun of all truths and loves celestial and
spiritual. But there is given the thought of light and there is

given the thought of love, the thought of light alone being the

knowledge that God is, which appears as acknowledgment, but
still is not so. By the thought of light man has presence in

heaven, but not conjunction with heaven : for the light of thought,

alone, does not conjoin, but exhibits man present to the Lord
and to the angels, inasmuch as that light is like winter-light, in

which man sees with equal clearness as in summer-light, but
which nevertheless does not conjoin itself to thi&' earth, nor to

any tree, shrub, flower, or grass : every man, also, has implanted
in him the faculty of thinking about God, and, likewise, of
understanding those things which are of God, by virtue of the
light of heaven, but the thought alone of that light, which is

intellectual thought, merely constitutes his presence before the
Lord and before the angels, as was said above.

When man is in intellectual thought alone concerning God
and concerning those things which are of God, he then appears to

the angels from afar as an image of ivory or of marble, which
can walk and utter sounds, but in the face and sound of which
there is yet no life ; and so, likewise, he appears to the angels,

comparatively, as a tree in time of winter, with naked branches
without leaves, of which, nevertheless, some hope is cherished,

that it will be covered with leaves, and afterwards with fruits,

when the heat adjoins itself to light, as is the case in time of

spring. As thought concerning God primarily opens heaven, so

thought against God primarily closes heaven.

1097. Saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen."—That
hereby is signified that the last judgment was accomplished upon
those who profaned the holy things of heaven and the church,

by domination assumed over them, appears from the signification

of, is fallen, is fallen, as denoting utter ruin and destruction,

thus the last judgment, because they are then cast into hell;

and from the signification of Babylon, as denoting those who
have profaned the holy things of heaven and the church by
domination assumed over them : for by Babylon is understood
the same as by the whore sitting on the scarlet beast, and the

same as by the mother of whoredoms and of the abominations
of the earth, in the preceding chapter, by whom are meant those

who have profaned the holy things of the church ; concerning
whom and the profanation wrought by them, see the explication

of that chapter.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Creed. Thought
concerning one God opens heaven to man, because there is but
one God : on the other hand, thought concerning several Gods
closes heaven, since the idea of several Gods destroys the idea

of one God. Thought concerning the true God opens heaven,

for heaven and all that belongs to it is from the true God : on
13
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the other hand, thought conccrniujji; a false God closes heaven,

for no other God but the true God is acknowledged in heaven.

Thought concerning God, Creator, Redeemer, and Illustrator,

opens heaven, for this trinity is of the one true God; also,

thought concerning God infinite, eternal, uuereate, omnipotent,

omnipresent, and omniscicnt,openshcaven,for these are attributes

of the essence of the one and true God : on the other hand,

thought concerning a living man as a God, of a dead man as a

God, and of an idol as a God, closes heaven, because they are

not omniscient, omnipresent, omnipotent, uncrcate, eternal, and

infinite, neither from them was creation and redemption, nor

from them is illustration.

Thought concerning God as a man, in whom is a divine

trinity, namely, what is called Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, opens

heaven : on the other hand, thought concerning God as not a

man, which thought is apparently presented as a little cloud, or

as nature in her smallest principles, closes heaven : for God is a

man, as the universal angelic heaven in its complex is a man, and
every angel and every r-jiirit is thence a man : therefore, thought

concerning the Lord, as being the God of the universe, opens

heaven : for the Lord says, " The Father hath given all things

into the hand of the Son" (John iii. 35). "The Father hath

given to the Son power over all flesh " (John xvii. 2) .
" All

things are delivered to Me by the Father" (Matt. xi. 27).
" All power is given to Me in heaven and in earth " (Matt,

xxviii. 18).

From these considerations it is evident, that man without the

idea of God, such as it is in heaven, cannot be saved : the idea

of God in heaven is the Lord ; for the angels of heaven are in

the Lord, and the Lord in them ; wherefore, to think of any

other God than the Lord, is to them impossible ; see John xiv.

20, 21. Allow me to add, that the idea of God as a man, is

engrafted from heaven in every nation throughout the universal

terrestrial globe, but, what I lament, is destroyed in Christendom :

the causes will be shewn below.

1098. "And is become the habitation of demons."—That

hereby is signified, where are dire falses from the truths and
goods of the church profaned, appears from the signification of

habitation, as denoting where they are after the last judgment,

who are understood by Babylon as a whore ; and from the sig-

nification of demons, as denoting those who are in dire falses

from truths and goods profaned, concerning which see n. 586,

1001. The hell of those is here described, namely, that it is the

habitation of demons, the cage of every unclean spirit, and the

cage of every unclean and hateful bird : that their hell is such,

is manifest from the exhalations which thence arise, which are

the truths and goods of heaven and the church profaned ; for

they are in holy externals as to discourse, face, and gesture,

14
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which they lift up to heaven, and yet, in soul and heart, they do
not look to any God, but to themselves as to deities of the earth,

thus they make one with those who are in hell : they profane

holy things, because their interiors, which are of the soul and
heart, flow into the exteriors, which are disposed to the appear-

ance of sanctity : such persons are here understood by demons.
Continuation concerning the Athanasian Creed. The thought,

alone, that God is, and that the Lord is the God of heaven,

opens, indeed, heaven, and exhibits man present there, yet so

lightly, that he is almost unseen, appearing afar off as in the

shade ; but in proportion as his thought becomes more full, more
true, and more just, concerning God, in the same proportion he
appears in light : the thought is rendered more full by the

knowledges of truth, which are of faith, and of good, which
are of love, derived from the Word ; for all things which are

from the Word are divine, and divine things taken together

are God.
The man who only thinks that God is, and thinks nothing

about His quality, is as one who thinks that the Word is, and
that it is holy, yet knows nothing of its contents; or who
thinks that the law is, and knows nothing of what is contained

in the law ; when yet the thought of what God is, is so large,

that it fills heaven, and constitutes all the wisdom in which
the angels are principled, which is ineffable, for in itself it is

infinite, because God is infinite. The thought that God is,

derived from His quality, is what is meant in the Word by the

name of God.
1099. " And the cage of every unclean spirit."—That

hereby is signified, where there are nothing but evils from the

adulterated goods of the Word, appears from the signification

of a cage, as denoting where they are who are understood by
Babylon, the same being here signified by cage as above by
habitation ; and from the signification of unclean spirit, as

denoting those who are in evils from the adulteration of good,

thus abstractedly the evils themselves, which are adulterated goods.

Goods are called adulterated, which are applied to evils, as

the goods of love to the Lord applied to the loves of self, and
the goods of love towards the neighbour applied to the loves of

the world ; love to the Lord and love towards the neighbour are

pure and holy loves, whereas the loves of self and of the world,

such as they are with those who have claimed to themselves

the Lord's dominion over heaven and over the church, are im-
pure and profane loves, wherefore to convert holy loves into

profane loves is to adulterate the goods of the Word, especially

when they call their profane things holy, and their evil things

good; they who have been such in the world become unclean
spirits after death, and their hell is understood by the cage of

every unclean spirit.
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Conf'niundon concernim; the Athanasinn Creed. It was said,

that man has thoui^ht from h<^lit, and that he has thouglit from
love, and tliat thonu:1it from lif^ht makes the presence of man in

heaven, hut thomijht from h^vc makes tlic conjunction of man
with heaven : the reason is, hccausc love is spiritual conjunc-

tion : hence it is, that when the thought of the light of man
hccomes the thought of his love, man is introduced into

heaven, as to a marriage, and so far as love in the thought
of light is the primary agent, or leads the thought, so far

man enters heaven as a bride the hride-cliamber, and is married

;

for in the Word the Lord is called the bridegroom and
husband, and heaven and the church the bride and vrife.

By being married, is meant to be conjoined to heaven in some
society thereof, and he is so far conjoined to it, as he has pro-

cured to himself, in the world, intelligence and wisdom from
the Lord, by the Word, thus so far as by divine truths he has

learned to think that God is, and that the Lord is that God

;

but he who thinks from few truths, thus from little intelligence,

whilst he thinks from love, i« conjoined indieed with heaven,

but in its more ultimate principles.

By love is meant love to the Lord, and by loving the Lord
is not meant to love the Lord as a person, since by this love

alone, man is not conjoined with heaven, but by the love of the

divine good and divine truth, which are the Lord in heaven
and in the church ; and those two principles are not loved by
knowing them, thinking them, understanding them, and speak-

ing them, but by willing and doing them, for this reason,

because they are commanded by the Lord, and hence, because

they are of use : nothing is full until it is done, and what is

done is the end, and the end is that for the sake of which the

love is cherished ; wherefore from the love of willing and doing
something, exists the love of knowing, of thinking, of under-

standing' it. Tell me why you are desirous to know and under-

stand any thing, except for the sake of the end which you love;

the end which is loved is the deed : if you say, for the

sake of faith, it may be replied, that faith alone, or merely of

the thought, without actual faith, which is deed, is a nonentity.

You are very much deceived if you fancy that you believe in

God, whilst you are not doing the things which are of God ; for

the Lord teaches in John, " He that hath my precepts and
doeth them, he it is who loveth Me, and I ivill make My abode

with him ; but he who loveth Me not, keepeth not My words "

(xiv. 21, 24). In a word, to love and to do are one ; wherefore,

in the Word, where mention is made of loving, doing is under-

stood, and where mention is made of doing, loving is also under-

stood ; for what I love, this I do.

1100. "And the cage of every unclean and hateful bird."—
That hereby is signified where there arc nothing but falses, from
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the falsified truths of the Word, appears from the signification

of a cage, as denoting where the falsifiers are, thus hell, as was
said above ; and from the signification of every unclean and

hateful bird, as denoting falses from the falsified truths of the

Word : for by birds are signified things rational and intellectual,

thoughts, ideas, and reasonings, thus; truths or falses, and by
unclean is signified what proceeds from a filthy love, and espe-

cially from the love of ruling, for this constitutes uncleanness

in hell ; and by hateful is signified what springs from a false

principle, thus from such a religious principle as is confirmed

by the literal sense of the Word falsified.

That birds signify such things as appertain to the thought of

man, as well spiritual as infernal, thus both truths and falses,

for these appertain to thought, is from correspondence ; that it

is from correspondence, appears from the birds seen in the

spiritual world, where all things which appear before the eyes,

and before the rest of the senses, are correspondences ; in that

world there appear animals of the earth of every kind, and also

fowls of the heaven, as well beautiful as ugly, and tlicy appear

from the aff"ections and thoughts of the angels and spirits,

the animals from the affections, and fowls from the thoughts:

that they are correspondences is known to all there, who also

know, to what afi*ections and thoughts they correspond : that

they correspond to affections and thoughts, is made to appear

manifestly, inasmuch as when the spirit or angel departs, or

ceases to think upon the things to which they correspond, they

are dissipated in a moment. Inasmuch as birds are cori'c-

spondences of the thoughts as well rational as not rational, thus

both of verities and falsities, therefore the same are signified by
them in the Word, for all things of the Word are corre-

spondences.

That birds signify thoughts which are derived from truths,

as well rational as spiritual, may appear from the following

passages : thus in David :
" Let them praise the name of Jehovah,

the wild beast, and every beast, reptile, and bird of wing "

(Psalm cxlviii. 10) : that by wild beast and every beast are

signified the affections of the natural man, both of truth and
good, and, in the opposite sense, the cupidities of what is false

and evil, may be seen above, n. 523, 650, 78i ; hence by bird of

wing are signified thoughts : and on this account it is that it is

said, that they shall praise the name of Jehovah, for it is man
who must praise from his affections and thoughts, thus from
goods and truths.

And in Hosca :
" Iivill make for them a covenant in that day

with the wild beast of the field, and with the bird of the heavens,

and the reptile of the earth ; and the bow, and the sword, and
the war, will I break off the earth'' (ii. 18) : treating concerning
the advent of the Lord, and concerning heaven and the church
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from Ilim : by in that day is uiulorstood the Lord's coming
;

by the covenant which he will then make is understood conjunc-

tion with those who believe in Ilim ; licncc i)y the wild beast of

the field, and the bird of the licavens, cannot be signified wild

l)casts and birds, but those things to which they correspond,

which arc the allcctions of good and truth, and the thoughts

thence derived ; that in such case there shall be no infestation

from falses and evils from hell, is signified by the bow, the

sword, and the war, being broken in the earth.

Again in David :
" Thou hast made him to rule over the works

of Thy hands, thou hast put all things under his feet, the flock

and the herd, also the beasts of the fldds, the bird of the heaven,

and the flshes of the sea " (Psalm viii. 7, 8, 9) ; treating of the

Lord, of whom it is here said, that he shall have rule over all

things of the hands of Jehovah, by which are not understood

terrestrial things, such as flocks^ herds, beasts, birds, and fishes,

for what would these things be for His dominion, which is in

the heavens, and from the heavens over men on the earths,

whom He will lead to life eternal^ wherefore the spiritual things

of the church arc what are understood ; by the flocks are

signified in general all spiritual things with man, by the herd all

natural things with him, which correspond to spiritual, by the

beasts of the fields the affections of good in the natural man,
which are of the church, for a field signifies the church ; the

birds of heaven signify the thoughts of the rational man^ and
the fishes of the sea scientifics.

And in Ezekiel :
" / ivill take of the shoot of a lofty cedar, in

the mountain of the height of Israel ivill I plant it, that it may
lift up the branch and bear fruit, and spread out into a magni-

ficent cedar, that under it may dwell every bird of every wing, in

the shades of its branches shall they dwell'' (xvii. 23) ; by these

words is described the establishment of a new church by the

Lord ; the establishment thereof of a new, or from its first rise,

is understood by the shoot of the lofty cedar, the cedar here, as

in other passages of the Word, denoting the spiritual rational

church, such as was the church with the ancients after the

flood ; by planting the shoot in the mountain of the height of

Israel, is signified, in spiritual good, which is the good of charity,

for this is what is signified by the mountain of the height of

Israel ; by spreading out into a magnificent cedar, is signified

the full establishment of that church; that under it may dwell

every bird of every wing, signifies that there shall be rational

truths of every kind ; to dwell in the shade of its branches,

signifies terminated in natural truths, for these cover and guard

rational truths, which are from a spiritual origin.

Again in the same prophet :
" AsJiur is a cedar in Lebanon,

which was of high stature : all the birds of the heavens made
their nests in his branches, and under his branches did every beast
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of the field bring forth their young ; and in his shadow dwelt all

great nations " (xxxi. 5, 6) : by the cedar here likewise is signified

the church which is spiritual rational, for Ashur signifies the

rational principle ; and whereas the cedar signifies the church,

it follows that by the birds of the heavens which made their

nests in its branches, and by the beasts of the field which
brought forth under them, are understood rational thoughts

concerning the truths of the church, and the affections thereof;

inasmuch as these things are signified, therefore it is also said

in his shade dwelt all great nations.

And in Daniel :
" Nebuchadnezzar in a dream saiv a tree in

the midst of the earth, the height whereof was great ; and it grew
and became strong, and the height thereof reached unto heaven,

and the sight thereof unto the end of the earth ; the leaf thereof

was fair, and the flower thereof much, and in it ivas meat for all

;

under it the beast of the field had a shade, and in its branches

dwelt the bird of the heavens, and all fiesh was nourished from it.

But a watcher and holy one descendedfrom heaven, crying aloud.

Hew down the tree, and cut off his branches, shake off the leaf,

and disperse his floiver, let the beast flee away from under it, and
the birds from its branches" (iv. 7—11, 17, 18) : by the tree here

also is signified the church called Babylon, in its beginning and
progression, and on this occasion the church in the knowledges
of truth and good ; its beginning and progression is described

by its becoming great and strong, the leaf thereof fair, and the

flower thereof much, and that then there was food in it for all

;

the affections of good and the thoughts of truth are signified by
the beast of the field, which had a shade under it, and by the birds

which dwelt in its branches ; the devastation thereof on account

of the dominion to which it had exalted itself over the holy

things of the church and of heaven, is understood by the watcher
and holy one coming down from heaven, and crying aloud, hew
down the tree and cut off his branches : that beast and birds

there signify affections and thoughts, is evident from this con-

sideration, that when the tree was cut down, it is also said let

the beast flee from under it, and the birds from its branches.

Similar things are signified by the birds of heaven in the

Evangelists :
" Jesus said, The kingdom of the heavens is like

to a grain of mustard seed, tvhich a man took and sowed in his

field, and it became a tree, so that the fowls of heaven came and
built nests in the branches thereof" (Matt. xiii. 31, 3.2; Mark
iv. 32; Luke xiii. 19) ; by the tree from a grain of mustard
seed is signified the man of the church, and also the church
commencing from a little spiritual good by truth ; for if only a

very small degree of spiritual good take root in man, it will

grow like a seed in good ground ; and whereas by a tree is

thence signified the man of the church, it follows that by the

fowls of heaven, which make nests in its branches, are signified
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tlir ktio\vlcdf;;os of truth, and the thoughts thence derived : that

this is not a bare com])arison any one may see, both from this

and siniiKar other passages which abound in the prophets, and
whieli could be of no manner of use without a spiritual

sense.

So likewise in David :
" Jehovah who sendcth out fountains into

the rivers, they go amongst tlie mountains, they afford drink to every

wild beast of the fields, the wild asses break their thirst, near

them the bird of the heavens dwelleth, from amongst the branches

they utter their voices. The trees of Jehovah are saturated, the

cedars of Lebanon lohich He hath jjlanted, wliere the birds make
their nests ; the stork hath her house in the firs" (Psalm civ. 10,

11, 13, IG, 17) : such things as these also would never have been

said in the divine Word, unless they had been each of them
correspondences of things spiritual and celestial, and thence

holy, for to what purpose else would it be to speak of rivers from

fountains, of their going amongst the mountains, of their afford-

ing drink to the beast of the field, of the wild asses breaking

their thirst, of the bird of the heavens dwelling near them, and

uttering its voice amongst the branches, likewise of the stork

dwelling in the firs ; but when by fountains, are understood the

truths of the Word, by rivers intelligence thence derived, by
mountains the goods of love, by the wild beasts of the fields the

affections of truth, by wild asses the rational principle, and by

the birds of heaven thoughts from divine truths, then the sanctity

and divinity of the Word is manifest, otherwise it would be

merely human.
So in Job :

" Ask, I pray, the beasts, and they ivill teach

thee, or the birds of heaven, and they will announce to thee, and
the fishes of the sea will relate to thee : who doth not know from
all these, that the hand of Jehovah doeth it " (xii. 7, 8, 9) : that

by beasts, the birds of heaven, and the fishes of the sea, are not

understood beasts, birds, and fishes, is evident, for these cannot

be interrogated, nor teach, announce, and relate, that the hand
of Jehovah doeth it ; but by them is signified man as to those

things w hich are of his intelligence ; by beasts are understood

his affections, by the birds of heaven his thoughts, by the fishes

of the sea knowledges and scientifics; from these man may
teach that the hand of Jehovah doeth it, otherwise it could not

be said, who doth not know from all these.

Again in Ezekiel : ''Son of man, say to the bird of every

wing, and to every wild beast of the field, gather yourselves together

and come, gather yourselves from round about, to the great

sacrifice upon the mountains of Israel; and I will give My glory

amongst the nations" (xxxix. 17, 21): the establishment of the

church amongst the gentiles or nations is there described, and

the invitation and convocation thereto, for it is said, so will I

give my glory amongst the nations ; wherefore by the bird of
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every wing and by every wild beast of the field, are signified all

who are in the affection of good and in the understanding of

truth.

In like manner in the Apocalypse :
" An angel standing in

the smi cried out with a great voice, saying to all the birds flying

in the midst of heaven, come, and gather yourselves together to

the supper of the great God" (xix. 17) ; where by birds flying in

the midst of heaven cannot be understood birds, but men who
are rational and spiritual ; for they are invited to the supper of

the great God.
And in Jeremiah :

" / saw the mountains, and behold they

were in commotion, and all the hills were overturned, I saw when
behold there was not a man and every bird of the heaven was fled

;

I saw when Carmel was a wilderness, and all the cities thereof

were desolate ''
(iv. 24, 25, 26) : these things are said concerning

the devastation of the church as to all the good and truth

thereof : by mountains and vallies are signified celestial and
spiritual loves ; and by being in commotion and overturned is

signified to perish; for in the spiritual world, when there no
longer exists with the spirits there any celestial and spiritual

love, the mountains and hills upon which they dwelt are

actually put in commotion and overthrown ; by all the birds flying

away is signified, that there was no longer any science and con-

sequent thought of truth ; by there being no man, is signified no
understanding of truth ; by Carmel being a wilderness is signified

the church being destitute of good and truth; and by the cities

being desolate is signified that there were no longer any doctrinals

of truth.

Again in the same prophet :
" The habitations are vastated,

that there is not a man passing through, neither do they hear the

voice of cattle ; from the bird of the heavens even to the beast

they are fled, they are gone, for I will make Jerusalem heaps, a
habitation of dragons" (ix. 9, 10; chap. xii. 9) : also treating of

the devastation of the church : by the habitations which are

vastated so that not a man passeth through, are signified the

doctrinals of the church which were from the Word, in which
there is now not any good or truth ; by the voice of cattle, which
they do not hear, is signified the good of charity and truth of
faith which are no more ; by the birds of the heavens even to the
beasts being fled and gone, is signified that there is no longer
any thought of truth from the knowledge thereof, nor any affec-

tion of good ; that tlie flying away of the birds of the heaven
and the departure of the beasts of the earth are not here under-
stood, but the vastation of tlie church as to doctrine, is evident,

for it is added, I will make Jei'usalem heaps, a habitation of

dragons ; by Jerusalem is signified the church as to doctrine,

and by making it heaps, and into a habitation of dragons, is

signified the devastation thereof.
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Ami in Ilosca :
" No truth, and no mercy, and no knowledge

of God in the earth, wherefore tlie earth shall mourn, as to the

wild beast of the field, and as to the bird of the heavens, and
also the fishes of the sea shall be collected together" (iv. 1, 3) ;

that by the wild beast of the field, the bird of the heavens, and

the fishes of the sea, are signified similar things as above, is

evident, for the snbject here treated of is also concerning the

devastation of the church, for it is said^ no truth, no mercy, and

no knowledge of God in the earth, and by the earth is signified

the church.

And in Zephaniali :
" I will consume man and beast, I will

consume the bird of the heavens and the fishes of the sea, I will

cut off man from the faces of the earth " (i. 3) : to consume
mail and beast, signifies to destroy spiritual and natural affec-

tion; to consume the birds of the heavens and the fishes of

the sea, signifies to destroy the perceptions and the know-
ledges of truth : and whereas such things as appertain to the

church are hereby signified, it is said, I will cut off man from

the faces of the earth, for by man is signified the all of the

church.

Again in David :
" God said, I know every bird of the moun-

tains, and the wild beasts of My fields is with Me" (1. 11). And
in Ezekiel :

" There shall be a great earthquake over the land

of Israel, and the fish of tlie sea shall tremble before Me, and

the bird of the heavens, and the wild beast of the field, and every

creeping thing creeping upon the earth, and every man ivho is

upon the faces of the earth" (xxxviii. 20) : where similar things

are signified by the bird of the heavens and the fish of the sea,

and the wild beast of the field, as above; by earthquake is

signified a change of the state of the church.

And in Isaiah :
" Wo to the land shadowed with ivings,

which is beyond the rivers of Cash ; the bird of the mountains

and the beast of the earth shall be left, but tlie bird shall abomi-

nate it, and every beast of the earth shall despise it" (xviii.

1, 6) : the subject there treated of is concerning the establish-

ment of the church with the gentiles, and the devastation of

the Jewish church ; hence by the bird and by the beast of the

earth are signified the knowledges of truth and the affections

of good.

Again :
" / am God, and there is no God besides, and none as

I, calling the birdfrom the east, the man of counsel from a land

far distant" (xlvi. 9) : by the bird which shall be called from the

east, is signified the truth of the "Word, which, because it is from

the good of love, is called from the east, east denoting the

good of love; what else can be meant by God's calling a bird

from the east, and a man of counsel from a land of far distance ?

the man of counsel denotes a man who is intelligent from truths,

which are from the good of love.
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And in Hosea :
" Ephraim, as a bird his glory shall fly

aivay, from the birth, and from the belly, and from conception "

(ix. 11): again :
'' I will not return to destroy Ephraim : they shall

go after Jehovah, with honour shall they arrive as a bird from
Egypt, and as a dove from the land of Assyria" (xi. 9, 10) : by
Ephraim is signified the understanding of the truths of the

church, hence a comparison thereof is made with a bird, and it

is said, as a bird shall his glory fly away ; the same comparison
is made with a bird also in Hosea vii. 12; for all that apper-

tains to the understanding, as well scientific as cogitative and
rational, is signified by bird, and all that is delightful and
pleasurable, thus which appertains to tlie will and affection, is

signified by beast and a wild beast ; by the bird from Egypt
is signified the scientific principle, which is of the natural man,
and by the dove from Assyria the rational principle, for these

are what are signified by Egypt and Assyria ; the subject there

treated of is concerning the church to be established by the

Lord.

As most things of the Word have also an opposite sense,

so also have birds, and in that sense they signify fallacies

arising from the sensual man, likewise reasonings from falses

against truths, and also falses themselves, worse and more
noxious according to the genera and species of unclean birds;

and by rapacious birds are signified those especially which are

destructive of truths.

In many passages of the Word mention is made of being
given for food to the birds and wild beasts, and thereby is signi-

fied to perish entirely by fallacies, falses, and reasonings thence
derived, also by cupidities of evil, and in general by evils and
falses from hell : this is signified by being given for meat to the
birds of heaven and the fishes of the sea in the following

passages : thus in Jeremiah :
" The carcase of this peopAe shall

be for food to the bird of the heavens, none shall fray them away "

(vii. 35) : again : I will visit upon you in four kinds, ivith the sword
to slay, with dogs to tear, with the birds of the heavens and the

beasts of the earth to devour and destroy " (xv. 3) : again :
" By

sword and famine shall they be consumed that their carcase
may become food for the birds of the heavens and the beast of
the earth " (xvi. 4 ; chap. xix. 7 ; chap, xxxiv. 20) : and in

Ezekicl :
" Upon the faces of the field shall thou fall, thou shall

not be collected, neither gathered togetJter ; to tlie wild beast of
the earth, and the bird of heaven have I given thee for food

"

(xxix. 5) : and again :
" Upon the mountains of Israel thou shall

fall, to the bird of the heavens of every wing, and to the wild
beast of the field, have I given thee for food" (xxxix. 4) ; these

things are said concerning Gog: and again in David: "The
nations have come into Thine heritage, they have polluted the

temple of Thy holiness, they have laid Jerusalem in heaps, the
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dea(/ boiics of Tlnj scrrnii/s have //teij (/iron for meat to the bird

of the heavens, tlie /lesh of 'J7ii/ suiints to the ir'/td beast of tlie

earth" (I'salm Ixxix. 1, 2).

Inasmuch as sucli tliiiif^s were sigiiiticd by the birds of the

heavens and the beasts of the eai'th, and the nations of the

land of Canaan signified the evils and the falses of the church,

therefore it was customary for the Jewish nation to expose the

dead bodies of their enemies whom they slew in battle to the

beasts and l)irds, l)y which they were devoured. Hence it was
formerly accounted amongst things horrible and profane, and
is likewise so accounted at this day, to leave dead men upon the

field of the earth unburied, even after battle : this also is

signified in the Word by their not being buried, and also by
their bones being drawn out of the sepulchres and east forth.

Infernal falses are also signified by the birds " which came
down upon the carcases, which Abraham drove away " (Gen. xv.

10) : likewise by the birds mentioned in the Apoc. xix, 21 :

and also by those spoken of by the Lord, " which devoured the

seed that ivas solved upon the hard ivay " (Matt. xiii. 3, 4

;

Markiv. 4; Luke viii. 5). And in Daniel: "In the midst of
the iveek he shalt cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease : at

length upon the bird of abomination shall be desolation, and even

to the consummation and decision, it shall drop upon the devasta-

tion " (ix. 27) ; treating of the total devastation of the Jewish

church, which was when the Lord was born ; the devastation

thereof by horrible falses is signified by the bird of abomina-

tions ; that what is false is there understood by the bird, must
be evident to every one.

It is to be observed, that there are several kinds of falses, and

that they are denoted by the several kinds of birds, which are

enumerated in Moses, Levit. xi. 13 and following verses; and

Deut. xiv. 11—20; and are mentioned in various parts of the

Word, as the eagle, the vulture arid kite, the raven, the owl, the

bat, the dragon, and others.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Creed. There is

given the thought of light concerning God, and concerning

things divine, which in heaven arc called celestial and spiritual,

iu the world ecclesiastical and theological, and there is given the

thought not of light concerning them.

The thought not of light appertains to those who know those

things and do not understand them ; such are all at this day,

who are willing that the understanding be kept under the

obedience of faith : yea, that what is not intelligible should be

believed, saying, that intellectual faith is not true faith ; but

these are they who are not in the genuine affection of truth,

from an interior principle, and, consequently, are not in any

illustration, whilst several of them are in the conceit of their

own intelligence, and in the love of domineering by the
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holy things of the church over the souls of men ; not aware,

that truth wills to be in the light, since the light of heaven
is divine truth, and that the understanding truly human is

affected by that light, and sees from it, and if it did not see,

it would be the memory that has faith, and not the man,
and such faith is blind, because without an idea from the light

of truth, for the understanding is the man, and the memory is

introductory.

If what is not intelligible is to be believed, man, like a

parrot, might be taught to speak and to remember, even that

there is sanctity in the bones of the dead and in sepulchres,

that carcases do miracles, that man will be tormented in

purgatory if he docs not consecrate his wealth to idols or

monasteries, that men are gods, because heaven and hell are in

their power, not to mention other similar articles of faith,

which man must believe from a blind faith and from a closed

understanding, and thus from the light of both extinguished.

But be it known, that all the truths of the Word, which are

the truths of heaven and of the church, may be seen by the

understanding, in heaven spiritually, in the world rationally
;

for the understanding truly human is the very sight itself of

those things, being separated from what is material, and when
it is separated, it sees truths as clearly as the eye sees objects

;

it sees truths as it loves them, for as it loves them it is

illustrated.

The angels have wisdom in consequence of seeing truths

;

wherefore, when it is said to any angel, that this or that is to

be believed although it is not understood, the angel replies. Do
you suppose me to be insane, or that you yourself are a god
whom I am bound to believe? If I do not see, it may be some-
thing false from hell.

1101. Verse 3. " Because all nations have drunk of the wine

of the anger of her whoredom, and the kings of the earth have

committed whoredom ivith her, and the merchants of the earth are

waxed rich through the means of her delicacies."

" Because all nations have drunk of the wine of the anger of
her whoredom," signifies the adulteration of all things of the

good of heaven and of the church by the dire falses of evil :

" and the kings of the earth have committed ivhoredom with her."

signifies the falsification of all things appertaining to the truth

of heaven and the church :
" and the merchants of the earth

are ivaxed rich through the means of her delicacies," signifies

instruction in those things which are of heaven and the church,

which derive their desirableness and delight from the love of

ruling by the holy things of the church as means, and also from
the love of possessing the world by the same.

1102. "Because all nations have drunk of the wine of the

anger of her whoredom."—That hereby is signified the adultcra-
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tioM of all tliiiifi;s appertaining to the good of heaven and the

elnuch by dire falscs of evil, appears from what lias been ex-

plained above, n. 8<S1, where similar words oecur ; it is there

said, that she made all nations to driidv, but here that all nations

drank.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Creed. We now
proceed to the doetrinc of the Trinity, which was written by
Athanasius, and confirmed by the Council of Nice. This doctrine

is such, that whilst it is reading it leaves a clear idea that there

are three persons, and hence that there are three unanimous
Gods, but an obscure idea that God is one ; when yet, as was

above said, the idea of thought concerning one God primarily

opens heaven to man ; and, on the other hand, the idea of three

Gods closes heaven.

That the above Athanasian doctrine, on its being read, leaves

a clear idea that there are three persons, and hence that there

are three unanimous Gods, and that this unanimous Trinity is

all that gives birth to the thought that there is one God, let

every one decide from the examination of his own thoughts on
the occasion ; for it is said, in the Athanasian Ci'eed, in express

words, " There is one person of the Father, another of the Son,

and another of the Holy Spirit. The Father is uncreate, infinite,

etei'nal, omnipotent , God, Lord, so likewise is the Son, and so

likewise is the Holy Spirit. Also, the Father was made and
created of none, the Son was born of the Father, and the Holy

Sjnrit proceedeth from both. Thus there is one Father, one Son,

and one Holy Spirit. And in this Trinity all the three persons

are tor/ether eternal, and are altogether equal." From these

words it is impossible for any one to think otherwise than that

there are three Gods ; neither could Athanasius think other-

wise, nor also the Nicene Council, as is evident from these words

inserted in the doctrine ;
" As we are obliged by the Christian

verity to acknowledge every person by himself to be God and
Lord, yet are we forbidden by the Catholic religion to say there

be three Gods and three Lords : " which cannot be understood

in any other sense, than that it is allowable to acknowledge

three Gods and Lords, but not to name them : or that it is

allowable to think of three Gods and Lords, but not to say that

there are three Gods and Lords.

1 103. " And the kings of the earth have committed whore-

dom with her."—That hereby is signified the falsification of all

things appertaining to the truth of heaven and the church, may
appear from the explication of similar words above, n. 1034.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Creed. That the

doctrine of the Trinity, which is called the Athanasian Creed,

on its being read, leaves an obscure idea that God is one, and so

obscure as not to remove the idea of three Gods, may be mani-

fest from this consideration, that the doctrine makes one God
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of three, by unity of essence, saying, '' This is the Christian

faith, that we ivorship one God in Trinity, and Trinity in Unity,

neither commixing tlie persons, nor separating the essence :" and

afterwards, " Thus the Unity in Trinity, and^ the Trinity in

Unity is to be worshipped." These things are said, to remove

the idea of three Gods, but they do not affect the understand-

ing in any other way than by suggesting that there are three

persons, yet one divine essence to all; thus by divine essence

is there meant God, when yet essence, as also divinity, majesty,

and glory, which are also mentioned, is a predicate, and God,

as being a person, is the subject, wherefore to say that

essence is God would be like saying that a predicate is a

subject, when essence is not God, but is of God, as like-

wise majesty and glory are not God, but are of God, as a

predicate is not a subject, but is of a subject : hence it is

evident that the idea of three Gods as three persons is not

hereby removed.

This may be illustrated by a comparison ; let it be supposed,

that there are three rulers in one kingdom of equal power, and
that every one is called king ; in this case, if power and majesty

is meant by king, they may, if it be so commanded, be called

and said to be king, yet not easily one king ; but whereas it is

person which is meant by king, it is impossible, whatever

mandate they may issue to that effect, that three kings can

be conceived to be one king : wherefore, if they should say

to you, speak to us with the same freedom with which you
think, you would, undoubtedly, thus express yourself; ye are

kings, also ye are majesties ; if you should reply, I think as

I speak in obedience to the mandate, you are deceived,

because you either simulate or compel yourself, and if you
compel yourself, your thought is not left to itself, but inheres

in the speech.

That this is the case, was seen also by Athanasius, wherefore

he explains the above words by the following :
" As we are

obliged by the Christian verity to acknowledge every person by

himself to be God and Lord, so are we forbidden by the Catholic

religion to say that there are three Gods and three Lords ;"

which words cannot be understood as conveying any other

meaning, than that it is allowable to acknowledge three Gods
and Lords, but not to name them ; or that it is allowable to

think of three Gods and Lords, but not to say so, because it is

contrary to the Christian faith ; in like manner, that it is allow-

able to acknowledge and think of three infinites, eternals, un-

creates, and omnipotents, because there are three persons, but

not to talk of three infinites, eternals, luicreates, and omnipotents,

but only one. The reason why Athanasius added the above

quoted words to the rest is, because no one can think other-

wise, not even himself, yet every one can speak otherwise, and
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that every one ousjlit to speak so, because it is tauf2;ht by the

Christian religion, that is, from the ^^'^o^d, that tlicre are not

three (lods. hnt that there is one God. Moreover, the property

wliich is adjoined to eaeli person as his speeial attribute,

a^ eroation to the Father, redemption to the Son, and ilhis-

t ration to the Holy Spirit, is not thus one and tlie same
with the three persons, and yet eaeh property enters the divine

essence, for creation is divine, redemption is divine, and illus-

tration is divine.

^Moreover, what man thinks that the Trinity in Unity and
Unity in Trinity is to be worshipped, neither commixing the

persons, nor separating the essence, who is desirous to turn the

idea of three Gods into the idea of one God ? How impossible

is it for any one to do this, by any power of metaphysics which
transcends the apprehension ! The simple are utterly incapable

of doing it ; but the learned hurry it over, saying with them-
selves, this is ray doctrine and faith concerning God ; nor do
they thence retain any thing else in the memory from an obscure

idea, or any thing else in the idea from the memory, than that

there are three persons, and one God, and every man out of

tliree makes one in his own way, but this only when he speaks

and writes, for whilst he thinks, he cannot think otherwise than

of three, and one from the unanimity of three, and in several

instances, not even from that unanimity. But attend, my
reader, and do not say to yourself, that these things are too

harshly and too boldly spoken against the faith universally

received concerning the triune God ; for, in the following

pages, you will see, that all and singular the things which are

written in the Athauasian Creed, are in agreement with the

truth, if only, instead of three persons, one person be believed

in, in whom is a trinity.

1104. "And the merchants of.the earth waxed rich, by means

of her delicacies."—That hereby is signified instruction in those

things which are of heaven and the church, which derive their

desirableness and delight from the love of ruling by the holy

things of the church as means, and also from the love of pos-

sessing the world by the same, appears from the signification of

merchants, as denoting those who procure for themselves the

knowledges of good and truth from the Word, thus who either

teach or learn those knowledges ; for he is called a merchant,

in the proper or natural sense, who buys and sells merchandize,

and by buying and selling is signified to procure and communi-
cate, thus, in the spiritual sense, to learn and to teach; and by
merchandizes are signified the knowledges of good and truth

from the Word ; that such things are signified by merchandizing,

may be seen above, n. 840.

The reason why by the merchants of the earth is signified

instruction in those things which are of the church, is, because
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to teach is to instruct, and to be taught or to learn is to be

instructed, and instruction is applicable to either; and whereas

the spiritual sense of the Word is abstracted from persons, there-

fore merchant signifies instruction, and the natural sense from

the spiritual signifies those who instruct, and who are instructed,

for the spiritual sense has respect to goods and truths abstracted

from persons, but the natural sense from the spiritual has resijcct

to the persons with whom those goods and truths are : that the

earth signifies the church has been frequently confirmed above

from the Word ; and from the signification of the means of her

delicacies, as denoting those things of the church which are

called knowledges^ and are said to be holy, which, notwithstand-

ing, derive all their quality and delight from the love of ruling,

as well over heaven as over the world ; such knowledges,

which they call holy things of the church, are what are

understood by the means of her delicacies, which are also

enumerated below, verses 11—15, by which such things are

signified ; they are called the means of her delicacies, because

they are delightful, for all things which flow forth from the

love of self and from the love of the world are delightful,

for every one from his natural man or from his body is not

sensible of any other delight, wherefore also when those loves

are ends, then the means, which favour them, are thought

of, and these means are delightful, because they appertain to

the ends.

Now^ inasmuch as those loves are the ends with those who
are heads and primates in that religion which is understood by

Babylon, therefore also the means which favour them occupy

their thoughts, all which are delightful to them, as will be

further shewn below. From these considerations it may appear,

that by the merchants of the earth being enriched from the

means of her delicacies, is signified instruction in those things

which are of the church, which derive their delightful ness and
desirableness from the love of ruling by the holy things of the

church as means, and from the love of possessing the world by

the same.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Creed. Another

point which the Athanasian doctrine teaches, is, that in the

Lord there are two essences, the Divine and the Human

;

and in that doctrine the idea is clear that the Lord has a Divine

principle and a Human, or that the Lord is God and man

;

but the idea is obscure, that the Divine principle of the Lord
is in the Human, as the soul is in the body. The clear idea,

that the Lord has a Divine principle and a Human, is drawn
from these words :

" The true faith is, that ive believe and

confess that our Lord Jesus Christ, the So?i of God, is God
and man ; God of the substance of tlie Father born before tlie

world ; perfect God and perfect man, consistinfj of a reasonable
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sou/. l\(/iial to the Fnt/ier as to the J)}vine principle, mid infe-

rior to tlie Ftit/ur as to the Human principle •" licrc stops the

clear idea, nor docs it go further, because from what follows it

becomes an ol)scurc idea, and the things which are of an obscure

idea, inasmuch as they do not enter the memory from enlightened

thought, do not gain a [)!acc there, except among such things as

are not of the light, which thiugs, since they do not appear

before the unders^tauding, hide themselves, nor can they l)c

called forth froui the memory together with those things which
are of the light.

The point in that doctrine, which is an obscure idea, is, that

the Divine principle of the Lord is in his Human principle, as

the soul is in the body; for on this subject it is thus said:
" IVho, although he lie God and man, yet they are not two, but

one Christ ; one altogether by unity of person ; since as the

reasonable soul and the body are one man, so God and man is one

Christ ;" the idea contained in these words in itself, indeed is

clear, but still it becomes obscure by the following words

:

" One, not by conversion of the Divine essence into the Human,
but by assumption of the Human essence into the Divine ; one

altogether, not by commixture of essence, but by unity of
person."

Inasmuch as a clear idea prevails over an obscure idea,

therefore most people, both simple and learned, think of the

Lord as of a common man, like unto themselves, and in such

case, they do not think at the same time of His Divine principle

;

if they think of the Divine principle, then they separate it in

their idea from the Human, and thereby also infringe the nnity

of person: if they are asked, where is His Divine principle? they

reply, from their idea. In heaven with the Father; the reason

why they so reply and so perceive, is, because they find a

repugnance to think that the Human principle is Divine, and
thus together with its Divine principle in heaven, not aware,

that whilst in thought they thus separate the Divine principle

of the Lord from his Human, they not only think contrary to

their own doctrine, which teaches that the Divine principle of

the Lord is in his Human, as the soul in the body, also, that

there is unity of person, that is, that they are one person, but

also they charge that doctrine unreservedly with contradiction

or fallacy, in supposing that the Human principle of the Lord,

together with the rational soul, was from the mother alone, when
yet every man is rational by virtue of the soul, which is from the

father. But that such thought has place, and such a separa-

tion, follows also from the idea of three Gods, from which idea

it results, that His Divine [principle] in the Human is from the

Divine of the Father, who is the first person, when yet it is His
own proper Divine [principle], which descended from heaven
and assumed the Human. If man does not rightly perceive
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this, he may possibly be led to suppose, that his begetting Father

was npt one Divine [principle] , but threefold, which yet cannot

be received with any faith. In a word, they who separate the

Divine [principle] from His Human, and do not think that the

Divine is in His Human as the soul in the body, and that they

are one person, may fall into erroneous ideas concerning the

Lord, even into an idea as of man separated from a soul ; where-

fore take heed to yourselves, lest you think of the Lord as of a

man like yourself, but rather think of the Lord as of a man who
is a God.

Attend, my reader, when you are perusing these pages, you
may be led to suppose, that you have never, in thought,

separated the Divine [principle] of the Lord from His Human,
thus neither the Human from the Divine ; but, I beseech you,

consult your thought, when jon have determined it to the Lord,

whether you have ever considered, that the Divine [principle]

of the Lord is in His Human as the soul in the body? rather

have you not thought, yea, if you are now willing to make the

enquiry, do not you at present think, of His Human [principle]

separately, and of His Divine [principle] separately ? And
when you think of His Human [principle], do not you conceive

it to be like the human principle of another man, and when of

His Divine [principle], do not you conceive it, in your idea, to

be with the Father ?

I have questioned great numbers on this subject, even the

rulers of the church, and they have all replied that it is so ; and
when I have said, that yet it is a tenet taught in the Athanasian
Creed, which is the very doctrine of their church concerning God
and concerning the Lord, that the Divine [principle] of the

Lord is in His Human as the soul in the body, they have

replied, that they did not know this : and when I have recited

these words of the doctrine, " Our Lord Jesus Christ the Son of
God, although He be God and man, yet they are not two but one

Christ ; one altogether by unity of persoii : since as the reasonable

soul and body are one man, so God and man is one Christ ;" they

were then silent, and confessed afterwards, that they had not

noted these words, being indignant at themselves for having so

hastily, and with so careless an eye, examined their own doctrine :

on this occasion, some of them departed from their mystic union
of the Divine [principle] of the Father with the Human of the

Lord.

That the Divine [principle] is in the Human of the Lord, as

the soul in the body, the Word teaches and testifies in Matthew
and in Luke; in Matthew thus: ''Mary being betrothed to

Joseph, before they came together, was fou7id to be with child by

the Holy Spirit : and an angel said to Joseph in a dream, Fear not

to take Mary thy bride, for tliat which is conceived in her is from
the Holy Spirit. And Joseph knew her not until she brought forth
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her first-born Son, and he called his name Jesas "
(i. 18, 20, 25)

:

and in Luke :
" The anyel said to Mary, Beliold thou shalt

conceive in the womb, and sitalt briny forth a son, and shalt call

his name Jesus. Mary said to the anyel, lloiv shall this thiny be,

since I knoiv not a man ; the anyel said in reply. The Holy Spirit

shall come upon thee, and the power of the Hiyhcst shall over-

shadow thee, whence the Holy Thiny which is born of thee shall

be called the Son of God " (i. 31, 32, 3 I, 35) : from which words
it is evident, thiit the Divine [principle] was in the Lord from
conception, and that it was his life from the Father, which life is

soul.

We shall now proceed to shew, that even the things con-

tained in the Athanasian doctrine, which give an obscure idea

of the Lord, are in agreement with the truth, when the trinitj',

namely, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, is conceived and believed

to be in the Lord as in one person. Without such thought and
faith, it may be said, that Christians, in contradiction to all

people and nations in the universal globe, who iiave rationality,

worship three Gods; as indeed it is asserted by these people and
nations ; when yet the Christian orb both may and ought to

excel all others in the brightness of the doctrine and faith, that

God is one both in essence and person.

1105. Verse 4. " And I heard another voice out of heaven,

sayiny, Come out from her, my people, lest ye become partakers of
her sins, and lest ye receive of her playues."

" And I heard another voice out of heaven, sayiny," signifies

exhortation to those who are in truths, and in the good of life,

to beware of them, namely, of those who are signified by
Babylon :

" come out from her, my people," signifies that they

should leave them and not communicate with them :
" lest ye

become partakers of her sins," signifies lest they come into their

evils, which are from the love of self and the love of the world :

"and lest ye receive of her plaaues," signifies and thence into

the falses of evil, and so into destruction.

1 106. " And I heard another voice out of heaven, sayiny."—
That hereby is signified exhortation to those who are in truths

and in good of life to beware of them, appears from the signifi-

cation of a voice out of heaven, as denoting exhortation to those

who are in the truths of faith and in the goods of life, to beware
of them : that this is meant by a voice from heaven, is evident

from what follows, for it is said, come out from her My people,

lest ye become partakers of her sins and receive of her plagues,

with other things besides ; afterwards also is described the

quality of the wares of Babylon, and the quality of their state,

whence it is manifest that a voice out of heaven denotes

exhortation.

The reason why a voice was heard out of heaven, is, because

thereby is understood, from the Lord bv the Word, for all things
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which man imbibes from the Word, are a voice out of heaven,

and the Word instructs every one what is the nature and quality

of Babel, as is evident from the passages adduced from the

Word concerning Babel, n. 1029.

The reason why it is said, another voice, is, because the

former voice was that of the angel crying aloud that Babylon
Avas fallen and was become the habitation of demons ; wherefore

here follows exhortation to all, as well those who are within

Babylon, and are in any affection of truth and life of good, that

they may come out from her and not have any faith in her

witchcrafts and incantations, as also to those who are out of

Babylon, that they may not suffer themselves to be seduced

thereby ; for such is the nature of that nation, that they per-

suade by the delights of every one's love, and thereby close the

understanding, and so bring men over to have faith in whatever

they say.

That such is the nature of Babylon, has been made evident

to me from much experience ; for they enter into the delights of

every one's life, and thereby captivate minds, and thus as it

were trepan and hold them fast, until they have gained dominion
in the very life of man, whereby they lead him as one blind and
impotent whithersoever they will, as soon as he embraces their

blind faith, by removing from the understanding all light in

matters of a theological nature, lest their ends should appear,

which are that they may be lords, not only over the interiors of

man which are of his mind, but also over the exteriors which
are of his body ; over the interiors which are of the mind, by
dominion over all things of the church and also of heaven, thus

over souls; and over the exteriors which are of the body, by
dominion over their wealth ; in a word, their ends are that them-

selves alone may be lords, and all others servants ; for thus, if not

in open words, yet in tacit acknowledgment, they are worshipped

as Gods, this being their ultimate end, which is concealed from
men, but is manifest before the angels in heaven. That this is

their ultimate end, manifestly appears from this consideration,

that they have deprived the Lord Himself of all power of saving,

by the translation thereof to the pope, and from him to his

ministers, whilst notwithstanding the salvation of man is itself

a divine work, and the very Divine [principle] of the Lord, and
no man can have the ability to do this but God alone : but

more will be said upon this subject in the succeeding articles.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith. It has been
shewn, that the doctrine of faith, which has its name from

Athanasius, leaves a clear idea, whilst it is reading, that there

are three persons, and hence that there are three unanimous
Gods, and an obscure idea that God is one, and so obscure that

it does not remove the idea of three Gods ; and further, that

the same doctrine leaves a clear idea that the Lord has a Divine
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[principle] and a Human, or tliat the Lord is God and Man,
but an obscure idea tbat tlie Divine and Human [principles] of

tlie Lord arc one person, and that His Divine [principle] is in

His Human as the soul in the body. It has been also said,

that nevertheless, all things contained in that doctrine, from
beginning to end, both such as are clear and such as are

obscure, agree and coincide with the truth, if instead of saying

that God is one in essence and three in person, it be believed,

as the real truth is, that God is one both in essence and in

person.

There is a trinity in God, and there is also unity ; that there

is a trinity may be manifest from the passages in the Word,
where mention is made of the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit ; and that there is unity, from the passages in the Word,
where it is said that God is one. The unity in which is a trinity,

or the one God in whom is a three-fold [principle], is not given

in the Divine which is called the Father, nor in the Divine

which is called the Holy Spirit, but in the Lord alone, for in

the Lord alone there is a three-fold [principle], namely, the

Divine which is called Father, the Divine Human which is

called Son, and the Divine Proceeding which is the Holy Spirit,

and this trine is one, because it is of one person, and may
be called a triune.

In what now follows, may be seen the agreement of all

things of the Athanasian doctrine with what is here asserted

;

First, concerning the trinity : Secondly, concerning the unity of

person in the Lord : Thirdly, that it has come to pass of the

divine providence, that that doctrine was so written, that although

it disagrees still it agrees with the truth. Afterwards, in general,

will be proved the trine (or three-fold principle) in the Lord

:

and next, specifically, that the Divine which is called the Father,

is He, that the Divine which is called the Son, is He, and that

the Divine which is called the Holy Spirit, is He.
1107. " Come out of her, My people."—That hereby is

signified that they should leave them and not communicate with

them, appears from the signification of coming out of Babylon,

as denoting to leave those who are understood by Babylon,

likewise that they should not communicate with them ; and
from the signification of My people, as denoting those who are

in truths, and by truths in the good of life. That people signifies

those who are in truths from good, may be seen n. 175, 331,

625 ; these are the subjects of the exhortation, which is under-

stood by the voice out of heaven.

The reason why the exhortation is that they should leave

them who are understood by Babylon, and not communicate
with them, is, because commerce with them is dangerous,

especially in the spiritual world, where, in like manner as in

the natural world, they send out emissaries, who by various
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methods persuade^ and by promises allure, to accede to their

religion : for as man does in the world, so also he does after his

departure out of the world ; for the ruling love vvith every one
remains : and their love is to bring all the world over to their

religion ; and this for no other end, than that they may extend

the limits of their empire, for the sake of the infernal delight

of the loA^e of self and the love of the world ; for the sake

of those delights also, the devil, as it is said, walks about

to seduce, as may appear also from what is related in the

Evangelist concerning the Lord's temptations by the devil,

where the love of self is described by his desiring to be adored,

and the love of the world by his shewing Him from a mountain
all the kingdoms of the world as his own. Inasmuch as a like

love remains with every one after death, therefore also those

of the Babylonish nation, who have exercised dominion from
those loves, when they come into the spiritual world, learn arts

unknown in the natural world, whereby they fascinate men
spirits and draw them over to their side : wherefore now, since

the last judgment has been accomplished upon them, they are

severely prohibited sending any emissaries into the societies of

the Reformed or to the gentiles ; and when any are sent, they

are investigated and punished.

Inasmuch as the subject here treated of is concerning their

state after the last judgment, especially concerning their state

in the spiritual world, therefore the things which are said here

and in the following parts of this chapter concerning Babylon,

are to be understood as said principally for them ; for as to

what concerns Babylon in the natural world, or in the orb of

our earth, they who are understood by Babylon there are not in

a similar state with those who are in the spiritual world, but

still the exhortation is for them also, that they may take heed
to themselves.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Creed. We shall

now proceed to the agreement of all things of the Athanasian
doctrine with this truth, that God is one both in essence and
person, in whom is a trinity [trinum] ; and to establish and
prove this agreement it may be expedient to proceed in the

following order.

The Athanasian doctrine first teaches thus :
" The Catholic

faith is this, that we worship one God in trinity, and trinity in

unity, neither commixing the persons nor separating the essence :"

these words, when instead of three persons one person is under-
stood, in whom is a trinity (trinum) are in themselves truth, and
are perceived by a clear idea thus, " The Christian faith is this,

that we worship one God, in whom is a trinity, and a trinity in

one God, and that the God, in whom is a trinity, is one person,

and that the trinity [trinum) in God is one essence : thus there

is one God in trinity, and trinity in unity, neither are the
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persons commixed nor tlic essence separated :" that the persons

are not commixed, nor the essence separated, will appear more
clearly from what now follows.

Tiic Athanasian doctrine further teaches, " Si7ice there is one

person of the Father, another of the Son, another of the Holy

Sj>irif, but the Divinity of the Father, of the Son, and of the

Holy Spirit, is one and the same, the glory equal :" in this case,

also, w hen instead of three persons one person is understood, in

whom is a trinity, the words are in themselves truth, and in a

clear idea are perceived thus :
" the trinity (trinum) in the Lord,

as in one person, is the Divine [principle] which is called the

Father, the Divine Human which is called the Son, and the

Divine Proceeding which is called the Holy Spirit ; but

the Divinity or Divine essence of the three is one, the glory

equal.'^

Again :
" Such as the Father is, such is the Son, and such is

the Holy Spirit." These words in such case, are perceived

thus :
" Such as the Divine [principle] is which is called the

Father, such is the Divine [principle] which is called the Son,

and such is the Divine [principle] which is called the Holy
Spirit.^' And further :

" The Father is uncreate, the Son is

imcreate, and the Holy Spirit is uncreate : the Father is infinite,

the Son is infinite, and the Holy Spirit is infinite : the Father is

eternal, the Son is eternal, the Holy Spirit is eternal ; nevertheless,

there are not three eternals, but one eternal ; and there are not

three infinites, but one infinite ; neither are there three uncreated,

but one uncreated : as the Father is almighty, the Son almighty

,

and the Holy Spirit almighty, and yet there are not three

almighties, but one almighty :" when, instead of three persons,

one person is understood, in whom is a trinity, then also these

words are in themselves truth, and in a clear idea are perceived

thus :
" as the Divine [principle] in the Lord, which is called

the Father, is uncreate, infinite, omnipotent, so the Divine

Human [principle] which is called the Son, is uncreate, infinite,

omnipotent, and so the Divine [principle] which is called the

Holy Spirit, is uncreate, infinite, and omnipotent; but these

three are one, because the Lord is one God, both in essence

and person, in whom is a trinity {trinum)."

In the Athanasian doctrine are also the following words

:

'' As the Father is God, the Soji also is God, and the Holy
Spirit is God, nevertheless there are not three Gods, but one God.

So the Father is Lord, the Son is Lord, and the Holy Spirit is

Lord, yet there are not three Lords, but one Lord :" in this ease,

also, when instead of three persons one person is understood, in

whom is a trinity, the words are perceived in a clear idea thus :

" that the Lord, from His Divine [principle] which is called the

Father, from His Divine Human which is called the Son, and
from His Divine Proceeding which is called the Holy Spirit, is
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one God and one Lord, since the three Divine [principles] called

by the names of Father, Sou, and Holy Spirit, are in the Lord^

one in essence and in person,'^

Further :
" Forasmuch as we are compelled by the Christian

verity to acknowledge every person by himself to be God and

Lord, still by the Catholic religion we are forbidden to say there

be three Gods and three Lords :" (in other copies thus :
" As we

are bound by the Christian truth to acknowledge every person to

be God or Lord, so we cannot in Christian faith make mention

of three Gods or three Lords.") These words cannot be other-

wise understood, than that by the Christian verity we must
needs acknowledge and think that there are three Gods and

three Lords, but that still it is not allowable, by the Christian

faith and religion, to say and to name three Gods or three

Lords ; as is also the case, for the generality think of three

Gods who are unanimous, and hence they call them a unani-

mous trinity, but still they are bound to say one God : neverthe-

less, on the idea that there are not three persons, but one person,

then, instead of the above words, which ought to be taken away
from the Athanasian doctrine may be substituted the following

:

" When we acknowledge a trinity [triyium) in the Lord, then it

is from truth, and thereby from the Christian faith and religion,

that we acknowledge both with the lips and the heart one God
and one Lord ;" for, if it was allowed to acknowledge and think of

three, it would be allowed also to believe in three, for believing

or faith is of the thought and acknowledgment, and hence of

the speech, and not of the speech separate from thought and

acknowledgment.
Afterwards follow these words :

" The Father was made of

none, neither created nor born : the Son is of the Father alone,

not made, nor created, but born : the Holy Spirit is of the Father

and of the Son, not made, nor created, nor born, but proceeding

,

Thus there is one Father, not three Fathers ; one Son, not three

Sons; one Holy Spirit, not three Holy Spirits." These words

agree altogether with the truth, if only instead of the Father

we understand the Divine [principle] of the Lord which is called

the Father, instead of the Son, His Divine Human [principle],

and instead of the Holy Spirit, his Divine Proceeding ; for from
the Divine [principle] which is called the Father was born the

Divine Human [principle] , which is called the Son, and from
both proceeds the Divine [principle] which is called the Holy
Spirit : but, concerning the Divine Human [principle] we shall

speak more specifically in what follows.

From these considerations it is now evident, that the

Athanasian doctrine agrees with the above truth, that (lod is

one both in essence and in person, provided that instead of

three persons be understood one person, in whom is the trinity

[trinum), which is called Father, Son, and Holv Spirit. In the
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followiiiix article, a like aji^recmcnt will be established concerning

imity of person in the Lord.

1 1 OS. " Lest yc become partakers of her sins"—That hereby
is signified, lost ye come into their evils which are from the

love of self and from the love of the world, appears from the

signification of becoming partakers, when predicated of sins, as

denoting to come into them, and so to become guilty of them

;

and from the signification of sins, as here denoting the evils

which arise from the love of self and from the love of the world
;

the reason why these are the evils which are here understood,

is, because the Babylonish nation is in those loves, and con-

sequently in the evils which arise from them.

That that nation is in those evils is manifest, for it

extends its dominion not only over all things of the church,

but also over heaven ; nor is it herewith content ; it has

also extended it over the Lord Himself, for it has transferred

to itself His power over the souls of men, to save them, which
power is the very divine power of the Lord, for it was for that

end that the Lord came into the world, and glorified His Human
[principle], that is, made it Divine, in order that He might
thereby save mankind.

That the Babylonians have extended dominion over the Lord
Himself, is evident, for when they have transferred to themselves

His Divine power, which is the power of saving men, they of

consequence believe that the Lord is to do what they will, and
not that they are to do what the Lord wills, so that their will

rules, and the will of the Lord serves, in a word, they have

drawn down the Lord from His throne, and set themselves

thereon, saying in their hearts, like Lucifer, " For thou hast said

in thine heart, I will ascend into the heavens, I will exalt my
throne above the stars of heaven, I ivill ascend above the heights

of the cloud, I will become like the most High" (Isaiah xiv, 13,

14) : that by Lucifer is there understood Babel, may be seen

above, n. 1029 : but modern Babel, has not only made herself

like the Most High, but even superior.

Now inasmuch as they who are understood by Babel, are in

the loves of self and of the world above all others in the uni-

versal terrestrial globe, and inasmuch as all evils arise from those

two loves, and the worst of all from such a love of ruling as

prevails with them, therefore exhortation is here given, to go out

or depart from them, lest they become partakers of her sins.

That all evils arise from those two loves, namely, from the love

of self, and from the love of the world, may be seen in the

Doctrine of the New Jerusalem, n. 65—83 : and that those loves

reign in hell, in the work concerning Heaven and Hell, n.

551—565.
Continuation concerning the Athanasian Creed. We now

proceed to the agreement of the Athanasian doctrine with this
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truth, that the Human [principle] of the Lord is divine by
virtue of the Divine [principle] which was in Him from con-

ception. That the Human [principle] of the Lord is divine^

appears, indeed, as if not grounded in the Athanasian doctrine,

but still it is, as is evident from these words in the doctrine :

" Our Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is God and Man.
Who although God and Man, yet they are not two but one Christ

:

one altogether by unity of person (or as others express it, because

they are one person) ; since as the rational soul and body are one

man, so God and Man is one Christ ;" now, whereas the soul and
body are one man, and hence one person, and such as the soul

is such is the body, it follows, that since His soul from the Father

was divine, the body also, which is His Human [principle], is

divine. He did, indeed, assume a body or human [principle]

from the mother, but this he put off in the world, and put on a

Human [principle] from the Father, and this is the Divine

Human.
It is said in the doctrine, "Equal to the Father as to the

Divine [principle], inferior to the Father as to the human:"
this, likewise, agrees with the truth, provided that the human
from the mother be meant. In the doctrine, also, it is said,

" God and man is one Christ, one not by conversion of the divine

substance into the human, but by taking of the human substance

into the divine : one altogether, not by commixture of substance,

but by unity of person :" these words, likewise, agree with the

truth, since the soul does not convert itself into body, nor

commix itself with body so as to become body, but takes body
to itself: thus soul and body, although they be two distinct

things [or principles] , are still one man, and with respect to the

Lord, one Christ, that is, one Man who is God. More will be

said on the Divine Human [principle] of the Lord in what
follows.

1109. "And lest ye receive of their plagues."—That hereby is

signified, and thence into the falses of evil, and thus into de-

struction, appears from the signification of plagues, as denoting

such things as destroy the spiritual life of man, see above, n.

58 i, in this case falses from evil, because these destroy that life.

It appears as if evils themselves destroyed man's spiritual life,

but they do not destroy of themselves, but by falses ; the reason

is, because evils without falses do not enter the thought, for they

are of the will only, and the things which are of the will only,

and not at the same time of the thought, cannot destroy, be-

cause they are irrational ; man also then knows not that they

are evils; but when he confirms evils in the thought, then they

destroy, for then they are of the man; confirmation of evils

from the thought are falses.

The reason why falses are here signified by plagues, is,

because by sins, which are mentioned just before, are understood
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thr evils of the love of self and of the world, and in the Word,
where evil is treated of, the ialse also is treated of. Now
inasmueh as evils destroy spiritual life hy falses, and by plagues

are sij^iiified falses from evil, therefore dcstruetion also is

siy;iiitir(l tiiereby.

Cuntinuat'ion concernuty the Athanasian Creed. That all and
evcrythiiijj; of the Athanasiau doetrine, coneerning the trinity

and concerning the Lord, is truth, if only instead of three

persons be understood one person in whom is a trinity, and it be
believed that the Lord is that person, has come to pass by the

divine providence of the Lord ; for unless they had accepted a

trinity of persons at that time, they would have become either

Arians or Socinians, and hence the Lord would have been
acknowledged as a mere man only, and not a God, whereby the

Christian church would have perished, and heaven would have

been closed to the man of the church ; for no one is conjoined

with heaven, and admitted after death into heaven, unless in the

idea of his thought he sees God as a man, and at the same time

believes God to be one both in essence and person; by this

belief the gentiles are saved; and unless he acknowledges the

Lord, His Divine [principle] and His Human by which acknow-
ledgment a man of the Christian church is saved, provided he
lives at the same time a Christian life.

That the doctrine concerning God and the Lord, which is the

primary of all doctrine, was so conceived by Athanasius, came
to pass of divine permission ; for it was foreseen by the Lord,

that the Roman Catholics would not otherwise have acknow-
ledged the Divine [principle] of the Lord, wherefore, also, even

to this day, they separate His Divine [principle] from His
Human ; and the Reformed would not have seen the Divine

[principle] in the Human of the Lord, for they who are in faith

separate from charity do not see it; still they both of them acknow-
ledge the Divine [principle] of the Lord in a trinity of persons.

Nevertheless, that doctrine, which is called the Athanasian

Creed, by the divine providence of the Lord was so written,

that all things contained therein are truths, provided that instead

of three persons one person be assumed in whom is a trinity,

and it be believed that the Lord is that person. It is also of

providence that they are called persons, for a person is a man,
and a divine person is God who is a Man. This is revealed at

this day for the sake of the New Church, which is called the

Holy Jerusalem.

J 110. Verse 5. " For her sins have reached even unto heaven,

and God hath remembered her injustices."

" For her sins have reached even unto heaven/' signifies,

because their evils have shut out heaven : "and God hath re-

membered her injustices," signifies that falses derived from evils

have separated them from the Lord.
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nil. "For her sins have reached even unto heaven."—That
hereby is signified, because their evils have shut out heaven,

appears from the signification of sins, as denoting the evils

arising from the loves of self and of the world, as above, n, 1 108;

and from the signification of reaching even unto heaven, as

denoting to shut out heaven, for this is especially the case with

the evils from such a self-love as reigns with those who are of

Babylon, for their self-love is a love of ruling over the world, over

the Word and the church, over heaven and over the Lord Himself.

The reason why to reach even unto heaven, denotes to shut

out heaven, is, because evils, when they reach to heaven, have

such an eflPect, for the angels, from the evils which are with

those who are beneath heaven, come into a state either of sadness,

or grief, or horror, or anger, not that they see those who are in

the evils, and thence are conscious of their state being thereby

caused, but because the falses from evil have such an operation,

when they reach unto heaven; for in the heavens all are in good
from love to the Lord, and in charity towards their neighbour,

and to these goods the evils arising from the love of self and
the love of the world are altogether opposite, and when one
opposite acts upon another, as is in this instance, namely, diabolical

evil against celestial good, then they who are in celestial good are

brought either into a state of sadness, or grief, or horror, or

wrath, and when this is the case they avert themselves, and
thereby heaven becomes closed. But still it is provided by the

Lord, that they who are in evils, especially who are in those evils,

which are the worst of all, should be removed afar off from
heaven, that the angels may not be infested by them.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Creed, and concerning

the Lord. That in the Lord there is a trinity {trinum), the

Divine Itself which is called the Father, the Divine Human
which is called the Son, and the Divine Proceeding which is

called the Holy Spirit, may be manifest from the Word, from
the Divine Essence, and from Heaven.

From the Word, where the Lord Himself teaches, that the

Father and He are one, and that the Holy Spirit proceeds from
Him and from the Father; also, where the Lord teaches, that

the Father is in Him and He in the Father, and that the Spirit

of Truth, which is the Holy Spirit, does not speak from Himself
but from the Lord : in like manner, from passages in the old

Word, where the Lord is called Jehovah, the Son of God, and
the Holy One of Israel.

From the Divine Essence, whence it appears, that one Divine
by itself is not given, but must be trine ; this trine consists of

esse, existere, and proceeding, for esse must needs exist, and when
it exists must proceed that it may produce, and this trine is one
in essence and one in person, and is God. This may be illustrated

by comparison ; an angel of heaven is trine and thereby one;
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the esse of an angel is that which is called his soul, and his

cxistcre is that wliich is called his body, and the proceeding from
both is that which is called the sphere of his life, without which
an aiigel neither exists nor is. By this trine an angel is an
image of (jod, and is called a son of God, and also an heir, yea,

also a god ; nevertheless, an angel is not life from himself, but
is a recipient of life, God alone being life from Himself.

From heaven; because the trine Divine [principle], which is

one in essence and in person, is such in heaven ; for the Divine
[principle] which is called the Father, and the Divine Human
which is called the Son, appears there, before the angels, as a

sun, and the Divine Proceeding thence as light united to heat,

the light being divine truth, and the heat being divine good

:

thus, the Divine [principle] which is called the Father, is the

divine esse, the Divine Human which is called the Son, is the

divine existere from that esse, and the Divine which is called the

Holy Spirit is the Divine Proceeding from the divine existere

and from the divine esse. This trine is the Lord in heaven;
His divine love is what appears as a sun there.

1112. "And God hath remembered her injustices."—That
hereby is signified that falses from evil separated them from the

Lord, appears from the signification of remembering, when pre-

dicated of God, as denoting to separate Him from themselves,

of which we shall speak presently; and from the signification

of injustices, as denoting falses from evil ; for what is just is

truth from good, and consequently what is unjust is false from
evil : the reason why what is just is truth from good, is, because

civil justice is no other than civil truth, which is of the law, and
civil equity is the good which is also of the law, inasmuch as

the law, as it wills justice, so it wills equity, for as all truth

must be from good, so all justice must be from equity; likewise,

as all truth must be of good, so all justice must be of equity,

and vice versa, they cannot be separated, for if they are

separated, equity is no longer equity, nor is justice, so called,

justice; in like manner as good and truth cannot be separated,

for if they are separated good is no longer good, nor is truth

any longer truth : these observations are made in order that it

may be known, that by injustices are here signified falses from
evil.

The reason why by God remembering their injustices is

signified that the falses of evil separated them from the Lord,

is, because by what precedes, namely, that her sins reached

even to heaven, is signified that their evils shut out heaven, for

when heaven is closed to man, the Lord is separated. It is not

however to be understood that the Lord separates Himself from

them, but that they separate themselves from the Lord, for the

Lord looks at every one from the face, and not from the hinder

part of the head, whence the angels of heaven, have the Lord
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continually before the face, and this which way soever they turn

themselves, but evil spirits avert the face from the Lord, and

turn to Him the hinder part, whereby they separate themselves

from Him ; the falses grounded in evils which appertain to them,

are what produce this effect. That such conversion to the Lord
has place with the angels of heaven, and that such aversion from

the Lord has place with the spirits of hell, may be seen in the

work concerning Heaven and Hell, n. 17, 123, 142, 143, 144,

145, 15], 251, 272, 548, 552, 561.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. It was said, that one Divine [principle] by itself is

not given, but that it must be trine, and that this trine is one

God in essence and in person ; if it be now asked. What sort of

trine God had, before the Lord assumed the Human [principle]

and made it divine in the world ? it is answered, God was then

in like manner a man, and He had a Divine [principle], a Divine

Human, and a Divine Proceeding ; or a divine esse, a divine

existere, and a divine procedere, for, as was said, God without a

trine is not given ; but the Divine Human [principle] at that

time was not divine even to ultimates, the ultimates are what
are called flesh and bones ; these also were made divine by the

Lord, when He was in the world. This [principle] was acces-

sary j and this now is the Divine Human appertaining to God :

this, likewise, may be illustrated by this comparison : every

angel is a man, having a soul, having a body, and having a pro-

ceeding principle, but still, he is not thus a perfect man, for he
has not flesh and bones, as a man in the world has.

That the Lord made His Human [principle] divine even to

its ultimates, which are called flesh and bones. He Himself mani-
fests to the disciples, who believed that they saw a spirit when
they saw Him, saying, " See My hands and My feet that it is I
Myself ; handle Me and see, for a spirit hath not flesh and bones

as ye see Me have " (Luke xxiv. 39) : from which it follows, that

God now is more a man than the angels.

Comparison has been made with an angel and with a man,
nevertheless, it is to be understood, that God has life in Him-
self, but an angel has not life in himself, for he is a recipient of

life. That the Lord as to each principle, the Divine and the

Divine Human, is life in Himself, He Himself teaches in John :

" As the Father hath life in Himself, so hath He given to the Son
to have life in Himself" (v. 26) : by Father, in this passage, the

Lord means the Divine [principle] in Himself; for in other
passages He says, that " the Father is in Him, and that the

Father and He are one/'

1113. Verse 6. "Render to her, even as she hath rendered to

you, and double to her double according to her works ; in the cup
which she hath mixed, mix to her double."

" Render to her even as she hath rendered to you," signifies
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infernal punislimont corresponding^ to their evil deeds : "and
double to her double accordint/ to tier ivorks" signifies much
retribution as they have profaned good: "in the cup which she

hath mixed, mix to her double," signifies retribution in proportion

to the profanation of truth.

1111. Render to her even as she hath rendered to you."—
That hereby is signified infernal punishment corresponding to

their evil doings, appears from the signification of rendering to

any one as he hath rendered or done, as denoting to make
retribution according to the law of retaliation, thus to render

punishment correspondent to the evil deeds : but whereas these

things are said to those, who, according to exhortation, have
departed out of Babylon, that is, who have relinquished that

religion, and who are upon their guard against it, and these do
not punish, forasmuch as they are in charity, and consequently

not in any desire of revenge, therefore by those words is signified

infernal punishment correspondent to their evil deeds. This

being predicated of those who are departed out of Babylon,

that they should render it to her, as also in what follows, that

they sliould double to her double according to her works,

and mix to her double in the cup which she hath mixed, is

according to the style of the Word in the literal sense thereof,

which is according to appearances, namely, that they should

avenge the injustices done to themselves, in the same sense as

it is attributed to the Lord Himself, that He is angry, that

He punishes, and thus that He acts from revenge, when not-

withstanding anger and revenge do not exist in the Lord, nor
consequently, with those who are led by the Lord and live from
Him.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. Some, in the Christian world, have formed to them-
selves an idea of God as of some universal principle ; some, as

of nature in her inmost principles ; some, as of a cloud in some
space of ether ; some, as a bright ray of light ; and some, no
idea at all ; whilst few have formed an idea of God as of a man,
when yet God is a man.

Several causes have operated to excite such ideas of God in

Christians : the first is, because from their doctrine they believe

in three divine persons distinct from each other, in the Father

as an invisible God, in the Lord also, but as to His Human
[principle] not God. The second is, that they believe God to

be a spirit, and they conceive of a spirit as of wind, as of air

or ether, when yet every spirit is a man. The third is, that

Christians, in consequence of their faith alone without life,

have been rendered worldly, and from self-love corporeal, and
the worldly and corporeal man does not see God except from
space, thus as the inmost principle in the universe, consequently

as extended, when yet God is not to be seen from space, for
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there is no space in the spiritual world, space in that world

being only in appearance grounded on what is like it. Every
sensual man sees God in like manner, because he thinks little

above speech, and the thought of speech says to itself, " What
the eye sees and the hand touches, this I know is," and all

other things it dissipates, as if they were only things to be

talked of.

These are the causes why in the Christian world there is no
idea of God as a man. That there is no such idea, yea, that

there is a repugnance to it, you may know from examining
yourself, and thinking of the Divine Human [principle], when
yet the Human [principle] of the Lord is divine. Nevertheless,

the above ideas of God do not appertain so much to the simple,

as to the intelligent, for many of the latter are blinded by the

conceit of their own intelligence, and are hence infatuated by
science, according to the Lord's words (Matthew xi. 25 ; xiii. 13,

14, 15). But let them know, that all who see God as a man, see

Him from the Lord, the rest from themselves ; and they who see

from themselves, do not see.

1115. "And double to her double according to her works."—
That hereby is signified much retribution as they have profaned

good, appears from the signification of double to her double, as

denoting to make much retribution, or to return much punish-

ment, of which we shall speak presently ; and from the signifi-

cation of her works, as denoting the profanations of good, for

their works are profanations ; hence by doubling double is

signified much retribution, according to the profanation of good.

The reason why this is signified by doubling double, is, because

two does not signify two, nor does any number signify the

quantity thereof, but quality, and two signifies the quality of a

thing as to union, and is predicated of good and of evil, as may
be seen above, n. 532, 984 : in this case, of the retribution of

evil on account of the profanation of good ; hence it is evident,

that by double here, is not signified double, but much of evil.

That double is predicated of retribution and of remuneration,

and signifies much, appears from these passages in the Word :

thus in Jeremiah :
" Let my persecutors be made ashamed, bring

upon them the day of evil, and break them with a double breaking"

(xvii, 18) : to bring upon them the day of evil and to break
them with a double breaking, signifies niucli retribution of evil

on account of persecution. And in Zechariah :
" Return to the

stronghold, ye prisoners of hope, and this day do I declare I will

give to thee double retribution" (ix. 12) : where by giving double
retribution is signified to reward much. And in Isaiah :

" Con-
sole ye My people, and speak upon the heart of Jerusalem, that

her warfare is accomplished and that her iniquity is expiated

;

for she hath receivedfrom the Lord's hand doable la all her sins
"

(xl. 1, 2) ; treating of the advent of the Lord and of the new
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church to bo ostnblislicd by Ilim : that new church is siji;nificd

by Jerusaleui, upon the heart of wliich they shouhl speak; by
the warfare which is accomplished, is signified the state of com-
bat against evils ; by the iniquity being expiated is signified

evil being removed by the Lord ; by receiving double in all lier

sins, is signified much suft'ering in combat or temptation. Again
in the same prophet :

" Ye shall be called the priests of Jehovah,

ministers of our God; it shall be said to you, ye shall eat

the riches of the nations, and in their glory ye shall boast

yourselves ; for your shame double, and for ignominy they shall

sing in their portion ; wherefore in their land they shall possess

double, the joy of eternity shall be upon them " (Ixi. G, 7) ; where
also double does not signify double but much, and is predicated

of retribution.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. But I will relate what must needs seem wonderful

:

every man, in the idea of his spirit, sees God as a man, even he
who in the idea of his body sees Him like a cloud, a mist, air,

or ether, even he who lias denied that God is a man : man is in

the idea of his spirit when he thinks abstractedly, and in the idea

of his body when he thinks not abstractedly.

That every man in the idea of his spirit sees God as a man,
has been made evident to me from men after death, who are then

in the ideas of spirit ; for men after death become spirits, in

which case, it is impossible for them to think of God otherwise

than as of a man : the experiment was made whether they could

think otherwise, and for this purpose they were let into the state

in which they were in the world, and then they thought of God,
some as of the universe, some as of nature in her inmost prin-

ciples, some as of a cloud in the midst of ether, some as a bright

ray of light, and some in other ways ; but instantly, when they

came out of that state into a state of spirit, they thought of God
as of a man.

But evil spirits, who in the world have denied God, deny
Him after death, nevertheless, instead of God they worship some
spirit, who, by diabolical arts, gains ascendancy over the rest.

It was said, that to think of God as a man is implanted in

every spirit : that this is effected by an influx of the Lord into

the interior of their thoughts, is evident from this consideration :

the angels of all the heavens acknowledge the Lord alone : they

acknowledge His Divine [principle] which is called the Father,

they see His Divine Human [principle], and they are in the

Divine Proceeding, for the universal angelic heaven is the

Divine Proceeding of the Lord. An angel is not an angel from

any thing of his own, but from the Divine [principle] which he

receives from the Lord ; hence they are in the Lord, and there-

fore, when they think of God, they cannot think of any other

than of the Lord, in whom they are, and from whom they think.
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Add to this, that the universal angelic heaven in its complex,

before the Lord, is as one man, which may be called the Grand
Man, wherefore the angels in heaven are in the man, who is the

Divine Proceeding of the Lord, as was said ; and since their

thoughts have a direction according to the form of heaven, there-

fore when they think of God, they cannot think otherwise than

of the Lord. In a word, all the angels of the three heavens

think of God as of a man, nor can they think otherwise, since if

they were disposed to do so, thought would cease, and they

would fall down from heaven. Hence now it is, that it is im-

planted in every spirit, and also in every man, when he is in the

idea of his spirit, to think of God as a man.
1116. ''In the cup which she hath mixed, mix to her double

"

—That hereby is signified much retribution according as they

have profaned truth, appears from the signification of a cup, as

denoting truth, and, in the opposite sense, the false, because by
cup is signified the same as by wine, see aljove, n. 887, 1045 ;

and from the signification of mixing, as denoting to profane, for

he who commixes the false with truth, or truth with the false,

profanes, of which we shall speak presently ; and from the signi-

fication of double, as denoting much, and as being predicated of

retribution, concerning which see just above, n. 1115.

The reason why mixing signifies to profane, is, because it is

predicated of the wine, which is in the cup, whereby is signified

truth, and, in the opposite sense, the false, and when truth and
the false are commixed, profanation takes place, concerning

which see above, n. 1053—1063 : The like is signified by mixing
in David :

" There is a cup in the hand of Jehovah, and He hath

mixed the wine, it is filled with mixture, and he poureth out

thence, but the dregs thereof all the impious of the earth shall

wring out and drink'' (Psalm Ixxv. 9) : by the cup in the hand
of Jehovah, and by the wine, is signified divine truth ; by mixing

and by mixture is signified profanation, for the commixture of

the false with truth is understood; by pouring out thence and
the impious of the earth wringing out the dregs and drinking

them, is signified the punishment of profanation: from these

considerations it is evident that by mixing the cup the same is

signified here as in the Apocalypse.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. It was in consequence of the above implanted prin-

ciple, that the most ancient people, more than their posterity,

worshipped God visible under a human form ; that they also saw
God as a man, the Word testifies, as concerning Adam, that he

heard the voice of Jehovah walking in the garden ; concerning

Moses, that he spake with Jehovah mouth to mouth ; concerning

Abraham, that he saw Jehovah in the midst of three angels; and
that Lot spoke with two of them : Jehovah was also seen as a

man by Hagar, by Gideon, by Joshua, by Daniel as the ancient
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of Days, and as the Son of Man ; in like manner He was seen

by John, as tlie Son of i\Iau in the midst of seven candlesticks,

also by the other prophets.

That it was the Lord who was seen by them, He himself

teaches where he says, " That Abraham exulted to see his day,

and that he saw and rejoiced'' (John viii. 56) : also, " That He
icas before Abraham was" (ver. 58) :

•' And that He was before

the world was" (John xviii. 5, 24). The reason why it was not

the Father but the Son who was seen, is, because the Divine

Esse, which is the Father, cannot be seen except by the Divine

Existere, which is the Divine Human [principle]. That the

Divine Esse, which is called the Father, was not seen, the Lord
also teaches in John :

" The Father ivho hath sent Me, He heareth

witness of Me ; ye have neither heard His voice at any time,

nor seen his shape" (v. 37) : again, "Not that any one hath

seen the Father, except he who is with the Father, he hath

seen the Father" (vi. 46): and again, "No one hath seen God
at any time, the only begotten Son, who is in the bosom, of
the Father, He hath brought him forth to view" (i. 18): from
which passages it is evident, that the Divine Esse, which is

the Father, was not seen by the ancients, neither could be
seen, and yet that it was seen by the Divine Existere, which is

the Sou.

Inasmuch as esse is in its existere, as the soul is in its body,

therefore he who sees the Divine Existere or Son, sees also the

Divine Esse or Father, which the Lord confirms in these words

:

"Philip said, Lord, sheiv us the Father; Jesus said unto him,

Have I been so long time with you, and hast thou not known Me,
Philip ? he ivho liath seen Me, hath seen the Father, how sayest

thou then, Shew us the Father " (John xiv. 8, 9) ; by which words
it is manifest, that the Lord is the Divine Existere, in which is

the Divine Esse ; thus that he is the God-Man, who was seen by
the ancients. From what has been adduced it follows, that the

Word is also to be understood according to the sense of the

letter, when it says that God has a face, that He has eyes and
ears, also, that He has hands and feet.

1117. Verse 7. ''How much she hath glorified herself and
lived deliciously, so much give unto her torment and mourning,

because she hath said in her heart, I sit a queen, and am not a

ividow, and shall not see mourning."
" How much she hath glorified herself and lived deliciously,"

signifies how much glory and pleasure thence derived they have

acquired to themselves from their empire over heaven and over

the world :
" so much give unto her torment and mourning," sig-

nifies so much of infernal punishment and desolation :
" because

she saith in her heart, I sit a queen," signifies pride and boasting

that heaven and the church are under their dominion :
" and am

not a widow " signifies that they are not without defence :
" and
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/ shall not see mourning," signifies that they will never suffer de-

solation nor perish.

1118. "How much she hath glorified herself and lived deli-

ciously."—That hereby is signified, how much glory and pleasure

thence derived they acquire to themselves from their empire over

heaven and over the world, appears from the signification of

glorifying herself, as denoting to acquire glory to themselves

;

and from the signification of living deliciously, as denoting to

take pleasure : that it is from their empire over heaven and over

the world is evident, for thence is their glory and pleasure.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. Inasmuch as the idea of God as a man is implanted
in every one, therefore several people and nations have worshipped
gods who either were men or were seen by them as men ; as in

Greece, Italy, and some kingdoms under their power, they wor-

shipped Saturn, Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto, Apollo, Mercury, Juno,

Minerva, Diana, Venus and her boy, and others, and ascribed to

them the government of the universe. The reason why they

distinguished the Divinity into so many persons, was, because it

was from a principle implanted in them, that they saw God as a

Man, and therefore they saw all the attributes, properties, and
qualities of God, and thence, also, the virtues, affections, inclina-

tions, and sciences, as persons.

It was, also, from an implanted principle, that the inhabitants

of the lands round about Canaan, and, likewise, of the regions

within it, worshipped Baalim, Astoroth, Beelzebub, Chemosh,
jNIilcolra, Molech, and others, several of whom had lived as men.
It is, also, from an implanted principle, that, at this day, in

gentile Christendom, saints are worshipped as gods, that the knees
are bended before their idols, that they are kissed, that the head
is made bare for them in the ways where they are exposed, and
that their sepulchres are adored

;
yea, even in the presence of

the pope, the shoes of whose feet, and, in some cases, his foot-

steps, are eagerly saluted ; and he would have been saluted as a

god, if religion had allowed it.

These and several other particulars are from an implanted
principle, inclining men to worship a god whom they see, and
not any thing aerial, for this latter is smoke to them. But the
idea of God as a man, flowing-in out of heaven, is perverted with
many, insomuch that either a man of the world, or an idol, is

worshipped instead of God; comparatively, as the bright light of

the sun is turned into colours not beautiful, and his summer heat
into foetid odours, according to the objects into which they fall.

But that the idea of God is made an idea of a little cloud, of ;i

mist, or of the inmost principles of nature, is from the causes
above adduced, and has place amongst Christians, but rarely

amongst other nations who enjoy any light of reason, as amongst
the Africans and several others.
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1119. "So imtr.h give vnfo her torment and mourning."—
That herchv is sij^nificd that they should have so much of in-

fernal punishment and desolation, appears from the signification

of torment, as denotinjj^ infernal pnnisiiment; and from the sig-

iiilication of mourning, as denoting desolation, which consists in

their no longer having any truth and good, but merely false and
e\ il.

The reason why it is said that so much torment and mourning
shoidd be given her, by how much she hath glorified herself and
lived dcliciously, is, because all torment or infernal punishment
altogether corresponds to the evils in which they are, wherefore

they who have glorified themselves much and taken delight in

the love of ruling over heaven and over the church, and also, for

the sake of that glory and the delight thence derived, have per-

verted the goods of heaven and the church, which are the goods

of the AVord, have their lot in a hell more grievous as to tor-

ment; but they who have glorified and delighted themselves less

in such things have their lot in a hell more mild ; and they who
have not taken any such glory and delight, nor thence perverted

the goods and truths of heaven and the church, which are from
the Word, but have only obeyed them either through ignorance

or persuasion, have their lot in no hell : but the people who have
no part in their dominion, especially those who look to the Lord,

and are in any affection of truth, have their lot in the heavens,

where they are taught by the angels. From these considerations,

it may appear, that here where Babylon is treated of, no others

are understood but those who exercise dominion from the delight

of the love thereof for the sake of themselves.

Continuation concerning the AtJianasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. That God is Man and that the Lord is that Man, is

manifest from all things which are in the heavens, and which are

beneath the heavens. In the heavens, all things which proceed

from the Lord, in the greatest and in the least [parts], are either

in a human form, or have reference to the human form; the

universal heaven is in a human form, every society of heaven is

in a human form, every angel is a human form, and, likewise,

every spirit beneath the heavens : and it has been revealed, that

all things, both least and greatest, which proceed immediately

from the Lord, are in that form, for what proceeds from God is

a resemblance of Him. Hence it is, that it is said of the man
Adam and Eve, that they were " created into the image and like-

ness of God" (Gen. i. 26, 27) . Hence, also, it is, that the angels

in the heavens, inasmuch as they are recipients of the Divine
[principle] which proceeds from the Lord, are men of astonish-

ing beauty, whereas spirits in the hells, because they do not re-

ceive the Divine [principle] which proceeds from the Lord, are

devils, who, in the light of heaven, do not appear as men, but
as monsters.
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From this consideration it is, that every one in the spiritual

world is known from his human form, as to the degree in which
he partakes of the Divine [principle] proceeding from the Lord.

Hence now it may be manifest, that the Lord is the only man,
and that every one is a man according to the reception of divine

good and divine truth from him. In fine, he who sees God as a

man, sees God, because he sees the Lord : the Lord, also, says,

" He who seeth the Son, and believeth in Him, hath eternal life
'^

(John vi. 40) : to see the Son is to see Him with the spirit,

because it is said, also, to those who have not seen Him in the

world.

1120. " Who saith in her heart, I sit a queen."—That hereby
is signified pride and boasting that heaven and the church are

under their dominion, appears from the signification of saying

in their heart, as denoting boasting from pride, for by saying

is signified boasting, and by the heart is signified the love

of self, thus also pride; and from the signification of sit-

ting a queen, as denoting that heaven and the church are

under their dominion : the reason why this is understood
by sitting a queen, is, because in the Word, when the Lord
is called king, then by queen is understood heaven and the

church, in like manner as when the Lord is called bridegroom
and husband, then heaven and the church are understood by
bride and wife.

It is said heaven, but thereby is understood the church in

heaven, or the church with the angels of heaven, which makes
one with the church which is amongst men on earth; for there

are governments in the heavens, as on earth, consequently also

there are laws, economical, civil, and ecclesiastic, as on earth,

although in a more perfect degree ; the church therefore in the

heavens is what is understood by bride and wife, wherefore when
the Lord is understood as a king, then the church, which is the

wife of the king, is understood by queen.

Thus in David :
" The daughters of kings are amongst thy

precious ones, at thy right hand stands the queen in the best gold

of Ophir" (Psalm xlv. 10) : the subject treated of in that Psalm is

concerning the Lord and concerning His kingdom ; and by the

daughters of kings amongst the precious ones are signified the

affections of truth, which arc said to be amongst the precious,

because precious, in the Word, is predicated of truths ; by the

queen standing at the right hand in gold of Ophir, is signified

the church from the reception of good from the Lord, for all

things with man which belong to his right side have reference

to good from which truth is derived, and tliose which belong to

the left, to truth derived from good, and for this reason it is

said that the queen stands at the right hand ; by the gold of

Ophir also i«; signified good : tliat those things which arc on the

right side with man have reference to good, and those things
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uhicli arc on the K-ft to truth, may be seen above, n. GOO; and

tliat j^oUl signifies the good of love, n. 2 12.

The woman is also born to be affection whieh is love, and the

man is born to be the underj<tanding, thns the woman is born to

be good, for all good is of the affection which is of love, and mau
to be truth, for all truth is of the understanding, wherefore

whiUt good has relation to the right side of man, and truth to

the left, it follows that it is according to divine order, that the

wife be on the right.

Coniinuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. It was said, that the Lord is the only Man, and that

all are men according to the reception of divine good and divine

truth from him. The reason why the Lord is the only ]Man is,

because He is life itself, but all others, inasmuch as they are

men from Him, are recipients of life. The distinction between

the man who is life, and the man who is a recipient of life, is

like what subsists between unereate and created, and between

infinite and finite, whieh distinction is such, as to admit of no

ratio ; for there is no ratio given between infinite and finite,

thus there is none between God as a Man, and another as a man,

Avhether he be angel or spirit, or a man in the world.

That the Lord is life, He Himself teaches in John :
" The

Word was loith God, and God ivas the Word, in Him was life,

and the life was the light of men, and the Word was made flesh
"

( i. 1, 4, 14); again: "As the Father hath life in Himself, so

hath He given to the Son to have life in Himself (v. 26) ; again :

" As the living Father hath sent Me, and I also live by the

Father" (vd. 57) ; again: " I am the resurrection and the life''

(xi. 25) ; again :
" I am the way, the truth, and the life " (xiv. G) :

inasmuch as the Lord is life, therefore, in other passages of the

"Word, He is called the Bread of Life, the Light of Life, and the

Tree of Life, also, the Alive and Living God.

Since He is life, and every man is a recipient of life from

Him, therefore. He also teaches, that He gives life and vivifies;

as in John :
" As the Father vivifies, so also the Son vivifies

"

(v. 21) ; again: "I am the bread of God which cometh down
from heaven, and giveth life to the ivorld" (vi. 33); again:
" Because I live, ye shall live also" (xvi. 19) ; and in many pas-

sages, that He giveth life to those who believe in Him : hence also

God is called " a Fountain of Life " (Psalm xxxvi. 9) ; and in

other places. Creator, Maker, Former, also Potter, and we the

clay, and the work of His hands. Inasmuch as God is life, it

follows that in Him we live, move, and are.

1121. "And am not a widow."—That hereby is signified

that they are not without defence, appears from the signification

of a widow, as denoting one who is in the affection of good,

and from that affection desires truth ; but the leasou why by a

widow is here signified without defence, thus by not being a
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widow, the not being without defence, is, because good and the

affection thereof does not defend itself, but is defended by truth

and the understanding thereof,—the understanding thereof, thus

truth itself, being signified by man, who is the defence of the

woman : for the marriage of man and woman is altogether like

the marriage of truth and good ; for the man is born to be the

understanding of truth, whence this predominates with him ; and
the woman is born to be the affection of good, whence this pre-

dominates with her; and as good and truth mutually love each

other and will to be conjoined, so do the understanding of truth

and the will or affection of good : the conjugial love of a hus-

band and wife also derives its origin from the spiritual marriage
of truth and good, concerning which see the work concerning

Heaven and Hell, n. 366—386.

The same as is here signified by a widow is also signified in

Isaiah :
" Hear this, thou delicate one, sitting securely, saying in

thine heart, I and none as I besides ; I shall not sit a widow,
neither shall I know bereaving ; but they shall come upon thee,

those two evils, in a moment, bereaving and widowhood " (xlvii.

8, 9) ; these things also are said concerning Babel, and thereby

are signified the same things as by these words in the Apoca-
lypse :

" I am not a widow, and shall not see mourning ; where-
fore in one day shall her plagues come to thee, death, and
mourning, and famine."

By widows, in other parts of the Word, are also signified

such of both sexes as are in good and not in truth, and yet

desire truth, thus such as are without defence against the false

and evil, whom however the Lord defends; they are also under-
stood in the opposite sense, as in Isaiah ix. 16; chap. x.

1, 2; Jerem. xv. 7, 8, 9; chap. xxii. 3; chap. xlix. 10,

11; Lament, v, 2; in Ezekiel xxii. 6, 7; in David, Psalm
Ixviii. G; Psalm cxlvi. 9; Exod. xxii. 20, 23; Deut. x.

18; chap, xxvii. 18; Matt, xxiii. 14; Luke x. 18; and
elsewhere.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. Life viewed in itself, which is God, cannot create

another being, who shall be life itself; for the life which is God
is uncreate, is what holds all things together, and is not sepa-

rable; hence it is, that God is one : but the life which is God
can create forms out of substances which are not lives in which
it can dwell, and give the appearance as if they lived ; these

forms are men, which, as being receptacles of life, could not, in

the first creation, be any thing but images and likenesses of

God ; images from the reception of trutli, and likenesses from
the reception of good ; for life and its recipient adapt them-
selves together like what is active and what is passive, but do not
mix together.

Hence it is, that human forms, which arc recipient of life, do
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not live from themselves, but from God, who alone is life ; where-

fore, as is a known thinj;, all the good of love and all the truth

of faith is from God, and nothinj; from man ; for if man had
the smallest portion of life as his own, ho niii;ht will and do good
from himself, also understand and believe truth from himself,

and thus establish his own merit, when yet, it' he believes this,

then the form recipient of life closes itself above, is perverted,

and intelligence perishes. Good and its love, together with

truth and its faitli, are the life which is God, for God is good
itself, and truth itself; wherefore, God dwells in those principles

with man.
From these considerations it also follows, that man of him-

self is nothing, and that he is only so far sometliing as he

receives it from the Lord, and at the same time acknowledges

that it is not his own but the Lord's, in which case the Lord
gives him to be something, although not from himself but from
the Lord.

1122. "And shall not see mourninr).''—That hereby is

signified that they should never come to desolation and perish,

appears from the signification of mourning, when predicated of

a widow, as denoting to be desolated and to perish through

want of defence ; mourning here has respect to dominion,

which that it will not have an end, is signified by not seeing

mourning.
Such things do the Babylonians also say in their hearts,

inasmuch as they have fortified themselves by every art, not only

by this, that they have insinuated themselves and continually

insinuate themselves by the delights of terrestrial and worldly

loves, especially with the princes of the earth, and thereby catch

souls, and thus interiorly conjoin themselves to them ; but also

by this, that they terrify by the horrors of purgatory if they do
not gain credit ; also by the judgment of the inquisition, if

any one speaks against their dominion ; and moreover by con-

fessions, which they extort, whereby they investigate things

secret; and moreover by the multiplication of monasteries,

whereby they increase into armies, and from which they send

out their emissaries on all sides, as so many watchmen, both at

the walls and at the gates.

Howbeit such defences belong only to those who are on
earth, but not to those who are in the spiritual world, where no
one has any longer the refuge which they had before the last

judgment; for when they come thither after death they are

immediately separated, and they who have exercised dominion
from the love of self are cast into hell, and the rest are sent

away into societies : thus Babylon is at this day desolated, and
has perished.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. It appears to man as if he lived from himself, but
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it is a fallacy ; for if it was not a fallacy, man might love God
from himself, and be wise from himself. The reason why it

appears as if life was in man, is, because it flows in from the

Lord into his inmost principles, which are remote from the

sight of his thought, and thus from perception ; also, because

the principal cause, which is life, and the instrumental cause,

which is recipient of life, act together as one cause, and this is

felt in the instrumental cause, which is recipient, thus in man as

in himself.

The case, in this respect, is altogether like the sensation of

light being in the eye, which gives birth to sight, and of sound

being in the ear, which gives birth to hearing, and of the volatile

parts in the air being in the nostril, which gives birth to the

smell, and of the soluble parts of foods being on the tongue,

which give birth to taste, when yet the eyes, the ears, the nostrils,

and tongue, are recipient organized substances, thus instrumental

causes, whilst light, sound, the volatile particles in the air, and
the soluble particles on the tongue, are the principal causes,

which act together as one cause ; that is called principal which

acts, and that is called instrumental which suffers itself to be

acted upon. He who examines the subject more deeply, may
know that man, as to all and singular things appertaining to him,

is an organ of life, and that what produces sense and perception

flows in from an extraneous source, and that the life itself causes

man to feel and to perceive as from himself.

Another reason why it appears as if life was in man, is,

because the divine love is such, that what is its own, it wills to

communicate to man as his, but still teaches that it is not

man's. The Lord also wills, that man should think and will,

and thence should speak and act, as from himself, but that still

he should acknowledge that it is not from himself, otherwise he

cannot be reformed.

1123. Verse 8. " For this in one day shall her plagues come,

death, and mourning, and famine, and she shall be burned in the

fire ; for strong is the Lord God that judgeth her."
" For this in one day shall her plagues come,'' signifies because

they are of such a quality, that their last state is at hand, and
therewith destruction :

" death, and mourning, and famine,"
signifies whilst there is no longer any good nor any truth, but

only evil and the false :
" and she shall be burned in the fire,"

signifies, tliat because these things result from a diabolic love

they will perish :
" for strong is the Lord God that judgeth her,"

signifies by the last judgment.
1124. " For this in one day shall her plagues come."— That

hereby is signified, because they are of such a quality that it is

the last state with them, and then destruction, appears from the

signification of for tins, as denoting because they are of such a

qualitv, namely, that they glory and delight in domination over
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heaven nnd over the church, and confulc in their own power and
(k^teucc, and not in the divine ; and from the sifijnification of in

that day, as denoting their hist state, day signifying state, and in

this ease the hist state, because it follows that then is death,
mourning, and famine ; and from the siguification of plagues, as

denoting such things as destroy spiritual life, thus destruction,

concerning which see n. 581.

By the last state, which is here signified by the day in which
their plagues shall come, is signified the state when there is no
longer any good and truth remaining with them ; and whereas
they are then altogether destroyed, as to spiritual life, ruin and
destruction, that is, the last judgment, then comes upon them

;

the reason why it comes then and not before, is, because there

then no longer exists any connexion or conjunction of heaven
with them, and when there is no connexion or conjunction, sepa-

ration takes place, and separation is the last judgment, and when
this takes place, then the evil are cast into hell, and the good,
being drawn away from them, are elevated into heaven; for as

soon as the connexion of heaven with any one is dissolved, he
immediately falls into hell ; what alone detains from hell is con-

nexion with heaven, thus with the Lord.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. If it be said and thought that life itself is God, or

that God is life itself, unattended with any idea of what life is,

in such case it is not understood what God is, beyond those

expressions. In the thought of man there are two ideas, one
abstracted, which is spiritual, and one not abstracted, which is

natural : the abstract idea, w hich is spiritual, concerning the

life which is God, is, that it is love itself, and that it is wisdom
itself, and that love is of wisdom, and that wisdom is of love.

But the idea not abstracted, which is natural, concerning the

life which is God, is, that His love is as fire, and that His wis-

dom is as light, and that each together is as effulgent radiance :

this natural idea is taken from correspondence, for fire corresponds

to love, and light corresponds to wisdom, wherefore fire, in the

Word, signifies love, and light signifies wisdom, and whilst a

jjreacher preaches from the Word, he also prays that heavenly

fire may enkindle all hearts, in which case is meant divine love,

and that heavenly light may enlighten all minds, in which case

is meant the divine wisdom.

The divine love, which in the divine wisdom is life itself,

which is God, cannot be conceived of in its essence, for it is

infinite, and thereby transcends all human apprehension, but it

rnay be conceived of in its appearance. The Lord appears before

the eves of the angels as a sun, and from that sun proceeds heat

and light; the sun is divine love, the heat is divine love proceed-

ing, which is called divine good, and the light is divine wisdom
proceeding, which is called divine truth. Nevertheless, it is
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not allowed to have an idea of the life which is God, as of fire,

or of heat, or of light, unless in it there be at the same time

an idea of love and wisdom, thus that the divine love is as

fire, and that the divine wisdom is as light, and that the divine love

together with divine wisdom is as an effulgent radiance. For
God is a perfect Man, in face as a Man, and in body as a Man,
without any difference as to form, but as to essence ; His essence

is, that He is love itself, and that he is wisdom itself, thus life itself.

1125. ^' Death, and mourning, and famine."—That hereby is

signified, when there is no longer any good, nor any truth, but

only evil and the false, appears from the signification of death,

as denoting when there is not any good, for then man is

spiritually dead ; that death, in the Word, signifies spiritual

death, may be seen n. 78, 487, 69-t; and from the signification

of mourning, as denoting when there is no longer any truth,

thus when the church is desolated, as may be seen above,

n. 1119: and from the signification of famine, as denoting

when there is nothing but what is merely evil and false, for

famine in the Word signifies a defect of truth and good
and still a desire for them, they who are in such want
and desire being understood by the hungry and famished

;

famine also signifies a defect of truth and good where
tliere is no desire for them, thus the deprivation thereof, which
is the case with those who are merely in falses and evils, as may
be seen above, n. 386.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. An idea of life, which is God, cannot be had, unless

an idea of degrees be also obtained, by which life descends from
its inmost principles to ultimates. There is an inmost degree

of life and there is an ultimate degree of life, and there are

intermediate degrees of life, the distinction of which is, as

between things prior and things posterior, for a posterior degree
exists from a prior one, and so forth ; and the difference is, as

between things less and more common, for what is of a prior

degree, is less common, and what is of a posterior one is

more so.

Such degrees of life are in every man from creation, and
they are opened according to the reception of life from the
Lord; in some is opened the degree next to the ultimate, in

some the middle degree, and in some the inmost: the men inwhom
is opened the inmost degree become, after death, angels of tlie

inmost or third heaven ; they in whom is opened tlie middle
degree become, after death, angels of the middle or second
heaven ; but they in whom is opened the degree next
to the ultimate become, after death, angels of the ultimate
heaven. Those degrees are called degrees of the life of man,
but they are degrees of his wisdom and love, because they are
opened according to the reception of wisdom and love, thus, of
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life from the Lord. Such degrees of life are, also, in every
organ, in all the viscera and members of the body, and they act

in unity with the degrees of life in the brains by influx, the
skins, the cartilages and the bones, constituting their ultimate

degree.

The reason why such degrees are in man, is, because such are

the degrees of the life which proceeds from the Lord, but in

the Lord they are life, whereas in man they are recipients of

life. It is, however, to be noted, that in the Lord there are

degrees still superior, and that all, both the supreme and
ultimate, are life, for the Lord teaches that He is the life, and
likewise that He has flesh and bones. But concerning these

degrees, and concerning continuous degrees, see the work on
Heaven and Hell, n. 33, 34, 38, 39, 208, 209, 211, 425, where
they are more fully described, the knowledge of which it will be

expedient to draw forth thence for use in what follows.

1126. "And shall be burned in the fire."—That hereby is

signified, that because this is from a diabolic love, they will

perish, appears from the signification of fire, as denoting love in

both senses, as well celestial love as diabolic love, concerning which
see n. 08, 490, 504, 910, but in this case diabolic love, because

it is the love of ruling over heaven, and at the same time
over the world, which is called diabolic love, because it

is from the deepest hells, where are the devils, who desire to

rule over all things of heaven, and believe in their hearts that

they are gods, and that there is no God besides them ; and from
the signification of being burned, as denoting to perish from
that love. That to be burned with fire is the punishment of

the profanation of holy things, by the love of ruling over them,
may be seen above, n. 1083.

Co7itinuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. Inasmuch as God is life, it follows that He is

uncreated : the reason why He is uncreated, is, because life

cannot be created, but it can create ; for to be created is to

exist from another, and if life existed from another, there would
be another who would be life, and this life would be life in itself;

and if this first [principle] was not life in itself, it would either

be from another or from itself, and life from itself cannot be
predicated, because from itself involves birth, and that birth

would be from nothing, and from nothing, nothing can be born.

The first [principle], which in itself is, and from which all

things have been created, is God, who, from being in Himself,

is called Jehovah. That this is the case, reason may see,

especially if it be enlightened by things created. Now, whereas

He is not, unless He also exist, hence esse and existere in God
are one, for whilst He is He exists, and whilst He exists He is.

This, therefore, is the life itself which is God, and which is

a man.
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11.27. " Because strong is the Lord God ivho judgeth themP
—That hereby is signified, by the last judgment, appears from
the signification of the Lord God being strong who judgeth her,

as denoting the last judgment upon them : that by these words
is understood the last judgment, also follows from what goes

before, for it is said that in one day her plagues shall come,
death, mourning, and famine, and that she shall be burned with

fire, whereby is signified, when it is their last state, which takes

place when there is no longer any good nor any truth, but only

what is evil and false, from their diabolical love, that then they

Avill perish by the last judgment. That they also did perish by
the last judgment, may be seen from the small work concerning
the Last Judgment and concerning Babylon destroyed.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. That all things are from the life itself which is God^
and which is a Man, may be illustrated from the man who has

been created, in that he, as to his ultimate principle, as to his

middle principles, and as to his inmost principles, is a man

;

for the man who, in the world, as to his life has been merely
corporeal, thus stupid, after the rejection of the material body
appears still in the spiritual world as a man ; and again, the man,
who in the world, as to his life, has been merely sensual or

natural, thus who has known little about heaven, although
much about the world, he, after death still appears as a man

;

the man, again, who in the world, as to life, has been rational,

thus who has thought well from natural lumen, he, after death,

when he becomes a spirit, appears as a man ; again, the man,
who in the world, as to his life, has been spiritual, he, after

death, when he becomes an angel, appears as a man, perfect

according to the reception of life from the Lord ; lastly, the

man, with whom the third degree is open, thus who in the world,

as to life, has been celestial, he, after death, when he becomes
an angel, appears as a man in all perfection.

The life itself appertaining to him is a man, both the sensual

and natural, as well as the rational, the spiritual, and the

celestial, for so the degrees of life are called; the man in whom
those degrees exist, is only a recipient. And as it is in the

smallest types, so it is in the greatest ; the universal angelic

heaven in every complex is a man : every heaven by itself, the

first, the second, and the third, is a man ; every society in the

heavens, greater and lesser, is a man
;
yea, the church in the

earths, in general, is a man ; also, all congregations, which are

called churches by themselves are men. It is said the church,

and thereby are understood all with whom the church is, in the

complex ; so the church in the earths appears to the angels of

heaven ; the ground and reason of which a[)pearance is, because
the life which is from the Lord is a man : life from the Lord is

love and wisdom, hence such as the reception of love and wisdom
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IVoiu the Lord is, such is tlic man. These things first testify,

that all things were created from the life, which is God, and
whieh is a ]\Ian.

ll.'JS. Verse 9. " A/id the k'lnys of the earth shall iveep for

her, and tvail over her, who have committed whoredom, and lived

delicately with her, luhen they shall see the smoke of her

burning."
'* And the kings of the earth shall weep for her and wail over

her," signifies the mourning and grief of heart of those who
liavc exercised that power :

" ivho have committed whoredom and
lived delicatehj with her," signifies who were in falses, and in the

evils thereof, from the delight grounded in that power :
" whot

they shall see the smoke of her burning," signifies, on account of

hell and of their damnation.

1129. " And the kings of the earth shall weep for Iter and
ivail over her."—That hereby is signified mourning and grief of

heart of those who have exercised that power, appears from the

signification of weeping over and bewailing, as denoting mourn-
ing and grief of heart, of which we shall speak presently ; and
from the signification of the kings of the earth, as denoting

those who are in truths from good, and, in the opposite sense,

who are in falses from evil, concerning which see n. 29, 31,

625, 1034, 1063 ; in this case those who exercised that power,

whence they are called kings of the earth, and by the earth is

understood the church ; that these are signified by kings of the

earth, is evident from what follows, for it is said who have com-
mitted whoredom with her, and lived delicately, whereby is

signified, who were in falses and evils from delight grounded in

that power: they who are in truths from good, who are also

signified by kings of the earth, cannot weep for her nor wail

over her.

It is said to weep and wail, because to weep signifies mourn-
ing on account of falses, and to wail, mourning on account of

evils, both, that they are lost ; thus to weep has reference to the

false which they called truth, and to wail has reference to the

evil which they called good : it is on account of this distinction,

that weeping and wailing are mentioned together in the Word ; as

in Jeremiah :
" O daughter of my people, make thee the mourning

of an only begotten, a wailing of bitterness, because suddenly will

the spoiler come upon us " (vi. 26) ; w'here mourning is on
account of truth being destroyed, and wailing on account of

good being destroyed ; the spoiler signifies the deprivation

thereof, and thus the end of the church.

And in ]\Iieah :
" / will make a wailing like the dragons, and

a mourning like the daughters of the owl" (i. 8); because wailing

has reference to good, and in the opposite sense, to evil, there-

fore it is said, I will make a wailing like dragons, dragons
denoting those who are in the cupidities of evil ; and whereas
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mourning has reference to the false, it is said I will make a
mourning like the daughters of the owl, the daughters of the
owl denoting those who are in falsities and the pleasantnesses

thereof; owls signify falses because they see in darkness and not
in the light.

And in Zechariah :
" They shall wail over him, according to

the wailing over a first begotten, and they shall mourn over him
according to the mourning over a first begotten" (xii. 10):
where also wailing is predicated of the deprivation of good, and
mourning of the deprivation of truth.

And in Jeremiah :
" Enter not into the house of mourning,

neither go away to wail " (xvi. 5) ; where likewise both are
mentioned with the same reference : the reason why both are

mentioned is, on account of the marriage of good and truth, and
also on account of the marriage not of good and truth, which is

in every part of the Word.
Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concern-

ing the Lord. That all things are from the life itself, which is

God, and which is wisdom and love, may also be illustrated by
things created, whilst they are viewed from order ; for it is from
order that the angelic heavens, consisting of thousands and thou-
sands of societies, act in unity by love to the Lord, and by love

towards the neighbour, and that they are kept in order by divine

truths, which are the laws of order ; and likewise, that the hells

beneath them, which, also, are distinguished into thousands and
thousands of congregations, are kept in order by judgments and
punishments, so that although they are hatreds and insanities,

still they cannot occasion the least mischief to the heavens. It

is, also, from order, that between the heavens and the hells,

there is an equilibrium, in which man is in the world, and in

which he is led, if by the Lord, to heaven, if by himself, ta

hell ; for it is a law of order, that man shall act what he acts

from freedom according to reason.

Since so many myriads of myriads of men, since the crea-

tion of the world, have poured in both to heaven and hell, and
are perpetually pouring in like streams, and every individual is

of a dissimilar genius and love, it would have been impossible
for them to have been consociated together into one, unless God
was one, who is life itself, which life is wisdom itself, and love

itself, and thence order itself: so much respecting heaven. But
in the world, divine order appears from the sun, the moon, the
stars, and the planets ; the sun, to appearance, makes years,

days, and hours, and likewise the times of the years, which are
spring, summer, autumn, and winter, and the times of the day,

which are morning, mid-day, evening and night, and animates
all things of the earth, according to the reception of his heat in

light, and of his light in heat, and, according to reception, opens,

disposes and prepares bodies and matters, which are in the earth,
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ami upon tlic cartli, to ircoivc influx from the spiritual world
;

luMU'o, in tlic time of spring, by the union of heat and light at

that season, the fowls of heaven and the animals of earth return

into the love of prolitication, and into the science of all things

proper to that love, whilst vegetables return into the endeavour
and act of producing leaves, ilowers, and fruits, and therein seeds,

to perpetuate their kind to eternity, and to multiplvit ad 'nijiailiim.

It is, also, from order, that the earth produces vegetables,

and that vegetables nourish animals, and that both the latter

and the former are of use to man, for food, for raiment, and for

pleasure ; and whereas man is the creature in whom God dwells,

that they thus return to God from whom are all things. From
these considerations it is evident, that created things succeed in

such an order, that one is for another, and that they are per-

petual ends which ai'c uses, and that the ends which are uses

are constantly so directed, that they may return to God from

whom they are. These things now testify, that all things were

created from life itself, which is God, and which is wisdom itself;

and they likewise testify that the universe of creation is full of

God.
1130. " Who have committed whoredom and lived delicately

rvith her."—That herebv is signified, who were in falses and the

evils thereof from delight grounded in that power, appears from

the signification of committing whoredom, as denoting to falsify

truths, concerning which see n. 141, 161, 803,983; thus also to

love falses, for he who is in the love of evil is also in the love of

Avhat is false, inasmuch as the false confirms evil ; and from

the signification of living delicately, as denoting to have delight

arising from domination, or from the exercise of that power,

thus to love evils : to commit whoredom is predicated of falses,

and to live delicately of evils, each of the delight thereof.

Whereas to commit whoredom signifies to falsify truths, and
to live delicately signifies to love evils, and thereby also falses, it

shall also be declared, whence it is that the Babylonish nation

has falsified the "Word, and also weakened its divine sanctity.

It was a known thing in the wliole Christian world, that the

"Word is divine, and that hence all things contained in the Word
are divine truths ; now whereas the Babylonians arrogated to

themselves, and actually assumed, dominion over all things of

the church, and also over heaven, and whereas they thereby let

themselves into all the evils which spring up from the love of

self, therefore it became necessary for them to confirm those evils

by the Word, which could only be done by the falsification

thereof, for the Word can never confirm evil, wherefore the man
who does confirm it by the Word falsifies the truths thereof;

this was done by the Babylonians ; but whereas they still saw

truths in the Word which they could not falsify, as all those

things which are therein said concerning Babel, therefore, from
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craftiness^ tliey weakened its divine sanctity, and forbade the

people the reading of it ; their prelates also and their presbyters,

who are called monks, desisted from reading it, saying that the

dictates of the Pope are equally holy with those contained in

the Word, and that all things of the church were to be accom-

modated to the state thereof, consequently that they were to be

changed when the state of the church requires, and that such

accommodations and changes must be effected from the inspi-

ration of the Pope ; from which consideration it is evident

whence it is that the truths of the Word have been falsified by
them, and also rejected, and in the place thereof have been

accepted and issued out by their Pope such things as altogether

patronized and favoured their love of ruling, which things iu

themselves are falses. From these considerations it is evident,

what is especially signified by the kings of the earth committing
whoredom with Babylon.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concern-

ing the Lord. Inasmuch as God is uncreated, He is, also,

eternal ; for the life itself, which is God, is life iu itself, not

from itself, thus it is without birth ; and what is without birth,

this is from eternity, and is eternal : but an idea of what is with-

out birth cannot be given with the natural man, thus neither

can the idea of God from eternity be given ; but it is given with

the spiritual man : the thought of the natural man cannot be

separated and abstracted from the idea of time, which latter

idea inheres in man from nature, in which he is ; thus neither

can it be separated and abstracted from the idea of birth, because

birth is to it a beginning in time.

The appearance of the sun's progression has impressed on
the natural man that idea; but the thought of the spiritual man
is abstracted from the idea of time, because it is elevated above

nature, and instead of the idea of time there is an idea of state

of life, and instead of the duration of time there is an idea of

state of thought grounded in affection, which constitutes life

;

for the sun in the angelic heaven neither rises nor sets, nor makes
years and days, like the sun in the world, and hence it is that

the angels of heaven, because they are in spiritual ideas, think

abstractedly from time ; wherefore their idea concerning God
from eternity does not take any thing from birth, or from be-

ginning, but from state, that it is eternal, thus that every thing

which is God, and which proceeds from God, is eternal, that is,

divine in itself. That this is the case has been given me to

perceive by an elevation above a natural idea into a spiritual

one. From these considerations it is now evident, that God,
who is uncreated, is also eternal; likewise, that it is impossible

to think that nature is from eternity, or in time from itself, but

that it is possible to think that God is from eternity, and that

nature, with time, is from God.
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1131. " If/ten they shall see the smoke of her hitrn'iii<j."—
That hereby is signiticd, on account of hell and of their damna-
tion, appears from the sijrnification of the smoke of burning, as

denoting hell and damnation, of uhich \vc shall speak presently;

hence by the expression, when they shall see it, is signified on
account of those things : now it is said that they shall weep for

her, and wail over her, when they see the smoke of her burning,

whereby is signified mourning and grief of heart on account

thereof, namely, on account of hell and of their damnation.

The reason why the smoke of burning signifies hell and
damnation, is, because smoke signifies the infernal false, and
fire, thus combustion or burning, infernal evil, from the corre-

spondence of infernal false and infernal evil : with the fire of

combustion or burning, there appears over their hells smoke
mingled with fire, like smoke from a furnace or from places on
fire : that smoke signifies the infernal false, may be seen, n. 494,

539, 889 ; and that fire signifies infernal evil, may be seen,

n. 68, 49G, 504, 916.

Continuation concerninr/ the Athanasian Faith, aud concern-

ing the Lord. Since God is eternal, He is, also, infinite ; but as

there is a natural idea and a spiritual idea of what is eternal, so

likewise of what is infinite : a natural idea of what is eternal is

taken from time, but a spiritual idea of it is not from time : a

natural idea, also, of what is infinite is taken from space, but a

spiritual idea of it is not from space. For as life is not nature,

so the two properties of nature, which are time and space, are

not of life, for they are from the life which is God, being created

with nature.

The natural idea of the infinite God, which is from space, is,

that He fills the universe from end to end, but from this idea

concerning the infinite there results a thought, that the inmost
principle of nature is God, and thus that He is extended, whereas

every thing extended is of matter. Thus because the natural

idea does not at all agree with the idea of life, of wisdom and
love, which is God, therefore what is infinite must be viewed

from a spiritual idea, in which, as there is nothing of time, so

there is nothing of space, because there is nothing of nature : it

is from a spiritual idea, that the divine love is infinite, and that

the divine wisdom is infinite, and since the divine love and the

divine wisdom are the life which is God, therefore divine life is

also infinite, hence, then, God is infinite.

That the divine wisdom is infinite, may be manifest from
the wisdom of the angels of the third heaven, for since these

excel all otliers in wisdom, they perceive that no proportion

is given between theirs and the divine wisdom of the Lord,

because no proportion is given between infinite and finite ; they

say, also, that the first degree of wisdom is to see and acknow-
ledge that this is the case : it is similar with the divine love.
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Moreover, the angels, like men, are forms recipient of life,

thus recipient of wisdom and love from the Lord, and these

forms are from substances which are without life, thns in them-
selves dead, and between wliat is dead and what is abve there is

no given proportion.

But how what is finite receives what is infinite, may be illus-

trated from the light and heat of the sun of the world : the

light itself and the iieat itself from the sun are not material,

but still they aflPect material substances, the light by modifying
them, and the heat by changing their states : the divine wisdom
of the Lord is, likewise, light, and the divine love of tlie Lord
is, likewise, heat, but spiritual heat and light, because they pro-

ceed from the Lord as a sun, which is divine love, and at the same
time divine wisdom ; but light and heat fi'om the sun of the

world are natural, because that sun is fire and not love.

1132. Verse 10. ''Standing afar offfor feai' of her torment,

saying, Alas ! alas ! that great city Babylon, that strong city !

fur in one hour is thy judgment come.''

" Standing afar ojf for fear of her torment," signifies whilst

they are in externals from a dread of infernal punishments:
" saying, Alas ! alas ! that great city Babylon/' signifies lamen-
tation over that doctrine, and over that religion :

" that strong

city," signifies which had fortified itself by so many wicked
artifices : "for in one hour is thy judgment comej" signifies their

total destruction by the last judgment.
1133. ''Standing afar off for fear of her torment."—That

hereby is signified, whilst they are in externals from a dread of

infernal punishments, appears from the signification of standing

afar oft", as denoting to be in externals, of which we shall speak
presently ; and from the signification of the fear of torment, as

denoting dread on account of infernal punishments, for these

punishments are sigm'fied by torment.

The reason why standing afar off signifies to be in externals,

is, because man is in liinT^elf, whilst he is in internals, for there

])is love resides, consequently his life itself. The internals of

man are those things which appertain to his spirit, and are

understood in the Word by things near, wherefore the externals,

as being remote from the intei'uals, are understood by things

afar oft", in this case by standing afar oft'. Every evil man, also,

whilst he is in his externals, is very unlike to what he is when
in his internals, for he then not only s[)eaks and acts differently,

but also wills and thinks differently, for his thought and will

then are, that he may appear as a civil, moral, and even as a
spiritual man, and this either on account of the law and its

punishments, or for the sake of fame, and thence of honour and
gain, thus through fear of the loss of these. That in this case

a man is afar oft' from himself, is evident from this considera-

tion, that when he returns from externals into his intcrnnls,
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uliii'li lio (Iocs when he is left alone, lie then thinks and wills

altou;ether otherwise, and also speaks otherwise, when he is with

companions who are like himself. Hence it is evident, that to

stand alar olV, in the spiritnal sense, sij^nifies to be in externals.

The principal canse why an evil man lets himself, or comes,

from internals into externals, is that of fear, for when he sees

the pnnishments and torments of his consociates, fear then closes

his internals, which being closed, he comes into externals, and

therein remains, so long as the pnnishmcnt is observed in his

mind ; bnt still his internal is not amended by punishments,

but remains nevertheless as before, wherefore as soon as the

fear of punishment recedes, he returns into iiis own evils, which

are interiorly in him, and which belong to his spirit, and thence

to his life. This may be illustrated by experience from the

spiritual world. An evil spirit is there compelled by punishments

not to speak nor do evil, and in this state he continues so long

as he remains in the place where the punishment is observed in

his mind, but as soon as the fear of punishment recedes, he is

evil as before. The case is similar in the world ; thieves,

robbers, and other wicked persons, so long as they are in a city,

where all are kept in bonds by the law and its punish-

ments, do not steal nor rob, but as soon as they come into the

woods, or into places where they do not fear the punishments

of the law, or when they can pervert the law by crafty artifices,

and thereby avert from themselves its punishments, they come
into their internals, and commit deeds of wickedness.

From these considerations it is evident, that externals are

distant from internals, and stand as it were afar off; hence it is

that in the Word by afar off is signified the external, or what

is removed from the internal ; as in the following passages ;

thus in Isaiah :
" Hear ye that are afar off ivhat I will do, and

ye that are near knoiv ye My power'' (xiii. 13) : by those who
are afar off, are there understood the nations or Gentiles, because

remote from internal truths, and by the near are under-

stood those who are of the church, and in truths from the

Word.
Again :

" Brine/ my sons from afar, and my daughters from
the extremity of the eartJi " (xliii. (5) : here also by sons and

daughters are understood the nations, which being removed

from the truths and goods which constitute the internals of the

church, are called sons from afar, and daughters from the

extremity of the earth ; by sons are understood those who are

in truths, and by daughters those who are in goods; the

extremity of the earth signifies the ultimates of the church.

Again in the same prophet: "Attend, islands, unto Me,

and the people from afar. Behold they shall come to thee from

afar, and behold they shall come from the north and the ivest
"

(xlix. 1,12): bv the islands, and bv the people from afar, and
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from the north and from the west, are understood in like

manner the Gentiles or nations, with whom the church was to

be established.

Again in Jeremiah :
" Announce to the isles afar off''

(xxxi. 10) : and in Zechariah :
" They who are afar off shall

come, and shall build the temple of Jehovah " (vi. 15) ; where

also they who are afar off denote the Gentiles, and the temple

which they shall build is the church.

Again in Jeremiah :
" Am I a God at hand, and not a God

afar off'" (xxxiii. 23) ; signifying that the Lord is God, to

those who are within the church, and also to those who are

without the church, likewise to those who are in internal truths

and to those who are in external truths.

Again in David :
" God, the confidence of all the ends of the

earth, and of the sea of those who are afar off" (Psalm Ixv. 6) :

the ends of the earth, and the sea of those who are afar off,

signify the ultimates of the church.

In the opposite sense by afar off is signified evil, because

this is in the external man ; for all who are in evils and in

falses thence derived are external men : these are understood by
nations and people afar off and from the extremity of the earth,

in the following passages ; thus in Isaiah :
" The nations from

afar, andfrom the extremity of the earth " (v. 26) : again :
" The

people coming from the land afar off, from the extremity of the

earth " (xiii. 5) : and in Jeremiah :
" The nations coming from

the land afar off against Jerusalem " (iv. 16) : and in the same
prophet, where it is said, " / will bring upon the house of

Israel a nation from afar" (v. 15): inasmuch as by Babel is

signified evil of every kind, and profanation of good, therefore it

is called ^' the land afar off" (xxxix. 3).

That they who are afar off signify those who are in the

externals of the church, may appear also from those who are in

externals in the spiritual world, and those who are in internals,

the latter being in the south and the former in the north, thus

distant according to the degree of the reception of truth

and good. That by near is understood what is internal, may
be seen above, n. 10.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. Inasmuch as God is infinite. He is, also omnipotent,

for omnipotence is infinite power. The omnipotence of God
shines forth from the universe, which is the visible heaven and
habitable orb, which are the great works of an omnipotent
Creator : in like manner, the creation and support of all things in

the visible heaven and on the habitable orb testify that they are

from divine omnipotence, whilst their order and mutual respect

to ends, i'rom first to last, testify that they arc from divine

wisdom.
The omnipotence of God shines forth, also, from the heaven
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wliicli is above or within our visible heaven, and from the orb

there, whieh is inhabited by anyels, as onrs is by men ; in that

orl) are vstuj)endons testimonies of the divine omnipotence,
whieh, as havin-j; been seen by me, and revealed to me, it is

allowed to mention : in that orb are all the men who from tlie

lirst ereation of the world have departed out of it, who, after

their decease, arc also men as to form, and are spirits as to

essence.

Spirits are aflcctions which are of love, and, thus, also,

thou;^iits ; spirits of heaven affections of the love of good,

and spirits of hell affections of the love of evil. The f^ood

atfections, whieh arc angels, dwell on an orb which is called

heaven, and the evil affections, which are spirits of hell, dwell

at a depth beneath them. The orb is one, bnt divided as into

expanses, one below another : the expanses are six ; in the

highest dwell the angels of the third heaven, and beneath them
the angels of the second heaven, and beneath these the angels

of the tirst : below these latter dwell the spirits of the first hell,

beneath them the spirits of the second hell, and beneath these

the spirits of the third. All things are so arranged in order, that

the evil affections, which are spirits of hell, are held in bonds by
the good affections, which are angels of heaven ; the spirits of

the lowest hell by the angels of the highest heaven, the spirits

of the middle hell by the angels of the middle heaven, and the

spirits of the first hell by the angels of the first heaven ; from
such opposition the affections are held in equilibrium, as in the

scale of a balance.

Such heavens and such hells are innumerable, distinguished

into companies and societies according to the genera and
species of all affections, and these latter are in order and in con-

nexion according to their affinities nearer and more remote : as

it is in the heavens, so in the hells. This order and this con-

nexion of affections are known to. the Lord alone, and the orderly

arrangement of so many various affections, answering to the

nundjer of men who have been from the first creation, and who
shall be hereafter, is of infinite wisdom, and at the same time of

infinite power.

That the divine power is infinite, or that it is omnipotent,

is very manifest from this circumstance in the other world,

tliut neither the angels of heaven nor the devils of hell have the

least portion of power from themselves : if they had the least

])ortion heaven would fall to pieces, hell would become a chaos,

and every man would perish with them.
1131. " Saying, Alas ! alas ! that great city Babylon."—That

hereby is signified lamentation over that doctrine and over that

religious principle, appears from the signification of alas, alas,

as denoting lamentation, especially over the state of destruction

and devastation, concerning which see n. 532 ; and from the
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signification of cit}'^ as denoting doctrine, concerning wliich

see n. 223 ; and from the signification of Babylon, as denoting

that religious principle which, from the falsification and pro-

fanation of the truth and good of the church, is called a hailot

and the mother of whoredoms and abominations of the earth :

hence it is evident that by these words, Alas, alas, that great city

Babylon, is signified lamentation over that doctrine, and over

that religious principle.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. The reason why God has all power, and why men
and angels have none at all, is, because God alone is life, and

men and angels are only recipients of life, and it is the life

which acts, and the recipient of life which is acted upon. Every
one may see, that a recipient of life cannot at all act from itself,

but that what it acts is from the life which is God : nevertheless,

it can act as from itself; for this can be given to it, and also has

been given, as has been said above.

If man does not live from himself, it follows that he does not

think and will from himself, neither does he speak and act from
himself, but from God, who alone is life. That this is the case,

appears as a paradox, because man has a sensation, and must
needs have it, that these things are in himself, and thus are done
by himself, but still he acknowledges, whilst he speaks from a

principle of faith, that every thing good and true is from God,
and every thing evil and false is from the devil ; and yet, what-

soever a man thinks, wills, speaks and acts, has reference to

what is good and true, or to what is evil and false : hence it is,

that man says within himself, or is taught to say by the rulers

of the church, when he does good, that he was led of God, and
when he does evil, that he was led of the devil. Every human
preacher, also, prays that his thought, his discourse, and his

tongue, may be led by the spirit of God, and sometimes, also,

says after preaching, that he has spoken from the spirit; some
preachers likewise perceive it in themselves.

With respect to myself, I can also testify before the world,

that all things of my thought and Avill have flowcd-in, goods
and truths through heaven from the Lord, and evils and falscs

from hell, and that for a long course of time it has been given

me to perceive it. The angels of the superior heavens have
manifest sensation that it is so, and the wisest of them are not
even desirous to think and will as from themselves. But, on
the other hand, infernal genii and spirits altogether deny it, and
are angry when they are told that it is so ; nevertheless, many
living proofs have been adduced of its truth, at which they were
afterwards indignant.

But whereas this appears as a paradox to many, it is of
concern that from some idea of the understanding it may bo
seen how it is enVcted, that so it may be acknowledged that it
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is effected : the tliiiii:; in itself is as follows. From tlie divine

love of the Jiord, which appears in the an^elie lu^aven as a sun,

proceeds li;j;ht and proceeds heat. Liyht is the life of His divine

wisdom, and heat is the life of His divine love; this spiritual

heat which is love, and spiritual light which is wisdom, flow-iu

into the subjects reei[)icnt of life, just as natural heat and natural

li«jht from the sun of the world flow-in into subjects not recipient

of life ; and whereas, light only modifies the substances into

which it flows in, and lieat only changes their state, it follows,

that if those subjects were animated, they would feel those

changes in themselves, and would suppose them to be from

themselves, when yet they depart with the sun. Now, since the

life of the divine wisdom of the Lord is light, therefore the Lord
in many passages of the Word is called light, and it is said, in

John, " llie Word was icith God, and God ivas the Word ; in

Him was life, and the life ivas the light of men" (i. 1, 2, 3).

From these considerations it is now evident, that God has infinite

power, because He is the all appertaining to all. But how an

evil person can think, will, speak and do things evil, when God
alone is life, will be shewn in what follows.

1135. " That strong city."—That hereby is signified, which

had fortified itself by so many wicked artifices, appears from the

signification of strong, when predicated of doctrine, and of the

religious principle thereof, which are signified by the city of

Babylon, as denoting their being fortified by artifices, lest they

should be assaulted and infringed ; what those artifices are, and
how wicked they are, may be seen above, n, 1112. That those

artifices, however, were of no avail at the day of the last judg-

ment, when all who were such perished, appears from what fol-

lows, for it is said, For in one hour is thy judgment come, and

that they should weep for her and wail over her, not only the

kings of the earth, but also the merchants of the earth, and
the pilots of the ships.

In other parts of the Word, also, they are called strong who
are in e\ils and thence in falses, and by arts have fortified them-
selves against the goods and truths of the church, thus with

whom the church is devastated, and who devastate the church

with others : as in Joel :
" The day of Jehovah cometh, a day of

darkness, and of thick darkness ; a people great and strong, such

as there has not been for an age ; as heroes they run, as men of
war they mount the wall" (ii. 2, 7); where also the last judg-

ment is treated of, which is signified by the day of Jehovah, a

day of darkness, a day of thick darkness : they who are in falses

of evil, and have fortified their falses against truths by reasonings

and by falsifications of the Word, are signified by the people

great and strong; their reasonings from falses against truths, and
thereby assaulting them, is signified by their running like heroes,

and mounting the wall, like men of war: and so in other places.
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Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. Since such is the divine omnipotence, that man can-

not of himself think and will, and thence speak and act, bnt

from the life which is God, it is asked, why then is not every

man saved? But he who hence concludes that every one is

saved, and if not that he is in no fault, is ignorant of the laws

of divine order respecting man's reformation, regeneration and
consequent salvation. The laws of that order are called laws of

the divine providence : these the natural mind cannot know,
unless it be enlightened ; and because man does not know them,
and, therefore, forms conclusions concerning the divine providence
from contingencies in the world by which he falls into fallacies,

and thence into errors, out of which, afterwards, he can with
difficulty extricate himself, therefore it is expedient that they
should be made known.

But, before we proceed to their discovery, it is of concern
that it should be known, that the Divine Providence operates in

singular the things appertaining to man, and in the most
singular, for his eternal salvation, since the salvation of man was
the end of the creation both of heaven and of earth ; for the end
was, that out of the hiiman race might be formed heaven, in

which God might dwell, as in his own very house ; wherefore,

the salvation of man is the all in all of the Divine Providence.

But the Divine Providence proceeds so secretly, that man scarce

sees a vestige of it, and yet it is active in the most singular

things respecting him, from infancy to old age in the world, and
afterwards to eternity, and in every thing most singular it is

eternity which is regarded.

Inasmuch as divine wisdom in itself is nothing but an end,
therefore Providence acts from an end, in an end, and to an end

;

the end is, that man may become wisdom and may become love,

and thus a habitation and image of the divine life. But,
l)ecause the natural mind, uidess it be enlightened, cannot
comprehend why the Divine Providence, whilst it is active

in the work of salvation only, and in tlie most singular things

of the progress of the life of man, does not lead all to heaven,
when yet, by reason of love, it is willing to lead them, and
is omnipotent, therefore, in what now follows, the laws of
order shall be opened, which are laws of the Divine Provi-
dence, by which, as I hope, the mind not before enlightened
will be withdrawn from fallacies, if it is willing to be with-
drawn.

1 136. " For in one hour thy judgment is come."—That hereby
is signified their total destruction Ijy the last judgment, appears
from the signification of in one hour, as denoting suddenly, here
also, all, consequently, when destruction is understood, denoting
total ; for hour, in like manner as day, year, and all times in

general, signifies state, as may be seen n. 1U4, 488, 673, 875 :
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here tliereforc hour sii^nifics the state of" destruction by the last

judgiiHMit ; and the number ap])lied, by which is signified the

successive (hiratioii of" time, si-iiiilics the (luality of the state,

thus when it is said in one hour, thereby are signified ail

things suddenly ; this is evident from uhat follows, where all

things appertaining to Babylon arc enumerated by her mer-

chandizes which perished. That by her judgment being come is

signified destruction by the last judgment, is evident without

explication.

Contiiiuatioa concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concern-

ing the Lord. The laws of order, which are called the laws of

Divine Providence, are the following.

I. That man should not feci and perceive, and, conse-

quently, should not know any other than that life is in him,

thus that he thinks and wills from himself, and thence speaks

and acts from himself; nevertheless, that he ought to acknow-

ledge and believe, that the truths which he thinks and speaks,

and the goods which he wills and acts, are from God, thus as

from himself.

II. That man should act what he acts from freedom accord-

ing to reason, but that still he should acknowledge and believe

that the very freedom which he has is from God ; in like manner,

reason itself, viewed in itself, which is called rationality.

III. That to think and speak what is true, and to will and

to do what is good, from freedom according to reason, is not

from man himself, but from God ; and that to think and to speak

what is false, and to will and to do what is evil, from freedom,

is not from man himself, but from hell
;
yet so, that what is

false and evil is from that source, but the freedom itself viewed

in itself, and the faculty itself of thinking, of willing, of speak-

ing, and of doing, viewed in themselves, are from God.

IV. That the understanding and will of man ought not iu

the least to be compelled by another, since all compulsion by
another takes away freedom, but that man himself should compel

himself, for to compel himself is to act from freedom.

V. That man does not know, from sense and perfection in

himself, in what manner good and truth flow-in from God,

and in what manner what is evil and false flow-in from hell;

neither is it expedient that he should see in what manner the

Divine Providence operates in favour of good against evil; for

thus man would not act from a free principle according to reason

as from himself; it is sufflcient, therefore, that he knows and
acknowledges those things from the Word and from the doctrine

of the church.

YI. That man is not reformed by external means, but by

internal means; by external means is meant by miracles and

visions, also, by fears and punishments; by internal means is

meant by truths and goods from the Word, and from the doc-
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trine of the church, also, by looking to the Lord, for these means
enter by an internal way, and remove the evils and falses vphich

inwardly reside ; but external means enter by an external way,

and do not remove evils and falses, but shut them in : neverthe-

less, man is further reformed by external means, provided he

has before been reformed by internal means ; but a man not

reformed is only withheld by external means, which are fears

and punishments from speaking and doing the evils and falses

which he thinks and which he wills.

VII. That man is not let into the truths of faith and the

goods of love from God, only so far as he can be kept in them,
even to the end of life : for it is better that man should be con-

stantly evil, than that he should be good and afterwards evil,

since in the latter case he becomes profane ; the permission of

evil is principally from this ground.

VIII. That God is continually withdrawing man from evils,

so far as man, from a free principle, is willing to be withdrawn :

and that, so far as man can be withdrawn from evils, so far he
is led of God to good, thus to heaven : but so far as man cannot
be withdrawn from evils, so far he cannot be led of God to good,

thus to heaven : for so far as man is withdrawn from evils, so far

he does good from God, which in itself is good ; but so far as he
is not withdrawn from evils, so far he does good from himself,

which in itself has evil.

IX. That God does not immediately teach man truths, either

from himself or by angels, but that He teaches by the Word,
by preaching, by reading, and by discourse and communication
with others, and thus by private thought from those things

;

and that man, in such case, is enlightened according to the

affection of truth grounded in use ; otherwise man would not
act as from himself.

X. That man, from his own [jroper prudence, has led him-
self to eminence and to opulence, whilst they seduce : for man
is led of the Divine Providence to such things as do not seduce,

and which are serviceable to eternal life ; for all things of the

Divine Providence with man respect what is eternal, because the

life, which is God, by which man is man, is eternal.

1137. Verse 11. "And the merchants of the earth shall tveep

and mourn over her because no one buyeth their merchandize any
more."

" And the merchants of the earth shall tveep and mourn over

her," signifies the mourning and grief of those who ac(|uir(^ to

themselves the things appertaining to that religion, in order that

they might thereby gain honours and wealth :
" by no one buying

their merchandize any more," is signified, that their evils and
falses, by which they make gain, are no more received.

1138. " And tlie, merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn
over her."—Tiiat hereby is signified the mourning and grief of
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tliosr mIio ac(iuirc to tliciDselvcs the thiiif^js appertaining to that

rclij^ion, that thcv may train hononrs and wealth, appears from

tlie sij^jnilioation of merchants, as denoting those who ))roearefor

themselves the knowledges of the trnths and goods of the ehnrch,

and, in the opposite sense, those who i)roenre for themselves

know ledges of what is evil and false, eonse(]nently, in the present

case, those who aecjuire the knowledges of that religion for the

sake of gain, which consists both in honours and riches; that

sneh things arc signified by merchants may be seen, n. 810,

1104; and from the signification of weeping and mourning, as

denoting to grieve and lament.

There are four kinds of men belonging to that religion, w ho

are here described, namely, those who are called kings of the

earth, those wlio are called merchants of the earth, those who
are called merchants of wares, and those who are called pilots of

ships, with the sailors ; the kings of the earth are treated of in

verses 9, 10; the merchants of the earth, verses 11— 14;
merchants of wares, verses 15, 16; and the pilots of ships and
sailors, verses 17, 18, 19.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. From the above laws it is evident, that the Lord
cannot lead man to heaven except by them, although he has

divine love from which He wills, and divine wisdom from which

lie knows all things, and divine power, which is omnipotence,

from which He can effect what He wills : for the above men-
tioned laws of Providence are laws of order respecting reforma-

tion and regeneration, thus respecting the salvation of man,
against which the Lord cannot act, inasmuch as to act against

them would be to act against His own wisdom and against His

own love, thus against Himself.

As to what concerns the first law, which is, that man from
sense and perception should know no other than that life is in

him, but that still he ought to acknowledge that the goods and
truths which are of love and faith, which he thinks, wills, speaks,

and acts, are not from him, but from the Lord ; this law^ sup-

poses the second, which is, that man has freedom, and that

freedom, also, ought to appear as his, nevertheless that he should

acknowledge that it is not his, but of the Lord with him. This

law follows from the former, because freedom makes one with

life, for without freedom man cannot feel and perceive that life

is, as it were, in him, this being felt and perceived from freedom;

for from freedom it appears to man, that every thing which the

life acts is as his own and proper to him, since freedom is the

power of thinking, of willing, of speaking and doing, from him-
self, in this case, as from himself; and principally it is the power
of willing, for a man says, I can what I will, and I will what I

can ; that is, I am in freedom. Who, also, cannot think from

freedom that one thing is good and another evil ; also, that one
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thing is true and another false ? Wherefore freedom was given to

man together with his life, nor is it ever taken away from him,

for so far as it is taken away or diminished, so far man feels and
perceives tliat he does not live, but another in him, and so far

the delight of all things of his life is taken away and diminished,

for he becomes a slave.

That man knows no other, from sense and perception, than

that life is in him, thus as his own, has no need of any other

confirmation but experience itself; for who feels and perceives

any otherwise, than that he thinks from himself when he thinks,

that he wills from himself when he wills, and that he speaks and
acts from himself when he speaks and acts? But it is from a law

of Divine Providence, that man should know no otherwise, since

without that sense and without that perception, he cannot re-

ceive any thing to himself, appropriate any thing to himself, nor

produce any thing from himself, thus he would not be recipient

of life from the Lord, and an agent of life from the Lord, but

would be as an automaton, or as an image standing, without

understanding or will, with the hands hanging down, in expecta-

tion of influx, which would not be given, since the life, in con-

sequence of non-reception as by man, and appropriation, would
not be retained, but would be transfluent, Avhereby man, from
being alive, would become as dead, and from a rational soul, not

rational, thus either a brute or a stock ; for he would be without

delight of life, which delight every one has from reception as

from himself, from appropriation, and from production as of

himself; and yet delight and life act in unity, for take away all

the delight of life, and you will grow cold and die.

If it was not from a law of Divine Providence, that man
should feel and perceive as if life and every thing appertaining to

it was in him, and should only acknowledge that good and truth

are not from him, but from the Lord, in such case, nothing
would be imputed to man, neither good nor truth, thus neither

love nor faith ; and if nothing was to be imputed, neither would
the Lord have commanded in the Word, that man should do
good and shun evil, and that if he did good, heaven would
be his inheritance, but if evil, hell would be his lot

;
yea,

neither would there be heaven nor hell, since, without that

perception, man would not be man, thus would not be the
habitation of the Lord ; for the Lord wills to be loved by
man as by hint; thus the Lord dwells with man in what is

his own, which He has given to him to the intent that lie

may be loved reciprocally ; for divine love consists in this, that
what is its own, it wills should be man's, which would not be
the case unless man felt and perceived what is from the Lord as

his own.
If it was not from a divine law, that man from sense and

perception should know no other than that life was in him, there
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would 1)C no cud jijiveu with man, for the sake of which [he
shouUl act] ; this end is f^ivcn with him, because the end from
which [he acts] ai)|)ears as in him. The end from which [he acts]

is his love, which is liisHfc, and the end for the sake of which [he
acts] is the dcHglit of his love or life, and the effect in which the
end jircscnts itself is use. The end for the sake of which [he acts],

which is the delight of the love of life, is felt and perceived in

man, because the end from which [he acts] gives him to feel

and perceive it, which end is, as was said, the love, which is life :

but the Lord gives to that man who acknowledges that all

things of his life arc from him, the delight and blessedness of
his love, so far as he acknowledges and so far as he performs
uses ; thus w hilst man by acknowledgment and by faith grounded
in love, as from himself, ascribes to the Lord all things of his

life, the Lord, in His turn, ascribes to man the good of His life,

which is with all satisfaction and blessedness, and likewise

grants that from an interior principle he should exquisitely feel

aud perceive it in himself as his own, and the more exquisitely

in proportion as man, from the heart, wills what by faith he
acknowledges. Perception in this place is reciprocal : grateful

to the Lord from the consideration that He is in man, and man
in Him; and satisfactory to man from the consideration that he

is in the Lord, and the Lord in him. Such is the union of the

Lord with man, and of man with the Lord, by love.

1139. ^'Because no one buyeth their merchandize amj more.''

—That hereby is signified that the falses and evils whereby they

make gain are no more received, appears from the signification

of merchandize, as denoting the falses and evils of doctrine of

that religion, whereby they make gain, which consists in honours
and wealth.

That such things are signified by merchandize, appears from
the signification of merchants, as denoting those who procure

to themselves and sell such things, concerning which see

n. 1138. What the falses and evils are specifically which are

here signified by wares or merchandize, will be manifest from
what follows, where they are enumerated. These merchandizes,

inasmuch as they appertain to Babylon, which is called a harlot

and the mother of the whoredoms of the earth, are what are

understood in the "Word by the merchandize of whoredoms,
and that these are falsifications and adulterations of good and
truth may be seen above, n. 695 ; and from the signification of

not buying any more, as denoting not to receive any more. By
not being received any more is meant, that their falses and evils

are no longer received in the spiritual world ; it is otherwise in

the natural world ; for all who come into the spiritual world

after their departure out of Babylon in the natural world, are

explored, and according to their loves are sent into societies,

the evil into infernal societies, and the good, after being
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instructed, according to the reception of truth and good from
the Lord, are received into heaven.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concerning

the Lord. The reason why man feels and perceives as if Ufe

was in him, is, because the life of the Lord in him is as the light

and heat of the sun in a subject, which Hght and heat are not of

the subject, but are of the sun in the subject, for they retire

with the sun, and when they are in the subject, they are, to

appearance, all its own, for from the light its colour is as its

own, and from the heat its life of vegetation is as its own. But
this is much more the case with the light and heat from the sun

of the spiritual world, which is the Lord, whose light is the light

of life, and whose heat is the heat of life, for the sun from
Avhich they proceed is the divine love of the Lord, but man is

the recipient subject ; this light and this heat never recede from
the recipient who is man, and when they are with man, they

are, to appearance, all his own ; for from light he has the

faculty of understanding, and from heat the faculty of willing.

From this circumstance, that light and heat are as all in the

recipient, although they are not his, and from this consideration

that they never recede; also, from this, that they affect his

inmost principles, which are remote from the sight of his under-

standing and from the sense of his will, it is manifest that it

must needs appear as if those things were implanted, thus as in

him, and, consequently, that they are brought into effect as

from him : hence now it is, that man knows no other than that

he thinks from himself, and that he wills from himself, when
yet, the smallest portion of thought and will is not from himself,

since these principles cannot be united to the recipient so as to

be his own, in like manner, as the light of the sun cannot be
united to a subject of the earth, and become material as it is;

the same is true concerning heat. But the light of life and the

heat of life affect and fill recipients altogether according to the

quality of the acknowledgment that they are not his, but the

Lord's, and the quality of acknowledgment is altogether ac-

cording to the quality of love in doing the precepts, which are

uses.

1140. Verse 12. "Merchandize of gold and silver, and pre-

cious stones, and pearl, and fine linen, and purple, and silk, and
scarlet, and all thyine ivood, and every vessel of ivory, and every

vessel of precious wood, and of brass, and iron, and marble."
" Merchandize of gold and silver,'^ signifies the goods and

truths of the Word, in general all things of doctrine and of the

church, profaned by them, thus all evils and falscs in general,

vvhor(;l)y they make gain: '' and of precious stones and -pearl,"

signifies the knowledges of truth and good from the Word,
profaned :

" and fine linen and purplej" signifies truths and goods
from a celestial origin profaned :

" and silk and scarlet," signifies
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truths and {joods from a spiritual origin [jrofaiiod :
" ajid all

llnjine wood," sig^nifics all ij;ood in the natural man thence

derived :
" and every vessel of ivory, a7id every vessel of precious

wood," sij^nitics rational truths and goods pAI'ancd :
" and brass

and iron," signifies all natural goods and truths profaned :
" and

marble," signifies sensual truth.

11 H. " Mercliandize of (/old and silver"—That hereby are

signified the goods and truths of the Word, of doetrine, and
of the ehurch, in general, all profaned by them, thus all evils

and falses in general, from which they derive gain, appears from

the signification of merchandize, as denoting all things whereby
gain is acquired, which, when predicated of the church, signify

all evils and falses, concerning which see just above, n. 1139;
from the signification of gold and silver, as denoting goods and
truths, see n. 24.2, but in this case profaned, and thus evils and
falses, because belonging to Babylon ; for the goods and truths

of the Word, when they are profaned, are no longer goods and
truths, but evils and falses ; they are profaned by falsifications

and adulterations, and by a life according thereto : the nature,

source and quality of profanations, may be seeu above, n. 1045
—1099.

The reason why all things in general are signified by mer-

chandize of gold and silver, is, because in the following parts

of this verse are enumerated the goods and truths profaned,

which thence are specifially evils and falses, and are signified

by precious stone, pearl, fine linen, purple, silk, scarlet, thyine

wood, vessels of ivory, vessels of precious wood, brass, iron,

and marble. The reason why all things of the Word, of

doctrine, and of the ehurch, are signified by the things re-

counted in this verse, is, because by those things wjiich are

recounted in the following verse are signified all things of

worship, and by those in verse 14, all things of effects. From
these considerations it is evident, that by the merchandize of

gold and silver are here signified the goods and truths of the

Word, of doctrine, and of the ehurch, in general, all profaned

by them, thus all evils and falses in general from which they

acquire gain.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith, and concern-

ing the Lord. A third law of Divine Providence is, " That to

think and speak truth, and to ivill and do good, from freedom
according to reason, is not from man but from the Lord : and
that from freedom to think and speak rvhat is false, and to will

and do what is evil, is not from man but from hell ; in such a

manner, however, that what is evil and false is from thence, but

the freedom itself viewed in itself, and the faculty itself of think-

ing, of ivilling, of speaking and doing, viewed in themselves, are

from the Lord. That all good which in itself is good, and that

all truth which in itself is truth, are not from man, but from
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the Lord, may be comprehended by the understanding from this

consideration, that the light which proceeds from the Lord as a

sun, is the divine ti\uth of His divine wisdom, and that the heat

which also proceeds from the Lord as a sun, is the divine good

of His divine love, and since man is the recipient of those

principles, it follows, that all the good which is of love, and all

the truth which is of wisdom, are not from man but from the

Lord. But that every thing evil and every thing false are not

from man, but that they are from hell ; this proposition, inas-

much as it has not heretofore been generally recognized, has not

been made an article of faith, like the article that good and

truth are not from man. But that it is an appearance that what

is evil and false is from man, and if it be believed, that it is a

fallacy, cannot be comprehended, until it is known what hell is,

and how hell can flow-in with what is evil and false on one part,

as the Lord flons-in with what is good and true on the other :

we shall proceed, therefore, first to shew of whom hell consists,

what hell is, and where ; also, in what manner it flows-in and

acts against good, and thus, how man, who is in the midst, is on

both parts acted upon as a mere recipient.

1142. " Precious stone and pearl.''—That hereby is signified

the knowledges of truth and good from the Word profaned,

appears from the signification of precious stone, as denoting the

knowledges of truths from the Lord, concerning which see n.

717 ; and from the signification of pearl, as denoting the know-

ledges of good, concerning which see n. 1044; and whereas

those knowledges are scientific truths, or truths of the natural

man, therefore by precious stones are signified truths, by which

goods are procured, and by pearls goods by which truths are

procured, for in every part of the Word there is a marriage of

truth and good. The reason is, because truth is not truth unless

it have respect to good, or proceed from good, and good is not

good unless it be regarded from truths or exist by truths, for

thus truths and goods are conjoined as in a marriage, and goods

and truths exist as from marriage. Hence now it is that here,

as well as in other parts of the Word, things are mentioned in

pairs, of which one signifies good, and the other truth, as gold

and silver, precious stone and pearl, fine linen and purple, silk

and scarlet, vessels of ivory and vessels of precious wood, brass,

iron, and marble, where gold, pearl, purple, scarlet, precious

wood and brass, signify goods of divers kinds, and silver, pre-

cious stone, fine linen, silk, ivory, iron, and marble, signify

truths, also of divers kinds ; and so in other i)laccs ; but by all

those things are here signified goods and truths profaned, thus

evils and falses, as was observed just above in treating of the

signification of gold and silver.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith. First, then,

it shall be shewn of whom hell consists. Hell consists of spirits,
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mIio, whilst tliov wcMV iiicii in the worUl, denied u (iod, acknow-
ledged nature, lived contrary ti) divine order, loved evils and
falscs, although not so much before the world because of appear-

ance, and who, hence, were either iiisanc with regard to truths,

or despised them, or denied them, if not with the mouth, still

in heart ; of those who have been of this description from the

creation of the world, hell consists. All these are there called

either devils or satans ; devils, in case the love of self was pre-

dominant with them, satans, in case the love of the world was
predominant.

The hell containing devils, in the ^Yord, is uuderst(jod by
the Devil, and the hell containing sataus is there understood
by Satan. The Lord, also, has so joined the devils together,

that they are as one, in like manner the satans ; hence it is, that

the hells are called the Devil and Satan in the singular. Hell

docs not consist of spirits immediately created, neither does

lieaven consist of angels immediately created, but hell consists

of men born in the world, who were made devils or satans by
themselves, and heaven in like manner consists of men born in

the world, who were there made angels by the Lord.

All men are spirits as to the interiors which are of their

minds, clothed in the world with a material body, which stands

under the nod of the thought of his spirit, and under the arbi-

tration of his affection ; for the mind, which is spirit, acts, and
the body, which is matter, is acted upon : and every spirit, after

the rejection of the material body, is a man, in a form similar to

what he had when a man in the world. From these considera-

tions it is evident of whom hell consists.

1143. " Avd fme linen and piuyle.''—That hereby are signi-

fied truths and goods from a celestial origin profaned, appears

from the signification of tine linen, as denoting truths from a

celestial origin, of which we shall speak presently; and from the

signification of purple, as denoting goods from a celestial origin,

concerning which see above, n. 1042, but in this case those

truths and goods profaned, inasmuch as the fine linen and purple

are called the merchandize of Babylon, and by Babylon as a

harlot and mother of the whoredoms and. abominations of the

earth, are signified profanations of truth and good.

Truths and goods from a celestial origin are the truths and
goods appertaining to those who are in love to the Lord, which
are called celestial, and are distinguished from the truths and
goods from a spiritual origin, which arc signified by the silk and
scarlet, of which we shall speak presently. Truths and goods of

a celestial origin are profaned by them, especially by this circum-

stance, that they have transferred to themselves the Lord's divine

power of saving mankind, and thus also the love of Him, to a

vicar and his ministers; and the Lord cannot be loved when the

power of saving is transferred from Mira, but thev to whom it is
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transferred : they say, indeed, that the Lord is loved for giving

that power to man, and that he is loved by those "who have
gained that power, and also holily honoured, and by the rest is

worshipped : but love to the Lord cannot exist with them, inas-

much as the love of ruling over heaven and over the church is

altogether contrary thereto, for this is the love of self, which is

diabolical love, and from which the Lord cannot be loved : such
love, viewed in itself, is rather hatred against the Lord, into

which also it is turned when they become spirits, and domina-
tion is taken away from them ; they then also persecute all those

who are in love to the Lord. From these considerations it is

evident how they profane goods and truths which are from a

celestial origin.

That fine linen signifies truths from a celestial origin, may
appear from the following passages ; thus in Ezekiel :

'' I clothed
thee with needle-work, I shod thee with badger's skin, and Igirded
thee with fine linen, and covered thee with silk; thus wast thou

adorned with gold and silver, and thy garments were fine linen,

silk, and needle-work " (xvi. 10, 13) ; speaking of Jerusalem,

whereby is understood the church, in this case at its first

establishment. Needle-work and badger's skin there signify

the knowledges of truth and good from the Word ; fine linen

and silk signifj' truths from a celestial origin and truths from a

spiritual origin; these are described as garments, because gar-

ments signify truths, with which good is clothed or invested.

Again in the same prophet :
" Fine linen in needle-ivork from

Egypt was thine expansion, and purple from the isle of EUsha
was thy covering " (xxvii. 7) : speaking of Tyre, whereby is signi-

fied the church as to the knowledges of good and truth : those

knowledges are signified by needle-work from Egypt, truths by
fine linen, and good by purple, both from a celestial origin.

So in Luke: " There was a certain rich man ivhowas clothed

in purple and fine linen, and fared sumptuously every day "

(xvi. 19). By the rich man is there understood the Jewish
nation, which is said to be clothed in purple and fine linen, by
reason of their having the Word in their possession, from which
they might acquire goods and truths, which are there signified

by purple and fine linen, both from a celestial origin : by Lazarus,
who lay at the rich man's porch, are understood the Gentiles who
had not the Word. Inasmuch as fine linen, which also is cotton,

signified truths from a celestial origin, and the garments of

Aaron represented divine truths, because he represented the

Lord, therefore fine linen and cotton was interwoven in the
mitre and belt (Exod. xxviii. 40 ; chap, xxxix. 27); and also

in the curtains of the tabernacle and its coverings, because they
also represented those things of the church which inclose or

cover, and these are truths (J*]xod. xxvi. 1 ; xxvii, 0, 18; xxxvi.

18 ; xxwiii. I), 1 7).
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Tlu' like is siguilie'd l)y line liiuni in the followiiiif passages of

the Apoealypse: " 7'/h' liiiw of the viurriaye of the Lamb is come,

and his wife hath made herself ready ; and it was given to her

that she should he clothed in fine linen, clean and shining" (xix.

7, 8) : again :
" The armies of Him that sat upon the white horse

fdlloH'cd linn uj)on white horses, clothed in fine linen, ichite and
clean,'' (xix. 14). The reason why tine linen signifies truth from

a celestial origin is, because that kind of linen was a species of

most white tiax, of which they made garments; and by il:ix, and
also by whiteness, is signified truth, and by garments thereof,

truth, pure and clean according to the brightness.

Continuation of tfie Athanasian Faith.—The hell containing

those who are called devils is the love of self; and the hell

containing those who are called satans is the love of the world.

The reason why the diabolical hell is the love of self, is, because

that love is opposite to celestial love, which is love to the Lord :

and the reason why the satanical hell is the love of the world, is,

because this love is opposite to spiritual love, which is love

towards the neighbour.

Now, whereas the two loves of hell are opposite to the two

loves of heaven, therefore hell and the heavens are in opposition

to each other ; for all who are in the heavens have respect to the

Lord and to the neighljour, but all who are in the hells have

respect to themselves and the world, and hence bear hatred to

the Lord and to the neij;hbour : all who are in the heavens

think what is true and will what is good, because they think

and will from the Lord ; but all who are in the hells think what
is false and will what is evil, because they think and will from

themselves. From this cause it is, that all who are in the hells

appear averted, with the face backwards from the Lord, and

likewise inverted, with the feet upwards and the head down-
wards ; this appearance is from their loves, in that they are

opposite to the love of heaven.

Inasmuch as hell is self love, it is, also, fire, for all love

corresponds to fire, and in the spiritual world is presented

visibly as fire afar oft", although it is not fire but love ; hence,

the hells inwardly appear as on fire, and outwardly as ejections

of fire in smoke, from furnaces or from burning substances, and

sometimes, also, the devils themselves appear as charcoal fires

:

the heat derived to them from that fire is an effervescence from

impure dregs, which effervescence is coiicu[)iscence; and the

light derived to them from that fire is only appearance of light

derived from phantasies, and from confirmations of evils by falses ;

neverLheless, it is not light, for whensoever the light of heaven

fiows-in it becomes to them thick darkness, and when the heat

of heaven flows-iu it becomes cold to them ; still, however,

they see from their own light, and live from their own heat, but

they see as owls, birds of ui^^Iit, and bats, whose eves are blind
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to the light of heaven : and they live as half dead ; the living

principle appertaining to thera is only from the ability to

think, to will, to speak, to do, and hence to see, to hear, to

taste, to smell, and to feel : which living principle is only a

faculty springing from the life which is God, acting from without
into them, according to order, and continually pressing them to

order, from which faculty it is that they live to eternity ; and
the dead principle appertaining to them is from the evils and
falses which have birth from their loves; hence it is, that their

life, viewed from their loves, is not life, but death, wherefore hell,

in the Word, is called death, and its inhabitants dead.

1144. ^' And silk and scarlet."—That hereby are signified

truths and goods from a spiritual origin profaned, appears from
the signification of silk, as denoting truth from a spiritual origin,

of which we shall speak presently ; and from the signification of

scarlet, as denoting good from a spiritual origin, concerning
which see above, n. 1142: this good coincides with truth from
a celestial origin, wherefore this is also signified by scarlet in

the Word. But by silk and scarlet here are signified those truths

and goods profaned by Babylon ; and they are profaned by this

circumstance, that they have perverted spiritual love, which is

love towards the neighbour : for they who are in the love of

self, such as are the Babylonians, cannot have any love for their

neighbour ; if they do love him it is for the sake of themselves,

so that the end is still the man himself and the love of the

neighbour the means, and the end loves the means so far as they
are subservient to itself, and if they are not subservient it

rejects thera, as is also evident from their works. Love towards

the neighbour, in the spiritual sense, is the love of uses, and
when uses are for the sake of self, then it is not a love of uses,

but a love of self.

That silk signifies truth from a spiritual origin, may appear
from the passage in Ezek. xvi. 10, 13, which was explained just

above, n. 1143. This signification it derives from its splendour

of light, and light signifies divine truth, which is also called the

divine s{)iritual [principle].

(Jonlinuadon concerning the Athanasian Faith. It was said,

that self-love and the love of the world constitute hell, but it

shall now be shewn what is the origin of those loves. Man was
created to love himself and the world, to love his neighbour
and heaven, and, also, to love the Lord; hence it is, that when
man is born, he first loves himself and the world, and afterwards,

in proportion as he grows wise, he loves his neighbour and
heaven, and in proportion as he grows further in wisdom, he
loves the Lord. When tiiis is the case, he is then in divine

order, and is led of the Lord actually, and of himself a[)parcntly;

but in proportion as he is not wise, in the same proportion he
stops in the first degree, which is to love himself and the world,
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and if lie loves his neighbour, heaven, and the Lord, it is for

the sake of himself before the world : but if he is altogether un-

wise, he then loves himself alone, and the world for the sake of

himself, in like manner his neighbour, and with respect to

heaven and the Lord, he either makes light of them, or denies

them, or hates them, if not in words, still in heart. These are

the origins of the love of self and of the love of the world,

and inasmueh as these loves arc hell, it is evident whence
hell is.

When man becomes a hell, he is then as a tree cut ofl", or as a

tree whose fruits are malignant ; and he is as sandy earth, in

which no seed strikes root, or as earth out of which springs

nothing but the prickling thorn and the stinging nettle. When
man becomes a hell, then the interior or superior principles of

his mind are closed, and the exterior and inferior opened : and

whereas the love of self determines all things of the thought

and will to itself, and immerses them in the body, it hence

inverts and twists back the exteriors of the mind, wliich, as was

said, are open, and the consequence is, that they verge, tend,

and arc carried downwards, that is, to hell.

But inasmuch as man has still the faculty of thinking, of

willing, of speaking and of doing, which faculty is in no case

taken away from him, supposing him to be born a man, there-

fore because he is inverted, and no longer receives any good nor

any truth from heaven, but only what is evil and false from hell,

with a view to be still distinguished above others, he procures to

himself a lumen by confirmation of what is evil from what is

false, and of what is false from what is evil : this he believes to

be rational lumen, when yet it is infernal lumen, in itself full of

infatuation, from which he has vision as of a dream in the night, or

he has a delirious phantasy, by reason of which, those things

which are appear as if they were not, and those things which
are not, as if they were. But these things will be seen more
evidently from drawing a comparison between a man-angel and
a man-devil.

1145. " And all thyine wood."—That hereby is signified all

good conjoined to truth in the natural man, appears from the sig-

nification of wood, as denoting good of the natural man, of which
we shall speak presently, but thyinc wood signifies good con-

joined to truth in the natural man, for the word thyine is

derived from two in the Greek tongue, and two signifies that

conjunction. That thyine wood signifies good conjoined to truth

is evident also from those things which precede, and from those

which folloM' ; in those which precede are mentioned such things

as signify celestial goods and truths, which are fine linen, purple,

silk, and scarlet ; and in what follows are mentioned such things

as signify natural goods and truths, which are vessels of ivory,

and vessels of precious wood, r)f brass, and iron, and marble ;
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hence it is evident that thyine wood signifies good conjoined to

truth in the natural man, arising from those goods and truths

which are mentioned above : for there are three degrees of life

iu man, which, viewed in their order, are called celestial,

spiritual, and natural ; in the same order in this verse are

mentioned such things as signify goods and truths according to

their degrees.

But as by those things which are mentioned above, are

signified truths and goods profaned, which in themselves are

falses and evils, so also by the good conjoined to truth, which

is thyine wood, is signified that good profaned, which is evil

conjoined to what is false : that good, inasmuch as it is of the

natural man, is chiefly profaned by the venerations paid to bones

and sepulchres, by the sanctiflcations of several things used in

worship, by several things which concern processions, in general

by all things of an idolatrous nature which are delightful to the

natural man, and thence are felt as things good, and are called

true.

The reason why wood signifies good, is, because it is from a

tree, from which are fruits, and because wood can be enkindled,

and serve for the use of warming the body, likewise for con-

structing houses and fabricating various articles of convenience

and use, and because from wood is expressed an oil, whereby is

signified the good of love; it also contains in itself a principle

of heat ; but the case is different with stone, which signifies the

truth of the natural man, by reason that it is of a cold nature

and cannot be enkindled.

Inasmuch as wood signifies good, therefore also, with the

most ancient people, who were in the good of love, temples

were of wood, which were not called temples, but houses of God,
and with several they were in their tabernacles, in which they not

only dwelt but also had divine worship : therefore also the angels

of the third heaven dwell in houses of wood, because they are in

the good of love to the Lord, and wood corresponds to that

good ; they are also of different kinds of wood, which have a

correspondence according to the correspondences of the trees of

which they are, for a tree signifies man, and from its fruit

the good of man. It is from this circumstance that, in the

Word, woods of various kinds of trees are mentioned, as of the

olive, of the vine, of the cedar, of the poplar, of the oak ; aiul

wood of the olive signifies celestial good, of the vine, spiritual

good, of the cedar, rational good, of the po[)lar, natural good,

and of the oak, sensual good.

Now inasmuch as all things in the Word are correspondences,

and wood corresponds to good, and, in the opposite sense, to

evil, therefore by wood is there signified good, and iu the opposite

sense evil ; as may a[)pear from the following passages : thus in

Lamentations :
" IVe drink our tvaiers for silver, and our wood
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cuines fur a jn'ice
'' (verse 4) : the defect of the kiiowicdjjes of

good and truth is thus deseribed ; the defect of the knowledges
of truth by drinking waters for silver, and the defect of the

knowledges of good by the wood coining for a price. And in

l]/ekicl :
'*

T/icif shall dcs/joi/ tlnj ivcaUh, and niake a jirey of thy

nH'rchand'ize : they shall (lestray thy ivulls, and oi:c/ turn the houses

of thy desire ; thy slunes, thy icuod, and thy dust shall they (/ive

into the midst of the sea " (xxvi. 11) : these things are said con-

cerning the devastation of all things of the truth and good of the

church by evils and falses : the wealth which they shall despoil

arc the knowledges of truth ; the nicrcluindize which they shall

make a prey of are the knowledges of good ; the walls whieli

they shall des. troy arc doctrinals; the houses which they shall

overturn are those things which appertain to the mind, thus

which are of the understanding and will, for there man dwells;

the stones, the wood, and the dust, which they shall give into

the midst of the sea, are the truths and goods of the natural

man, stones denoting the truths thereof, wood the goods

thereof, and dust the very lowest thing, which are of the sensual

man.
Again in the same prophet :

" Son of man, take unto thee

one ivood, and write vpon it, for Judah and the sons of Israel his

companions : afterivards take one wood, and write upon it, for
Joseph, the wood of Ephraim, and of the tribes of Israel his

elders : afterwards conjoin them one with the other to thee into

one wood, that both may be one in my hand, and I will make
them into one ivood" (xxxvii. 16, 17, 19, X'O) ; whereby was

represented the conjunction of the celestial and spiritual king-

doms of the Lord by the good of love. By Judah and the sons

of Israel his companions, is signified the Lord's celestial king-

dom ; by Judah that kingdom as to good, and by the sons of

Israel his companions the same as to truth; but by Jose})h and
the tribes of Israel his companions, is signified the Lord's

spiritual kingdom, by Joseph that kingdom as to good, and by

the tribes of Israel his companions, the same as to truth ; by

Ephraim is signified the understanding of truth, and whereas

they who are in the understanding of truth from spiritual good

are in the Lord's spiritual kingdom, therefore the wood is called

from Ephraim ; that the Lord conjoins those two kingdoms into

one by the good of love to Ilim, and by the good of love to-

wards the neighbour or charity, is understood by their being

conjoined by the Lord one with the other into one wood, that

they may be both one in the hand of Jehovah, and become one

wood.
That those things which are derived from falses are amended

by good, was represented and signified by the "Bitter ivaters in

Marali being made sweet by the ivood cast into them" (Exod.

XV. 35). Bitter waters arc those things which are apparently
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true, but are derived from falses ; wood is tlie good of the

natural man. Inasmuch as wood, from correspondence, signifies

the good of love, therefore the tables of stone on which the law

was inscribed were reposited in an ark made of shittim ivood : and
for the same reason several things of the tabernacle were com-,

posed of the same wood : the temple of Jerusalem was also

therefore covered ivith wood.

Now as most things in the Word have also an opposite sense,

so it is with I'cspect to wood, which in that sense signifies evil,

because evil is the opposite to good : this is signified by serving

wood and stone (Deut. iv. 23, 28; Isaiah xxxvii. 19 j Jerem.
iii. 9; Ezek. xx. 32) ; and other places. To the same purpose

in these words in Isaiah : "//e chooseth wood which will not rot,

he seekethfor himself a wise artificer, to prepare a graven image,

which may not be moved'^ (xl. 20). By wood is here signified

evil which is adored as good, for the graven image denotes the

evil of worship ; wood which will not rot signifies some good
from the Word which is adulterated, and thence becomes evil

;

this he is said to choose, because that which is derived from the

Word persuades, and thereby does not perish in the mind, for

thus it is with every evil and false confirmed from the Word :

his seeking a wise artificer, signifies to seek one who from

self-derived intelligence has the gift of confirming and
falsifying.

So in Jeremiah :
" The statutes of the nations are vanity,

since one heweth down wood from the forest, the labour of the

hands of the workman by the hatchet ; they are infatuated and
became foolish, their wood is a doctrine of vanities" (x. 3, 8).

By the statutes of the nations, Avhich are vanity, are signified

all things appertaining to the worsliip of those who are in evil
;

by the wood hewn out from the forest and the labour of the

hands of the workmen, is signified evil, from which is derived a

feigned worship formed by falses originating in self-derived

intelligence; wood denotes the evil of worship, which is under-

stood by the graven image ; the labour of the hands of the

workman denotes what is from self-derived intelligence ; the

hatchet is the false principle which destroys good and confirms

evil. Again in the same prophet :
" The voice shall go as the

voice of a serpent, and they came with hatchets, as hewers of

wood" (xlvi. 22). By the voice of a serpent is understood

craftiness and deceit; with hatchets signifies with falses destroy-

ing good ; as hewers of wood, signifies as if willing to extirpate

evils, when notwithstanding they extirpate good.

Thus also in Moses :
" If ii^iy one slay his companion through

error ; as if when he comcth with his companion into a forest,

and the hatchet fall out of the wood upon his companion : he

shall flee to the city of refuge" (Dout. xix. 5). The case of a

person sinning through error to whom it is allowed to flee to a
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city of refuge, is lierc illustrated by an example, which can
rarely happen, but is still adduced to illustrate what is under-

stoucl by slayiug another through error ; it is adduced because

wdod is significative, likewise hatchet, and also forest; wood
denotes good, hatchet denotes the false, and forest denotes the

natural man, wherefore by those words is signiiied, that if any
one who is in natural good should injure or destroy another as

to his soul, through the false principle, which is of ignorance,

it shall he accounted as done by error, because it was not done
from evil.

And in Habukkuk :
" The stone cr'ieih out of the wall, and

the beam out of the wood a/iswereth" (ii. 11). Hereby is under-

stood that evil confirms the false, and instigates; by the wall

out of which the stone crieth, is signified man void of truths,

and thus from a false principle desiring to be instructed ; by the

beam which answereth out of the wood is signified man destitute

of good, wood denoting evil which assents to the false and
confirms it.

Again in Jeremiah :
" Sayimj to the wood, Thou art my

father, and to the stone, Thou hast herjotten me, because iheij have

turned the hinder part of the neck unto me and not the face
"

(ii. 27). By saying to the wood. Thou art my father, is signified

that they were conceived from evil ; and by saying to the stone,

Thou hast begotten me, is signified that they were born from the

false of evil ; by turning the hinder part of the neck and not

the face, is signified that they averted themselves from all good
and truth. Fire and wood are spoken of in Zeeh. xiii. 6, and
in Isaiah xxx. 13; because fire signifies evil love, and wood the

evils thence derived.

Inasmuch as swords signified falses destroying truths, and
woods or staves of wood evils destroying good, therefore, by the

command of the chief priests, " There went out a multitude with

Judas Iscariot ugainst Jesus, ivith suwrds and staves" (INIatt. xxii.

47 ; !Mark xiv. 43, 48 ; Luke xxii. 42) : this was done because all

things relating to the Lord's passion were representative of the

destruction of all things appertaining to good and truth by the

Jews. ^Vith the sons of Israel there were two general punish-

ments, stoning and hanging upon wood, stoning for the injury

and destruction of truth, and hanging upon wood for the injury

and destruction of good, whence, " Hanginr/ upon wood was a

curse " (Deut. xxi. 22, 23.) From these considerations it is evi-

dent, that wood signifies good, specifically the good of the natural

man, and, in the opposite sense, the evil thereof.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith. There are in the

world men-angels, and there are men-devils ; heaven is from
men-angels, and hell is from men-devils. ^Vith a man-angel
all the degrees of his life are open even to the Lord ; but with a

man-devil onlv the ultimate degree is open, and the superior
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degrees are closed. A man-angel is led of the Lord both from
within and from without ; but a man-devil is led of himself from

within, and of the Lord from without. A man-angel is led of

the Lord accoi'ding to order, from within from order, from

without to order ; but a man-devil is led of the Lord to order

from without, but of himself against order from within. A man-
angel is continually withdrawn from evil by the Lord, and led

to good ; but a man-devil is continually, also, withdrawn by the

Lord from evil, but from a more grievous to a less one, for he

cannot be led to good. A man-angel is continually withdrawn
from hell by the Lord, and is led into a heaven more and more
interiorly ; but a man-devil is continually, also, withdrawn from

hell, but from a more grievous to a milder one, for he cannot be

led into heaven. A man-angel, because he is led of the Lord, is

led by civil law, by moral law, and by spiritual law, on account

of the Divine [principle] which is in them ; a man-devil is led

by the same law, but on account of what is of himself in them.

A man-angel from the Lord loves the goods of the church,

which, also, are the goods of heaven, because they are goods, in

like manner, its truths, because they are truths; but of himself

heloves the goodsof the body and of the world, because they are for

use, and because they are for pleasure, in like manner, the truths

which are of the sciences, yet he loves both the latter and the

former apparently of himself, but actually from the Lord : but a

man-devil, from himself, also loves the goods of the body and of the

world, because they are for use and because they are for pleasure,

in like manner the truths which are of the sciences ; but he loves

both the latter and the former apparently from himself, but

actually from hell. A man-angel is in freedom and in the

delight of his heart when he does good from good, and likewise,

when he is not doing evil; but a man-devil is in freedom and
in the delight of his heart when he docs good from evil, and
likewise, whilst he is doing evil. A man-angel and a man-devil

appear like to each other as to externals, but they arc

altogether unlike as to internals ; wherefore, when external

things are laid aside by death, they are manifestly unlike ; the

one is taken away into heaven, and the other is conveyed down
to hell.

1 1 16. " And every vessel of ivory, and every vessel ofprecious

V)Ood."—That hereby are signified rational truths and goods
profaned, appears from the signification of vessel, as dctioting

what is scientific, of which we shall speak presently; from the

signification of ivory, as denoting rational truth, of which also

we shall speak presently ; and from the signification of precious

wood, as denoting excellent good, thus rational good, for this

good is excellent, because it is the best of the natural man. That
wood signifies good may be seen above, n. 1 145.

The reason whv a vessel denotes what is scientific, is, because
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nil truth in the natural man is called scientific trutli ; and the

reason why this is signified by a vessel is, i)ecause the scientific

[principle] of the natural man is the continent [or containing

])rineiple] of rational and spiritual truths; for these, when they

are thought and perceived, are deposited in the memory, and

are called seientilics : hence it is that by vessels, in the Word,
are signified knowledges, which, so far as they appertain to the

natural man, and are deposited in the memory of that man, arc

scientifies.

The reason why ivory signifies rational truth, is, because by

elephant is signified the natural principle in general, whence

by the ivory, which is from his tooth, and by viituo whereof

he has power, likewise because it is white, and also resist-

ing, is signified rational truth, which is the most excellent

truth of the natural man ; this truth is also signified by ivory

or ebony in Ezekiel :
" Of the oaks of Bashan they made thy

oars ; thy rafter they made of ivory. Many islands were the

merchandize of thine hand, horns of ivory and ebony ivere hrovyht

for thy j^resent'' (xxvii. (5, 15) ; speaking of Tyre, whereby are

signified the knowledges of truth, by which nuvn has intelli-

gence : these are described by a ship, the oars of which were of

oak, and the rafter of ivory, oars denoting those things of the

understanding which are of use to speak by, and which apper-

tain to the sensual man, and rafter denoting that part of the

understanding from which is derived what is rational : this

also is there signified by the ebony, which the islands bring,

for islands signify those in the church who are natural, but still

rational.

And in Amos :
" Who lie upon beds of ivory, and stretch

themselves upon their couches" (vi. 4). Ratiocination from falses

is thus described, beds of ivory denoting doctrines, as if they

were from rational truths, and to stretch themselves upon their

conches denotes to reason in favour of them from falses.

Again in the same prophet :
" / wi/l smite the ivinter house

with the summer house, that the houses of ivory may perish, that

the great houses may cease" (iii. 15). By houses are signified

those things which appei'tain to the human mind, in this case

which appertain to the natural mind separate from the spiritual

mind ; i)y the winter house and the summer house are signified

those things of the natural man which are called sensual,

and by the house of ivory, and the great house, are signified

those things of the natural man which are called rational,

those which have relation to truth being signified by the

house of ivory, and those which have relation to good by the

great house.

Forasmuch as a house signifies man as to those things which

are of his mind, therefore also they formerly built houses of

ivory, as we read concerning Ahab in the first book of Kings
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(xxii. 39), by which was signified man as to his rational mind.

From these considerations it is manifest what is signified by
these words in David :

" Out of the ivory palaces they have made
thee glad" (Psahn xl. 9) ; treating concerning the Lord; where
the palaces of ivory denote truths from the rational man, thus

rational truths. But by the vessels of ivory and of every pre-

cious wood here in the Apocalypse, are signified rational truths

and goods profaned, because they are predicated of Babylon,

whereby is signified the profanation of all things appertaining to

truth and good.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith. That man is

only a recipient of what is good and true from the Lord, and of

what is evil and false from hell, must be illustrated by comparison,

confirmed by the laws of order and influx, and, lastly, established

by experience. It is illustrated by the following comparisons :

the sensories of the body are only recipient and percipient as

from themselves ; the sensory of sight, which is the eye, sees

objects out of itself, as if it was at them, when yet the rays of

ligbt convey, with the wings of ether, their forms and colours to

the eye, which forms, being perceived in the eye, are examined
by the internal sight, which is called the understanding, and
according to their quality are distinguished and known. The
sensory of hearing, in like manner, perceives sounds, whether
they be expressions or modulations, from the place whence
they flow, as if it was there, when yet the sounds flow in from
without, and are perceived by the understanding within the

ear. The sensory of smell, also, perceives from within what
flows in from without, sometimes from a great distance. The
sensory of taste, also, is excited by the meats, which are con-

veyed to the tongue from without. The sensory of touch has

no sensation unless it be touched. These five sensories of the

body, by virtue of an influx from within, are sensible of the

things which flow in from without ; the influx from within is

from the spiritual world, and the influx from without is from the

natural world.

With these considerations, the laws inscribed on the nature

of all things are in concert, which laws are, 1. That nothing
exists, subsists, is acted upon and moved, of itself, but from
another thing ; whence it follows, that every thing exists, sub-

sists, is acted upon and moved, from the First (Being), who is

not from another, but in Himself is a living force, which is life.

2. That nothing can be acted upon and moved, unless it be in

the midst between two forces, one of which acts and the other

re-acts, thus, unless one acts on one part, and one on the other
;

also, unless one acts from within, and the other from without.

3. And whereas these two forces, whilst they are at rest, make
an equilibrium, it follows, that nothing can be acted upon or

moved, unless it be in equilibrium, and when it is acted upon,
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that it is out of the equililjiiuiu ; also, that every thiiij; acted

U()on or moved seeks to return to an rquilibruni. 4. That all

activities are changes of state and variations of form, and
that the latter are from the former: by state, in man, we
uuilorstand his love, and by changes of state the affections of

love : by form, in man, we understand his intelligence, and

by variations of form his thoughts ; the latter, also, are from

the former.

1147. " Of brass and iron."—That hereby are signified

natural goods and truths, also profaned, appears from the signi-

fication of brass, as denoting natural good, concerning which

see n. 70 ; and from the signification of iron, as denoting

natural truth, concerning which see n. 176. But whereas the

things here adduced arc such as appertain to the natural man,

it is to be observed, that the natural principle of man is

threefold, rational, natural and sensual; the rational is the

supreme therein, the sensual is the lowest, and the natural is

mediate ; the genuine rational exists by virtue of influx from

the spiritual world, the sensual exists by virtue of influx from

the natural world, and the mediate natural is either rational or

sensual.

That that principle is threefold, may appear from the case of

men, who, whilst they are in the world, are either rational, or

sensual, or intermediate : what their quality herein is, is more
especially observable from their perception of civil, moral, and

spiritual laws ; they who think, judge, and conclude well from

reason, are rational, and these think in a manner elevated above

material things ; but they who are sensual think from material

things, and in them, and what they speak from thought, is only

from the memory ; and whereas these two degrees are given,

there is also an intermediate degree, which is called natural.

Their quality may also be known from the understanding of the

Word : they who are rational take np the literal sense thereof

doctrinally, whereas the sensual abide in the letter only,

and do not draw from it any conclusions of a more interior

nature. The same are also known in the spiritual world, inas-

much as there are given so many degrees to natural men in the

ultimate heaven : the ultimate there are the sensual, and the

supreme there are the rational ; but of these we shall speak

further elsewhere. That natural goods and truths, which are

signified by brass and iron, are also profaned by Babylon, is

evident from their profanation of the literal sense of the Word
;

the literal sense of the Word being the natural sense.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith. But on this

subject it may be expedient, also, to speak from experience: the

angels of the supei-ior heavens feel and perceive manifestly that

they have goods and truths from the Lord, and that they have

nothing at all of good and truth from themselves. When they
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are admitted into the state of their proprium, as is the case at

stated periods, they also feel and perceive manifestly that the

evil and the false, which appertain to their proprium, are derived

to them from hell.

Some angels of the lowest heaven, not comprehending that

what is evil and false is from hell, by reason that in the world
they had acknowledged that they themselves were in evils from
nativity and from actual life, were brought into infernal societies,

and led from one to another, in each of which, whilst they were
in it, they thought altogether as the devils there thought, and
with a difference in one society and in another, thinking on the

occasion against goods and truths ; they were told to think from
themselves, thus otherwise, but they replied, that it was not at

all in their power; whence they were enabled to comprehend
that evils and falses flowed-in from hell. The case is similar

with many who believe and insist that life is in them as their

own.

It sometimes, also, comes to pass, that the societies with

which they are connected are separated from them, and when
this is the case, they cannot think, nor will, nor speak, nor act,

but lie like little new-born infants; but as soon as they are

remitted into their societies, they revive : for every one, both

man, and spirit, and angel, as to his affections and consequent
thoughts, is connected with societies, and acts in unity with

them ; hence it is, that all are known, as to their quality,

from the societies in which they are. From these considera-

tions it is evident, that the quality of life flows-in to them from
without.

As to what concerns myself, I can testify, that for fifteen

years I have manifestly perceived that I did not think and will

any thing from myself, also, that all evil and false flowed-in from
infernal societies, and that all good and truth flowed-in from the

Lord : wherefore, some spirits observing this, said, that I did not
live ; to whom it was given to reply, that I lived more than they
did, because I was sensible of the influx of good and truth from
the Lord, and saw and perceived illustration ; and that, by
influence from the Lord, I perceived evils and falses from hell, not

only that the evils are thence, but, also, from whom ; and it has

likewise been given me to speak with them, to rebuke them, and
to reject them with their evils and falses, from which I was thus
liberated : and it has further been given me to say, that now I

know that I live, and before not so. From these considerations

I have been fully convinced, that all evil and false are from hell,

and all good and truth, together with the reception of them, are

from the Lord ; and moreover, that 1 had freedom and thence
perception as from myself.

That all evil and false are from hell, it has also been given me
to see with my own eyes; there appear over the hells, as it were,
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fires ami smokes, evils are fires, and falses are smokes ; they con-
liniially exhale and rise up from thence, and the spirits wlio

abide in the midst between heaven and hell, are affected by them
according to their love.

It sliall, also, be briefly shewn, how evil and the false can
flow forth from hell, whence there is given only one acting f)rce,

which is the life which is (Jod ; this, likewise, has been revealed.

A trutii from the \\'ord was uttered with a loud voice from
heaven, which flowed down to hell, and from one and another to

the lowest hell; and it was heard, that this truth, in its flowing

down, was successively and by degrees turned into the false, and
at length, into such a false as was altogether opposite to the
truth, and in this case it was in the lowest hell. The reason why
it was so turned, was, because every thing was received accord-

ing to state and form ; hence, truth flowing-iu into inverted

forms, such as are in hell, was successively inverted and changed
into the false opposite to truth. From this circumstance it was
also evident, what is the quality of hell, from the highest hell to

the lowest ; likewise, that there is but one acting force, which is

the life which is the Lord.

1148. " And marble."—That hereby is signified, and sensual

truth profaned, appears from the signification of marble, as

denoting the sensual [principle], which is the ultimate of the

life of man's thought and will. The reason why this is signified

by marble, is, because stone signifies truth in iiltimates, speci-

fically the appearance of truth. Marble is mentioned instead

of stone, because the appearance of truth in the church from
the Word is understood. That ultimate truth which is called

sensual is also profaned, is evident from the adoration of the

sepulchres, bones, and carcases of those whom they call saints,

notwithstanding they are putrid and correspond to things

infernal : the senses of the body would be averse to such
things if they had not so far profaned the holy things of the

church.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith. That man is

nevertheless a subject of guilt, follows as a consequence from
what has been said above, and likewise from what has been
before confirmed concerning the life which is God, and which
appertains to man from God, and, also, from the laws above
enumerated, which are truths. The reason why evil is imputed
to man, is, because it has been given to him, and is continually

given, to feel and to perceive as if life was in him, and inas-

much as he is in that state, he is, also, in the freedom and
faculty of acting as from himself, which faculty viewed in itself,

and which freedom viewed in itself, is never taken away
from him, because he is born a man, who is to live for

ever; it is from that faculty and that freedom that he can

receive both good and evil as of himself. And whereas
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man is kept in the midst between heaven and hell, the Lord,

also, gives him to know that good is from Him, and that evil

is from the devil ; also, by truths in the church, to know what is

good and what is evil. Since man knows those truths, and it is

given him from the Lord to think them, to will them, to speak

and to do them, as from himself, and this continually by influx,

hence, if he does not receive, he becomes guilty.

But the fallacy by which man is deceived is principally from
this source, that he does not know that his freedom, and faculty

of acting as from himself, is from an influx of life from the Lord
into his inmost principles, and that this influx is never taken

away from him, because he is born a man who is gifted with that

inmost principle; but that the influx of life from the Lord
into the recipient forms, which are beneath that inmost principle,

in which forms the understanding and will reside, is varied

according to the reception of good and truth, yea, that that

influx is diminished, and is, also, taken away, according to the

reception of what is evil and false : in a word, the life which
makes man to be man, and to be distinguished from the brute

animals, and which is in his inmost principle, and is, therefore,

universally active in inferior principles, from which he has

freedom, and the faculty of thinking, of willing, of speaking

and doing, is perpetually from the Lord appertaining to him
;

but the understanding and will of man, thence derived, or from
that life, is changed and varied according to reception.

Man lives in the midst between heaven and hell, whilst the

delight of the love of evil and of the false thence derived con-

tinually flows into him from hell, and the delight of the love of

good and of the truth thence derived flows into him from the

Lord, and he is kept constantly in the sense and perception of

life, as from himself, and thereby is kept, also, constantly in the

freedom of choosing the one or the other, and in the faculty of

receiving the one or the other. In proportion, therefore, as he
chooses and receives what is evil and false, in the same propor-

tion, from that midst, he is carried down to hell ; and in pro-

portion as he chooses what is good and true, in the same
proportion, from that midst, he is taken up to heaven.

The state of man from creation is, that he may know that

evil is from hell, and that good is from the Lord, and that he
may perceive those principles in himself as from himself, and
whilst he perceives that he may reject the evil to hell, and
receive good, with the acknowledgment that it is from the Lord

;

when he does the latter and the former, he then does not
appropriate evil unto himself, and does not make good merito-

rious. But I know, that there are many who do not comprehend
this, and who are not willing to comprehend it, but nevertheless,^

let them pray thus :
" That the Lord may be with them continu-

ally, and may lift and upturn His faces to them, and may teachy
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enlighten and lead them, since of themselves they cannot do any

thing that is good, and may grant to them that they may live;

let not the devil sednce them and instil evil into their hearts, and
let them he aware that irhilst they are not led of tlie Lord, the

devil leads them, and breathes into them evils of every kind, as

hatred, revenge, cunning, deceit, in like manner as a serpent

infuses poison ; for he is present, excites, and continually accuses,

and wheresoever he meets with a heart turned away from God,

he enters in, dwells there, and draws the soul down to hell:

O Lord, deliver us." These words coincide with what was said

above, for hell is the devil, and hereby it is still acknowledged

that man is either led of the Lord, or is led of hell, thus that

he is in the midst. Sec also what was said above upon this

subject, n. 1134.

1140. Verse 13. " And cinnamon and incense, and ointment

and frankincense, and wine and oil, and fine jlour and wheat, and
beasts of burden and sheep, and horses and coaches, and slaves

and souls of men."
" And cinnamon and incense," signifies worship from

celestial love profaned :
" and ointment and frankincense,"

signifies worship for spiritual love profaned :
" and tvine

and oil," signifies worship from truths and goods which

are from a celestial origin profaned :
" and fine flour and wheat,"

signifies worship from truths and goods which are from a

spiritual origin profaned: "and beasts of burden and sheep,"

signifies worship from truths and goods which are from a

spiritual-natural origin profaned: "and horses and coaches,"

signifies worship from truths and goods which are from a

rational origin profaned :
" and slaves and souls of men,"

signifies worship from truths and goods which are from a

natural-sensual origin profaned.

1150. "And cinnamon and incense."—That hereby is

signified worship from celestial -love profaned, appears from the

signification of cinnamon, as denoting the good of celestial love,

of which we shall speak presently ; and from the signification of

incense or perfume, as denoting the truth of celestial love, which

truth, being from the good of celestial love, is the good of wisdom.

The reason why worship from celestial love is signified, is,

because in this verse arc enumerated such things as relate to

worship, whereas in the former verse are enumerated such

things as relate to doctrine : that things relating to worship

are here signified, may appear from what follows, and may also

be seen from this consideration, that so many species are

enumerated, which would not have been done, but for the sake

of describing the profanation of all things appertaining to

worship from first to last. There is this distinction between

doctrine and worship, that doctrine teaches how God is to be

worshipped, and how man is to live, in order that he may recede
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from hell, and accede to heaven, but worship effects those things,

for worship is oral as well as actual.

The reason why cinnamon signifies celestial love, is, because

it is the most excellent aromatic, and on this account it was
that the holy oil of anointing was prepared from that aromatic

united Avith others, as may be seen Exod. xxx. 23, 24; and by
the holy oil of anointing was signified the divine love, and by
the aromatics, which were noble myrrh, aromatic cinnamon,
sweet cane and cassia, was signified the divine wisdom, which,

together with the oil of olive, signified the divine wisdom united

to the divine love of the Lord. The reason why the divine

wisdom was signified by those aromatics, is, because by odour
is signified perception, and perception is of wisdom : forasmuch
as this was signified by the oil of anointing, therefore all things

which were to serve for worship were thereby sanctified, as the

altar, the tent of assembly, the ark with the propitiatory and
cherubs, likewise Aaron's garments of holiness, and also Aaron
himself: hence it is evident that cinnamon signifies celestial

good, and that incense or perfumes signify such things as proceed

from that good, all which things have reference to truth, and
truth in its form is wisdom : this truth, inasmuch as it derives

its essence from the good of celestial love, is called the good of

wisdom. That the Avorship from that love is profaned, appears

from what has been said above concerning the profanation of all

things of doctrine ; and when all things of doctrine are

profaned, all things of worship also are profaned, inasmuch as

worship is from doctrine and according to doctrine.

Covtinvation concerning the Athanasian Faith. A fourth law
of the Divine Providence is. That the understanding and ivill

.sliouldnut be in the least compelled, since all compulsion takes away
freedom : but that man should compel himself, for to compel

himself is to act from freedom. The freedom of man is of his

will, and from the will it is in the thought of the understanding,

and by this thought it is in the speech of the mouth and in the

action of the body : for man says, whilst he wills any thing from
freedom, I will to think this, I will to speak this, and I will to

act this. Moreover, from the freedom of the will man has the

faculty of thinking, of speaking, and of acting, for the will gives

this faculty, because it is free.

Inasmuch as freedom is of the will of man, it is likewise of his

love, since nothing else appertaining to man constitutes freedom
but the love which is of his will ; the reason is, because love is

the life of man ; for man is of such a quality as his love is,

consequently what proceeds from the love of his will, this pro-

ceeds from his bfe. Hence it is evident, that freedom is of the

will of man, is of his love, and is of his life, consequently

that it makes one with his proprium, and with his nature and
temper.
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Now, whereas the Lord wills tluit every things, whicli comes
from Himself to man, should be appropriated to man as His,

since otherwise there would not be in man a reciprocal principle

by whirh conjunction may i)e eHected, therefore it is a law of

the Divine Providence, that the understanding and will of man
should not bo at all compelled by another; for who cannot
think anil will both evil and good, against the laws and with the

laws, against the king and with the king, yea, against God and
with God ? Nevertheless, it is not allowed him to speak and to

do all things which he thinks and wills, being restrained by
fears, which compel the externals, but not the internals; the

reason is, because the externals are to be reformed by the

internals, and not the internals by the externals, for what is

internal Hows-in into what is external, and not vice versa: the

internals, also, appertain to man's spirit, and the externals to

his body, and because the spirit of man is to be reformed, there-

fore it is not compelled.

Tlicre are, notwithstanding, fears which compel the internals,

or the spirit of man, but they are no other fears but what flow-

in from the spiritual world, which, on one part, relate to the

punishments of hell, and, on the other, to not obtaining favour

with God ; but fear on account of the punishments of hell is

external with respect to the thought and will, whereas fear on
account of not obtaining favour with God is internal with regard

to those principles, being the only fear which conjoins itself to

love, with which at length it makes one essence, since he who
luvcs any one is fearful from a principle of love to injure him.

]151. "And ointment and frankincense."—That hereby is

signified worship from spiritual love profaned, appears from the

signification of ointment, as denoting the good of spiritual love,

concerning M'hich we sliall speak presently ; and from the signi-

fication of frankincense, as denoting the truth of spiritual good,

concerning which see n. 491.

The reason why it is spiritual love which is signified by
ointment and frankincense, is because incense was made of them,

and the incense ascending from the fragrant fumes which pro-

ceeded from the holy fire in the censers signified spiritual love.

Spiritual love is love towards the neighbour, which makes one
with the love of uses. There are two loves appertaining to heaven,

and thence to the church, from which loves the Lord is wor-

shipped, celestial love, which is love to the Lord, and spiritual

love, which is love towards the neighbour; the former love is

signified by cinnamon and perfumes, the latter by ointment and
frankincense. All worship also is from love ; the worship which

is not from one love or the other is no worship, but is only an

exteinal act, in which there is inwardly nothing of the church.

That the burning of incense signified worship from spiritual love

may be seen n. 324, 491, 492, 191, 567.
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By ointment is signified that which was composed of aroraatics,

and which was used for incense, as may appear from these words

in Moses :
" Take unto thee siveet spices, stacte, and onycha, and

galbanum oj a sweet smelt, and pure frankincense ; and tliou shall

make it a perfume, an ointment, the work of an ointment maker,

tempered together, pure and holy ; and thou shall beat of it very

small, and shall put of it before the testimony in the tent of the

assembly, where I will meet with thee; it shall be the holy of

holies unto you" (Exod. xxx. 34—37); where all those things

together are called the ointment of an ointment maker ; the

explanation of them may be seen in the Arcana Cadestia, n.

10289—10309.
Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith. There is an

infernal freedom, and there is a celestial freedom ; the infernal

freedom is that into which man is born from his parents, and the

celestial freedom is that into which man is reformed by the Lord.

From infernal freedom man derives the will of evil, the love of

evil, and the life of evil ; but from celestial freedom he derives

the will of good, the love of good, and the life of good ; for as

was before said, the will, the love, and the life of man make one

with his freedom. Those two kinds of freedoms are opposite to

each other, but the opposite does not appear, only so far as man
is in one and not in the other. Nevertheless, man cannot come
out of infernal freedom into celestial freedom, unless he compels

himself: to compel himself, is to resist evil, and to fight against

it as from himself, but still to implore the Lord for aid to do so;

thus man fights from the freedom which is from the Lord
interiorly in himself, against the freedom which is from hell

exteriorly in himself. It appears to him, whilst he is in the

combat, that it is not freedom from which he fights, but a some-
what forced, because it is against that freedom which is connate

with him ; nevertheless, it is freedom, since otherwise he would
not fight as of himself. But the interior freedom, from which
he fights, appearing as forced, is afterwards felt as freedom^ for

it becomes as involuntary, spontaneous, and as it were innate

;

comparatively, as in the case of a person who compels his hand
to write, to work, to play upon a musical instrument, or to fence,

the hands and arras afterwards perform those operations as of

themselves, and of their own accord: for man in such a case is

in good, because led out of evil, and under the guidance of the Lord.

When man has compelled himself against infernal freedom,

he then sees and perceives that infernal freedom is servitude and
that celestial freedom is freedom itself, because from the Lord.

The c:ise in itself is this, that so far as man compels himself by
resisting evils, so far are removed from him the infernal societies

with which he acted in unity, and he is introduced by the Lord
into heaveidy societies, with which he may act in unity. On
the other hand, if man does not compel himself to resist evils,
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lu' riMiiains in tlirrn : that this is the case, has been made known
to me by much experience in the spiritual world; also, that evil

does not recede in cousequei\ce of the compulsion effected by
puni>hment, nor afterwards by the fear of punishment.

\\~):i. " And trine and oil."—That hereby is signified worship

from truths and goods which are from a celestial origin profaned,

appears from the signification of wine, as denoting truth, of

which we shall speak presently; and from the signification of

oil, as denoting good from a celestial origin, concerning which

see n. 375. The reason why wine signifies truth from a celestial

origin is, because it is here conjoined with oil, which denotes

good from that origin : for there are in this verse, as in the

former, pairs, of whicli one signifies what appertains to truth,

and the other what appertains to good, both from the same
origin ; whence it follows, that wine signifies truth from a

celestial origin, because oil signifies good from that origin. That
wine in the Word signifies truth or spiritual good may be seen

n. 370; for truth from a celestial origin coincides with spiritual

good : the case is the same with respect to oil ; this, when the

holy oil of anointing is understood, signifies the good of

celestial love, but when the oil with which they anointed

themselves on festivals is understood, it signifies the good of

spiritual love.

Continuntion concerning the Athanasian Faith. It was said

above, that it is a law of the Divine Providence, that man him-

self should compel himself, and by this is understood that he
should compel himself from evil, but it is not understood that he

should compel himself to good ; for it is granted to compel
himself from evil, but it is not granted to compel himself to

good wliich in itself is good ; since if man compels himself to

good, and has not compelled himself from evil, he does not do
good from the Lord, but from himself, for he compels himself

to it either for the sake of himself, or for the sake of the world,

or for the sake of rccorapence, or from a principle of fear, and
such good in itself is not good, because the man himself, or the

world, or recompence, is in it as its end, but not good itself,

thus neither the Lord ; and it is not fear but love which makes
good to be good.

As for example ; for man to compel himself to do good to

his neighbour, to give to the poor, to endow churches, to do
justice, consequently, to charity and to truth, before he has

compelled himself to abstain from evils, and has thereby removed
them, would be like the palliative cure of a disease, by which
the disease or ulcer is healed externally ; and it would be like

an adulterer compelling himself to chastity, a proud man to

humility, and a dishonest man to sincerity, by mere external

acts. But when man compels himself to abstain from evils, he

then purifies his internal, and when this is purified he does
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good from freedom, nor does he compel himself to do it ; for so

far as man compels himself to abstain from evil, so far he comes
into celestial freedom, and from this freedom is every thiuii^

good which in itself is good, to which therefore the man does

not compel himself. It appears, indeed, as if there was a

coherence between the principle of man's compelling himself

from evil, and the principle by which he compels himself to good,

but there is no such coherence.

From the testimony of experience I know it to be true, that

several have compelled themselves to do good, but not to abstain

from evil, but when they were explored, it was discovered that

evils from within adhered to and were inserted in the good
which they did; of consequence, their good was compared with

idols and with images constructed either with clay or dung; and
it was said, that such persons believe that God is captivated

with receiving glory and gifts, without any regard to the purity

of the heart from which thej'^ come. Nevertheless, before the

world, a man may compel himself to goods, although he does

not compel himself from evil, since in the world he is recom-
pensed on that account ; for in the world regard is paid to

what is external, and rarely to what is internal ; but before God
it is otherwise.

1153. " And fine flour and fine wheat."—That hereby is sig-

nified worship from truths and goods, which are from a spiritual

origin profaned, appears from the signification of tine flour, as

denoting truth from a spiritual origin, of which we shall speak

presently ; and from the signification of wheat, as denoting good
from a spiritual origin, concerning which see n. 374, 375 ; the

reason why these things are also significative of worship is,

because the meat off'ering was composed of them, which, together

with the sacrifices, was offered up upon the altar, in like manner
as the wine and oil ; for the meat offerings were prepared with

oil, and the drink offerings with wine. On account of the gather-

ing in of these things also, festivals were instituted in which
they were gladdened from their produce.

The reason why fine flour signifies truth from spiritual good
is, because it is prepared from wheat, vi'hereby is signified

spiritual good, as truth is derived from good. Inasmuch as this

truth in the church was signified by fine flour, therefore it was

ordained what quantity thereof should be used in the cakes,

which were called the meat offerings, which were offered together

with the sacrifices upon the altar, concerning which see Exod.
xxix. ; Levit. v.— vii., xxiii. ; Numb, xxiii., xxviii., xxix. ; likewise

the quantity of fine flour in the breads of proposition, or shew-
bread, Levit. xxiii, 17; (;hap. xxiv. 5 ; for it was commanded,
tliat " the meat offering which ivas to be offered upon (he altar

.should be prepared, from fine flour, and oil and frankincense

poured thereon'" (Levit. ii. 1). On account of this signification of
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fine flour wlicii Abraham spake with the three angels, he said

ti) !Sarah his wife, " llaslen and knead three measures of fine

jluur, and make cakes" (Gen. xviii, G).

By fine flour is also signified the truth of j^ood from a

spiritual orii;iu, in the proph(>t ]']zekiel :
" Fine Jlour, honey, and

oil hast thou eaten, trhence thou art become exceedinjilij heantiful,

and hast prospered into a kint/doni. My bread ivhicli 1 gave thee,

fine flour, honey, and oil, with which 1 fed thee, thou hast given

before idols for an odour of rest" (xvi. 13, 19) ; treating of Jeru-

salem, wliereby is signified tlie ehurch as to doctrine, and in

that ehapter is deserihcd what its quality was in its bcgiiniiug,

and what it became afterwards. By fine flour and oil is signified

truth and good from a spiritual origin, and by honey good from

a natural origin ; by becoming exceedingly beautiful is signified

to become intelligent and wise ; by prospering into a kingdom
is signified even to become a church ; by giving those things to

idols for an odour of rest, is signified the idolatrous worship into

which the true worship of the church was afterwards converted.

But by the flour of barley is signified truth from a natural

origin, for barley signifies natural good as wheat signifies

spiritual good : thus in Isaiah, " Take thee a mill-stone and grind

flour, make thyself bare " (Ivii. 2) : speaking concerning Babel :

by taking a mill-stone and grinding flour is signified to falsify

the truths of the Word, and by making herself bare or naked is

signified to adulterate the goods of the Word. And in liosca :

" They have soivn ivind, they reap a ivhirhvind, the corn hath no

stalk, the germ shall produce no flour, and if it do produce,

strangers shall devour it " (viii. 7) ; here also by flour or meal is

signified truth from a natural origin.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith. A fifth law

of the Divine Providence is, That man from sense and perception

in himself should not know hoiv good and truth from the Lord
flov)-in, and how evil and tJie false flow-in from hell : nor should

he see hoiv the Divine Providence operates in favour of good
against evil; for thus man would not act as of himself from
freedom according to reason: it is sufficient for him to know and
acknowledge those things from the Word, and from the doctrine

of the church. This is understood from the Lord's words in

John :
'' The Spirit breatheth where it willeth, and thou hearest

the noise thereof, but knowest not whence it cometh, and whither

it goeth ; so is every one ivho is generated of the Spirit " (iii. 8) ;

and likew ise by these words in Mark :
" The kingdom of God is

as a man who casteth seed upon the earth, and sleepeth and
riseth night and day, but the seed springs up and grows he

knowelh not hov),for the earth spontaneously bringeth forth fruit,

first the grass, then the ear, at length the full corn in the ear

;

and when the fruit is produced, he putteth in the sickle, because

the harvest is at hand" (iv. 26—29).
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The reason why man does not perceive the operation of the

Divine Providence in himself is, because such perception would

take away his freedom, and hence the faculty of thinking

as from himself, and with it, also, every delight of life, so

that man would be like an automaton, in which is no reciprocal

principle by which conjunction is effected ; and he would like-

wise be a slave, and not a free man.
The principal cause why Divine Providence moves so secretlv,

that scarce any vestige of it appears, although it operates in all

and every thing of man's thought and will which respect his

eternal state, is, because the Lord continually wills to impress

His love on man, and by it His wisdom, and thus to create him
in His image ; therefore the operation of the Lord is into man's
love, and from it into his understanding, and not vice versa.

The love with its affections, which are manifold and innumerable,
is not perceived by man except in a most general sense, and
consequently so little as scarce to amount to any thing, and yet

man is to be led from one affection of the loves into another,

according to the connection in which they are arranged, in order

that he may be reformed and saved, which thing is incom-
prehensible, not only to man, but also to an angel : if man
knew any thing of those arcana, he could not be withdrawn
from leading himself, which would be continually from heaven
into hell, when yet he is continually led by the Lord from hell

into heaven: for man from himself constantly acts against

order, and the Lord constantly acts according to order : for

man, in consequence of the nature derived from his parents is

in the love of himself, and in the love of the world, and hence
the all of those loves, by reason of the delight of sense, is per-

ceived as good, and still those loves must be removed as evils,

which is effected of the Lord byinfinitc means, and such appear like

the ways of a labyrinth, even before the angels of the third heaven.
From these considerations it is evident, that it would be

of no help to man at all to know any thing of the above
arcana from sense and perception, but that it would rather be
hurtful to him, and would destroy him to eternity. It is

enough that man is acquainted with truths, and by them with
the nature of good and evil, and that he acknowledges the Lord,
and His divine government in every thing ; in this ease, so far

as he is acquainted with truths, and by them with good and
evil, and docs truths as fVom himself, so far the Lord, by love,

introduces him into wisdom and the love of wisdom, and con-
joins wisdom to love, and makes them to be one, because they
are one in himself.

Those ways by which the Lord loads man may be compared
with the vessels through which the blood flows and circulates with
man ; also, with the fibres and their foldings within and without
the viscera of the bodv, csnccially in the brain, through which
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tlic animal spirit flows and animates. In wliat manner all

these thinuis flow-in aiul flow throngli, man is ignorant, and yet

he lives, provided that he knows and docs wliat is eonducive to

life. Bnt the ways by whieh the Lord leads man, arc mucii

more complicated and inextricable, as well as tliose l)y whieh
the Lord leads man throngh the societies of hell, and from them,

as those by whieh he k-ads man through the societies of heaven,

and interiorly into them. This, therefore, is what is meant by
the Spirit breuthiny where it willclh, and thou knowest not wlience

it Cometh and whither it goeth (John iii.), also, by the seed spririy-

ing up and growing the man knoiveth not how (Mark iv). Of
Avhat consequence also, is it, whether a man knows or not how
the seed grows, provided he knows how to plough the earth,

to dung it, to sow the seed, and when he reaps his corn, to bless

God?
llo^. "Beasts of harden and sheep."—That hereby is

signified, worship from truths and goods, whieh are from a

spiritual-natural origin profaned, appears from the signification

of beasts of burden, as denoting the truths which regard charity,

of which we shall speak presently ; and from the signification

of sheep, as denoting the goods of charity, as may appear from
all the passages in the Word where they are mentioned; as in

the following: Matt. vii. 15; chap. ix. 36; chap. x. 5, 6, 16;
chap. xii. 10, 11, 12; chap. xv. 21—29; chap, xviii. 12,13;
chap. xxv. 31—4i ; chap. xxvi. 31 ; Mark vi. 34'; chap. vii. 25
—31; John X. 1—18,26—31; chap. xxi. 15, 16, 17; besides

many passages in the prophets; where by sheep are signified

those who are in the good of charity, and thence, in the abstract

sense, the goods themselves of charity. But by beasts of burden
are signified the truths whieh have respect to the goods of

charity, and especially asses are understood, which are used for

riding and carrying burdens, whereby were signified such things

as are of use and appertain to instruction : as in Isaiah :
" They

carry their wealth upon the shoulder of beasts of burden " (xxx.

6): where by wealth are signified knowledges: and in Luke:
" The Samaritan set the man wounded by the robbers on his own
beast of burden " (x. 34) ; where, that by setting him on his own
beast of burden is signified to instruct him according to his

faculty, may be seen n. 375, 376, 144, where that parable is

explained.

AVhat is signified by beasts of burden when asses are under-

stood by them, may be seen, n. 31, 140. It is said that by
beasts of burden and sheep are signified truths and goods from a

spiritual-natural origin, because such goods and truths are liere

understood as appertain to those wlio are in the external church
of the Lord, and thence in the first or ultimate heaven, and
these are natural, but still receptive of a spiritual principle,

whence they are called spiritual-natural : here, however, as
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above, it is to be understood that the worshipfrom such truths

and goods is profaned.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith. The opera-

tion of the Divine Providence, whilst man is ignorant of it,

shall be illustrated by two comparisons ; it is like a gardener

collecting the seeds of shrubs, fruit-trees, and flowers of every

kind, and procuring for himself spades, rakes, and several other

hand instruments for preparing the ground, and afterwards

dunging his garden, digging it, cutting it into beds, sowing his

seeds, and raking the ground, which things are the work of the

gardener as from himself: but it is the Lord who causes the

seeds to take root, to spring forth out of the earth, to bring-

forth leaves and then flowers, and lastly new seeds, Avhich are

given to the gardener. It is, likewise, as a man about to build

a house, who procures for himself the requisite materials, as

timber, rafters, stone, mortar, and several other things : but the

Lord afterwards, whilst man is ignorant of it, builds the house
from bottom to top, entirely accommodated to the man. From
which consideration it follows, that unless man procure for

himself the things requisite for a garden or for a house, he will

neither have a garden nor the advantage of its fruits, nor a

house and the benefit of dwelling in it. So in the case of refor-

mation ; the things which man is to procure for himself are the

knowledges of truth and good from the Word, from the doctrine

of the church, from the world, from his own labour, the Lord
operating all other things necessary, whilst man is ignorant

of it.

But it is to be noted, that all the above requisites to sow a

garden or to build a house, which, as was said, are the know-
ledges of truth and good, are merely provisional things, which
are not alive until man does them, or lives according to them
as from himself: when this is the case, then the Lord enters,

and vivifies and builds, that is, reforms. The above garden, or

the above house, is the understanding of man, for his wisdom is

there, which derives from love all that it has.

1155. " And horses and coaches."—That hereby is signified

worship from truths and goods, which are from a rational origin

profaned, appears from the signification of horses, as denoting
things intellectual, see n. 355, 361, 372, 373, 381, 383, 575,
923, thus also truths which arc from a natural origin, for those

things, which appertain to the understanding, appertain to

truth and reason ; and from the signification of coaches, as

denoting goods from a rational origin, because they are drawn
by horses, whereby are signified truths from that origin; for

coaches arc a kind of chariot, and by chariots arc signified

doctrinals, sec n. 355, which, when they are drawn by truths,

as chariots by horses, arc goods, for doctrines teach truths, and
also goods.
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Tlio like is sigiiifitMl by coaches in the projjlict Isaiah: " Then
skull llwy briii(f all your brethren from all nations a gift to

Jehovah, upon horses and upon chariots, and upon chambered
coaches, and upon mules, and upon swift beasts, to the mountain

of mi/ holiness, Jerusalem" (Ixvi. 20) : by horses, chariots,

chambered coaches, mules, and swift beasts, in the spiritual

sense, arc understood things appertaining to doctrine, and
thence to the church, for the subject there treated of is con-

cerning the New Church to be established by the Lord : by
horses are signified intellectual things, by chariots doctrine, by
chambered coaches doctrinals of good, by mules rational things,

and by swift beasts likewise things rational as to good ; by the

brethren, whom they shall l)ring, are signified all who arc in

the good of charity, and by Jerusalem the mountain of holiness

is signified the church, in which charity reigns. The reason

why those things are here understood as profaned, is, because

they are predicated of Babylon, whereby is signified the pro-

fanation of truth and good.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith. A sixth law

of the Divine Providence is. That man should not be reformed by

external mediums, but by internal mediums ; by external mediums
means by miracles and visions, also by fears and punishments

;

by internal mediums means by truths and goods from the Word,
andfrom the doctrine of the church, and by looking to the Lord

;

for these mediums enter by an internal loay, and cast out the

evils and falses which reside icithin ; but external mediums enter

by an external ivay, and do not cast out evils and falses, but shut

them in. Nevertheless, man is further reformed by external

mediums, provided he has been before reformed by internal

mediums. This follows from the laws above-mentioned, namely,

these, that man is reformed by freedom, and not without free-

dom, also, that to compel himself is to act from freedom, but

not to be compelled : and man is compelled by miracles and by

visions, and likewise by fears and punishments; but by miracles

and visions the external of his spirit is compelled, which con-

sists in thinking and willing, and by fears and punishments the

external of his body is compelled, which consists in speaking

and doing : this latter may be compelled, because man, notwith-

standing, thinks and wills freely, but the external of his spirit,

which consists in thinking and willing, must not be compelled,

for thus his internal freedom perishes, by which he was to be

reformed.

If man could be reformed by miracles and visions, all would

be reformed in the universal globe ; wherefore, it is a holy law

of the Divine Providence, that internal freedom should not be at

all violated ; for by that freedom the Lord enters into man,

even into the hell where he is, and by that freedom leads him

there, and brings him forth thence, if he be willing to follow,
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and iutroduces him into heaven, and nearer and nearer to him-

self in heaven. Thus, and no otherwise, man is brought out from

infernal freedom, which, viewed in itself, is servitude because

from hell, and is introduced into celestial freedom, which is

freedom itself, and which becomes by degrees more free, and at

length most free, because from the Lord, whose will it is that

man should not be at all compelled. This is the way of man's
reformation, but this way is closed by miracles and visions.

Neither is the freedom of the spirit of man at anytime
violated on this account also, that his evils, both hereditary and
actual, may be removed, which end is accomplished whilst man
compels himself, as was said above ; in such case, those evils are

removed by the Lord through the affection of truth inspired

into man, by virtue of which he has intelligence, and
through the aff'ection of good, by which he has love ; for so far

as man is in these aff"ectious, so far he compels himself to resist

evils and falses. This way of reformation is also closed by
miracles and visions, for they persuade and compel belief, and
thus send the thoughts as it were bound into a prison ; hence, if

freedom be taken away, there is no opportunity given from an
interior principle of removing evils, for nothing of evil is

removed except from an interior principle : thus evils remain
shut-in, which, from their infernal freedom which they love,

continually act against those truths and those goods which
miracles and visions have impressed, and at length dissipate them,
calling miracles the interior operations of nature, and visions the

deliriums of phantasy, and truths and goods fallacies and
mockeries : for evils shut in produce this effect in the externals

which shut them in. Nevertheless, man, whilst he thinks only

superficially, may believe that miracles and visions, although they
persuade, do not take away the liberty of thinking ; but the

real case is this, with the non-reformed they take away liberty,

but with the reformed they do not take it away, for with the

latter they do not shut evils in, but with the former.

1156. ''And slaves and souls of men."—That hereby is

signified worship from truths and goods, which are from a

natural origin profaned, appears from the signification of slaves,

as denoting scientific truths, which are from the natural man,
of which wc shall speak presently ; and from the signification of
souls of men, as denoting the goods corresponding to those
truths, which in general are the affections of knowing; for by
souls of men arc here understood those who are sold for servants,

thus things serviceable. These arc called souls of men in the
prophet Ezckicl :

" Juvan, Tubal, and Mesech, were thy mer-
chants, with, the soul of man and with vessels of brass they gave
thy tradinfj" (xxvii. 1.3) : speaking of Tyre, whereby arc signi-

fied the knowledges of truth and good ; and by the soul of man
are urulcrstood servants, who arc sold, thus slaves ; and because
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it is also said with vessels of brass, by the soul of man, in the

spiritual sense, are signified subservient scieutifics, and the like

by vessels of brass.

A man who is sold is also called soul in jMoscs :
" If am/

one steal the soul of liis brethren, and make gain of him by selling

him, he shall be killed" (Deut. xxiv. 7). The reason why a slave

signifies scientific truth is, because the scientifies of the natural

man administer to and serve the rational man for the purpose of

thinking, whence it is that those scientifies are signified in the

AVord by things of service, and by slaves, and here by souls of

men. Here, as above, is understood the worship fiom those

truths and goods profaned by Babylon.

Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith. All they who
wish for miracles and visions are like the sons of Israel, who,

when they had seen so many prodigies in Egypt, at the Ked Sea,

and on Blount Sinai, still within a month receded from the

worship of Jehovah, and worshipped a golden calf (Exodus

xxxii). They are also like the rich man in hell, who said to

Abraham, that his brethren would repent if one from the dead

was sent to them ; to whom Abraham replied, " They have

Moses and the prophets, let them hear them ; if they hear not

Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded if one

rose from the dead" (Luke xvi. 29, 3(3, 31). And they are like

Thomas, who said that he would not believe unless he saw ; to

whom the Lord said, " Blessed are they who believe and do not

see " (John xx. 29) : they who believe and do not see are they

who do not desire signs, but truths from the Word, thus Closes

and the prophets, and believe them ; these latter are internal

men and become spiritual, but the former are external and

remain sensual. The former, whilst they see miracles, and

believe only by them, in their belief are not unlike a handsome
woman who is inwardly infect-ed with a deadly disease, of which

she soon dies ; and they are, also, like apples which have a

beautiful rind, but are corrupt at the core ; or they are like

nuts, in which a worm lies concealed. Moreover, it is a known
thing, that no one can be compelled to love and to believe, but

that love and faith must be rooted inwardly in man, con-

sequently, no one can be led to love God and to believe in Him
by miracles and visions, because they compel : for he who
does not believe in consequence of the miracles related in the

Word, how shall he believe in consequence of mii-acles which

have no place in the W^ord ?

1157. Verse 14. ''And the fruits of the desire of thij soul

have departed from thee, and all things fat and splendid have

departed from thee, and thou shalt not find them any more."

"And the fruits of the desire of thy soul have departed from
thee," signifies that the gladnesses and joys which they expected

from the worship and life, according to the traditions of the
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Babylonish religion^ are converted into weeping and mourning

:

" and all things fat and splendid have departed from thee," sig-

nifies that all things good and true, and thence satisfactory and
niagnificeiit, which they persuaded themselves were to be

attained by that religion, are changed into the contrary :
" and

thou shall not find them any more," signifies that they are

destroyed for ever.

1158. " And the fruits of the desire of thy soul are departed

from thee."—That hereby is signified, that the gladnesses and
joys which they expected from the worship and life, according

to the traditions of the Babylonish nation, are converted into

weeping and mourning, appears from the signification of the

fruits of the desire of the soul, as denoting such expected glad-

nesses and joys. The reason why such are signified by these

words, is, because by the things enumerated in verses 12 and 13

are signified all things appertaining to the doctrine and worship

of that religion, from which they who believe in a life after

death expect for themselves gladnesses and joys ; these therefore

are the fruits of the desire of their soul ; and from the signifi-

cation of they have departed from thee, as denoting, that they

are dissipated, and also that they are converted into weeping and
mourning, because into the torments of hell. Those gladnesses

and joys, which they expect, are only external, thus corporeal

and worldly, for they do not know what internal gladnesses and
joys are, because they are in no truths from the Word, thus in

no truths from the Lord, but from him whom they call His vicar,

from whom no truths can be produced, but falses, by reason of

the end, which is empire or dominion ; wherefore that the people
may be kept under the yoke of that dominion, such things are

held out to them as delight the body, being grounded in selfish

and worldly ideas.

Continuation. A seventh law of Divine Providence is. That
man shall not be let into the truths of faith and into the goods of
love by the Lord, but so far as he can be kept in them even to the

end. of life ; for it is better that man should be constantly evil

than that he should be good and afterwards evil, since in this

tatter case he becomes jjrofane : the permission of evil, also, is

from this source. The Lord can give the affection of truth
and the faith thence derived, also the affection of good and
the love thence derived, to every man who is of sound reason,

by witliholding him from evil loves, which are of his proprium
;

for so far as man is withheld from those loves, so far he is in the
understanding of truth and in the will of good : I have seen
devils themselves reduced to such a state, and when they were
in it, they spoke truths from undci'standing and faith, and did
what is good from will and love, into which state they were
reduced, because they denied their ability to luulerstand trutlui

and do good ; but as soon as ever the detention from their own
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proper loves was relaxed, and they returned into the lusts of

their own loves, instead of the faitli of truth they were found
principled in tlie faith of wliat is false, and instead of the love

of good they were principhul in the love of evil. This has
been witnessed frequently and before several : henec it was
made evident, that every one is eapable of being reformed, and
that to be reformed is nothing else than to be removed from evil

loves : but how man is removed from those loves, has been said

above.

The reason why this removal is not effeeted by the Lord, is,

because they who come into the affection of truth and the faith

thence derived, and into the affection of good and the love thence
derived, and do not abide constantly in those affections to the

end of life, but relapse into the loves from which they have
Mithheld themselves, profane holy things. There are several

kinds of profanation, but this kind is the most grievous of all,

for the lot of such profauers after death is terrible ; they are

not in hell but beneath hell, and there they do not think nor
will, but see and act ; they see the things which are not, and do
not see the things which are, and they act as if they acted every

thing, and yet they act nothing, being altogether deliriums of

phantasy : and whereas they do not think nor will, they are no
longer men, for the principal constituent of man is to think and
will ; hence they are not called they, in the masculine or femi-

nine gender, but they are called, in the neuter gender, those

things or that. "When they are viewed in any light of heaven
they appear as skeletons, covered over with a black skin : to such
a state are they reduced who have been once reformed and do
not remain so.

The reason of this their so horrible lot shall also be told :

by reformation there is effected communication between them
and heaven : hence flow-in goods and truths, by which the in-

teriors of their minds are opened, and evils are removed side-

ways. If they remain in this state till death they are happy, but

if they do not remain they become unhappy, for in such case

the evils which were removed flow back, and mix themselves

with truths and goods ; thus hell mixes itself with heaven in

tliem, so that they cannot be separated ; for whatsoever is once

impressed on the mind of man by love, this is never extirpated,

wherefore after death, inasmuch as goods cannot be separated

from evils, nor truths from falses, the whole mind is destroyed,

and hence they have no longer any thought or will, but what
remains is as a shell when the kernel is taken out, or as some-
what of skin and at the same time of bone without flesh, for

this is all that remains of the man. Let it therefore be noted,

that there is no danger in coming from evil to good, but that

there is danger in coming from good to evil.

1159. "And all things fat and splendid have departed from
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thee.''—That hereby is signified that all goods and truths, and
things satisfactory and magnificent, which they have persuaded

themselves would be acquired by that religion, are turned into

the contrary, appears from the signification of things fat, as

denoting goods and things satisfactory thence derived, of which

we shall speak presently ; and from the signification of things

splendid, as denoting truths and things magnificent thence

derived.

The reason why these are signified by things splendid, is,

because splendour is of light, and the light of heaven is divine

truth or divine wisdom, by virtue whereof it is that all things

in the heavens shine with a splendour such as has no existence

in the world ; it may be compared Avith the splendour of a

diamond turned to the sun, but the splendour seen in heaven
exceeds this beyond measure, as the light of heaven exceeds

the light of the world, the difference of which is so great, that

though it may be illustrated by comparison, yet it cannot be

described. From that light exist all things magnificent in the

heavens, which principally consist in forms corresponding to

wisdom, which are such as cannot be in any way efiSgied in the

world, nor, consequently, can they be described ; for art itself

is therein exhibited in its art, and science in its wisdom, whence
they are of ineffable beauty. From these considerations it is

evident whence it is that splendid things signify truths and
thence things magnificent.

The reason why fat things signify goods and things satis-

factory thence derived, is, because the fat is the best part of

flesh, and because it is as oil, which signifies the good of love.

That fatness signifies goodness and things appertaining thereto,

thus satisfactions and joys, appears from the following passages

in the Word : as in Isaiah :
" Attending attend unto me, eat ye

good, that your soul may be delighted in fatness" (Iv. 2) ; by
eating good is signified to appropriate good to themselves

;

whence by delighting in fatness is signified to be in a state of

satisfaction and blessedness. And in Jeremiah :
" / will fill the

snvl of the priests with fatness, and my people shall be saturated
Willi good " (xxxi. 14) : where also by fatness is signified the
satisfaction and blessing arising from the good of love. And in

David :
" My soul shall be satisfied with marrow and fatness, and

my mouth shall praise thee tvith lips of songs " (Psalm Ixiii. G) :

where the soul being satisfied with marrow and fatness, signifies

being filled with the good of love and with joy thence derived,

'i'o praise with lips of songs, signifies to worship by truths which
gladden the mind.

Again :
'' Thy houses shall he filled with fatness, and thou

shall make them drink of the river of thy delights " (Psalm xxxvi.

0) : by the fatness with which the liouses shall be filled, is

signified the good of love, and satisfaction thence derived, houses
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denoting tlic tliiiii^s of tho niiiul ; by tho river of the (leli<;jhts,

of which tlii\v shall drink, is siq;iii(iiHl intrlliuciicc and the felicity

thence derived. And in Isaiah : "In t/iis iiiuu/i/ain sliall Jehovah

Zebao/h make to all people a feast of fat thinys, a feast of irine

on the lees, of fat th'inys full of marrow and of ivine on the lees

tve/l rejined" (xxv. (5) : these things are said concerning the state

of those who sliould acknowledge and adore the Lord. By that

mountain is signified the New Churcli from thera ; by the feast

of iat tilings, of fat things full of marrow, is signified good both

natural and spiritual with joy of heart ; and by the lees, and

lees refined, are signified truths from that good with the i'clicity

thence derived.

Again in the same prophet :
" Jehovah shall g'lve the rain of

thy seed, with which thou shall sow the land, and bread of the

produce of the earth, and it shall be fat and plenteous " (xxx. 23)

.

Bv the rain of seed is signified the multiplication of truth ; and

by bread of produce is signified the fructification of good : by

fat and plenteous is signified good and truth with all its satisfac-

tion and felicity. Again in David :
" As tjet they shall have

produce in old age, they shall be fat and green, to announce that

Jehovah is right" (Psalm xeii. 15, 16). To be fat and green

signifies to be in goods and truths of doctrine. Again :
" Jehovah

shall remember all thy oblations and shall make fat thy burnt

offering" (Psalm xx. 4). By oblations and burnt oficring is sig-

nified worship, and by making it fat is signified its being from

the good of love.

The like is also signified by fatness in Ezek. xxxiv. 3
;

Genesis xxvii. 39; and elsewhere. Inasmuch as by fat and

fatness was signified the good of love, and all worship, which is

truly worship, must be from the good of love, therefore it was

appointed that all the fat in the sacrifices should be burnt upon

the altar (Exod. xxix. 13, 22; Levit. i. 8; chap. iii. 3— 16;

chap. iv. 8—35; chap. vii. 3, 4, 30, 31 ; chap. xvii. 16; Num-
bers xviii. 17, 18) ; for by the sacrifices and burnt offerings was

signified worship. Inasmuch as the Jewish and Israelitish nation

was only in external worship, and not at the same time in

internal w^orship, and consequently was not in any good of love,

nor in any good of charity and faith, therefore it was prohibited

them to eat the fat and blood, and it was declared that if they

should eat them they would be cut off (Levit. iii. 17; chap. vii.

23, 25) ; but to those who are in internal worship and thence in

external worship, such as they are to be who should be of the

Lord's New Church, it is said, that they should eat fat to

satiety, and drink blood to ebriety (Ezck. xxxix. 19) ; by fat is

there signified all the good of heaven and the church, and by

blood all the truth thcreol'. In the opposite sense by the fat

ones arc signified those who nauseate good, or who at least

despise or reject it (Deut. xxxii. 15: Jer. v. 27: chap. 1.
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11; Psalm xvii. 10; Psalm xx. 4; xviii. 32; cxix. 70; and
elsewhere).

Continuation. But such a lot does not await those who are

constantly evil, for all who are constantly evil are in hell accord-

ing to the loves of their life ; and there they think, and, from
thought, speak, although they speak falses ; they likewise will,

and, from will, do, although they do evils ; and they appear one
amongst another as men, although in the light of heaven they
appear in a monstrous form. From these considerations it may
be seen, why it is appointed by a law of order respecting refor-

mation, which is called a law of Divine Providence^ that man
should not be let into the truths of faith and goods of love, only

so far as he can be withheld from evils and kept in goods even to

the end of life ; and that it is better that man be constantly

evil, than that he be good and afterwards evil, for then he
becomes profane. The Lord, who provides all things and fore-

sees all things, for this cause conceals the operations of His
providence, so that man scarce knows whether there be anj'-

providence at all, and it is permitted him rather to attribute

events to prudence, and contingencies to fortune, yea, to ascribe

several things to nature, than that, by extant and manifest signs

of providence and of divine presence, he should hastily and in

an untimely manner cast himself into sanctities in which he docs

not abide.

The Lord also permits similar things by the other laws of

His providence, namely, by these, that man should have freedom,

and that in all his actions he should act according to reason,

thus altogether as of himself, for it is better that man should
ascribe the operations of the Divine Providence to prudence
and fortune, than that he should acknowledge them, and still

live as a devil. From these considerations it is evident that

the laws of permission, which are several, proceed from laws of
providence.

1160. "And thou shalt find them no moreJ"—That hereby
is signified, that they are destroyed for ever, appears from the
signification of not finding those things, namely, fat and splendid

things, by which are signified goods and truths and things
satisfactory and magnificent thence derived, as denoting that
they are destroyed for ever, for the things which are found no
more are for ever destroyed.

Continuation. One sort of the above-mentioned profanation
is meant by these words in Matthew :

" JVhoi the unclean spirit

goes out of a man, he walks through dry places, seeking rest, but

finding none ; then lie saith, I will return to the house from
whence I came forth ; and when he is come he findeth it empty,
swept, and garnished ; then he goes aivay, and adjoins to himself
seven other sjnrits worse than himself, and entering in they dwell
there ; and the latter things of that man become worse than the
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first" (xii. 43, 41<, 45) : in this passage is described the conver-

sion of a man by the departure of the unclean spirit from him
;

and his return to evils, and consecjuent profanation, is denoted
by the unclean spirit returning with seven spirits worse than
himself.

In like manner, by these words in John : "Jesus said to the

man tvho tvas healed at the pool of Bethesda, Behold thou art

made lohole, sin no more, lest a worst thing come upon thee" (v.

14) : and by these words in the same evangelist :
" He hath

blinded their eyes, and hardened their heart, that they do not see

ivith their eyes, and tinderstand with their heart, and convert

themselves, and I heal them " (xii. 40) ; lest they should convert

themselves and be healed, signifies, lest they should become
profane : thus it would have been with the Jews (Matt. xii. 45);
therefore they were forbidden to eat fat and blood (Levit. iii.

17; vii. 23,25); by which was signified their profanation of

Avhat is holy in consequence of being of such a character.

The Lord also, by His Divine Providence, is especially careful

to prevent this kind of profanation ; and for this purpose

He separates the holy things appertaining to man from the

things not holy, and stores up the holy things in the interior

of his mind, and elevates them to himself; but the things not

holy he stores up in the exteriors, and turns them to the

world ; and hence, holy things are capable of being separated

from things not holy, and man thus may be saved. This can-

not be effected when goods and evils are commixed. That
they will have a crown of life who remain in faith and love

even to death, the Lord teaches in the Apocalypse (chap. ii. 10;

iii. 26).

1161. Verses 15, 16. " The merchants of these, who were
made rich by her, shall stand afar off for fear of her torment,

weeping and mourning, and saying, Alas, alas, that great city, that

was clothed in fine linen, and purple, and scarlet, and decked with

gold, precious stones, and pearls
; for in one hour so great riches

are devastated."
" The merchants of these, who were made rich by her," signi-

fies all those who gained honours and riches by that religion,

and thereby the good things of opulence and eminence, which

are things satisfactory and magnificent :
" shall stand afar off

for fear of her torment," signifies whilst they were in externals

from the dread of infernal punishments :
" weeping and mourn-

ing," signifies grief of soul and heart :
'' and saying, Alas, alas,

that great city," signifies lamentation over doctrine, and over

that religion :
" clothed in fine linen, and purple, and scarlet,"

signifies the appearance in externals as if it were from celestial

and spiritual truth and good :
" and decked with gold, and pre-

cious stones, and pearls," signifies the appearance in externals as

if it were from truth and good, spiritual and natural : "for in
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one hour are so great riches devastated," signifies the destruction

of all tilings which they had gained^ and by which they hoped

they should gain.

1162. " The merchants of these who were made rich by lier.'"

—That hereby are signified all those who gained honour and

wealth by that religion^ and thereby the good things of opulence

and eminence, which are things satisfactory and magnificent,

appears from the signification of merchants, as denoting those

who procure for themselves such things as are signified by riches

in the Word, for it is said, The merchants of these, see also

above, n. 1138 j and from the signification of being made rich,

as denoting to gain those things, and to make gain by them :

the good things of eminence and opulence are here understood,

which are signified by the things fat and splendid, which are

things satisfactory and magnificent of an external nature sepa-

rate from things internal, thus the goods of the world separate

from the goods of heaven ; for they who are of Babylon do not

know what internal satisfactions are, because they do not read

the Word, and look to the Lord, but only know what externals

are, in which alone they delight : of internal satisfactions they

are not receptible.

Similar things are signified by the answers of those who
were invited to the great supper, of whom " one said that he had
bought a field, to which he must go, another that he had bought a

yoke of oxen, which he must prove, and a third that he had
married a wife " (Luke xiv. 18, 19, 20) ; by all which things are

understood the goods of the world, or external goods abstracted

from internal goods.

Similar things are also signified by the Lord's words in

Matthew, " That they would eat and drink, contract matrimony
and give to marriage, and would not know until the flood should

come, and take all away " (xxiv. 38, 39). These words were

spoken by the Lord concerning the last judgment ; and by
eating and drinking, contracting matrimony and giving in

marriage, are signified similar things as here by things fat and
splendid, namely, external delights and pleasures, which are of

the body and world only^ and not at the same time of the soul

and of heaven.

From these considerations it is evident, that by all the

merchandizes which are enumerated in this chapter are under-

stood external goods and satisfactions which are not at the

same time internal, and that, consequently, by the merchants
who are thereby made rich are understood those who are in them.

Continuation. The eighth law of Divine Providence is. That
the Lord continually loithdraws man from evils, so far as man
from a free pri/iciple is willing to be withdraivn : that so far as

he can be withdrawn from evils, so far lie is drawn by the Lord
to good, thus to heaven ; and so far as man cannot be withdrawn
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from evils, so far he cannot he drawn hyihc Lord to good, thus to

heaven ; for man, so far as he is vutltdraivn from evils, so far
doeth (jood from the Lord, vhieh good in itself is good, but so far
as he is not withdrawn from evils, so far he doeth goodfrom him-

self, which good in itself hath evil. Man, by the speech of his

mouth, and by the actions of his body, is in the natural world,

but by the thoughts of his understanding and by the affections

of his will he is in the spiritual world. By the spiritual world is

meant both heaven and hell, each distinguished most ordinately

into innumerable societies, according to all the varieties of

aflections and consequent thoughts. In the midst of those

societies is man so tied to them that he cannot exercise in

the slightest instance either his thought or will, but together

with them, and so together, that if he was to be plucked away
from them, or they from him, he would fall down dead,

retaining only life in his inmost principle, by which principle

he is a man and not a beast, and by which principle he lives

to eternity. Man does not know that he is in such inseparable

consorts as to life, and the reason why he does not know it is,

because he docs not discourse with spirits, consequently, docs

not know any thing concerning that state. But, lest this

should be concealed to eternity, lo ! it is revealed. This is

necessary to be premised, before this law of Divine Providence

can be understood.

1163. " And stood afar off for fear of her torment."—That
hereby is signified, whilst they were in externals from dread of

infernal punishments, appears from the explication above,n.lll3,

where similar words occur.

Continuation. Man from his birth is in the midst of infernal

societies, and dilates himself into them, altogether as he dilates

the evil affections of his will. The evil affections of the will

are all derived from the loves of self and of the world ; the

reason is, because those loves turn all things of the mind down-
wards and outwards, thus to hell, which is beneath, and which is

out of themselves, and thereby avert them from the Lord, thus

from heaven. The interior also of all things of the human mind,

and therewith the interiors of all things of the spirit, are capable

of being turned either downwards or upwards ; they are turned

downwards when man loves himself above all things ; and
they are turned upwards when he loves the Lord above all

things; it is an actual turning; man of himself turns them
downwards, and the Lord from Himself turns them upwards

;

the reigning love is what turns. Thoughts do not turn the

interiors of the mind, except so far as they are derived from

the will. That this is the case man also does not know, and

yet it is expedient he should know, in order that he may
understand how he is led out of hell, and led into heaven by

the Lord.
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1164. " Weeping and mourning."—That hereby is signified

grief of soul and heart, appears from the signification of weep-
ing, as denoting grief of soul ; and from the signification of

mourning, as denoting grief of heart. The distinction between
grief of soul and grief of heart is as the distinction between
truth and good, for soul, in the Word, is predicated of truth

which is of faith, and heart of good, which is of love, hence also

the expression which frequently occurs in the Word, from the

soul, and from the heart ; they are also distinguished as the

will and the understanding in man, and also, as the respiration

of the lungs and the motion of the heart ; and whereas through-
out the Word there is a marriage as of truth and good, or as

of faith and love, or as of intellect and will, therefore it is the

case here also with the expressions, weeping and mourning,
weeping being from grief of soul and mourning from grief of

heart.

Continuation. But that man may be brought out of hell,

and brought into heaven, by the Lord, it is necessary that he
should resist hell, that is, evils, as from himself; if he does not

resist as from himself, he remains in hell, and hell in him, nor
are they separated to eternity. This, likewise, follows from the

above-mentioned laws of Divine Providence, which have been
explained. That this is the case, experience also will teach :

evils are removed from man either by punishments, or by temp-
tations and consequent aversions, or by the afiections of truth

and good.

Evils are removed by punishments with those who are not

reformed ; by temptations and consequent aversions with those

about to be reformed ; and by the affections of truth and good
with the regenerate. Experience is this ; when an unreformed
or evil person undergoes punishments, as is the case in hell, he
is kept in the punishment until it is perceived that of himself

he refuses evils, nor is he sooner liberated, and thus he is com-
pelled of himself to remove evils ; if he be not punished even
to that intention and will, he remains in his evil ; nevertheless^

evil is still not extirpated, because he has not compelled
himself^ therefore it remains within, and recurs when the fear

ceases.

Evils are removed by temptations with those who are about
to be reformed, which temptations arc not punishments, but

combats : persons in these circumstances are not compelled to

resist evils, but compel themselves, and implore the Lord, and
arc thus liberated from the evils which they have resisted ; these

afterwards desist from evils, not from any fear of punishment,
but from aversion to evil, which aversion in their case is at

length resistance. But with the regenerate, there are not any
temptations or combats, but affections of truth and good, which
withhold evils ut a distance from them : for they are altogether
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separated from hell, from whence evils come, and arc conjoined

to the Loi'd.

To be separated and removed from evils is nothing else than

to be separated and removed from infernal societies. The Lord
is able to separate and remove all, as many as He wills, from
infernal societies, thus from evils, and is likewise able to

transmit them into heavenly societies, thus into goods, but this

endures only for a few hours, after which the evils recur : this,

also, I have occasionally seen effected, and likewise that the

evil person continued evil as before. In the whole spiritual

world there is not given an example of any one being removed
from evils, except by combat or resistance as from himself, or of

any one being removed, except by the Loi'd alone.

11 G5. "And saying, Alas, alas, that great city."—That
hereby is signified lamentation over doctrine, and over that

religion, appears from the explication of similar words above,

n. 1134. Alas, alas, signifies lamentation, when it is said, Alas,

that city, but signifies cursing when it is said, Alas, to that

city.

Continuation. Experience further testifies to the same
purpose ; for all who come from the earth into the spiritual

world are known as to their quality, from this consideration,

whether they can resist evils as from themselves, or whether

they cannot : they who can are saved, but they who cannot are

not saved. The reason is, because man cannot resist evils of

himself, but of the Lord ; for it is the Lord who resists evils

with man, and causes man to feel and perceive as if he does it

from himself: they, therefore, who in the world have acknow-
ledged the Lord, and likewise that all good and truth are from
Him, and nothing from man, and thus that they have power
against evils from the Lord, and not from themselves, they

resist evils as from themselves.

But they who have not acknowledged those things in the

world cannot resist evils as from themselves, for they are in

evils, and in the delight thereof grounded in love, and to resist

the delight of love is to resist themselves, their own nature, and
their own life. The experiment was made whether they were

able to resist evils whilst the punishments of hell were
announced to them, yea, whilst they were seen and likewise

felt, but still it was in vain, for they hardened their minds,

saying, Come what will, provided only we are in the delight and
joys of our hearts so long as we are here ; we know things

present, what is to come we are not concerned about ; we shall

not suffer more evil than many others : but after a stated time

they are cast into hell, where they are compelled by punish-

ments not to do evil, but punishments do not take away the

will, the intention, and consequent thought of evil, they only

take away the act. From these considerations it is evident
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that to resist evils is not effected by man, but by the Lord with

those who acknowledge Him^ and that the Lord gives it to

appear as if it was done by man.
1166. " Clothed in fine linen, and purple, and scarletJ"—-

That hereby is signified the appearance in externals as if it

were from celestial and spiritual truth and good, appears from

the signification of fine linen^ as denoting truth from a celestial

origin, concerning which see n. 1143; and from the significa-

tion of purple, as denoting good from a celestial origin, see

n. 1142: and from the signification of scarlet, as denoting

good from a spiritual origin, see n. 1144 ; and from the signifi-

cation of being clothed with them, as denoting appearance in

externals ; hence it is evident, that by clothed in fine linen,

and purple, and scarlet, is signified the appearance in externals

as if it were from celestial and spiritual truth and good, when
notwithstanding, those things, viewed interiorly, are evils and
falses from an infernal origin. What the celestial principle is

and what the spiritual, has been frequently explained before.

Continuation. The reason why the Lord alone resists evils

with man, and not by any angels of heaven, is, because to

resist evils with man is of Divine Omnipotence, Divine Omni-
science, and Divine Providence. It is of Divine Omnipotence,

because to resist one evil is to resist many, and likewise is to

resist the hells; for every single evil is conjoined with innumer-
able evils, and their coherence is like that of the hells with

each other, for as evils so the hells, and as the hells so evils,

make one, and to resist the hells so conjoined is impossible for

any one but the Lord alone. It is of Divine Omniscience,

because the Lord alone knows what is the quality of man, and
what his evils are, and in what connection they are with other

evils, thus in what order they are to be removed, that man may
be healed from within, or radically. It is of Divine Providence,

lest any thing be done contrary to the laws of order, also, that

what is done may promote the happiness of man to eternity

;

for Divine Providence, Divine Omniscience, and Divine Omni-
potence, in all things have respect to what is eternal.

From these considerations it may be manifest, that no angel

can resist evils with man, but the Lord alone. The Lord cflfccts

such resistance immediately from himself, and likewise mediately
by (or through) heaven, but still in such a manner, that no
angel knows any thing about it : for heaven in its whole complex
is the Lord, because it is His Divine Proceeding, wherefore, whilst

He operates by or though heaven, it is likewise from Himself.

But it is said mediately, because the divine operation is trans-

fluent through the heavens, yet still it takes nothing from the

proprium of any angel there, but from its own appertaining to

them : the appearance is, as when man performs an action, he
moves innumerable moving fibres scattered tlirough the whole
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body to iiorform it, of wliicli no siiifijlc fibre knows any thing :

snob also arc uiij^cls in the (bvino body, which is called

heaven.

1167. "And decJ<eil tvitli r/ohl, precious stone, and pearls."—
That hereby is signified an appearance in externals as if it were

from spiritual and natural truth and good, appears from what
was explained above, n. 1143, 11 11, where similar words occur.

Contimialion. The law of Divine Providence, that man, so

far as he can be withdrawn from evils, so far does good from the

Lord which in itself is good, but so far as he cannot be with-

drawn from evils, so far he does good from himself, which in

itself has evil, may be illustrated from the precepts of the De-
calogue; as for example, from the precept concerning not

stealing. They who resist as from themselves the lust of stealing,

thus also the lust of obtaining gain by insincerity and injustice,

saying in their hearts that they ought not to do so, because it

is contrary to a divine law, thus contrary to God, in itself in-

fernal, thus in itself evil, after a few short combats are with-

drawn from that evil, and are led by the Lord into the good
which is called sincerity, and into the good which is called jus-

tice, and then they begin to think of those goods, and to see

them from them, sincerity from sincerity, and justice from
justice, and afterwards, as they shun and hold in aversion the

evil of the above-mentioned lust, they love those goods, and
from love do them without practising on themselves any com-
pulsion : those goods are from the Lord, because they are goods
in themselves good.

But it is otherwise if the lust of obtaining gain by insin-

cerity and injustice remains with man, for in this case he cannot

do what is sincere from sincerity, nor what is just from justice,

thus not from the Lord, but from himself; for he does these

things that he may acquire the credit of being sincere and just,

for the sake of the ends which he purposes of securing greater

gain and honour. These ends are in his goods, and from the

end is all the quality of good : this good, therefore, has in

itself evil, since its quality is derived from the proposed end
of obtaining gain by insincerity and injustice. Every one can

see, that this good cannot be made good in itself, until evil is

removed. The case is similar in regard to the other precepts of

the Decalogue.

11G8. " For in one hour so great riches g/'C devastated."—
That hereby is signified, the loss of all things which they had
gained, and hy which they hoped still to make gain, appears

from the signification of being devastated in one hour, as de-

noting total destruction, concerning which see n. 1136, thus

also the loss of all things; and from the signification of riches,

as denoting gains, which are honours and wealth, thus things

which they have gained, and also the evils and falses of doc-
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trine and of their religion, which are the things whereby they

hoped still to make gain. Similar things are here signified by
riches, as above by the wares which were enumerated in verses

12, 13, 14.

Continuation. So far as man is removed from evils, so far

he is removed from hell, because evils and hell are one; and so

far as he is removed from these, so far he enters into goods, and
is conjoined with heaven, for goods and heaven are one. Man
in this case becomes another man, his freedom, his good, his

mind, and his understanding and will being inverted, for he
becomes an angel of heaven. His freedom, which had before

been the freedom of thinking and willing evil, becomes the

freedom of thinking and willing good, which in itself is essential

freedom : when man is in this freedom, he then first knows
what freedom is, but not before, since from the freedom of evil

he felt the freedom of good as servitude, but now from the

freedom of good he feels the freedom of evil as servitude, as also

it is in itself.

The good which man had before done, inasmuch as it was
from the freedom of evil, could not be good in itself, since the

love of self or of the world was in it ; for good is not given

from any other origin but from love, and hence, such as the love

is, such is the good -, if the love be evil, still its delight is felt as

good, although it is evil : but the good which man afterwards

does is good in itself, because from the Lord, who is good itself,

as was said above. The mind of m.an, before it was conjoined

to heaven, was turned backwards, because it was not yet brought
forth out of hell; but whilst it is in a state of reformation, it

looks from truth to good, thus from the left to the right, which
is contrary to order; but after the mind is conjoined to heaven,
it is turned forwards, and is elevated to the Lord, and looks from
right to left, that is, from good to truth, which is according to

order : thus a turning is efiected.

The case is similar with the U7iderstanding and the will, be-
cause the understanding is recipient of truth, and the will

recipient of good. Before man is brought out of hell, the under-
standing and will do not act in unity, for at that time, from the

understanding, man sees and acknowledges several things which
he does not will, because he docs not love them ; but when man
is conjoined to heaven, then the understanding and will act in

unity, for the understanding becomes the wilPs understanding,
since man, when the turning is eflectcd, loves what he wills, and
what he wills from love this he also thinks ; thus, after man is

removed from evils by resistance and combat against them as

from himself, he comes into the love of truth and good, and in

this case all things which he wills and thence does, lie also thinks
and thence speaks.

1169. Verse 17. "And every pilot, and all who are em-
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ployed i/j)oti s/iijis, and sai/urs, and as many as do work in the

sea, stand afar off."
" And every jiitot, and all who are employed npon ships, and

sailors, and alt tvho do vjork in the sea," signifies all who be-

lieved themselves to be in wisdom, in intelligence and in science,

and confirmed the falses of doctrine and of that religion by
reasonings from the natural man : "stood afar off," signifies but

not so now by reason of fear.

1170. "And every pilot, and all who are employed upon
ships, and sailors, and ^s many as do ivork in the sea."—That
hereby arc signified all who believed themselves to be in wis-

dom, intelligence, and science, and confirmed the falses of doc-

trine of that religion by reasonings from the natural man, ap-

pears from the signification of ships, as denoting knowledges of

truth and good, likewise doctrinals in each sense, see n. 511

:

and whereas wisdom, intelligence, and science arc from the

knowledges of truth and good^ hence by a pilot are signified

those who are in wisdom ; by those who are employed upon
ships those who are in intelligence ; and by sailors those who
are in science.

It is said in wisdom, intelligence, and science, because they

follow in such order with those who from knowledges become
wise. Wisdom is in the third degree, intelligence in the second,

and science in the first or ultimate, whence they are also men-
tioned in that order in the Word, as in Moses: " I have filled

Bezaleel with the spirit of God, as to wisdom, intelligence, and
science" (Exod. xxxi. 3; chap. xxxv. 31) : and from the signi-

fication of doing work in the sea, as denoting to confirm by

reasonings from the natural man, and in this ease to confirm

the falses of that religion and doctrine, for by the sea is signified

the natural man, and by doing work there is signified to reason,

and by reasonings to confirm. Properly by doing work on the

sea is signified to procure for themselves such things by which

they may make gain, likewise to sell those things, and to gain

thereby : but whereas the gains were described above by mer-

chants and their merchandize, therefore doing work in the sea

has here another signification, namely, to confirm by reasonings.

That by pilots are signified those who are wise, may appear

in Ezekiel :
" The ivise men of Zidon and Arvad were thy pilots;

the elders of Gebal and the wise men thereof were thy caulkers "

(xxvii. 8, 9) : but these things may be seen explained above, n.

514.

Continuation. There arc two faculties of life appertaining

to man ; one is called understanding and the other will : those

faculties are altogether distinct from each other, but are created

to make one, and when they make one, they are called one

mind ; nevertheless, with man they arc at first divided, but

afterwards they are united. They are distinguished altogether
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as light and heat^ for understanding is from the light of heaven,

which in its essence is divine truth or divine wisdom ; the un-

derstanding, also, appertaining to man, whilst he is in the world,

sees, thinks, reasons and concludes from that light ; that this is

the case, is unknown to man, because he does not know any-

thing concerning that light and its origin. But the will is from

the heat of heaven, which in its essence is divine good or divine

love ; the will, also, appertaining to man, whilst he is in the

world, derives love from that heat, together with all its pleasure

and delight ; that this is the case, man is again ignorant, because

he does not know any thing concerning that heat and its oi^igin.

Now, whereas the understanding sees from the light of heaven,

it is evident that it is the subject and receptacle of that light,

thus also the subject and receptacle of truth and the wisdom
thence derived : and whereas the will lives from the heat of

heaven, it is evident that it is the subject and receptacle of

that heat, so likewise, the subject and receptacle of good,

thus of love. From these considerations it may be seen mani-

festly, that those two faculties of the life of man are distinct

like light and heat, also like truth and good, and like wisdom
and love.

That those two faculties are at first divided ivith man, is per-

ceived evidently from this consideration, that man can under-

stand what is true, and from what is true can understand what
is good, and approve it, but still not will it, and from willing do

it ; for he understands what is true, and hence what is good,

whilst he hears and reads it, and he so perfectly understands,

that afterwards he can teach it by preaching and writing ; but

when he is left to himself, and thinks from his own spirit, he
can then observe that he does not will it, yea, that he wills to

act contrary to it, and likewise, that he does act contrary to it,

when not restrained by fears. Of this character are they who
can speak intelligently, and yet live otherwise : this is what
is meant by a man's seeing one law in his spirit, and another

in his fiesh, for spirit is the understanding, and flesh is the will.

This disagreement of the understanding and will is perceived

principally by those who are willing to be reformed, but little

by others. The reason why this disagreement is given, is,

because the understanding with man is not destroyed, but the

will is destroyed : for understanding is comparatively as the

light of the world, by virtue of which a man is able to see with

equal clearness in the time of winter as in the time of summer;
and the will is comparatively as the heat of the world, which
may be absent from the liglit, and may be present with the light,

for it is absent in the time of winter, and it is present in the

time of summer. But the case is this, that nothing destroys

understanding but will, as nothing destroys the germinations of

the earth but the absence of heat.
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UiuUMstau(lin<:j derived iVoin will is destroyed with those who
arc in evils, when they act in nnity, not when they do not act

in unity. They act in unity, when man thinks w ith hinisell from
his own love, but they do not act in unity when he is with

others ; for in this latter case, he conceals and thereby removes
the self-love of his own will, which being removed, the under-

standing is elevated into superior light. The following experi-

ence may serve for confirmation; I have occasionally heard
spirits discoursing with each other, and likewise with myself, so

wisely, that an angel could scarce discourse more wisely, and
from this circumstance I have been led to suppose, that in a

short time they would be raised up into heaven ; but after a

time, I have seen them with the evil iu hell, at which I was
surprised; but it was given me, in this case, to hear them dis-

coursing in a strain altogether different, not in favour of truths

as before, but against them, by reason that now they were in

the love of their own proper will, and in like manner of their

own proper understanding, whereas before they were not in that

love. It has also been given to see how the proprium of man
is distinguished from what is not his proprium, for this may be

seen in the light of heaven. The proprium resides interiorly,

but what is not the proprium exteriorly, and the latter veils the

former, and likewise hides it, nor does it appear until that veil

is taken away, as is done with all after death. I also observed,

that several were amazed at what they saw and heard, but they

were of those who judge of the state of man's soul from his

discoui'se and writings, and not at the same time from the deeds

which arc of his own proper will.

From these considerations it is evident, that the above two
faculties of life appertaining to man are at first divided. Some-
tlting shall now be said of their union. They are united with

those who are reformed, which is effected by combat against the

evils of the will, for when those evils are removed, the will of

good acts in unity with the understanding of truth : hence it

follows, that such as the will is, such is the understanding, or,

what is the same thing, that such as the love is, such is the

wisdom. The reason why the latter is of such a quality as the

former is, because the will's love is the esse of the life of man,
and the understanding's wisdom is the existere of life thence

derived ; wherefore love, which is of the will, forms itself in the

understanding, and the form which it there receives is what is

called wisdom ; for since both have one essence, it is evident

that wisdom is the form of love, or love in form. After the

above faculties are thus united by reformation, then the will's

love increases every day, and it increases by spiritual nourish-

ment in the understanding, for in the understanding it has its

affection of truth and good, which is an appetite that hungers

and desires.
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From these considerations it is evident, that the will is what
ought to be reformed, and that as it is reformed, the under-

standing sees, that is, grows wise; for, as was said, the will is

destroyed, but not the understanding. Will and understanding

also make one with those who are not reformed, or the evil, if

not in the world, still after death ; for after death it is not al-

lowed man to think from understanding except according to his

wilPs love, every one being at length reduced to this necessity :

and when he is so reduced, then the evil love of the will has its

form in the understanding, which form, inasmuch as it is from
the falses of evils, is insanity.

1171. '^ Stood afar ojf."—That hereby is signified, but not

so in those things now by reason of fear, appears from the signi-

fication of standing afar off, as denoting to be in externals, con-

cerning which see n. 1133; in this case therefore not to be
in that infatuated wisdom, intelligence, and science, from which
they before confirmed the evils and falses of their religion and
its doctrine, by reason of fear; for fear causes man to be absent
from these things when he sees those who were such punished
and tormented.

Continuation, To the above observations it may be proper
to add.

I. That the light of the understanding before reformation is

as the light of the moon, clear according to the knovvledges of
truth and good, but after reformation is as the light of the sun,

clear according to the application of the knowledges of truth
and good to the uses of life.

II. The reason why the understanding has not been destroyed
is, that man may know truths, and from truths may see the evils

of his will : and when he sees them, may resist them as from
himself, and thus be reformed.

III. Nevertheless, man is not to be reformed by virtue

of understanding, but by this, that the understanding acknow-
ledges truths, and from them sees evils ; for the operation
of the Divine Providence of the Lord is into the love of
man's will, and from this into the understanding, and not vice

versd.

IV. That the will's love, according to its quality, gives intelli-

gence; natural love derived from spiritual gives intelligence in
things civil and moral; but spiritual love in natural gives intelli-

gence in things spiritual ; but love merely natural, and the con-
ceit thence derived, docs not give any intelligence in things
spiritual, but gives the faculty of confirming whatsoever it is

disposed to do, and after confirmation infatuates the understand-
ing, so that it sees what is false as true, and evil as good : never-
theless this love docs not take away the faculty of understanding
truths in their light ; it takes away when it is present, and it does
not take away when it is absent,
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\. "Wliou tlic will is reformed, and the wisdom which is of

the undorstaiuliuf; becomes that of the love which is of the will,

or when wisdom heeomes the love of truth and good in its form,

then man is as a garden, in the time of spring, when heat is

united to light, and gives soid to germinations. Spiritual germi-

nations are the productions of wisdom from love, and in this

ease, in every production, there is a sovd from that love, and its

clothing from wisdom, thus the will is as a father, and the under-

standing as a mother.

YL Such then is the life of man, not only the life of his

mind {animus) but also the life of his body, inasmuch as the life

of the mind acts in unity with the life of the body by corre-

spondences ; for the life of the will or love corresponds to the

life of the heart, and the life of the understanding or wisdom
corresponds to the life of the lungs, which are the two fountains

of the life of the body. That this is the case is unknown to man,
nevertheless it is from this ground that an evil person cannot

live in heaven, and that a good person cannot live in hell ; for

l)oth the one and the other becomes as it were dead, if he be

not amongst those with whom the life of his will and hence the

life of his understanding act in unity ; amongst such, and

amongst none else, his heart reciprocates freely, and hence his

lungs respire freely.

1172. Verses 18, 19. " And they cried out when they saw the

smoke of her burning, saying, What is like to this great city ?

And they cast dust upon their heads, and c?ied out weeping and
mourning, saying, Alas, alas, that great city, in which were made
rich all who had ships in the sea, by reason of her costliness, for

in one hour they are devastated."
" And they cried out when they saw the smoke of her burn-

ing," signifies grief of mind on account of dire falses, from see-

ing punishment on account of those falses, which flowed from

the loves thereof :
" saying, What is like to that great city,"

signifies astonishment that the religion and doctrine should be

so destroyed :
" and they cast dust upon their heads, and cried

out weeping and mourning," signifies confession that by a life

according to that religion and its doctrine they were damned :

" saying, Alas, alas, that great city, in which were inade rich all

who had ships in the sea, by reason of her costliness," signifies

lamentation over the doctrine and religion from which gain was

made by all those who confirmed them by reasonings from the

natural man : "for in one hour they are devastated," signifies,

over the loss and destruction of all.

1173. " And they cried out ivhen they saw the smoke of her

burning."—That hereby is signified grief of mind, from seeing

punishment on account of the dire falses which flowed from

their loves, appears from the signification of crying out, as de-

noting grief of mind, concerning which see n. 393, 434, 459 ',
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and from the signification of smoke, as denoting the infernal

false flowing forth from the evils of earthly and corporeal loves,

concerning which see n, 539, 889, 1139; and from the signifi-

cation of burning, as denoting the damnation and punishment
of the evils flowing from their loves, concerning which see n.

1083, 1126 : from hence it is evident, that by their crying out

when they saw the smoke of her burning, is signified grief of

mind from seeing the punishment on account of the dire falses

which flowed from their loves.

Continuation. The ninth law of the Divine Providence is,

That the Lord does not immediately teach man truths either from
Himself or by the angels, but that He teaches mediately by the

Word, by preaching, by reading, by discourse and by communica-
tion with others, and thus by consideration in private of what is

taught ; and that man, in this case, is enlightened according to

the affection of truth grounded in use ; otherwise man would not

act as of himself. These things follow as consequences from the

laws of the Divine Providence before explained, namely, from
these, that man is in freedom, and acts what he acts from reason

;

also, that from understanding he should think as from himself,

and hence from the will should do good as from himself; and
further, that he is not to be compelled by miracles or by visions

to believe any thing, or to do any thing. These laws are immu-
table, because they are of the divine wisdom, and at the same
time of the divine love, and yet they would be disturbed if man
was to be immediately taught, either by influx or by discouri^e.

Moreover, the Lord flows-in into the interiors of the mind of

man, and through them into his exteriors ; also, into the aff'ection

of his will, and through that into the thought of his understand-
ing, but not vice versa.

To flow-in into the interiors of the mind of man, and
through them into his exteriors, is to in-fix the root, and from
the root to produce, for the root is in the interiors, and produc-
tion in the exteriors ; and to flow-in into the aff'ection of the
will, and through it into the thought of the understanding,
is first to inspire a soul, and through it to form all other
things ; for the affection of the will is as a soul, by which the
thoughts of the understanding are formed : this, likewise, is

influx from what is internal into what is external, which influx

is given.

Man knows nothing at all of what flows-in into the inte-

riors of his mind, nor of what flows-in into the affection of his

will ; but on this sul)ject, he is likely to think that influx takes
place into the exteriors of his mind, and into the thought of his

intellect; and this would be to produce something without a
root, and to form something without a soul. Every one may
see that this would be contrary to divine order, consequently,
that it would be to destroy and not to build. i^Vom these
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considerations is evinced the truth of this law of the Divine
Providence.

lirt. " Sdi/im/, What is like to thh great d/y."— That
hereby is signified astonislimcnt that tliat doctrine and religion

shouhl be destroyed, appears from the signification of the great

city, which is Babylon, as denoting the doctrine and religion

thereof; for a city signifies doctrine, and Bal)ylou the religious

principle thereof, as above, n. llSi; astonislimcnt at their

being destroyed is signified by their crying out and saying,

AVhat is like it, and follows from their seeing the smoke of her

burning.

Conthmation. But how the Lord flows-in, and how man is

thus led, cannot be known from any other source than from the

spiritual world, in which Avorld man is as to his spirit, thus as

to his affections and consequent thoughts, for the latter and the

former are the spirit of man, and it is this which thinks from
his affection, and not the body.

The affections of man, from which his thoughts are derived,

have extent into societies in the spiritual world, in every direc-

tion, into ;i greater or lesser number according to the quantity

or quality of affection. Within those societies man is, as to his

spii'it, tied to them as with stretched-out cords which circum-

scribe the space for his walking, and then as he proceeds from
one affection into another, so he proceeds from one society into

another, and in whatsoever society he is, and wheresoever he is

in the society, there is the centre from which the affection and
its thought expatiates to the rest of the society as to circum-

ferences, which thus are in continual connection with the affec-

tion of the centre, from which affection in this case he thinks

and speaks.

Man procures to himself in the world this sphere, which is

the sphere of his affections and consequent thoughts ; if he be

an evil man, in hell, if he 1x3 a good man, in heaven. That this

is the case, man is ignorant, because he is ignorant that such

things are. Through those societies man, that is, his mind,

walks free, although bound, and the Lord leads him, nor does

he take a step into which and from which the Lord does not

lead, and gives to the man continually to know no otherwise

than that he goes of himself in full liberty ; and it is allowed

him to persuade himself of this, because it is from the law of

Divine Providence that man should be conveyed whither his

affection wills. If the affection be evil, he is carried about

through infernal societies, and if he does not look to the Lord,

he is brought into those societies more entirely and deeply, yet

still the Lord leads him as by the hand, by permitting and with-

drawing so far as the man is willing to follow from freedom :

but if he looks to the Lord, he is brought forth from those

societies successively, according to the order and connection
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in which they are ; which order and connection are known to

no one but to the Lord alone ; and thus he is conveyed by con-

tinual steps out of hell upwards towards heaven, and into heaven.

This is effected by the Lord whilst man is ignorant of it,

since if man knew it, he would disturb the continuation of that

progress by leading himself. It is sufficient for him to learn

truths from the Word, and by truths what things are good, and
from truths and goods what evils and falses are, to the intent

that he maybe affected by truths and goods, and not be affected

by falses and evils : he may indeed know evils and falses before

he knows goods and truths, but he cannot see them and perceive

them. Thus and no otherwise man may be led from affection

into affection, in freedom and as of himself, from the affection of

truth and good, by leading, if he acknowledges the Divine Provi-

dence of the Lord in every thing, and from the affection of what
is evil and false, by permission, if he does not acknowledge that

Providence : it is also sufficient that he is capable of receiving

intelligence corresponding to affection, which he receives, so far

as from truths he fights against evils as of himself. It is ex-

pedient that this should be revealed, for this reason, because

it is not known that the Divine Providence is continual, and in

all things of the life of man, and this because it is not knovvn

how it is.

1175. " And they cast dust upon their heads, and cried out,

weeping and mourning.''—-That hereby is signified grief, and
confession that by a life according to their religion and its

doctrine they were condemned, appears from the signification

of casting dust upon their heads, as denoting mourning on
account of condemnation ; that this is on account of the life

according to that religion and its doctrine, follows of con-

sequence ; and from the signification of crying out, weeping
and mourning, as denoting the state of grief on account of

those things, to cry out having reference to doctrine, and to

weep and mourn signifying grief of soul and heart, as above,

n. 1164.

The reason why casting dust upon the head denotes
mourning on account of damnation, is, because by dust is

signified what is damned, and by head the man himself. The
reason why dust signifies what is damned is, because the hells are

beneath and the heavens above, and from the hells arises perpetu-
ally an exhalation of the false from evil,whence the dust over them
signifies what is accursed, concerning which see also above,

n. 712. On account of this signification of dust it was usual in

the representative church to cast dust upon their heads, when
they had committed evil, and repented thereof, for thereby they
testified their repentance.

That this was the case may appear from the following pas-

sages
; as in Ezekiel :

" They shall cry bitterly and shall cast dust
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upon their heads, they shall roll themselves in ashes " (xxvii. 30) :

by casting dust upon their heads signified mourning on account
t)l' damnation ; and by rolling themselves in ashes is signified

mourning still deeper, lor ashes signify wiiat is accursed,

because the fire whii'h produces them signifies infernal love.

So in Lamentations :
" Tliey sit vjjon the earth, the elders of

the davghter of Zion lieep silence, they have cast vp dvst vpon tlieir

heads, the virgins of Jerusalem hany down their heads to the

ground" (ii. 10) : by such things was represented a state of

grief and mourning on account of the evils and falses, of which
they repented, and thus confession that they uere accursed.

The daughter of Zion signifies the church, and the virgins of

Jerusalem signify the truths of doctrine ; to sit upon the earth

and to keep silence signifies grief of mind ; to cast up dust upon
the head signifies confession that they were accursed, and to

hang down the head to the earth, signifies confession that they

were in hell.

And in Job :
" The friends of Job rent their garments, and

scattered dust over their heads towards heaven" (ii. 12) : by
scattering dust upon the head towards heaven, is signified

mourning on account of Job, who appeared as accursed;

mourning on account of the curse of evil is signified by dust

npon the head, and by rending the garments is signified

mourning on account of the curse of the false. The like is

signified l)y rolling themselves in the dust in JNIieah i. 10.

That penitence was hereby represented, appears also from

the words of Job :
" I repent upon dust and upon ashes " (xlii. 6).

By reason that dust signifies damnation, it was said to the

serpent, " Upon the belly shalt thou walk, and dust thou shall

eat, all the days of thy life" (Gen. iii. 14). By the serpent is

signified the infernal evil with those who pervert the truths of

the Word, and thereby deceive artfully and craftily. In like

manner in Isaiah; "Dust shall be the serpent's bi^ead " (Ixv. !25) :

from which it is evident, that dust signifies what is accursed
;

and that to east dust upon the head is to testify condemnation.

Continuation. These things being premised, it shall now be

told what affection is, and afterwards why man is led of the

Lord by affections and not by thoughts, and lastly that man
cannot otherwise be saved.

IVhat affection is. By affection is meant the like as by love
;

but love is the fountain, and affections are as the streams thence

derived, thus also, they are its continuations. Love as a foun-

tain is in the will of man ; affections, which are its streams, by

continuity flow-in into the understanding, and there by means

of light from truths produce thoughts, altogether as the influ-

ences of heat in a garden produce germinations by means of the

rays of light; love, also, in its origin is the heat of heaven,

truths in their origin are the rays of the light of heaven, and
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thoughts are the germinations of their marriage. From such a

marriage are all the societies of lieaven, which are innumerable,

which in their essence are affections ; for they are from the

heat which is love, and from wisdom whicli is the light from the

Lord as a sun ; hence, those societies, in proportion as heat in

them is united to light, and light is united to heat, are affec-

tions of good and of truth : from this origin are the thoughts of

all in those societies. P^rom this consideration it is evident,

that tlie societies of heaven are not thoughts, but that they are

affections, consequently, that to be led by those societies is

to be led by affections, or to be led by affections is to be led by
societies ; wherefore in what now follows, instead of societies

the term affections shall be applied.

It shall now be shewn, ivhy man is led of the Lord bij ojfec-

tions and not by thoughts. Whilst man is led of the Lord by
affections, he may be led according to all the laws of His Divine

Providence, but not if by thoughts. Affections do not manifest

themselves before the man, but thoughts do manifest them-
selves ; also, affections produce thoughts, but thoughts do
not produce affections ; it appears as if they produce them, but

it is a fallacy ; and when affections produce thoughts, they also

produce all things of man, because they are his life. This, like-

wise, is known in the world ; for if you hold man in his affec-

tion, you keep him bound, and lead him whithersoever you will,

and, in this case, one reason goes as far as a thousand ; whereas

if you do not hold man in his affection, reasons are of no avail,

for the affection which is not in concord either perverts them,

or rejects them, or extinguishes them. Similar would be the

case, if the Lord led man by thoughts immediately, and not by
affections. Also, when man is led of the Lord by affections, he

appears to himself to tliink freely as of himself, and as of him-
self to speak freely, and likewise to act. Hence novr it is, that

the Lord does not immediately teach man, but mediately by
the Word, by doctrine and preaching from the Word, by dis-

course and conversation, for from these things man thinks freely

as of himself.

That man cannot otherwise be saved, follows both from what
has been said concerning the laws of the Divine Providence,

and also from this consideration, that thoughts do not produce

affections with man ; for if man knew all things of the Word,
and all things of doctrine, even to the arcana of wisdom which
the angels possess, and thought and spake them, whilst yet his

affections were concupisccuces of evil, still he could not be

brougiit out of hell by the Lord. Hence it is evident, that if

man were taught from heaven by intlux into his thoughts, it

would be like casting seed into the way, or into water, or in

snow, or into fire.

1

1

7(i. " Saying, Alas, alas, that great city, in which were
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inndc rich all that had ships in the sea, hij reason of her costli-

ness.''—Tliat licri'by is sij:;iu("n.'(l l:uiuMitation over doctriuo and

rclijiion, from which all were made rich who by reasonini;s (Vom

the natural man eontirmcd then), appears from the sif;nilicatiou

of Alas, alas, as dcnotini;" lamentation, concerning; which see u.

lido; and from the signification of a great city, as denoting

doctrine and religion, sec ii. 1131 ; and from the signification of

being enriched by reason of her costliness, as denoting to make
gain thereby ; and from the signification of having ships in the

sea, as denoting to confirm the same by reasonings from the

natural man. By those who have ships in the sea are signified

the same as in verse 17 by pilot, every one employed on ships,

sailors, and they that work on the sea, who, taken together, sig-

nify all Mho believe themselves in wisdom, intelligence, and
science, and who, by reasonings from the natural man, con-

firmed the falscs of that doctrine and religion, as may be seen

above, n. 1170.

Continuation. Inasmuch as the Divine Providence acts into

the affections which are of man's love and thence of his will,

and leads him in his own affection, and from that affection into

another that is near and related to it, by freedom, and thus

imperceptibly, so that man knows nothing at all of the manner
in which it acts, yea, that he scarce knows that there is a Divine

Providence, it hence comes to pass, that several deny that Pro-

vidence, and confirm themselves against it; and this is done in

consequence of the various things which happen and exist, as

that the arts and tricks of the wicked are successful, that im-

piety prevails, that there is a hell, that blindness of the under-

standing has place in things spiritual, and that hence come so

many heresies ; and that each, commencing from one head,

diffuses itself into congregations and nations, and remains, as

Popery, Lutheranism, Calvinism, ]Melancthonism, Moravianism,
Arianism, Socinianism, Quakerism, Enthusiasm, yea Judaism,

and likewise in these Naturalism and Atheism ; and out of

Europe, extending through several kingdoms, Mahometanism,
and likewise Gentilism, in which are various kinds of worship,

and in some cases no worship at all. All who think on these

subjects not from divine truth, say in their heart that there is

no Divine Providence, and they who hesitate in opinion affirm

that there is a Divine Providence, l)nt that it is only universal.

Both the latter and the former, when they hear that the Divine

Providence is in all things of the life of man, in this case either

do not attend, or do attend ; they who do not attend reject the

idea behind them, and depart ; but they who do attend are as

those who depart, and yet they turn back their faces, and only

look whether it be any thing, and when they see, they say with

themselves. So it is said ; some also of these latter affirm with

the month, and not with the heart.
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Ver. 19.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1177.

Now, whereas it is of importance that the bhndness arising

from ignorance, or the thick darkness arising from the absence

of light, shoukl be dispersed, it shall be given to see, I., that the

Lord teaches no one immediately, but mediately by those things

appertaining to man which are from the hearing and sight :

II., and yet that the Lord provides that man may be reformed

and saved by those things, which he thence adopts into his re-

ligion : III., and that He provides for every nation a universal

medium of salvation.

1177. '^Because in one hour they are devastated."—That
hereby is signified lamentation over the loss and destruction of

all, appears from the things explained above, n. 113G, 11 G8,

Continuation. That the Lord teaches no one immediately, but

mediately by those things appertaining to man which are from,

the hearing and sight, follows from what has been said above

;

to which must be added, that immediate revelation is not given,

unless what has been given in the Word, which revelation, as

delivered by the prophets and evangelists, and in the historical

parts of the Word, is such, that every one may be taught ac-

cording to the affections of his love, and the consequent thoughts

of his understanding : they, therefore, who are not principled in

good as to life, may be taught a little, but they who are in good
as to life vavij be taught much, for these latter are taught by
illustration from the Lord.

Illustration is as follows : light conjoined to heat flows-in

through heaven from the Lord ; this heat, which is divine love,

affects the will, whence man has the affection of good ; and this

light, which is divine wisdom, affects the understanding, whence
man has the thought of truth. From these two fountains, which

are the will and understanding, all things of the love and all

things of man's science are affected, but only those things are

excited and presented to view which relate to the subject. Thus
illustration is effected by the Word from the Lord, in which
Word, every thing derived from the spiritual principle which is

in it communicates with heaven, and the Lord flows-in through

heaven, and into that which at the time is under man's view,

and the influx is continual and universal, extending to the most
singular things appertaining to every one. It is comparatively

as the heat and light from the sun of the world, which operate

into all and every thing of the earth, and cause them to vegetate

according to the quality of their seed and their reception : how
much more must this he the case with the heat and light from
the divine sun, by virtue of which all things live !

To be illustrated through heaven from the Lord is to be
illustrated by the Holy Spirit, for the Holy Spirit is the Divine

l)i'oceeding from the Lord as a sun, from which heaven is.

Hence it is evident, that the Lord teaches the man of the church
mediately from the Word, according to the love of his will,
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1178.] APOCALYPSK KXIMAIMM). [CUAP. Xviii.

uliic'ii lie has acquired by lilV, and according to tlie light of his

luulcrstaniling, wliicli lie lias thence a((|uired by science, and

that it cannot be otherwise, because this is the divine order of

influx. This now is the reason wliy the Christian religion is

divided into churches, and within those churches into heresies,

in general and in particular. Jkit they who iirc out of the

Christian orb, and have not the Word, arc taught in like manner,

for their illustration is eft'ccted by the religious principle which

thcv have instead of the Word, and which is partly from the

WoVd.
The religious princij)le among the ^Mahometans was in some

respects taken from the word of each Testament : with others

the religious principle is derived from the ancient Word, which

afterwards was lost : with some, their religious principle is from

the ancient church, which was extended through a great part of

the continent of Asia, and which, in like manner as our church

at this day, was divided into several, all possessing that ancient

Word. From these churches were derived the religious prin-

ciples of several nations, which yet, in process of time, became
in many cases more or less idolatrous. People of this descrip-

tion, who derive their religious rites from such an origin, are

taught of the Lord mediately by their religious principle, in

like manner as Christians by the Word, and this is effected, as

was said, by the Lord through heaven, and hence by the

excitation of their will and at the same time of their under-

standing.

But illustration by those religious principles is not like illus-

tration by the Word, being only like illustration in the evening,

whilst the moon shines with lesser or greater degrees of bright-

ness ; whilst illustration by the Word is as in the day, whilst

the sun shines from morning to noon, thus likewise with lesser

or greater degrees of brightness. Hence it comes to pass, that

the church of the Lord, extended through the universal terres-

trial globe, as to its light, which is divine wisdom, is as the day
from noon to evening, and even to night : and as to its heat,

which is divine love, is as the year from spring to autumn, and
even to winter.

1178. Verse 20. "Exult over her, heaven, and ye holy

apostles and prophets, because God hath judged your judgment
concerning her."

"Exult over her, O heaven, and ye holy apostles and pro-

phets," signifies joy of heart in heaven and in the church, with

those who are in wisdom, and in intelligence from the Word

:

" because God hath judged your judgment concerning her," sig-

nifies on account of their rejection.

\\7'.). "Exult over her, heaven, and ye holy apostles and
prophets."—That hereby is signified joy of heart in heaven and
in the church with tiiose who are in wisdom and intelligence
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Ver. 20.] apocalypse explained. [1179.

from the Word, appears from the signification of exulting, as

denoting joy of heart ; and from the signification of heaven, as

denoting not only heaven, but also the church, inasmuch as the

church is the Lord's heaven in the earth ; and from the signifi-

cation of apostles, as denoting those who teach from the Word,
concerning which see n. 100, 333, hence those who are in wis-

dom; and from the signification of prophets, as denoting those

who are in the doctrine of truth from the Word, and, abstract-

edly, doctrines themselves, concerning which see n. 624: hence

also those who are in intelligence, for those who are in doctrine

from the Word are called intelligent, but those who teach the

Word are called wise. From which it is evident that by " exult

over her, O heaven, and ye holy apostles and prophets," is

signified joy of heart in heaven and in the church, with those

who are in wisdom and in intelligence.

The reason wliy this now follows, is, because before the last

judgment, or before the Babylonians were cast into hell, and
the world of spirits was thereby liberated from them, the light

was intercepted from which the angels derive their wisdom and
intelligence. This interception of light, which caused some
degree of shade to the angels, arose from the conjunction of the

Babylonians with the angels of the ultimate heaven ; but the

case was altered when they were cast down : upon this subject

see what is related in the work concerning The Last Judgment
from things seen and heard.

Continuation. That nevertheless the Lord provides that man
may be reformed and saved by those things which he thence adopts

into his religion. In the universal terrestrial globe, where there

is any religion, there are two [Beings] who constitute it, which
two beings are God and man, for there must be conjunction

between tiiem; and there are two things which constitute con-

junction, the good of love, and the truth of faith; the good of

love is from God immediately, the truth of ftiith is also from
God, but mediately. The good of love is that by which God
leads man, and the truth of faith is that by which man is led :

tliis is the same thing with what was said above: the truth of

faith appears to man as his own, because it is from those things

which he procures to himself as from himself. God therefore

conjoins Himself to man by the good of love, and man conjoins

himself to God as of himself by the truth of faith. Inasmuch
as the conjunction is such, therefore the Lord compares Himself
with a bridegroom and husband, and compares the church with
a bride and wife.

The Lord flows-in continually with the full good of love,

nevertheless he cannot be conjoined to man in the full truth of

faith, but only in that which appertains to man, and this is

various. This may be given in greater fulness with those who
live in countries where the Word is, but in less fulness with
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1170.] ArncALYrsK Fxri-Ai\r;n. [Chap, xviii.

those who live in countries where the Word is not known ; still

however, both with the hitter and the former, the fnhiess varies

aci'or(lin<; to seicnee, and at the san)c time according to life in

agreement with seienee ; hence it is, that it may be given

greater with those who have not the A\ ord, than with those who
have tlie Word.

The conjunction of God with man, and of man with God,
is taught in the two tables which were written with the finger

of (Jod, which arc called tables of the covenant, the testimony,

ami the law ; in one table is God, in the other is raan. These

tables are with all nations who have any religion ; from the first

table tliey know that God is to be acknowledged, is to l)e

sanctified, and is to be worshipped ; from the other table they

know that theft ought not to be committed, either openly or

clandestinely by arts, neither is adultery to be committed, nor

murder, whether with the hand, or with the heart, neither

ought man to bear false witness in a court of justice, or before

the world, and likewise that he ought not to desire those

things. Man from his table knows the evils which are to be

shunned, and in pro[)ortion as he knows them and shuns them
as from himself, in the same proportion God conjoins man to

Himself, and gives him from His table to acknowledge Him, to

sanctify Him, and to worship Him, and likewise gives him not

to will evils, and also gives him to know truths in abundance
and extent, so far as he does not will evils. Thus those two
tables conjoin themselves with men, and the table of God is set

upon the table of man, and is put as one table into the ark, over

which is the propitiatory, which is the Lord, and over the pro-

pitiatory the two cherubs, w hich are the Word and what is de-

rived from the Word, in which the Lord speaks with man, as

with jNIoses and Aaron between the cherubs.

Inasmuch now as the conjunction of the Lord with man,
and of man with the Lord, is effected by the above things, it is

evident that every one who knows them, and lives according to

them, not only from civil and moral law, but also from divine

law, will be saved : thus every one in his own religion, whether

he be a Chi'istian, or a Mahometan, or a Gentile. And, what is

more, the man who from a religious principle lives according to

the above precepts, although in the world he knows nothing of

the Lord, nor anything more from the Word, yet he is in that

state as to his spirit that he is willing to become wise, where-

fore after death he is informed by the angels, and acknowledges

the Lord, and receives truths according to affection, and be-

comes an angel. Every person who is of such a character is as

one who dies an infant, for he is led of the Lord, and is edu-

cated by the angels. Those who, by reason of ignorance, and

because they were born in a particular part of the earth, have

been principled in no divine worship, are also informed after
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Ver. 20.] apocalypse explained. [1180.

death like infants, and, according to their civil and moral life

receive the raeaiis of salvation : I have seen such, and they ap-

peared at first as if they were not men, and afterwards I saw

them as men, and heard them speaking sanely from the precepts

of the Decalogue ; to instruct such is the inmost angelic joy.

From these considerations it is now evident that the Lord pro-

vides that every man may be saved.

1180. "Because God hath judged your judgment concerning

her.''—That hereby is signified, on account of their rejection,

appears from the signification of judging a judgment, as de-

noting to repay according to deeds, thus to cast down them who
are understood by Babylon into hell, consequently to reject

from the places where they were before.

Continuation. That the Lord provides for every nation a

universal medium of salvation. From what has been said above

it is evident that man may be saved, whatsoever be his religion;

for he is acqviainted with evils, and from evils with falses, which
are to be shunned, and when he shuns them, he knows the

goods which ought to be done, and the truths which ought to be
believed. The goods which he does, and the truths which he be-

lieves, before he has shunned evils, in themselves are not

goods, and in themselves are not truths, because from man and
not from the Lord ; the reason why they are not goods and
truths in themselves before he has shunned evils, is, because

they have no life in them. The man who is acquainted with all

goods and all truths, as many as it is possible to know, and does
not shun evils, knows nothing, his knowledge being absorbed
and ejected by evils, so that he becomes infatuated, not in the

world, but afterwards ; whereas the man who is acqainted with

few goods and few truths, and shuns evils, he knows those goods
and truths, and superadds sevei'al others, and becomes wise, if

not in the world, yet afterwards.

Since, therefore, every one, of every religion, is acquainted
with evils, and from evils with falses, which ought to be shunned,
and, M'liilst he shuns them, is acquainted with the goods which
ought to be done, and with the truths which ought to be be-

lieved, it is evident that this is provided of the Lord, as a uni-

versal medium of salvation with every nation, which has any
religion. This is given in all fulness amongst Christians ; and
it is likewise given, although not in fulness, amongst Mahome-
tans, and also aniotigst Gentiles : other things, which cause dis-

crimination, arc either ceremonious, which are indifferent, or

are goods which may be done or not done, or arc truths which
may be believed or not believed, and yet man be saved.

Every man sees what the quality of those things is, after

evils are removed ; a Christian sees it from the Word, a Maho-
metan from the Alcoran, and a Gentile fi'om his religious prin-

ciples. A Christian sees from the Word that God is one, that
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tlie Lord is (lie Saviour of the worlil, that all fj;ood in itself

jrood, and that all truth in itself truth, is from God, and nothing
from man, that baptism is, that the holy su|)|)er is, that there

is a heaven aiul a hell, that there is a life after deatii, and that

he who does j^ood comes into heaven, and that he who (U)es

evil into hell : these thinj^s he believes from truth, and docs

from good, whilst he is not in evil; other things, which are not

in accord with these and with the Decalogue, he may omit. A
^Mahometan sees from the Alcoran that God is one, that the

Lord is the Son of God, that all good is from God, that there

is a heaven and a hell, that there is a life after death, and that

the evils mentioned in the precepts of the decalogue ought to

be shunned : if he does these things, he also believes them, and
is saved. A Gentile sees from his I'cligious principle, that there

is a God, that he is to be sanctified and worshipped, that good
is from II im, that there is a heaven and a hell, that there is a

life after death, that the evils mentioned in the Decalogue ought

to be shunned : if he does these things, and believes them, he is

saved. And whereas several of the (ientiles perceive God as a

man, and God-^Ian is the Lord, therefore also after death, when
they are instructed by the angels, they acknowledge the Lord,

and from the Lord afterwards receive truths which they did not

know before. That they have not baptism, nor the holy supper,

does not condemn ; for the holy supper and baptism are for

those alone who are in possession of the Word, and to whom
the Lord is known from the Word; for they are symbols of that

church, and are testifications and certifications that they are

saved, who believe and live according to the Lord's precepts in

the Word.
1181. Verse 21. " And one mighty angel took up a stone as

it ivere a great mill-stone, and cast it into the sea, saying, Thus

with violence shall Babylon be cast down, that great city, and shall

be found no more."
" And one mighty angel took up a stone, as it were a great

millstone, and cast it into the sea," signifies all confirmations of

their doctrine from the Word cast down with them into hell

:

" saying, Thus with violence shall Babylon be cast down, that great

city, and shall not be found any more," signifies the total destruc-

tion of that religion and doctrine, and that they shall not rise

again.

1182. "And one mighty angel took up a stone, as it were a

great mill-stone, and cast it into the sea.—That hereby are signified

confirmations of their doctrines from the Word cast down Avith

them into hell, appears from the signification of a mighty

angel, as denoting divine truth in its power, concerning which

see n. 130, 200, ;:;02, 503, 800; and from the signification of a

mill-stone, as denoting the confirmation of truth from the Word,

and also the confirmation of the false from the same, of which
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Ver. 21.] APOCALYPSE explained. [118.2.

we shall speak presently ; and from the signification.of easting

into the sea, as denoting into hell with them ; that by the sea

also is signified hell, may be seen n. 537, 538.

The reason why a mill-stone signifies confirmation from the

Word in both senses^ is, because wheat signifies good, and fine

flour the truth thereof, hence by a mill-stone, by which wheat
is ground into fine flour, or barley into meal, is signified the

production of truth from good, or the production of what is

false from evil, thus also the confirmation of truth or what is

false from the Word ; as may also appear from the following

passages : thus in Jeremiah :
" / ivill abrogate from them the

voice of joy and the voice of gladness, the voice of the bride-

groom and the voice of the bride, the voice of the mill-stones and
the light of the lump " (xxv. 10) : the joy of heaven and the

church is there also described, and by the voice of joy is signified

exultation of heart from the good of love, and by the voice of

gladness is signified glorification of soul from the truths of faith,

for joy, in the Word, is predicated of good, and gladness of

truth. By the voice of mill-stones is signified the same as by the

voice of joy, and by the light of the lamp the same as by glad-

ness, namely, from the truth of faith ; the reason why the

voice of mill-stones signifies joy of heart from the good of love,

is, because a mill-stone grinds wheat into fine flour, and by
wheat is signified the good of love, and by fine flour truth i'rom

that good.

Similar things are mentioned in this chapter of the Apoca-
lypse, namely, " The voice of the mill-stone shall not be heard in

thee any more, and the light of a lamp shall not shine in thee any
more, and the voice of the bridegroom, and the voice of the bride,

shall not be heard in thee any more" (verses 22, 23), which words
will be explained presently. So in Isaiah :

" Take the mill-

stone and grind meal, make bare the thigh passing through the

rivers" (xlvii. 2); speaking of Babel and Chaldasa; and by
taking the mill-stone and grinding meal, is signified from evil

to produce falscs, and to confirm these by the Word, and by
uncovering the thigh passing through the rivers, is signified to

adulterate goods by reasonings.

And in Lamentations :
" They took away the young men to

grind, and the children fall under the wood" (v. 13) : to take
away the young men to grind, signifies to compel those who
are capable of understanding truth to falsify truths ; the chil-

dren fall under the wood, signifies to compel those who are

capable of being in the will of good to adulterate goods, to grind
denoting to falsify truths, or to confirm falscs by the Word^, and
wood denoting good.

And in Moses :
" Thou shall not take the nether or the upper

mill-stone to pledge, for it is taking the soul to pledge " (Dcut.
xxiv. G) : this was amongst the laws of the Israelitish church,
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all of which correspond to spiritual things. That they should

not take the upper or nether mill-stone to pledge, in tiic

spiritual sense, signifies that they should not take away from
any one the capacity of understanding trutiis from goods, thus

that they shonhl not de[)rive any one of goods and truths; on
account of this signification it was said, For it is taking the soul

to pledge, whereby is signified that thus he would spiritually

perish.

Again :
" Then shall die even to the first-born of the maid-

servant u'ho is behind the mill" (Exod. xi. 5) ; by the first-

born of the maid-servant who is behind the mill, are signified

the primary truths of faith of the natural man, which are

falsified.

Aud in Matthew :
" In the consummation of the aye, two

women shall be f/rindinff at a mill, one shall be taken, and the

other shall be left" (xxiv. 40, 11) : the consummation of the age

is the last time of the church ; by the two grinding at a mill are

understood those who confirm themselves in truth, and who
confirm themselves in falses from the Word ; those who confirm

themselves in truths are understood by her who is taken

;

and those who confirm themselves in falses by her who shall be

left.

Again in the Evangelists :
" Jesus said, He who shall offend

one of these little ones believing in Me, it were better for him that

an ass's mill-stone ivere suspended to his neck, and that he ivere

drowned in the depth of the sea" (Matt, xviii. 6 ; Mark ix. 12
;

Luke xvii. 2). By offending one of the little ones who believe in

Jesus, is signified to pervert those who acknowledge the Lord
;

by its being better that an ass's mill-stone should be suspended

to the neck, is signified that it would be better not to know any

good and truth, bvit only what is evil and false, which is here

understood by an ass's mill-stone ; and to be suspended to the

neck denotes interception that he may not know goods and
truths ; by being drowned in the depths of the sea, is signified

to be cast down into hell ; the reason why this is better or more
expedient is, because to know goods and truths and pervert

them is to profane. What is understood by Moses burning the

calf and grinding it to dust, and sprinkling it upon the face of

the waters, and making the sons of Israel drink thereof (Exod.

xxxii. 20; Deut. ix. 21), may be seen explamed in the Arcana
Coelestia, n. 10162—10466.

Continuation. Something shall now be said concerning the

discourse of spirits with man. It is believed by many,

that man may l)e taught of the Lord by spirits speaking with

him ; but those wlio believe this, and are willing to believe it,

do not know that it is connected with danger to their souls.

]\ran, so long as he lives in the world, is in the midst of spirits

as to his spirit, and vet spirits do not know that they are with
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man, nor does man know that lie is with spirits. The reason is,

because they are conjoined as to affections of the will imme-
diately, and as to thoughts of the understanding mediately ; for

man thinks naturally, but spirits think spiritually; and natural

and spiritual thought do not otherwise make one than by corre-

spondences : a union by correspondences causes that one does

not know any thing concerning the other. But as soon as

spirits begin to speak with man, they come out of their spiritual

state into the natural state of man, and in this case they know
that they are with man, and conjoin themselves with the thoughts

of his atiection, and from those thoughts speak with him : they

cannot enter into any thing else, for similar affection and con-

sequent thought conjoins all, and dissimilar separates.

It is owing to this circumstance, that the speaking spirit is

in the same principles with the man to whom he speaks, whether
they be true or false, and likewise that he excites thera, and
by his affection conjoined to the man's afiection strongly con-

firms them : hence it is evident that none other than similar

spirits speak with man, or manifestly operate upon him, for

manifest operation coincides with speech. Hence it is that no
other than enthusiastic spirits speak with enthusiasts; also, that

no other than Quaker spirits operate upon Quakers, and Mora-
vian spirits upon Moravians; the case would be similar with

Arians, with Socinians, and with other heretics. All spirits

speaking with man are no other than such as have been men in

the world, and were then of such a quality : that this is the case

has been given me to know by repeated experience : and what
is ridiculous, when man believes that the Holy Spirit speaks
with him, or operates upon him, the spirit also believes that

he is the Holy Spirit ; this is common with enthusiastic

spirits.

From these considerations it is evident to what danger man
is exposed who speaks with spirits, or who manifestly feels their

operation. Man is ignorant of the quality of his ow^n affection,

whether it be good or evil, and with what other beings it is con-
joined; and if he is in the conceit of his own intelligence, his

attendant spirits favour every thought which is thence derived
;

in like manner if any one is disposed to favour particular prin-
ciples enkindled by a certain fire, which has place with those
who are not in truths from genuine affection. When a spirit

from similar affection favours man's thoughts or principles,

then one leads the other, as the blind the blind, until both
fall into the pit.

The Pythonics formerly were of this description, and
likewise the magicians in Egypt and in Babel, who by
reason of discourse with spirits, and of the operation of spirits

felt manifestly in themselves, were called wise : but by this
the worship of God was converted into the worship of demons,
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and the c'limvli pcvislu>(l ; whcn^forc such communications were
iorbiilden the sons ot" Israel under penahy ofdeatli.

1183. " Sui/'uifl, Thus ivith violence shall Jiabylon be cast

(luirii, thai great city, and shall not be found any more."—That
liercb}' is signified the total destruction of" doctrine, that it may
not rise again, appears from the signification of being cast down
with violence, as denoting total destruction ; and from the sig-

nification of Babylon the great city, as denoting that religion and
its doctrine, of which we have spoken frequently above; and
from the signification of not being found any more, as denoting

not to rise again.

Continuation. It is otherwise with those whom the Lord
leads, and He leads those who love truths, and will them from
Himself; all such are enlightened when they read the Word,
for the Lord is in the Word, and speaks with every one accord-

ing to his comprehension. If these hear speech from spirits,

which also they do occasionally, they are not taught, but are led,

and this so providently, that the man is still left to himself,

since, as was before said, every man is led of the Lord by affec-

tions, and thinks from them as from himself, in freedom ; if this

was not the case, man would not be capable of reformation,

neither could he be enlightened. But men are enlightened

variously, every one according to the quality of his affection

and consequent intelligence : those who are in the spiritual

affection of truth are elevated into the light of heaven, so as to

perceive the illustration.

It has been given to me to see it, and from it to perceive

distinctl}'^ what comes from the Lord, and what from the angels;

what comes from the Lord is written [or given in my writings],

and what from the angels is not written. Moreover it has been
given me to discourse with the angels as man with man, and
likewise to see the things which are in the heavens, and which
are in the hells. The reason was, because the end of the present

church ap[)roaches, and the beginning of a new one is at hand,

which will be the New Jerusalem, to which it is to be revealed

that the Lord rules the universe, both heaven and the world

;

that there is a heaven and a hell, and what is the quality of

each ; that men live also as men after death, in heaven those

who have been led of the Lord, in hell those who have been led

of themselves ; that the Word is the Divine itself of the Lord
in the earth; also that the last judgment is passed, lest

man should expect it in this world to eternity ; besides

many other things which are effects of the light now arising

after darkness.

1184'. Verses 22, 23. " And the voice of harpers and musi-

cians, and ofpipers and trumpeters, shall not be heard in thee

any more : and no artificer of any art shall be found in thee any
more ; and the sound of a mill-stone shall not be heard in thee
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any more. And the light of the lamp shall not shine in thee any
more, and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall not

be heard in thee any more ; for thy merchants were the great

ones of the earth, for by thy sorceries were all nations

seduced."
" And the voice of harpers and musicians, and ofpipers and

trumpeters , shall not be heard in thee any more," signifies no
more any joys interior and exterior :

" and no artificer of any art

shall be found in thee any more," signifies no more any
wisdom, intelligence, and science ;

" and the voice of a mill-

stone shall not be heard in thee any more," signifies no more any
understanding of truth from the will of good :

" and the light

of a lamp shall not shine in thee any more," signifies that there

shall be nothing of the truth of heaA^en and of the church :

" and the voice of the bridegroom and ofthe bride shall not be heard

in thee any more," signifies not any joy from the conjunction of

good and truth : "for thy merchants ivere the great ones of the

earth," signifies those who are in the exercise of dominion, and
in the love and delight thereof, and gained the chief honours
in the world and also the riches of the world : "/or by thy

sorceries were all nations seduced," signifies that by their wicked
arts and persuasions they compelled all the simple good to

believe and to do those things from which they derived opulence
and dominion.

1185. "And the voice of harpers and musicians, and of
pipers and trumpeters, shall not be heard in thee any more."—
That hereby is signified no more any joys interior and exterior,

appears from the signification of the voice or sound of various

instruments of niusic, as denoting joys of the affections internal

and external ; the reason why those things are signified is

grounded in their agreement, for musical sounds are expressive

of affections and produce them with joy. The stringed instru-

ments signify things spiritual, and wind instruments things

celestial, and that they correspond to affections, may be seen
n. 323, 326. But what the voice of the harp, of the pipe, and
of the trumpet specifically signify, cannot otherwise appear
than from the affections, which are of two kinds, spiritual

and celestial, the spiritual being from truths, and the celestial

from goods ; but they arc of three degrees, inmost, middle, and
extreme or outermost, the inmost being such as are in the in-

most heaven, the middle or mediate such as are in the middle
heaven, and the extreme or outermost such as are in the ultimate
heaven.

Continuation. A tenth law of the Divine Providence is,

that man from Ids own proper prudence has led himself to eminence
and to opulence, whilst they seduce : for man is led of the Divine
Providence to sacli things as do not seduce, and which are ser-

viceable to his eternal life : for all things of the Divine Provi-
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dence with man respect what is eternal, because the life which
is God, from which man is man, is eternal. There are two thinj!;s

which principally allcct the minds of men, eminence and
opulence ; eminence is derived from the love of <i;lory and of

liononrs, opnlcnce is derived from the love of money and jjos-

scssions : they atfect principally the minds [an/mo.v], bccanse

they are proper to the natnral man ; hence it is that they who
are merely natural know no otherwise than that eminence and
opulence are real blessings, which are from God, when yet

they may be curses, as may be clearly concluded from this cir-

cumstance, that they arc the portion both of good and evil men.
The eminent and the opulent have been seen by me in the

heavens, and they have likewise been seen by me in the hells
;

wherefore, as was said, when eminence and opulence do not

seduce, they are from God, but when they seduce, they are

from hell.

The reason why man in the world does not distinguish

between the two cases, whether they be from God or from
hell, is, because these eases cannot be distinguished by the

natural man separate from the spiritual, but they may be dis-

tinguished in the natural man under the iufiuence of the

spiritual ; and this likewise with difficulty, because the natural

man is taught from infancy to assume a semblance of the spi-

ritual man, and hence, when he performs uses to the church,

to his country, to society and a fellow-citizen, thus to his neigh-

bour, he not only says, but also can persuade himself, that he

has performed them for the sake of the church, his country,

society, and a fellow-citizen, when yet perhaps he has performed

them for the sake of himself and the world as ends. That man
is in such blindness is owing to this circumstance, that he has

not removed evils from himself by any combat, for so long as

evils remain, man can see nothing from Avhat is spiritual in his

natural principle, being like a man in a dream who believes

himself awake, and like a bird of night which sees darkness as

light ; such is the natural man, when the gate of the light of

heaven is shut ; the light of heaven is the spiritual priuci])le

enlightening the natural man. Now, whereas it is of the

greatest concern to know whether eminence and opulence,

or the love of glory and honour, also the love of money and of

possessions, be ends or be means, we shall first speak of an end

and of means, since if they be ends they are curses, but if they

are not ends, but means, they are blessings.

1186. "And no artificer of any art shall be found in thee

any more.'^—That hereby is signified, no more any wisdom,

intelligence, and science, appears from the signification of

artificer of every art, as denoting all that appertains to the

understanding, consequently wisdom, intelligence, and science,

for these are of the understanding, wisdom being the inmost
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thereof, intelligence the mediate or middle, and science tlie

ultimate.

The reason why these things are signified by the artificer of

every art is, because they are endowments of the understanding,

and such endowments are signified by arts : hence also in other

parts of the Word, as where the construction of the tabernacle

is treated of, likewise the garments of Aaron which were of

gold, blue, purple, scarlet double-dyed, and fine twined linen,

it is said that they were to be the work of the artificer, and
elsewhere the work of the contriver (Exod. xxvi. 1, 31 ; chap,

xxviii. 6; chap, xxxix. 8; and other passages); and by the

things now mentioned, of which they are made, are signified

such things as appertain to wisdom, intelligence, and science,

wherefore it is said of Bezaleel and Oholiab, v^^ho were the arti-

ficers, and who made them, that " they were filled with ivisdom,

intelligence, and science " (Exod. xxxi. 3, and following verses

;

chap, xxxvi. 1, 2).

That by an artificer is also signified intelligence from man's
proprium appears in Hosea :

" They make to themselves a molten
image of their silver, and idols in their intelligence, the whole
work of artificers " (xiii. 2) : by a molten image and idol is sig-

nified worship according to doctrine which is from self-derived

intelligence ; by silver is signified the false from which such doc-

trine is composed, hence it is said, that in their intelligence

they make themselves an idol the whole work of artificers.

In like manner in Isaiah :
" The artificer foundeth a graven

image, and the goldsmith spreadeth it over with gold, and casteth

chains of silver, he seeketh a wise artificer " (xl. 19, 20) ; and in

Jeremiah :
" Silver spread into plates is brought from Tarshish,

and goldfrom Uphaz, the work of the artificer, and of the hands

of the founder, blue \Jiyacinthinum'] and clothing the whole work
of the wise" (x. 3, 6) : in these and several other passages
the nature of self-derived intelligence is described, by idols,

sculptured things, and molten images, as may be seen, n. 587,
827.

Continuation. The end, middle causes, and efiects, are
called also the principal cud, the intermediate ends, and the
ultimate end ; these latter are called ends, because the principal

end produces them, and is the all in them, and is their esse and
their soul. The principal end is man's will's love, the inter-

mediate ends are subordinate loves, and the ultimate end is the
will's love, existing as in its effigy. Inasmuch as the principal
end is the will's love, it follows that the intermediate ends,
since they are subordinate loves, are foreseen, provided, and
produced by the understanding, and that the ultimate end is

tlic use foreseen, provided, and produced from the will's love
by the understanding, for every thing which love produces
is use. These things arc to be premised, to the intent that
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what wns said above may be perceived, namely, that eminence

and opulence may be blessings, and likewise that they may be

curses.

1187. " And the voice of a mill-stnne shall not be heard in

thee a7}y more."—That hereby is signified no more understand-

ing Qif truth from the will of good, appears from the significa-

tion of a mill-stone, as denoting the production of truth from

good, concerning which see n. 1182 ; thus also the understanding

of truth from the will of good, inasmuch as the understanding

is the recipient of truth, and the will the recipient of good.

Continuation. Now, whereas the end, which is man's will's

love, by the understanding provides or procures for itself means,

by which may exist the ultimate end, to which the first end ad-

vances by means, which end is the existing end, and this is use,

it follows that the end loves the means, when they perform that

use, and that it does not love them if they do not perform it,

and that in this case it rejects them, and by the understanding

provides or procures for itself other means. Hence it is evident

of what quality man is, if his principal end be the love of emi-

nence, or the love of glory and honour, or if his principal

end be the love of opulence, or the love of money or pos-

sessions, namely, that he regards all means as servants admi-

nistering to the ultimate end, which is the existing love, and

this love is use from himself. As for example ; in the case of a

priest, whose principal end is the love of money or possessions,

his means are the ministry, the Word, doctrine, erudition, preach-

ing thence derived, and by preaching the instruction of men of

the church, and their reformation and salvation ; these means
are estimated by him from the end and for the sake of the end,

but still they are not loved, although with some it appears as if

they were loved, for it is opulence which is loved, inasmuch as

this is the first and last end, and that end, as was said, is the all

in the means. They say, indeed, that they are willing that the

men of their church should be instructed, reformed, and saved
;

but inasmuch as they say this from an end of opulence, the

things which they say are not the objects of their love, but are

only the means of acquiring fame and gain on that account.

The case is similar with a priest, whose principal end is the

love of eminence over others.

It is altogether otherwise if the instruction, reformation, and
salvation of souls be the principal end, whilst opulence and

eminence are the means, for, in this case, a priest is altogether of

another character, being spiritual, whereas in the former case he

is natural ; with a spiritual priest opulence and eminence are

blessings, but with a natural priest they are curses. That this

is the case has been testified to me from much experience in the

spiritual world. Several have been there seen and heard, who
said that they had taught, had written, and had reformed, but
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when the end or love of their will was manifested, it appeared

that they had done all things for the sake of themselves and
the world, and nothing for the sake of God and their neighbour,

yea, that they cursed God and cursed their neighbour; they

are such as are understood in Matt. vii. 22, 23 ; and in Luke
xiii. 26, 27.

1188. "And the light of a lamp shall not shine in thee any
more."—That hereby is signified that there will be nothing of

the truth of heaven and of the church, appears from the signi-

fication of light, as denoting divine truth, concerning which see

above, n. 958, 1067, 1159 ; and from the signification of a lamp or

candle-stick, as denoting heaven and the church, concerning which
see n. 62 ; and from the signification of not shining any more,
as denoting not to exist.

Continuation. To take another example of a king, a prince,

a consul, a governor, and an officer, whose principal end is the

love of rule, and whose means are all things relative to their

dominion, administration, and function ; in this case, the uses

which they perform are not for the sake of the good of the

kingdom, commonwealth, country, societies, and fellow-citizens,

but for the sake of the delight of power and of rule, thus for

the sake of themselves ; the uses themselves are not to them
uses, but they are subservient to haughtiness ; they perform
thera for the sake of appearances, and of distinction, neither do
they love them, but they commend and still make light of them,
just as a lord his servants. I have seen such after death, and
with astonishment ; they were devils amongst the fiery ones

;

for the love of rule, whilst it is a principal end, is the very fire

of hell. I have seen also others, whose love of rule was not a
principal end, but the love of God and the neighbour, which is

the love of uses ; they were angels, to whom were given dominion
in the heavens.

From these considerations it is further evident that eminence
may be a blessing, and that it may be a curse ; and that emi-
nence as a blessing is from the Lord, and that eminence as a

curse is from the devil. What the quality of the love of rule

is, when it is a principal end, may be seen by every one who is

wise, from the kingdom which, in the Word, is meant by Babel,
in that it has set its throne in the heavens above the Lord,
by claiming to itself all His power; hence they have abrogated
the divine means of worship, which are from the Lord by
the Word, and in their place have instituted demoniacal means
of worship, which are adorations of living and dead men,
also of sepulchres, carcases and bones. That kingdom is

described by Lucifer in Isaiah xiv. 4—24 : but those who have
exercised that dominion from the love of it, are Lucifers, not
the rest.

1189. " And the voice of the bridegroom^ and the voice of the
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bride, shall not he heard in thee any more."—That hereby is

sij^iiificd 110 more any joy from tlie conjunction of good and

truth, appears from the signification of a bridegroom, as denoting,

in the supreme sense, the Lord ; and from the signification of

a bride, as denoting also in the supreme sense, the church ; and
whereas the Lord ilows-in with man from tlie divine good of

divine love, and is conjoined to the man of the church in divine

truth ; hence l)y bridegroom and bride is understood the con-

junction of the Lord with the church, and also the conjunction

of good with truth. Inasmuch as all spiritual joy is from that

conjunction, it follows, that by the voice of the bridegroom and

the bride is signified the joy thence derived : the angels also

have all their wisdom and intelligence, and thence all their joy

and felicity, from that conjunction, and according to it.

Inasmuch as this is signified by the voice of the bridegroom

and of the bride, therefore heavenly joy is also described by the

bridegroom and bride in other parts of the Word ; as in Jere-

miah : ''I will take aioay from them the voice of joy and the

voice of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom, and the voice of

the bride, the voice of the mill-stone, and the voice of the lamp "

(xxv. 10) : again :
" Behold I cause to cease from this 2}lace the

voice of joy and the voice of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom,

and the voice of the bride " (xvi. 9) : and again :
" / will cause

to cease from the cities of Judah, and from the streets of Jeru-

salem, the voice of joy and the voice of gladness, the voice of the

bridegroom and the voice of the bride " (vii. 3, 4) : and in Joel

:

" Let the bridegroom go forth out of his chamber, and the bride

out of her closet " (ii. 16) : and in Jeremiah :
" As yet shall be

heard in this place the voice of joy, and the voice of gladness, the

voice of the bridegroom, and the voice of the bride, saying, con-

fess ye Jehovah Zebaoth " (xxxiii. 10, 11). In these passages the

voice of the bridegroom and the bride signifies the joy and
gladness arising from the conjunction of the Lord with the

church, and thence from the conjunction of good and truth,

for the state of the church is there treated of, of which joy and
gladness is expressly predicated, joy from good and gladness

from truth.

Again in Isaiah :
" / will be glad in Jehovah, my soul shall

exult in my God ; as the bridegroom putteth on the mitre, and as

the bride adorneth herself with her vessels " (Ixi. 10) : to put

on the mitre is to put on wisdom, and to adorn herself- with

vessels, denotes with the knowledges of truth : again :
" As

the joy of the bridegroom over the bride, thy God shall rejoice

over thee" (Ixii. 5).

That the Lord is understood in the supreme sense by the

bridegroom, and the church by the bride, is evident in the evan-

gelists ; as " when the disciples of John enquired concerning fast-

ing, Jesus said, so long as the bridegroom is with them, the sons
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of the nuptials cannot fast ; the days will come when the bride-

groom shall be taken away from them, then shall they fast
"

(Matt. ix. 15; Mark ii. 19, 20; Luke v. 34, 35): there the

Lord calls Himself the bridegroom, and the meu of the church

He calls the sons of the nuptials ; by fasting is signified mourn-
ing on account of a deficiency of truth and good. So in Mat-
thew :

" The kingdom of the heavens is like to ten virgins, who,

taking their lamps, went forth to meet the bridegroom " (xxv.

1, 2) : where also by the bridegroom is understood the Lord,

and by virgins the church, and by lamps are signified the truths

of faith. And in John :
" He who hath the bride is the bride-

groom, but the friend of the bridegroom, who standeth and heareth

him, rejoiceth with joy because of the bridegroom^s voice " (iii.

29) : these words were spoken by John the Baptist concerning

the Lord, who is understood by the bridegroom, and the church

by the bride.

That the church is understood by the bride, appears from
the following passages in the Apocalypse :

"/ saw the holy city,

New Jerusalem, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband "

(xxi. 2) : by the New Jerusalem is understood the new church

:

again :
" Come, I will shew thee the bride, the Lamb's wife ; and

He shewed me the city Jerusalem '' (xxi. 9) : and again : I'he

spirit and the bride say Come, and he who heareth, let him say

Come" (xxii. 17) : by the spirit and the bride is signified the

church as to good and as to truth.

Continuation. Inasmuch as in the Christian world the love

of rule and the love of riches universally prevail, and those

loves at this day are so deeply in-rooted, that their power of

seduction is not attended to, it is of moment that their quality

should be discovered and made known. They seduce every man
who does not shun evils because they are sins, for he who does

not thus shun evils does not fear God, wherefore he remains
natural ; and inasmuch as the loves proper to the natural man
arc the love of rule and the love of riches, therefore he does not
see with interior acknowledgment what is the quality of those

loves in himself : he does not see unless be be reformed, and he
is reformed only by combat against evils ; it is believed, that he
is reformed by faith, but the faith of God has no place with man
until he fights against evils. When man is thus reformed, then
light from the Lord through heaven flows-in, and gives him the
attcction, and also the faculty, of seeing what the quality of those
loves is, and whether they have rule with him, or are subser-

vient, thus whether they are in the first place with him, and
make as it were the head, or are in the second place, and make
as it were the feet; if they have rule and are in the first place,

they then seduce, and become curses, but if they are subservient
and in the second place, they then do not seduce, and become
blessings.
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I can assert that all with whom the love of rule is in the

iirst place, are inwardly devils. This love is known from its

dcliiilit, for it exceeds every delight of the life of men ; it ex-

hales continually from hell, and the exhalation apjjcarsas the hrc

of a great furnace, and enkindles the hearts of men, whom the

Lord docs not protect ; tlic Lord protects all who are reformed.

Still the Lord leads them, but in hell
;
yet only by external bonds,

which are fears on account of the penalties of the law, and the

loss of reputation, of honour, of gain, and of the pleasures thence

derived ; He also leads them by remunerations in the world

;

nor can He bring them out of hell, because the love of rule does

uot admit internal bonds, which are the fear of God, and the

aftcctions of good and truth, by which the Lord leads all, who
follow Him, to heaven and in heaven.

1190. "Because thy merchants were the great ones of the

earth."—That hereby are signified those who are in domination

and in the love and delight thereof, and have gained the higliest

honours in the world, and also the riches of the world, appears

from the signification of merchants, as denoting those who pi'o-

cure for themselves the knowledges of good and truth, and com-
municate them, and, in the opposite sense, as in this case, those

who procure for themselves such things as may serve the pur-

poses of the love of dominion, from which they not only gain

the honours, but also the riches of the world, concerning which

see n. 840, 1101; and from the signification of the great ones

of the earth as denoting those who transfer to themselves and

exercise that domination which is over the church, and also over

heaven, yea, over the Lord Himself. These are the persons

understood in this chapter, but not those who are under their

dominion, who, although they venerate and adore them, yet

have no part in their domination, inasmuch as their veneration

and adoration are the effect of a faith and obedience compelled

by authority, and grounded in ignorance, wherefore it is not of

such that the things related in this chapter, concerning Babylon,

as the whore, are predicated.

Continuation. We shall now make some observations on the

circumstance, that man is led of the Divine Providence to such

things as do not seduce, and which are serviceable with a view

to eternal life ; those things also have reference to eminence and
opulence. That this is the case may be manifest from the

things which have been seen by me in the heavens. The heavens

are distinguished into societies, and in each society are the

eminent and the opulent, the eminent being there in such glory,

and the opulent in such abundance of possession, that the glory

and abundance of the world are scarce any thing respectively.

But all the eminent in heaven are wise, and all the opulent are

knowing, wherefore eminence in heaven is of wisdom, and opu-

lence there is of science. This eminence and this opulence may
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be acquired in the world, as well by those who are eminent and
opulent there, as by those who are not so, for they are acquired

by all in the world who love wisdom and science. To love

wisdom is to love uses which are true uses, and to love science

is to love the knowledges of good and truth for the sake of those

uses. When uses are loved in preference to self and the world,

and the knowledges of good and truth for the sake of those uses,

then uses are in the first place, and eminence and opulence in

the second : this is the case with all who are eminent and opu-

lent in the heavens ; they regard the eminence in which they

are from wisdom, and the opulence in which they are from
science, just as a man regards raiment.

1191. "For by thy witchcraft were all nations seduced.^'—
That hereby is signified that by wicked arts and persuasions

they compelled all the simple good of that church to believe

and to do such things as might conduce to their dominion and
opulence, appears from the signification of witchcraft, as denot-

ing arts and persuasions, of which we shall speak presently

;

and from the signification of nations, as denoting those who are

in good, thus the simple good, concerning which see n. 175,

331, 625, 1077; and from the signification of being seduced,

as denoting to be deceived thereby, namely, by arts and per-

suasions, so to act and believe as might conduce to their

dominion and opulence.

By witchcraft [yeneficium] is signified nearly the same as by
incantation, and incantation signifies such persuasion, that the

person persuaded is rendered incapable of perceiving any other-

wise. Such kind of persuasion exists with certain spirits, whereby
they as it were obsess the understanding of another, and
sufibcate the faculty of perceiving ; and whereas the simple

good in the Babylonish nation are so compelled and persuaded

to believe and act according to what the monks tell them, there-

fore it is here said that they were seduced by their witchcraft.

The like is signified by the incantations mentioned in Isaiah

(chap, xlvii. 9, 12), where Babylon is treated of; likewise

in David (Psalm Iviii. 5, 6). Incantation is also mentioned
among the arts of magic, prohibited to the sous of Israel

(Deut. xviii. 10, 11).

Continuation. The eminence and opulence of the angels of

heaven shall be also described. There are in the societies of

heaven superior and inferior governors, all arranged by the Lord,
and subordinate according to their wisdom and intelligence :

their chief, who excels the rest in wisdom, dwells in the midst,

in a palace so magnificent that nothing in the universal world
can be compared with it : the parts of its architecture are so

stupendous, that I can from truth declare, that they cannot be
described by natural language, as to a hundredth part, for art

itself is there in its art.
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AVitUiu tlic palace arc chambers and bed -cliambers, in

wliicb all the furniture and onianients are resplendent with

gold and various precious stones, in such forms as cannot be

ctKgicd, either in painting or engraving, by any artificer in the

world : and, what is wonderful, singular things, even to the

most singular, are for use, every one who enters seeing for what
use they are intended, and also i)creeiving it as from the tran-

spiration of the uses through their images : but every wise

person, who enters, does not keep his eye long fixed in the

images, but with his mind attends to the uses, inasmuch as these

delight his wisdom.
lloimd about the palace are porticos, paradisiacal gardens,

and little palaces; and singular things are celestial pleasant-

nesses themselves in the forms of their own beauty. Added to

these magnificent objects, there are attendant guards, each of

them clad in shining garments, besides many other objects.

The subordinate governors have similar magnificent and
splendid abodes, according to the degrees of their wisdom, and
they have wisdom according to the degrees of the love of uses.

Such things not only appertain to them, but also to the inhabi-

tants, all of whom love uses, and perform them by various em-
ployments.

But there are few things which can be described, and those

which cannot be described are innumerable ; and because from
their origin they are spiritual, they do not fall into the ideas of

the natural man, and consequently neither into the expressions

of his language, only into these, that wisdom builds for herself

a habitation, and makes it comfortable to herself, and that on
this occasion, everything which lies inmostly concealed in any
science or in any art, is there confluent, and gives effect. These

things now are written to the intent that it may be known, that

all things in the heavens also have reference to eminence and
opulence, but that eminence in heaven is of wisdom, and that

opulence is of science, and that such are the things to which

man is led of the Lord by His Divine Providence.

1192. Verse 24. "And in her was found the blood of the

prophets and saints, and of all the slain upon the earth."
" And in her was found the blood of the prophets and saints,"

signifies violence oflPcred by them to every truth and thence to

every good of the Word :
" and of all the slain upon the earth,"

signifies all the falses and evils, whereby they who were of the

church perished.

1193. " And in her was found the blood of the prophets and

of the saints."—That hereby is signified violence offered by

them to eveiy truth and thence to every good of the Word,
appears from the signification of blood, as denoting divine truth,

and, in the opposite sense, violence oft'ered thereto, concerning

which see n. 329, 476, 748; and from the signification of pro-
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phcts, as denoting those who are in the truths of doctrine from

the Word, and, in the abstract sense^, the truths of doctrine, see

n. 624, 998 ; and from the signification of saints, as denoting

those who are in divine truths from the Word, and, in the

abstract sense, the divine truths there, concerning which see

n. 204, 325, 973 ; and from the signification of being found in

her, as denoting that violence was off'ered thereto from the doc-

trine and rehgion which are understood by Babylon. From
which it is evident, that by the blood of the prophets and of

the saints found in her is signified the violence offered by them
to every truth and good of doctrine from the Word.

Continuation. Something shall now be said concerning the

uses, by which man and angel have wisdom. To love uses is

nothing else than to love the neighbour, use in the spiritual

sense being the neighbour. This may be seen from this circum-

stance, that every one loves another not from his face and body,

but from his will and understanding, loving him who wills well

and understands well, and not loving him who wills well and
understands ill, nor who understands well and wills ill; and
whereas man is loved and not loved from these principles, it

follows that the neighbour is that principle, from which every

one is a man, and this is his spiritual principle. Set ten men
before thine eyes, that thou mayest choose one of them to be

thy companion in any office or business ; dost thou not first ex-

plore them, and choose him who is nearest of use to thee ?

wherefore he is thy neighbour, and is loved above the rest. Or
approach ten virgins, that thou mayest choose one of them for

thy wife ; dost thou not first explore the qualities of each, and
if she consents, thou betrothest to thyself her who is most in

agreement with thy love? she, therefore, is thy neighbour in

preference to the rest. If thou shouldest say to thyself, every

man is my neighbour, and is therefore to be loved without dis-

tinction, in such case, a man-devil might be loved equally with
a man-angel, and a harlot equally with a virgin.

The reason why use is the neighbour, is, because every man
is estimated and loved, not from will and understanding alone,

but from the uses which he performs, or is able to perform, from
these principles : hence a man of use is a man according to use,

and a man not of use is a man not a man, for of this latter it is

said, he is not useful for any thing : such a one, although he be
tolerated in a state in the world, whilst he lives from his own
principle, still after his decease, when he becomes a spirit, he is

cast out into the wilderness.

Man therefore is of a quality such as his use is : but uses are
manifold, in general they are celestial and they are infernal

;

celestial uses are those which are serviceable to the church, to
a man's country, to society, and to a fellow-citizen, more and
less, and nearer and more remotely, for the sake of them as
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ends ; hut inl'iM'iial uses are those whieh arc serviceable only to

a man's self and to those with whom he is connected, and if

they be serviceable to the church, to his country, to society, and
a fellow citizen, it is not for the sake of them as cuds, but for

the sake of himself as an cud : ucvertheless, every one ought

to provide for himself and for bis connections the necessaries

and requisites of life from a principle of love, but not from love

of self.

When nuan in the first place loves uses by doing them, and

in the second jjlace loves the world and himself, then tlie former

is his spiritual principle, and the latter is his natural principle,

and the spiritual has dominion, and the uatural serves ; hence

it is evident what the spiritual principle is, and what the

natural. This is understood by the Lord's words in Matthew :

" Seek ye first the kingdom of the heavens, and its justice, and
all things shall be added unto you " (vi. 33) : the kingdom of the

heavens is the Lord and His church, and justice is spiritual,

moral, and civil good, and every good, which is done from the

love of those goods, is use. The reason why, in this case, all

things shall be added, is, because when use is in the first place,

then the Lord, from whom is all good, is in the first place, and
has rule, and gives whatever is conducive to eternal life and
happiness, for, as was said, all things of the Divine Providence

of the Lord appertaining to man have respect to what is

eternal. The all things which shall be added are there spoken of

food and raiment, because by food is also meant every thing

internal which nourishes the soul, and by raiment every thing

external, which, as a body, clothes it; every thing internal has

reference to love and wisdom, and evei'ything external to opu-

lence and eminence. From these considerations it is now evi-

dent, what is understood by loving uses for the sake of uses, and
what the uses are from which man has wisdom, from whieh
V'isdom, and according to which, every one has eminence and
opulence in heaven.

1194. '' And of all the slain upon the earthP—That hereby

are signified all the falses and evils by which they who were of

the church perished, appears from the signification of the slain,

as denoting those who perished by falses and evils, concerning

which see n. 315, 366; and that to slay or kill is to deprive

others of their truths and goods by falses and evils, see n. 547,

572, 589; and from the signification of the earth, as denoting

the church, of which we have spoken frequently before ; hence

by the blood of all the slain upon the earth is signified violence

offered to every good and truth by falses and evils, whereby they

who were of the church perished.

Continuation. Inasmuch as man was created to perform uses,

and this is to love the neighbour, therefore all, how many soever

they be, who come into heaven must do uses. According to uses,
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and according to the love of them, the inha1)itants of heaven
liave all delight and blessedness, nor is heavenly joy from any
other source. He who believes that such joy can be given in

idleness is much deceived
;

yea, neither is any idle person

tolerated in hell, for its inhabitants are in workhouses, and
under a judge, who imposes labours on the prisoners, which
they are to do daily ; and to those who do not do them, there

is given neither food nor raiment, but they stand hungry and
naked, and are thus compelled to labour : the diflFerence is,

that in hell they do uses from fear, but in heaven from love,

and fear does not communicate joy, but love does communi-
cate it.

Nevertheless it is granted to interrupt employment by
various engagements in consort with others, which engage-

ments are recreations, thus also uses. It has been given me to

see sevei-al things in heaven, several things in the world, and
several things in the human body, and at the same time to

consider their uses, and it has been revealed that every thing

in them, both great and small, was created from use, in use,

and for use; and that the part in which the ultimate,

which is for use^ ceases, is separated as noxious and cast out as

accursed.

CHAPTER XTX.

1. AFTER these things I heard as it were the voice of a

great multitude in heaven, saying, Alleluia, salvation and glory

and honour and power to the Lord our God :

2. For true and just are His judgments ; for He hath judged
the great whore who corrupted the earth with her whoredom,
and avenged the blood of His servants at her hand.

3. And a second time they said, Alleluia, and her smoke
shall ascend for ages of ages.

4. And the twenty-four elders, and the four animals, fell

down and worshipped God, who sitteth upon the throne, saying.

Amen, Alleluia.

5. And a voice came out of the throne, saying. Praise our

God, all ye His servants, and ye that fear Him, both small and
great.

6. And I heard as it were the voice of a great multitude,

and as it were the voice of many waters, and as the voice of

vehement thunderings, saying. Alleluia, for the Lord God Omni-
potent rcigneth.

7. Let us rejoice and exult, and give glory to Him, for the
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marriage of the Lamb is come, and His wife hath made herself

ready.

8. And it was granted to her, that she should be clothed in

fine linen, clean and splendid, for fine linen is the righteousness

of the saints.

I). And he said to me. Write, Blessed are they who are called

to the marriage supper of the Lamb ; and he said to me, These
are the true words of God.

10. And I fell dowii before His feet to worship Him ; and
He said unto me. See [thou do it] not, I am tliy fellow-servant,

and of thy brethren who have the testimony of Jesus ; worship

God, for the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy.

IL And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse,

and He that sitteth upon him is called faithful and true, and
in justice He judgeth and combateth.

12. And His eyes were as a flame of fire, and upon His head

were many diadems, having a name written which no one
knoweth but He Himself.

13. And he was clothed with a vesture dipt in blood ; and
His name is called the Word of God.

14. And the armies which were in heaven followed Him
upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean.

15. And out of His mouth proceeded a sharp sword, that by

it He may smite the nations : and he shall rule them with a rod

of iron, and He treadeth the wine press of the fury and anger of

God Almighty.

16. And He hath on His vesture and on His thigh a name
written, King of kings, and Lord of lords.

17. And I saw one angel standing in the sun ; and he cried

with a great voice, saying to all the birds that fly in the midst

of heaven, Come and gather yourselves together unto the supper

of the great God.
18. That ye may eat the flesh of kings and the flesh of

captains, and the flesh of the mighty, and the flesh of horses,

and of them that sit on them, and the flesh of all, both free and

bond, both small and great.

19. And 1 saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and

their armies gathered together to make war with Him who sat

upon the horse, and with His army.

20. And the beast was taken, and with it the false prophet,

who wrought signs before it, with which he seduced those that

had received the mark of the beast and worshipped his image :

these two were cast alive into a lake of fire, burning with

sulphur.

21. And the rest were slain with the sword of Him who sat

upon the white horse, proceeding out of His mouth : and all

birds were satiated with their flesh.
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EXPLICATION.

1195. Verses 1, 2, 3. ''AFTER these things I heard as it

were the voice of a great multitude in heaven, saying, Alleluia,

salvation and glory and honour and power to the Lord our God.

For true and just are His judgments, for He hath judged the

great wliore who corrupted the earth with her whoredom, and
hath avenged the blood of His servants at her hand. And a
second time they said, Alleluia, and her smoke shall ascend for
ages of ages."

" After these things I heard as it were the voice of a great

multitude in heaven," signifies the joy and gladness of the angels

of the superior heavens, on account of the damnation and ejec-

tion of those who are signified by Babylon, and by the beasts of

the dragon, and the consequent arising of the light of divine

truth for the New Church, which is to be established by the

Lord :
'' saying. Alleluia," signifies the glorification of the

Lord :
'' salvation and glory and honour and power to the Lord

our God," signifies because from the Lord is life eternal by
divine truth and divine good from His divine omnipotence

:

"for true and just are His judgments," signifies that the laws

of the Divine Providence, and all the works of the Lord are of

the divine wisdom and divine love : ''for He hath judged the

great whore," signifies judgment upon those who transferred to

themselves dominion over the church and over heaven :
" who

corrupted the earth with her whoredom" signifies whereby all

the truths of the church were falsified, and all the goods thereof

adulterated :
" and has avenged the blood of His servants at

her hand," signifies the liberation of those who are in divine

truths from the Lord by the ejection of Babylon :
" and a second

time they said. Alleluia," signifies the joy and gladness of the

angels of the inferior heavens :
" and her smoke shall ascend for

ages of ages," signifies that the false of evil which appertained to

them is for ever condemned to hell.

1196. "After these things I heard as it were the voice of a
great multitude in heaven."—That hereby is signified the joy
and gladness of the angels of the superior heavens on account of

the damnation and ejection of those who are signified by Bal^y-

lon and the beasts of the dragon, and the consequent arising of

the light of divine truth for the New Church, which is to be

established by the Lord, is evident from these things being the

contents of this and the following clia})tcrs. The damnation and
ejection of those who are understood by Babylon are treated of

in verses 2, 3 ; of the beasts of the dragon, verses 19, 20, 21

;

and the joy on account of the New Church to be established by
the Lord, verses 7, 8, 9, 17, 18; and of the light thence arising,

verses 11— 16.
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Cuntinual ion. Somcthiufij shall now be said concerning the

lite of animals, and afterwards concerning the soul of vegetables.

The universal world, with all and every thing therein contained,

have existed and still subsist from the Lord the creator of the

universe. There are two suns, the sun of the spiritual world,

and the sun of the natural world : the sun of the spiritual

world is the divine love of the Lord, the sun of the natural

world is pure fire. From the sun, which is divine love, com-
mences every work of creation, and by the sun which is fire,

every such work is performed.

All which proceeds from the sun which is divine love is

called spiritual, and all which proceeds from the sun which is

fire, is called natural. AVhat is spiritual from its origin has

life in itself, but what is natural from its origin has nothing of

life in itself: and whereas from these two fountains of the

universe all things have existed, and still subsist, which are in

both worlds, it follows that there is a spiritual and a natural

principle in every created thing in this world, the spiritual being

as a soul and the natural as the body ; or the spiritual as the

internal and the natural as the external; or the spiritual as the

cause and the natural as the effect.

That these two principles cannot be separated, in any one

thing, is well known to every wise person, for if you separate

the cause from the effect, the effect perishes ; or if you separate

the internal from the external, the latter perishes, in like

manner as when the soul is separated from the body. That

there is such a conjunction in singular things, yea, even in the

most singular things of nature, has not yet been known. The
reason why it has not been known, arises from the ignorance

which prevails concerning the spiritual world, concerning the

sun there, and its heat and light ; and also from the infatuated

reasonings of sensual men, in ascribing all things to nature,

and rarely any thing to God, except creation in general, when
notwithstanding, not the least thing in nature exists, nor can

exist, in which there is not a spiritual [principle]

.

That this spiritual [principle] is in all and every thing of

the three kingdoms of nature, and in what manner it is therein,

will be explained in the following parts of this work.

1197. "Saying, Alleluia."—That hereby is signified the

glorification of the Lord, appears from the signification of

Alleluia, as denoting the glorification of the Lord, for by
Alleluia, in the original tongue, is signified Praise ye God,

consequently also, glorify ye the Lord. It was the expression of

joy in confessions and worship ; as in David :
" Bless Jehovah,

my soul, Halleluiah" (Psalm civ. 35) :
" Blessed be Jehovah, God of

Israel, from eternity to eternity ; and let all the people say. Amen,
Halleluiah " (Psalm evi. 48) : again :

" Let us bless Jah from
henceforth and for ever, Halleluiah" (Psalm cxv. 18) : and again:
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" Let every soul praise Jah, Halleluiah " (Psalm cl. 6) ; besides

various other passages, as Psalm cv. 45 ; Psalm cvi, 1 ; Psalm
cxi. I; Psalm cxii. 1; Psalm cxiii. 1,9; Psalm cxvi. 19; Psalm
cxvii. 2 ; Psalm cxxxv. 3 ; Psalm cxlviii. 1, 14 ; Psalm cxlix.

1, 9; Psalm cl. 1.

Continuation. The existence of a spiritual and natural

principle in all and every thing of the world united in like

manner as the soul is in all and every thing of the body, or as

the efficient cause in all and every thing of the effect, or as

the internal producing [principle] in all and everything of its

product, may be illustrated and confirmed from the subjects and
objects of the three kingdoms of nature, which are all things

of the world. That such a union of things spiritual and things

natural exists in all and singular the subjects and objects of

the animal kingdom is evident from the many wonderful
things therein discovered by learned men and societies, for

the observation and scrutiny of those who love to investigate

causes.

It is generally known that animals of all kinds, both great

and small, as well those which walk and creep on the earth as

those which fly in the air and which swim in the waters, know
from an innate and implanted [principle], which is called

instinct, and also nature, how their species is to be propagated,

how after the birth the young are to be brought up, how they

are to be nourished, and from what aliments ; they also know
their proper food from the sight, smell, and taste, only, and
where to seek and gather it ; they know also their own habita-

tions and places of resort, likewise where their like and con-

sociates are, from hearing the tone of their voice, and they
know also from the variations of the tone what their wants are :

the science of such things, viewed in itself, is spiritual, as like-

wise the affection from which it is derived, but their clothing is

from nature, and also their production is by nature.

Moreover, an animal is altogether like a man as to the

organs, members and viscera of the body, and as to their uses.

An animal, like a man, has eyes and thence sight, ears and
thence hearing, nostrils and thence smelling, a mouth and
tongue and thence taste, also the cuticular sense, with all its

variations, in every part of the body : and as to the interior

parts of the body, they have like viscera, as two brains, a

heart and lungs, a stomach, liver, pancreas, spleen, mesentery,
intestines, with the other organs of chylification, sanguification,

and repurgation, besides the organs of separation and generation
;

they are also alike as to the nerves, blood, vessels, muscles,

skins, cartilages, and bones : the likeness is such, that man as

to those things is an animal. That all those things in man
have a correspondence with the societies of heaven has Ijcen

shewn in many places in the Arcana Calestia : consequently
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also the same is the case with animals ; from which corrcspoiul-

eucc it is evident that the spiritual principle acts into the

natural and thereby produces its eftccts, as the principal cause

by its instrumental cause. But these are only general signs

which testify the conjunction of those principles in that

kingdom.
1198. "Salvation and glory and honour and power to the

Lord our God."—That hereby is signified, because from the

Lord is life eternal by divine truth and divine good from His

divine omnipotence, appears from the signification of salvation,

as denoting life eternal ; and from the signification of glory and

honour, as denoting tlie divine truth and the divine good of the

Lord, concerning which see n. 288, 3 iu ; and Trom the signifi-

cation of power, when predicated of the Lord, as denoting

omnipotence ; and whereas the Lord, in the Word, is called

Jehovah and Lord from divine good, and God from divine truth,

and these are signified by glory and honour, therefore it is said,

the Lord our God. In the sense of the letter, salvation, glory,

honour, and pow^er, are mentioned discretely, but in the spiri-

tual sense they are conjoined into one sense, which is, that from

the Lord is life eternal by the divine truth and divine good from

the divine omnipotence. So likewise in many other parts of the

Word ; sometimes there are mere names of countries and cities

mentioned, which in the sense of the letter appear discrete

or distinct, whilst in the spiritual sense they compose one con-

tinuous sense.

Continuation. The particular signs bearing a similar testi-

mony are still more numerous and more distinguished, which

with some species of animals are of such a sort that the sensual

man, whose thoughts originate in matter, compares the things

appertaining to beasts with those which appertain to man, and
from infatuated intelligence concludes that the states of life arc

alike, even after death, insisting, that if man lives after death,

they live after death, or if they die wholly, man also dies

wholly.

The signs testifying, and still leading the sensual man into

infatuation, are these ; that with certain animals there appears

similar prudence and cunning, similar connubial love, similar

fiicndship, and as it were charity, similar probity and benevo-

lence, in a word, similar morality to what exists with men ; as,

for example, in the case of certain dogs, which from a genius

innate in them, as from a sort of ingenuity, know how to act as

faithful guards ; from the transpiration of the afiection of their

master know as it were his will ; search him out from perceiving

the habit of his footsteps and clothes ; know the quarters of the

globe, and thereby speedily find their way home, even through

devious ways and thick forests; with other things of a like

nature, from which the sensual man judges the dog also to bo
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knowing, intelligent, and wise : nor is this to be wondered at,

whilst he ascribes all such things in the dog, and also in him-
self, to nature ; but it is otherwise with the spiritual man ; he
sees that there is some spiritual [principle] Avhich leads

in all such cases, and that this is united to the natural

[principle]

.

Particular signs also are visible from birds, in that they know
how to build their nests, to lay therein their eggs, to sit upon
them, to hatch their young, and afterwards, from the love which
is called storge, to provide for them warmth under their wings,

and food out of their mouths, until such time as they become
clothed and are furnished with wings, when they also of them-
selves come into all the sciences of their parents, by virtue of

the spiritual [principle] which is to them a soul, and from
which they provide for themselves.

Particular signs also are all things relating to the egg, in

which lies deeply concealed the rudiment of a new bird, en-

compassed with every element necessary to the formation of

the foetus, from its beginnings in the head to the full forma-

tion of all things of the body. Is it possible that such provi-

sion can be made by nature ? for this is not only to be produced,
but also to be created, and nature does not create : what also

has nature in common with life, unless that life may be clothed

by nature, and may put forth itself and appear in form as an
animal ?

Amongst the particular signs testifying the same thing, are

also those exhibited by worms which feed on herbs, which, when
they are to undergo a metamorphosis, encompass themselves

as with a womb, that they may be born again, being therein

changed into nymphs and chrysallises, and presently into beau-
tiful butterflies, when they fly into the air as into their heaven,

where the female sports with her male companion, as one
eonjugial partner with another, and they nourish themselves
from odoriferous flowers, and lay their eggs, thus providing that

their species may live after them : the spiritual man sees that

this is emulous of the re-birth of man and representative of his

resurrection, consequently that there is an influencing spiritual

[principle]

.

Still more manifest are the signs exhibited by bees, which
have a government analogous to the forms of government with
men. They build for themselves houses of wax according to

the rules of art in a regular series, with commodious passages

through which they come and go; they fill the cells witli honey
collected from flowers ; appoint over themselves a mistress or
queen, to be tlic common parent of a future race who dwells as

it were in a palace above them, in the midst of her guards, and
these, when the time comes that she should become a mother,
follow her with a promiscuous multitude after them, as she goes
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from cell to coll and lays an egg in each, and so continually until

the matrix is emptied, when she returns home ; this is several

times repeated. Her guards, who arc called drones, because they

perform no other use than as so many domestics to one mistress,

and possibly inspire her with something of amatory desire, are

afterwards judged useless, and therefore, lest they should invade

and consume the produce of others' labours, are brought out

and deprived of their wings ; thus the community is purged

of its slothful and idle members. Moreover, when, the new
progeny is grown up, they arc commanded with a general voice,

which is hcai*d as a murmur, to depart and to seek a habitation

and nourishment for themselves : they also do depart and collect

into a swarm, and afterwards institute a similar order of things

in a new hive.

These and various other things, discovered and communicated
in books by attentive observers, are not unlike the governments
instituted and ordained in kingdoms and republics by human
intelligence and wisdom, according to the laws of justice and
judgment. It may also be observed, that, like men, these animals

know the approach of winter, against which they make a provi-

sion of food, lest they should then perish with hunger. Who
can deny that such things are from a spiritual origin, or suppose

that they can exist from any other ? All such things are to me
convincing arguments and documents of a spiritual influx into

the things of nature, and I have greatly wondered how they could

be used as arguments and documents for the operation of nature

alone, as they are with certain persons, who are infatuated from

self-derived intelligence.

1199. "For true andjust are His judgments.^'—That hereby

is signified that the laws of the Divine Providence, and all the

works of the Lord, are of divine wisdom and divine love, ap-

pears from the signification of true and just, when predicated of

the Lord, as denoting those things which are of His divine

wisdom, and at the same time those which are of His divine

love, of which we shall speak presently; and from the significa-

tion of judgments, when predicated of the Lord, as denoting

the laws of His Divine Providence, concerning which see n. 946

;

hence also by judgments are signified works, inasmuch as all the

works of the Lord are from His Divine Providence, and accor-

ding to the laws thereof; the reason is, because all things which

the Lord operates, regard eternity, and the things which regard

eternity are of His Divine Providence.

The reason why truths signify those things which are of

His divine wisdom, and things just those which are of His

divine love, is, because from the Lord as a sun proceed

heat and light ; the light is His divine wisdom, and the

heat is His divine love; wherefore by hght is signified divine

truth, from which all intelligence and wisdom to angels and
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men are derived, and by heat is signified divine good, from
which all love and charity in like manner are derived, both to

angels and men ; this light and heat being such also in their

essence.

Continuation. No one can know what is the quality of the

life of the beasts of the earth, of the birds of heaven, and the

fishes of the sea, unless it be known what their soul is, and the

quality thereof. That every animal has a soul, is a well known
thing, for they live, and life is a soul, wherefore also in the Word
they are called living souls.

That the soul in its ultimate form, which is corporeal, such

as appears before the sight, is the animal, cannot be better

known from any other source, than from the spiritual world :

for in that world, in like manner as in the natural world,

there are seen beasts of all kinds, and birds of all kinds, and
fishes of all kinds, and so like in form that they cannot be dis-

tinguished from those which are in our world ; but the diflFer-

ence is, that in the spiritual world they exist apparently from
the affections of angels and spirits, so that they are appearances

of affections, wherefore also they vanish away as soon as the

angel or spirit departs, or his affection ceases ; hence it is evident

that their soul is nothing else ; consequently that there exist as

many genera and species of animals as there are genera and
species of affections.

That the affections, which in the spiritual world are repre-

sented by animals, are not interior spiritual affections, but that

they are exterior spiritual, which are called natural, will be

seen presently ; likewise also that there is not a hair or thread

of wool on any beast, not the smallest portion of a quill or

feather upon any bird, nor of a fin or scale on any fish, which
is not derived from the life of their soul, thus which is not from
a spiritual [principle] clothed by the natural. But something
shall first be said concerning the animals which appear in heaven,

in hell, and in the world of spirits, which is in the midst between
heaven and hell.

1200. '' Because he hath judged tJte great whore."—That
hereby is signified judgment upon those who transferred to

themselves domination over the church and over heaven,

appears from the signification of judging, as denoting the last

judgment, which was accomplished upon those who are under-
stood by Babylon as the whore, who are those that, by domi-
nation over the church and over heaven transferred to them-
selves, falsified all the truths and goods of the Word, where-
fore it follows, which corrupted the earth with her whoredom,
whereby is signified that all the truths of the church were
falsified by them, and all the goods thereof adulterated. But
by Babylon as a whore are understood no others than those

who exercise that domination, and by reason thereof falsify and
1G3 L 2
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adulterate all tliin;;s of the AVoid, and make light of the Word
itself.

Cont'nmaliun. Inasmuch as the universal heaven is dis-

tinguished into societies, in like manner the universal hell, and

also tlie universal world of spirits, and the societies arc aVranged

according to the genera and species of affections, and inasmuch

as the animals there are appearances of affections, as was just

said above, therefore one kind of animal with its sj)ecies appears

in one society, and another in another, and all kinds of animals

uith their species in the whole together. In the societies of

heaven appear the tame and clean animals, in the societies of hell

the savage and unclean beasts, and in the world of spirits beasts

of a mediate character. They have been often seen by me, and

it has been given thereby to know the quality of the angels and
spirits there; for all in the spiritual world arc known from the

appearances which are near and about them, and their affections

from various things, and also from animals. In the heavens 1

have seen lambs, sheep, she-goats, so similar to those seen in

the world that there is no difference ; also turtle doves, pigeons,

birds of paradise, and several others of a beautiful form and
colour ; I have seen likewise various kinds of fish in the waters,

but these in the lowest parts of heaven. But in the hells are

seen dogs, wolves, foxes, tigers, swine, mice, and several other

kinds of savage and unclean beasts, besides venomous serpents

of many species, likewise crows, owls, and bats. But in the

world of spirits are seen camels, elephants, horses, asses, oxen,

stags, lions, leopards, bears, also eagles, kites, magpies, peacocks,

and storks. I have also seen there compound animals, such as

were seen by the prophets, and are described in the Word, as in

the Apoc. xiii. 2, and elsewhere.

Inasmuch as there is such a similitude between the animals

appearing in that world and the animals in this world that no

difference can be discerned, and the former derive their exist-

ence from the affections of the angels of heaven, and from the

cupidities of the spirits of hell, it follows that natural affections

and cupidities are their souls, and that these being clothed with

a body, are, in effigy, animals. But what affection or cupidity

is the soul of this or that animal, whether it be beast or wild beast

of the earth, whether a bird of day or of the night, whether

a fish of limpid or foetid water, does not belong to this place

to expound : they are frequently mentioned in the Word, and
have a signification there according to their souls ; what lambs,

sheep, she-goats, rams, kids, he-goats, heifers, oxen, camels,

horses, asses, stags, etc., signify, likewise various sorts of fowls,

may be seen in the Arcana Ccelestia.

1201. " TFhich corrupted the earth with her whoredom."—
That hereby is signified, by whom all the truths of the Word
are falsified, and all its goods adulterated, appears from the
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signification of the earth, as denoting the church ; and from the

signification of corrupting it with whoredom, as denoting to

falsify all the truths thereof, and to adulterate all the goods

thereof, concerning which see n. 141, 161, 1083, 1130. That
truths are falsified by them is evident from this consideration,

that they make light of the Word, and from their proprium
hatch new statutes, judgments, and precepts, which for the most
part have domination over heaven and over the church for their

end, and which therefore arc all truths falsified. That the goods
of the church are also adulterated is evident fi'om this considera-

tion, that they call all things given to monasteries and to their

idols, and also to the papal chair, holy, and name them good
works, and yet they thereby spoil houses, and deprive widows
and orphans of their goods, and this notwithstanding the super-

abundance of their treasures ; moreover they make such works
meritorious, not to mention other enormities.

Continuation. These things being premised, it shall be ex-

plained what the soul of beasts is. The soul of beasts, con-

sidered in itself, is spiritual ; for aflfection, whatsoever may be its

quality, whether good or evil, is spiritual, for it is a derivation of

some love, and derives its origin from the heat and light which
proceed from the Lord as a sun, and whatever proceeds thence
is spiritual. That evil affections, which are called concupis-

cences, are also thence derived, is evident from what has been
said above concerning the evil loves and insane cupidities of

genii and infernal spirits. Beasts and wild beasts, whose souls

are similar evil affections, were not created from the beginning,

as mice, venomous serpents, crocodiles, basilisks, vipers, and the

like, with the various kinds of noxious insects, but have origi-

nated and arisen with hell, in stagnant lakes, marshes, putrid

and foetid waters, and where there are cadaverous, stercoraceous,

and urinous effluvia, with which the malignant loves of the

infernal societies communicate. That such a communication
exists has been given me to know, from much experience.

There is also in every spiritual [principle] a plastic force, where
homogeneous exhalations are present in nature ; and there is

also in every spiritual principle a propagativc force, for it not
only forms organs of sense and motion, but also organs of pro-

lification, by wombs or by eggs. But from the beginning only
useful and clean beasts were created whose souls are good
affections. It is, however, to be observed, that the souls of

beasts arc not spiritual in that degree in which the souls of men
are, but they arc spiritual in an inferior degree ; for there arc

given degrees of spirituality, and the affections of the inferior

dcgi'ee, although viewed in their origin they are spiritual, arc

yet to be called natural ; they are to be so called, because they
are similar to the aft'ections of the natural man. There are in

man three degrees of natural affections, and the same also with
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beasts ; in the lowest degree arc tlic inscets of various kinds, in

the superior arc the fowls of the heaven, and in a still superior

degree arc the beasts of the earth, which were created from the

beginning.

120:2. '' And hath avenged the blood of his servants at her

hand."—That hereby is signified the liberation of those who are

in divine truths from the Lord, by the casting out of the

Babylonians, appears from the signification of avenging at her

hand, as denoting to liberate from those who are understood

by Babylon as a harlot ; and from the signification of the

blood of servants, as denoting violence offered to those who
are in truths from the Lord, blood denoting violence offered,

and servants denoting those who are in truths from the Lord

;

the reason why they are called servants may be seen above, n.

6409.

Continuation. The difference between men and beasts, is as

between waking and dreaming, and as between light and shade.

Man is spiritual and at the same time natural, whereas a beast

is not spiritual but natural. Man is endowed with will and

understanding, and his will is the receptacle of the heat of

heaven, which is love, and his understanding is the receptacle

of the light of heaven, which is wisdom ; but a beast is not en-

dowed with will and understanding, but instead of will has

aflfcction, and instead of understanding, science. The will and

understanding with man can act as one, and they can act not

as one, for man can think as from his understanding what is not

of his will, for he can think what he does not will, and vice

versa ; but with a beast affection and science make one, and

cannot be separated ; for a beast knows what appertains to its

affection, and is affected with what appertains to its science; and

inasmuch as the two faculties, which are called science and
affection, with a beast, cannot be separated, therefore a beast

could not destroy the order of its life,' and hence it is that it is

born into all the science of its affection. But the case is other-

wise with man ; his two faculties of life, which are called under-

standing and will, can be separated, as was said above, therefore

he could destroy the order of his life, by thinking contrary to

his will, and willing contrary to his understanding, and hereby

he also has destroyed it ; hence it is that he is born into mere
ignorance, that from it he may be introduced into order by

sciences through the medium of the understanding. The order

into which man was created, is to love God above all things and

his neighbour as himself, and the state into which man has come
since he destroyed that order, is to love himself above all things,

and the world as himself. Whereas man has a spiritual mind,

and this is above his natural mind, and his spiritual mind is

capable of intuition into such things as appertain to heaven and

the church, and likewise to moral and civil laws^ and these
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things have reference to truths and goods, which are called

spiritual, moral, and civil, besides the natural things of the

sciences, and to their opposites, which are falses and evils, there-

fore man cannot only think analytically, and thence draws con-

clusions, but also receive influx through heaven from the Lord,
and become intelligent and wise : this no beast is capable of,

what it knows not being from any understanding, but from the

science of affection, which is its soul. The science of affection

is given in every thing spiritual, because the spiritual [prin-

ciple] proceeding from the Lord as a sun is light united to

heat, or wisdom united to love, and science is of wisdom, and
affection is of love, in the degree which is called natural.

Inasmuch as man has a spiritual mind, and at the same
time a natural mind, and his spiritual mind is above his natural

mind, and the spiritual mind is such that it is capable of the

intuition and love of truths and goods in every degree, both
conjointly with the natural mind and abstractedly from it, it

follows that the interiors of man, appertaining to each mind, can
be elevated to the Lord by the Lord, and be conjoined to Him

;

hence it is that every man lives eternally. This is not the case

with a beast, which does not enjoy any spiritual mind, but only

a natural, hence its interiors, which are only of science and
affection, cannot be elevated by the Lord, and conjoined to Him,
wherefore a beast does not live after death. A beast is indeed
led by a certain spiritual influx, falling into its soul, but inas-

much as its spiritual principle cannot be elevated, it can only be
determined downwards, and to regard such things as appertain

to its affection, which have reference only to the things apper-

taining to nourishment, habitation, and propagation, and from
the science of its affection to know them by means of sight,

odour, and taste.

Inasmuch as man, by virtue of his spiritual mind has the

capacity of thinking rationally, therefore he has also the faculty

of speech, for to speak appertains to thought from the under-

standing, which can see truths in spiritual light ; but a beast,

which has not any thought from understanding, but only science

from affection, is only able to utter sounds, and to vary the

sound of its affection according to its appetites.

1203. "And a second time they said, Alleluia.^'—That
hereby are signified the joy and gladness of the angels of the

inferior heavens, and the glorification of the Lord on account of

liberation from those who are signified by Babylon, and by the

beasts of the dragon, may appear from those things which arc

mentioned above, n. 1195, 119G. The reason why joy, glad-

ness, and the glorification of the Lord by the angels of the

inferior heavens is signified, is, because it is said a second time,

and because it follows concerning their smoke ascending for ages

of ages, and also from this circumstance, that the glorifications
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of the Lord commence from the angels of the superior heavens,
and reach to the angels of the inferior heavens. That Alleluia

signifies praise and a,lori(ieation, may he seen above, n. HOG.
Coutimialion. Something shall now be said concerning the

vegetable kingdom, and concerning its soul, which is called

vegetative soul : that this also is spiritual is not known in the

world. By vegetative soul is understood the conatus and effort

of producing a vegetable from its seed progressively even to new
seeds, and thereby of multiplying itself to infinity, and propa-

gating itself to eternity ; for there is as it were an idea of what
is infinite and eternal in every vegetable; for one seed may be

multiplied through a certain number of years so as to fill the

whole earth, and also may be propagated from seed to seed

without end : tins, together with the wonderful progression of

growth from the root into a germ, afterwards into a trunk, like-

wise into branches, leaves, flowers, fruits, even into new seeds,

is not natural, but spiritual.

In like manner vegetables, in many respects, have a near
resemblance to such things as relate to the animal kingdom, as

that they exist from seed, in which there is as it were a prolific

principle, that they produce a germ as an infant, a trunk as a

body, branches as arms, a top like a head, barks as skins, leaves

as lungs, that they grow in years, and afterwards blossom as

maids before their nuptials, and after blossoming expand as it

M'cre wombs or eggs, and bring forth fruit as foetuses, in which
are contained new seeds, from w hich, as in the animal kingdom,
new prolifications or fructifications of the same species or family

take place. These and many other things which are observed by
those who are skilled in the botanic art, who have instituted a

parallel between the two kingdoms, indicate that the conatus

and effort to such things is not from the natural world but

from the spiritual. That a living force as the cause prin-

ciple is the spiritual principle, and that a dead force as the

cause instrumental is the natural principle, will be seen in what
follows.

1204. "And her smoke shall ascend for ayes of ages."—
That hereby is signified that the false of evil, in which they had
been principled, is for ever condemned to hell, appears from the

signification of smoke, as denoting the false of evil, concerning

"which see n. 539, 889, 1131; and from the signification of

ascending for ages of ages, as denoting to be in hell for ever,

consequently also to be condemned to hell. That ages of ages

signifies eternity, may be seen, n. 289, 968.

Continuation. IIow the spiritual [principle] flows-in and

acts into vegetables, and produces all that conatus, effort, and

action, cannot be comprehended by any understanding, unless

the following general principles are first unfolded : I. That

nothing in nature exists and subsists unless from a spiritual

1G8
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priuciplo, and by it. II. That nature in itself is deafl, being

created that the spiritual principle may be thereby clothed with

forms, which may serve for use, and thus terminate. III. That
there are two common or general forms, the spiritual and the

natural, the spiritual such as appertains to animals, and the

natural such as appertains to vegetables. IV. That there are

three forces in every thing spiritual, a force of acting, a force of

creating, and a force of forming. V. That from the spiritual

principle, by means of those forces, exist all kinds of vegetables,

and also animals, as well those which appear in heaven, as those

which appear in the world. VI, That the same origin and
thence the same soul appertains to both, the difference being

only in the forms into which the influx is effected. VII. And
that that origin is in use. Unless these things are first unfolded,

the cause of so many wonderful effects in the vegetable kingdom
cannot be seen by the understanding.

1205, Verses 4, 5. "And the four and twenty elders, and
the four animals, fell down, and adored God who sitteth upon the

throne, saying. Amen, Alleluia, and a voice came out of the

throne, saying, Praise God, all ye His servants, and ye that fear
Him, both small and great.''

"And the four and, twenty elders, and the four animals, fell

down" signifies humiliation of heart of the angels of the supe-

rior heavens :
" and adored God who sitteth upon the throne,"

signifies adoration of the Lord, who has all power in the heavens

and on the earths :
" saying, Amen, Alleluia," signifies who in

truth is alone to be worshipped and glorified :
" and a voice came

out of the throne," signifies unanimity of the universal heaven

:

" saijing, Praise God, all ye His servants," signifies the worship

of the Lord by those who are in truths :
" and ye that fear

Him," signifies the worship of the Lord by those who are in the

good of love :
" both small and great," signifies all who are in

truths and goods in every degree.

1206. " And the four and twenty elders, and the four animals

fell down."—That hereby is signified humiliation of heart of
the angels of the superior heavens, appears from the signifi-

cation of falling down, as denoting humiliation of heart, of

which we shall speak presently ; and from the signification of

the four and twenty elders, and four animals, as denoting the
superior heavens and the angels there, see n, 313, 322, 362,
462.

The reason why to fall down or prostrate denotes humiliation
of heart, is, because falling down upon the knees and upon the
face, is a gesture corresponding to inmost humiliation, which is

called humiliation of heart : for there are, from creation, ges-

tures which correspond to every afiection, and man slides sponta-
neously into them, when he comes into the correspondent
affections. This however is to be understood onlv of those who
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have not learned to connterfcit affections which arc foreign to

them ; for they who have so learned assnrac certain gestures

from themselves, whereby they cfHgy the affections of the heart,

altliouii;h with them they are not at all of the heart; these also

can fall down or prostrate themselves before God, but then it

is all counterfeit. These things are mentioned, that it may be

known that to fall down before God, denotes from inmost affec-

tion, which is called humiliation of heart; this precedes adora-

tion which is of the lips.

Conihmation. That nothing in nature exists except from a

spiritual [pi'inciple] , and by it. The reason is, because nothing

can exist except from another, and so lastly from Him, who is

and exists in Himself, who is God, whence also God is called

esse and existere, Jah from esse and Jehovah from esse and
existere in Himself. The reason why nothing exists in nature

but from a spiritual principle, is, because there cannot any thing

be given, unless it has a soul, all that being called soul which is

essence, for that which has not in itself an essence does not

exist, for it is a non-entity, because there is no esse or being as

the ground of existence. Thus it is with nature ; its essence

from which it exists is the spiritual -principle, because this has

in itself the divine esse, and also the divine power of acting,

creating, and forming, as will be seen from what follows. This

essence may also be called soul, inasmuch as all that is spiritual

lives, and what is alive, when it acts into what is not alive, as

into w'hat is natural, causes it either to have as it were life, or

to derive somewhat of the appearance thei'eof from the living

principle; the latter is the case in vegetables, the former in

animals.

That nothing in nature exists but from a spiritual principle

is evident also from this consideration, that no effect is given

without a cause, and whatever exists in effect is from a cause

:

what is not from a cause is separated. Thus it is with nature

;

the singular and most singular things thereof are an effect from

a cause which is prior to it, also interior and superior to it, and

which is immediately from God : for there exists a spiritual

world, which is prior, interior, and superior to the natural world,

whei'cfore every thing of the spiritual world is a cause and

every thing of the natural world is an effect. There is indeed

an existence of one thing from another by progression even in

the natural world also, but this by causes from the spiritual

world, for where the cause of the effect is, there also is the

cause of the effect efficient ; for every effect becomes an efficient

cause in order even to the ultimate, where the effective power

subsists, but this is effected continually from a spiritual [principle],

in which alone that force is. This therefore is what is meant

when it is said that nothing in nature exists except from a

spiritual [principle], and by it.
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There are two mediate causes in nature, by which every

effect or production and formation there is produced. These

mediate causes are light and heat ; the light modifies substances

and the heat actuates them ; each is from the presence of the

sun in them. The presence of the sun, which appears as light,

causes the activity of the forces or substances of every indi-

vidual thing according to the form in which it is from creation;

this is modification : but the presence of the sun, which is per-

ceived as heat, expands all things, and produces the power of

acting and effecting according to their form, by actuating the

conatus or effort in which they are from creation. Theconatus,

which by means of heat becomes an active power even in the

most minute forms of nature, is from the spiritual [principle]

acting in them and into them.

1207. " And they adored God who sitteth upon the throne.^'

—That hereby is signified an adoration of the Lord, who has all

power in the heavens and the earth, appears from the signification

of adoring, as here denoting adoration from humiliation of

heart ; and from the signification of Him that sitteth upon the

throne^ as denoting who has all power in the heavens and on
the earth, for by a throne, when the Lord is treated of, is

understood the universal heaven, and also all power there. The
reason why all power on the earth also is understood, is, because

power in the heavens cannot be separated from power in the

earth ; for the spiritual world, in which are the heavens and
hells, cannot be separated from the natural world, thus angels

and spirits cannot be separated from men, for they are con-

sociated and conjoined ; for every man, as to the thoughts of

his understanding and as to the affections of his will, is in the

spiritual world in the societies there, thus with the angels of

heaven on the one part, and with spirits of hell on the other;

for man as to his thoughts and affections is a spirit, wherefore

also after death, when he becomes a spirit, he comes into the

societies in which he was when in the world. Hence it is evi-

dent, that inasmuch as the Lord has power in the heavens, He
also has power in the earth, and that one power cannot be
separated from the other. The reason why by God, here and
elsewhere in the Word, is understood the Lord, is, because He
has all power in the heavens and in the earth, as He Himself
teaches in the Word, for He is the only God.

Continuation. That nature in itself is dead, being created
that the spiritual principle may be clothed from, it with forms,
which may serve for use, and that it may terminate. Nature
and life are two distinct things : nature takes its beginning from
the sun of this world, and life from the sun of heaven. The
sun of the world is pure fire, and the sun of heaven is pure love :

that which proceeds from the sun which is pure fire is called

nature, and that which proceeds from the sun which is pure love
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is called life: what proceeds from pure fire is dead, but wliat

jiroeceds froui pure love is living : licncc it is evident that

nature in itself is dead. That nature serves for a elothing to

the spiritual principle is manifest from the souls of beasts, which
are spiritual aflcetions, being clothed from materials which arc

in the world ; that their bodies are material is a known thing,

as likewise the bodies of men.
The reason why the spiritual [principle] can be clothed liy

the material, is, because all things which exist in the world of

nature, whether belonging to the atmospheres, waters, or earth,

or to all and every individual thereof, are effects produced from
a spiritual [principle] as a cause, and the effects act as one with

the cause and are altogether concordant, according to this

axiom, that nothing exists in the effect which is not in the

cause : but the difference is, that the cause is a living force,

because it is spiritual, but the effect thence derived is a

dead force, because it is natural. From this circumstance it

is, that in the natural world are given such things as alto-

gether agree with those which are in the spiritual world, and
that they can be aptly conjoined. Hence then it is that it is

said, that nature was created in order that the spiritual

[principle] might be clothed from it with forms, which may
serve for use.

That nature is created in order that the spiritual principle

may therein terminate, follows from what was just said, that the

things which exist in the spiritual world are causes, and those

which are in the natural world are effects, and effects are termi-

nations. There must in all cases be an ultimate, where there is

a first [principle], and whereas in the ultimate co-exists all that

is intermediate from the first [principle], the work of creation

in ultimates is perfect. For this end the sun of the world was

created, and by the sun nature, and lastly the terraqueous globe,

in order that there might be ultimate materials, into which all

that is spiritual might close, and in which creation might sub-

sist : to the end also that the work of creation miglit continually

persist and endure, which is effected by the generations of men
and animals, and by the germinations of vegetables j and lastly,

to the end that all things might thence return to their first

source, which is effected by or through man. That intermediates

co-exist in ultimates is evident from the axiom, that there is

nothing in the effect which is not in the cause, thus from the

continuity of causes and effects from the first [source or prin-

ciple] even to the ultimate or last.

1208. " Saying, Amen, Alleluia.'^—That hereby is signi-

fied, who in truth is alone to be worshipped and glorified, appears

from the signification of Amen, as denoting truth, and in the

supreme sense, as denoting the Lord as to divine truth, sec n.

3l, 22H, 164, '1G9; and from the signification of Alleluia, as
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denoting to worship and glorify the Lord, concerning which see

n. 1197, 1203.

Continuation.. Thai there are two common forms, a spiritual

and a natural, a spiritual such as appertains to animals, and
a natural such as appertains to vegetables. Hence it is that all

things of nature, besides the sun, the moon, and the atmos-

pheres, make three kingdoms, the animal, the vegetable, and

the mineral, and that the mineral kingdom is only a storehouse,

in which are contained, and from which are taken, those things

which compose the forms of the two other kingdoms^ the animal

and the vegetable.

The forms of the animal kingdom, which in one word are

called animals, are all according to the flux of spiritual sub-

stances and forces, which flux, from the conatus which is in

them, tends to the human form, and to all and singular things

thereof, from head to heel, thus in general to produce organs of

sense and organs of motion, likewise organs of nutrition and
also of prolification ; hence it is, that the universal heaven is in

such a form, and that all angels and spirits are in such a form,

as likewise men on the earth ; and also all beasts, birds, and
fishes; for all these have similar organs. This animal form

derives a conatus to such things from the first [Being or

Principle], from whom all things are, who is God, as being a

Man. This conatus and consequent determination of all spiritual

forces cannot be given and exist from any other source, for

it is given in the greatest things and in the least, in first prin-

ciples and in last, in the spiritual world and thence in the

natural world ; but with a diff'erence of perfection according

to degrees.

But the other form, which is the natural form, and in which
are all vegetables, derives its origin from the conatus and con-

sequent flux of natural forces, which are atmospheres, and are

called ethers, in which there is such a conatus from the deter-

mination of spiritual forces, which tends to the animal form,

and from the continual operation of these into natural forces,

which are ethers, and thereby into matters of the earth, of which

vegetables are composed : that hence is its origin, is evident

from what has been said above concerning the likeness and ten-

dency to the animal form which appears in them. That all

things of nature are in an eff'ort to that form, and that the ethers

have a tendency to produce it impressed upon them, and so

implanted from a spiritual principle, is evident from many con-

siderations ; as from the universal vegetation on the surface of

the whole earth, likewise from the vegetation of minerals into

such forms in mines, where there are given apertures, and from
the vegetation of shelly substances into corals in the bottom of

the sea, and even from the forms of the particles of snow, which
arc emulous of vegetables.
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1209. "And a voice came out of the throne."—That hereby

is signified unanimity of the universal heaven, appears from the

sip;nitication of a voice coming out of the throne, as denoting the

unanimity of the universal heaven, namely, to glorify the Lord;

for by the throne is signified the whole heaven, by reason of the

Lord being upon it, and the Lord being heaven itself ; the angels,

of whom heaven consists, do not make anything of heaven from

their own proprium, but it is the Divine [principle], which pro-

ceeds from the Lord, appertaining to them, which makes heaven

;

hence it is, that by a voice out of heaven is signified unanimity

of all in the heavens, or of the universal heaven. That a throne,

where the Lord is treated of, signifies heaven, may be seen, n.

253, 462, 477.

Continuation. That there are three forces in every thing

spiritual, a force of acting, a force of creating, and a force of

forming. A force of acting, because the spiritual [principle]

proceeds from the first fountain of all forces, which is the sun

of heaven, and that is the divine love of the Lord, and love is

the essential agent, and thence proceeds the living force which

is life.

The force of creating is a force of producing causes and
effects from beginning to end, and reaches from the first by in-

termediates to the last ; the first is the sun of heaven itself,

which is the Lord, intermediates are things spiritual, afterwards

things natural, likewise things terrestrial, from which ultimately

are productions. And whereas that force in the creation of the

universe reached or extended from the first to the ultimate or

last, therefore it reaches afterwards in like manner, in order

that productions may be continual, otherwise they would fail

:

for what is first continually regards the ultimate as an end, and

unless the first had regard to the ultimate continually from itself,

by intermediates, according to the order of creation, all things

would perish : wherefore productions, which are especially ani-

mals and vegetables, are continuations of creation. It matters

not that the continuations are effected by seeds, still it is the

same creative force which produces. That there are certain seeds

[of new plants] also still producing, is testified by some from

experience.

The force offorming is the ultimate force from ultimates, for

it is the force of producing animals and vegetables from the ulti-

mate matters of nature, which are collected in the earths. The
forces which are in nature from its origin, which is the sun of

the world, are not living forces, but dead forces ; which are no

other than as the forces of heat in man and in an animal, which

keep the body in such a state, that the will by its affection, and

the understanding by its thought, which are spiritual, may flow-

in and perform their operations : nor are they any other than as

the forces of light in the eye, which only cause that the mind,
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which is spiritual, may see by this its organ, the light of the

world not seeing any thing, but the naincl by the light of heaven.

It is the same with vegetables ; he who believes that the heat

and light of the sun of the world operate any further than to

open and dispose the things proper to nature to receive influx

from the spiritual world is much deceived.

1210. " Saying, Praise God, all ye His servants."—That
hereby is signified the worship of the Lord by those who are

in truths, appears from the signification of praising God, as de-

noting to confess and worship Him, of which we shall speak

presently ; and from the signification of the servants of God, as

denoting those who are in truths from the Lord, concerning

which see n. 6 and 409. In many passages in the Word, men-
tion is made of praising God, and thereby is signified to con-

fess Him with the heart and mouth, thus also to worship ; by
praising God is signified the same as by Alleluia, inasmuch as

Alleluia signifies praise ye God, which, that it is the voice of

joy and gladness in confessions and in the worship of God, has

been said before.

The reason why praising God signifies to confess and worship
is, because the Lord does not desire to be praised or glorified

from any love of Himself, but from His love for man, for man
cannot do otherwise than praise and glorify the Lord, or give

praise and glory to Him, when he acknowledges in heart that

there is nothing of good in himself, and that he can do nothing
from himself, and on the other hand that all good is from the

Lord, and that the Lord can do all things. When man is in

this acknowledgment he then removes his proprium, which is of

self-love, and opens all things of his mind, and thus renders the

Divine [principle] capable of flowing-in with good and with
power : hence it is necessary, that man be in humiliation before

the Lord, and that humiliation be from no other source than
from the acknowledgment of the Lord, according to which re-

ception is effected.

That to give praise to God, and to praise God, is to confess

Him, and from confession of heart to worship Him, appears from
many passages in the Word, as Matt. xxi. 16 ; Luke ii. 13, 14,

20; v. 25, 26; vii. 16; xiii. 13; xviii. 43; xix. 28—41:
xxiv. 52, 53; likewise Psalm cxlviii. 1

—

5, 7, 13; and else-

where.

Continuation. That from the spiritual [^^nwci/j/e], by those

forces, exist vegetables, and also animals, as well those ivhich

appear in heaven, as those which are in the world. The reason
why such things also exist in heaven, is, because those forces

are in the spiritual [principle] in the greatest things and in

the least, in first and in last, thus both in heaven and in the
world ; its primaries are in the heavens, its ultimates are in

the world : for there are degrees of spiritual things, and each
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I

i

tlcgiTC is ilistinet from tlu; otlier, and the prior or superior

(loii^rce is more perfect than the posterior or inferior : this may
ap|)e:ir from the lij^'ht and heat in the heavens, and from tlie

M is(U)ni of the anj^els thence derived. The liglit in the supreme

or third heaven is so splendid from a flaming [principle] that

it exceeds a thousand times the meridian light of the world

;

in the middle or second heaven there is a light less bright, but

still it exceeds a hundred times the meridian light of the world
;

in the ultimate or first heaven the light is similar to the meridian

light of our world.

There are also degrees of heat, which in heaven is love, and

according to those degrees the angels are in wisdom, intelligence,

and science; all that is spiritual is of the light and heat which

are from the Lord as a sun, and these are the source of all

wisdom and intelligence. As many degrees of things spiritual

are also given under the heavens, or in nature, which are inferior

degrees of things spiritual, as may appear from the natural mind
of man, and from its rationality and sensuality ; rational men
are in the first degree thereof, sensual men are in the ultimate,

and some are in the middle, and all thought and affection, even

of the natural mind, are spiritual.

Those three forces, which are the force of acting, the force

of creating, and the force of forming, are in the spiritual [prin-

ciple] in every degree thereof, but witii a diftereucc of perfec-

tion ; howbeit, whereas there is nothing but what has its ultimate

wherein it terminates and subsists, so also has the spiritual

[principle], and this ultimate is in the earth, in its lands and

waters ; from this ultimate the spiritual [principle] produces

vegetables of all kinds, from the tree to the blade of grass, in

which what remains of the spiritual [principle] manifests itself

only in a certain similitude with the animals, of which we

treated above.

1211. "And ye who fear him.''—That hereby is signified

the worship of the Lord by those who are in the good of love,

appears from the signification of the fear of God, as denoting

worship from the good of love, concerning which see n. G96,

94.2, 1150.

Continuation. Something shall now be said concerning

vegetables in heaven, the animals there having been treated

of above. There are in the heavens, as in the earth, vege-

tables of all kinds and species; yea, there are in the heavens

vegetables which are not in the earth, for there are com-

pounds of different genera and species, with infinite variation :

this they derive from their origin, of which below : but the

genera and species of vegetables differ in the heavens as the

genera and species of animals there, of which we have spoken

above.

According to the degrees of light and heat there, there
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appear paradisaical gardens, groves, fields, and plains, and in

them flower-beds, shrubberies, and grass-plots. In the inmost

or third heaven especially, there are shrubs, whose fruits drop

oils; flower-beds from which are scattered abroad the most

fragrant odours, the seeds thereof partaking of a sweet and

oily essence, which is also fragrant to the smell ; and grass-

plots which abound with similar scents. In the middle or

second heaven are shrubs, whose fruits drop wine ; beds of

flowers from which exhale pleasant odours, with seeds of a deli-

cate flavour, and grass-plots in like manner. In the lowest or first

heaven similar things exist as in the inmost and middle heaven,

with a difference of delights and pleasantnesses according to

degrees. In the inmost heaven there are also fruits and seeds

of pure gold, in the middle heaven of silver, and in the lowest

heaven of copper ; there are also flowers of precious stones and
of crystals.

All these things are germinations from the earths there ; for

there are earths there as with us, but nothing is produced there

from seed sowed, but from seed created, and creation there is

instantaneous, the duration being sometimes long and sometimes
momentaneous ; for they exist by the forces of the light and
heat from the sun of heaven, which is the Lord, without the aid

of any natural light and heat as from the sun of the world

:

hence the matters in our earths are fixed, and the germinations

constant ; but the matters or substances in the earths which are

in the heavens are not fixed, whence neither are the germinations

from them constant : all things there are spiritual in a natural

appearance ; but it is otherwise in the earths subject to the sun
of our world.

These things are adduced in order that it may be con-
firmed that in every thing spiritual, whether in heaven or in

the world, there are those three forces, namely, the force of

acting, the force of creating, and the force of forming, and
that these forces continually reach to their ultimate, wherein
they terminate and subsist ; and this not only in first principles,

but also in ultimates; hence it is that in the heavens there

equally exist earths, for the earths there are those forces in

ultimatcs : the difference is, that the earths there are spiritual

from their origin, and here they are natural; and that the
productions from our earths arc effected from the spiritual [prin-

ciple] through the medium of nature, but in those earths with-
out nature.

1212. " And small and great."—That hereby arc signified all

who are in truths and goods in every degree, appears from the

signification of small, as denoting those who are but little in

truths and goods ; and from the signification of great, as denot-
ing those who are much in them, concerning which signification

see also above, n. 69G, 836.
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Continuation. That hotk animals and vegetables have the

same origin, and thence the same soul, the difference being only

in the forms which receive injlux. That the origin of animals,

which also is their soul, is a spiritual aflcction, such as apper-

tains to man in his natural [principle] was shewn above. That
vegetables have also the same origin is evident, especially from

the vegetables in the heavens, as that they appear there accord-

ing to the aflbctious of the angels, and also represent those

affections, insomuch, that in them, as in their types, the angels

see and know their own aftcetions, as to their nature and
quality; they are also changed, according to the changes of the

affections, but this is effected out of the societies. The only

difference is, that the affections appear formed into animals by
the spiritual [principle] in its middle principles, and into vege-

tables in its ultimates, which are the earths there ; for the

spiritual [principle] from which they exist, in middle principles

is alive, but not so in ultimates, in which the spiritual princi[)le

retains no more of life than is sufficient to produce the like-

ness thereof: nearly similar to what takes place in the human
body, in which the ultimates thereof, which are produced from

the spiritual principle, are the cartilages, bones, teeth, and nails,

in which the living principle which is from the soul terminates.

That the vegetative soul is from the same origin as the soul

of the beasts of the earth, of the birds of the heaven, and of

the fishes of the sea, does not appear at first view, by reason

that the one lives, and the other does not, but still it is manifestly

evident from the animals, together with the vegetables seen in

heaven, and also from those which are seen in the hells. In the

heavens there appear beautiful animals, and similar vegetables;

but in the hells noxious animals, and vegetables also similar

;

and angels and spirits are known, and their qualities distinguished

from the appearances of the animals, and in like manner from

the appearances of the vegetables ; there is a plenary concordance

with their affections, and so much so, that an animal can be

changed into a concordant vegetable, and a vegetable into a

concordant animal.

The angels of heaven know what principle of aflFection is re-

presented in one and the other ; and I have heard, and also per-

ceived, that it is similar in both cases. It has also been granted

me to know manifestly the correspondence not only of the

animals but also of the vegetables with the societies of heaven,

and with the societies of hell, thus with their affections, for

societies and affections in the spiritual world make one. Hence

it is that so frequent mention is made in the Word of gardens,

groves, forests, trees, likewise of various plants, and that they

there signify spiritual things according to their origins, all which

have reference to affections.

The difference, therefore, betw^een vegetables in the spiritual
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world and in the natural world, is, that in the spiritual world

they exist momentaneously, according to the affections of the

angels and spirits there, as well the seeds as the germinations

;

but in the natural world their origin is implanted in the seeds,

from which they are reproduced annually. Besides, there are

two things proper to nature, time and consequent succession,

and space and consequent extension, but these are not given

in the spiritual world, as properly belonging thereto, but instead

thereof there are appearances of the states of their life;

whence also it is that from the earths there, which are from a

spiritual origin, vegetables are produced in a moment, and also

in a moment disappear; this however only when the angels

depart, otherwise they continue. This is the difference between
the vegetables of the spiritual world, and the vegetables of the
natural world.

1213. Verses 6, 7. "And I heard as the voice of a great
multitude, and as the voice of many waters, and as the voice of
vehement thunders, saying. Alleluia, for the Lord God Omnipotent
reigneth. Let us rejoice and exult and give glory unto Him, for
the marriage of the Lamb is come, and His wife hath made herself

ready."
" And I heard as the voice of a great multitude," signifies

the glorification of the Lord by all who are in the heavens, on
account of the rejection of the evil, and the consequent libera-

tion of the good :
" and as the voice of many waters," signifies

glorification of Him from truths :
" and as the voice of vehement

thunders," signifies glorification of Him from the goods of love :

" saying. Alleluia, for the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth"
signifies joy and gladness that the Lord has now a kingdom in

the earths as in the heavens :
" let us rejoice and exult, and give

glory unto Him," signifies manifestation of joy from the affection

of truth and from the affection of good : "for the marriage of
the Lamb is come," signifies the conjunction of the Lord with
the church :

" and His wife hath made herself ready," signifies

that the church is now adorned with truths from good to receive

Him.
1214. " And I heard as the voice of a great multitude."—

That hereby is signified the glorification of the Lord by all

who are in the heavens, on account of the rejection of the evil

and the consequent liberation of the good, appears from the
signification of a voice, as denoting the glorification of the
Lord, for the voice was. Alleluia, for the Lord God Omni-
potent reigneth, as is evident from the end of this verse. That
it is on account of the rejection of the evil, and the consequent
liberation of the good, follows from the preceding and follow-

ing parts of this chapter, and of the remaining chapters, the
glorification of the Lord being there understood on account of

the last judgment, whereby the good were liberated from the
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evil, for tlio evil were then rcjootofi into hell, and tlicrcl)y the

good were liberated from them ; and from the sigiiifieation of

a great multitude, as denoting all who are in the heavens, who
are called a multitude from the vocal sound of all together

;

simultaneous speech by many is heard as the voice of a great

multitude.

Continuation. That that origin is from use. The reason

is, because affections have reference to uses, use being the

subject of all attcction, for man cannot be affected, unless it

be for the sake of somewhat ; and this somewhat is use ; now,

inasmuch as all affection supposes use, and the vegetative soul,

from its spiritual origin, is affection, as was said, therefore also

it is use. From this cause it is, that in every vegetable there

is contained a use, a spiritual \ise in the spiritual world, and a

spiritual and also a natural use in the natural world : the spiritual

use is for the various states of the mind [animusi, and the

natural is for the various states of tlie body. That minds are

refreshed, recreated, and excited, and on the other hand are

induced to sleepiness, sadness, and swooning, by the odours and
savours of different kinds of vegetables, is well known ; and that

the body is healed by the various lixivia, menstruums, and medi-

cines made from them, and, on the other hand, is killed by the

poisons extracted from them, is also well known.
The external spiritual use from them in the heavens is the

recreation of minds, and the internal is the representation of

divine things in them, and thereby also the elevation of the

mind ; for the wiser angels see in them the nature and quality

of their affections in a series. The varieties of flowers in their

order, and at the same time the variegations of colours and like-

wise of odours, manifest those affections, and whatever lies inte-

riorly hid in them ; for every ultimate affection, which is called

natural, although it is spiritual, derives its quality from some
interior affection, which is of intelligence and wisdom, and these

derive their quality from use and the love thereof. In a word,

nothing springs up and flourishes from the ground in the heavens

but use, because use is the vegetative soul.

Inasmuch as use is the vegetative soul, therefore in those

places in the spiritual world which are called deserts, where those

inhabit who had in the world rejected works of charity, which

are essential uses, there does not appear either grass or any herb,

but mere wastes and sand.

By the uses which it was said alone flourish in the heavens

is meant all good in act, which is from the Lord, by love to Hira,

and by love towards the neighbour. Every vegetable there repre-

sents thus a form of use, and whatsoever appears in it from its

first to its ultimate, and from its ultimate to its first, or from

the seed to the flower, and from the flower to the seed, exhibits

the progression or extension of the affection, and at the same
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time of its use, from end to end. Those who are skilled in the

arts of botany, chemistry, medicine, and pharmacy, come after

death into the science of spiritual uses from the vegetables in

the spiritual world, and also exercise that science, finding the

greatest delight in it. I have discoursed with them, and heard

from them very wonderful things.

1215. "And as the voice of many waters."—That hereby is

signified glorification of Him from truths, appears from the sig-

nification of a voice as denoting the glorification of the Lord, as

above ; and from the signification of waters as denoting truths,

concerning which see n. 71, 483, 518, 537, 538, 854, 971, 1033;
hence many waters denote all truths, which appertain to the

angels in the heavens.

In the heavens there are angels who are in truths and who
are in goods ; the angels who are in truths are called spiritual

angels, and they who are in goods are called celestial angels

:

hence heaven is distinguished into two kingdoms, the spiritual

and the celestial ; in the spiritual kingdom are all who are in

truths, and in the celestial kingdom are all who are in goods. All

indeed are in truths derived from good, but good is two-fold

;

there is spiritual good and celestial good ; spiritual good is the

good of love towards the neighbour, and celestial good is the

good of love to the Lord. These goods are distinct from each
other; spiritual good is good in an inferior degree, and celestial

good is good in a superior degree ; wherefore celestial good
appertains to the angels of the superior heavens, and spiritual

good to the angels of the inferior heavens.

From these considerations it is evident that by the many
waters, the voice of which was heard, are signified all the spi-

ritual angels in the heavens, but by the voice of vehement
thunders, which follows, are signified all the celestial angels in

the heavens.

Continuation. From all the considerations which have been
hitherto adduced concerning the life which is from the Lord, and
concerning the existence of ail things in the universe from it,

every one who is wise in heart may see that nature does not
produce any thing from itself, but that it only serves as the

means of producing, to the spiritual [principle] which proceeds

from the sun of heaven, which is the Lord, as the cause instru-

mental to its cause principal, or as a dead force to its living force.

From which it is evident, how much they err, who ascribe the

generations of animals and the productions of vegetables to

nature : they act like those who ascribe magnificent and splendid

works to the instrument, and not to the artificer, or who adore

sculptured images and not God.
The fallacies, which are innumerable, in all reasoning con-

cerning things spiritual, moral, and civil, arise from this source:

for fallacy is an inversion of order, and is the judgment of the
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eye and not of the niiml, or a conclusion drawn from the ap-

pearance of a thin*;-, and not from its essence. Wherefore to

reason from such fallacies conccrnino^ the world and the exist-

ence of thinf]^8 therein is like confirming by reasonings that

darkness is light, that what is dead is alive, and that the body
flows into the soul, and not vice versd ; when, notwithstanding,

it is an eternal truth, that influx is spiritual, and not physical,

that is, of the soul, which is spiritual, into the body, which is

material, and of the spiritual world into the natural world :

likewise that the Divine [Being or Principle] from itself, and
thereby what proceeds from itself, as it created all things, also

supports all things ; and that support is perpetual creation, as

subsistence is perpetual existence.

1216. "And as the voice of vehement thunders.''—That
hereby is signified glorification of Him from the goods of love,

appears from the signification of a voice, as denoting the glori-

fication of the Lord, as above ; and from the signification of

thunders, as denoting the goods of love sounding, concerning

which see n. 821,855; hence vehement thunders denote all

goods, when they are sounded [or uttered] by the angels.

There are two things which together constitute speech with

men, namely, sound and the articulation thereof into expressions.

The sound is of the affection of the will, and the articulation of

the sound is of the thought of the understanding; these two
are conjoined in human speech, and also are distinguished by

hearing, for from the sound is known the affection, and from

the words or expressions, which are the articulations of the

sound, is known the thought. This being a natural circum-

stance is but little reflected on by man, but still he knows that

it is so whilst he hears. This is more distinctly heard with

angels and spirits than with men, inasmuch as they are spiritual,

and the spiritual think, and thence also speak, from affection

;

those who are in the celestial kingdom from the affection of

good, and those who are in the spiritual kingdom from the

affection of truth : hence it is that they are known from the

sound of the voice, which is heard variously below as it descends

from the superior parts of heaven, for it increases in its pro-

gression, as is the case also in the world when a sound descends

from on high. The sound of the spiritual angels is thus heard

as the noise of many waters, and the sound of the celestial

angels as vehement thunders. Concerning the further signi-

fication of thunders, see also above, n. 273, 353, 498, 702, 704,'

1014.

Continuation. We have already treated of Infinity and
Eternity, likewise of Providence and Omnipotence, as apper-

taining to the Lord ; something shall now be said concerning

Omnipresence and Omniscience, which also appertain to Ilim.

That God is omnipresent, and that he is omniscient, is acknow-
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ledged in every religion ; hence in every religion they pray to

God that He may hear, also that He may see and have mercy,

which would not be the case unless they believed in His omni-
presence and omniscience. This belief is derived from an influx

from heaven with those who have any religion, for, from religion

itself it does not come into question whether it is given, or how
it is given.

But whereas at this day, especially in the Christian orb,

natural men are multiplied, and these do not see any thing of

God, and unless they see do not believe ; and if they say tiiat

they believe it is either by reason of their particular office, or

from a blind science, or from hypocrisy, and yet they may see

if they are so disposed ; in order therefore that some sight may
be given into those things which are of God, it is allowed to

treat of them from light, and from rational views therein origi-

nating. For every man, even the merely natural and sensual,

is endowed with an understanding, which can be elevated into

the light of heaven, and see spiritual things, yea, even things

diWne, and also comprehend them, but only when he hears or

reads concerning them, and afterwards from the memory can

speak of them, but to think them in himself from himself, this

he cannot do. The reason is, because whilst he hears and reads

the understanding is separated from his own proper affection, and
when it is so separated, it is in the light of heaven : but when
he thinks in himself from himself, then the understanding is

conjoined to the affection of his will, and this fills it, detains it,

and restrains it from going out of itself.

But still the case in itself is such, that the understanding

can be separated from the affection of the will, and so be elevated

into the light of heaven with those natural men who are in the

affection of truth, and have not confirmed falses in themselves,

but hardly with those who are not in the aflection of truth,

from their having rejected all things of a divine nature, or con-

firmed themselves in falses ; with these, there is as it were a

shady veil between spiritual light and natural light, although

with many it is in a degree transparent. Now, whereas every

man whatsoever, even the corporeal sensual, when he becomes
adult, is endowed with such a faculty of understanding that he
can comprehend those things which arc of God, when he hears

or reads them, and afterwards retain them in his memory, and
thence speak, teach, and write them, it is of importance that the

work concerning the divine attributes should be continued as it

was begun ; we shall therefore now treat concerning the divine

Omnipresence, and the divine Omniscience, lest the merely
natural man bring them into doubt, even to denial, through
want of willingness to understand any thing divine and spiritual,

which he calls a want of ability.

1217. " Saying, Alleluia, for the Lord God Omnljjolent
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iti(/nc/h.^'—Thai hereby is signified joy and gladness, that the

Jiurd has now His kingdom on the earth as in the heavens,

appears iVoni tlie sijiiiitication of" Alleluia, as denotinj;; the ex-

pression ul' gloritication of the Lord from joy of heart, eon-

eerning whieh see n. ll'J?, 1203. It is said joy and gladness,

because in the Word joy is predicated of good, and gladness of

truth, and here the angels, both those who were in truths and
those who were in goods, said Alleluia ; and from the significa-

tion of for the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth, as denoting that

His kingdom is on the earth as in the heavens, whereby is un-

derstood, that after the good were separated from the evil, and
the evil cast into hell, then all the good came into a better state

of receiving truth aud good from the Lord, in which state they

were not before ; for so long as they were in connexion with the

evil, if they had received goods and truths, they would have

contaminated and perverted them. This also is the cause, that

interior truths were not revealed in the earth, before that separa-

tion was effected by the last judgment.
This is also understood in the Lord's Prayer by " Thy king-

dom come on earth as in the heavens ; " the Lord's kingdom was

also before the last judgment, for the Lord always rules both

heaven aud earth, but the state of His kingdom after the last

judgment became other than before it, as the reception of divine

truth and good became thereby more universal, more interior,

more easy, and more distinct. It is said. Lord God Omnipotent,
because the Lord is called Lord from good, and God from truth,

and omnipotent from the separation of the good from the evil

by the last judgment, and also from the power of saving those

who receive Him.
Continuatioji. But how the Lord can be present with all who

are in heaven, and in the universal terrestrial globe, and also

know all things, aud tho.se the most singular aud minute with

them, both present and future, cannot be comprehended, unless

the following propositions are understood.

I. That in the natural world there are spaces and times, but

that in the spiritual world those things are appearances.

II. That spaces and times are to be removed from the ideas,

that the omnipresence of the Lord with all and every one may
be comprehended, and His omniscience of things present and
future appertaining to them.

III. That all the angels of heaven and all the men of the

earth who constitute the church are as one man, and that the

Lord is the life of that man.
IV. Consequently as the life is in singular and the most

singular things of man, and knows all their state, so the Lord
is in singular and the most singular things of the angels of heaven

and of the men of the church.

V. That the Lord is also present with those who are out of
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heaven and out of the churchy who are in hell, or who will come
into hell, aiid knows all their state, from the intellectual faculty

which every man has, and from the opposite.

VI. That from the oranipreseuce and omniscience of the

Lord thus perceived it may be apprehended by the understand-

ing how the Lord is the all in all of heaven and the church, and
that we are in the Lord and the Lord in us.

VIL The omnipresence and omniscience of the Lord may be

comprehended also from the creation of the universe, for it was
so created by Him, that He may be in first principles and in

ultimateSj in the centre and at the same time in the circum-

ferences, and that uses are the things in which He is.

VIII. Inasmuch as the Lord has divine love and divine

wisdom, therefore He has divine omnipresence and divine omni-

science from both, but omnipresence is principally from the

divine love, and omniscience is principally from the divine

wisdom.

1318. " Let us rejoice and exult, and give glory to Him J'—
That hereby is signified manifestation of the joy which is from
the aff"ection of truth and from the affection of good, appears

from the signification of rejoicing, as here denoting joy from the

affection of truth ; and from the signification of exulting, as de-

noting joy from the affection of good, for to exult is of the heart,

thus of the good of love ; and from the signification of giving

glory, as denoting to acknowledge, confess, and worship the

Lord, concerning which see n. 678 ; these things are also under-

stood by glorification.

The reason that joy from the affection of truth and from the

affection of good is what is signified by rejoicing and exulting,

is, because all joy is of affection, for man has joy only from
those things which affect him, or which he loves. There are two
universal origins of all spiritual joys, one is from the affection

or love of truth, the other is from the affection or love of good ;

joy of the affection of good is proper to the will, and the deeds

thence derived, and joy of the affection of truth is proper to the

understanding and speech thence derived. Whereas in the pre-

ceding verse the subject treated of is concerning those who are

in truths, and those who are in goods, and also concerning the

glorification of the Lord by them, therefore the joy of all of

them, and the glorification thence derived, is manifested by
these words, " Let us rejoice and exult, and give glory unto
Him."

Continuation. That in the natural world there are spaces
and times, but in the spiritual world only appearances thereof

:

the reason is, because all things which a[)pear in the spiritual

world are immediately from the sun of lieavcn, which is the
divine love of the Lord, whereas all things which ajjpear in the
natural world arc from the same, but by mediation of the suu
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of the world, which is pure fire. Pure love, from which all

thinj^s immediately exist in the spiritual world is immaterial,

hut pure fire by which all things exist mediately in the natural

world is material. Hence it is, that all things which exist in the

spiritual world arc, from their origin, spiritual, and that all

things which exist in the natural world are, by virtue of their

secondary origin, material ; and material things in themselves
are fixed, stated, and mensurable; jixed, because they continue,

however the states of men may be changed, as earths, moun-
tains, and seas ; stated, because they constantly recur by turns,

as seasons, generations, and germinations; and mensurable,

because all things can be defined, as spaces by miles and fur-

longs, and these by feet and spans, and times by days, weeks,

months, and years. But in the spiritual world all things are as

it were fixed, as it were stated, and as it were mensurable, but

still are not such in themselves, for they exist according to the

states of the angels, and continue accordingly, so that they make
one therewith, whence they are also varied^ as the states are

varied : but this is chiefly the case in the world of spirits, into

which every man comes first after death, and not so in heaven
and in hell. The reason why this takes place in the world of

spirits, is, because every man there undergoes changes of state,

whereby he is prepared for heaven or for hell.

But the spirits do not reflect upon these changes and varia-

tions, inasmuch as they are spiritual, and thence in a spiritual

idea, with which all and singular the things which they perceive

by their outward senses, make one ; likewise because they are

separated from nature, and yet they see there things altogether

similar to what they had seen in the world, as earths, mountains,

vallies, waters, gardens, forests, vegetables, palaces, houses, gar-

ments with which they are clothed, food by which they arc

nourished, moreover animals of all kinds, and themselves as men.
They see all these things in a clearer light than they saw the like

things in the world, and also feel them with a more exquisite

touch than in the world : hence man after his departure does not

at all know that he has put off his material part, and that he has

emigrated out of the world of his body into the world of his

spirit. I have heard many saying that they were not deceased,

and that they could not understand how any thing of their body
could be rejected in the grave, and this by reason that all things

there are similar, not knowing that those things which they

there see and feel are not material, but substantial from a spi-

ritual origin ; and that yet they are still real things, being from

the same origin as all things of the world, with this only differ-

ence, that those things which are in the natural world have an

accessary [principle], as it were, super-induced from the sun of

the world, from which they become material, fixed, stated, and

mensurable. But still I can assert that those things which are
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in the spiritual world are more real than those which are in the

natural world, for the dead principle, which is added to the

spiritual principle in nature, does not constitute reality, but

diminishes it : this is manifestly evident from the state of the

angels of heaven compared with the state of men of the earth,

and from all things which are in heaven compared with all things

which are in the world.

1219. "For the marriage of the Lamb is come."—That

hereby is signified the conjunction of the Lord with the Church,

appears from the signification of marriage, as denoting conjunc-

tion, of which we shall speak presently ; and from the significa-

tion of the Lamb, as denoting the Lord as to the Divine Human
[principle], concerning which seen. 314. It is said the marriage

of the Lamb, because the conjunction of the Lord with the

Chm'ch is the conjunction of His Divine Human [principle]

therewith ; for there cannot be given any immediate conjunction

with His Divine [principle] which is called the Father, inasmuch
as this cannot be received, being above every idea of human or

angelic thought ; but with the Divine Human [principle] con-

junction can be given, for this can be admitted into the thought

:

hence it is, that it is said the marriage of the Lamb and not the

marriage of the Lord God.
Continuation. Inasmuch as there are similar things in

heaven, as in our world, therefore also there are spaces and
times in the heavens, but the spaces there, as well as the earths

themselves, and the things which are upon them, are appear-

ances, for they appear according to the states of the angels, and
the extensions of spaces and distance, according to the simili-

tudes and dissimilitudes of states. By states are understood

states of love and wisdom, or of affection and of the thoughts

thence derived, which are manifold and various : according to

these is the distance of the angelic societies in the heavens,

and also of the heavens from the hells, likewise of the societies

of the latter from each other. It has been given to see how
similitude of state conjoins and contracts the extension of

space or distance, and how dissimilitude separates, and produces
extension of space or distance. There those who to appearance
are at the distance of a thousand miles from each other can be
present in a moment when the love of one to the other is ex-

cited, and on the other hand those who are discoursing together
can be separated in like manner the moment any aversion is

excited.

That spaces in the spiritual world are only appearances
has also been made evident to me from this circumstance, that

there have been present with me several, who were from remote
lands, as from the various kingdoms of Europe, from Africa,

and from India, likewise also the inhabitants of the difi'erent

planets, and of the earths the most distant. Nevertheless,
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spaces ill the heavens still appear extended in like manner as

the spaces of onr earth; bnt whereas the spaees there are from

a spiritual origin, and not at tiie same time natural, and thence

appear according to the states of the anjjels, therefore the angels

eaunot have any idea of spaees, but instead thereof they have an

idea of their own states ; for when the spaces are changed an

idea thereof takes place from an origin which is spiritual, thus

from a similitude and dissimilitude of attections, and of thoughts

thence derived.

The ease is the same with respect to times, for as are spaees,

so are times
;
progressions by spaees being also progressions by

times. The reason why these also are appearances of states, is,

because the sun of heaven, which is the Lord, does not there

make days and years by circumvolutions and progressions, as

the sun of the world appears to do ; wherefore in the heavens

there is perpetual light and perpetual spring, and hence times

there are not fixed, stated, and mensurable. Now, whereas these

also vary, according to the states of the affections and thoughts

thence derived, for they are short and contracted in a delightful

state of the affections, and long and protracted in an undelight-

ful state, therefore neither can the angels have any idea of

time from appearance, but an idea of state from the origin

thereof.

From these considerations it is evident that the angels in

heaven have no idea of space and time, but a spiritual idea con-

cerning them, which is an idea of state. But the idea of state,

and the consequent idea of the appearance of space and times,

is given only in the ultimates of creation there, and from them
;

the ultimates of creation there are the earths, upon which the

angels dwell; there spaces and times appear, and not in the

spiritual things themselves, from which the ultimates are created,

yea, neither do they appear in the affections themselves of the

angels, unless the thought which flows from them pervades to

ultimates. But it is otherwise in the natural world, where spaces

and times are fixed, stated, and mensurable, and therefore enter

into the thoughts of men, and bound them, whereby they are

distinguished from the spiritual thoughts of angels. It is from

this circumstance principally that man cannot comprehend

without difficulty the divine omnipresence and omniscience, for

in the desire to comprehend them he is apt to fall into the error

that God is the inmost principle of nature, and thus omnipresent

and omniscient.

1220. "And His wife hath made herself ready."—That

hereby is signified that the church is now adorned with truths

from good to receive, appears from the signification of wife,

when the Lord is treated of, as denoting the church, concerning

which see n. 1120; and from the signification of making herself

readv, as denoting to be adorned with truths from good to receive^
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for it follows, that she was arrayed in fine linen, clean and

shining, and by fine linen is signified truth from celestial good.

The church, by virtue of those truths, receives the Lord, for the

Lord with man flows-in into the good of His love, and is

received by man in truths, hence is all spiritual conjunction. It

is said to be adorned, and thereby is understood to be taught

and to learn, for thus and no otherwise does the church adorn

herself, and make herself ready for the nuptials, and to receive

the Lord.

Continuation. That spaces and times are to be removedfrom
the ideas, in order that the Lord's omnipresence with all and every

one may be comprehended, and His omniscience of things present

and future : but whereas spaces and times can hardly be removed
from the ideas of the thoughts of the natural man, it is better

for a simple man to think of the divine omnipresence and omni-
science not from any reasoning of the understanding. It is

sufficient that he believe them simply from religion, and if he
thinks from reason, let him say with himself, that they are,

because they are of God, and God is every where and infinite,

likewise because the Word teaches this ; and if he thinks of

them from nature, and its spaces and times, let hira say with

himself, that they are miraculously eff'ected.

But whereas at this day naturalism has nearly inundated

the church, and this can only be shaken off by means of rational

arguments, whereby man may see that a thing is so, therefore

the divine attributes also shall be thereby brought forward out

of the darkness which nature induces, and be set forth in light

;

which may also be effected, because, as was said before, man is

endowed with an understanding, Avhich is capable of being

elevated into the interior light of heaven, if he does but desire

to know truths from a principle of love. All naturalism arises

from thinking concerning things divine from things proper

to nature only, Avhich are matter, space, and time. The mind
which inheres in such things, and is not willing to believe any
thing but what it understands, cannot do otherwise than blind

its understanding, and from the darkness in which it immerses
it, falls into a negation of the Divine Providence, and thence
of omnipotence, omnipresence, and omniscience, when never-

theless these things are altogether as religion teaches, as well

within nature as above it, but they cannot be comprehended
in the understanding, unless spaces and times are removed
from the ideas of its thought : for these have place in some
manner or other in every idea of thought, and unless they are

removed, man cannot think otherwise than that nature is all,

that it is from itself, and that life is fi'om it, and hence that the

inmost principle of nature is what is called God, and that all

besides is ideal.

I know that such persons will also wonder to hear that any
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existence can be "jivcn where there is neither time nor space

;

and that the Divine [principle] itself is withont time and space,

and that spiritual beings are not in them, but only in appearances

of tluMu, when notwithstanding divine spiritual things are the

very essences of all things, which liavc existed and which do

exist, and natural things without them are as bodies without a

soul, which become carcases.

Every man who makes himself a naturalist by thoughts

from nature remains also such after death, and calls all things,

wiiich he sees in the spiritual world, natural, because they are

similar. Still, however, such persons are illustrated and taught

by angels that they are not natural, but that they are appear-

ances of things natural ; they are also convinced so as to affirm

that it is so ; but still they relapse, and worship nature as in

the world, and at length separate themselves from the angels,

and fall into hell, nor can they be taken out thence to eternity.

The reason is, because they have not a spiritual soul, but only a

natural one, such as appertains to beasts, with the faculty how-

ever of thinking and speaking, because they were born men.
Now, whereas the hells are filled with such at this day, more
than before, it is of importance that such dense darkness arising

from nature, which at this day crowds and bars up the thresholds

of men's understanding, be removed by rational light derived

from spiritual.

1221. Verses 8, 9. "And it ivas given her to be arrayed in

fine linen, clean and shining, for fine li?ien is the righteousness of

saints. And he said to me, Write, Blessed are they who are called

to the marriage supper of the Lamb : and he said unto me, These

are the true ivords of God."
" And it tvas given her to be arrayed in fine linen, clean and

shining," signifies that that church should be instructed by the

Lord in truths from the Word : ''for fine linen is the righteous-

ness of saints," signifies that by truths from the Word are pro-

cured goods of life to those who believe in the Lord :
" and he

said unto me, Write," signifies that these things shall be for a

memorial to posterity :
" Blessed are they who are called to the

marriage supper of the Lamb," signifies that they wiH come into

heaven, who by truths from the Word are conjoined to the Lord,

and become the Church :
" and he said unto me, these are the

true ivords of God," signifies that they are from the Lord, Who
is the Word and Who is truth.

1222. " And it was given her to be arrayed in fine linen, clean

and shining."—That hereby is signified that that church should

be instructed by the Lord in truths from the Word, appears

from the signification of being arrayed, as denoting to be in-

structed in truths, for by garments, in the Word, are signified

truths which invest good, whence by being arrayed is signified

to be instructed in those truths, concerning which see n. 64, 65,
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195, 271, 395, 951; and from the signification of fine linen, as

denoting truths from a celestial origin, concerning which see n.

1143. But, whereas truth from that origin is truth divine, and
all truth divine is from the Lord, and that is the Word, there-

fore by fine linen is signified truth from the Word : this truth

is called clean from celestial good, and shining from spiritual

good. All truth is from good, and there are two universal

goods, from which are all truths, namely, celestial good, which

is the good of love to the Lord, and spiritual good, which is tlie

good of love towards the neighbour. Truth from the latter good

is understood by fine linen which is shining, but truth from the

former good is understood by the fine linen which is clean, and
both from the Word, for the Word in every part of it is such

that truth from celestial good, and truth from spiritual good, are

conjoined, and within, in the truths, is celestial good with

spiritual good.

Continuation. That all the angels of heaven, and all men of
the earth who make the church, are as one man, and that the Lord
is the life of that man : this may be seen confirmed in the work
concerning Heaven and Hell, under the following articles : 1st,

that the universal heaven, in a complex, has reference to one
man, n. 59—67 : 2nd, that each society in the heavens has

reference to one man, n. 68—72 : 3rd, that hence every angel

is in a perfect human form, n. 73—77 : and 4th, that heaven in

the whole and in part has reference to man, which is from the

Divine Human [principle] of the Lord, n. 78—87 : likewise

that there is a correspondence of all things of heaven with all

things of man, n. 87—102 : that the like may be said of the

church of the Lord in the earth, n. 57. That heaven is as one
man, experience has taught and reason teaches.

Experience : it has been granted me to see a society consist-

ing of thousands of angels, as one man of a middling stature

;

likewise societies consisting of fewer in like manner : but this

does not appear to the angels in the society, but to the angels

who are out of that society at a distance, and at times when a

society is to be purified from strangers, for when this is the case,

all those who constitute the life of the society are within that

man, but those who do not constitute the life are out of him,
and these are removed, but the former remain. The case is

similar with the universal heaven before the Lord : hence and
from no other cause it is that every angel and spirit is a man in

a similar form in which he was a man on earth.

That the church in the earth also is before the Lord as a

man, has not been seen, but heard ; likewise that it is also dis-

tinguished into societies, and that every society is a man ; like-

wise that all who are within that man are within heaven, but
those who are out of him arc in hell ; the cause of this has also

been mentioned, namely, that every man of the Church is also
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an anjTol of lioavon, for ho hoconios an ant;cl after death. More-
over the church in the cartli, not only together with tlie angels,

cotistitutcs the interiors of that man, but also the exteriors,

which are called cartilaginous and bony : this the church con-

stitutes, because men of the earth are endued with a body, in

which the ultimate spiritual principle is clothed with the natural;

this constitutes the conjunction of heaven with the church, and

of the church with heaven.

From reason : heaven and the church arc a man, in the con-

crete or complex, greatest, lesser, and least, the sole cause

whereof is, because God is a man, and hence the Divine Pro-

ceeding, which is the Divine [principle] from Ilim, is similar in

evcrytliing, least and greatest, which is man ; for as was said

above, the Divine [principle] is not in space and extended, but

causes spaces and extensions to exist in the ultimates of His

creation, in the heavens apparently, in the world actually : but

still spaces and extensions are not spaces and extensions before

God, for He is in His Divine [principle] every where. This is

manifestly evident from this circumstance, that the universal

angelic heaven, with the church is, before the Lord as one man ;

in like manner a society consisting of thousands of angels, al-

though their habitations appear extended through much space.

The same is also evident from this consideration, that the

universal heaven, likewise an entire society in heaven, can, at

the good pleasure of the Lord, appear as a man, great or small,

as a giant or as an infant, and yet it is not the angels who so

appear, but the Divine [principle] in them; for the angels

are only recipients of the Divine from the Lord, and the

Divine in them constitutes the angelic principle, and thence

heaven. Inasmuch as angels are only recipients, and the Divine

in them constitutes the angelic principle and heaven, it is

evident tiiat the Lord is the life of that man, that is, of heaven

and the church.

1223. " For fine linen is the righteousness of the saints."—
That hereby is signified that by truths from the Word are pro-

cured the goods of life to those who believe in the Lord, appears

from the signification of fine linen, as denoting truths from the

Word, concerning which see above, n. 1222 ; from the signifi-

cation of righteousness, as denoting the goods of love, and

thence the goods of life, concerning which see above, n. 204,

1 199 ; and from the signification of saints, as denoting those

who are in truths from good from the Lord, see n. 204, 325,

973, thus also who believe in the Lord.

Continuation. Consequently that as life is in singular and

most singular the things of man, and has knoivledge of all the

state thereof ; so the Lord is in singular and the most singular

things of the angels of heaven, and of the men of the church. The

reason why life is in singular and the most singular things of
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man, is, because the many various and divers things in man,

which are called members, organs, and viscera, so make one,

that man knows no otherwise than that he is a simple, and not

a compound being.

That life is in the most singular things of man is evident

from this consideration, that from his own life he sees, hears,

smells, and tastes, which could not be efifected, unless the organs

of those senses also lived from the life of his soul ; likewise

from this consideration, that the whole surface of the body is

endued with the sense of touch, and it is the life which causes

that sense, and not the skin without the life. It is evident also

from this circumstance that all the muscles under the skin are

subject to the arbitrement of the life of man^s will and under-

standing, and are moved at their nod, thus not only the hands

and feet, and the whole body itself, but also the tongue, the

lips, and the face, with the whole head ; the latter things and

the former cannot be moved by the body alone, but by the life

from the will and understanding, together with the life in the

members themselves. It is the same with every one of the

viscera in the body, each of which performs therein its own
office, and acts obsequiously according to the laws of order

inscribed on it, which is from the actuation of the life, in a

manner unknown to man, by its motion in all and singular

things from the heart and lungs, and by its sense in all and

singular things from the cerebellum.

The reason why life is in singular and in most singular the

things of man, is, because the animal form, of which we have

treated of above, is the real form of life ; for life from

its first fountain, which is the sun of heaven or the Lord, is

perpetually in the effort of forming a likeness and image of

itself, that is, a man, and from man an angel, wherefore from

the ultimates, which are created from it, it adjoins to itself

things comformable, whereby man may exist, in whom it may
live. Hence it is evident that life is in singular and most sin-

gular the things of man ; and that the part or even particle in

which life is not, becomes dead and is dissociated.

Now, whereas men and angels ^are not lives, but only re-

cipients of life from the Lord, and the universal heaven, with

the church, before the Lord is as one man, it is evident that the

Lord is the life of that man, that is of heaven and the church,

and also that He is omnipotent and omniscient in singular and

most singular the things of the angels of heaven and men of

the churcli. Inasmuch as the universal heaven, with the church,

before the Lord is as one man, and according to the divine

arbitrement great or small, as a giant or as an infant, it is

manifest that the life or spiritual [principle] which proceeds

from the Lord, is not in space, or extended, with the angels of

heaven and with men of the church ; consequently that spaces
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and times arc to be removed from the ideas, in order that onini-

prcsencc and oinniscicnce of the Lord with all and every one
may be comprehended.

"1221. "And he said unto me, ?rW/e."—That hereby is

signified that these things shall be in memorial for posterity,

appears from the signification of writing, as denoting to inscribe

on the life and faith of man, concerning which see n. 222, and
as denoting what is certain, see n. 898 ; but in this case that

it shall be in memorial for posterity, for the subject treated of is

concerning the New Church to be established by the Lord,

which is understood by the New Jerusalem, for this is what is

understood by the wife of the Lamb, and is also called His wife

(Apoc. xxi. 9, 10).

Continuation. That the Lord is also present with those who
are out of heaven and the church, who are in hell, or will come

into hell, and knows all their state, from the iutellectual faculty

ivith which every man is endoived, andfrom the opposite. Every
man has three degrees of life, a lowest in common with the

beasts, and two superior which are not common with them ; by

these two superior degrees man is man. With the evil these

degrees are closed, but open with the good, they are not how-

ever closed with the evil in regard to the light of heaven, which

is wisdom, which proceeds from the Lord as a sun, but they are

closed in regard to the heat, which is love, which together thence

proceeds. From this circumstance it is that every man, even au

evil one, has the faculty of understanding, but not the faculty of

willing from celestial love, for the will is the receptacle of heat,

that is, of love, and the understanding is the receptacle of light,

that is, of wisdom, from that sun.

The reason why every man is not intelligent and wise, is,

because he who is not has by his life closed in himself the re-

ceptacle of that love; which being closed, he is not willing to

understand any other thing than what he loves, for this he wills

and loves to think of, and thence also to understand. Now, in-

asmuch as every man, even an evil one, has the faculty of under-

standing, and that faculty is from the influx of light from the

sun which is from the Lord, it is evident that the Lord is also

present with those who are out of heaven and the church, who
either are in hell or will come thither : from that faculty it also

is, that man can think and reason concerning various things,

which beasts cannot do : and also that he lives for ever. An-

other reason of the Lord's omnipresence in hell, is, because the

universal hell is before the Lord, equally as the universal

heaven, as one man, but as a man-devil, or a man-monster,

with which all things are in opposition to those which are in

the divine man-angel, wherefore from this latter man is known

all that is in the former, that is, from heaven, all that is in

hell ; for from good is known evil^ and from truth what is
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false, thus all the quality of the latter from the quality of the

former.

There are three heavens, and there are three hells ; and as

the heavens are distinguished into societies, so also are the hells,

and every society of hell corresponds, from opposition, to a

society of heaven; the correspondence is as between good

affections and evil affections, for all societies are affections. Thus,

in like manner, as every society of heaven, in the view of the

Lord, is as one man-angel, in the likeness of His own affection,

as was said above, so every society of hell, in the view of the

Lord, is as one man-devil, in the likeness of his own evil affec-

tion. It has also been given me to see this : they appear indeed

as men, but monstrous : I have seen three kinds of them, the

fiery, the black, and the pallid, but all of them with deformed

faces, dry tones of voice, external speech, and gestures corres-

ponding : they are all in lascivious loves, and no one in chaste

love, the delights of their will being evils, and the delights of

their thoughts falses.

1225. "Blessed are they who are called to the marriage

supper of the Larab."—That hereby is signified that thej^ will

come into heaven, who, by truths from the Word, are conjoined

to the Lord and become the church, appears from the signifi-

cation of blessed, as denoting those who are in heaven, and who
will come into heaven, for these are the blessed ; and from the

signification of supper, as denoting consociation by love, and
communication, concerning which see n. 252 ; hence by the

marriage supper of the Lamb is signified conjunction with

the Lord, and thence communication with those who are of that

church.

Continuation. That from the omnipresence and omniscience

of the Lord thus perceived, it may be apprehended by the under-

standing how the Lord is the all in all of heaven and the church,

and that we are in the Lord, and He in us. By all things of

heaven and the church are understood divine truth and divine

good, the former being from the light of the sun of heaven,

which is wisdom, and the latter from the heat of the sun of

heaven, which is love. The angels, in proportion as they are

recipients of those principles, are heaven in general, and are

themselves heavens in particular ; and men, in proportion as

they are recipients of them, are the church in general, and
churches in particular. There is not given any thing with any
angel, which makes heaven in him, nor any thing with any
man, which makes the church in him, but the Divine [prin-

ciple] proceeding from the Lord ; for that all the good of love,

and all the truth of faith is from the Lord, and nothing thereof

from man, is a known thing. From these considerations it is

evident that the Lord is the all and in all of lieavcn and the
' church.

!
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That we are in the Lord, and lie in us, the Lord Himself
teaches in John :

" Jesus said, he who tateth My flesh, and
drlnkith My blood, dwelleth in Me and I in him" (vi. 5(5) ; and
ajjain :

" In that day ye shall know, that ye are in Me, and I in

you " (xiv. 20, 21) ; and elsewhere, that "in him we live, and
move, and have our being." iVU the angels of heaven, and all

the men of the church, are in the Lord, and the Lord in them,

when they are in that celestial man spoken of above; angels

and men are then in the Lord, because they are recipients of

life from Hiiti, thus are in His Divine [principle], and the Lord
is in them, because He is the life in its recipients. From these

considerations it is evident that all those who are in a natural

idea concerning the Lord can have no understanding of His

divine omnipresence, otherwise than as intuitive, when notwith-

standing it is actual, such as is the omnipresence of the Holy
Spirit, which is the Divine Proceeding.

1226. "And he said to me, These are the true words of

God."—That hereby is denoted that they are from the Lord,

who is the Word, and who is the truth, appears from this con-

sideration, that all the truths of God are from the Lord, and
thence that the Lord is called the Word, which is divine truth

(see John i. 1, 2, 14) ; and that He calls Himself the Truth
(John xiv. 6).

Continuation. That the omnipresence and omniscience of the

Lord may also be comprehendedfrom the creation of the universe

;

for the universe was so created by Him that He is in first prin-

ciples and in last, also in the centre and in the circumference,

and that uses are what He is in. This may appear evident to

every one from the creation of the universe, from the life of

man, and from the essence of uses.

The creation of the universe cannot be better seen in any
other way than from the types thereof in the heavens: there

creation is perpetual and instantaneous, for in the spiritual

world earths exist in a moment, and upon them paradisiacal

gardens, and in these trees full of fruits, also shrubs, flowers,

and plants of all kinds, which, M'hen viewed by the eye of wis-

dom, are found to be correspondences of the uses in which the

angels are, to whom they are given for reward ; they have also

houses bestowed on them, full of utensils and decorations ac-

cording to their uses ; raiment also is given to them according

to their uses, and likewise food which is eatable and relishing

according to uses, besides pleasant and delightful conversations,

which also are uses, because they are recreations : all these

things are given gratis, but still on account of the uses which

they perform : in a word, the universal heaven is full of uses,

so that it may be called the very kingdom of uses.

On the other hand, those who do not perform uses are sent

into the hells, where they are compelled by a judge to labour,
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and if they refuse no food is given them, nor clothing, nor a

bed to lie on, and they are laughed at by their associates as ser-

vants by their masters ; it is also permitted them by the judge

to use them as their slaves, and if they withdraw others from

their labours they are severely punished, until they are com-
pelled to exertion. But those who cannot be so compelled are

cast out into deserts, where a piece of bread is daily given them,

and water to drink, and they dwell solitary in miserable cot-

tages or in caves ; and whereas they perform no uses, the earth

where they are is so barren that the least appearance of turf or

grass is rarely seen upon it. In such deserts and hells T have

seen several of noble descent, who in the world gave themselves

up to idleness, or who courted offices, and performed the func-

tions thereof, not for the sake of use, but for honour and gain,

which were the only uses they had in view. The uses which

they perform in the heavens, and the labours to which they

are compelled in the hells, are partly like those which exist in

the world, but still the uses for the most part are spiritual

uses, which cannot be described by any natural language, and,

what I have often wondered at, do not fall into the ideas of

natural thought : such is the spiritual [principle] in most cases.

From the perpetual and instantaneous creation of all things

in the heavens may be seen, as in a type, the creation of the

whole world with its earths, and that there is nothing therein

created but in and for use ; in general, one kingdom of nature

for another, the mineral kingdom for the vegetable, this for the

animal, and both for the human race, that the latter may serve

the Lord in performing uses to each other. The same may
appear from the life of man, in which, if viewed from the crea-

tion of all things in him, there will not be found a part which
is not for use, not a fibre or vessel in the brains, in the organs

of the senses, in the muscles, nor in any of the viscera of the

thorax and abdomen, or in the rest, which is not for some use

in general and in particular, thus not for itself, but for all about
it and the whole together. The greater forms themselves,

which are called members, sensories, muscles, and viscera, com-
posed and organized from fibres and vessels, are all formed from
use, in use, and to use, so that they may be simply called uses,

of which the whole man is composed and formed ; whence it

manifestly appears that their origin is from use only, and that

they have use for their end.

That every man in like manner is created and born for use

is manifestly evident from the use of all things in him, and
from his state after death, when, if he does not perform any use,

he is accounted so vile, as to be cast down into infernal prisons,

or into desert places. That man is born that he may be use, the
life also manifests, for the man whose life is from the love of
uses is altogether different from him whose life is from the love
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of idleness, by which is meant a life consisting only in conversa-

tion, entertainments, and diversions. The life of the love of

use is the life of the love of the public good, and also of love

towards the neighbour, and of the love of the Lord, for the

Lord does uses to man by man, whence the life of the love of

use is a divine spiritual life, wherefore every one who loves good

use, and from the love thereof does it, is loved by the Lord, and

is received with joy in heaven by the angels. But the life of

the love of idleness is a life of the love of self and of the world,

and hence is a merely natural life, which does not hold the

thoughts together but diffuses them abroad into every vanity,

and thereby turns man away from the delights of wisdom and
immerses him in the delights of the body only, and of the

world, with which evils cohere ; wherefore after death he is let

down into the infernal society to which he addicted himself in

the world, and there is compelled to labour through hunger and
scarcity of food.

By uses, in the heavens and earths, are understood minis-

tries, functions, studies of life, employments, various family

exercises and labours, consequently all things which are opposite

to idleness and indolence. The same may also appear from the

essence of uses. The essence of uses is the public good ; the public

good, in the most general sense, with the angels, is the good of

the whole heaven, in a sense less general the good of the society^

and in a particular sense the good of each individual of the

society. But with men, the essence of uses, in the most general

sense, is the good of the whole human race, both spiritual and
civil, in a sense less general the good of their county, in a par-

ticular sense the good of society, and in a singular sense the

good of each individual ; and whereas those goods constitute

their essence, love is their life, inasmuch as all good is of love,

and in love there is life. In this love is every one, who is de-

lighted with the use in which he is for the sake of the use,

whether he be a king, a magistrate, a priest, a minister, a general,

a merchant, or labourer : every one who is delighted with the

use of his function for the sake of the use, loves his country and

fellow-citizens, but he who is not delighted therewith for the

sake of use, but only does it for the sake of himself, for honours

and wealth, does not in his heart love his country and fellow-

citizens, but only himself and the world. The reason is,

because no one can be kept by the Lord in the love of his neigh-

bour, unless he be in some love towards the public ; and no one

can be in that love, but he who is in the love of use for the sake

of use, or in the love of use from use, thus from the Lord.

Now, whereas all and singular things in the world were created

in the beginning for use, and also all things in man were formed

for use, and the Lord from creation viewed all the human race

as one man, in whom every one in like manner is for use, or a
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use, and whereas the Lord Himself is the life of that man, as

was said above, it is evident that the universe was so created

that the Lord is in first principles and in last, also in the

centre and in the circumference, that is, in the midst of all,

and that uses are what He is in. From these considerations

also may be comprehended the omnipresence and omniscience of

the Lord.

1227. Verse 10. "And Ifell down before his feet to ivorship

him : and he said unto me, See [thou do it] not, I am thy fellow-

servant, and of thy brethren who have the testimony of Jesus,

worship God ; for tJie testimony of Jesus is the spirit ofprophecy
.''

" And I fell down before his feet to worship him,'' signifies

perception from him of the Divine to which belongs adoration :

" and he said to me, See [thou do it] not," signifies the know-
ledge that he was not God, but an angel :

" / am thy fellow-

servant, and of thy brethren who have the testimony of Jesus"
signifies that he is like to men on earth, who receive and have

received divine truth from the Lord :
" worship God," signifies

that the Lord alone is to be acknowledged and worshipped from
the heart: "for the testimony of Jesus is the spirit ofprophecy,"

signifies that the acknowledgment of the Lord and conjunction

with Him is the life of all doctrine from the Word.
1228. " And I fell down before his feet to worship him."—

That hereby is signified perception from him of the Divine, to

which belongs adoration, appears from the signification of falling

down before the feet and worshipping, as denoting to acknow-
ledge, confess, and worship the Divine [Being] , concerning which
see n. 805, 821, 1206 : that it is only perception of the Divine
from him is evident from his saying that he is not to be
worshipped, because he is only an angel, who is a servant of the

Lord, even in like manner as men. But the nature of the thing

in itself is such that the Lord when He sends angels to men, as

He did to the prophets, fills them with His Divine [principle],

and so causes them to speak ; the angel who is sent, in this case,

does not speak from himself, but from the Lord, but as soon as

he has spoken, he returns into himself, and then knows that he
is only an angel. Thus the Word was written from the Lord
by means of angels, and thus the Lord spake with the ancient

people, as with Abraham, with Hagar his hand-maid, with

Gideon, and in general with the prophets, wherefore also the

angels are called by them Jehovah, and some were adored so

long as they were filled with the Divine [principle] ; this pre-

sence of the Lord is the same with the presence of the Holy
Spirit. From these considerations it is evident what is signified

by those words.

Continuation. Inasmuch as to the T^ord appertains divine

love and divine wisdom, therefore to llim also appertains divine

omnipresence and divine omniscience from both, but omnipresence
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ix principally from t/ie divine lore, and ouiniscience is principaHy

from the divine wisdom. Love and wisdom in the Ijord are not
two but one, and this one is divine love, which before the angels

of heaven appears as a sun : but love and wisdom proeeeding

from the Lord as a sun appear as two distinct [principles], love

appearing as heat, and wisdom as light. Both these from their

origin, which is the sun, act altogether as one, but are separated

with angelv^ of heaven and with men of the church ; with some
of them love, which is heat, is more received than wisdom, which
is light, these arc called celestial angels and men; and with

some wisdom, which is light, is more received than love, which
is heat, and these are called spiritual angels and men.

These things may be illustrated from the sun of the world :

in that sun, fire and the origin of light are altogether one, and
this one is the fiery [principle] of that sun : from this proceeds

heat, and at the same time light, which appear as two distinct

things, but still from their origin they act as one. This one
appears in the earth in the time of spring and summer, but

they arc two distinct things according to the conversion of

the earth to the sun, and thus also according to reception,

direct or oblique. This correspondence is adduced by way of

illustration.

The case is similar with respect to omnipresence and omni-
science ; these in the Lord are one, but still they proceed from
the Lord as two distinct attributes, for omnipresence has reference

to love, and omniscience to wisdom, or, what is the same, omni-
presence has reference to good, and omniscience to truth, inas-

much as all good is of love, and all truth is of wisdom. The
reason why the omnipresence of the Lord has reference to love

and good, is, because the Lord is present with man in the good
of his love ; and the reason why omniscience has reference to

wisdom and truth, is, because the Lord from man's good of love

is omnipresent in the truths of his understanding, and this omni-
presence is called omniscience ; as in particular with one man, so

in general with all.

1229. " And he said unto me, See [thou do if] not."—That
hereby is signified the knowledge that he was not God, but

an angel, may appear without explication, for he said, See
[thou do it] not, denoting that he was not God, but an angel,

before whom he was not to fall down, or who was not to be

adored.

Continuation. We have treated of the divine attributes,

which are infinity, eternity, providence, omnipotence, omnipre-

sence, and omniscience ; it now remains that we treat of the

divine love and divine wisdom, from which is the life of all

things, and of which the above attributes are predicated ; but

that these two essentials of all things may be distinctly per-

ceived, they shall be treated of in the following order.
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First concerning the divine love :

—

I. That in the world it is but little comprehended what love

is, when notwithstanding it is the life itself of man.

II. That the Lord alone is love itself, because He is life

itself, and that man and angel are only recipients.

III. That life, which is love, has no existence without a form,

and that that form is the form of uses in every complex.

IV. That man is such a form in general and in particular,

and that heaven is in such a form, and also the world,

V. That there are genera and species of uses, and differences

of species ad infinitum, and also that there are degrees of uses.

VI. That there are as many affections as there are uses, and

that, consequently, there are genera and species of affections

and differences of species ad infinitum ; and that there are degrees

of affections.

VII. That every aff'ection of use in itself is a man, according

to the quality and quantity thereof.

VIII. That every use derives its life from the common good,

and that it ffows-in from it, and gives the necessaries, utilities,

and delights of life.

IX. That in proportion as man is in the love of uses, in the

same proportion he is in the Lord, and loves the Lord and his

neighbour, and in like proportion is a man.
X. That the active force of uses, according to their connec-

tion in their order, produces the vital heat, which is perceived in

man as love.

XI. That it is manifested by man's willing this thing or that,

or by this or that being good to him, or not good, and at length

by delight.

XII. That all things in man are formed, likewise grow and

are kept in connection, by love and the heat thereof from the Lord.

XIII. That man does not know what affection is, and still

less that there are as many various affections as there are men
born into the world, and as there will be born to eternity, thus

that they are infinite.

XIV. That man knows no other than that he is thought,

when notwithstanding he is affection.

XV. And that neither does he know that he has eternal life

according to the affection of use.*

* Annotation by the Editors [of the original Work in Latin] ivhose names
are subscribed beloio.

When Emanuel Swedenborg had hitherto extended these his Explications
on the Apocalypse, it appears to ns tiiat he laid aside the work for a time, for

the purpose of completing more distinctly and fully the suhject of Angelic
Wisdom, with other sul)ject8 commenced in this work ; also that he miglit pub-
lish a shorter ICxidication of the Apocalypse, called the j\jyocah/pse Ec.vcaled,

which work was edited in the year 1766, oi', according to some copies, 1764, at

Amsterdam. Nevertheless the Editors of this hook, namely, the Aiiocalypse
Ej/jjlained, iu order to make the work complete, have su]>piied the deficient

Chapters from the Apocahjpse Jicveoled, eaiefull}- observing to change the
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1230. "/ am thy fellow-servant, and of thy brethren who
have the testimony of Jesus, worship God," signifies that angels

of heaven are associated with men, as brethren with brethren,

with such as worshi[) the Lord, and therefore that in consocia-

tion with them tiie Lord alone is to be worshipped. " / am
thy fellow-servant and of thy brethren," »\gxn^es that an angel

of himself has not any thing divine, but that he is associated

with man as one brother with another : by " having the testi-

mony of Jesus," is signified that he is in like manner conjoined

with the Lord, by acknowledging the Divinity in His Humanity,
and by a life conformable to His precepts; that this is signified

by having the testimony of Jesus^ will be seen in the next

article.

The reason why the angels of heaven are not superior to

men, but only their equals, and that therefore they are equally

the Lord's servants as men are, is, because all angels have been
men born in the world, and not any of them immediately created

such, as may appear from what is written and shewn in the

work concerning Heaven and Hell. They do indeed excel men
in wisdom, but this is because they are in a spiritual state, and
thence in the light of heaven, and not in a natural state, and
so in the light of the world, as men are upon earth ; but in pro-

portion as any angel excels in wisdom, in the same proportion

he acknowledges that he is not above men, but like unto them
;

wherefore neither is there any conjunction of men with angels,

but consociation with them ; there is a conjunction only with

the Lord. But in what manner there is conjunction with the

Lord, and consociation with the angels by means of the Word,
may be seen in the Doctrine of the New Jerusalem concerning

the Sacred Scripture, n. 62—69.

1231 .
" For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy,"

signifies that the acknowledgment that the Lord is the God of

heaven and earth, and at the same time a life conformable to

His commandments, is, in a universal sense, the all of the Word
and of doctrine derived from it. By the testimony of Jesus is

signified the attestation of the Lord in heaven, that man is His,

and thus that he is in heaven one among the angels there ; and
inasmuch as this attestation cannot be given to any others but

those who are in conjunction with the Lord, and since they are

numbers of the articles cited in one work with the correspondent numbers in

the other, and to pass over some others in silence.

At the end of the Explications follows the continuation concerning the

Divine Love and the Divine Wisdom, before undertaken, which was found

after the death of the Author amongst other fragments in manuscript.

Henrt Peckitt,
William Spence,
George Adams,
Benedict Chastaniek,
Robert Hindmarsh.

London, June 17, 1790.
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in conjunction witli the Lord, who acknowledge Him to be the

God of heaven and earth, as He Himself teaches in Matt, xxviii.

18, and at the same time live conformably to His precepts or

commandments, particularly conformably to the commandments
of the decalogue, therefore these two things are signified by

the testimony of Jesus. By this testimony being the spirit of

prophecy is signified that it is the all of the Word and of doc-

trine deduced from it; for the Word in a universal sense treats

only of the Lord, and of a life conformable to His command-
ments ; hence it is that the Lord is the Word, because the

Word is from Him, and treats of Him alone, and only teaches

how He is to be acknowledged and worshipped, and these are

the commandments of the Word, which are called divine truths,

according to which man ought to live, that he may be capable

of coming into conjunction with the Lord.

That the Word treats of the Lord alone, and that thence it

is that the Lord is called the Word, may be seen in the Doctrine

of the Neiv Jerusalem concerning the Lord, n. 1—7 ; n. 8— 11 ;

n. 19—28; n. 37—44: and in the Doctrine of the New Jeru-

salem concerning the Sacred Scripture, n. 80—90; n. 98

—

100. This is also what the Lord says, " That the spirit of

truth, which is the Holy Ghost, will testify of the Lord, and
that he will not speak from himself, but that he will take of the

things which are of the Lord, and shew them " (John xv. 26

;

xvi. 13, 15).

1232. Verse 11. "And I saw heaven open, and behold a

ivhite horse," signifies the reveahng of the spiritual sense of the

Word by the Lord, and by it the discovery of the interior mean-

ing of the Word, which is the coming of the Lord. By heaven

being seen open is signified a revelation from the Lord and

consequent manifestation, as will be seen presently ; by horse is

meant the understanding or meaning of the Word, and by white

horse the interior understanding of the Word ; and as this is

signified by white horse, and as the spiritual sense is the interior

understanding of the Word, therefore that sense is here signified

by white horse.

The reason why this is the coming of the Lord, is, because

by that sense it manifestly appears that the Lord is the Word,
and that the Word treats of Him alone, and that He is the

God of heaven and earth, and from Him alone the New Church
has its existence. The Lord said, " That they should see the Son

of Man coming in the clouds of heaven with glory and power "

(Matt. xvii. 5 ; xxiv. 30 ; xxvi. 64 ; Mark xiv. 61, 62 ; Luke ix.

34, 35 ; xxi. 27 ; Apoc. i. 7; Acts i. 9, 11) : and this the Lord

said also when He discoursed with His disciples concerning the

consummation of the age, which is the last time of the church,

when judgment takes place.

Every one who does not think beyond the sense of the
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1232.] Ai'ocAi.YrsK KXPi-AiNKi). [Chap. xix.

letter, believes tluit, wIkmi the last judgment shall come to pass,

the Lord will aj)i)c;ir in the clouds of heaven with angels and
sound of trumpets; nevertheless that this is not meant, but
that He will appear in the Word, may be seen in the explana-

tion above, n. 3(5, 905, 900; and the Lord appears manifestly

in the spiritual sense of the Word. From that sense it is dis-

coxcred not only that He is the Word, that is, divine truth

itself, and further that He is the inmost of the Word, and thence

the all thereof, but also that He is the one God, in whom there

is a trinity, consequently the only God of heaven and earth, and
moreover that He came into the world to glorify His Humanity,
that is, to make it Divine. The Humanity which He glorified,

that is, made Divine, was His natural Humanity, which He
could not glorify, or make Divine, but by the assumption of the

Humanity in a virgin in the natural world, to which He then

united His Divinity, which He had from eternity. This union

was effected by tem[)tations admitted into His assumed Humanity,
the last of which was the passion of the cross, and at the same
time by the fulfilling of all things of the Word, not only by the

fulfilling of all things of the Word in its natural sense, but also

by the fulfilling of all things of the Word in its spiritual sense

and in its celestial sense, in which, as was said above. He alone

is treated of: but on this subject, see the particulars which are

laid open in the Doctrine of the New Jerusalem concerning the

Lord, and in the Doctrine of the Neio Jerusalem concerning the

Sacred Scripture.

Now, since the Lord is the Word, and the Word was made
flesh (John i. 1, 2, 14) ; and the Word was made flesh to fulfil

the same, it is plain that the coming of the Lord in the Word
is meant by His appearing in the clouds of heaven. That the

clouds of heaven signify the Word in its literal sense, may be

seen above, n. 36, 905, 906. It is evident that the Lord's

appearing in the Word is meant, because by white horse is

signified the interior understanding of the Word, and it is said

that the name of Him who sat on the horse is the Word of

God, and that His name is King of kings and Lord of lords,

verses 13, 16. From these considerations, then, it is evident

that by I saw heaven open and behold a white horse is signified

the revealing of the spiritual sense of the Word by the Lord,

and by it the discovery of its interior meaning, which also is the

coming of the Lord.

That the spiritual sense of the Word, concerning which no

one in the ('hristian world knew any thing heretofore, is at this

(lay revealed, may be seen in the Arcana Coelestia, wherein the

two Books of Moses, Genesis and Exodus, are explained accord-

ino- to that sense ; also in the Doctrine of the New Jerusalem

roncerning the Sacred Scripture, n. 5— 2(); in the tract on the

IVhitc IJorse, from beginning to end, and in the extracts there
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Ver. 12.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1333— 1236.

collected from the Arcana Coelestia, concerning the Sacred
Scripture; and moreover in these explanations of the Apocalypse,

where not a single verse can be understood without the spiritual

sense.

1233. "And he who sat upon him is called faithful and true,

and in justice He doth judge and combat, '' signifies the Lord as

to the Word, that He is divine good and divine truth itself,

from both which He executes judgment and separates the good
from the wicked. By Him who sat upon him, that is, upon the

white horse, is meant the Lord as to the Word. That it is the

Lord as to the Word who is meant, is plain from verse 13,

where it is said, " That He was clothed with a vesture dipped in

blood, and His name is called the Word of God f' by faithful

and true is signified divine good and divine truth ; by faithful,

divine good, because that is faithful ; the faithful, speaking of

men, are those who are in the inmost or third heaven, conse-

quently who are in celestial good. That by true, when said of

the Lord, divine truth is signified is evident; by justice both

are signified, as well good as truth ; and when said of the Lord,

divine good and truth, hence it follows, that by judging in

justice is signified to execute judgment from divine good and
divine truth. All judgment is executed by the Lord through
the Word, consequently the Word itself judges every one. The
reason why to make war or to combat from justice signifies to

separate the good from the wicked, is, because the Lord does

not fight against any one, but separates the good from the

wicked, and when the good are separated from the wicked, then
the wicked cast themselves into hell.

1234. Verse 12. " And His eyes were as a flame of fire,"

signifies the divine wisdom of the Lord's divine love, as may
be seen above, n. 68, where the like occurs, and is said of the

Son of Man, by whom is meant the Lord as to the Word.
1235. " And on his head were many diadems," signifies the

divine truths of the Word from Him. On His head signifies

from the Lord, for by head is signified wisdom originating in

love, and from the head man is governed by wisdom originating

in love : diadems were seen on His head, because the divine

truths of the Word, which are signified by diadems, are from
Him. The divine truths of the Word in the spiritual world

correspond to diadems, and in consequence of this correspon-

dence appear there, and in heaven, upon the head of those who
consider the Word as holy ; hence it is that diadems signify

divine truths of the Word in its literal sense : the reason is, be-

cause the literal sense is translucent by virtue of its spiritual

and celestial sense, as the jewels of a diadem are translucent by
virtue of their light.

1236. " Having a name written which no one knew but Him-
self," signifies that what the Word is in its spiritual and celes-
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1237.] Ainc.M.YrsE kxplained. [Chap. xix.

tial sense, no one sees but the Lord, and they to M'hora He
reveals it. By name is siijiiified the quality of any one, in the

present ease the quality of the Word, or what the Word is

internally, that is, in its spiritual and celestial sense. It is called

a written name, because the Word exists as well among men
ui)on the earth as among angels in heaven, see the Doctrine of
the New Jerusalem concerning the Sacred Scripture, n. 70—75.

By no one knowing it but Himself is signified that no one
sees but the Lord Himself, and they to whom He reveals it,

what the Word is in its spiritual sense. That no one sees the

spiritual sense of the AVord but only the Lord, and therefore

that no one sees that sense but from the Lord, and that no one
sees it from the Lord except he be in Divine truths from Him,
may be seen in the Doctrme of the Neiv Jerusalem concerning

the Sacred Scripture, ii. 26.

1237. Verse 13. "And He ivas clothed in a vesture dipped

in blood, and His name is called the Word of God," signifies

divine truth in its ultimate sense, or the Word in the letter to

which violence has been offered. By vesture is signified truth

investing good, and when said of the Word it signifies the

AVord in its literal sense, for that is like a garment, wherewith

its spiritual and celestial sense is clothed. By blood is signified

violence offered to the Lord's Divinity and the AA^ord. The
reason why this is signified, is, because blood signifies the

Lord's divine truth in the AA''ord, wherefore by shedding blood

is signified to offer violence to the Lord's Divinity and His
AA^'ord. By the AVord of God is here signified the AVord in its

literal sense, for to that violence was offered, but not to the

AA'ord in its spiritual sense, because the latter sense was not

known : if it had been known, violence would have been offered

to it also, for which reason that sense was not revealed till after

the last judgment was executed, and a new church was to be

established by the Lord ; neither is it at this day revealed to

any but such as are in divine truths from the Lord, see the Doc-
trine of the New Jerusalem concerning the Sacred Scripture, n. 26.

That violence has been offered to the Lord's Divinity and
AVord appears manifestly from the Roman Catholic religion,

and from the religion of the Reformed respecting justification

by faith alone. The Roman Catholic religion maintains that

the Lord's Humanity is not Divine, for which reason they

transferred to themselves all things appertaining unto the

Lord ; also that the AA'^ord is to be interpreted only by them-
selves, and their interpretation is everywhere contrary to the

divine truth of the AA'^ord, as was shewn in the explanation of

the foregoing chapter ; hence it is plain that violence has been

offered to the AA'ord by that religion. And in like manner by

the religion among the Reformed respecting faith alone, for

neither does this make the Lord's Humanity Divine ; it builds
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Vers. 14, 15.] apocalypse explained. [1238, 1239.

theology also upon a single expression of Paul falsely under-
stood, and therefore as it were makes of no account all that

the Lord taught respecting love and charity and good works,
which nevertheless are so plain that any one who has eyes may
see.

The same thing was done to the Word by the Jews, it being
a religious tenet with them that the Word was written for none
but themselves, and therefore that no others were meant in it,

and that the Messiah, who was to come, would exalt them above
all the nations of the earth, by means of which prejudices, and
many others, they falsified and adulterated every thing in the
Word. This is meant by the following passages in Isaiah

:

" Who is this that cometh from Edom, with stained garments
from Bozrah ? wherefore is He red in His apparel, and thy gar-
ments like Him that treadeth in the wine-fat ? whence the victory

of them is sprinkled upon my garments, and I have stained all

My raiment " (Ixiii. 1,2) : by garments here also are signified the
divine truths of the Word ; by Edom is signified redness, in the
present instance redness from blood ; hence it is plain, that by
being clothed in a vesture stained with blood, and His name
being called the Word of God, is signified divine truth in its

ultimate sense, or the Word in the letter, whereunto violence

has been oflFered.

1238. Averse 14. " And the armies in heaven followed Him
upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean," signifies

the angels in the new Christian heaven, who were conjoined with
the Lord in the interior understanding of the Word, and thereby
were in pure and genuine truths. By the armies in heaven are
meant the angels who are in divine truths and goods ; by heaven
here is meant the new Christian heaven, which has been often
treated of above ; the reason why that heaven is meant, is,

because it is the new heaven treated of in the Apocalypse : by
following the Lord is signified to be in conjunction with Him :

by the white horses upon which they appeared to be is signified

the interior understanding of the Word, as above, n. 1232

:

by fine linen, white and clean, is signified pure and genuine
truth through the Word from the Lord. It is also said of the
new church that she was arrayed in fine linen, clean and bright,

verse 8 of this chapter, and so it is here said of the new Chris-
tian heaven, through which that church will come from the Lord.

1239. Verse 15. " And out of His mouth there went a sharp
sword," signifies the dispersion of falses by doctrine thence de-
rived by the Lord, as is evident from the explanation above, n. 73,
where the like is said of the Lord, who is there called the Son of
Man, and by the Son of Man is meant the Lord as to the Word :

in this passage the same is signified by Him who sat on the
white horse ; for the dispersion of falses is effected through the
Word by the Lord.
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r2 10, 12 11.] ArocAi-YPsi; explained. [('hap. xix.

12 to. " That with it He should s/nifr the nations ; and He
shall rule theui with a rod of iron," signifies that He will cou-

viiicc all who arc in a {k>a(l faith, by truths of the literal sense

of the Word, and by rational arguments. That this is signified

may appear from the like expression above, n. 726 : that by the

rod of iron, wherewith the nations were to be smitten, are

signified truths from the literal sense of the Word confirmed by

rational arguments from the natural man, may be seen in that

passage. That faitli alone without works is a dead faith, appears

clearly in James ii. 17, 20; who also says, " Be ye doers of the

Word, and not hearers only, deceiving your oivn selves " (Epistle

i. 22). In like manner Paul says, " Not the hearers of the law

shall be justified by God, but the doers of the law shall be justified
"

(Rom. ii. 13).

12-11. " And he ireadeth the wine-press of the fury and anger

of God Almighty," signifies that the Lord alone bore all the

evils of the church, and all the violence offered to the Word, and

thereby to Himself. By the wine of the fury and anger of God
are signified the goods and truths of the church, which are from

the W^ord, profaned and adulterated, and therefore the evils and

falscs of the church. By treading the press of that wine is

signified to bear them, fight against them, and condemn tliem^

and so to deliver angels in the heavens and men on the earths

from infestation by them : for the Lord came into the world to

subdue the hells, which at that time had got to such a height

that they began to infest the angels, and He subdued them by

combats against them, consequently by temptations. For spiritual

temptations are nothing else but combats against the hells : and

inasmuch as every man is consorted with spirits as to his affec-

tions and consequent thoughts, the wicked with spirits from hell,

and the good with angels from heaven, therefore when the Lord

subdued the hells. He not only delivered the angels of heaven

from infestation, but also the rnen of the earth. This then is

what is signified by the following passage in Lsaiah : ''He bore

our diseases, and He carried our sorrows ; He was wounded for

our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquities, and by His

vjouitds health ivas given unto us ; Jehovah hath laid on Him the

iniquity of us all ; He suffered exaction ; He was cut offfrom the

land of the living ; for the transgression of my people was He
smitten, and He laid down his soul as in a state of guiltiness

"

(liii. 4—9) ; speaking of the Lord and of His temptations

from the hells, and at length from the Jews, by whom He was

crucified.

The Lord's conflicts are likewise described in Isaiah Ixiii.

1— 10; where are also the following words: "Thy garments

are like Him that treadeth the wine-press, I have trodden the

wine-press alone, " by which is signified that he alone bore the

evils and falses of the church, and all the vio](3rce offered to the
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Vcr. IG.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [1242.

Word, and consequently to Himself. I say the violence offered

to the \yord, and consequently to Himself, because the Lord
is the Word, and violence was offered to the Word and to the

Lord Himself, by the tenets of the Roman Catholics, as also

by the tenets of the Reformed respecting faith alone ; the evils

and falses of both these religions the Lord bore, when He
executed the last judgment, whereby He again subdued the

hells, and unless the hells had again been subdued, no flesh

could have been saved, as He Himself says in Matt, xxiv,

21 '5'>

1242. Verse 16. " And he hath on His vesture and on His
thigh a name written, King of kings and Lord of lords," signi-

fies that the Lord teaches in the Word what He is, that He is

the divine truth of diviue wisdom, and the divine good of divine

love, consequently that He is the God of the universe. By the

Lord's vesture is signified the Word as to its divine truth ; by
the Lord's thigh is signified the Word as to its divine good.
The thighs and loins signify conjugial love, and inasmuch as that

is the fundamental love of all loves, therefore the thighs and
loins signify the good of love; this is from correspondence;
therefore when thigh is mentioned, in speaking of the Lord, it

signifies Himself as to the good of love; in the present instance

it also signifies the Word as to the same. By name written is

signified the quality of the Lord ; by King of kings is meant
the Lord as to the divine truth of divine wisdom, and by Lord
of lords is meant the Lord as to the divine good of divine love;

the like is signified by the kingdom and dominion of the Lord,
when both arc mentioned. Inasmuch as the expressions of

King of kings and Lord of lords are used, and since by them is

meant the Lord in regard to His divine truth and divine good,

therefore it is also said. He had a name written on His venture

and on His thigh, and by a name written on His vesture is sig-

nified the Word as to divine truth, and by a name written on
His thigh is signified the Word as to divine good. Both these

j)rinciples are in the Word, the divine truth of the Word is in

its spiritual sense, which is for the use of the angels of the middle
or second heaven, who are in intelligence from divine truths,

and the divine good of the Word is in its celestial sense, which
is for the use of the angels of the supreme or third heaven, who
are in wisdom from divine goods ; but this last sense is very
occult, and only perceptible to those who are principled in love

to the Lord received from the Lord.
That it is the Lord who is here meant plainly appears above

in the Apocalypse :
'' They shall fight ivith the Lamb, hut the

Lamb shall overcome them, because He is Lord of lords and King
of kings " (xvii. 1 1) . That thigh signifies the good of love, and,
when speaking of the Lord, the divine good of divine love,

appears from the following passages in the Word :
" Justice shall
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l'21.3.] APOCALYPSF, EXPLAINEn. [ChAP. xix.

be the (jinUe of His loins, and irnth the (jirdle of His thii/hs
"

(Isaiali xi. 5) :
" Orer the head of the cherubs there was the

appearance of a man upon a throne ; from the appearance of his

loins and upward, and from the appearance of his loins and down-
ward, there was an appearance ofjire and brir/htness round abouV
(Ezek. i. :26—M8) : l)y the man upon the throne is meant the

Lord, by the ai)[)earance of fire from His loins upward and
downward is sii,niiHed His divine love, and by tlic l)rigbtness

round about is signified divine M'isdom thenee proceeding. *' A
man was seen by Daniel, whose loins were girded with gold of
Uphaz " (Dan. x. 5) ; it was an angel in whom the Lord was

;

by gold of Uphaz is signified good of love. The same is signi-

fied by thigh in Isaiah v. 27 ; Psalm xlv. 4, and in other places.

Concerning the correspondence of the thighs or loins with con-

jugial love, which is the fundamental love of all others, see the

Arcana Ccekstia, n. 5050— 50G."2.

1243. Verse 17. '' And I saw one angel standing in the sun,

and he cried ivith a great voice, saying to all the birds that fly in

the midst of heaven. Come and gather yourselves together unto the

supper of the great God," signifies the Lord out of divine love,

and thence out of divine zeal, calling and inviting all who are

in the spiritual affection of truth, and think of heaven, to the

new church, and to conjunction with Himself, and so to life

eternal. By an angel standing in the sun is meant the Lord in

divine love; by angel is meant the Lord, and by sun His divine

love ; by crying with a great voice is signified to cry out of

divine zeal, for zeal is of love ; by the birds that fly in the midst

of heaven are signified all who are in the spiritual affection of

truth, and of course think of heaven ; by coming and gathering

themselves together to the supper of the great God is signified

a calling and invitation to the new church and to conjunction

with the Lord ; and since from conjunction with the Lord there

is life eternal, therefore that also is signified ; by crying Come,
is signified a calling, and by gather yourselves together is sig-

nified a calling together.

That by angel, in the Word, is meant the Lord, is manifest,

because He was seen standing in the sun, and no angel appears

in the sun, for the Lord is the sun of the spiritual w orld, where-

fore the Lord only is there. That by crying with a great voice,

when said of the Lord in divine love, is signified to speak or

flow-in from divine zeal, is plain, because divine zeal is of divine

love, in the present case it is zeal for the salvation of men.
That by birds are signified such things as relate to the under-

standing, and thence to the thought, see above ; here they signify

such as are in the spiritual affection of truth, and think of

heaven, because it is said, birds that fiy in the midst of heaven,

and by flying in the midst of heaven is signified to look about,

attend, and think.
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Ver. 18.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1244.

1244. Verse 18. " That ye may eat the flesh of kings, and
the flesh of captains, and the flesh of the mighty, and the flesh of

horses and of them that sit on them, and the flesh of all, both free

and bond, both small and great," signifies the appropriation of

goods from the Lord by means of the truths of the Word and
doctrine deduced therefrom, in every sense, degree, and kind.

The subject treated of above, n. 1243, was conjunction with the

Lord by the Word ; the subject here treated of is the appro-

priation of goods from Him by the truths of the Word. By
eating is signified appropriation ; by the flesh they were to eat

are signified the goods of the Word, and thence of the church
;

and by kings, captains, the mighty, horses, them that sit on
them, free and bond, small and great are signified truths in

every sense, degree, and kind ; by kings are signified those who
are principled in the truths of the church derived from the

Word, and, abstractedly, the truths of the church derived from

the Word ; by captains [over a thousand] are signified those

who are in knowledges of things good and true, and, abstract-

edly, those knowledges; by the mighty are signified those who
are in erudition from doctrine derived from the Word, and,

abstractedly, erudition or learning derived from that source ; by
horses is signified the understanding of the Word, and by those

who sit on horses are signified those who are principled in

wisdom in consequence of understanding the Word, and, ab-

stractedly, wisdom derived thence ; by free and bond are sig-

nified those who know from themselves and those who know from

others ; by great and small are signified those who are such in

a greater and in a lesser degree : from these considerations it

is evident that by their eating the flesh of these is signified the

appropriation of goods from the Lord by the truths of the

Word and doctrine deduced from it, in every sense, degree,

and kind.

It is well to be noted that no man has any spiritual good
from the Lord, except by means of truths dei'ived from the

AVord ; for the truths of the Word arc in the light of heaven,

and goods are in the heat of that light, for which reason, unless

the understanding be in the light of heaven through the Word,
the will cannot come into the heat of heaven. Love and charity

can no otherwise be formed than by truths derived from the

Word, nor can man be reformed but by those truths : the

church itself in man is formed by them, not however by those

truths in the understanding only, but by a life conformable to

them, for thus truths enter into the will, and become goods :

by this means the face of truth is changed into the face of

good : for that which is of the will and so of the love, the same
is called good, and all that is of the will or of the love, the

same is also of the life of man. Hence it may be seen that

the appropriation of goods by means of truths in every sense,
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1245.] APocALYi'si: kxplained. [Chap. xix.

(lo<;rcc, and kind, through the Word from the Lord, is here

meant by eating the llesh of those who are mentioned. Who
cannot see that Hesh is not here meant by fiesh ? Wlio ean

be so senseless as to think that the Lord calls and invites all

to a great supper, to give them the flesh of kings, captains,

mighty men, horses, them that sit thereon, free and bond, great

and small, to eat? Who can help seeing that there is a spi-

ritual sense in these words, and that without the help of that

sense no one ean know what they mean ? Who can bear to deny
that in its bosom the Word is spiritual, for would it not be more
than material if this passage were understood according to the

literal sense, and not according to the spiritual sense?

Similar to the above is this passage in Ezekiel :
" Thus saith

the Lord Jehovih, Say unto the bird of every wing, and to every

beast of the field, Assemble yourselves and come ; gather your-

selves from every side over My great sacrifice on the mountains

of Israel, that ye may eat flesh and drink blood ; ye shall eat the

flesh of the mighty, and drink the blood of the princes of the

earth ; ye shall eat fat to satiety, and drink blood even to drunken-

ness, of My sacrifice which 1 sacrificefor you : ye shall be satiated

upon my table with horse, and with chariot, and with every man
of war : so toill I give My glory among the nations " (xxxix.

17—21) : by flesh here in like manner is signified the good of

the church iVom the Lord through the Word, and by blood the

truth of the chiu'ch. AVho does not see that blood could not be

given them to drink till they were drunken, or that they would

be filled at the table of the Lord Jehovih, with horses, chariots,

mighty men, and every man of war? Since, then, by flesh is

signified the good of the church, and by blood the truth of the

church, it is clear that by the flesh and blood of the Lord, in

the holy supper, is signified diviue good and divine truth from

the Lord, the same as by bread and uine, on which see John
vi. 51—58.

Flesh also signifies good in many other parts of the Word,
as in these passages :

" / will remove the heart of stone out of

their flesh, and give them a heart offlesh" (Ezek. xi. 19 ; xxxvi.

26) :
" My flesh desireth thee in a land of dryness " (Psalm Ixiii,

2) :
" My heart and my flesh cry out for the living God" (Psalm

Ixxxiv. 3) :
" My flesh shall dwell confidently " (Psalm xvi. 9) :

" When thou seest the naked and thou cover him, and thou hide

not thyself from thy flesh" (Isaiah Iviii. 7).

1245. Verse 19. " And I saw the beast and the kings of the

earth and their armies gathered together to make war with Him
vjho sat on the horse, and with His army," signifies that all the

interiorly wicked, who have made profession of faith only, with

their leading men and their adherents, will impugn the Lord's

diviue truths in His AVord, and infest those who arc to be of the

Lord's new church. By the beast are signified those whose
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religion is grounded upon faith alone ; that it means only those

who are interiorly wicked, and profess that religion, will be

seen below. By kings of the earth are signified those who are

more deeply immersed than others in the falses of that religion,

consequently the leading men in it ; for by kings of the earth

are signified those who are in truths of the church derived from

the Word, and in an opposite sense those who are in falses, in

the present instance those who are in falses. By their armies are

signified all among them who in like manner are in falses ; by

making war is signified to impugn, because by war, in the Word,
is signified spiritual war, which is a war of what is false against

truth, and of truth against what is false. By Him who sat on

the horse is meant the Lord as to the Word ; and inasmuch as

they cannot make war against the Lord Himself, but against

His divine truths which are in the Word, and thus they also

make war against the Lord, because the Lord is the Word,
therefore this is meant by making war with Him who sat on
the horse. That by an army are signified those who are in divine

truths, and so, in the abstract, divine truths themselves, conse-

quently those who are of the Lord's new heaven and new church,

because among them there are divine truths, maybe seen above,

u. 1238.

1246. Verse 20. " And the beast was taken, and with him the

false prophet, that wrought signs before him, wJiereby he seduced

them that received the mark of the beast and worshipped his

image," signifies all those who professed faith alone, and were

interiorly wicked, as well the laity and common people as the

clergy and the learned, who by reasonings and attestatious that

faith alone is the sole medium of salvation, have induced others

both to receive that faith and to live according to it. By the

beast is here meant the beast out of the sea, mentioned Apoc.
xiii. 1—10; and by the false prophet is meant the beast out of

the earth, mentioned in the same chapter, from verses 11 to 12
;

that by the beast out of the sea are meant the laity and common
people who are in the religion that respects faith alone, and that

by the beast out of the earth are meant the clergy and the

learned who are in that religion, may be seen in the explanations

of that chapter.

That the false prophet here is the beast out of the earth,

mentioned in that chapter from verses 11 to 18, appears mani-
festly, because it is here said of the false prophet that it was
he who wrought signs before the other beast, with which he
seduced them that received the mark of the beast and wor-
shipped his image ; for the like is said of the beast out of the

earth (chap, xiii.), namely, " That he wrought great signs before

the beast out of the sea, and seduced them tliat dtvell on the

earth to worship his image, and receive his mark on the right

hand and on the forehead" (verses 12— 17); from which it
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is evidtnt, that by the false prophet are here signified

tlic clcrjiy and the learned, who have confirmed themselves in

the religion of iaith alone, and sedneed the laity and eommon
people ; they arc called the false prophet, becanse l)y prophet

are signified those who teach and i)rcaeh falses by perverting

the truths of the "Word : by the signs wronght by that beast

arc signified reasonings and attestations that faith alone is the

sole medinm of salvation : by receiving the mark of the beast

and worshipping his image is signified to acknowledge and

receive that faith.

12 17. " 'I'hese two icerc cast alive into a lake of fire burning

icith sulphur,^' signifies that all these, as they were, were cast

into hell, where are loves of the false, and at the same time

cupidities of evil : alive signifies as they were. By these two,

namely, the beast and the false prophet, are signified all those

who have made profession of faith alone, and arc interiorly evil,

as well laity as clergy, as above. By a lake of fire burning with

sulphur is signified the hell ^vhere they are, who are in the loves

of that false principle, and at the same time in cupidities of

evil. By lake are signified falses in abundance, as will be seen

presently. By fire is signified love, in the present instance the

love of their false principles. Fire signifies love in both senses,

as well good as bad, here the love of what is false, because it is

called a lake of fire ; by sulphur is signified the cupidity or

lust of what is evil, and thence of what is false. The like is

said of the dragon, and of these two, in the following words of

the next chapter :
" Tlip devil, that is, the dragon, who seduced

them, was cast into a lake of fire and sulphur, where the beast

and the false prophet are, and they shall be tormented days and
niyhts to ages of ayes'' (xx. 10). It is to be noted that the

hell, where such as these are, appears at a distance as a fiery

lake with a green flame like that of sulphur ; but those Avho

are in it do not see this, for they are there shut up in their

houses of correction, where they have vehement altercations

with one another ; sometimes there appear knives in their

hands, with which they menace, rather than yield ; it is their

love of false principles, together with their lusts of evil, which

causes the appearance of such a lake ; this appearance is owing

to correspondence.

That by lake is signified where there is truth in abundance,

and, in an opposite sense, where the false principle abounds, may
appear from the Word : that it signifies where there is truth in

abundance may be seen in the following passages :
" Waters

shall break out from the ivilderness, and rivers in the plain of

the ivilderness, and the dry places shall become a lake " (Isaiah

XXXV. 0, 7) :
" / will make the ivilderness a lake of waters, and

the dry earth spjrings of waters" (Isaiah xli. 18; Psalm evii.

33, 35) :
" / will make the rivers islands, and I will dry up the
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lakes " (Isaiah xlii. 15) :
" The God of Jacob, who converted

the rock ' into a lake of waters, and the flint into a fountain of
waters " (Psalm cxiv. 7 , 8) :

" All that make a trade of lakes

for the soul" (Isaiah xix. 10). In an opposite sense from these

passacjes :
" I will cut off from Babylon the name and remnant,

and I will make it an inheritance for the bittern, and lakes of

waters" (Isaiah xiv. 22, 23): "Death and hell were cast into

the lake of fire" (Apoc. xx. 15) :
" Their part is in the lake of

fire, burning with sulphur, which is the other death" (Apoc. xxi. 8)

.

1248. Verse 21. " And the remnant were slain tvith the sword

of Him who sat upon the horse, whichproceeded out of His mouth,"

sii^uities that all those of various heresies among the Reformed,
who have not lived according to the commandments of the Lord
in the Word, which they knew, being judged according to the

Word, perish. By the remnant are meant all those of various

heresies among the Reformed, who have not lived according to

the commandments of the Lord in the Word, which they knew,
which are the commandments of the decalogue, consequently

who do not shun evils as sins ; for they who do not shun them
are in all kinds of evils, for they are beset therewith from their

birth, and thence from their infancy to their life's end, and the

evils daily increase, if they be not removed by actual repentance ;

of these it is said, that they were slain by the sword of Him who
sat upon the horse. By being slain is here signified, as in many
instances before, to be spiritually slain, which is to perish in

regard to the soul. By the sword of Him who sat upon the

horse, which proceeded out of His mouth, are signified the truths

of the Word fighting against the falses of evil ,• for by sword as

expressed by the several terms, gladius, maclioera, and romphcea,

is signified truth fighting against the false principle, and the false

principle fighting against truth, but a sword (as expressed by
gladius) is on the thigh, whence it means combat from love;

machcera is a sword in the hand, whence it means combat from
power; and romphcta is a sword out of the mouth, whence it

means combat from doctrine; wherefore a sword {romplioia)

proceeding out of the mouth of the Lord means combat from
the Word against falses, for the Word proceeded out of the

mouth of the Lord.

The reason why combat with the Reformed, and not with

the Babylonians, is here treated of, is, because the Reformed
read the Word, and acknowledge the truths therein to be divine

truths ; not so the Bal)ylonians, these do indeed acknowledge
the Word, but yet they do not read it, and every one res[)ects

what the pope dictates in the first place, for which reason they
cannot wage any combat out of the Word ; moreover they place

themselves above it, and not under it; but still they ai'c judged
from the Word, and from the dictates of the pope, so far as these
accord with the Word.
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1210. " And all the birds were saliuted with their Jlesh,"

^igiiifios that the iiircnial jrcMiii arc as it were nourished with
tl»eir eoneu|)iseeiices of evil, which are their properties of pro-

priuins. By birds are signified falses whieli are i'roiu hell, and
since tlie infernal genii arc in these falses, who are together with

man in his falses which are grounded in his love, therefore these

arc here signified by birds; moreover every man, who is in such
falses, after death becoraes such a genius. That by the useless

and mischievous birds, especially the unclean and rapacious

which feed upon dead carcases, are signified falsities which are

of the love, which may be seen above, n. 1100. By flesh are

here signified evils of concupiscences, which are of man's pro-

prium ; by being satiated with it is signified to be nourished
with them as it were, and to draw them in with delight, for the

infernal genii, who are in similar concupiscences of evil, greedily

inhale and snuff up into their nostrils, and thence into their

life, the concupiscences which exhale from such men's thoughts
and respiration, for which reason also they live and dwell

together.

1250. Let every one therefore beware of this heresy, that

man is justified by faith without the works of the law, for he
Avho is in it, and does not fully recede from it before his life's

end, after death associates with infernal genii ; for they are the

goats, of whom the Lord says, " Depart from Me, ye cursed, into

everlasting fire prepared for the devil and his angels " (Matt. xxv.

42). For of the goats the Lord does not say that they did evil,

but that they did not do good; the reason why they did not do
good, is, because they say to themselves, " I cannot do good
from myself, the law does not condemn me, the blood of Christ

cleanses me and delivers me, the passion of the cross has taken
away the sentence of sin, the merit of Christ is imputed to me
through faith, I am reconciled to the Father, am under grace,

am regarded as a son, and our sins He reputes as infirmities,

which He instantly forgives for the sake of His Son, thus does

He justify by faith alone, and unless this was the sole medium
of salvation, no mortal could be saved; for what other end did

the Son of God suffer on the cross and fulfil the law, but to

remove the sentence of condemnation for our transgressions ?
"

Tlius do they reason with themselves, and in consequence thereof

do not do any good which is good in itself, for out of their

faith alone, which is nothing but a faith of knowledges, in itself

historical faith, consequently nothing but science, no good works
proceed ; for it is a dead faith, into w hich no life and soul

enters, unless a man immediateh^ approaches the Lord, and
shuns evils as sins as of himself, in which ease the good which
he does as of himself, is from the Lord, and consequently is

good in itself; on which subject it is thus written, in Isaiah :

" Wo unto the sinful nation, laden with iniquity, a seed of evil-
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doers, children that are corrupted ; when ye spread forth your
Jiands, I'hide mine eyes from you, even though ye multiply prayers

1 hear not : wash you, make you clean^ remove the evil of your
tvorksfrom before mine eyes, cease to do evil, learn to do good ; then

though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snoiv

;

though they be red like purple, they shall be as tvool" (i. 4, 15
— 18); and in Jeremiah: " Stand in the gate of the house

ofJehovah, andproclaim there this word; Trust ye not in the icords

of a lie, saying, The temple of Jehovah, the temple of Jehovah, tlie

temple of Jehovah are these, the church of God, the church of

God, the church of God is where our faith is, will ye steal, kill,

commit adultery, and swear to a lie, and then come and stand be-

fore Me in this house, upon which My name is named, and say,

We are delivered, while ye do these abominations ? Is this house

made a den of robbers ? Even I, behold 1 have seen it, saith Je-

hovah" (viii. 2—4, 9—11).

CHAPTER XX.

1. AND I saw an angel coming down from heaven having
the key of the abyss, and a great chain on his hand.

2. And he laid hold on the dragon, the old serpent, which is

the devil and Satan, and bound him a thousand years.

3. And cast him into the abyss, and shut him up, and set a
seal upon him, that he should seduce the nations no more, until

the thousand years should be consummated ; and after that he
must be loosed a little time.

4. And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judg-
ment was given unto them ; and the souls of them that were
smitten with the axe for the testimony of Jesus, and for the
Word of God, and who did not worship the beast, nor his

image, neither received his mark upon their forehead and upon
their hand : and they lived and reigned with Christ a thousand
years.

5. And the rest of the dead revived not, until the thousand
years were consummated : this is the first resurrection.

6. Blessed and holy is he who hath part in the first resur-

rection ; over these the second death hath no power, but they
shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with Ilim
a thousand years.

7. And when the thousand years are consummated, Satan
shall be loosed out of his prison.

8. And he shall go forth to seduce the nations which arc

in the four corners of the earth, (iog and Magog, to gather
them together to war; the number of whom is as the sand of
the sea.

9. And they went up on the breadth of the earth, and coni-
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passed ubout tlie camp of the saints, and the beloved city;

and tire came down from (Jod ont of heaven and consumed
then).

10. And the devil, wlio seduced them, was cast into the lake

of fire and sulphur, where the beast and the false prophet arc :

and they shall be tormented rlays and nights for ages of ages.

11. And 1 saw a great white throne, and Him who sat on it,

from whose face the earth and the heaven fled away ; and there

was no place found for them.

12. And I saw the dead, small and great, standing before

God : and the books were opened, and another book was opened,

which is the book of life; and the dead were judged out of

those things which were written in the books according to their

works.

13. And the sea gave up the dead who were in it, and death

and hell gave up the dead who were in them ; and they were

judged every one according to their works.

14. And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire : this

is the second death.

15. And if any one was not found written in the book of

life, he was cast into the lake of fire.

EXPLICATION.
1251. Verse 1. "And Isaw an angel coming downfrom heaven,

having the key of the abyss, and a great chain on his hand," sig-

nifies the Lord^s divine operation upon lower principles, in con-

sequence of His divine power of shutting and opening, and of

binding and loosing. By an angel coming down from heaven

is meant the Lord, also the Lord's operation, in the present

case on lower principles, because it is said descending or coming
down ; by having the key of the abyss is signified the divine

power of opening and shutting hell ; and by having a great

chain on his hand is signified the endeavour and consequent act

of binding and loosing ; hence it follows, that there was not any

key in the Lord's hand, nor yet a chain, but its appearing so to

John was representative of the Lord's divine power ; the open-

ing and shutting of hell is also treated of two or three times in

this chapter.

1252. Verse 2. " And he laid hold on the dragon, the old ser-

pent, which is the devil and Satan," signifies that they were with-

held who are meant by the dragon, who, because they think sen-

sually and not spiritually on matters of faith, are called the old

serpent, and because they are in evils as to life, are called the

devil, and because they are in falses as to doctrine, are called

Satan. AVho they are who are meant by the dragon, may be

seen above, n. 714.
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The reasou why both there and in this passage he is called

the old Serpent, the devil, and Satan, is, because serpent signifies

those who think sensually and not spiritually ; devil signifies

those who are in evils as to life, and Satan those who are in

falses as to doctrine. For all those who do not immediately
approach the Lord think sensually of things which relate to the

church, and cannot think spiritually ; for the Lord is light itself,

wherefore those who do not immediately approach the Lord can-

not think from spiritual light, which is the light of heaven, but

from natural light separated from spiritual light, which is to

think sensually ; hence it is that they are called the old serpent.

Those who do not immediately apply to the Lord, nor shun evils

as sins, continue in their sins, fur which reason the dragon is

called the devil ; and whereas the same are in falses as to doc-

trine, for this reason the dragon is called Satan.

1253. " And bound him a thousand yearsj" signifies that those

who are here meant by the dragon, were withdrawn and sepa-

rated from the others in the world of spirits, that for some time

there might be no communication with them. That by binding-

is here signified to withdraw and separate from the others in

the world of spirits, in order to prevent communication, will be
seen in the next article.

The reason why by a thousand years are not meant a thou-

sand years, but some time, is, because a thousand, without

other numbers added to it, in the spiritual world has that signi-

fication. He who thinks that a thousand years signify a thou-

sand years, does not know that all numbers in the Word signify

things, and so may be mistaken, especially in tbe Apocalypse,

with respect to the sense of those passages in which numbers
occur, as where the numbers 5, 7, 10, 12, 144, GG6, 1200,

1600, 12000, 144000, and many others occur; in which latter

numbers thousand only signifies a certain adjunct, and when the

word thousand is used in pointing out times, it signifies some-
what more ; but when it is used by itself, as in the present in-

stance, it signifies some time. That this is the case, I have been
informed from heaven, where, in the AVord which is there, not
any number occurs, but instead of a number the thing signified,

and instead of a thousand some time ; they are surprised there,

that when the men of the church have seen in the Apocalypse
so many numbers, which cannot but signify things, they have
still adhered to the conjectures of the Millcnians, and thereby
impressed their minds with vain ideas respecting the last state

of the church.

1254. Verse 3. "And cast him into the abyss, and shut him
up, and set a seal ujjon him, that he should seduce the nations no
more," signifies tliat the Lord entirely removed those who were
in faith alone, and put a sto[) to all communication between
them and others, lest they should inspire into those, who were
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to bo taken up into liraviMi, any thini; of tlieir heresy. By the

dragon are here meant those who arc in the falscs of faith, as

above, n. 1:2 1:2 : it is said of the draijon that he was taken,

bound, cast into tlie abyss, shut up, and a seal set upon him,

and thereby is signified that he was entirely removed, and tliat

all communication was cut off between him and others ; by

his being taken or apprehended is signified that those who
are meant by him were collected and withheld ; by his being

bound is signified that they were withdrawn and separated from

the rest; by his being cast into the abyss is signified that they

were let down towards hell ; by his being shut up is signifieil

that they Nvere entirely removed ; by a seal being set upon him
is signified that all communication with others was entirely

cut off.

The reason why the dragon was cntii*ely removed for a time,

was, that they might be taken up from the lower earth, who
had been concealed by the Lord, and who are treated of in

verses 4—6, lest when they were so taken up they should be

seduced by the dragonists ; wherefore it is also said that he

might not seduce the nations any more, by which is signified

that he might not infuse into them any thing of his heresy.

The reason why this was done in the world of spirits, which is

in the midst between heaven and hell, is, because there the

wicked have communication with the good, and the good are

prepared in that world for heaven, and the wicked for hell, and

there the good are proved by having some intercourse with the

wicked, and explored and tried as to their quality and con-

stancy. By the nations, which they were to be prevented from

seducing, are meant the good; that by nations are meant they

who are good as to life, and in an opposite sense the evil, may
be seen above, n. 625. From these considerations it may ap-

pear that by he cast him into the abyss, and shut him up

and set a seal upon him, is signified that the Lord entirely

removed those who were in falses of faith, and cut off all com-
munication between them and the rest, lest they should infuse

any thing of their heresy into those who were to be taken up

into heaven.

1255. " Until a thousand years should be consummated ; and

after that he must be loosed a little time" signifies this only for

some time, until they were taken up by the Lord into heaven

who were in truths originating in good, after which those, who
are meant by the dragon, for a short time were to be loosed,

and a communication opened between them and others. The
reason why till a thousand years should be consummated sig-

nifies for some time, is, because by a thousand years, are not

signified a thousand years, but some time, as above, n. 1253.

He must be loosed a little time signifies that after that, those

who are meant by the dragon, as above, are to be released from
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their confinement, and that then a communication is to be

opened between them and others : that this is what is signified

is evident from what has been said above, consequently from the

series of things, and from their connection with what follows in

the spiritual sense. What now follows, from verses 4 to 6, treats

of those who were taken up by the Lord into heaven, on whose
account the dragon was removed and shut up.

1256. Verse 4. " A7id I saw thrones, and they sat upon them,

and judgment was given unto them,'' signifies that the truths of

the Word, according to which all are judged, Avere opened, and
that then they were taken up from the lower earth, who had
been concealed by the Lord, that they might not be seduced by
the dragon and his beasts. The reason why this is the signi-

fication of these words, is, because by the thrones on which they

sat are not signified thrones, but judgment according to the

truths of the Word ; that nothing else is signified by the

thrones, upon which the four-and-twenty elders sat, and upon
which the twelve apostles are to sit, and that all men are judged
according to the truths of the Word, may also be seen above,

n. 270 : from which it is plain that by judgment was given

unto them is signified that judgment was given unto the truths

of the Word.
The reason why they are meant who were taken up by the

Lord out of the lower earth into heaven, and who in the interim

had been concealed there, that they might not be seduced by
the dragon and his beasts, is, because this is said of the souls

which had been smitten with the axe, and of the dead, after-

wards mentioned, not that they were dead to themselves, but

to others. The place where they were concealed is called the

lower earth, which is next above hell, under the world of spirits,

and there, by means of communication with heaven and con-

junction with the Lord, they are in safety. There are many
places of this kind, and there they live cheerfully with one
another, and worship the Lord, nor do they know any thing of

hell. Those who are there, after the last judgment are at times

taken up by the Lord into heaven, and when they are taken up,

those who are meant by the dragon are removed ; it has fre-

quently been given to see them taken up and consociated with

angels in heaven ; this is what is meant in the Word where it

is said^ that the graves were opened, and they that were dead
rose again.

1257. " And the souls oj them who were smitten ivith the axe

for the testimony of Jesus and, for the Word of God," signifies

that they were rejected by those who arc principled in falscs

originating in self-derived intelligence, because they worshipped
the Lord, and lived according to the truths of His Word. By
the souls of them that were smitten with the axe for the tes-

timony of Jesus and for the Word of God are meant men after
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death, who arc then called spirits, or men indued with a spi-

ritual body, wlio were concealed by the Lord in the lower

earth, until the wicked were removed by means of the last judge-

ment. They are called smitten with the axe, because they were

ri'jccted by those who were in faUcs from sell-derived intelli-

gence, all of whom are such as are in evils and consequent

falscs, or in falses and thereby in evils, and yet as to externals

in divine worship: that by axe this kind of false principle is

siijnified, will be seen in the next article. By the testimony of

Jesus and the Word of God is signified the acknowledgment of

the Lord's Divine [principle] in His Human, the same as by

these passages in the preceding parts of the Apocalypse : "John
testified the Word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ

"

(Apoc. 1. 2) :
" Michael and his angels overcame the drayon by

the blood of the Lamb and the JJ'ord of His testimony " (xii.

11) :
" The dragon icent to make war with the remnant of her

seed, which kept the commandments of God, and have the testi-

mony of Jesus Christ" (xii. 17): "/ am thy felloic-servant,

and of thy brethren that have the testimony of Jesus Christ, the

testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy" (xix. 10).

That what is meant in these passages is the acknowledgment
of the Lord's Divine [principle] in His Human, and a life con-

formable to the truths of His Word, and in particular con-

formable to the commandments of the Decalogue, may be seen

in the explanations of those passages. These souls are the

same to whom these passages relate in the former part of this

book : "I saiv under the altar the souls of them that were slain

for the Word of God and for the testimony which they had : and
they cried with a loud voice, saying, How long, Lord, holy

and true, dost Thou not judge and avenge our blood on them

that dwell on the earth : and there icere given to each of them

white robes, and it was said unto them, that they should rest

yet for a little season, until their fellow-servants also and their

brethren, that should be killed as they were, should be fulfilled
"

(chap. vi. 9—11); the explanation of which may be seen, n.

391—397.
1258. In many parts of the Word mention is made of people

being slain, pierced, or transfixed, yea, dead, and yet it is not

meant that they were slain, transfixed, and dead, but that they

were rejected by those w ho were in evils and falses ; the like

is signified by the dead in the subsequent verse, where it is

said that the rest of the dead lived not again until the thousand

years were consummated : from which consideration it is plain,

that by those who are said to have been smitten with the axe

are signified such as were rejected by those who were in falses

proceeding from self-derived intelligence. That by axe is sig-

nified the false principle onginating in self-derived intelligence,

appears from the following passages : " The statutes of the
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nations are vanity
, for he cutteth wood out of the forest, the work

of the hands of the vwrkman, with an axe " (Jerem. x. 3) :

" The voice of Eyrjpt shall go like that of a serpent, they came
ivilh axes, like heivers of wood" (Jerem. xlvi. 22) :

" He is known
as one that lifteth up axes against the tangled wood, and now
they break down the curved ivork thereof ivith hammers and the

axe ; they have profaned unto the ground the habitation of Thy
name" (Psalm Ixxiv. 5— 7) :

" When thou shall besiege a city,

thou shall not destroy the tree thereof by forcing an axe against

it" (Dent. xx. 19). By axe, in these passages, is signified the

false principle originating in self-derived intelligence ; the

reason is, because iron signifies truth in ultimates, which is

called sensual truth, whicli, when it is separated from rational

and spiritual truth, is converted into what is false : the reason

why it means the false principle which proceeds from self-de-

rived intelligence^ is, because what is sensual is in man\s pro-

prium.

On account of this signification of iron and of axe it was
commanded, that if " an altar was built of stone, it should be

built of whole stones, and that iron should not be lifted up upon

the stones, that it might not be profaned" (Exod. xx. 22; Deut,

xxvii. 5) : wherefore it is said of the temple at Jerusalem,
" The house itself was built of whole stones, and there were

neither hammers, nor axe, nor any instruments of iron, heard in

the house ivhile it was building " (1 Kings vi. 7) ; and, on the

contrary, when graven images are treated of, by which is signi-

fied the false principle originating in self-derived intelligence, it

is said, " that he maketh it with an iron, with the tongs, or the

axe and hammers" (Isaiah xliv. 12): the false principle origi-

nating in self-derived intelligence is signified by a graven image
and idol.

1259. "And who did not worship the beast, nor Ids image,

neither received his mark upon their forehead, and upon their

hand," signifies who did not acknowledge and receive the doc-

trine of faith alone, as is evident from the explanation above,

n. 885, 886, wliere the like words occur.

1260. " And they lived and reigned with Christ a thousand
years," signifies who have been already for some time in con-

junction with the Lord and His kingdom. Who lived with

Christ signifies who were in conjunction with the Lord, be-

cause these do live; who reigned with Christ signifies who were
in His kingdom, as will be seen presently. That by a thousand
years is signified some time, may be seen above, n. 1253.

This is said of those who during their life in the world wor-

shipped the Lord, and lived according to His commandments in

the Word, and after death were preserved and guarded, that

they might not be seduced by the dragonists, consequently who
had been already for some time in conjunction with the Lord,
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and consociatcd as to their interiors witli the angels of lieaven.

To rei^n with the Lord does not mean to reign with II im, but

to be in His kingdom through conjunetion with llim ; for the

Lord alone reigns, and every one in heaven, who is in any

function, does his duty in the exercise of his office in the society

he belongs to, as in the world, but under the auspices or guid-

ance of the Lord : they act, indeed, seemingly from themselves,

but inasmuch as they have respect to uses primarily, they act

from the Lord, from whom all usefulness proceeds,

1261. Verse 5. " And the rest of tlie dead revived not until

the thousand years tvere consummated," signifies that besides

these, now spoken of, not any were taken up into heaven till

after the dragon was loosed, and that such were then proved

and explored what sort of persons they were. By the rest of

the dead are signified they who are also rejected by those who
are principled in faith alone, because they worshipped the Lord,

and lived according to Ilis commandments, but who were not

yet proved and explored to see what sort of persons they were

;

that by the dead in this passage these are signified, may be seen

above, n. 1258 ; for all after their departure out of the world,

come first into the world of spirits, which is in the midst be-

tween heaven and hell, and are there proved and explored, and
so prepared, the wicked for hell, and the good for heaven ; it is

said of these that they did not yet revive, that is, they were

not yet so much in conjunction with the Lord, and in conso-

ciation with the angels of heaven, as the former. That after-

wards also many were saved, appears from verses 12 and 15 of

this chapter, where it is said that the book of life also was opened,

and if any one was not found 'ivritten in the book of life, he was

east into the lake of fire.

1262. " This is the first resurrection," signifies that salvation

and life eternal primarily consist in worshipping the Lord^ and
living according to His commandments in the Word, because

thereby conjunction is formed with the Lord, and consociation

with the angels of heaven. The reason why all this is signi-

fied by this is the first 7'esurrection, is, because it follows as a

conclusion from the premises, and therefore comprehends them.

The premises, which these wcrds comprehend and include, are

contained in verse 4, and partly also in verse 5 : in verse the

4th they are as follows :
" He saw the souls of them that were

smitten with the axe for the testimomj of Jesus andfor the Word
of God, and ivhich did not worship the beast, nor his image,

neither received his mark upon their forehead and upon tlieir

hand, and they lived and reigned ivith Christ :" that by the souls

of them that were smitten with the axe for the testimony of

Jesus and for the Word of God are signified such as were
rejected by those who are in falses arising from self-derived in-

telligence, because thev worshipped the Lord, and lived accord-
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iug to His commaudmeuts in the Word, may be seen above, u.

1257, 1258; that by their not worshipping the beast nor his

image, neither receiving his mark upon their forehead and upon
their hand, is signified that they rejected the heresy of faith

alone, may be seen above, n. 1259; and that by their living and
reigning with Christ a thousand years is signified that they
are in conjunction with the Lord and in consociation witli the

angels of heaven, may be seen above, n. 1260; these things

then are the premises which are comprehended and included in

these words, this is the first resurrection. By resurrection is

signified salvation and life eternal, and by first is not meant the

first resurrection, but the real and primary essential of resurrec-

tion, consequently salvation and life eternal ; for there is only

one resurrection unto life, neither is there given a second :

wherefore neither is a second resurrection anywhere men-
tioned; for they who are once in conjunction with the Lord
are eternally in conjunction with Him, and in heaven, for the

Lord says, "/ am the resurrection and the life, he ivho believeth

in Me, though he die, shall live ; every one that liveth and he-

lievethin Me, shall not die to eternity " (John xi. 25, 26). That
this is what is meant by the first resurrection appears also from
the verse which now foUotvs.

1263. Verse 6. '^ Blessed and holy is he who hath imrt in the

first resurrection," signifies that they who go to heaven enjoy

the felicity of life eternal, and illustration, in consequence of

conjunction with the Lord. He is called blessed, who has the

felicity of life eternal ; and he is called holy, who has illustra-

tion in divine truths by conjunction with the Lord, for the
Lord only is holy ; and the divine truth which proceeds from
Him, from which there is illustration, is what is called the Holy
Spirit ; by the first resurrection is signified elevation into

heaven by the Lord, and of course salvation, as above, n. 1262;
hence it is evident that by blessed and holy is he ivho hath part
in the first resurrection is signified that they who go to hcavcu
enjoy the felicity of life eternal, and illustration, bj'^ conjunction
with the Lord.

1264. " Over these the second deathhath no power," signifies

that they are not damned. By the second death nothing else

is signified but spiritual death, which is damnation ; for the

first death is natural death, which is the death of the body, but
the second death is spiritual death, which is the death of the

soul, and that this is damnation is well known; and whereas
the second death is damnation, and the first death is the decease
of the body, and since this death is not spiritual, therefore the

first death is nowhere mentioned in the Apocalypse, but the

second death is mentioned again in this chapter, verse 14<; also

in chap. xxi. 8; and likewise before, chap. ii. 11. He who
does not observe this may easily PU])pose that there arc two
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spiritunl deaths, because a second death is spoken of, when
nevertheless tlicre is only one spiritual death, which is here

meant by the second death; and in like manner that there

are two resiu-rections, because a first resurrection is spoken of,

when nevertheless there is oidy one resurrection, wiiereforc

neither is a second resurrection any where mentioned, see

above, n. 126:2. Hence it is plain, that by these words, over

these the second death hath no power is signified that they arc

not damned.
12(5."). '^ But they sliail be priests of God and of Christ," sig-

nifies because they are kept by the Lord in the good of love

and thence in truths of wisdom. V>y priest, in the "Word, arc

meant those who are in the good of love, and by kings those

who are in the truths of wisdom : wherefore it is said above,
" Jesus Christ hath made us kings andpriests" (Apoc. i. 6) ; and
likewise, '•' /Ae Lamb hath made us kinys and priests, that ice

iiiay reign over the earth" (v. 16) ; and it may be seen plainly

that the Lord will not make men kings and priests, but that He
will make angels of those who are in truths of wisdom, and in

the good of love from Ilim : that by kings are meant those who
are in truths of wisdom from the Lord, and that the Lord is called

a king in consequence of Ilis Divine truth, may be seen above,

n. 31, 625, 911, 1212. But the reason why by priests are meant
those who are in the good of love from the Lord, is, because the

Lord is divine love and divine wisdom, or, what amounts to the

same, divine good and divine truth ; and the Lord, in conse-

quence of His divine love or divine good, is called a priest, and
in consequence of His divine wisdom or divine truth is called a

king : hence it is, that there arc two kingdoms into which the

heavens are distinguished, the celestial and the spiritual : and the

celestial kingdom is called the Lord^s priestl}"- kingdom, for the

angels there are recipients of divine love or divine good from
the Lord, and the spiritual kingdom is called the Lord's royal

kingdom, for the angels there are recipients of divine wisdom
or divine truth from the Lord. It is said that they are recipients

of divine good and divine truth from the Lord, but it is to be

observed that they are continually receiving them, for divine

good and divine truth cannot be appropriated to any angel or

man, so as to be his own, but only so that they may seem to be

his, because they are divine ; wherefore no angel or man can

produce from himself anything good or true which is really

good and true in itself; whence it is plain that they are kept in

what is good and true by the Lord, and that they are so kept

continually ; for which reason, if any one comes to heaven, and
thinks that good and truth arc appropriated to him as his own,

he is immediately let down from heaven and instructed. From
these considerations then it may appear, that by their being

priests of God and Christ is signified because those are kept by
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the Lord in tlie good of love, aud thereby in tlie truths of

wisdom.
That by priests, in the Word, are meant those who are in

tlie good of love from the Lord may appear from many passages

therein, but forasmuch as they are adduced in the Arcana
Coelesiia, I will only produce the following extracts from that

work :
" That priests represented the Lord as to His divine

good, n. 2015,6148. That the priesthood represented the Lord
as to the work of salvation because that proceeded from the

divine good of His divine love, n. 9809. -That the priesthood

of Aaron, of his sons, and the Levites, represented the Lord^s

work of salvation in successive order, n. 10017. That there-

fore by priests and priesthood is signified the good of love from
the Lord, n. 9806, 9809. That by the two names, Jesus and
Christ, is signified as well the priesthood as the royalty of the

Lord, n. 3001, 3005, 3009. That priests are to superintend

the ecclesiastical administration, and kings the civil adminis-

tration, n. 10794. That priests are to teach truths, and thereby

lead to good, and so to the Lord, n. 10794. That they are

not to claim to themselves any power over the souls of men,
n. 10795. That priests ought to have dignity on account of

holy things, but that they ought not to attribute the dignity to

themselves, but to the Lord, from whom alone they are holy,

because the priesthood is not in the person, but adjoined to

the person, n. 10906, 10907. That priests, who do not acknow-
ledge the Lord, have in the Word a contrary signification,

n. 3670."

1266. "And they shall reifjn with him a thousand years,"

signifies that they were already in heaven, when the rest, who
have not yet revived, that is, received heavenly life, were in the

world of spirits. By reigning with Christ is not signified to

reign with Christ, but to be in His kingdom, or in heaven, see

above ; by a thousand years is not meant a thousand years, but

it signifies some time, as above, n. 1253 ; that a thousand years

signifies nothing else but that space of time which intervened

between the shutting up of the dragon in the abyss and his

release is evident, because it is said, " That he ivas cast into the

abyss, shut up, and a seal set upon him a thousand years, and that

then he ivas to be loosed" (verses 3 and 7) ; this same space of

time is signified here also; therefore they shall reign with Christ

a thousand years signifies that they were ah-eady in heaven,

when the rest of the dc^ad, who have not yet revived, of whom
mention is made in verse 5, were still in the world of spirits.

But these things are not comprehended Ijy tliose who do not

know that by numbers, in the Apocalypse, are not meant num-
bers, but things : I can aver that angels do not understand any
number naturally, as men do, but spiritually

;
yea, that they do

not know what a thousand years arc, only that it is some intcr-
oor

" '

i>
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val of tinip, small or 'j^vvid, wliicli can uo otherwise be expressed

but by some titne.

1:2G7. Verse 7. " And ivhcii the IhouKund years are consiiiH'

mated, Satan s/ialt he loosed out of his prison," signifies that

after they, who had hitherto l)e(Mi eonoealed and preserved in the

lower earth, were taken up by the Lord into heaven, and the

new heaven inereased by tlieir numbers, all who hud confirmed

themselves in false principles of faith were to be let loose.

AVhen a thousand years are consummated signifies after that

they are taken up by the Lord into heaven, who had hitherto

been concealed and preserved in the lower earth ; the reason

why when a thousand years are consummatted has this signifi-

cation, is, because the salvation of those who worshipped the

Lord, and lived according to His commandments, is the only

subject treated of in the fourth, fifth, and sixth verses preceding,

and this interval of time is meant by a thousand years. It is

not, indeed, said that they were taken up from the lower earth,

but yet it is evident from chap. vi. 9—11, where they were

seen under the altar, and under the altar is in the lower earth
;

wherefore also they are here called priests of God and of Christ,

verse G : see above, n. 1257. Neither is it here said that the

new heaven was increased by their numbers, yet this appears

evidently from chap, xiv., which treats of the new Christian

heaven, as may be seen from the explanation thereof. The
reason why by Satan being loosed out of his prison is signified

that those who had confirmed themselves in faith alone, as to

doctrine, were to be let loose, is, because the dragon is here

called Satan, and not at the same time devil, as above, verse 2 :

and by the dragon as the devil are meant those who are in evils

of life, and by tlie dragon as Satan are meant those who arc in

false principles of faith, see above, n. 1252 : but what is tlie

nature of the one and what of the other will be seen in tlie

next article.

1268. Verse 8. " And he shall go forth to seduce the nations

whicli are in the four corners of the earth, Gog and Magog, to

gather them together to war," signifies that those who are here

meant by the dragon w'ould draw to their party all those who
were from the earth throughout the universal world of spirits,

and had lived there only in external natural worship, and in no
internal spiritual worship, and would stir them up against those

who worshipped the Lord, and lived according to His command-
ments in the Word. By his going forth to seduce the nations

which are in the four corners of the earth is signified that those

who are meant by the dragon, of whom above, n. 1267, 1268,

would draw to their party all who were in the universal world of

spirits. By seducing is here signified to bring over to their

party ; by nations are signified as well the good as the evil. By
the four corners of the earth is signified the universal spiritual
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world, in the present instance, those who were in the universal

world of spirits^, which is in the midst between heaven and hell,

and where all, after their departure from the earth, first as-

semble ; for those who were in hell could not come in sight of

the dragon, neither those who were in the heavens. By Gog
and Magog are signified those who are in external natural wor-

ship separate from internal spiritual worship, who will be spoken

of in the next article. By gathering them together to war is

signified to excite or stir up those who are meant by the

nations against those who worship the Lord and live according

to His commandments in the AVord, because all who do not

worship the Lord, and do not live according to His command-
ments, are evil, and the evil act as one with the dragon or dra-

gonists. By war is signified spiritual war, which is of the false

against truth and of truth against the false.

1269. That by Gog and Magog are signified those who are in

external worship and not in any internal worship may appear in

Ezekiel from chap, xxxviii., which treats of Gog from beginning

to end ; and from chap, xxxix. of the same prophet, verses 1—16

;

but that these are signified does not appear clear there, except

from the spiritual sense, which sense, inasmuch as it has been

revealed to me, shall be laid open ; and first what is signified by

what is contained in those two chapters. The thirty-eighth chapter

of Ezekiel " treats of those who are only in the literal sense of

the Word, and thence in a worship which is external without

any internal, which is Gog (verses 1, 2) ; that all and singular

things appertaining to that worship will perish (verses 3—7) ; that

that worship will take possession of the church, and waste it,

and thus it will be in externals without internals (verses 8—16) ;

that the state of the church will thereby be changed (verses 17

—

19) ; that thence the truths and goods of religion will perish, and

be succeeded by falses (verses 20—23)."

The substance of the thirty-ninth chapter of the same prophet

is as follows :
" Of those who arc only in the literal sense of the

Word, and in external worsliip; that they will come into the

church, which is Gog, but will perish (verses 1—6) ; that tiiis

will come to pass when the Lord comes and establishes a church

(verses 7, 8) ; that this church will then disperse all their evils

and falses (verses 9, 10) ; that it will totally destroy them (verses

11—16); that the New Church to be established by the Jjord

will be instructed in all kinds of truths and goods, and will im-

bibe all kinds of goods (verses 17—21) ; and that the former

church will be destroyed on account of its evils and falses (verses

23, 24) ; that then a chiirch will be collected by the Lord from

all nations (verses 2.1—29). '^

But something shall be said of those who arc in external

worship without internal spiritual worship : these are they who
frequent churche? on Sundays and festivals, and on such occa-
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sioiis sing ^nil pray, licjir seniions, and in hearing attend to the

L-xnjiuaj^c and delivery, and little or nothing to the substance oi"

•what is said, who are somewhat moved with prayers uttered with

attcction, as in confessing that they arc sinners, but never reflect

upon themselves and the lives they lead ; as also who receive

the saeranieut of the Lord's supper every year
;
pour out prayers

morning and evening, and also ])ray at dinner and supi)cr, and

sometimes discourse about (jlod, heaven, and life everlasting,

and at such times can quote passages from the Word, and act

the Christian, although they arc not such : for as soon as they

have done these things, they make nothing of adultery and
obscencness, revenge and hatred, clandestine thefts and depre-

dations, lies and blasphemies, and concupiscences and intentions

leading to evils of every kind. Such people do not believe in

any God, much less in the Lord; if they are asked wliat the

good and truth of religion consist in, they kuow nothing of

the matter, and think it also not worth inquiring into ; in short,

they live to themselves and the world, consequently to their

bodies and inclinations, and not to God and their neighbour,

therefore not to the spirit and soul ; from which it is plain that

their worship is external without internal worship. These also

readily receive the heretical doctrine of faith alone, especially

where they hear that man cannot do any good of himself, and

that they are not under the yoke of the law : this is the reason

why it is said that the dragon will go forth to seduce the nations,

Gog and ]\Iagog. IMoreover, by Gog and Magog, in the Hebrew
language, is signified what is covered and boarded, which is what

is external.

1270. " The number of whom is as the sand of the sea," sig-

nifies the multitude of such. The multitude of them is com-

pared to the sand of the sea, because by sea is signified the ex-

ternal of the church, and by sand that which is of no use in the

sea but to compose the bottom of it. Because the number of

them is so great, therefore the valley of their burial is called the

multitude of Gog, and the name of the city where they are, Mul-
titude" (Ezek. xxxix. 15).

1271. Verse 9. "And they ivent up over the breadth of the

earth, and compassed the camp of the saints about, and the be-

loved ci^y,'' signifies that being stirred up by the dragonists, they

held in contempt all the truth of the church, and endeavoured

to destroy all things of the New Church, and even its very doc-

trine respecting the Lord and respecting life. By going up over

the breadth of the earth is signified to hold in contempt or

despise all truth of the church, for by going up over is signified

to climb over and pass by, consequently to despise; and by

the breadth of the earth is signified the truth of the church, as

will be seen presently. By compassing the camp of the saints

about is signified to besiege and desire to destroy all things of
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the New Churchy as will appear in the next article ; and by the
beloved city is signified the doctrine of the New Cliurchj which
is called beloved, because it treats of the Lord and of life, for

it is the doctrine of the New Jerusalem which is here meant.
That this is the signification of these words uo one can sec

except by the spiritual sense, for it could never enter into any
one's thought, that by the breadth of the earth is signified

the truth of the church, and that by the camp of the saints

are signified all things appertaining to the New Church, as well

the truths as the goods thereof, and that by city is signified its

doctrine ; wherefore lest the mind should remain in doubt, it is

necessary to demonstrate what the breadth of the earth and camp
of the saints signify in the spiritual sense, from which it may be
seen that the above is the meaning of these words.

The reason why the breadth of the earth signifies the truth

of the church, is, because in the spiritual world there are four

quarters, east, west, south, and north, and the east and west
constitute its length or longitude, and the south and north its

breadth or latitude; and because they dwell in the east and
west who are in the good of love, and thence by east and
west is signified good, therefore the same is meant by length

;

and because they dwell in the south and north who are in the

truths of wisdom, and thence by south and north is signified

truth, therefore the same is meant by breadth ; but on this

subject more may be seen in the work on Heaven and Hell, u.

141—153.
That by breadth or latitude is signified truth may appear

from the following passages in the Word :
" Thou hast not shtit

me up, Jehovah, in the hand of the enemy, Thou hast made my
feet to stand in breadth " (Psalm xxxi. 9) :

" Out of straightness

I called upon Jah, he answered me in breadth " (Psalm cxviii. 5) :

"Jehovah brought me forth into breadth. He delivered me " (Psalm
xviii. 20) :

" / am stirring up the Chaldceans, a bitter and swift

nation, walking upon the breadths of the earth '^ (Habak. i. 5) :

" As/mr shall go through Judah, he shall overflow and go over,

and the extensions of his vrings shall be the fulness of the breadth "

(Isaiah viii. 8) :
" Jehovah shall feed them as sheep in the breadth"

(Hosea iv. IG) ; not to mention other passages, as Psalm iv. 2 ;

Psalm Ixvi. 12 ; Deut. xxxiii. 23. Nor is any thing else meant
by the "breadth of the city New Jerusalem" (Apoc. xxi. 1(5) ;

for when by the New Jerusalem is meant the New Church, by
the breadth and length of it cannot be signified breadth and
length, l)ut the truth and good thereof; for these arc things

wiiich I'clate to a church ; as in Zcchariah also :
" f said unto

the angel, ivhither gocst thou ? He said, To measure Jerusalem,

that 1 may see what is the length thereof, and what is the breadth

thereof" (ii. G). The same is meant by the breadth and length
of the new temple and of the new earth, in Ezckiel, chaps, xl.,
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xli., xlii., xliii., xliv., xlv., xlvi., xlvii. Also by the Icugth and
hrcadtli of the altar of bunit-oHcrinj:;, of the tabcniaclc, of the

table of shew-brcad, of the altar of incense, and of the ark

therein ; and likewise by the length and breadth of the temple

at Jernsalcm, and of many other things, which are described by
nieasnrcmcnt.

]272. It was observed that their compassing about the

camp of the saints and the beloved city signifies that they

would endeavour to destroy all things appertaining to the New
Church, as well the truths as the goods thereof, and even its

very doctrine respecting the Lord and respecting life, as is

mentioned in the preceding article ; the reason why these are

signified, is, because by the camp of the saints are signified all

the truths and goods of the church, which is meant by the New
Jerusalem.

That camp, in a spiritual sense, signifies all things of the

church which have relation to the good and truth thereof, may
appear from the following passages :

" The sun and moon are

darkened, and the stars have tvlthdratvn their shining, Jehovah

hath littered His voice before His army, for very fjreat is His

camp, for innumerable are they that do His word" (Joel ii. 10,

11) :
" I IV I II encamp of the army about my house" (Zcch. ix. 8):

" God hath scattered the bones of them that encamp against me,

for God hath rejected them" (Psalm liii. 6) :
" Tlie angel of

Jehovah encampeth about them thatfear Him, and delivereth them"
(Psalm xxxiv. 8) :

" The angel of God met Jacob, and Jacob

said. This is God's camp, therefore he called the name of that

jjlacc Machanuim— (the two camps) " (Genesis xxxii. 2, 3) ;

besides other places, as Isaiah xxix. 3 ; Ezek. i. 24 ; Psalm xxvii, 3.

That by armies, in the AVord, are signified the truths and goods

of the church, also the falses and evils thereof, may be seen, n.

1238, 1245 ; therefore the same is signified by camps. Inasmuch
as by the sons of Israel, and the twelve tribes of them, is signi-

fied the church as to all its truths and goods, therefore they were

called the army of Jehovah (Exod. vii. 4 ; xii. 41, 51) ; and when
they were assembled and set down, they were called the camp,
as in Levit. iv. 12; viii. 17; xii. 4G ; xiv. 8; xvi. 26, 28; xxiv.

14, 23; Numb. i.—iii. ; iv. 4, se(j ; v. 2—26; ix. 17 to the

end; x. 1—11, 29; xi. 31,32; xii. 14, 15 ; xix. 19—25; xxxiii.

2—58; Deut. xxiii. 10—15; Amos iv. 10.

From tlicsc considerations, then, it is plain, that by their

compassing about the camp of the saints, and the beloved city,

is signified that they would endeavour to destroy all the truths

and goods of the Isew Church, meant by the New Jerusalem,

and also its doctrine respecting the Lord and respecting life.

The like is signified by this passage in Liike :
*' When ye shall

see Jerusalem compassed vnth armies, then know that the devas-

tation is nigh ; at length Jerusalem shall be trodden doivn by the
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nations, until the times of the nations be fulfilled'' (xxi. 20, 2-1) ;

speaking of the cousuraniation of the age, which is the last time

of the church : by Jerusalem here also is signified the church.

That Gog and Magog, that is, those who are in external worship

separated from internal worship, will then invade the church,

and endeavour to destroy it, is also said in Ezek. xxxviii. 8, 9,

11, 12, 15, 16; xxxix. 2 : and that then there will be a New
Church from the Lord, verse 16 to the end.

1273. '^ And fire came down from God, out of heaven, and
consumed them," signifies that they were destroyed by concu-

piscences of infernal love. By fire coming down out of heaven
and consuming them are signified concupiscences of evils, or

of infernal love, because they who are in external worship sepa-

rated from internal worship, are in all sorts of evils and con-

cupiscences, by reason that in them evils are not removed by
any actual repentance, n. 1209. It is said that fire came down
from God out of heaven : this was the case in ancient times,

Avhen all things appertaining to the church were visibly repre-

sented before their eyes, consequently when churches were repre-

sentative ; but at this day, when representatives have ceased,

it is in like manner so said, and the same thing is signified by
it as formerly, when the thing was represented. The same is

said of Gog and Magog in Ezekiel :
" / ivill cause it to rain fire

and sulphur upon Gog, and upon his tvings, and upon much
peoples that are ivith him " (xxxviii. 21) :

" / will send fire upon
Magog" (xxxix. 6).

1274. Verse 10. " And the devil who seduced them was cast

into the lake of fire and sulphur, ichere the beast and the false

prophet are, and shall be tormented days and nigJits for ages of
ages," signifies that they who were in evils as to life and in

falses as to doctrine, were cast into hell, where they will always

be infested interiorly for ever by the love of their false principles

and by the cupidities of their evil. By the devil who seduced

them is meant the dragon, as is evident from what goes

before, and by the dragon are meant in general those who arc

in evils as to life and in falses as to doctrine, n. 1252 ; he is

called the devil who seduced them, that it might be known that

it was the dragon, because he seduced them, as apjjcars from
verses 2, 3, 7, 8 of this chapter. By the lake of fire into which
he was cast is signified hell where are the loves of what is false

and the cupidities of what is evil, n. 1247. By the beast and
the false prophet are signified those who arc in faith alone both

as to life and doctrine, as well the unlearned as the learned, by
the beast the unlearned, and by the false ])rophet the learned, n.

1246. By being tormented days and nights is signified to be

interiorly infested always, and by for ages of ages is signified to

all eternity
J
aud whereas it is said that they were cast into the

lake of fire and sulphur, and i)y it is signified where the loves
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of what is false and cupidities of what is evil arc, ii. 1247 ; these

loves and cnpiditics arc what they will interiorly he infested hy

;

for every one in hell is tormented hy his love and its concu-
])iscenccs, ior the life of every one there is made up of them, and
it is the life which is tormented, wherefore there are in hell

degrees of torment according to the degrees of the love of evil

and its consequent false principle.

1275. Yer.sc 11. " And I saio a great white throne, and Him
trim sat on it, from whose face the earth and the heaven fled away

,"

signifies the universal or general judgment executed by the Lord
iipon all the former heavens, that were inhabited by such as

were in civil and moral good, but in no spiritual good, conse-

quently who feigned themselves Christians in externals, but in

internals were devils; which heavens, together with the earth

belonging to them, were totally dissolved, so that nothing of

them ajipeared any more.

Before these things are explained in their order according to

the letter, something must be premised concerning the universal

judgment here treated of. From the time of the Lord's being
in the world, when He executed a last judgment in person, it

was permitted that they who were in civil and moral good, though
in no spiritual good, so that in externals they had the appear-

ance of being Christians, notwithstanding they were devils in

internals, should continue longer than the rest in the world of

sjjirits, which is in the midst between heaven and hell ; and at

length they were allowed to make there for themselves fixed

habitations, and also by the abuse of correspondences, and by
means of phantasies, to form as it were heavens to themselves,

which they likewise did form in great abundance. But when
tliese were multiplied to such a degree as to intercept the spiri-

tual light and spiritual heat in their descent from the superior

heavens to men upon earth, then the Lord executed the last

judgment, and dispersed those imaginary heavens ; which was
done in such manner that the externals, by means of which
they put on the appearance of being Christians, were removed
and taken away, and the internals, in which they were devils,

were laid open, and then they appeared such as they were in

themselves, and they who proved to be devils were cast into hell,

every one according to the evils of his life. This was done in

the year 1757 : but more concerning this nniversal judgment
may be seen in the little work on the Last Judgment, and in the

Continuation of the same.

"We shall now proceed to the explanation. By the great

white throne, and llim who sat on it, is signified the imiversal

judgment executed by the Lord ; by throne heaven is signified,

and likewise judgment ; by Him who sat on the throne is meant
the Lord. The reason why the throne appeared white, is, because

judgment was executed from divine truths, for white is predicated
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of truths. The reason why the throne appeared great, is, because
judgment was likewise executed from divine good, for great is

predicated of what is good. From whose face the earth and the

heaven fled away signifies that those heavens which they had
made for themselves, as mentioned above, together with their

earths, were dispersed : for there are earths in the spiritual

AvorJd as well as in the natural world, but the earths, like every

thing else there, are of a spiritual origin. And there was no
place found for them signihes that those heavens with their

earths were so totallj^ dispersed that nothing of them appeared
any more. Hence it is evident, that by I saw a great white tiirone,

and Him who sat on it, from whose face the earth and the

heaven fled away, and there was no place found for them, is

signified the universal judgment executed by the Lord upon all

the new heavens, that were inhabited by such as were in civil

and moral good but in no spiritual good, of course who put on
the appearance of Christians in externals, though in internals

they were devils ; M'hich heavens, together with the earth belong-

ing to them, were totally dispersed, so that nothing of them
appeared any more.

1276. Verse 12. " And I saiv the dead, small and great, stand

before God," signifies all who had died from the earth, and were
now among those who were in the world of spirits, of whatever
condition and quality, assembled by the Lord to judgment. By
the dead are signified all who were deceased from the earth, or

who had died as to the body, of whom more will be said pre-

sently ; by small and great arc signified of what condition or

quality soever; by standing before God, that is, before Him
who sat on the throne, is signified to be present and assembled
to judgment.

By the dead, in the Word, the same thing is signified as by
deaths, and deaths have a variety of significations ; for by death
is not only signified extinction of natural life, or decease, but
also extinction of spiritual life, which is damnation ; bv death
is also signified extinction of the loves of the body or' concu-
piscences of the flesh, after which there is a renewal of life ; in
like manner by death is signified resurrection, beeause man after

death immediately rises again ; by death is likewise signified

neglect, non-acknowledgment, and rejection by the world. But
in the most common sense by death is signified the same as by
the devil, wherefore also the devil is called death, and by the
devil is meant the hell where they are who are called devils,

thence by death is likewise meant evil of the will which causes
man to be a devil. Death is used in this last sense in the
next verse, where it is said tiuit death and hell gave up their

dead, and that they were cast into the lake of fire. Hence it

may appear what is meant by the dead in a variety of senses

;

here it signifies all those who were departed out of the world,
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or who had ilied from the earth, and were tlien iu the world of

spirits.

It is said, in the worhl of s])irits, because into that worhl
:dl enter innncdiately after their decease, and arc there jirepared,

the good for lieaven, and tlie evil for hell, and some abide there

only a month or a year, and others from ten to thirty years ; and
they, who were permitted to make imaginary heavens to them-
selves, several centuries ; but at this day not longer than twenty
years. There is in that world a vast multitude, and societies

there as in the heavens and in the hells. Uj)on those who were
in that world, the last judgment Avas executed, and not upon
those who were in heaven, nor upon those who were iu hell, for

they who were in heaven were saved before, and they who were
in hell were damned before. From these considerations it may
be seen how much they are deceived Avho think the last judg-

ment is to take place upon earth, and that then the bodies of men
arc to rise again ; for all who have lived from the first creation

of the world are in the spiritual world together, and every

one of them invested with a spiritual body, which in the

sight of those who are spiritual appears as a man, just as

they who arc in the natural world appear in the sight of natural

men.
1277. "And the hooks were opened, and another book was

opened ivhich is the book of life," signifies that the interiors of

the minds of all of them were unclosed, and by the influx of

light and heat from heaven it was seen and perceived what their

nature and quality was, as to their affections which are of the

love or will, and thence as to their thoughts which are of the

faith or understanding, as well the evil as the good. By books
are not meant books, but the interiors of the minds of those

who are judged, by the books the interiors of the minds of

those who are evil, and are judged to death, and by the book of

life such as are good, and are judged to life. They are called

books, because in the interiors of the mind of every one are

written all the things that he thought, intended, spoke, and did

in the world, from the will or the love, and thence from the

understanding or faith ; all these things are written in the life

of evci-y one with so much exactness that not one of them is

Avantiug; what the nature and quality of all these things is,

appears to the life, when spiritual light, which is wisdom from
the Lord, and spiritual heat, which is love from the Lord, flow-

in through heaven. Spiritual light discovers the thoughts which
are of the understanding and faith, and spiritual heat discovers

the afl'ections which are of the will and love ; and spiritual light,

together with spiritual heat discovers the intentions and endea-

vours. That this is the case, I do not say that the rational man
can see from the light of his own understanding, but he can if

he will, if only he be willing, to uudcrstand that there is such a
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thing as spiritual light wliich illuminates the uuderstauding, and
spiz'itual heat which kindles the will.

1278. "And the dead ivere judged out of those things ivhich

loere ivritten in the books according to their works," signifies that

all were judged according to their internal life, in externals.

By the dead are signified all who had died out of the earths,

and were then in the world of spirits, as above, n. 1276 ; out of

those things which were written in the books signifies out of

the interiors of every one's mind, then laid open, as above, n.

1277 ; according to their works signifies according to the internal

life of every one in externals, for this is signified by works in

the Word.
"

There are works of the mind and works of the body, both
of them at once internal and external ; the works of the mind
are intentions and endeavours, and the works of the body are

words and actions ; both the one and the other of these proceed

from the internal life of man, which is of his will or love. What-
soever does not close in works, cither internal works of the mind
or external works of the body, is not in the life of man, for it

flows from the world of spirits, but is not received, wherefore

it is like an object which strikes the eye, or like a smell which
affects the nose, from which a man turns away his face. Besides

the numerous passages adduced above from the Word to prove
that man is judged according to his works, the following may
be added from Paul :

" In the day of ivrath and revelation of
the justjudgment of God, who will render to every one according

to his vjorks " (Rom. ii. 5, 6) :
" We must all appear before the

judgment-seat of Christ, that every one may receive the things done
in his body, according to that he hath done, whether it be good or

evil" (2 Corinth, v. 10).

1279. Verse 13. " And Die sea gave up the dead that ivere

in it," signifies the external and natural men of the church called

to judgment. By the sea is signified the external of the church,
which is natural, therefore by those whom the sea gave up are

signified the external and natural men of the church ; by the

dead are meant those who had died out of the earth, as above,
n. 127G, 1278.

The reason why by the dead whom the sea gave up arc

meant the external men of the church, is, because no others
were judged but those who were in some kind of worship ; for

all who held in contempt the holy things of the church, and
denied a God, the Word, and a life after death, were judged
immediately after death, and conjoined to those who were in

hell, into which they were afterwards cast ; but they who had
l)een external and natural men, and professed with their mouths
that there is a God, that there are such places as heaven and
hell, and had in some sort acknowledged the Word, these arc

they who were called to judgment. Out of these who were
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from the sen, several were saved, for wc. do not read that all

these were east into the lake of fire, as death and hell were,

but that if any one of them was not fonnd written in the hook

of life, he was cast therein, verse IG. Such of these as were

saved are also meant by the rest of the dead which lived not

nijaiii until the thousand years were consummated, verse 5.

Heuee, then, it may appear, that by the sea gave np the dead

that were in it are signified the external and natural men
called to jud;;nient.

1280. "And death and hell (jave up Ihe dead ivhich ivere in

them,'' signifies the men of the church who were impious at

heart, and who in themselves were devils and satans, called to

judgment. Wy death and hell no others are meant but those

who interiorly in themselves were devils, and by hell those who
interiorly in tliemselves were satans, consequently all those who
were impious at heart, and yet in externals appeared like men of

the church ; for no others were assembled to this universal

judgment ; for they who in externals are like men of the church,

whether they be of the laity or clergy, and in internals are devils

and satans, are judged, because in them externals are to be

separated from internals, and such likewise can be judged,

because they have knoAvn and professed the things appertaining

to the church.

That by death are meant the impious at heart who in them-

selves were devils, and by hell they who in themselves were

satans, is plain from its being said, that death and hell were

east into the lake of fire (verse 14), and neither death nor hell

can be cast into hell, but they can, who as to their interiors are

death and hell, that is, in themselves devils and satans. Who
are meant by the devil and Satan, may be seen above, n. 1252,

1267; and that they are death who in themselves are devils,

above, n. 1276. In other ])laces also mention is made of death

and hell, as in the following :
" The Son of Man said, I have

tfie keys of hell and death " (Apoc. i. 18) :
" The name of him

li-ho sat on the pule horse ivas Death, and hell folloived him "

(Apoc. vi. 8) : in like manner, Hosca xiii. 11-; Psalm xviii. 5,6 ;

xlix. 15, 16 ; exvi. 1.

1281. " And tJiey were judged everyone according to their

works," signifies that they were all judged according to their

internal life in externals, as appears from the explanation alcove,

n. 1278, where words of a similar import occur; to which I will

further add, that every one is judged according to the nature

and quality of his soul, and the soul of man is his life, for it is

the love of his will, and the love of every one^s will is entirely

according to his reception of divine truth proceeding from the

Lord, and this reception is taught by the doctrine of the church

derived from the Word.
1282. Verse 14. " And death and hell ivere cast into the lake
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of fire," siguifies that the impious at heart, who in themselves

were devils aud satans, and yet seemed in externals like men of

the chnrch, were cast into hell among those who were in the

love of evil, and thereby in the love of the false principle accor-

dant with that evil. By death and hell are signified the impious

at heart, Avho interiorly in themselves were devils and satans,

and yet in externals like men of the church, as above, n. 1280.

By the lake of fire is signified the hell where they are who are

in the love of evil, and thereby in the love of the false principle

which accords with that evil, consequently who love evil, and

confirm it by reasonings from the natural man, and still more
they who confirm it by the literal sense of the Word ; these

cannot interiorly in themselves do otherwise than deny God, for

such denial lurks concealed in evils of life confirmed by falscs.

Lake there signifies the false principle in abundance, and fire

signifies love of evil, as above, u. 1252, 1274. Its being said

that death and hell were cast into the lake of fire is conformable

to the angelic manner of speaking, in which a person is not

named, but that which is in a person, and is constituent of him,

in the present case, that in a person which constitutes his death

and hell. That this is the case may be seen from this considera-

tion, that it is impossible to cast hell into hell.

1283. " This is the second death," signifies that these have

actual damnation. That by the second death is signified spiritual

death, which is damnation, may be seen above, n. 1264 : this is

said, because they who are impious in heart, and in themselves

are devils and satans, and yet appear like men of the church, arc

more damned than others.

1284. Verse 15. And if any one loas not found ivritten in the

hook of life, lie ivas cast in the lake of fire," signifies that they

who did not live according to the Lord's commandments in the

AVord, and did not believe in the Lord, were condemned. By
the book of life is signified the Word, and by being judged out

of that book is signified to be judged according to the truths of

the Word ; and no others are found written in the book of life

than they who have lived according to the Lord's command-
ments in the Word, and have i)clievcd in the Lord, this there-

fore is meant. That he who does not live according to the

Lord's commandments in the Word is condemned, the Lord
teaches in Joini :

" If any man hear My words and believe not, I
judge him not ; he hath that which shalljudge him ; the IFord tliat

I have spoken, that shalljudge him in the last day " (xii. 47, 48).

And that ho who does not believe in the Lord is condemned,
also in John :

" He that believeth in the Son hath everlasting life,

hut he that believeth not the Son. shall not see life, but the v)rath

of God abideth on him" (iii. 30).
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CHAPTER XXI.

I . AND T saw a new licavon, and a new earth, for the former
licavon and the former oartli passed away ; and the sea was no
more.

:2. And I Jolni saw (lie holy city, New Jerusah^m, cominji;

down from (lod out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for

lier Imshand.

3. And I heard a great voice ont of heaven, saying, lichold

the tabernacle of God is with men, and He will dwell with them,
and they shall be His people, and He Himself will I)c with them
their God.

4. And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes ; and
death shall be no more, neither shall wailing nor crying, nor

labour (sorrow) be any more, for the former things are passed

away.

5. And He who sat upon the throne said, Behold I make all

things new ; and He said unto me, Write, for these words are

true and faithful.

G. And he said unto me, It is done ; I am Alpha and Omega,
the Beginning and the End; I will give unto him that is athirst

of the fountain of the water of life freely.

7. He that overcometh shall inherit all things, and I will be

to him a God, and he shall be to Me a son.

8. But the fearful, and the unfaithful, and the abominable,

and murderers, and whoremongers, and enchanters, and idolaters,

and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with

fire and sulphur; which is the second death.

9. And there came unto me one of the seven angels who had
the seven vials full of the seven last plagues, and talked with

me, saying. Come, I will shew thee the bride, the Lamb's wife.

10. And he carried me away in the spirit upon a great and
high mountain, and shewed me the great city, Holy Jerusalem,

descending out of heaven from God.

II. Having the glory of God : and the light thereof was like

unto a stone most precious, as it were a jasper-stone, resplendent

as crystal.

12. Having a wall great and high, having twelve gates, and

over the gates twelve angels, and names written thereon, which

are those of the twelve triljes of the sons of Israel.

13. On the east three gates, on the north three gates, on the

south three gates, on the west three gates.

1 1. And the wall of the city having twelve foundations, and

in them the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb.
15. And he who talked with me had a golden reed to mea-

sure the city, and the gates thereof, and the wall thereof.

IG. And the city licth four-square, and the length thereof is
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as great as the breadth ; and he measured the city with the reed

as far as twelve thousand furlongs : the length and the breadth

and the height of it were equal.

17. Aad he measured the wall thereof a hundred and forty-

four cubits, the measure of a mau^ which is of an angel.

18. And the building of the wall of it was jasper, but the

city was pure gold like pure glass.

19. And the foundations of the wall of the city were adorned

with all precious stones; the first foundation was a jasper, the

second a sapphire, the third a calcedony, the fourth an emerald,

20. The fifth a sardonyx, the sixth a sardius, the seventh a

chrysolite, the eighth a beryl, the ninth a topaz, the tenth a

chrysoprasus, the eleventh a hyacinth, the twelfth an amethyst.

21. And the twelve gates were twelve pearls; each gate was
one pearl : and the street of the city was pure gold like trans-

parent glass.

22. And I saw no temple therein, for the Lord God Almighty
is the temple of it, and the Lamb.

23. And the city hath no need of the sun, neither of the

moon, to shine in it, for the glory of God did lighten it, and the

lamp thereof is the Lamb.
24. And the nations which are saved shall walk in the light

of it, and the kings of the earth shall bring their glory and
honour into it.

25. And the gates of it shall not be shut by day, for there

shall be no night there ; and they shall bring the glory and
honour of the nations into it.

26. And there shall not enter into it any thing unclean, and
that worketh abomination and a lie, but they who are written in

the Lamb's book of life.

EXPLICATION.

1285. Verse 1. ''AND I saw a new heaven and a new earUi,"'

signifies that a new heaven was formed out of Christians by the
Lord, which at this day is called the Christian heaven, where
they are who had worshipped the Lord and lived according to
His commandments in the Word, who therefore have charity
and faith; in which heaven also are all the infants of Christians.
By a new heaven and a new earth is not meant a natural hea-
ven visible to the eye, nor a natural earth inhabited by men, but
a spiritual iieaven is meant and an earth belonging to that hea-
ven, where angels are ; that such a heaven and an earth belong-
ing to it is meant, every one sees and acknowledges, if he can
only be abstracted a little from ideas purely natural and material
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when he reads the Word. Tluit an an<;;elic lieavcn is meant is

evident, l)ceause it is said in the next verse, that he saw the city

holy .lerustdem comin<^ down IVom God out of lieavcn, prepared

us a hride adorned for her husband, by which is not meant any
JcrusaliMU that came down, but a church, and the church upon
earth comes down IVoni the Lord out of the angelic heaven,

because the angels of lunxvcn and men of the earth, in all things

relating to the church, make one. Hence it may be seen how
naturally and materially they have thought and do think, who,
from these words and those which follow in the same verse,

have fabricated a notion that the world is to be destroyed, and

that there will be a new creation of all things.

This new heaven is sometimes treated of above in the Apo-
calypse, especially in chaps, xiv. and xv.; it|is called the Christian

heaven, because it is distinct from the ancient heavens, which were

composed of men of the church before the Lord's coming; these

ancient heavens are above the Christian heaven: for the heavens

are like expanses, one above another. It is the same with each

particular heaven; for each heaven by itself is distinguished into

three heavens, an inmost or third, a middle or second, and a

lowest or first, and so it is with this new heaven. I have seen

them and conversed with them. In this new Christian heaven

are all those who, from the first establishment of the Christian

church, worshipped the Lord, and lived according to His com-
mandments in the Word, and who thereby were in charity, and
at the same time in faith, from the Lord through the Word,
consequently who were not in a dead faith, but in a living faith.

In that heaven likewise are all the infants of Christians, because

they have been brought up by angels in those two essentials of

the church, which consist in acknowledging the Lord to be the

God of heaven and earth, and in leading a life conformable to

His commandments in the Decalogue.
1286. ^' For the former heaven and the former earth passed

away," signifies the heavens which were made not by the Lord,

but by those who came out of Christendom into the spiritual

Avorld, all which were dispersed at the day of the last judgment.
That these heavens and no othei's are meant by the former

heaven and the former earth which passed away, may be seen

above, n. 1275, where these words are explained: "/ saiv a

great ivJiite throne, and Him who sat on it, from whose face the

earth and the heaven fled away," chap. xx. verse 11, where it is

shewn, that by those words is signified the universal judgment
executed by the Lord upon all the former heavens, in which
they were who were in civil and moral good, and in no spiritual

good, consequently who in externals put on the appearance of

Christians, but in internals were devils; which heavens, with

the earth belonging to them, were entirely dissolved. The rest

of what relates to this subject may be seen in the small work
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Yer. I.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [1287'.

oil the Last Judgment, and in the Contiunation of the same ; to

which it is unnecessary here to add any thing further.

1287. " And the sea rvas no more," signifies that the external

of heaven, collected from among Christians, since the first csta-

hlishment of the church, was^ in like manner, dispersed or dis-

solved, after they who were written in the Lord's book of life

were taken thence and saved. By sea is signified the external

of heaven and of the church, in which are the simple, who have

thought naturally, and but little spiritually, of things relating to

the church; the heaven in which these are is called external.

Here by sea is meant the external of heaven collected out of

Christians from the first establishment of the church; but the

internal of the heaven of Christians was not fully formed by

the Lord, till a little before the last judgment, and also after it,

as may appear from chaps, xiv. and xv., where it is treated of,

and from chap. xx. verses 4, 5 ; the explanation of which see :

the reason why this was not done before, was, because the

dragon and his two beasts domineered in the world of spirits,

and burned with the desire of seducing whomsoever they could,

for which reason it was hazardous before to collect them into a

heaven. The separation of the good from the dragonists, and

the damnation of the latter, and finally the easting of them into

hell, are treated of in many places, and lastly in chap. xix.

verse 20, and in chap. xx. verse 10; and after this it is said,

that " the sea gave up the dead that were in it " (verse 13), by

which are meant the external and natural men of the church

called to judgment, see above, n. 1279, and then the separating

and saving of those who were written in the Lord's book of

life, concerning which see the same article; this is the sea which

is here meant.

It is also said in auother place, where the new heaven of

Christians is treated of, that it extended itself to the sea of glass

mingled with fire, chap. xv. 2, by which sea is also signified the

external of the heaven of Christians. From these considerations

it may appear that by the sea being no more is signified that

the external of heaven collected out of Christians from the first

establishment of the church, after they were taken thence and

saved who were written in the Lord's book of life, was in like

manner dissolved. Concerning the external of heaven collected

out of Christians from the first establishment of the church, it

has been given to know many particulars which it would l)c

tedious here to adduce; save only that the former heavens, which

passed away at the day of the last judgment, were permitted for

the sake of those who were in that external heaven or sea,

because they were connected by externals, but not by internals.

The reason why the heaven, where the men of the external

church are, is called sea, is, because their habitation in the

spiritual world appears at a distance as it were in the sea; for the
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1288,1289.] ArocALvi'si: exi'laim:d. [Chap. xxi.

celestial angels, wlio arc aii^cls of the supreme heaveu, dwell as

it were in an ctluMral atmosplu^re, the spiritnal an«i;cls, who are

aut^cls of the niiddlt; heaven, dwell as it were in an aercal

atmosphere, and the spiritual natural angels, who are angels of

tiic ultimate heaven, dwell as it were in a watery atmosphere,

whieh, as was observed, at a distanee appears like a sea; hence it

is, that the external of heaven is understood by sea in many
other places also in the Word.

1:288. Verse 2. "And I John saio the holy city New Jerusalem

coming down from God out of heaven'^ signifies a New Ciiurch

to be established by the Lord at the end of the former church,

which will be associated with the new heaven in divine truths as

to doctrine and as to life. The reason why John here names
himself, saying, I John, is, because by him as an apostle is

signified the good of love to the Lord, and consequent good of

life, for which reason he was loved more than the other apostles,

and at supper lay on the bosom of the Lord (John xiii. 23 ;

xxi. 20): and, in like manner, this church which is now treated of.

That by Jerusalem is signified the church will be seen in the

next article; it is called a city and described as city from

doctrine and a life according therewith, for city in a spiritual

sense signifies doctrine ; it is called holy from the Lord, who
alone is holy, and from the divine truths which are in it derived

from the AVord from the Lord, whieh are called holy ; it is

called new, because He who sat upon the throne said, behold I
make all things neio (verse 5) ; and it is said to come down from

God out of heaven, because it descends from the Lord through

the new Christian heaven^ treated of in tiie 1st verse of this

chapter, n. 1285, for the church upon earth is formed through

heaven by the Lord, that they may act as one and be associated.

1289. The reason why by Jerusalem, in the "Word, is meant
the church, is, because in that city in the land of Canaan, and

in no other place, was the temple and the altar, and sacrifices

were offered, consequently divine worship performed; where-

fore also three feasts were held yearly there, and every male

throughout the whole land was commanded to come to them

:

hence it is, that Jerusalem signifies the church as to worship,

and therefore also the church as to doctrine, for worship is pre-

scribed in doctrine, and performed according to it; also because

the Lord was in Jerusalem, and taught in His own temple, and

afterwards glorified His Humanity there.

That by Jerusalem is meant the church as to doctrine and

consequent worship appears from many passages in the Word

:

as from the following in Isaiah : "For Zion's sake I ivill not hold

my peace, and for Jerusalem's sake will I not rest, until the

justice tJiereof go forth as brightness and the salvation thereof as

a lamp burneth : then shall the nations see thy justice, and all

kings thy glory : and thou shali be called by a neiv name, which
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Vcr, 2.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [1289.

the mouth of Jehovah shall utter ; and thou shall he a croivn of

glory in the hand of thy God : Jehovah shall be ivell pleased in

thee, and thy land shall be married. Behold thy salvation cometh,

behold his reward is ivith him : and they shall call them the

people of holiness, the redeemed of Jehovah : and thou shall be

called the city sought for, not deserted'' (Ixii. 1—4, 11, 12).

This whole chapter treats of the Lord^s advent^ and of the New
Church to be established by Him ; it is this New Church which

is meant by Jerusalem, which shall be called by a new name
Avhich the mouth of Jehovah shall utter, and which shall be a

crown of glory in the hand of Jehovah, and a royal diadem in

the hand of God, in which Jehovah shall be well pleased, and

which shall be called a city sought after, and not forsaken. By
these words cannot be meant that Jerusalem which, when the

Lord came into the world, was inhabited by the Jews, for that

"was opposite in every particular, and might more properly have

been called Sodom, as it also is called in the Apoc. xi. 8 ; Isaiah

iii. 9; Jerem. xxiii. 14; Ezek. xvi. 46, 48.

So in another part of Isaiah :
" Behold I am creating a new

heaven and a new earth, the former shall not he remembered :

rejoice and be glad for ever in that which I create. Behold I am
about to create Jerusalem a rejoicing and her people a joy, that I
may rejoice over Jerusalem, and joy over My p)eople. Then the

wolf and the lamb shall feed together: they shall do no evil in all

the mountain of My holiness" (Ixv. 17— 19, 25). This chapter

also treats of the Lord's advent or coming, and of the church to

be established by Him, which was not established among those

who were in Jerusalem, but among those who were out of it,

wherefoz'C this church is meant by the Jerusalem which shall be

unto the Lord a rejoicing, and whose people shall be unto Him
a joy ; also where the wolf and the lamb shall feed togethei', and

where they shall do no evil : it is likewise said here, as in the

Apocalypse, that the Lord will create a new heaven and a new
earth, and also that He will create Jerusalem; which things have

a similar signification.

So in another part of Isaiah :" .^?yaA;e, awake, put on thy

strength, Zion, put on the garments of thy beauty, O Jerusalem,

the city of holiness ; for the uncircumcised and the unclean shall

not add to come into thee ; shake thyself from the dust, arise, sit

down,, Jerusalem. The people shall know My name in, that day,

for I am He that doth .speak, behold I : Jehovah hath comforted

His people, He hath redeemed Jerusalem" (Iii. 1, 2, C, 9). This

chapter also treats of the Lord's advent, and of the church to

be established by Him, wherefore by Jerusalem, into which the

uncircumcised and the unclean shall no more couu;, and which

the Lord will redeem, is meant the church, and by Jerusalem

the city of holiness, the church as to doctrine from the Lord and

concerning the Lord.
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1289.] APOCAi.vrsn explained. [Chat. xxi.

So ill Zcplianiali :
" Siii(/, daughter of Zion, rejoice ivifh

all tlnj heart, O daaytitcr of Jerusalem ; the Kiny of Israel is in

the midst of thee, fear not evil anymore; He ivill rejoice over

thee with joy, lie xvill rest in His love, He willjoy over thee with

singing ; I will give yon for a name and a praise to all the

people of the earth" (iii. 14— 17, 20); speaking, iu like

manner, of the Lord and the chnrcli derived from Him, over

Avhieli the King of Israrl, who is the Lord, will rejoice with joy,

will joy with singing, and in whose love he will rest, and wlio

Avill give them for a name and a praise to all the people of the

earth.

Again in Isaiah :
" Thus saith Jehovah thy Redeemer and

thy Former, saying to Jerusalem, thou shall be inhabited, and
to the cities of Judah, ye shall be built up " (xliv. 2 !•, 26) ; and
in Daniel :

" Know and perceive from the going forth of tlie

word until the restoring and building up of Jerusalem, until the

Messiah the Prince, shall be seven tveeks" (ix. 25) : that by
Jernsalem here also the church is meant is plain, because that

was restored and built up by the Lord, bnt not Jerusalem the

seat of the Jews.

Ey Jerusalem is likewise meant a church from the Lord in

the following passages : in Zcchariali :
" Thus saith Jehovah, I

will return unto Zion, and loill dwell in the midst of Jerusalem

;

whence Jerusalem shall be called the city of truth, and the moun-
tain of Jehovah of hosts, the mountain of holiness " (viii. 3, 20
—23) ; in Joel :

" Then shall ye know, that I Jehovah your God
am dwelling in Zion, the mountain of holiness, arid Jerusalem

shall be holiness ; and it shall be in that day, that the mountains

shall distil new wine, and the hills shall floio ivith milk, and Jeru-

salem shall sit down from generation to generation " (iv. 1 7—
21) ; and in Isaiah :

" In that day shall the germ of Jehovah be

for beauty and for glory ; and it shall come to pass, that he who
is left in Zion, and he who remaineth in Jerusalem, shall be called

holy : every one that is written for life in Jerusalem " (iv. 2, 8)

;

and in ^Micah :
'^ In tlie extremity of days, shall the mountain of

the house of Jehovah be constituted, the head of the mountains

;

for out of Zion shall go forth doctrine, and the Word of Jehovah

out of Jerusalem ; unto thee shall come the first kingdom, the

kingdom of the daughter of Jerusalem" (iv. 1, 2,8); and in

Jeremiah :
" At that time they shall call Jerusalem the throne

of Jehovah, and all nations shall he gathered together by reason

of the name of Jehovah to Jerusalem, neither shall they go any

more after the confirmation of their evil heart" (iii. 17) j again

in Isaiah :
" Look upon Zion the city of our stated feast ; thine

eye shall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, a tabernacle ivhich

shall not be dispersed : the stakes thereof shall not be removed

for ever, and all the cords thereof shall not he broken " (xxxiii.

20) ; not to mention other passages; as Isaiah xxiv. 23 ; xxxvii.

21
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Ver. 3.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1290, 1291.

32; Ixvi. 10 — 14; Zechariah xxii. 3,6,8—10; xiv. 8, 11,

12, 21; Malachi iii. 2,4; Psalm cxxii. 1—7; Psalm cxxxvii.

4—6.
That by Jerusalem, in these passages, is meant the clmrch,

which was to be established by the Lord, and not Jerusalem iu

the land of Canaan which was inhabited by the Jews, may
appear from those passages in the Word, where it is said of the

latter that it was entirely ruined, and that it was to be destroyed;

as in Jeremiah v. 1 ; vi. 6, 7; vii. 17, 18, et seq. ; viii. 6—8,

et seq,; ix. 10, 11, 13, et seq.; xiii. 9, 10, 14; xiv. 16;
Lament, i. 8, 9, 17; Exek. iv. 1 to the end; v. 9 to the end

;

xii. 18, 19; xv. 6—8; xvi. 1—63; xxiii. 1—49; Matt, xxiii.

37, 38; Luke xix. 41—44; xxi. 20— 22; xxiii. 28 — 30;
and in many other places.

1290. "Prepared as a bride adornedfor her husband," s.\gn\-

fies that clmrch joined by the Word unto the Lord. It is said

that John saw the holy city New Jerusalem coming down from

God out of heaven, aud in this passage that he saw that city

prepared as a bride adorned for her husband, from which it is

also evident that by Jerusalem is meant the church, and that

he saw it first as a city, and afterwards as an espoused virgin,

as a city representatively, and as an espoused virgin spiritually,

consequently, under a two-fold idea, one within or above the

other, just as the angels do, who, when they see or hear or read

in the Word of a city, in the idea of their inferior thought per-

ceive a city, but in the idea of their superior thought perceive

the church as to doctrine, and the latter, if they desire it and
pray to the Lord, they see as a virgin whose beauty and apparel

are in agreement with the quality of the church : thus has it

also been given me to see the church.

By prepared is signified apparelled for her espousals, and
the church is no otherwise apparelled for her espousals, and
afterwards for conjunction or marriage, than by the AVord, for

it is the only medium of conjunction or marriage, because the

Word is from the Lord and of the Lord, and therefore is the

Lord, for Avhich reason it is also called the covenant, and a

covenant implies spiritual conjunction; moi'covcr, the AVord
was given for this very purpose. That by husband is meant
the Lord is plain from verses 10 and 11 of this chapter, where
Jerusalem is called the bride, the Lamb's wife. That the Lord
is called the bridegroom and husband, and the church the bride

and wife, and that this marriage is like the marriage of good
and truth, and is effected through the Word, may be seen

above, n. 1189. From these considerations it may appear tliat

by Jerusalem prepared as a bride adorned for her husband is

signified that church conjoined to the Lord by the Word.
1291. Verse 3. "And I heard a (/real voice aid of heaven,

saying, Behold the tabernacle of God is with men/' signifies the
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129.'i.] Ai'ocALYi^i; i:xrLAi.\L;i). [Chat. xxi.

Lord out of love spcakin*^ and dcclfiring the glad tidings, that

]lc will now be present lliniself among men in his Divine
Human [prineiplej. This is the celestial sense of these Avords;

the celestial angels, who arc the angels of the third heaven, un-
derstand them no otherwise, for by hearing a great voice out of

heaven speak, they understand the Lord out of love speaking

and declaring glad tidings, because out of heaven no other

sj)eaks but the Lord ; for heaven is not heaven by virtue of any
property of the angels, but by virtue of the Divine [principle]

of the Lord, whereof they are recipients. By a great voice is

meant speech from love, for great is predicated of love; by
behold the tabernacle of God is with men is meant that now
the Lord is present in His Divine Humanity; by the tabernacle

of God is meant the celestial church, and in a universal sense

the Lord's celestial kingdom, and in a supreme sense His
Divine Human [principle]. The reason why tabernacle in

a supreme sense means the Lord's Divine Human [principle],

is, because that is signified by temple, as may appear from John
ii. 18, 21 ; Mai. iii. 1 ; Apoc. xxi. 22 ; and elsewhere : the

same is signified by tabernacle, with this difference, that by

temple is meant the Lord's Divine Human [principle] with

respect to divine truth or divine wisdom, and by tabernacle is

meant the Lord's Divine Human [principle] with respect to

divine good or divine love ; hence it follows, that by behold

the tabernacle of God is with men is meant that the Lord
will now Ijc present among men in His Divine Human
[principle]

.

1292. "And He will dwell ivith them, and they shall be His

people, and He Himself ivill be with them their God," signifies

conjunction of the Lord, which is of such a nature, that they are

in Ilim, and He in them. He will dwell with them signifies

conjunction of the Lord with them, as will be seen presently;

by they shall be His people, and He Himself will be with

them their God, is signified that they are the Lord's, and the

"

Lord their's ; and inasmuch as by dwelling Avith them is signi-

fied conjunction, it signifies that they will be in the Lord and

the Lord in them, otherwise no conjunction is produced. That

this is the nature of conjunction appears clearly from the Lord's

words in John :
" Abide in Me, and I in you ; / am the vine, yc

are the branches, he that abideth in Me and I in him, the same

bringeth forth much fruit, for ivithout Me ye can do nothing''

(John XV. 4, 5) ; and in another place :
'^ In that day ye shall

know that I am in My Father, and you in Me, and I in you "

(xiv. 20) ; ''He that eateth My Jlesh and drinketh My blood,

divelleth in Me and I in him" (John vi. 56).

That the putting on of the Humanity, and the uniting of it

w ith the Divinity, which was in Him by birth, and is called the

Lather, had for its end and object a conjunction with men,
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Ver. 4.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1293.

appears also in Johu :
" For their sakes I sanctify Myself, that

they also may be sa?ictified in the truth, that they may be one as

We are one, I in them, thou in Me" (xvii. 19, 21, 22, 26) ; from

which it is plain that there is a conjunction with the Lord's

Divine Humanity, and that it is reciprocal, and that thus and

no otherwise there is a conjunction with the Divinity which is

called the Father. Moreover the Lord teaches that conjunction

is effected hy means of truths from the Word, and a life agree-

ing with them (John xiv. 20—24; xv. 7). This then is what is

meant by He will dwell with them, and they shall be His people,

and He will be with them their God ; it is the same in other

places where the like words occur, as Jerem. vii. 23 ; xi. 4 ; xiv.

11; xxiv. 7; XXX. 22; Ezek. xi. 20; xxxvi. 28; xxxvii. 23, 27;

Zech. viii. 8 ; Exod. xxiv. 15.

The reason why to dwell with them signifies conjunction with

them, is, because to dwell signifies conjunction from love, as may
appear from many passages in the Word ; also from the habi-

tations of the angels in heaven. Heaven is arranged into innu-

merable societies, all connected with each other according to

differences of the affections, which are of love in general and in

particular, each society is one species of affection, and there

they dwell distinctly according to the propinquities and affinities

of that species of affection, and they who are in the nearest

state of propinquity in the same house ; therefore cohabitation,

when predicated of a married pair, in a spiritual sense signifies

conjunction by love. It is well to be noted that conjunction

with the Lord is one thing, and His presence another; conjunc-

tion wth the Lord is not given to any but those who appi'oach

Him immediately, but His presence to others.

1293. Verse 4. " And God shall ivipe away all tears from
their eyes, and death shall be no more, neither shall ivailtny, ?ior

crying, nor labour, be any more, for the former things are passed

aivay," signifies that the Lord will take from them all grief of

mind, fear of damnation, of evils and falses from hell, and of

temptations arising from them, and they shall not remember
them, because the dragon, who had occasioned them, is cast

out. God will wipe away all tears from their eyes signifies that

the Lord will take away from them all grief or uneasiness of

mind, for tears proceed from uneasiness of mind. By death,

which shall not be any more, is signified damnation, in the pre-

sent instance^ the fear of it. By wailing, which shall not be

any more, is signified the fear of evils from hell, for wailing

has various significations, in all cases having relation to the

subject treated of, in the present case to the fear of evils from

hell, because the fear of damiuition is mentioned just before,

and the fear of falses from hell, and of temptations proceed-

ing from them, immediately after. By crying is signified the

fear of falses from hell, as will be seen in the next article,
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r20.'3.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [ChAP. Xxi.

]?y labour, wliicli shall ))c no more, arc signified temptations.

Ky their not being any more, beeausc the former things are

passed away, is signified that they shall not remember them,
because the dragon, who had occasioned them, is cast out, for

these are the foi-mer things which had passed away.

But it may be expedient to illustrate this : every man after

death comes first into the world of spirits, which is in the midst

between heaven and hell, and is there prepared, the good for

heaven and the wicked for hell, concerning which world, sec

above, n. 15251, 1261, 1276, 1279; and inasmuch as they asso-

ciate with one another there, as they do in the natural world, it

could not but happen, before the last judgment, that they who
in externals were civil and moral, but in internals wicked, should

be together and converse with those who, in like manner, were
civil and moral in externals, but in internals good ; and since

there is in the wicked a continual desire of seducing, therefore

the good, who were consorted with them, were by various means
infested. But they who were aggrieved by their infestations,

and brought into fear of damnation, and of evils and falses from

hell, and of grievous temptation, were removed by the Lord
from consort with them, and placed in a certain earth under
the other, where there are also societies, and there guarded,

and this till such time as all the wicked were separated from
the good, which was cflfected by the last judgment; and then

they who were preserved and guarded in the lower earth were
taken by the Lord up into heaven. These infestations were

especially induced by those who are meant by the dragon and
his beasts, wherefore when the dragon and his two beasts were

cast into the lake of fire and sulphur, then, inasmuch as all

infestation and consequent uneasiness and fear of damnation
and of hell ceased, it is said to those who had been infested,

that God will wipe away all tears from their eyes, and that

death shall not be any more, neither wailing, nor crying, nor

labour, for former things are passed away, by which is signified

that the Lord will take from them all grief or uneasiness of

mind, and fear of damnation, and of evils and falses from hell,

and of grievous temptations from them, and they shall not

remember them^ because the dragon, who had induced them, was

cast out.

That the dragon and his two beasts were ejected, and cast

into the lake of fire and sulphur, may be seen above^ chap. xix.

20; XX. 10; and that the dragon infested, appears from

many places ; for he fought with ]\iichael, and wanted to devour

the child which the woman brought forth, and persecuted the

woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her seed,

chap. xii. 4, 5, 7—9, 13—18; also chap. xvi. 13—16; and in

other places. That many, who were interiorly good, were

guarded and preserved by the Lord that thev might not be
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Vcr. 5.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [1294', 1295.

infested by the dragon and his beasts, appears from chap. vi. 9

—11; and that they were infested, chap. vii. 13—17; and that

they were afterwards taken np into heaven, chap. xx. 4, 5, and

elsewhere. The same are also meant by the prisoners and by

them that are bound in the pit, and delivered by the Lord

(Isaiah xxiv. 22; Ixi. 1 ; Luke iv. 18, 19 ; Zech. ix. 11 ; Psalm

Ixxix. 11) . This is also signified in the Word, where it is said

that the graves were opened ; also where the souls are spoken of

that expect the last judgment, and then resurrection.

1294. That crying, in the Word, is said of grief and the fear

of falses from hell, and the consequent fear of devastation by

them, appears from the following passages :
" The former troubles

shall be forgotten, and they shall be hid from mine eijes, then the

voice of weeping shall not be heard in her, nor the voice of cry-

ing" (Isaiah Ixv. 16, 19) ; speaking of Jerusalem in like manner
as here in the Apocalypse. " They are black unto the ground,

and the cry of Jerusalem goeth up " (Jcrem. xiv. 2, et seq., which

treats of lamentation over the falses which waste the church.
'' Jehovah looked for judgment, but behold the scab, for justice, but

behold a cry'' (Isaiah v. 7) :
" A voice of the cry of the shepherds,

for Jehovah is laying loaste their pasture" (Jerem. xxv. 36) : "The

voice of a cryfrom the fish-gate, for their goods are become a booty,

and their houses a desolation " (Zcph. i. 10, 13) : besides other

places, as Isaiah xiv. 31; xv. 4— 6, 8; xxiv. 11; xxx. 19;
Jcrem. xlvi. 2, 4. But it is to be noted that cry, in the Word,
is said of every affection that breaks out from the heart, where-

fore it is the voice of lamentation, of imploring, of supplication

grounded in grief, of contestation, of indignation, of confession,

yea, of exultation.

1295. Verse 5. ''And He who sat upon the throne, said. Be-

hold I make all things new : and He said unto me, Write, for these

words are true and faithful," signifies the Lord declaring con-

cerning the last judgment to those who should come into the

Avorld of spirits, or who should put off the body, from the time

of His being in the world till now, as follows, viz., that the

former heaven and former earth, and the former church, with all

and every thing in them, will perish, and that He will create a

new heaven together with a new earth, and a new church, which

is to be called the New Jerusalem, and that they may know this

for certain, and remember it, because the Lord Himself hath

testified and said it.

The things in this verse, and in those which follow, as far as

the eighth inclusive, were said to those who were to come out

of Christendom into the world of spirits, as is the case immc*
diatcly after death, to the end that they might not aun'ci- Ihcni-

selves to be seduced by the Babylonians and dragonists ; for, as

was observed above, all are assembled after death in the world of

spirits and arc fond of aissociating with one another there, jn.^t
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129G, 1297.] APOCALYrsE explainEp. [Chap. xxi.

as in tlu> natural world, wlicre tlioy are together with the Baby-
lonians and drat;onists, who continually burn with the desire of

seducing, and who were also allowed to i'orm to themselves

heavens as it were, by imaginary and delusive arts, whereby they

might also have been able to seduce. To pi'event this, these

things were said by the Lord, that they might know for certain

that those heavens with the earths belonging to them were to

perish, and that the Lord would create a new heaven and a new
earth, mIicu they were to be saved who had not suffered them-
selves to be seduced or led away. But it is to be observed, that

this was said to those who lived from the Lord's time till the

last judgment, which was executed in the year 3 757, because

these might have been seduced, which henceforward cannot be

done there, because the Babylonians and dragonists are separated

and cast out,

"We shall now proceed to the explanation. By Him who sat

on the throne is meant the Lord. The reason why the Lord here

spake upon a throne, is, because He said, behold I make all

things new, by Mhich is signified that He was about to execute

the last judgment, and then to create a new heaven and a new
earth, and a new church, with all and every thing in them : that

throne is judgment in a representative form, may be seen, n.

127.5; and that the former heaven and former church were
destroyed on the day of the last judgment, n. 1275, 1286. He
said unto me, Write, for the words are true and faithful, signifies

that they might know this for certain, and remember it, because

the Lord Himself testified and said it ; the Lord's making use of

the word said a second time signifies that they might know it for

certain. By write is signified for remembrance, or that they

might remember ; and by these words are true and faithful is

signified that they ought to be believed, because the Lord Him-
self testified and said it.

1296. Verse 6. ''And lie said unto me, It is do7ie," signifies

that it is divine truth. The reason why by He said unto me
is signified that it is divine truth, is, because the Lord said a

third time. He said unto me, also because He said. It is done,

in the present tense ; and what the Lord says a third time, is

what ought to be believed, because it is divine truth, as also what
He says in the present tense; for three times signifies what is

complete to the end ; in like manner, when being about to do a

thing, He saith, It is done.

1297. " I am Alpha and Omeyaf the beginning and the end,^*

signifies that they are to know that the Lord is God of heaven

and earth, and that all things in the heavens and earths were

made by Him, and arc governed by His divine providence, and

done according to it. That the Lord is Alpha and Omega, the

beginning and the end, and that thereby is meant that by Him
all things were made and are governed and done, etc., may be
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Ver. 7.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1298^ 1299.

seeu above, n. 23, ll, 42. That the Lord is God of heaven and
earth is evident from His words in John :

" Power is given Me
over all flesh " (xvii. 2) ; and in Matthew :

" All power is given

Me in heaven and in earth" (xxviii. 18) ; and "that all things

were made by Him that were made" (John i. 3, 14). That all

things which were made or created by Him are governed by His
diviue providence is evident.

1298. " I will give unto him who is athirst of the fountain of
the water of life freely " signifies that to those who desire truths

from any spiritual use, the Lord will give from Himself through
the Word all things conducive to that use. By him Mho is

athirst is signified he who desires truth for the sake of any
spiritual use, as will be seen presently ; by the fountain of the

water of life is signified the Lord and the Word ; by giving it

freely or gratuitously is signified from the Lord, and not from
any intelligence proper to man.

The reason why by being athirst is signified to desire for the

sake of some spiritual use, is, because there exists a thirst or

desire of knowledges of truth from the Word grounded in

natural use, and also grounded in spiritual use
;
grounded in

natural use with those who have for their end and object learn-

ing, and by means of learning fame, honour, and lucre, conse-

quently self and the world ; but grounded in spiritual use with

those whose end and object is to serve their neighbour out of

love to him, to consult the good of their souls, and of their own,
consequently who have in view the Lord, their neighbour, and
salvation ; to these is given truth, in such quantity as is con-

ducive to that use, from the fountain of the water of life, that

is, from the Lord through the Word. To others truth is not

given from thence; they read the Word, and every doctrinal

truth therein they either do not see, or if they see, they turn

it into what is false, not so much in speech when it is uttered

from the Word, but in the ideas of their thought concerning it.

1299. Verse 7. " He loho overcometh shall inherit all things,

and I laill be unto him a God and he shall be to Me a son," sig-

nifies that they who overcome evils in themselves, that is, the

devil, and do not yield or sink when they are tempted by the

Babylonians and dragonists, will go to heaven, and there live in

the Lord and the Lord in them. By overcoming here is meant
to overcome evils in themselves, consequently the devil, and not

to yield when they are tempted by the Babylonians and dragon-

ists. The reason why to overcome evils in one's self is also to

overcome the devil, is, because by the devil is meant all evil.

By inheriting all things is signified to go to heaven, and then
come into possession of the good things which are there from
the Lord, consequently of the good things which arc from the

Lord and of the Lord, as a son and heir, whence heaven is

called an inheritance (Matt. xix. 29; xxv. 31) : I will be to
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1300, ir^Ol.] APOCALVrSE EXPLAINED. [ClIAP. Xxi.

liini a (iod and ho shall be to ]Mc a son si<>ni(io.s that in heaven
they will be in the Lord and the Lord in them, as above, n.

121)1, where the like words occur, save only that it is there

said that they shall be His people, and lie will be their God,
The reason why they wlio iinniediatcly approach the Lord are

His sons, is, bceauso they arc born anew from Him, that is,

regenerated, wherct'orc He called His disci[)les sons (John xii.

36; xiii. 33 ; xxi. 5).

1300. Verse 8. ''But tlte fearful, and the unfaithful, and the

abominable," sif2;nifies those who are in no faith, and in no charity,

and thence in all kinds of evils. B}' the fearful arc siji;nitied they

who are in no faith, as will be seen presently. By the unfaithful

are sijiuificd they who are in no charity towards tiieir neighbour,

for these are insincere and fraudulent, conscquentlj' unfaithful.

By the abominable are signified they who are in all kinds of evils,

for abominations, in the Word, signify in general the evils which
are named in the six last commandments of the Decalogue, as

may be seen in Jeremiah :
" Trust ye not in the ivords of a lie,

saying, The temple of Jehovah, the temple of Jehovah, the temple

of Jehovah are these ; loill ye steal, kill, and commit adultery, and
swear to a lie, and then come and stand before Me in this house,

v)hen ye do these abominations" (vii. 2—4, 9—11); and so

in all other places. That by the fearful are signified they

who are in no faith is evident from the following passages :

" Jesus said to His disciples, Why are ye fearfid, men of little

faith " (Matt. viii. 20 ; Mark iv. 39, 40 ; Luke viii. 25) :
" Jesus

said unto the ruler of the synagofjue, Fear not, believe only, and
thy daughter shall be made whole" (Luke viii. 49, 50; Mark v.

36) :
" Fear not little flock, for it is your Father's good pleasure

to give you the kingdom" (Luke xii. 32). The same is meant by
fear not in ]\Iatt. xvii. 6, 7 ; xxviii. 3—5, 10; Luke i. 12, 13,

30; ii. 9, 10; v. 8—10, and elsewhere. Hence it may appear

that by the fearful, and the unfaithful, and the abominable, are

signified those who are in no faith, and in no charity, and thence

in all kinds of evils.

1301. " And murderers, and ivhoremongers, and enchanters,

and idolaters, and liars," signifies all those who make no account
of the commandments of the Decalogue, nor shun any evils

therein mentioned as sins, and therefore live in them. What is

signified by these four commandments of the Decalogue, thou
shalt not kill, thou shalt not commit adultery, thou shalt not

steal, and thou shalt not bear false witness, in their triple or three-

fold sense, namely, natural, spiritual, and celestial, may be seen

in the Doctrine of Life for the New Jerusalem, n. 62—91, for

whicii reason there is no occasion to explain them here again.

]jut instead of the seventh commandment, which is, thou shalt

not steal, are here mentioned enchanters and idolaters, and by
enchanters are signified those who enquire after truths, which thev
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Ver. 9.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1302—1304.

falsify, that by means of them they may confirm falses and evils,

as they do who take up this truth, that no one can do good from

himself, and by it confirm faith alone, for this is a species of

spiritual theft ; what incantation or enchantment further signi-

fies, may be seen above, n. 590. By idolaters are signified those

who establish worship, or are in worship, not from the Word,

consequently not from the Lord, but from self-derived intelli-

gence, as is the case with those who, from a single passage iu

Paul, falsely understood, and not from any word of the Lord,

fabricated the whole of their church doctrine, which also is a

species of spiritual theft. By liars are signified those who are in

falses originating in evil, n. 1333.

1302. "Shall have their part in the lake which burneth with

fire and sulphur'' signifies their portion in hell, where are the

loves of what is false and lusts of w hat is evil, as appears from

the explanation above, n. 1247, 1284, where the like words

occur.

1303. " Which is the second death," signifies damnation, as

also appears from what is explained above, n. 1264, 1283.

1301. Verse 9. " And there came unto me one of the seveti

angels, ivho had the seven vials full of the seven last plagues, and

talked loith me, saying. Come, I will shew thee the bride, the

Lamb's wife," signifies influx and manifestation from the Lord

out of the inmost of heaven, respecting the New Church, which

is to be joined to the Lord by the Word. By one of the seven

angels who had the seven vials full of the seven last plagues

talked with me is meant the Lord flowing-in from the inmost

of heaven and speaking through the inmost heaven, in this

instance manifesting the things which follow. That by this

angel is meant the Lord appears from the explanation of chap.

XV. verses 5, 6, where it is written, " After this I looked, ivhen

behold the temple of the tabernacle in heaven was opened, and there

came out seven angels having the seven jjlagues ;
" that hereby is

signified that the inmost of heaven was seen, where the Lord is

in Ilis holiness, and in the law which is the Decalogue, may be

seen above, n. 948, 919; also from the explanation of chap,

xvii. verse 1, where it is said, " A?id there came one of the angels

ivho had the seven vials, and talked with me, saying, Come, I ivill

shew thee the judgment of the great whore " that by these words

is signified influx and revelation from the Lord out of the in-

most of heaven concerning the lloraan Catholic religion, may
be seen above, n. 1031, 1032. Hence it is evident that by these

words there came to me one of the seven angels who had the

seven vials full of the seven last plagues, and talked with me,

saying, is meant the Lord flowing-in out of the inmost of heaven,

and that by Come, I will shew thcc, is signified manifestation,

and that by the bride, the Lauilj's wife, is signified the New
Church, which will be conjoined to the Lord through the
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ISOo, 1306.] APOCALYPSi: EXPLAINED. [ChAP. XXl,

Word, as in n. 1290: that the church is called the bride while

it is establishing;-, and the wife when it is established, in the

present instance the bride-wife, because it is to be established

for certain.

1305. Verse 10. " Atid he carried me away in the spirit upon

a great and liicfli mountain, and shelved me the great city, the Holy

Jerusalem, descending out of heaven front God," signifies that

John was translated into the third heaven, and his sight there

opened, before which was made manifest the Lord's New Church
as to its doctrine in the form of a city. Ho carried me away in

the spirit upon a great and high mountain signifies that John
was translated into the third heaven, where they are who are in

love to the Lord, and iu genuine doctrine of truth derived from

Him ; moreover great is predicated of the good of love, and high

of truths. The reason why being taken up into a mountain
signifies to be taken up into the third heaven, is, because it is

said in the spirit, and he who is in the spirit is, as to his mind
and the sight thereof, in the spiritual world, and there the angels

of the third heaven dwell upon mountains, the angels of the second

heaven upon hills, and the angels of the ultimate heaven in

vallies, between the hills and mountains ; wherefore when any
one in the spirit is taken up into a mountain it signifies that he

is taken up into the third heaven ; this elevation is effected in

a moment, because it is done l)y a change in the state of mind.

By he shewed me is signified his sight then opened, and mani-

festation. By the great city, the Holy Jerusalem, coming down
out of heaven from God, is signified the Lord's New Church, as

above, n. 1288, 1289, where also is explained what is the reason

of its being called holy^ and said to come down out of heaven

from God ; its being seen in the form of a city, is, because city

signifies doctrine, n. 223, 1019, and the church is a church by
virtue of doctrine and a life agreeing therewith ; it was also

seen as a city, that it might be described as to all its qualities,

which are described by its wall, its gates, its foundations, and
various dimensions. The church is described in a similar manner
in Ezekicl, where it is also said that the prophet " i?z visions of
God iras carried upon a very high mountain, and saw a city on

the soutli, whicti the angel also measured as to its loall and gates,

and as to its breadth and lieight" (xl. 2, et seq). The like

is meant by this passage in Zeehariah :
" I said unto tlie angel,

Whither goest tliou, and he said, to measure Jerusalem, that

[ may see wliat is the breadth thereof, and what is the length

tliereof" (ii. 2).

130G. Verse 11. "Having the glory of God, and tfte light

thereof loas like unto a stone most precious, as it were a jasper

stone resplendent as crystal," signifies that in the church the

AVord -will be understood, by reason of its being translucent

from the spiritual sense thereof. Bv the glory of God is signi-
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Ver. 11.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [1306.

fied the Word in its divine light, as will be seen presently;

by the light thereof is signified the divine truth therein, for

that is meant by light in the Word ; like a stone most precious,

as it were a jasper stone resplendent as crystal, signifies the

same shining and translucent by reason of its spiritual sense, as

will also be seen in what follows. By these words is described

their understanding of the Word, who are in the doctrine of

the New Jerusalem, and in a life agreeing with it ; with such

the Word shines as it were when it is read ; it shines from the

Lord by means of the spiritual sense, because the Lord is the

Word, and the spiritual sense is in the light of heaven which
proceeds from the Lord as a sun, and the light, which proceeds

from the Lord as a sun, is in its essence the divine truth of His
divine wisdom. That in every particular of the Word there is

a spiritual sense, in which the angels are, and from Avhich their

Avisdom is derived, and that the Word is transparent from the

light of that sense to those who are in genuine truths from the

Lord, is shewn in the Doctrine of the New Jerusalem concerning

the Sacred Scripture.

That by the glory of God is meant the Word in its divine

light may appear from the following passages :
" The Wurdtvas

made flesh, and we saw his glory, the glory as of the only-begotten

of the Father" (John i. 14) : that by glory is meant the glory

of the Word or divine truth in Him is evident, because it is

said the Word was made flesh : the same is meant by glory in

what follows, where it is said, '' the glory of God did lighten it,

and the lamp thereof is the Lamb" (verse 23). The same is

meant by " the glory in which they shall see the Son of Man
when He shall come in the clouds of heaven" (Matt. xxiv. 30;
Mark xiii. 25) : nor is any thing else meant by " the throne

of glory upon which the Lord will sit when He shall come to the

last judgment " (Matt. xxv. 31) : because He will judge every

one according to the truths of the Word, wherefore it is also

said, that He will come in His glory. AVhen the Lord was

transformed, it is also said that " Moses and Elias loere seen in

glory " (Luke ix. 30, 31) : by Moses and Elias is there signified

the Word ; the Lord Himself likewise gave Himself then to be

seen by His disciples as the Word in its glory. That glory sig-

nifies divine truth may be seen from many passages out of the

Word, as above, n. 874.

The reason why the Word is compared to a stone most pre-

cious, as it were a jasper stone resplendent as crystal, is, because

precious stone signifies the divine truth of the Word, and jasper

stone signifies the divine truth of the Word in its literal sense,

translucent from the divine truth in its spiritual sense : this is

what is signified by jasper stone in Exodus xxviii. 20; J'^zek.

xxviii. 13, and afterwards in this chapter, where it is said, " that

the building of the wall of the holy Jerusalem was jasper" (verse
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1307.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [ChaP. XXI.

18) ; nnd whereas the AVord in its literal sense is transparent

Ironi its spiritual sense, it is said a jasper resplendent as crystal.

All illustration, which they have who are in divine trntlis from
the Lord, is derived thence.

1807. A'erse 12. " llaviny a ivall (jreat and /i/^/</^ signifies

the AVord in its literal sense, from which the doctrine of the

New Church is deduced. \Vhcn by the city Holy Jerusalem

is meant the Lord's New Church as to doctrine, by its wall

nothinii; else is meant but the Word in its literal sense, from

which doctrine is derived, for that sense defends the spiritual

sense, which lies concealed within it, just as a wall defends a

city and its inhabitants : that the literal sense is the basis, con-

tinent and firmament of its spiritual sense, may be seen in the

Doctrine of the New Jerusalem concerning the Sacred Scripture,

11. 27—36 ; and that that sense is a guard to prevent the inte-

rior divine truths of its spiritual sense from being injured, n.

97, of the same tract : also that the doctrine of the church is

to be drawn from the literal sense of the Word, and confirmed

by it, n. 50—Gl, of the same. It is called a wall great and high,

because it means the Word as to its divine good and divine truth,

for great is predicated of what is good, and high of what is true,

as above, n. 1305.

By wall is signified that which defends, and where the church

is treated of, it signifies the Word in its literal sense in the follow-

ing passages also :
" I have set guards upon thy walls, Jeru-

salem, day and night they shall not hold their peace, commemo-
rating Jehovah " (Isaiah Ixii. 6) :

" They shall call thee the city

of Jehovah, the Zion of the Holy One of Israel, a7id thou shall

call thy walls salvation, and thy gates praise " (Isaiah Ix. 14, 18) :

" Jehovah will be for a ivall of fire round about, and for a glory

in the midst of it " (Zech. ii. 9) :
" The sons of Arvad were upon

thy ivalls, and tJie Gommadims hanged their shields upon the walls

round about, and made thy beauty perfect" (Ezek. xxvii. 11);
speaking of Tyre, by -which is signified the church as to know-
ledges of truth out of the Word :

" Run to and fro through the

streets of Jerusalem, and see if there be any that seeketh truth,

go up upon her walls, and cast down" (Jerem. v. 1, 10) :
" Jie-

hovali hath purposed to destroy the ivall of the daughter of Zion,

he hath made the rampart and the wall to mourn, they languish

together, the law and the prophets are no more " (Lament, ii. J

9) :
" They shall run to and fro in the city, they shall run upon

the wall, they shall climb up into the houses, they shall enter in at

the windows" (Joel ii. 9): speaking of falsifications of truth:
" Day and night the ivicked go about in the city, upon the walls

thereof, destructions are in the midst of them " (Psalm Iv. 11, 12) :

not to mention other places, as Isaiah xxii. 5 ; Ivi. 5 ; Jerem. i. 15
;

Ezek. xxvii. 11 ; Lament, ii. 7. That the Word in its literal

sense is signified by wall appears clearly from what follows in
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Ver. 12.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1308.

this chapter, where the wall, its gates, fouuclations, aud dimen-

sions are mnch treated of; the reason is, because the doctrine of

the New Church, which is signified by the city, is derived solely

from the literal sense of the Word.
1308. " Having twelve gates," signifies therein all knowledges

of what is true and good, by which man is introduced into the

church. By gates are signified knowledges of what is true and

good from the Word, because by them man is introduced into

the church ; for the wall, in which the gates were, signifies the

Word, as above, n. 1307 ; and afterwards it is said, " That the

twelve gates ivere tivelve pearls, each of the gates a pearl " (verse

21), and by pearls are signified knowledges of what is true and
good, n. lOil ; that man is introduced through them into the

church, as through gates into a city, is evident ; that twelve sig-

nifies all, may be seen above, n. 430.

By gates are also signified knowledges of what is true and
good, in the following passages :

'^ I will lay thy foundations in

sapphires, and will make thy suns pyropus, and thy gates car-

buncles" (Isaiah liv. 11, 12) : "Jehovah loveth the gates of Zion
more than all the habitations of Jacob, glorious things are to be

preached in thee, city of God" (Psalm Ixxxvii. 2) : ''Enter

through his gates in confession, confess Him, bless His name

"

(Psalm c. 4) :
" Our feet have been standing in thy gates, Jeru-

salem, Jerusalem is builded as a city which coheres in one"
(Psalm cxxii. 2, 3) :

" Praise Jehovah, Jerusalem, for He
strengtheneth the bars of thy gates, He blesseth thy sons in the

midst of thee" (Psalm cxlvii. 12, 13) :
" That I may enumerate

all thy praises in the gates of the daughter of Zion " (Psalm ix.

15) :
" Open ye the gates, that th.e just nation keeping faithfulness

may enter in " (Isaiah xxvi, 3) :
" Lift up the voice that they may

come to the gate of the princes " (Isaiah xiii. 2) :
" Blessed are

they that do His commandments, and enter through the gates into

the city" (Apoc. xxii. 14) : ''Lift up your heads, O gates, that

the King of glory may come in" (Psalm xxiv. 7, 9) :

'•' Theivays

of Zion are mourning, all her gates are laid waste, her p7-iests

groan" (Lament, i. 4) :
" Judah mourneth and the gates thereof

languish" {^erem iv. 2) : "Jehovah hath purposed to destroy the

%oall of the daughter of Zion, her gates are sunk into the ground "

(Lament, ii. 8) :
" Who make a man sin in the Word, and lay a

snare for him that deliverethin the gate" (Isaiah xxix. 21) :
" He

chose new gods, then did he begin to assault the gates "
(Judg. v.

8) : besides other places, as Isaiah iii. 25, 26; xiv. 31; xxii. 7;
xxiv. 12; xxviii. 6; Ixii. 10; Jerem. i. 15; xv. 7; xxxi. 38,

40; Mic. ii. 13; Nabuin. iii. 13; Jud. v. 11. Because gates

signified introducing truths, which are knowledges out of the
Word, therefore the elders of the city sat in the gates, and
judged, as appears from Deut. xxi. 18—22; xxii. 15 ; Lament,
v. 14 ; Amos. v. 12, 15 ; Zech. viii. IG.
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1309, 1310.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [ChAP. \k\.

1309. " And over the gates tirelue av(/els, and names written

thereon xrh'ieh are the names of twelve tribes of the sons of Israel,'^

signifies divine truths and goods of heaven, ^vhicll are also divine

truths and goods of the church, in those knowledges, and also

guards to prevent any one from entering except he be in them
from the Lord. By twelve angels are signified here all truths

and goods of heaven, because by angels, in the supreme sense,

is signified the Lord, in a common sense the heaven of angels,

and in a particular sense truths and goods of heaven from the

Lord ; in the present case truths and goods of heaven, because

it follows, and names written thereon, which are the names of

the twelve tribes of the sons of Israel, by which are signified all

truths and goods of the church. By over the gates is signified

in those knowledges, because over or upon, in the Word, signi-

fies within, the reason is, because that which is supreme in suc-

cessive order becomes inmost in simultaneous order, wherefore

the third heaven is called as w^ell the supreme as the inmost

heaven ; hence it is, that over the gates signifies in the know-

ledges of truth ; by names written thereon is signified every

quality of them, consequently also in them, for every quality is

from internals in externals.

The reason why by the same words are signified guards to

prevent any one from entering into the church, unless he is in

those knowledges from the Lord, is evident, because the angels

were seen standing upon the gates, and the names of the tribes

of the sons of Israel were likewise written upon them. It is

said that the truths and goods of heaven and the church are in

the knowledges which are derived from the Word, whereby intro-

duction into the church is effected, because knowledges of what

is true and good from the Word, when there is in them a spi-

ritual principle out of heaven from the Lord, are not called

knowledges, but truths, but if there is not in them any spiritual

principle out of heaven from the Lord, they arc nothing but

scientifics.

1310. Verse 13. "On the east three gates, on the north three

gates, on the south three gates, and on the west three gates," sig-

nifies that the knowledges of what is true and good, in which

there is spiritual life out of heaven from the Lord, and by

which introduction into the New Church is effected, are for

those who are more or less in love or the affection of good, and

for those who are more or less in wisdom or the affection of

truth. By gates now arc signified knowledges of what is true

and good, in which there is spiritual life out of heaven from

the Lord, because over the gates there were twelve angels,

and the names written of the twelve tribes of the sons of

Israel, by which that life in those knowledges is signified, as

is evident from what was explained above, n. 1309 ; that gates

signify knowledges of what is true and good^ by which there
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Ver. 14.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [131 1.

is introduction into the New Chiircli, may be seen above^ n.

1308.

The reason why tliere were three gates on the east, three on
the north, three on the south, and three on the west, is, because
by east is signified love and the afFection of good in a superior

degree, consequently more, and by the west is signified love

and the aflFection of good in an inferior degree, consequently less,

by the south is signified wisdom and the afFection of truth in a

superior degree, consequently more, and by the north is signified

wisdom and the affection of truth in an inferior degree, conse-

quently less. The reason of this signification of east, west,

north, and south, is^ because the Lord is the sun of the spiritual

world, and in front of Hira are the east and west, and on the

sides are the south and north, on the right side the south, and
on the left side the north ; wherefore they Avho are in love to

the Lord, and thence more in affection, dwell in the east, they
who are less so in the west, they who are more in wisdom from
the affection of truth dwell in the south, and they who are less

so in the north. That the habitations of the angels of heaven
are arranged in this order, may be seen in the work concerning
Heaven and Hell, n. 141— 153. The reason why there were three

gates towards each quarter, is, because three signify all.

1311. Verse 14. "And the ivall of the city having tivelve

foundationsj" signifies that the Word in its literal sense con-

tains all the doctrine of the New Church. By the wall of the

city is signified the Word in its literal sense, n. 1307 ; and by
twelve foundations are signified all the particulars of the doc-

trine of the church, by foundations are signified doctrinals^ and
by twelve all. Moreover the church is founded upon doctrine,

for doctrine teaches how we are to believe and how we are to

live, and doctrine is to be drawn from no other source but the

Word ; and that this is to be done from the literal sense of the
Word, may be seen in the Doctrine of the New Jerusalem con-

cerning the Sacred Scripture, n. 50—61. Inasmuch as all the

particulars of doctrine are signified by the twelve foundations

of the wall of the city New Jerusalem, and as the church is a

church by virtue of doctrine, therefore its foundations are par-

ticularly treated of below, verses li), 20.

In the Word sometimes are named the foundations of the

earth, and by them are not meant the foundations of the earthy

but the foundations of the church ; for the earth signifies the

church, and the foundations of the church are no other than
what are derived from the Word, and are called doctrinals ; for

it is the Word itself which founds the church. Doctrinals derived

from the AVord arc also signified l)y foundations in tlic following

passages :
" Do ye not understand the foundations of the earth,

"

(Isaiah xl. 21): " I toill jmt My words in thy mouth, to plant the

heavens and to lay the foundations of the earth" (Isaiah li. 16):
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1312.] AVOCALYl'SE EXPLAINED. [ChAP. Xxi.

" Then ark/iof(^/('(h/c not, //ic}/ inidcrsfaiid not, they walk hi dark-

ness, alt t/ie fuiindat'ions of the cartlt, totter '' (Psalm Ixxxii. 5):

" The IFord of Jehovah, which stretcheth forth the heavens and

layeth the foundations of the earth, and formeth the spirit of

man in the midst of him" (Zcch. xii. 1): "Jehovah kindleth a

fire in Zion, which devoureth the foundations thereof" (Lament,

iv. ^X):
" The wicked shoot in the dark at tfiose who are right at

heart, because the foundations are destroyed" (Psalm xi. 3^ 3):

"Hear, O ye mountains, the controversy of Jehovah, strengthen, ye

foundations of the earth, for Jeliovah hath a controversy with

His people " (Mic. vi. 2) :
" The cataracts from on high are opened,

and the foundations of the earth do shake, the earth is broken

down, the earth is dissolved, the earth is moved" (Isaiah xxiv.

18—20): besides other places, as Isaiah xiv. 32; xlviii. 13; li. 13;

Psalm xxiv. 2; cii. 26; civ. 5, 6; 2 Sara. xxii. 8, 16.

He who does not think that eartli signifies the church, cannot

but think merely naturally, yea, materially, in reading the above

passages speaking of the foundations of the earth ; and the case

would be] the same if he did not think that the city Jerusalem

signified the church, when he reads of its wall, gates, foundations,

streets, dimensions, and other appurtenances, which in this

chapter are described as belonging to a city, when, nevertheless,

they belong to the church, and therefore are to be understood

not materially, but spiritually.

1312. "And in them the names of the twelve apostles of the

Lamb," signifies all things of doctrine out of the Word concern-

ing the Lord and concerning a life conformable to His command-
ments. The reason why in the foundations were written the

names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb, is, because by the

twelve apostles is signified the Lord's church as to all things

appertaining to it, in the present instance as to all things of its

doctrine, because their names Avere written upon the twelve

foundations, by which are signified all things or all particulai's

of the doctrine of the New Jerusalem, n. 1311; by twelve names
are signified every quality thereof, and every quality thereof has

relation to two things in doctrine and thence in that church,

respecting the Lord and respecting a life according to His

commandments, therefore these are signified.

The reason why all the doctrine of the New Church has

relation to these two things, is, because they are the universals

thereof, on which all its singulars depend, and they are the

essentials from which all formalities proceed, therefore they

are as it were the life and soid of all its doctrine : they are,

indeed, two, but yet one cannot be separated from the other, for

to separate them would be like separating the Lord from man,

and man from the Lord, and in that ease there is no church :

these two things joined together are like the two tables of the

law, one of which contains the things on the Lord's part; and
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Ver. 15.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1313.

the other on the part of man, wherefore they are called the

covenant, and covenant signifies conjunction ; think what would
become of those tables of the law if the first only was extant,

and the second was torn off from it, or if the second was extant

and the first was torn off from it; would it not be as if God did

not see man, or as if man did not see God, and as if they retired

from one another? These observations are made that it may
be known that the all of the doctrine of the New Jerusalem
relates to love to the Lord and love towards our neighbour;
love to the Lord consists in trusting in the Lord and doing
His commandments, and the doing of His commandments
is love towards our neighbour, because to do His com-
mandments is to be useful to our neighbour; that they love the

Lord who do His commandments, the Lord Himself teaches in

John xiv. 21—24; and that love to God and love towards our
neighbour, are the two commandments upon which hang all the

law and the prophets, Matt. xx. 35—38 : by the law and the

prophets is meant the Word in its whole complex.

1313. Verse 15. " And He ivho talked with me had a golden

reed, to measure the city, and the gates thereof, and the wall

thereof," signifies that there is given by the Lord to those who
are in the good of love a faculty of knowing and understanding

what the quality of the Lord's New Church is, as to doctrine

and its introductory truths, and as to the Word from which they

are derived. And He who talked with me signifies the Lord
speaking out of heaven, because He was one of the seven angels

which had the seven vials, mentioned above, verse 9, by whom
is meant the Lord speaking out of heaven^ n. 1304; by golden

reed is signified a power or faculty originating in the good of

love, by reed a power or faculty, n. 627, and by gold the good
of love, n. 242, 1043; by measuring is signified to know the

quality of a thing, consequently to understand or know it, n.

629: by city, that is, the Holy Jerusalem, is signified the church
as to doctrine, n. 1288, 1289; by gates are signified knowledges
of what is true and good from the literal sense of the Word,
which, from the spiritual life in them, are truths and goods, n.

1308; and by wall is signified the Word in its literal sense, from
which they arc derived, n. 1307 : hence it is evident, that by
these w^ords, he who talked with me had a golden reed, to

measure the city and the gates thereof and the wall thereof, is

signified that there is given by the Lord, to those who arc in

the good of love, a faculty of understanding and knowing w hat

is the quality of the Lord's New Church, as to doctrine and its in-

troductory truths, and as to the Word from which they arc derived.

That these things arc signified cannot at all be seen in the

letter, for in that it is only seen, that an angel talking with John
had a golden reed to measure the city, its gates and wall, but
yet that another sense, which is spiritual, is contained in these
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ISl^, 1315.] apoCalVpse explained. [Chap. xxi.

words, is plain from this circumstance, that by the city Jerusalem

is not meant any city, but a church, wherefore all things which
arc said of Jerusalem as a city signify such things as relate

to the church, and all things which relate to the church in

themselves are spiritual. Such a spiritual sense there is also

in what is said .above, chap, xi., where these words occur :
" There

iras given unto me a reed, like imio a staff, and an angel stood

1)1/, saying. Arise, and measure the temjjle of God, and the altar,

and thcni that worship in it" (verse 1). There is also a similar

spiritual sense in all the " Things ivhich the angels measured
with a reed'' (Ezek. xl. to xlviii.). And, likewise, in these

words in Zeehariah ; " / lifted up mine eyes and looked, when
behold a man with a measuring line in his hand, and I said,

H'hither goest thou ? who said unto me, To measure Jerusalem,

that I may see ivhat is the breadth thereof, and what is the length

tliercof" (ii. 1, 2). Yea, such a spiritual sense is there in all the

particulars of the taberuacle and in all the particulars of the

temple in Jerusalem, whose mensuration we read of, and also in

the measures themselves; and yet nothing of them can be seen

in the literal sense.

1311. Verse IG. "And the city lieth four-square," signifies

justice in it. The reason why the city seemed four-square, is,

because what is quadrangular or four-square signifies what is

just, for what is triangular signifies what is right, all these in the

ultimate degree, which is the natural. What is quadrangular or

four-square signifies what is just, because it has four sides, and
its four sides look towards the four quarters, and to look towards

or respect equally the four quarters is to respect all things from
justice, for which reason three gates opened into the city from
each quarter, and it is said in Isaiah, " Open ye the gates that the

just nation, which keepeth fidelities, may enter in" (xxvi. 3). The
city lay four-square that the length and breadth thereof might
be equal, and by length is signified the good of that church, and
by breadth its truth, and when good and truth are equal, then it

is jast. It is owing to this signification of four-square that in

common discourse a man is said to deal upon the square, when
he is a man who does not from injustice incline either to this or

that party. Because four-square signifies what is just, therefore

the altar of burnt offering, by which was signified worship

grounded in good and consequent truth of a celestial origin, ivas

four-square (Exod. xxviii, 1); also the altar of incense, by which
was signified worship, grounded in good and consequent truth of

a spiritual origin, ivas likewise four-square (Exod. xxx. 1, 2;
xxxix. 9). Moreover the breast-plate of judgment, in which was

the urim and thummim, was four-square doubled (Exod. xxviii.

15); not to mention other circumstances of a like nature.

1315. " The length thereof is as great as the breadth," signifies

that good and truth in that church make one like essence and
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Ver. 16.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1316.

form. By the length of the city Jerusalem is signified the good

of the church, and by its breadth is signified the truth of the

church ; that by lireadth is signified truth, is shewn from the

Word, above, n.* 1271. The signification of length, as denoting

good, in this case the good of the church, is grounded in the

same cause as the signification of breadth ; the cause is, because

the extent of heaven from east to west is signified by length, and

the extent of heaven from south to north is signified by breadth,

and the angels who dwell in the east and west of heaven are in

the good of love, and the angels who dwell in the south and

north of heaven are in the truths of wisdom, see above, u. 1310.

It is the same with the church on earth, for every man who
is in the goods and truths of the church derived from the Word
is associated with angels of heaven, and as to the interiors of his

mind dwells with them, they who are in the good of love, in the

east and west of heaven, and they who are in the truths of

wisdom, in the south and north of heaven; this, indeed, man does

not know, but yet every one after death comes into his place
;

hence, then, it is, that by length, when speaking of the church is

signified the good thereof, and by breadth the truth thereof:

that length and breadth cannot be predicated of the church, but

that they can of a city, by Avhich the church is signified, is

evident. The reason why it signifies that good and truth in that

church make one like essence and form, is, because it is said

that the length thereof is as great as the breadth, and by length

is signified the good of the church, and by breadth the truth of

it, as has been observed : the reason why they make one like

essence and form, is, because truth is the form of good, and good
is the essence of truth, and essence and form make one.

1316. "A7id he measured the city ivith the reed asfar as tivelve

thousand furlongs, the length and the breadth and the height of it

were equal," signifies that the quality of that church from doc-

trine was shewn, and that all things appertaining to it originated

in the good of love. By measuring with a reed is signified to

be acquainted with the quality of a thing, n. 1313; and because

the angel measured it before .John, thereby is signified to shew
that he might know it; by city, in this case the city Jerusalem,

is signified the Lord's New Church as to doctrine, n. 1288,

1289 ; by twelve thousand furlongs are signified all the goods

and truths of that church. That twelve thousand signify the

same as twelve, and that twelve signify all goods and truths, and
that it is a number which has relation to the church, may be

seen above, n. 430; by furlongs arc signified the same as by
measures, and by measures arc signified quality, n. 373, 371,

029. The reason why it is said that the length, breadth, and
licight of it are equal, is, that it may be signified that all things

of that church were from the good of love ; for by length is sig-

nified the good of love, and bv Ijrcadth truth derived from that
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1317.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [ChAP. Xxi.

good, 11. 1315; ami l)y licight is signified good and truth to-

gether in every degree, tor height is from tlic supreme to the

lowest, and the supreme descends to the lowest by degrees,

Mhich are caHod degrees of height or of altitude, in which the

licavcns are, from the supreme or third heaven to the ultimate

or first heaven; these degrees may be seen treated of in the

If'isdoDt of Angels concerning the Divine Love and Divine Wisdom,
Part the Third.

The reason why the length and breadth and height of it

being equal signifies that all is from the good of love, is, because

length, which signifies the good of love, goes first, and the

breadth is equal to it, thus as the length, and so the height also
;

otherwise to what purpose would it be said that the height of the

city was twelve thousand furlongs, for in such case it would rise

immensely above the clouds, yea, above the aereal atmosphere,

whose height does not exceed 30 furlongs, yea, it would ascend

immensely into the ether towards the zenith. That by these

three being equal is signified that all things appertaining to that

church originate in the good of love, appears also from what
follows, for it is said, that the city ivas pure gold like yure glass

(verse 18) ; and also that the street of the city ivas pure gold

transparent as glass (verse 21) ; and by gold is signified the good
of love. That all things of heaven and the church are from the

good of love, and that the good of love is from the Lord, will

be seen in the next article.

1317. That all things of heaven and of the church are from
the good of love, and that the good of love is from the Lord,

cannot be seen, and therefore neither can it be known, except it

be demonstrated. The reason why it is not known because it

is not seen, is, because good does not enter into the thought of

man like truth, for truth is seen in thought, inasmuch as it is in

the light of heaven, but good is only felt, because it is from the

heat of heaven, and it rarely happens that any one, when he

reflects upon what he thinks, attends to what he feels, but only

to what he sees. This is the reason why the learned have attri-

buted every thing to thought and nothing to affection, and why
the church has attributed every thing to faith, and not to love

;

when, nevertheless, truth, which at this day in the church is said

to be of faith, or is called faith, is only the form of good which

is of love. Now, inasmuch as man does not see good in his

thought, for good, as was observed, is only felt, and is felt under

various species of delight, and whereas man does not attend to

the things which he feels in thought, but to the things which he

sees in it, therefore he calls all that good which he feels with

delight, and he feels evil with delight, because evil is ingenerate

or inherent in him by birth, and proceeds from the love of self

and of the world. This is the reason why it is not known that

the good of love is the all of heaven and of the church, and that
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Ver. 17.] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED, [1318, 1319.

tliis in man is only from the Lord, and that it does not flow

from the Lord into any, but such as shun evils and the delights

thereof as sins.

This is what is meant by the Lord's words, that the law and

the prophets hang upon these two commandments, " Tkou shall

love God above all things and thy neighbour as thyself" (jNIatt.

xxii. 35—38) ; and I can aver, that there does not exist a grain

of truth, which in itself is really truth, in man, except so far as

it proceeds from the good of love from the Lord, and therefore

neither is there a grain of faith, which in itself is really faith,

that is, living, salutary, and spiritual, except so far as it proceeds

from charity which is from the Lord. Inasmuch as the good of

love is the all of heaven and the church, therefore the universal

heaven and the nniversal church are regulated by the Lord

according to the affections of love, and not according to any thing

of thought separated from them ; for thought is affection in

form, just as speech is sound in form.

1318. Verse 17. "And he measured the wall thereof a

hundred and forty-four cubits," signifies that it was shewn what

the quality of the Word is in that church, and that from it

they have all their truths and goods. By he measured is signi-

fied that the nature or quality was shewn, as above, n. 1317;

by wall is signified the Word in its literal sense, n. 1307 ; by

a hundred and forty-four are signified all the truths and goods

of the church from the Word, n. 430 ; by cubits is signified

quality, the same as by measure : for by 144- is signified the

same as by 12, because from 12, multiplied by 12, arises the

number 144, and multiplying it does not take away its signi-

fication.

1319. '^ The measure of a man, which is of an angel" signi-

fies the quality of that church as making one with heaven. By
measure is signified the quality of a thing, n. 373, 374, G29 ; by
man here is signified the church as consisting of men, and by
angel is signified heaven as consisting of angels ; therefore by
the measure of a man, which is of an angel, is signified the quality

of the church as making one with heaven. By man, in the

AVord, is signified intelligence and wisdom derived from the

Word, and intelligence and wisdom derived from the Word in

man, is the church in him ; hence by man in the concrete or in

common, that is, when a society or assembly is called a man,
in a spiritual sense is meant the church. From this ground it

is, that the prophets were called sons of man, and that the

Lord Himself called Himself the Son of Man, and the Son of

Man is the truth of the church derived from the Word, and
when said of the Lord is the Word itself, from which the cl)urch

lias its existence. By angel three things arc signified, in a

supreme sense the Lord, in a common sense heaven or a hea-

venly societv, and in a jjarticular sense divine truth ; in the
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1320,1321.] ArOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [ChAF. XXl*.

present case it signifies heaven with which the Lord^s New
(Muirch Avill make one. That the church, which is a church from
the Word and so from the Lord, is in consociation with heaven,

and in conjunction with the Lord, may be seen above, n. 1230;
but it is otherwise with a church wliich is not from the "Word of

the Lord.

1320. Verse 18. ^' And Ihe buildbuj of the wall of it ivas

jasper," signifies that all divine trutli in the literal sense of the

Word, among the men of that church, is transparent from the

divine truth in its spiritual sense. By wall is signified the Word
in its literal sense, n. 1307 ; by the building or structure of it is

signified the all of it, because the all of it is in the building; by

jasper is signified the same as by precious stones in general, and
by precious stones, when speaking of the Word, is signified

divine truth in the literal sense of the "Word transparent or

translucent from the divine truth in its spiritual sense, n. 1306.

The reason why it is translucent, is, because divine truth in the

literal sense is in natural light, and divine truth in the spiritual

sense is in spiritual light, wherefore when spiritual light flows

into natural light with a man who is reading the "Word, he is

illuminated, and sees truths there, for the objects of spiritual

light are truths ; moreover, the AVord in its literal sense is of

such a nature that the more a man is illuminated by the influx

of the light of heaven, so much the more does he see truths

from the connection and consequent form of them, and the more
he so sees them, so much the more interiorly is his rational

mind opened, for the rational mind is the very receptacle of the

light of heaven.

1321. "And the city vms jmre (jold like pure glass" signifies

that thence the all of that church is good of love flowing-in

together with light out of heaven from the Lord. By the city,

or Jerusalem, is meant the Lord's New Church considered as to

the all of it interiorly or within the wall ; by gold is signified

the good of love from the Lord, as will be seen presently ; and

like pure glass signifies pellucid from divine wisdom, and

whereas the latter appears in heaven as light, and flows from

the Lord as a sun, by like clear glass is signified flowing-in

together with light out of heaven from the Lord. It was shewn

above, n. 1317, that all things of heaven and the church are

from the good of love, and that the good of love is from the

Lord; here now it is said that the city seemed pure gold, by

•which is signified that the all of the New Church, which is the

Kew .Jerusalem, is good of love from the Lord. But inasmuch

as the good of love docs not exist alone, or abstracted from the

truths of wisdom, but to the end it may be good of love, must

be formed, and since it is formed by truths of wisdom, there-

fore it is here said pure gold like pure glass : for good of love

without truths of wisdom has not any quality, because it has
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Ver. 18.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1322.

not any form, and its form is according to its trntlis flowing-

in their order and connection together with good of love from

the Lord, and so entering iuto man according to reception.

It is said into man, but it is to be understood not as being of

man as his own, but of the Lord in man. From these con-

siderations then it is plain, that by the citj'' being pure gold

like pure glass is signified that thence the all of that church is

good of love flowing-in together with light out of heaven from

the Lord.

1322. The true reason why gold signifies the good of love, is,

because metals, as well as all and singular the things which

appear in the natural world, correspond, gold to the good of love,

silver to the truths of wisdom, copper or brass to the good of

charity, and iron to the truths of faith ; hence it is that these

metals exist also in the spiritual world, because all the things

that appear there are correspondences, for they correspond to

the affections and consequent thoughts of angels, which in them-
selves are spiritual.

That gold, by correspondence, signifies the good of love, may
appear from the following passages :

" / persuade thee to buy of
me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be enriched" (Apoc.

iii. 18) : "How is the gold become dim, and the best fine gold

changed, the stones of holiness are poured out in the head of
every street; the sons of Zion esteemed equal to imre gold"
(Lament, iv. 1, 2) :

" He shall preserve the souls of the -poor,

and give them of the gold of Sheba" (Psalm Ixxii. 14, 15) : ''For

brass I tvill bring gold, and for iron silver, and for wood brass,

andfor stones iron, and I will make thine officers peace, and thine

exactors justice" (Isaiah Ix. 17) :
" Behold thou art wise, no secret

hath been hidfrom thee, in thy ivisdom and in thine intelligence

thou hast gotten gold and silver into thy treasures ; thou hast

been in the garden of Eden, every jjrecious stone was thy covering,

and gold" (Ezek. xxviii. 3, l', 13) :
" The multitude of camels

shall cover thee, all they from Shcba shall come, they shall bring

gold and incense, and shall shew forth the jjraises of Jehovah "

(Isaiah Ix. 6, 9; Matt. ii. 11) :
" I ivill fill this house with glory,

the silver is Mine and the gold is Mine, the glory of this latter

house shall be greater than that of the former " (Hag. ii. 7—9) :

" King's daughters were among Tliy precious ones, at Thy right

hand stood the queen in the best gold of Ophir, her clothing is of
wrought gold" (Psalm xlv. 10, 14; Ezek. xvi. 13) : ''Thou hast

taken the vessels of thine ornament, of My gold and of My silver,

which I had given thee, and hast made to thyself images of a
male" (Ezek. xvi. 17) : Ye have taken My silver and My gold,

and have carried into your temples My desirable good things
"

(Joel iii. 5)

.

Because gold signifies the good of love, therefore rohen Bel-

shazzar with his nobles drank wine out of the vessels of gold
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1323.] APOCALYPSE i:xPLAi.\i;n. [Chap. xxi.

which tvcre brought out of the temple of Joiisaleni, and at the

same time praised gods of gold, silver, brass, and iron, the hand
writing was written vpon the wall, and he was slain that night

"

(Dan. V. 2, et seq.), besides many other places. Bccansc gold
sif!;nifies tlie good of love, therefore " tlie ark in ivhich the law
teas, was overlaid wi/h gold within and without " (Exod. xxv. 11):
" And therefore the propiliutory, and the cherubs over the ark

were of pure gold" (Exod. xxv. 18) :
" The altar of incense loas

of pure gold" (Exod, xxx. 3) : "In like manner the candlestick

with the lamps" (Exod. xxv. 31, 38) :
" And the table on which

was the shew bread tvas overlaid ivith qold" (Exod. xxv. 23,

21).

Because gold signified the good of love, silver the truth of

wisdom, brass the good of natural love, which love is called

charity, and iron the truth of faith, therefore the ancients called

the succession of times, from the most ancient to the last, the

ages of gold, silver, brass, and iron ; the same are signified by
the image of Nebuchadnezzar which he saw in a dream,
" IVhose head was pure gold, its breasts and arms silver, its belly

and thighs brass, its legs iron, and its feet partly iron and partly

clay " (Dan. ii. 32, 33) : hereby are signified the successive

states of the church in this world from the most ancient times

down to the present : the present state of the cliurch is thus

described :
" And tvhereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry

clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of man, but they

shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with

clay " (verse 43) : by iron is signified the truth of faith, as was

observed, but when there is no truth of faith, but faith without

truth, then is iron mixed with miry clay, which do not cohere
;

by the seed of man with which they will mingle themselves is

signified the truth of the AVord ; this is the state of the churcii

at this day. "What will come to pass afterwards is Ijriefly de-

scribed there in verse 45, but more fully in chap. vii. 13—18,

27.

1323. Verse 19. "And the foundations of the luall of the city

were adorned with all precious stones," signifies that all things

of the doctrine of the New Jerusalem taken from the literal

sense of tlie AVord, among those who are in it, will appear in

ligiit according to reception. By the twelve foundations are

signified all things of doctrine, n. 1311 ; by wall is signified the

"Word in its literal sense, n. 1307; by the city New Jerusalem

is signified the Lord's New Church, n. 1288, 1289 ; by precious

stone is signified the Word in its literal sense translucent from

its spiritual sense, n. 1320; and as this is the case in propor-

tion to reception, therefore it signifies that all things of doctrine

derived from the Word with them, will appear in light according

to reception.

Persons who do not think sanely cannot believe that all
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Ver. 19.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1323.

things relating to the New Church can appear in lights but let

them know that this is possible_, inasmuch as every man has

exterior and interior thought. Interior thought is in the light

of heaven^ and is called perception, and exterior thought is in

the light of the world ; and the understanding of every man
is such that it can be elevated, even into the light of heaven,

and also is elevated, if from any principle of delight he desires

to see the truth. That this is the case, has been given to know
from much experience, concerning which, wonderful things may
be seen in the Wisdom of Angels concerning the Divine Pro-
vidence ; and still more in the Wisdom of Angels concerning the

Divine Love and Divine Wisdom : for the delight of love

and wisdom elevates the thought, enabling it to see as in the

light that a thing is so, although the man had never heard of it

before. This light, which illuminates the mind, flows from no
other source but out of heaven from the Lord ; and whereas
they Avho are to be of the New Jerusalem will directly approach
the Lord, that light will flow-in in the way of order, w hich is,

through the love of the will into the perception of the under-
standing. But they who have confirmed themselves in this

tenet, that the understanding in matters of a theological nature
is to see nothing, but that people ought blindly to believe what
the church teaches, cannot see any truth in the light, for they

have obstructed the passage of the light into themselves : this

tenet the church of the Reformed retained from the Etonian

Catholic religion, which declares that no one but the church
itself, by which they mean the pope and papal consistory, ought
to interpret the Word, and that whosoever does not in faith

embrace all the doctrine delivered by the church, is to be con-

sidered as a heretic, and anathematised. That this is the case

is evident from a clause of the Council of Trent, in which all

the tenets of that religion are established, wherein the fol-

lowing words occur towards the end :
" Then the president,

Moronus, said, Go in peace, and this ivas followed by acclama-
tions, and among others by this declaration of the cardinal of
Loraine and the fathers : This is what ive all believe, ive are all

of this very opinion, we allivith one consent abide by and subscribe

to it ; this is the faith of the blessed Peter and of the apostles,

this is the faith of the fathers, this is the faith of those who are

orthodox, so be it, amen, amen, anathema to all heretics, anathema,
anathema .'" the decrees of that council, in which, nevertheless,

there is scarce a single truth, are what arc adduced in a sum-
mary way in the beginning of the Apocalypse Revealed. These
things are cited to shew that the Reformed retained a blind

faith, that is, a faith separated from understanding, as derived

from the Roman Catholic religion, and they who retain it

henceforth cannot be enlightened l)y divine truths from tlie

Lord.
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132 J).] APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED. [ClIAP. Xxl.

So long ns the understaiuliiif^ is held a prisoner in subjection

to I'aith, or so lonj^; as the nnderstanding is removed I'roni seeing

the truths of the church, thcolouy becomes nothing but a thing

of man's memory, and a thing whieli is barely of man's memory
is dissipated, like every thing disunited from his judgment, and
perishes from its obscurity ; hence it is, that " they are blind

leaders of the blind, and icken the blind leads the blind, they both

full into the ditch" (Matt, xv, 14). And they are blind, because

they do not enter in at the door, but another way ; for Jesus

saj's, " I am the dour, by Me if any man enter in, he shall be

saved, and shall (jo in and out, and shall find pasture " (John x.

9) ; to iiud pasture is to be taught, illustrated, and nourished in

divine truths. All who do not enter in through the door, that

is, through the Lord, are called thieves and robbers ; but they

who enter in through the door, that is, through the Lord, are

c^iWcdi slieplterds of the sheep, in the same chapter, verses 1, 2;
therefore do thou, my friend, approach the Lord, and shun evils

as sins, and reject the doctrine of faith alone, and then thy un-
derstanding will be opened, and thou wilt see wonderful things,

and be aflected by them.

1324. Verse 20. '' Thefirstfoundation ivas ajasper, the second

a sapphire, the third a chalcedony, the fourth an emerald, the

fifth a sardonyx, the sixth a sardius, the seventh a chrysolite, the

eighth a beryl, the ninth a topaz, the tenth a chrysoprase, the

eleventli a hyacinth, the tivelfth an amethyst," signifies all things

of that doctrine in their proper order from the literal sense of

the Word, among those who immediately approached the Lord,

and live according to the commandments of the Decalogue by
shunning evils as sins ; for these and no others are in the doc-

trine of love to God, and of love towards their neighboui',

which two loves arc the foundations of religion. That by the

twelve foundations of the wall is signified the all of the doctrine

of the New Jerusalem derived from the literal sense oi' the

Word, maybe seen above, n. 1311, 1323; that by precious

stones in general are signified all truths of doctrine derived from
the Word, translucent through the spiritual sense, see above, u.

1320, 1323; here by each stone is signified some truth in par-

ticular, thus translucent ; that the AVord in its literal sense as

to its doctrinals corresponds to all kinds of precious stones, may
be seen in the Doctrine of the New Jerusalem concerning the

Sacred Scripture, n. 43—46.

There are two colours in general which prevail in precious

stones, the colour red and the colour white, the other colours,

as green, yellow, blue, and many others, are composed of them,

with the intervention of l)lack, and by the colour red is signi-

fied the good of love, and by the colour white is signified the

truth of wisdom. The reason why the colour red signifies the

good of love, is, because it derives its origin from the fire of
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Ver. 20.] apocalypse explained. [1324.

the sun, and the fire of the sun of the spiritual worhl is iii its

essence the divine love of the Lord, consequently the good of

love; and the reason why the colour white signifies the truth

of wisdom, is, because it derives its origin from the light which

proceeds from the fire of that sun, and that proceeding light is

in its essence divine wisdom, consequently the truth of wisdom
;

and black derives its origin from the shade of these which is

ignorance.

But to explain particularly what of good and what of truth

is signified by each stone would be too prolix ; but yet that it

may be known what of good and truth each stone in this order

signifies, see what is explained above, chap, vii., from verse 5 to

8, where the twelve tribes of Israel are treated of; for the like

is here signified by each stone, as by each tribe there named,

because by the twelve tribes there described are signified in like

manner all tlie goods and truths of the church and of its doc-

trine in their order; for which reason it is also said in this

chapter, verse 14, " That in these twelve foundations ivere

ivritten the names of the tive/ve apostles of the Lamb," and l)y

the twelve apostles are signified all things of doctrine con-

cerning the Lord, and concerning a life conformable to Ills

commandments, n. 1312. The same is also signified by these

twelve stones, as by the twelve precious stones in the breast-

plate of Aaron, which was called Urim and Thuramini, as

recorded in Exod. xxviii. 15—21 ; which are explained in the

Arcana Cwlestia, from n. 98."JG to 9882, with this difference,

that upon the latter were the names of the twelve tribes of

Israel, but upon the former the names of the twelve apostles of

the Lamb.
That foundations are of precious stones is also said in Isaiah :

" thou afflicted, behold I loill lay thy stones with stibium, I
will lay thy foundations tvith sapphires, and thy galea ivilh.

carbuncle stones ; all thy sons shall be tavght of Jehovah "

(liv. 11, 12) ; by the afflicted is meant the church to be esta-

blished by the Lord among the Gentiles. Again in the same
prophet: '' Thus saith the Lord Jehovih, I ivill lay in Zion for
a foundation a stone, a stone of probation, a precious corner-stone

: of the fovndalion laid ; I ivill lay judgment for the rule and jiis-

\ tice for the plummet" (xxviii. IG, 17). Inasmuch as all truth

of doctrine from the "Word ought to be founded upon an

. acknowledgment of the Ijord, therefore the Lord is calkd the

"stone of Israel" (Gene^.is xHx. 24); "also the corner-stone

, which the builders rejected" (^latt. xxi. 12; Mark xii. 10, 11
;

I Luke XX. 17, 18) ; that the corner-stone is the foundation stone,

appears from Jerem. li. 20. The Lord also, in the Word, is in

many places called a rock, wherefore He means Himself Ijy

rock when He said, " Upon this rock ivill I build My church "

(Matt. xvi. 18, 10) ; and also when He said, " Whosoever hearelh
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1325.] ArocALYi'sK KXPLMNT.n. [Chap. nxi.

Mij Jl'urds and doelh them, is coiiijiorcd to a prudent man, wha
hiiUdeth a house and lin/efh the foundation upon a rock " (Luke
vi. 47, IS; Matt. vii. 24, 2^) : by rock is signified the Lord asi

to the divine truth of the AVord. That all things of the ehurch

and of its doctrine relate to these two things, that the Lord is

to be apjjroached ininiediately, and that man is to live according

to the pieeepts of the Decalogue by shunning evils as sins, and

that thus all things of doctrine relate to love to the Lord and
love towards our neighbour, will be seen in the Doctrine of the

New Jerusalem concerning (Jharity, where these things will be

set forth in their proper order.

\?t27). A'ersc 21. " And the twelve gates were tivelve j^earls,

and each of tJie (jutes was of one pearl," signifies that the

acknowledgment and knowledge of the Lord join in one all

the knowledges of truth and good which are derived from the

Word, and introduce into the ehurch. By the twelve gates are

signified the knowledges of what is true and good in the com-

l)lex, whereby man is introduced into the church, n. 1308, 1309 ;

l)y twelve pearls are also signified the knowledges of what is true;

and good in the complex, n. 1044; hence it is that the gates

were pearls. The reason why each of the gates was of one pearl,

is, because all knowledges of what is true and good, which are

signified by gates and by jjcarls, have relation to one knowledge,

which is the continent of them, which one knowledge is the

knowledge of the Lord. It is called one knowledge, although

there are several which make that one knowledge; for the know-
ledge of the Lord is the universal of all things of doctrine and
thence of all things of the church : from it all worship derives

its life and soul, for the Lord is the all in all in heaven and the

church, and thence the all in all in worship. The reason why
the acknowledgment and knowledge of the Lord join in one all

knowledges of what is true and good out of the Word, is, because

there is a connection of all spiritual truths, and, if we are dis-

posed to credit it, the connection of them is like the connection

of all the members, viscera, and organs of the body ; wherefore

as the soul contains all these in their order and connection, so

that they are felt no otherwise than as one, so, in like manner,
the Lord contains and holds together in man all spiritual truths.

That the Lord is the very gate by which men are to enter into

the church, and thence into heaven. He Himself teaches in

John :
" I am the door ; by Me if any one enter in, he shall be-

saved'' (x. 9) ; and that the acknowledgment and knowledge of
Him is the pearl of great price, is meant by these words of the

Lord in Matthew :
" The kingdom of Iteaven is like unto a man a

'inerchant, seeking (joodbj pearls, who, ivhen he had found one pearl

of great price, went and sold all that he had, and bought it " (xiii.

4.'5, 46): the one pearl of great price is the acknowledgment
and knowledge of the Lord.
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Vers. 22, 23.] .vrocALYPSE explaixed. [1326—1328.

1326. " And Ihe street of the city ivas pure gold like trans-

parent glass," signifies that every truth of that church and of its

doctrine is in its form good of love flowing-in together ^vith light

out of heaven from the Lord. This is similar to what was said

above, verse 18, of the city itself, that it was pure gold like pure
glass, and that this signifies that the all of that church is the

good of love flowing-in together with light out of heaven from
the Lord, may be seen, u. 1321, 1322; with this difference, that

here it is so said of the street of the city, and by the street of

the city is signified the truth of the doctrine of the church, n.

6."52; that all the truth of the doctrine of the church derived

from the Word is the good of love in its form, may 1)e seen

above, n. 131.5, 1317.

1327. Verse 22. " And I saiv no temple in it, for the Lord
God Alrnig/iti/ and the Lamb is the temple of it,'' signifies that in

this church there will not be any external separated from what
is internal, because the Lord Himself in Ilis Divine Humanity,
from whom is derived the all of the church, is alone approached,

worshipped, and adored. By I saw no temple in it is not meant
that in the New Church, which is the New Jerusalem, there

will not be any temples, but that in it there will not be any
thing external separated from what is internal ; the reason is,

because by temple is signified the church as to worship, and in

a supreme sense the Lord Himself as to His Divine Humanity,
who is to be worshipped, see above ; and because the all of the

church is from the Lord, therefore it is said, for the Lord God
Almighty and the Lamb is the temple thereof, by which is sig-

nified the Lord in His Divine Humanity j by the Lord God
Almighty is meant the Lord from eternity, who is Jehovah Him-,

self, and by the Lamb is signified His Divine Humanit}', as has

been frequently observed above.

1328. Verse 23. ''And the citij liallt. no need of the sim and
the moon to shine in it, for the (/lory of Hod enlifjhteneit it, and the

lamp thereof is the Lamb," signifies that the men of that church
will not l)e in self-love and in self-derived intelligence, and thence

in natural light only, but in spiritual light, by virtue of the divine

truth of the Word derived from the Lord alone. By sun here

is signified natural love separated from s])iritual love, which is

the love of self; and by moon is signified intelligence and also

faith natural, separated from intelligence and faith spiritual,

which is self-derived intelligence and faith grounded in sell'. This

love, and this intelligence and faith, are signified here by the sun
and moon, which will not be needed to shine upon those who
are to be in the Lord's New Church. By the glory of God,
which enlightens it, is signified the divine truth of the A\'()rd ;

and because that light is from the Lord, it is said, and ihe lanij)

thereof is the Lamb.
Similar to this is the signification of the following passrige in



13.29.] Ar()CAi,vr;>r. i;\ri .\i\i;n. [Chap. ,\xi,

Isaiah :

'' Thou slialt rail lliij trdils salratlon, and thy gates,

praise : (lie suit s/ial! be no more thy I'lf/ht by day. neither for
brightness shall the tnoon shine upon thee, but Jehovah shall be

unto thee for an everlasting light, and thy God for thy glory :

thy sua shall no more go down, neither shall thy moon withdraw

itself ; for Jetmvati shall he unto thee for an everlasting light

;

thy people shall be all just " (Ix. 18—21). \U' the suu and moon
Avhioh shall no more shine arc meant self-love and self-derived

intelligence ; and by the sini and moon which shall no more set

are meant love to the Lord and intrlligcnce and faith from llim
;

and by Jehovah's l)eing an everlasting- light is signified the same
as here by being enlightened by the glory of God^ and by the

Lamb being the lamp thereof.

That the snn signifies love to the Lord, and in an opposite

sense the love of self, may be seen above, n. 74, 401, 525, and

that the moon signifies intelligence derived from the Lord, and

faith derived from Ilim, n. 401, 525 ; therefore the moon, in

an ojjposite sense, signifies self-derived intelligence and faith

grounded in man's self. Whereas by the sun, in an opposite

sense, is signified the love of self, and by the moon a man's

own intelligence and faith grounded in himself, therefore it

was an abomination to worship the sun, moon, and stars,

as may appear in Jeremiah viii. 1, 2 ; in Ezekiel viii. 15, 10
;

in Zephaniah i. 5 : and that such were stoned. Dent. xvii.

3,3.
1329. Verse 2J . "And the nations which are saved shall tvalk

in tht'. light of it," signifies that all who are in the good of life,

and believe in the Lord, will there live according to divine

truths, and will see them inwardly in themselves, as the eye sees

objects. By nations are signified those who are in the good of

life, and also those who are in evil of life, in the present case

those who are in the good of life, because it is said, the nations

which are saved. To walk in the light signifies to live according

to divine truths, and to see them inwardly in one's self, as the

eye sees objects, for the objects of spiritual sight, which is of the

interior understanding, are spiritual truths, which are seen by
those who are in that understanding, in like manner as natural

objects are seen before the eyes. By light here is signified per-

ception of divine truth by interior illumination from the Lord

in them, and by walking is signified to live : hence it is evident

that by walking in the light of the New Jerusalem is signified

to perceive and see divine truths from interior illumination, and

to live according to them.

But this must be illustrated, because it is not known who arc

meant here by nations, and who by kings, as mentioned after-

wards in this verse. By nations are signified those who are in

the good of love from the Lord, which good is called celestial

good, and bv kings are signified those who are in truths of
j
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Ver. 24.] aPocalVpse EXPLAixtt). [1330.

wisdom from tlie Lord origiuatiug in spiritual good, as will bo

seen in the next article. All they who are in celestial good
i'rom the Lord have divine truths written in their life, where-

fore they walk, that is, live, justly according to them, and like-

wise see them inwardly in themselves, as the eye sees objects,

on which subject see Avhat is related above, n. 146—148. All

tiie heavens are distinguished into two kingdoms, the celestial

and the spiritual ; the good of the celestial kingdom is called

celestial good, which is the good of love to the Lord, and the

good of the spiritual kingdom is called spiritual good, and is

the good of wisdom, which in its essence is truth. It is the

same with the chnrch, and in it they are celestial men who live

justly according to the commandments because they are divine

laws, as a civil man lives according to the commandments of

justice because they are civil laws, 1)ut the difl'erence between
them is, that the former, by virtue of a life according to the

commandments or laws, is a citizen of heaven, so far as in him-
self he makes the civil laws, which are laws of justice, also

divine laws. They who are here signified by nations, in whom,
as has been said, divine truths arc written, are those who are

meant in Jeremiah :
" I ivill jmt My laio in the midst of them,

(Iad ivrite it upon their hearts, neither shatl they any more teacli

every one his companion or every one Jus })rother, sayiny, /cnoiv ye

Jehovah, for they s/iall all know Me from tlie least of tJieni unto

ttie greatest '' (xxxi. 33, 34).

J 330. " And the kinx/s of the earth shall bring their glory and
honour into it,^' signifies that all who are in truths of Avisdom

originating in spiritual good, will there confess the Lord, and
ascribe to Him all the truth and all the good that is in them.
B}^ the kings of the earth arc signified those who are in truths

originating in good from the Lord, in the present case therefore

those who are in truths of wisdom originating in the good of

spiritual love, because before are mentioned nations, by which
arc signified those who are in the good of celestial love, men-
tioned in the foregoing article. By l)ringing glory and honour
into it, or into the New Jerusalem, is signified to acknowledge
the Lord, and to ascribe to Him all the truth and good that is

in themselves ; that this is what is signified by bringing and
giving glory, may be seen, n. 288, 874; for glory is predicated

of the divine truth, and honour of the divine good of the Lord,

n. 288. By nations and kings the same is signified as by nations

and peoples, mentioned above, n. (525 ; by nations those Avho

arc in the good of love_, and by pco})les those who are in the

truths of wisdom, and also in an opposite sense; wlicrefore in

many parts of the Word nations and kings occur, as well as

nations and peoples ; as in the following passages :
" Alt kings

shall bow before Him, and all nations shall serve Him " (Psalm

Ixxii. 11) ;
" Thon xhiilt suck tlie milk of nations, and llie breast



I'531, 1332.] A^o(•ALV^^^E explaixeo. [Chap. xxi.

ol kiiij/s slidlt tlioii .suck" (Isaiah Ix. KJ) ; " Muni/ nations and
t/n'df kin(/s shall cause llicin. to scrrc" (Jcrcm. xxv. 14) ;

" IVtc

Lord at tini r'lijJit liand smote kint/s in the daij of an(jcr, Ne
jndycd anions tlic nations" (Psalm xc. 5, (5) ; not to mention

other places.

1331. X'ersc .VJ.'). ''And the (jutes of it shall not be shut by

day, for there shall be no nitjht there" signifies that they will he

eontinnally reccivetl into the New Jernsalem, who are in truths

originating in tlic good of love from the Lord, because there is

not any false principle of faith there. By its gates not being

shut by day is signified that they are continually admitted who
desire to enter in ; by day signifies continually, because there is

continually light there, as above, verses 11—23, and not any

}iight, as it is said afterwards. The reason why they are con-

tinually received who are in truths originating in the good of

love from the Lord, is, because the light of the New Jerusalem

is truth originating in the good of love, and by the good of love

is from the Lord, as has been frequently shewn above ; and
into that light no others can enter, but they who are in truths

originating in good from the Lord. If aliens enter they are not

received, because they do not accord, and then they cither

depart of their own accord, because they cannot bear that light,

or else they are turned out. By there being no night there is

signified that there is no false principle of faith : for by night

is signified what is opposite to light, and by light is signified

truth originating in the good of love from the Lord, as has

been said, hence b}' night is signified that which does not ori-

ginate in the good of love from the Lord, and that is a false

principle of faith. A false principle of faith is also meant by

iiight in John: "Jesus said, I must work the works of God
while it is day, the night cometh v^lien no man can ivork " (ix. 4)

;

and in Luke :
" In that night there ivill be tivo in one bed, one

will be accepted, and the other forsaken " (xvii. 34) : by bed is

signified doctrine.

1332. "And they shall bring the glory and honour of the

nations into it," signifies that they who enter in will bring with

them a confession, acknowledgment, and belief that the Lord

is the God of heaven and earth, and that all the truth of the

church and all the good of religion is from Him. That by

bringing glory and honoiu" into it is signified to acknowledge

the Lord, and ascribe to Him all the good that is in themselves,

raay be seen above, n. 1330. Here the same is signified, only

witli this dift'erence, that they who are there meant by the kings

of the earth arc to bring it Avitli them, but here that they who

are meant by the nations shall do it, for it is said, they shall

Ining the glory and honour of the nations into it, and by nations

are signified those who arc in the good of life, and believe in the

Lord, n. 1321); and moreover the reception of those who are in
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Ver. 56.] apocalypse explainkd, [1333.

truths originating in good of ]ove from the Lord is treated of,

see above, n. 1331. Hence it follows, that by these words, they

will bring the glory and honour of the jiations into it, is signi-

fied that they who enter in will bring with them a confession,

acknowledgment, and belief, that the Lord is the God of

heaven and earth, and that all the truth of the church, and all

the good of religion is from Him. The following jjassage in

Isaiah has nearly the same signification: " I will spread peace

over Jerusalem, and the (jlory of the nations like a flowing
stream" (Ixvi. 12). It is said the truth of the church and the

good of religion, because the church is one thing and religion is

another : the church is called the church from doctrine, and
religion is called religion from a life conformable to doctrine.

All doctrine is called truth, and also its good is truth, because

it only teaches truth ; but all of life according to the things

which doctrine teaches is called good, moreover to do the

truths of doctrine is good; this is the distinction between church
and religion. But yet where there is doctrine and not life,

there it cannot be said that there is either church or religion,

because doctrine regards life as one with itself, just like truth

and good, faith and charity, wisdom and love, understanding
and will, wherefore where there is doctrine and not life there

is no church.

1333. Verse 26. " And there shall not enter into it any thiny

unclean and that doeth abomination and a lie," signifies that no
one will be received into the Lord's New Church who adul-

terates the goods and falsifies the truths of the AVord, and who
does evils from confirmation, and thus also falses. By not en-

tering in is signified not to be received, as above ; by unclean

thing is signified spiritual whoredom, Avhich is adulteration of

the good and falsification of the truth of the Word, for this is

uncleanness and impurity itself, because the Word is cleanness

and purity itself, and the same is defiled by evils and falses

when it is perverted ; that adultery and whoredom corresponds

to the adulteration of good and the falsification of the truth of

the Word, may be seen, n. 161, 881. By doing abomination

and a lie is signified to do evils, and thus also falses ; by
abominations arc signified evils of all kinds, especially those

which are named in the Decalogue, n. 1300 ; and by a lie

are signified falses of all kinds, here, falses of evil, which in

themselves are evils, therefore falses confirming evil which arc

the same with evils conhrmed. The reason why a lie signifies

the false of doctrine, is, because spiritual lying is nothing else :

hence by doing a lie is signified to live according to falses of

doctrine.

That a lie, in the Word, signifies the false of doctrine, may
ap[)ear from the following passages: " IVe hnve made a covenunS

ivilh deulh., and ice hare made a vision with hell ; ive have puS
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uitr Inist In a lie, tnid Imvo li'id oim-clves in falsehood " (Isaiah

xxviii. 15) ;
" T/iCi/ dcccirc crcnj man /lis companion, and speak

not the truth, and theij have tantjlil their tongue to speak a lie
"

(Jcrcni. ix. I) ; "They are a people of retjellion, sons of a lie,

they jrilt not hear the law of Jehovah " (Isaiah xxx. 9) ;
" Be-

hold I am ayainst them that prophecy dreams of a lie, they tell

them that they may seduce My people by tlieir lives" (Jercm.

xxiii. 3:2) ;
" The divineis see a lie, and speak dreams of vanity

"

(/ech. X. \l) ;
" They have seen vanity and the divination of a tie

;

because ye speak vanity and see a lie, therefore, behold, I am
against you, that My hand may be against the prophets lohich

speak a lie" (Ezek. xiii. 16—19; xxi. 2i) ; "Woe to the

city of blood, all full of lies and rajnne" (Nah. iii. 1) ; ''In the

prophets of Jerusalem I have seen a horrible obstinacy, by com-

mitting adultery and going in a lie" (Jerem. xxiii. 11) ;
'' The

prophet even unto the priest, every one doeth a lie" (Jerem. viii.

10); "In Israel they have done a lie" (liosea vii. 1); " The

father from whom ye are, is the devil, he ivas a murderer from
the beginning, because there is no truth in him ; tvhen lie

speaketh a lie he speaketh from his ovm, for he is the speaker ofa

lie, and the father of it" (John viii. 44): here also by lie is

meant the false.

1334. " Bnt they who are ivritten, in the Lamb's book of life,"

signifies that no others w'Al be reeeivecl into the New Church,

which is the New Jerusalem, but they who believe in the Lord

and live according to His commandments in the AVord. That

this is what is signified by being written in the book of life,

may be seen above, n. 1284, to which there is no need to add

any further here.

CHAPTER XXII.

1. AND he shewed me a pure river of water of life, clear

as crystal, proceeding out of the throne of God and of the

Lamb.
2. In the midst of the street of it, and of the river on this

side and on that, was the tree of life bearing twelve fruits, yield-

ing its fruit every month ; and the leaves of the tree were for

the healing of the nations.

3. And any cursed thing shall not Ijc there; and the throne

of (Jod and of tlie Lamb shall be in it, and His servants shall

minister unto Him.
1. And tiicy shall see His face, and His name shall be in

their foreheads.

5. And there shall be no night there, and they need no lamp,

neither light of the sun, for the Lord God enlighteueth them;

and tlicv shall reign for ages of ages.
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6. And He said unto me, These words are faithful and true.

And the Lord God of the holy prophets hath sent His angel

to shew unto His servants the things which must shortly be

done.

7. And behold, I come quickly, blessed is he who keepeth

the words of the prophecy of this book.

8. And I John saw these things and heard them, and when
I heard and saw, I fell down to worship before the feet of the

angel, who shewed me these things.

9. And He saitli unto me, See [thou do it] not, for I am
thy fellow-servant, and of thy brethren the prophets, and of

them who keep the words of this book ; worship God.
10. And He saith unto me, seal not the words of the pro-

phecy of this book, for the time is near.

11. He who is unjust, let him become unjust still, and he

Avho is filthy, let him become filthy still, and he who is just, let

him become just still, and he who is holy, let him become holy

still.

12. And behold, I come quickly and My reward is with Me,
rendering unto every one according as his work shall be.

13. I am Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and the End,
the First and the Last.

14. Blessed are they who do His commandments, that their

])Ower may be in the tree of life, and that they may enter in

through the gates into the city.

15. But without are dogs, and enchanters, and whore-

mongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and whosoever loveth

and doeth a lie.

16. I Jesus have sent Mine angel to testify unto you these

things in the churches ; I am the root and race of David, the

bright and morning star.

17. And the Spirit and the bride say, Come, and let him
who lieareth say. Come, and him who is athirst, let him come,
and let him who is willing receive the water of life freely.

18. For I testify unto every one who heareth the words of

the prophecy of this book, if any one man add unto these

things, God shall add upon him the plagues Avritten in this

book.

It). And if any one shall take away from the words of the

book of this prophecy, God shall take away his ])art out of the

book of life, and out of the holy city, and the things which are

written in this book.

20. He who testificth these things, saith, Xcn, 1 come
quickly. Amen, even so come Lord Jesus.

21. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all.

Amen.
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IIXPLICATION.

133.J. \crsc 1. " .iA'/J he shewed nie a pure rive)' of wider

of life, clear us vrystal, proceeding out of the throne of God and

of the Lamb," signifies the Apocalypse now opened and ex-

plained as to its ?;piritual sense, where divine tj'uths in abnn-

(lancc are re\caled from the Lord, for those who are to be in

]lis New Chnreli, which is the New Jerusalem. .By a pure

river of water of life clear as crystal is signified divine truth of

the ^Vord in abundance translucent from its spiritual sense,

which is in the light of heaven. The reason why by river is

signified divine truths in abundance, is, because by waters, of

which a river consists, are signified truths, n. 71, 971, 10o3j
and by water of life those truths from the Lord through the

"Word, as we shall see presently ; and by clear as crystal are

signified these truths translucent or transparent from the spi-

ritual scuse^ which is in the light of heaven, n. 1306. By that

river being seen to proceed out of the throne of God and of

the Lamb is signified that it proceeds out of heaven from the

Lord; for by throne is signified the Lord as to judgment,
and as to government, and as to heaven, here therefore out

of heaven from the Lord. By God and the Lamb is signified

here, as frequently above, the Lord as to His Divinity itself

from which all things are, and as to His Divine Humanity.
That by this river of water of life are meant in particular

the divine truths in abundance now revealed by the Lord here

in the Apocalypse, appears from the 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 16— 18,

and 19 verses of this chapter, which treat of the book of this

prophecy, and that the things which are written therein are to

be kept, which could not be kept until the things that are con-

tained in it were revealed by opening the spiritual sense, be-

cause they were not nnderstood before; and moreover the

Apocalypse is a AVord similar to the prophetic AVord of the Old
Testament, and in the Apocalypse are now laid open evils and
i'alses of the church which ought to be shunned and held in

aversion, and goods and truths of the church which ought to be

done, especially concerning the Lord and life everlasting from

Him, "which, indeed, are taught in the Prophets, but not so

l)lain]y as in the Evangelists and in the Apocalypse. And the

divine truths respecting the Lord, as being the God of heaven

and earth, which then proceed from Him, and are received by

those who are in the New Jerusalem, and which are treated of

in the Apocalypse, arc what are meant in particular by the

pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the

throne of God and of the Lamb; as may also appear from the

following passages: "Jesus said, he that belieceth in Me, as the
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Scripture hath said, out of his bellif shall flow rivers of tiviny

water'' (John vii. 38) ;
" Jesus said, He ivho shall drink of the

water thai I shall yive him. shall never thirst, hut the water that

I shall give him shall become in him a fountain of water spriny-

imj up into everlastimj life" (John iv. 14); "Unto him that is

athirst will I (jive of the water of life freely " (Apoc. xxi. 6

;

xxii. 17) ; "And the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne

shall feed them, and shall lead them unto living fountains of

tvaters" (Apoc. vii. 17); "Intluit day living waters shall go

out from Jerusalem; JeJcovah shall be one king over all the

earth; in that day Jehovah shall be one, and His name one''

(Zech. xiv. 8, 9) : by living waters or waters of life are there

signified divine truths from the Lord.

1336. Verse 2. " In the midst of the street and of the river

on this side and on that, ivas the tree of life bearing twelve

fruits," signifies that in the inmost principles of the truths of

doctrine, and thence of life in the New Church, is the Lord in

His divine love, from whom flow all the goods which man does

apparently as from himself. In the midst signifies iu the

inmost and thence in all things around ; by street is signified

the truth of the doctrine of the cliurch ; by river is signified

divine truth in abundance. On this side and on that signifies

on the right hand and on the left, and truth on the right

hand is that which is clear, and truth on the left hand is that

"which is obscure, for the south in heaven, by vhich is signified

truth in its clearness, is on the right hand, and the north, by

which is signified truth in obscurity, is on the left, n. 1310.

13y the tree of life is signified the Lord as to His divine love

;

by fruits are signified goods of love and charity, which are

called good works, as will be seen in the next article. By
twelve are signified all, and it is said of the goods and truths of

the church.

From these particulars collated together into one sense, it

follows, that iu the midst of the street and of the river, on this

side and on that, was the tree of life bearing twelve fruits,

signifies that in the inmost principles of the truths of doctrine

and of life iu the New Church is the Lord from His divine

love, frpm whom flow all the goods which nuin does apparently

as from himself. This is the case with those Avho immediately

approach the Lord, and shun evils because they are sins, there-

fore who are to be in the Lord's New Church, which is the

New Jerusalem ; for they who do not immediately ai)proach

the Lord cannot be conjoined unto Him; and thcrciore neither

unto the Father, and consequently cannot be iu the love which

proceeds from the Divine [being] ; for aspect conjoins, not

intellectual aspect alone, but intellectual aspect fi'om ailcction

iu the will, and aflectiou in the will cannot take jdacc, cxccj)t

a man do Mis cominandnicuts ; m herefore the Jjord anya, " JJe
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tlutt (lot'lh Mil commandments, he it is that loveth Me, ami 1

will come to him, and make Mt/ abode with him " (Jolm xiv.

.'Jl— I'l).

It is said, in the inmost principles of the truths of doctrine,

and thence of life iu the Xew Church, hecause, in matters of a

si)iritunl nature, from \vhat is inmost arc all things and pro-

ceed all things, as from fire and light iu the centre to its cir-

cumference, or as from the sun, which is also iu the centre,

I'-roeced heat and light to all parts of the universe; as it is in

tlic greatest t])ings, so it is in the smallest: because the inmost

of all truth is signified, therefore it is said, in the midst of the

street and of the river, and not from each part of the river,

although this is understood. That from the Lord, when He is

in the inmost principle, are and proceed all the goods of love

and of charity, is plain from the Lord's own words in John :

" Jesus said, as the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, except it

abide in the cine, no more can ye, except ye abide in Me : I am
the vine, ye are the branches, he that abideth in Me and I in

him, the same brinyeth forth much fruit, for ivithout Me ye can

do nothing " {\y. 4—6.)

1337. That fruits signify goods, which a man does from love

or charity, is, indeed, known without confirmation from the Word,
for by fruit, in the "Word, the reader understands nothing else.

The reason why by fruit arc meant the goods of love or of

charity, is, because man is compared to a tree, and is also called

a tree, n. 109, 506.

That fruit signifies goods of love or of charity, which in

common language are called good works, may appear from the

following passages :
" The axe is laid unto tlie root of the tree,

every tree which bringeth fortli not (jood fruit, shall be hewn
down and cast into the fire" (Matt. iii. 10; vii. IG—20);
** Either make the tree (jood and its fruit good, or else make the

tree corrupt and its fruit corrupt, the tree is known from its

fruit" (Matt. xii. 33 ; Luke vi. 43, 44) ; ''Every branch that

beareth not fruit shall be taken away, but every branch that

beareth fruit shall be pruned, that it may bring forth more fruit

;

lie that abideth in Me, and I in hiui, the same beareth much fruit"

(.John XV. 2— 8); "Bringforth fruit ivorthy of repentance" (Matt.

iii. 8) ; " He that receiveth seed into the good ground, is he that

heareth the Word and attendeth, and bringethforthfruit" (Matt,

xiii. 23) ; "Jesus said unto His disciples, I have chosen you that

ye should bring forth fruit, and that your fruit should remain "

(John XV. IG) ;
" A certain man had a Jig-tree planted in Ids vine-

yard, lie came seeking fruit in it, but found none ; lie saith unto the

vine-dresser, cut it down, ivtiy should it render the ground unfruit-

ful" (Luke xiii. 6—20) ; "A man a householder let out his vine-

yard to husbandmen, that he might receive the fruits thereof, but

they killed the servants that were sent to them, and finally his
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sou, wherefore lie ivill let the vineyard to others, ivho shall render

him the fruits in their seasons ; thus shall the kingdom of God be

taken from you, and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits

thereof'^ (Matt. xxi. 34, 40, 41, 43) : not to mention many other

passages.

1338. " Yielding its fruit every month," signifies that the

Lord produces goods in man according to every state of truth in

him. By month is signified man's state of life as to truth, as

'Nvill be seen presently; by yielding fruit is signified to produce

goods ; that fruits are goods of love and of charity was shewn
above, n. 1337 ; and whereas the Lord does essentially produce

them in man, although man does them as if of himseU', there-

fore, apparently, as is observed above, n. 1337, it is plain that it

signifies that the Lord from the inmost principle, when He is

there, produces them.

But we shall explain how it is to be understood that the

Lord produces the goods of charity in man according to the

state of truth in him. He who thinks that man does good
which is acceptable to the Lord, and which is called spiritual

good, if there are not in him truths from the Word, is much
mistaken

;
goods without truths are not goods, and truths with-

out goods are not truths in man, although they arc truths in

themselves ; for good without truth is like the will-principle

of man Avithout the understanding, which will-principle is not

human, but is like that of a beast, or like that of an image which
an artist causes to operate ; but the voluntary principle united

with its intellectual principle becomes human according to the

state of the understanding by which it exists : for every man's
state of life is such that his will cannot do any thing but by his

understanding, neither can his understanding think any thing

but from his will ; it is the same with good and truth, because

good is of the will and truth of the undcrstaiuling. From these

considerations it is evident that the good which the Lord pro-

duces in man is according to the state of the truth in man, from
which the understanding is formed.

The reason why this is signified by the tree of life yielding

its fruit every month, is, because by month is signified the state

of truth in man ; that by all times and seasons, as hours, days,

weeks, months, years, ages, arc signified states of life, may be

seen, n. 610, 701. The reason why months signify states of

life relating to truths, is, Ijccausc by months arc sii^nificd times

determined l)y the moon, and by the moon is significil truth of

the understanding and of faith, n. 101, 525, 520, 132H. The
like is understood by months in the following passages :

" Blessed

of Jehovah is the land of Joseph, with, the yreeions tilings

of the produce of the sun, and, with the precious things of
the produce of the months'' (Dcatt. xxxiii. 14); "// shall

come to pass that front, one mouth to another, and from one
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mbbath to another, shall all jlesh rometo ivorship before Jehovah^'

(Isaiah Ixvi. .'2-1). liy reason of the signification of month or

moon, " sacrifices irere offered at the he(i'iiui\ivj of every montli

or new ;//oo// " (Nnmh. wix. G ; Isaiah i. 14); and then also

"they blew w'ltii their tnii/tj/ets" (Nnmb. x. 10; Psalm Ixxxi.

4-) ; and they were commanded " to keep the month Ab/b, in which

the passorer vas to be celebrated " (Exod. xii. 2 ; Deut. xvi. 1).

Hy months are signified states of trnth, and in an opposite sense

states of falsity in man, above also in the Apocalypse, ix. 5, 10,

1;**
; xi. 2 ; xiii. .") : by month, in Ezek. xlvii. 12, is signified the

same as here.

13;39. "And the leaves of the tree were for the fiealing of the

nations," signifies rational trnths thence derived, by which they

who are in evils and thence in falscs are led to think soberly

and to live decently. By the leaves of the tree are signified

rational trnths, as will be seen below; by nations arc signified

they who are in goods and tlience in trnths, and in an opposite

sense they who are in evils and thence in falses, in the present

case they who are in evils and thence in falses, because it is

said, for the healing of them, and they who are in evils and
thence in falses cannot be healed by the Word, because they do

not read it, but, if they have judgment, they can be healed by
rational truths. The following passage in Ezekiel has a similar

signification with the contents of this verse: "Behold, there

irere icaters issuiny fortfi from under the threshold of tlie house,

from lohich tliere ivus a river, upon the bank of ividch, on this

side and on that, were very many trees of meat, whose leaf

doth not fall, neither is consumed, every month it springeth

again, whence its fruit is for meat, and the leaf tJiereoffor medi-

cine" (xlvii. 1, 7, 12) : in this passage also the Xew Church is

treated of.

The reason why leaves signify rational truths, is, becanse by
tree is signified man, n. 109, 506, and in such case by all things

appertaining to a tree are signified corresponding things in man,
as by branches, leaves, flowers, fruits, and seeds ; by branches

are signified sensual truths and natural truths in man, by leaves

his rational truths, by flowers primitive spiritual truths in the

rational mind, by fruits goods of love and charity, and by seeds

are signified the ultimate and primary principles of man. That
by leaves are signified rational truths is evident from those

which arc seen in the spiritual world ; for in that world also

there appear trees with leaves and fruits, as likewise there are

gardens and jjaradises consisting of them. Among those who
are in goods of love and at the same time in truths of wisdom,

there appear fruit trees luxuriant with beautiful leaves ; whereas

with those who are in trnths of some sort of wisdom, and speak

from reason, and are not in goods of love, tliere appear trees

full of leaves but without fruit; but with those who are neither
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ill goods nor in truths of wisdom^ there appear no trees but

such as are stripped of their leaves, as is the case in this world

in the winter season ; the man who is not rational is nothing-

else but such a tree.

Rational truths are those which proximately receive spiritual

truths, for the rational faculty of man is the first receptacle of

spiritual truths, inasmuch as in the rational mind of man there

is a perception of truth in some form, which the man himself

does not see in thought, as he does the things which are under

the rational mind in the inferior thought, which connects itself

•with external vision. By leaves are likewise signified rational

truths in Genesis iii, 7 ; viii. 11; Isaiah xxxiv. 1 ; Jerem. viii.

13; xvii. 8; Ezek. xlvii. 12; Dan. iv. 9, 11 ; Psalm i. 3 ; Lcvit.

xxvi. 86; Matt. xxi. 20; xxiv. 32 ; Mark xiii. 28 : but they sig.

nify according to the kind of trees ; the leaves of the olive-tree

and vine signify rational truths from celestial and spiritual light,

the leaves of the fig-tree rational truths from natural light, and
the leaves of fir, poplar, oak, and pine, things rational from sen-

sual light ; the leaves of the latter trees excite terror in the

spiritual w'orld, when they are agitated by a strong wind, and
these are what are meant in Levit. xxvi. 3G ; Job xiii. 25; liut

with the leaves of the former it is not so.

1340. Verse 3. " And any cursed thing shall not be there,

,and the throne of God and of the Lamb shall be in it, and His
.servants shall minister unto Him," signifies that in the church,

Avhich is the New Jerusalem, there will not be any who are

separated from the Lord, because the Lord Himself will reign

there, and they who are in truths through the Word from Ilira,

and do His commandments, will be with Him, because they

are conjoined to Him. By no cursed thing being there is signi-

fied that not any evil, or false principle originating in evil,

whicii separates from the Lord, will be in the New Jeru-

salem ; and whereas evil aud the false principle do not exist but

in the recipient thereof, which is man, it signifies that not any
who are separated from the Lord will be there. By any cursed

thing in the AVord is meant all that evil and falsity which sepa-

rates and turns man away from the Lord, for in this case man
becomes a devil and a satan. By the throne of (iocl and of the

Lamb being in it is signified that the Lord Himself will reign

in that church, for by throne here is signified kingdom, and the

kingdom of the Lord is where he alone is worshipped. By His
servants ministering unto Him is signified that they who are in

truths through the Word from the Lord will be with Him, and
will execute His commands, because they will bo conjoined to

Him. That by the servants of the Lord are signified they who
are in truths from Him, may be seen aljove, n. (>, 478, and by
ministers they who are in good from Him, n. l.")."* ; hence by
servants who will minister unto Ilim are signilied thev who aro
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ill truths from good t!irou,i;h tlu- ^^Ord iVom tlu> Lord, and do
His coinmauds.

Tnasimich as the church at this day docs not know that con-

junction with the Lord makes heaven, and that conjunction is

etiocted by the acknowlcdi;mcnt that He is the God of heaven
and earth, and at the same time by a life conformable to His
commandments, therefore it may be expedient to say something
on this subject. He who is utterly unacquainted with the subject

may possibly ask, AVhat signifies coujuucliou ? How can acknow-
ledgment and life occasion conjunction? What need is there of

such acknowledgment and life V ^Iny not every one be saved by
a bare act of mercy '' What occasion, then, for any other medium
of salvation but faith alone ? Is not God merciful and omni-
potent? But let such a one know that in the spiritual world all

presence is occasioned by knowledge and acknowledgment, and
all conjunction by aftcction which is of love ; for spaces there

are nothing else but appearances according to similarity of minds,

that is, of aft'ections and their derivative thoughts ; wherefore

when any one knows another, either from fame or report, or from

intercourse with him, or from conversation, or from relationship,

when he thinks of him from an idea of that knowledge, the other

becomes present, although to all appearance he were a thousand

furlongs distant : and if any one also loves anothefi' whom he

knows, he dwells with him in one society, and if he loves him
intimately, in one house. This is the state of all throughout the

whole spiritual world, and this state of all derives its origin

from hence, that the Lord is present to every one according to

faith, and conjoined according to love. Faith and the consequent

))resence of the Lord is given by means of knowledges of truths

derived from the A^'ord, especially concerning the Lord Himself

there, but love and consequent conjunction is given by a life

according to His commandments, lor the Lord says, "He that

h.ath My coiainandinenta and keepetlh them, he if. is that loveth Me
and I wilt love him, and make my abode ivith liim " (John xiv. 21):

but how this is done shall also be explained. The Lord
loves every one and desires to be conjoined with them, but He
cannot be conjoined so long as man is in the delight of evil, as,

for example, in the delight of hatred and revenge, in the delight

of adultery and whoredom, in the delight of robbery or theft of

any kind, in the delight of blasphemy and lying, and in the

concupiscences of the love of self and of the world ; for every

one who is in these evils, is in consort with devils who are in

hell. The Lord does, indeed, love such even there, but He can-

not be conjoined with them, unless the delights of those evils

be removed, and they cannot be removed by the Lord unless a

man search himself, that he may know his evils, acknowledge

and confess tliem before the Lord, and desire to desist from

them, aiul so repent; this man must do as from himself,
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because he is not sensible that he does any tiling from tiie

Lord ; and this is permitted man, because conjunction, that it

may be really conjunction, must be reciprocal of man with the
Lord, and of the Lord with man. In proportion therefore as

evils with the delights thereof are thus removed, in the same
proportion does the love of the Lord enter, which, as has been
observed, is universal towards all, and in this case man is with-

di'awn from hell and led into heaven. This man must do in

the world, for such as man is in the world, as to his spirit, such
does he remain to eternity, only with this difference, that his

state becomes more perfect, if he has lived well, because then he
is not clogged with a material body, but lives spiritual in a spiritual

body.

1311. Verse 4. " And they shall see His face, and His name
sludlbe in theirforeheads," signifies that they will turn themselves
to the Lord, and that the Lord will turn Himself to them,
Ijccausc they will be conjoined by love. By seeing the face of

God and of the Lara):), or of the Lord, is not meant to see His
face, because no one can see His face, such as He is in His divine

love and in His divine wisdom, and live, He being the sun of

heaven and of the whole spiritual world ; for to see His face,

such as He is in Himself, would be as if any one should enter

into the sun, by the fire whereof he would be consumed in a

moment. Nevertheless, the Lord sometimes presents Himself to

be seen out of His sun, but then He veils Himself and so pre-

sents Himself to their sight, which is done by means of an angel,

as He also did in the world to Abraham, Hagar, Lot, Gideon,
Joshua, and others, for which reason those angels were called

angels [of Jehovah] , and also Jehovah, for the presence of Jehovah
at a distance was in them.

But by seeing His face here is not meant to see His face,

but to see the truths which are in the Word from Him, and
through them to know and acknowledge Him ; for the divine

truths of the Word make the light which proceeds from the
Lord as a sun, in which the angels are; and whereas thev
make the light, they are like glasses, in which the Loi'd's face

is seen. That by seeing the Lord's face is signified to turn to

Him, will be shewn below. B)y the name of the Lord being
in their foreheads is signified that the Lord loves them an(l

turns them to Himself; by the name of the Lord is signified

the Lord Himself, because it signifies every quality whcrcl)y
He is known, and according to which He is worshipped, and
by forehead is signified love, and by written in the forehead
is signified the love of the Lord in them : from these considci-a-

tions it may appear what is pro[)erly signified by these words.
But the reason why it signifies that they will turn them-

selves to the Lord, and that the Lord will turn Himself to them,
is, because the T^ord looks at all those in the forehead who are
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conjoined io Ilini l)y love, and so turns tlifni to Iliniself, whcrc-

forc the augds in heaven turn their faces uo other way, but to

the Lord as the sun, and this they do in every turn of their

bodies, whicli is wonderful ; thence is derived the comiiiou ex-

pression to have (iod always before man's eyes. It is the same
with the spirit of a man who Hvos in the worhl, and is conjoined

to the Lord by love ; but of this turning of the face to the

Lord, more memorable things may be seen in the Anyelic

Wisdom concerning the Divine Love and Divine Wisdom, n. 12!)

—144; and in the work on Heaven and Hell, w. 17, 123, 143,

141, 151, 153, 255, 272.

1342. That by seeing the face of the Lord is not meant to

see His face, but to know and acknowledge Him, Avhat He is as

to His divine attributes, which are several ; and that they who
are conjoined unto Him by lovc^ know Him, and so see His face,

may appear from the following passages :
" Wlial is the imdti-

fi/de of sacrifices to nie, mhen yot< come to see the faces of JeJiovah"

(Isaiah i. 11, 12) :
' Mi/ heart said, seek ye Mi/ faces ; TJnj faces,

Jehovah, do 1 seek" (Psalm xxvii. 6) :
" We vjill rejoice in the

rock of my salvation, ice ivill come before His faces in confes-

sion" (Psalm xcv. 1, 2) : "My soul thirstetlt for the living God,

when shall I come tliat I may be seen by the faces of God : Iivill

yet make confession vnto Him, His faces are salvations" (Psalm

xlii. 3, G) :
" My faces shall not be seen empty " (Exod. xxiii. ] 5

'' To come to deprecate the faces of Jehovah " (Zcch. viii. 21, 22;
^Malachi. i. 9) :

" Let Thy faces be hright npon Thy servant

"

(Psalm xxxi. 17) :
" IVIio slieivetli us any good, lift upon vs the

light of Thy faces, Jehovah" (Psalm iv. 6) : "In the light of
Thy faces, Jehovah, shall they walk" (Psalm Ixxxix. 16)
" Cause Thy faces to s/iine upon us, O God, that we may be saved'

(Psalm Ixxx. 4, 8, 20) :
" May God have mercy vpon us, and bless

vs, and enlighten. His faces npon us" (Psalm Ixvii. 2 : "Jehovah
bless thee, and keep thee, Jeliovah enlighten His faces upon thee

and have mercy on thee, Jeliovali lift up His faces vpon tliee, and
give thee peace" (Numb, xxvi, 24—26) :

'' Thou hidest us in

the secrecy of Thy faces (Psalm xxxi. 21) :
" Thou hast placed

our secrets in the ligtit of Thy faces " (Psalm xc. 8) :
" Jehovah

said vnto Moses, My faces shall go ; Moses said, if Thy faces go

not, cause vs not to go dovn from hence " (Exod. xxxiii. 11, 15):
" The bread npon the table in the tabernacle vms called tlie bread

of faces" (Exod. xx. 30; Numb. iv. 7).

It is also frequently said that Jehovah hides, and that He
turneth away His face ; as in these passages :

" For their vucked-

ness I liave liid My face from tJiem" (Jerem. xxxiii. 5 ; Ezek. vii.

7, 22) :
" Your sins have hid the faces of Godfrom yon " (Isaiah

lix. 2) :
" The faces of Jeliovah shall no more respect them "

(Lament, iv. 16) :
" Jehovah vnll hide His faces from them, as

they have rendered tlieir ivorks evil" (Mic. iii. 4) :
" Thou hast
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Ver. 5.] APOCALYPSE explained. [1343.

hid Thy faces" (Psalm xxx. 8; xliv. 25; civ. 29) :
" I uull

forsake them, and hide My faces from them, Jiid'nifj I iv'iU hide

My facesfor all the evil that they have done" (Dcut. xxxi. \7 , 18);

besides other places, as Isaiah viii. 17; Ezek. xxxix. 23,28, 29
;

Psalm xiii. 2 ; xxii. 25 ; xxvii. 89 ; Ixix. 19 ; Ixxxviii. 15 ; cii. 3;

cxliii. 7 ; Deut. xxxii. 20.

In an opposite sense the face of Jehovah sijiuifies ano:cr and
pvr'rsion, because a bad man turns himself away from the Lord,

and when he turns himself away it appears to him as if it Avas

the Lord who turned Himself away and was angry, as appears

from these passages :
'^ I have set My faces against this city for

evil" (Isaiah xxi. 10; xliv. 11) :
" I ivill set My faces ar/ainsf

that man, and I will waste him " (Ezek. xiv. 7, 8) :
" / vrill set

My face ar/ainst them, and the fire shall devour them, v)hen I
have set My faces against litem " (Ezek. xv. 7) :

" JThosoever

eateth any blood, I ivill set My faces against that soul" (Levit.

xvii. 10) : ''At the rebuke of Tliy faces they perished" (Psalm
Ixxx. 17) :

" I send Mine angel before you, beware of his faces,

for he ivill not bear your transgression " (Exod. xx. 21) :
" Let

thine enemies be scattered, and let them that hate Thee flee from
before Thy faces " (Numb. ix. 35) :

" I saiv Him that sat upon the

throne from whose face heaven and earth fled aivay" (Apoc. xx.

11). That no one can see the Lord, such as He is in Himself,

as was said above, is evident from this passage :
" Jehovah said

imto Moses, thou canst not see My faces, for no man can see Me
and live" (Exod. xxxiii. 18—23). That, nevertheless. He was
seen, and they lived, because it Avas by an angel, appears from
Gen. xxxii. 31 ; Judg. xiii. 22, 29; and elsewhere.

1343. Verse 5. " And there shall be no night there, and they

need no lamp, neither light of the sun, for the Lord God enlight-

eneth them," signifies that in the New Jerusalem there will not
be any false of faith, and that men there will not be in know-
ledges concerning God from natural light, which is from their

own intelligence, and from glory originating in conceit, ])ut Avill

be in spiritual light out of the Word from the Lord alone. There
shall be no night there signifies the same as above, chap, xxi.,

where these words occur, " The gates of it shall not he shut hy
day, for there shall be no niglit there" (verse 25) ; whereby is

signified that they are continually received into the New Jeru-
salem who arc in truths originating in good of love from the

Lord, because there is no false principle of faith there, n. 1331

;

by they need no lamp, neitiicr light of the sun, for the Lord
God enlightcneth them, tlie same is signified as above, chap, xxi.,

"where are these words, " The city hath no need of the sun, neither

of the moon, to shine in it, for the glory of God did enlighten it,

and the lump thereof is the Lamb " (verse 23) ; which signify

that the men of that church will not be in self-love and in self-

derived intelligence, and thcucr onlv in natural light, but in
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spiritual li|^lit oriiiinatiii;;' in \\\c diviuc truth of the ^V()r(l from

the Lord alon(\ u. l-'J.'iH; but instead of tlic moon which occurs

there, the word lamp is here used, and instead of the sun as

there mentioned, it is here said light of the sun, and b}' moon,
as well as l)v lamp is sijjnified natural light from self-derived

intoliigenoe, and by the light of the sun is signified glory origi-

nating in |)ride or conceit.

r>ut what is meant by natural light proceeding from glory

originating in conceit shall briefly be explained. There exists

natural light from glory which originates in conceit, and likewise

which does not originate in conceit ; light from glory originating

in conceit appertains to those who arc in self-love, and thence in

all kinds of evils, which, if the}' do not perpetrate for fear of

suffering in tiieir reputation, and also condemn as being contrary

to morality and contrar}' to the public good, still they do not

consider them as sins ; these are in natural light from glory

originating in conceit : for self-love in the will becomes conceit

in the understanding, and this conceit originating in that love

can elevate the understanding even into the light of heaven
;

this is given to man that he may be man, and that he may be

capable of being reformed. I have seen and heard many con-

summate devils who understood arcana of angelic wisdom, when
they heard and read them, like the angels themselves, but

instantly as soon as they returned to their love and consequent

conceit, they not only understood nothing of them, but even saw
things contrary from the light of the confirmation of what was
false in themselves. But natural light from glory which does not

originate in conceit appertains to those who are in the delight

of uses proceeding from genuine love towards their neighbour;

the natural light of these is also rational light in which inwardly

there is spiritual light from the Lord. The glory in them is

from the light which flows-in from heaven where all things are

splendid and harmonious, for all uses in heaven are resplendent

;

from these uses the pleasantness in the ideas of the thought
Avith such is perceived as glory ; it enters through the will and
its goods into the understanding and its truths, and in the latter

it appears.

1344. " And they shall reign for ages of ages," signifies

that they will be in the Lord's kingdom, and in conjunction

with Ilim, to eternity, as appears from n. 333, 1260, 1260;
where similar words occur.

13l."3. Verse 6. "And He said unto me, these ivords are

faithful and true," signifies that this they may know for cer-

tain, because the Lord Himself testified and said it, as appears

also from the explanation in n. 1295, where the same words

occur.

134G. "And the Lord God of the holy j^rophets hath sent

His angel to shew unto His servants the things which must shortly
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be done," signifies that the Lord, from whom is the Word of

both covenants, has revealed, through heaven unto those who are

in trutljs from Him tlic things which will certainly come to pass.

The Lord God of the holy prophets signifies the Lord, from
whom is tlic Word of both covenants, for by prophets are sig-

nified they who teach truths from the Word, and in an abstract

sense the doctrine of the truth of the church, and in an ex-

tensive sense, the W^ord itself; and whereas the Word is signi-

fied by holy prophets, therefore by them is signified the Word
of both covenants. Hath sent His angel to shew unto His ser-

vants the things which must shortly be done signifies that the

Lord has revealed to those who are in truths from Him the

things which will certainly come to pass. By angel here is sig-

nified heaven, as above, n. 8, 90, 914<, 915, 1319; by servants

are signified they who are in truths from the Lord, n. 6, 478,

1340; by shortly is signified certainly, n. 7; therefore by the

things which must shortly be done is signified which will cer-

tainly come to pass.

The reason why by angel here is signified heaven, is, because
the Lord spake with John through heaven, and through heaven
He also spake with the prophets, and through heaven He
speaks with every one with whom He does speak ; and this by
reason that the angelic heaven in common is as one man, whose
life and soul is the Lord, wherefore all that the Lord speaks He
speaks through heaven, just as the soul and mind of man does

through his body. That the universal angelic heaven in one
complex resembles one man, and that this is from the Lord,
may be seen above, n. 8 ; and in the work on Heaven and Hell,

n. 59—86 ; and in the Wisdom of Angels concerninrj the Divine

Providence, w. 64—69, 162—164, 201—204; and in the Wis-
dom of Angels concerniny the Divine Love and Divine Wisdom,
n. 11, 19, 133, 288.

But I will explain this mystery ; the Lord speaks through
heaven, yet the angels there do not speak, nor do they, indeed,

know what the Lord speaks, unless any of them are with a

man, by whom the Lord speaks openly out of heaven, as with
John and some of the propliets ; for there is an influx of the

Lord through heaven, just as there is an influx of the soul

through the body. The body does, indeed, speak and act, and
likewise feels something from influx, but yet the body docs not
do anything from itself as of itself, but is acted upon; that this

is the nature of speech, yea, of all influx of the Lord through
heaven into man, has been given me to know from much experi-

ence. The angels of heaven, and also the spirits under the

heavens, know nothing of man, as neither does man know any
thing of them, because the state of spirits and angels is spiritual,

and the state of men is natural, which two states are connected
solely by correspondences, and comicctiou bv correspondences
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(Iocs, indeed, cuiisc tliein to be united in allections, but not in

the thoughts, wherefore one docs not know anythinfj; of the

other, that is, man does not know anything of the spirits with

whom he is united as to liis aticctions, nor spirits of man, for

that whicli is not in the thought, but only in the aft'ection, is

not known, because it docs not appear or is not seen. The Lord
alone knows the thoughts of men.

1317. ^ erse 7. "' Bc/w/d I come qulckhj, blessed is he that

ot/scrrcfh the fords of this prophert//' signifies that the Lord
uill certainly come, and give life eternal to those who keep and

do the truths or precepts of doctrine in this book now opened

by the Lord. Behold, I come quickly, signifies that the Lord
will certainly come; by quickly is signified certainly, n. 7,

131G; and by coming is signified that He will come, not in

])erson but in the AVord, in which lie will appear to all who
are to be of His New Church : that this is His coming in the

clouds of heaven, may be seen, u. 3G, 905, 906, 1232. Blessed

is he that observeth the words of this book signifies that He
will give life eternal to those who keep and do the truths or

l)reecpts of doctrine which are contained in this book now
opened by the Lord ; by blessed is signified Ik; avIio receives

life eternal, n. 12, 899, 12G3 ; by observing is signified to keep

and do truths or precepts, words denote truths and precepts

;

by the prophecy of this book is signified the doctrine of this

book now opened bv the Lord, prophecv means doctrine, n. 14,

160, 1316.

He who considers may see that it does not mean to observe

the words of the prophecy of this book, but that w^hat is signi-

fied is, to observe, that is, to keep and do, the truths or precepts

of doctrine, which are opened in this book, now explained ; for,

in the Apocalypse when not explained, there are few things that

can be kept, for they are prophecies heretofore not understood.

For example, take the following: the things cannot be kept whicli

are recorded in chap vi. respecting the horses that went out of

the book -, in chap. vii. respecting the twelve tribes ; in chaps,

viii. and ix. respecting the seven angels that sounded their

trumpets ; in chap. x. respecting the little book that was eaten

up by John ; in chap. xi. respecting the two witnesses which

were slain, and rose again; in chap. xii. respecting the woman
and the dragon; in chaps, xiii. and xiv. respecting the two beasts;

in chaps, xv. and xvi. respecting the seven angels that had the

seven plagues ; in chaps, xvii. and xviii. respecting the woman
that sat upon the scarlet beast, and Babylon; in chap. xix. re-

specting the white horse and the great supper; in chap. xx. re-

specting the last judgment; and in chap. xxi. I'especting the

New Jerusalem as a city : from which it is plain that it is not

meant that they are blessed who observe those words of this

prophecv, for thev are shut, but that they are blessed who ob-
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serve, that is, keep and do, tlic truths or precepts of doctrine

Avhich are contained in them and now opened, whicli, that they

are from the Lord, may be seen in the preface.

1348. Verse 8. '' And I John saw these thwys and heard

tkeui, and when I heard and saw, Ifell down to worship before

the feet of the anyel iviio shewed me these things," signifies that

John thought that the angel, who Avas sent to him by the Lord,

that he might be liept in a state of the spirit, was God who
revealed these things, when, nevertlieless, it was not so, for the

angel only shewed what tlie Lord made manifest. That John
thought that the angel wJio was sent to him was God Himself
is evident, for it is said, tliat he fell down to worship at his feet;

but that this was not the case, appears from the next verse,

where the an^el says that he was his fellow-servant, worship

God. That that angel was sent to him by the Lord, appears

from verse 16, where are the following words, " / Jesus have

sent Mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches."

But the arcanum which lies concealed herein, is this : an angel

was sent by the Lord to John, that he might be kept in a state

of the spirit, and that in that state he might shew him the

things which he saw : for what John saw, he did not see with

the eyes of his body, but with the eyes of his spirit, as may
appear from the passages where he says he was in the spirit and
in vision, chap. i. 10; chap. ix. 17; chap. xvii. 3; chap. xxi.

10; of course everywhere when he says he saw; and no one

can enter into that state, and be kept in it, but by angels who
are in near conjunction with man, and who communicate their

spiritual state to the interiors of his mind, for thus man is

elevated into the light of heaven, and in it sees the things

which are in heaven, and not the things which are in the

world.

In a similar state at times were Ezekiel, Zechariah, Daniel,

and others of the prophets ; but not when they spake the Word,
for then they were not in the spirit but in the body, and heard

the words which they wrote from Jehovah Himself, that is,

from the Lord. These two states of the prophets ought care-

fully to bo distinguished ; moreover, the prophets themselves

carefully distinguish them, for they say everywhere, when they

wrote tlie Word from Jehovah, that Jehovah spake with them
and to them, and very often, Jehovah said, Jehovah says ; but

when they were in the other state, they say that they were iu

the spirit or in vision, as maj' appear from the following ])as-

sages. ]']zekicl says, " The spirit lifted me up, and brought me
into Cliahlffia to the captivity in a vision of God, so the vision I
saw went up over me " (chap. xi. 1, 24) ; he says, iu another

place, " That the spirit lifted him up, and that lie heard behind

him an earthquake," and other things (chap. iii. 12, 11) ; also,

'^ That the spirit lifted hint, uj) between heaven and earth, and
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hrouiihl Iiitii in tlie visions of God lo Jcmsalein, and lie snio

ii/joiuinatiuns" (chap. \iii. .'), and siihsc//.); wluTcforc, in like

luanncr, in a vision ol' (Joel, ov in the spirit, '' lie saio four
aniinnls which were chei'uhs" (chaps, i. and x.) ; "Also a neiv

tcnijile and a neiv earth, and an anijel measurimi them," as de-

scribed, chaps, xl.

—

xlviii. ; that he was then in ri.iions of God, he

says in chap. xl. 2 ; and that the spirit lifted him up, chap, xliii.

5. It was the same with Zccliariah, "In whom there was an
angel, v}hen he saw the man riding among the myrtle trees

"

(Zcch. i. 8, et seq.) ;
" when he saiv the four horns, and then a

man in ichose hand was a measuring line " (chap. ii. 1, 5, ct

scq.) ;
" ichen he saio the candlestick and the two olive trees"

(chap. iv. 1, et seq.) ;
" when he saw the flying volume and the

ephah " (chap. v. 1, G) ; and tvhen he saw the four chariots going

out from between two 'mountains, and horses " (chap. vi. 1, et

seq.). In a similar state was Daniel, when " He saro four beasts

rising out of the sea" (Dan. vi., and subseq.) ; and when "He
saw the battle of the ram and the he-goal" (chaj). viii. 1, ct

seq. ; that he saw these things in visions, we read in chaps, vii. 1;

viii. 2, 7, 13 ; ix. 21 ; x. 1, 7, 8) ; and tliat the " Angel Gabriel

was seen by him. in a vision, and talked with him" (chap. ix. 21).

It was the same with John when he saw the things which he

had described, as when " he saw the Son of Man in the midst of

the seven candlesticks ; the tabernacle, temple, ark, and altar in

heaven ; the dragon and his combat with Michael, the beasts, and
the woman sitting on the scarlet beast -. the new heaven and the

new earth, and the holy Jerusalem with its wall, gates, founda-
tions," etc. These things were revealed from the Lord, but

shewn him by the angel.

1349. A'ersc 9. " And he saith unto me, See [thou do if] not,

for I am thy fellow-servant, and. of thy brethren the prophets, and

of them ivho keep the luords of this book, loorship God," signifies

that angels of lieavcn arc not to be worshipped and invoked,

because nothing divine belongs to them, but that they are asso-

ciated with men as brethren with brethren, with such as are

in the doctrine of the New Jerusalem, and do the precepts

thereof, and that the Lord only is to be worshipped by men and

angels in consociation. By what the angel here says to John,

nearly the same is signified as by wliat he said to him above,

cliap. xix., wlierc it is written, " And Ifell at the angeVs feet to

ivorsliip him, and he said unto me. See [thou do it] not, I am thy

felloiv-servunt, and ofthy brethren tJiat have the testimony of Jesus,

worship God" (verse 10), by which, that the like is signified

may be seen above, n, 1230, with this dift'erence, that it is now
said the fellow-servant of thy Ijrethren the jjrophcts, and of

them which keep the words of this book; and Ijy brcjthrcn the

prophets are signified they who arc in the doctrine of the New
Jernsaiem, and bv them who keep the Avords of this book
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arc signified tliey who keep and do the precepts of that

doctriae, which are now manifested by the Lord; see above, n.

1347.

1350. Verse 10. " And He said unto me, Seal not tlie ivords

of this 'propliec]], for the time is near," signifies that the Apoca-

h^pse must not be shut, but that it is to be opened, and that this

is necessarj- at the end of the church that some may be saved.

By thou shalt not seal the words of this prophecy is signified

that the Apocalypse must not be shut, but that it is to be opened,

as will be seen presently; for the time is near signifies that this

is necessai'y that some may be saved. By time is signified state,

n. 610, 761, here the state of the church, which is such as to

render this necessary ; by near is signified necessary, because

by near is not meant nearness or propinquity of time, but pro-

pinquity of state, and propinquity of state is necessity. That
propinquity of time is not meant is evident, because the Apoca-
lypse was written in the beginning of the first century ; and
the Lord's advent, when tiie last judgment takes place, and
there is a New Church, which things are here meant by the time

is near, and also by " tlte tldngs lohich must shortly be done "

(verse 6), and by " I come quickly" (verses 7, 20), has appeared

and taken place only now, after seventeen centuries are elapsed :

the same things are also said in chap, i., that these things " must
shortly come to pass" (verse 1), and ths,t " the time is near "

(verse 3), on which see above, n. 7 and 16, whereby something
similar is signified.

That nearness or propinquity of time is not meant, but

propinquity of state, shall be illustrated. The Word, in the

sense purely spiritual, does not derive any thing from the idea

of time nor from the idea of space, because times and spaces in

heaven do, indeed, appear like times and spaces in the world, but

yet they are not there, for which reason the angels cannot other-

wise measure times and spaces, which there are appearances, than
by states, according to their progressions and changes : from
which it may appear, that in a sense purely spiritual, by quickly

and near is not meant quickly and near in point of time, but
quickly and near in point of state ; this may, indeed, seem to be
not so, the reason is, because with men, in every idea of their

inferior thought, which is merely natm'al, there is somctliing

derived from time and space, but it is otherwise in the ideas of

superior thought, in which men are, when they revolve natural,

civil, moral, and spiritual things, in interior rational light, for

then spiritual light, which is abstracted from time and space,

flows-in and iUuminates: you may experience tliis and so be
confirmed, if you will, by only attending to your thoughts;
and you will then be (jonvinccd likewise that there is a superior

and inferior thought, because simple thought cannot see itself,

except from thought of a superior kind; and if num did not
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consist of Miperior ;uul iiilbrior thouglit he woukl not be miui;

hut a bnilc.

Tlic reason why by seal not the moi\1s of this prophecy is

signilicd that the Apocalypse must not be shut, but that it is to

be opened, is, because by sealini:; is sii>niHe(l to shut, and there-

lore by not sealing; is signified to open, and by tlu; timi^ is near

is siguiticd that there is a necessity for it ; for the Apocalypse

is a scaled book or shut, so long as it is not explained : and, as

is shewn above, n. 1317, by tlic words of this prophecy are

nieant the truths and precepts of doctrine in this book opened

by the Lord. This is necessary when there is an end of the

church, that some may be saved. From these considerations

it may appear that by seal not the words of this prophecy, for

the time is near, is signified that the Apocalypse must not be

shut, but that it is to be opened, and that there is a necessity

for this when there is an end of the church, that some may be

saved.

135 1 . A erse 11. "He who is unjust let him become unjust still,

(iiid he wJio is jilthy let him become filthy still : and heivho is just

let him become just still ; and he ivho is holy let him become holy

still," signifies the state of all in particular after death, and
before judgment, and in general before the last judgment, tliat

from those who are in evils, goods will be taken away, and from
tliose who are in falses, truths will be taken away ; and, on the

other hand, that from those who are in goods, evils will be taken

away, and from those who are in truths, falses will be taken

away. By the unjust is signified he who is in evils, and by the

just he who is in goods ; by the filthy is signified he who is in

falses ; and by the holy is signified he who is in truths ; hence

it follows, that by let the unjust become unjust still is signified

that he who is in evils will be still more in evils, and that by
let the filthy become filthy still is signified that he who is in

falses will be still more in falses; and, on the other hand, that

by let the just become just still is signified that he who is in

goods will be still more in goods, and that by let the holy become
holy still is signified that he who is in truths will be still more
in truths.

But the reason wliy it signifies that from those who are in

evils goods will be taken away, and from those who are in falses

truths will be taken away, and that, on the contrary, from those

who are in goods evils will be taken away, and from those who
are in truths falses will be taken away, is, because in proportion

as goods are taken away from any one who is in evils, so much
the more is he in evils, and in proportion as truths are taken

away from any one who is in falses, so much the more he is in

falses; and, on the other hand, in proportion as evils are taken

away from any one who is in goods, so much the more is he in

goods, and in proportion as falses are taken away from any one
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wliQ is. ia truths, so much the more is he in truths. Either

the one or the other happens to every one after death, for thus

the wicked arc prepared for hell and the good for heaven ; for a

wicked man cannot carry with him goods and truths to hell,

ueitlier can a good man carry with him evils and falses to

heaven, for thereby both heaven and hell would be confounded.

But it is carefully to be noted that they are meant who are in-

teriorly wicked and interiorly good ; for they who are interiorly

Avicked may be exteriorly good, for they can act and speak like

the good, as hypocrites do, and they who are interiorly good

may sometimes be exteriorly wicked, for they may exteriorly do

evils and speak falses, but yet they repent, and desire to be in-

formed in truths. This is the same as what the Lord says :
" To

every one that hath sliall be yiven that he may abound, but front

him that hath not shall be taken away even that he hath " (Matt.

xiii. 12; xxv. 29; Mark iv. 25; Luke viii. 18; xix. 26). Thus,

it is done to all after death before judgment upon them ; it was
also done in common to those who either perished or were saved

at the day of tlie last judgment, for before this was done, the

last judgment could not be executed, by reason that so long as

the wicked retained goods and truths they were in conjunction

with the angels of the ultimate heaven as to externals, and,

nevertheless, it was necessary that they should be separated
;

and this is what was foretold by the Lord, Matt. xiii. 24—30,

and 38—40. Hence it may be seen what in a spiritual sense

is signified by he that is unjust let him become unjust still,

and he that is filthy let him become filthy still, and he that

is just let him become just still, and he that is holy let him
become holy still : the following passage in Daniel has a similar

signification: " Go thy way, Daniel, for the words are closed up

and sealed till the time of the end : many shall be purged and
made clean, the wicked shall do wickedly, neither shall any

of them understand, nevertheless the intelligent shall understand"
(xii. 9, 10).

1352. Verse 12. "And behold,! come quickly, and My reward
is with Me, rendering to every one according as his roork shall

be,'' signifies that the Lord will certainly come, and that He is

heaven and felicity of life eternal, to every one according to faith

in Him, and a life according to His commandments. Behold, I

come quickly, signifies that He will certainly come, that is, to

execute judgment, and to build up a new heaven and a new
church : that quickly means certainly, may be seen, n. 7, 134G,

1347, 1350. My reward is with j\Ie signifies that the Lord
Himself is heaven and felicity of life eternal ; that reward is

heaven and eternal felicity, may be seen, n. 095 ; that it is the

Lord Himself will be seen b(;low. Rendering unto every one

according to his work signifies according to his conjunction

with the Lord by faith in Him and bv a life according to His
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comnuuulincnts; the reason wliy this is signified, is, because by

j;;oocl works are siijnilied at once cliarity and faith in internals,

and, at the same time, their etleets in externals; and whereas

charity and faith arc from the Lord, and take place in proportion

to conjunction with Ilini, it is evident that they are signilied;

thus, also, this eoiicres with what went before. That j^ood woi'ks

are charity and i'aith in internals, and at the same time the

eliects thereof in externals, may be seen above, ii. 901, 1278,

1:281.

That charity and faith arc not from man, but from the Lord,

is w ell known ; and since they are from the Lord, they are in

proportion to conjunction with Him, and conjunction witli Mini

is ctt'eeted by faith in Him and a life according to His command-
ments : l)y faith in Him is meant confidence that He will save,

and this confidence they have who immediately approach Him,
and shun evils as sins ; in any others it cannot exist. It was

said that ^ly reward is with ^le signifies that He Himself is

lieaven and the felicity of life eternal, for reward is intrinsic

beatitude, which is called peace, and, in consequence thereof,

external joy also ; these are only from the Lord, and the things

Mhieh arc from the Lord not only are from Him, but also

arc Himself, for the Lord cannot send forth any thing from

Himself, except it be Himself; for He is omnipresent with

every man according to conjunction, and conjunction is accord-

ing to reception, and reception according to love and wisdom,

or, if you will, according to faith, and charity and faith are

according to life, and life is according to the abhorrence of what

is evil and false, and the abhori'cnce of what is evil and false is

according to the knowledge of what is evil and false, and in such

case according as a man repents, and, at the same time, looks

up to the Lord.

That reward not only is from the Lord, but also is the Lord,

appears from those passages in the Word, svhere it is said that

they who are in conjunction with Him arc in Him, and He in

them, as may be seen in John, chap. xiv. 20— 2-1 ; chap. xv. 1,

o, ct. seq. ; chap. xvii. 10, 21, 22, 26, and in other places;

sec above, n. 1292 : and also where it is said that the Holy
Ghost is in them, and the Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit is the

Lord, for it is His divine presence ; and also when God is im-

plored to dwell in them, teach them, guide them, their tongue

to speak and their body to do that which is good ; besides other

things of a like nature : for the Lord is love itself and wisdom
itself; these two principles are not in place, but they arc where

they are received, and according to the quality of reception,

liut this arcanum cannot be understood but by those who
are in wisdom from the reception of light out of heaven from

the Lord ; for the use of these are the things w^liich are written

in the two works, one on the Divine F/ocidcnce and the other
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on the Divine Love and Divine Wisdom, in which it is shewn
that the Lord Himself is in men according to reception, and
not anything divine separated from Him; the angels are in

this idea when they are in the idea of the divine omnipresence

;

and 1 make no doubt but some Christians also may have a

like idea.

1353. Verse 13. " / am Alpha and Omega, the Eeginninrj

and the End, the First and the Last," signifies because the

Lord is God of heaven and earth, and by Him all things in

the heavens and in the earths were made, and are governed
by His Divine Providence, and done according to it. That this

and more is signified bv these words, may be seen above, n.

1297.

1354. Verse 14. " Blessed are they who do His command-
ments, that their poiver may be in the tree of life, and that they

may enter in through the gates into the city," signifies that tliey

enjoy eternal felicity who live according to the Lord^s command-
ments, to the end that they may be in the Lord and the Lord
in them through love, and in His New Church through know-
ledges respecting Him. By blessed arc signified they who
enjoy the felicity of life eternal, n. 12, 899, 12G3, 1347; ])y

doing His commandments is signified to live according to the

Lord's precepts : that their power may be in the tree of life

signifies to the end that they may be in the Lord and the Lord
in them through love, that is, for the Lord's sake, as we shall

see presently. By entering through the gates into the city is

signified that they may be in the Lord's New Church through
knowledges concerning Him ; ])y the gates of the wall of the
New Jerusalem are signified knowledges of what is good and
true out of the Word, n. 1308, 1309, 1331 ; and because each
gate was one pearl, principally by gates are signified knowledges
concerning the Lord, n. 1325 ; and by the city, or Jerusalem, is

signified the New Church, with its doctrine, n. 1288, 1289.
That by their power being in the tree of life is signified to the

end that they may be in tlie Lord, and the Lord in them ; or,

for the Lord's sake, is owing to the signification of the tree of

life as denoting the Lord with respect to divine love, n. 109,

1336; and by power in that tree is signified power from the

Lord, because they are in the Lord and the Lord in them ; the

same is signified here as bv reigning with the Lord. n. 333,
1260.

That they who arc in the Lord and the Lord in them are

in all power, insomuch that whatsovcr they will, they can do,

the Lord Himself says in John :
" He that abideth in Me and I

in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit, for niithout Me ye
can do notldng ; if ye abide in Me, and My Words in you, ye
shall ask ivJiat ye will, and it shall be done unto you " (w. 5, 7).

In like manner concerning power, ^^att. vii. 7 ; Mark xi. 24

;
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Luke xi. ',), 10; yea, in ^latt. : "Jesus said, If yc hud faith, if ya

should say to this inoautain, Be thou 7'ciiioved, cast thyself into

the sea, it shall be done ; yea, all tilings whatsoever ye shall ask,

helieviny, ye shall receive" (xxi. 21, 23): by these words is

(Icscrihed the power of those who are in the Lord : these do not

will any thinj;, and so do not ask any tiling, but from the Lord,

and wiiatsoever they will and ask of the Tjord, the same is done,

lor the Lord says, " Without Me ye can do nothing, abide in

Me and I in yon ." siieh power hav(> the angels in heaven, that

if they only will a thing, tlioy ol)tain it ; but yet they do not

will any thing but what is of use, and this they will as if from

themselves, but still from the Lord.

1355. Verse 15. ''But icithout are dogs, and enchanters, and
whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and every one that

loveth and doeth a lie," signifies that no one will be received

into the Xew Jerusalem who makes no account of the com-
mandments of the Decalogue, and does not slum any evils there

enumerated as sins, and therefore lives in them. This is in

general what is signified by all the particulars in the above pas-

sage, because the commandments of the Decalogue are what are

there understood, as may be seen above from the explanation

of n. 1301, where similar words occur, except that here dogs

are also named, by which are signified they who are in con-

cupiscences, which are also treated of in the ninth and tenth

commandment of the Decalogue. By dogs in general are sig-

nified they who are in all kinds of concupiscences, and indulge

them, particularly they who are in pleasures merely corporeal,

especially in the pleasure of feasting (eommessationum), in which
only they delight ; for which reasons, dogs in the spiritual world

appear from those who have indulged their appetite and palate,

and are there called corporeal ap[)etites : such, inasmuch as

they are of gross minds, make no account of the things which
relate to the church, therefore it is said that they shall stand

without, that is^ shall not be received into the Lorrl's New
Church. Dogs have a similar signification in the following-

passages in the Word :
'' His watchnwn are blind, they are all

duinb dogs, looking about, lying down, loving to slinnber, dogs ob-

stinate of soul, tJiey know not satiety" (Isaiah Ivi. 10, 11) :

'' They made a tumult like dogs, and go about in the city, they

ramble to eat, if they be not satisfied, thus do they spend the

night" (Psalm lix. 7, 15) : by dogs are meant the vilest men.
Job XXX. 1 ; 1 Sam. xxiv. 15 ; 2 Sam. ix. 8 ; 2 Kings viii. 13 ;

and also the unclean ; wherefore it is said in Moses, "Thou shall

not bring the hire of a whore, and the price of a dog, into the

house of Jehovah for any vow, for they are both an abomination

to Jehovah thy God" (Dent, xxiii. 18).

1350. Verse 16. "/ Jesus have sent Mine angel to testify

mito you these things in the churches," signifies a testification
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from the Lord before the whole Christian Avorkl, that it is true

that the Lord alone manifested the things which are described

in this book, as also the things which are now opened. The
reason why the Lord here names Himself Jesus, is, that all in

the Christian world may know that the Lord Himself, who was
in the world, manifested the things which are described in this

book, as also the things which are now opened. By sending

His angel to testify is signified testification from the Lord that

it is true ; the angel, indeed, did testif}^ this, yet not from Him-
self, but from the Lord, which appears clearly in verse 20, from
these words, ''He who testifieth these thwgs saith, Yea, I come
(jutckly ;" the reason why it means a testification that it is true,

is, because to testify is said of the truth, inasmuch as the truth

testifies from itself, and the Lord is the truth. To testify not

only signifies testification that it is true, that the Lord mani-
fested to John the things which are described in this book, l)ut,

moreover, that He has now manifested what all and singular the

things therein signify ; this is meant properly by testifying, for

it is said that he testifies these things in the churches, that is,

that the things are true which are contained in what was seen

and described by John, for to testify is said of the truth, as has

been observed. By unto you these things in the churches is sig-

nified before the whole Christian world, for there the churches

are, which are here meant.

1357. "I am the Root and Race of David, the bright and
morning star,'' signifies that it is that same Lord who was born
in the world, and then was the light, and who will come with

new light, which will rise up before His New Church, which
is the Holy Jerusalem. I am the Root and Kace of David
signifies that He is that same Lord who was born in the world,

consequently the Lord in His Divine Humanity ; by virtue of

this he is called the Root and Race of David, and also the

Germ of David (Jer. xxii. ; xxxiii. 15) ; also the Rod out of the

trunk of Jesse, and the Shoot from his roots (Isaiah xi. 1,2);
the bright and morning star signifies that then there Avas light,

and that He will come with new light, which will rise before

His New Church, which is the Holy Jerusalem ; He is called

the bright star from the light witii which He comes into the

world, whiereforc He is likewise called star and also light ; star,

in Numb. xxiv. 17; and light, in John i. 1— 12; iii. 19,21;
ix. 5; xii. 35,36, 4G ; Matt. iv. IG; Luke ii. 30—32 ; Isaiah

ix. 1 ; xlix. G ; and He is called morning star from the light

which from Him will rise upon the New Church, whicli is the

New Jerusalem; for by star is signified light from Him, which
in its essence is wisdom and intelligence, and by morning is

signified His coming, and then a New Church.
1358. Verse 1 7. " And the spirit and. tlie Itride say,

Come," signifies that heaven and the church desire the Lord's
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coming. By the spirit is signified lieaven, by the bride, tlie

chnreh, and by saying Come, is signified to desire the Lord's

coming. That tlie New Chnreh, which is the Holy JernsakMu,

is nu\uit by bride, is evichnit from chap. x\i. 2, 9, 10; see n.

l.'iDO, i;50l, 130.") : and that by the spirit is meant heaven is

owing to the signification thereof as denoting the angcbe spirits

of whom the new heaven is to be formed, of whom above, chap,

xiv. 1—7; \i\. 1—9; xx. 4, 5 ; by the churcli, which is here

called bride, is not meant the church of those who are in falses

of faith, but the church of those who are in truths of faitii, for

these are desirous of light, consequently of the Lord's coming,

as above, n. 13.")7.

1359. "And let him who heuretJi say Come, and him wlio is

athirst Let Jam come, and he who is ivilting let him receive the

irate)' of life freely," signifies that he who knows anything of

the Lord's coming, and of the new heaven and new church,

and so of the Lord's kingdom, should pray that it may come,

and that he who desires truths should pray that the Lord would

come with light, and that he who loves trutlis will then receive

them from the Lord without any labour of his own. By let him
who heareth say Come, is signified he who hears and thence

knows anything of the Lord's coming, .and of the new heaven

and new church, consequently of the Lord's kingdom, let him
pray that it may come. By let him who is athirst say Come, is

signified he who desires the Lord's kingdom, and at the same
time truths, let him i)ray that the Lord may come in light. By
he who is willing let him receive water of life freely is signified

that he who out of love is willing to learn truths and appropriate

them to himself will receive them from the Lord without any
labour of his own. By willing is signified to love, Ijccause that

which a man wills from his heart the same he loves, and that

which he loves the same he wills from his heart ; bv water

of life are signified divine trutlis through the Word from the

Lord, n. 1335 ; and by freely is signified without labour on
his part. The words in this verse have the same signification

as the following in the Lord's prayer, " Thy kinrjdom come,

thy will be done in earlli as it is in hearen," the Lord's king-

dom is the church which makes one with heaven ; wherefore

it is now said, let him wlio heareth say Come, and him who is

athirst Let him come.

That to thirst signifies to be desirous of truths appears from
the following passages :

" / ivill jwur water upon him that is

athirst, I loill pour My spirit upon thy seed'' (Isaiah xliv. 3)

;

" Every one that is atliirst, yo ye to the ivaters, buy, ivithout

money, ivine and milk" (Isaiah Iv. 1); "Jesus cried, sayiny.

If any man thirst, let him come zinto Me and drink ; lie that

believeth in Me, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water"
(John vii. 37,38); "My soul thirsteth for the livinr/ Cod"
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(Psalm xHi. 3) ;
"^0 God thou art my God, my soul thirsteth

for Thee, being weary without waters " (Ixiii. 2) ;
" Blessed are

they that thirst after justice " (Matt. v. 6) ;
" Unto him that

is athirst ivill I give of the ivater of life freely " (Apoc. xxi. 6) :

by which is signified that to those who desire truths for the

sake of any spiritual use, the Lord will give from Him-
self, through the Word, all things which are conducive to

that use.

That by thirst and thirsting is also signified to perish for

want of truth is evident from these passages :
" My people

ivill be exiles for want of acknowledgment, their multitude is

dried up with thirst " (Isaiah v. ] .3) ;
" The fool speaketh

foolishness, and his heart doeth iniquity, and causeth the

soul the drink of the thirsty to fail " (Isaiah xxxii. 6) ;
" The

poor and needy are seeking waters, and there is none, their

tongue faileth for thirst, I, Jehovah, will hear them " (Isaiah

xli. 17) ;
" Contend with your mother, lest I turn her out

naked, and slay her with thirst" (Hosea ii. 3); mother here

signifies the church. " Behold the days come, when I will

send a famine upon the land, not a famine for bread, nor

a thirst for water, but for hearing the words of Jehovah : in

that day shall the fair virgins and young men faint for thirst
"

(Amos viii. 11, 13).

But to have no want of truth is signified by not thirsting,

in these passages :
" Jesus said, he that drinketh of the ivater

that I shall give, shall not thirst to eternity" (John iv. 13— 15);
" Jesus said, He that believeth in Me, shall never thirst " (John
iv. 85) ;

" Jehovah hath redeemed Jacob ; then they shall not

thirst. He shall cause waters to floiv out of the rock for them "

(Isaiah xlviii. 20, 21).

1360. Verse 18. " For I testify unto every one who heareth

the words of the prophecy of this book, if any one shall add unto

these things, God shall add upon him the plagues written in this

book," signifies that they who read and know the truths of doc-

trine in this book now opened by the Lord, and yet acknowledge
any other God than the Lord, and any other faith than faith

in Him, by adding anything whereby they may destroy these

two things, cannot do otherwise than perish from the falses and
evils which are signified by the plagues described in this book.

By hearing the words of the prophecy of this book is signified

to read and know the truths of doctrine in this book now
opened by the Lord, see above, n. 1347; by adding to them is

signified to add anything whereby they may destroy those

truths, as will be seen presently. By the plagues written in

this book are signified the falses and evils which arc denoted by
the plagues written in this book, as mentioned in chaps, xv. and
xvi., which befall those who worship the dragon's beast and the

false prophet : the dragon's beast and false prophet are they
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who make faith :\\ouc without the works of the law competent

to salvation.

There arc two thinj^s in this prophetic book which every

thiiij? in it has relation to ; the first is, that no other God is to

be acknowlcdf^cd but the Lord, and the other that no other

faith is to be acknowledged but faith in the Lord, lie who
knows these, and yet adds anything with intent to destroy them,

cannot be otherwise than in falses and evils, and i)erish by them,

because from no other (Jod but the Lord, and by no other faith

but faitii in the Lord, is given the good wiiich is of love, and

the truth Avhich is of faith, and thence the felicity of life eternal,

as the Lord Himself teaches in many places in the Evangelists.

That this is what is signified, and not that God will add the

plagues described in chaps, xv. and xvi., upon him who adds any

thing to tiie words of the ])rophecy of this book, any one may
see from his own judgment; for this an innocent person might

do, and many might likewise do it with a good intent, and also

from being ignorant of what is signified; for the Apocalypse has

been hitherto like a closed or mystic book, wherefore any one

may see that the meaning is, that nothing is to be added or

taken away which destroys the truths of doctrine in this book
now opened by the Lord, which truths refer to those two points;

for which reason all these words immediately follow in the series
;

after these :
" Jesus hath sent His angel to testify unto you these

things in the churches : I am the Root and Race of David, the

bright and morning star ; and the Spirit and the bride say, Come,

and let him wJlo lieareth say, Come, and him who is athirst, Let

him come, and he wfio is wilting, Let him receive the water of life

freely " (verses 16, 17): by which is signified that the Lord will

come in His Divine Humanity, and give life eternal to those

who acknowledge Him, wherefore these words follow likewise in

the series : "He who testifieth these things, saith. Yea, I come
quickly. Amen, even come Lord Jesus ^' (verse 20); from which it

is plain that nothing else is meant. Moreover, to add is a pro-

phetic word signifying to destroy, as in Psalm cxx. 2, and in

other places. From these considerations then it may be seen

what is signified by this and the contents of this and the fol-

lowing verse.

1361. Verse 19. " And if any one shall take away from the

words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part

out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and the things

which are ivritten in this book," signifies that they who read

and know the truths of doctrine in this book now opened by the

Lord, and yet acknowledge any other God than the Lord, and
any other faith than faitli in Him, by taking away anything

whereby they may destroy these two things, cannot acquire any
wisdom from the Word, nor appropriate to themselves anything

out of it, neither be received into the New Jerusalem^ nor have
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their portion with those who are in the Lord's kingdom. By
this the same is signified as above, only that here it is said of
those who take away, and there of those who add, consequently
of those who, either by adding or taking away, destroy those
two truths. By taking away their part out of the book of life

is signified that they cannot acquire any wisdom out of the
Word, or appropriate anything out of it to themselves, the book
of life is the Word and also the Lord as to the Word, n. 299,
599, 1284, 1384. The reason is, because the Lord is the Word,
for the Word treats of Him alone, as is fully shewn in the Two
Doctrines of the New Jerusalem, one concerning The Lord, and
the other concerning the Sacred Scripture ; wherefore they who
do not immediately approach the Lord cannot see any truth

from the Word. By taking away their part out of the holy city

is signified out of the New Church, which is the Holy Jeru-
salem ; for into it no one is received who does not approach the
Lord alone. By taking away their part out of the things which
are written in the book is signified not to have their lot with
those who are in the Lord's kingdom, for all the things which
are written in this book respect the new heaven and the new
church, which constitute the Lord's kingdom, as their end and
object, and the end is that to which all the things which are

written in a book relate.

1362. That it may be known that by these words is not
meant the taking away from the words of this book as it is

written in the literal sense, but the taking away from the words
of the doctrine contained in its spiritual sense, I will explain

whence this is. The Word, which was dictated by the Lord,
passed through the heavens of His celestial kingdom and the
heavens of His spiritual kingdom, and so came to the man by
whom it was written ; for which reason the Word in its first

origin is purely divine. This, whilst it passed through the
heavens of the Lord's celestial kingdom, was divine celestial,

and whilst it passed through the heavens of the Lord's spiritual

kingdom, was divine spiritual, and when it came to man, it

became divine natural, hence it is that the natural sense of the

Word contains in itself the spiritual sense, and this the celestial

sense, and both of them a sense purely divine, which is not
discernible by any man, nor, indeed, by any angel. This is

adduced, that it may be seen, that by not adding nor taking
away anything from what is written in the Apocalypse is meant
in heaven, that not anything is to be added or taken away from
its truths of doctrine respecting the Lord and respecting faith

in Him : for it is from this sense, and what relates to a life

according to His commandments, that the literal sense is derived,

as has been observed.

1363. Verse 20. " He who testifieth these things said, 1 come
quickly. Amen, even so, come Lord Jesus," signifies the Lord,
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wlio revealed tlic Apocalypse, and has now opened it, testifying

these glad tidings, that lie conies as a bridegroom and husband

in His Divine llnnianity, whieh He took upon Him in the

world, and glorified, and that the church desires Him as a bride

and wile. The Lord says above, " I Jesus have sent Mine angel

to testify unto you these things in the churchesj" verse 16 of this

chapter, whieh that it signifies a testification by the Lord before

the whole Christian world, that it is true that the Lord alone

manifested the- things which are written in this book, and which

are now disclosed, may be seen above, n. 1350; hence it is

plain, that by He who tcstifieth these thiugs is meant the

Lord, who revealed the Apocalypse, and has now unfolded it,

testifying. The reason why it means testifying this Gospel or

these glad tidings, is, because He here declares His coming.

His kingdom, and spiritual iriarriage with the church, for He
says, " Yea, I come (juick/y, A/nen, even so, come Lord Jesus ,"

and by gospel or glad tidings is signified the Lord's coming to

His kingdom, see n. 612, 745, 870. The reason why He here

comes to a spiritual marriage with His church, is, because this

New Church is called the bride and wife, and the Lord her

bridegroom and husband, above, chap. xix. 7—9; xx. 2, 9, 10;

xxi. 17; and here, at the end of the book, the Lord speaks

and the church speaks, as the bridegroom and bride ; the Lord
speaks these words, " Yea, I come quickly," and the church
speaks these, " Even so, come Lord Jesus ;" which are words of

betrothing to spiritual marriage. That the Lord will come in

His Divine Humanity, which He assumed and glorified in the

world appears from His naming Himself Jesus, and saying that
" He is the Root and Race of David" (verse 16), and from its

being here said by the church, '' Come, Lord Jesus :" see also

above, n. 1356, 1357.

Apoc. xxii. 21.

THE (illACE OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST BE
WITH YOU ALL: AMEN.

END 01' THK APOCALYPSfi.
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ON

THE DIVINE LOVE.
(Continued from n. 1229 above.)

I. THAT it is little comprehended in the world what love is

when yet it is the very life itself of man, is evident from the

question so generally asked, What is love ? The reason why
it is unknown, is, because it does not appear before the under-

standing, and the understanding is the receptacle of the light

of heaven, and what comes into that light, this appears in-

teriorly, for man knows what he thinks ; wherefore, also, he
says, that this or that is in the light of his understanding, also

that it is seen to be so, and he likewise prays that he may be

enlightened and illuminated from God. There, also, is spiritual

light to which natural light corresponds, by virtue whereof he

says of his understanding that it sees, and by virtue whereof a

wise man prays to be enlightened and illuminated of God, that

is, to understand. Since, therefore, the understanding, and not

the love, presents itself visible by thought, man, on this account,

cannot have any idea concerning love, when yet love is the very

soul or life of thought ; and the thought, if love be taken away
from it, grows cold and dies, like a flower deprived of its heat

;

for love enkindles, vivifies, and animates tiiought. Set your
mind at work, and try by all the powers of meditation whether

you can think, without some affection which is of the love, and
you will discover in yourself that it is impossible : hence it is

evident that love is the life of the understanding, and of the

thought thence derived, and what is the life of the undci'stand-

ing and of the thought thence derived, this also is the life of

the whole man, for it is the life of all the senses, and the life of

all the motions, thus it is the life of the organs by which the

senses and motions exist : that it is also the life of the rest of

the viscera will be seen in what follows.

Another reason why it is unknown what love is, is, because

the love of man is universal life ; by universal life is meant life

in things most singular, for from these it is called universal, as
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what is cointnou or p;ciicral is so called troni tlic parts of which
it consists. The principle, which is thus universal, is perceived

no otherwise than as one (or Ji unit), and one (or a unit), without

a singular perception of sin<^ulars, is obscure, and may be coni-

l)arcd with the very l)rij;ht light which blinds the eye: such also

is the I'nivcrsal l^ivinc principle in the most singular things of

the world, wherefore, also, it is so obscure to nien that it does

not appear before the open eye, but only before the closed CN-e,

since every thing of the world is the work of the Divine Love
and of the Divine Wisdom, and wisdom in its most singular

things is the verj'' bright Divine light which blinds, as was above
observed.

II. That the Lord alone is love itself, because life itself, and
that man and angel are only recipient. This has been illustrated

by many prior considerations, to which the following may be

added, namely, that the Lord, as being the God of the universe,

is uncreated and infinite ; but man and angel are created and
finite. What is uncreated and infinite is the Divine [principle]

itself in itself; from this principle man cannot be formed, for

thus he would be divine in himself, but he may be formed of

things created and finite, in which the divine [principle] may
dwell, and to which it may communicate its life, and this by
heat and light from itself as a sun, thus from its own divine

love ; comj)aratively as the germinations of the earth, which
cannot be formed from the essence itself of the sun of the

world, but from the created things of which the ground con-

sists, in which the sun by its heat and light can inwardly
dwell, and to which it can communicate as it were life. From
which considerations it is evident that man and angel are not

life in themselves, but only the recipients of life ; whence, also,

it foUow^s that the conception of man from a father is not any
conception of life, but only the conception of the first and
purest form reeeptible of life, to which as a stamen or initia-

ment are successively added in the w'omb the substances and
materials adapted to the reception of life in its order and in its

degree.

III. That life, which is the divine love, is in a form. The
divine love, which is life itself, is not simple love, but is the

Divine- Proceeding, and the Divine-Proceeding is the Lord Him-
self. The Lord, indeed, is in the sun, which appears to the

angels in the heavens, from which proceeds love as heat, and
wisdom as light ; nevertheless, love with wisdom is also Him out

of the sun; distance is only an appearance; for the Divine

[being or principle] is not in sjiace, but is without distance, as

was said above. The reason why distance appears, is, because

the divine love, such as it is in the Lord, cannot be received by

any angel, since it would consume them, being in itself more
ardent than the fire in the sun of the world, wherefore it is
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diminished successively by infinite circumvolutions, until it comes
tempered and accommodated to the angels, who are besides

veiled vyith a thin cloud, lest they should be injured by its

ardency. This is the cause of the appearance of distance between
the Lord as a sun, and between heaven where the angels are

;

howbeit, the Lord Himself is present in heaven, but in a manner
adapted to reception.

The presence of the Lord is not as the presence of man, who
fills space, but presence without space, consisting in its being in

things greatest and things least, thus Himself is in things greatest

and Himself in things least. I am aware that this is a subject

of difficult apprehension by man, because he cannot, without

difficulty, remove space from the ideas of his thought ; but it is

comprehensible by the angels, in whose ideas there are no spaces,

this being the difference between spiritual thought and natural.

Since, therefore, the love proceeding from the Lord as a sun is the

Lord Himself, and that love is life itself, it follows that the love

itself, which is life, is a man, and thus that it contains, in the

form of what is infinite, all and singular the things appertaining

to man. These conclusions also are consequences flowing from
what was before said concerning the life of all things from the

Lord, also concerning His providence, omnipotence, omnipre-

sence, and omniscience.

IV. That that form is a form of use in every complex follows

as a consequence, since the form of love is a form of use, for

the subjects of love are uses, inasmuch as love wills to do goods,

and goods are nothing else but uses : and whereas the divine

love infinitely transcends every other, therefore its form is a form

of use in every complex.

That it is actually the Lord Himself who is with the angels

in the heavens, and with men in the earths, and in them, also

conjoined to them by love, although He is infinite and uncreate,

whilst an angel and a man is created and finite, cannot be com-
prehended by the natural man, so long as he is incapable of

being withdrawn from a natural idea concerning space by illus-

tration from the Lord, and thereby of being let into light con-

cerning spiritual essence, which, viewed in itself, is the Divine-

Proceeding itself, accommodated to every angel, both to an

angel of the supreme heaven and to an angel in the lowest

heaven ; and also to every man, both wise and simple. For the

Divine [principle] which proceeds from the Lord is divine from

what is first, even to what is last or idtimate; which last or

ultimate things are what arc also called bony, that is, Hesh or

bone. That those things were also made divine by the Lord,

He taught the disciples, when He said, " That a spirit hath not

flesh and bones, as ye see Me liuve " (Luke xxiv. 89) ; and still

He entered in through the doors that were shut, and was made
invisible, which manifestly testifies that the last or ultimate
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things ol iiKiM in Iliiu were :iUo made divine, and that hence
thcrr is a correspoudeuce with tlic last or ultimate things of

man.
But in what manner the Divine- Proceeding, which is the

real and only life, can be in things created and finite, shall now
be shewn. That life does not apply itself to man, but only to the

uses in which he is employed. Uses themselves viewed in them-
selves are spiritual, and the forms of uses, which arc members,
organs, and viscera, arc natural ; nevertheless, they are series of

uses, so that there is not given a particle, or the least of any
particle, in any member, organ, and viscus, which is not a use in

form ; the divine life applies itself to the uses themselves in every

series, and thereby gives life to every form, heuce man has a life

which is called his soul. This truth, indeed, appears to transcend

the apprehension of men, but not the apprehension of angels;

neither does it so transcend the human understanding, since it

is capable of being seen, as through a window, by those who are

willing to see it ; it does not transcend my understanding, which
is rationally eidightened.

V. That man in particular is in such a form can be seen by
those alone who survey all things which are in man, not only

with an anatomical eye, but also with a rational eye. He who
surveys them at the same time with a rational eye will see that

all the singular things, and the most singular therein, are

formed from use, and for use, and that every part and particle

has a function in general, and that the general use, which is

the general good, regards what is most singular as itself therein,

and, on the other hand, what is most singular regards itself in

what is general. Agreeably to this law, all things which are in

the body, from the head to the soles of the feet, are one, inso-

much that man does not at all know that he consists of so many
myriads of parts of various and diverse functions. To illus-

trate this subject it may be useful to survey the structure of the

lungs and wind-pipe with the rational eye, and to consider their

uses.

In regard to the lungs, their most general use is respiration,

which is effected by admitting the air through the larynx, the

wind-pipe, the bronchia, and their branches, into the small

vessels of the little lobes, whereby they alternately expand and
contract themselves. By these means also they induce reci-

procal motions in the universal organical body and all its mem-
bers ; for the heart and the lungs are the two fountains of all

the general motions in the universal body, by virtue whereof all

and singular things are brought forth into their activities and
vital functions. They also consociate the moving voluntary

life, which derives its auspices from the cerebrum, with the

moving natural life, which flows from the government of the

cerebellum. Their use also is to arrange all the viscera of the
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body^ especially the moving viscera wliicli are called moving
muscles, that the will may perform its motions in concord, and
without a breach in any part. Their use also is, not only to

concur with all the sounds of speech, and with all the sounds

of singing, but also to produce them as from the womb. Their

use also is to receive themselves all the blood of the body from
the right part of the heart, to purify it from what is viscous

and dusty, to reject these substances, and to supply it with

new elements, as so much food, from the imbibed air, and thus

to send it back in a renewed state into the left chamber of the

heart, by converting the venous blood into arterial; thus, the

lungs, in respect to the blood, act as a strainer, as a cleanser, as

a repairer, as a preparer, and also as a purifier of the air. Added
to these uses of the lungs there are several others, both general

and particular, and every pore and every lobe therein is a

partner in all the offices, that is, uses, some nearer and some
more remotely.

In regard to the wind-pipe its uses are— 1, to afford a way for

the vital air and animal s[)irit of the lungs to flow forwards and
backwards, and to accommodate itself to their singular and
diverse modes of acting, both in inspiration and expiration :

2, to examine and correct the air imbibed into the lungs, lest

any thing hurtful should flow in, and to distend with vapours

the air issuing from the lungs, and thus to set it free from its

debilities and to blow it out, and also, in general, by excretion to

purge the lungs from viscous phlegm : 3, to serve the larynx

and the epiglottis as a pillar of security, or to adapt itself alto-

gether to its motions and tremulous vibrations; to arrange the

walls of its channel that the air may strike upon it, and to ex-

tend its coat (or membrane), that when the air strikes upon it

it may give a tremulous motion, and thus to excite the rudi-

ment of sound, which the larynx and glottis may form into

singing or speech, that is, may modify ; also to moisten the

larynx continually with a vaporous dew : 4, to supply aid, and
to assist the neighbouring oesophagus in its office of swalloviing :

5, to infuse the alternate respiratory motions of the lungs into

the neighbouring parts, and iDy or through them into the parts

remote or ultimate, namely, into the a3so[)hagus, through this

with the diaphragm into the stomach, and thus into the viscera

of the abdomen, also into the ascending cacobilis, and tlie

descending jugular vein, also into the sympathetic nerves of

the great intercostal and the nervus vagus, and thus to renew
the moving life of the body : 6, to insinuate into the neigh-

bouring parts, and through these into the highest and lowest

parts, its own sonorous tremblings and those of the larynx,

and to excite the arterial blood in its endeavour to reach the

head and the brain, and the venous blood m its reflux from
the head and the brain, and by a general modiflcation to ex-
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Iiiliaratc and animatt", ami thereby renew tlic sensual life of the

body.

Moreover, from the wind-pipe, and at the same time from
the hxrynx and the l)ones of the epiglottis, whieh are not here

mentioned, the mind endowed with understanding:, and culti-

vated by scicnees, with the advantages of anatomical instruc-

tion and of ocular evidence, may be taught and may learn in

what manner nature modulates sounds and moderates their

numbers articulately: there is nothing lies concealed in the

sciences of acoustics, of music and of harmony, so profound and
so mysterious, and nothing in the vibrations and tremblings of

a continuous body, and in the modifications of a contiguous

volume or atmosphere, so hidden and so penetrating, which a

spiritual principle from the inmost things of nature does not

collect into one and confer upon these two organs, and at the

same time upon the ear.

Similar arcana occur in all the rest of the viscera, both of

the head and of the body, and still more in those which lie

interiorly concealed, and cannot be examined by any eye, for

the more interior anything is, so much the more perfect. In a

word, the eminent life, or excellency of life, of every member,
organ, and of all the viscera, consists in this, that nothing is

proper to any of them, unless it be common, and thus that in

singular things there is the idea of a whole man. This arcanum,
which is given as a conclusion, is, that man is a complex of

all uses whatsoever, which are given both in the world merely

spiritual, and in the natural world, and that every use, from
the idea of the universe in itself, is, as a man, but such a man
as the use is, that is, his function in general. This consequence
is derived to man from this cii'curastance, that he is a recipient

of life from the Lord ; for the life which is from the Lord is the

complex of all uses in infinitum, for the Lord alone in Himself
is alive, and from Him is the all of life, and unless that form of

use be infinite in the Lord, it could not be given finite in any
man.

VI. That in such a form is man in the general. By men in

the most general sense is meant the whole human race, in a

general sense are meant the men of one kingdom together, in a

sense less general the men of one province in a kingdom, in

a sense still less general the men of one city, and in a particular

sense the men of one house, and in a singular sense ever}'^ man.
In the Lord's view the universal human race is as one man,
and all of one kingdom likewise are as one man, in like

manner all of one province, also all of one city, and likewise of

one house, not that the men themselves so appear together, but

the uses appertaining to men. As a perfect and beautiful man,
if the uses be good, viz., if men do them from the Lord; these

are thev who do uses for the sake of uses, that is, who love
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uses because they are useful to their house, to their cit\^, pro-

vince, kingdom, or to the whole world. But they who do uses

uot for the sake of uses, but for the sake of themselves alone,

or of the world alone, appear before the Lord uot as one
beautiful man, but as an imperfect and deformed man : from
these considerations it may be manifest that the Lord looks at

the men of the world singly from use, and concretely from uses

conjoined into the form of a man. By uses are meant the uses

of every function, which relates to man's office, study, and
employment ; these uses are good works themselves in the sight

of the Lord.

Inasmuch as all of one kingdom appear before the Lord as

one man according to the love of uses, it is evident that all the

English appear before the Lord as one man ; likewise all the

Dutch, all the Germans, all the Swedes and Danes, also the

French, the Spaniards, the Poles, the Russians, but every nation

according to uses. They, in kingdoms, who love the uses of

their offices, because they are uses, appear together as a man-
angel ; and they who love the uses of their offices for the sake

of pleasure alone separate from uses, appear together as a man-
devil. Those traders are in the man-angel, who love trading,

and wealth for the sake of trading, and, at the same time, look

to God ; but those traders are in the man-devil, who love

wealth, and trading for the sake of wealth alone. With the

latter there is avarice, which is the root of all evils, but uot
with the former, for to love wealth alone, and not any use de-

rived from wealth, or to regard wealth in the first place and
trading in the second, is avaricious. Persons of this descrip-

tion are, indeed, useful to a kingdom, but only when they die,

on which occasion their wealth circulates for the public use of

trade ; the advantage of the kingdom resulting from that

wealth, in such case, is an advantage to the kingdom, but
not to their souls. In one word, the procuring of wealth
by trading, for the sake of wealth alone, is Jewish trading,

but the procuring of wealth by trading, for the sake of trading,

is Dutch trading ; to the latter, opulence is no hurt, but to

the former, for those benefit the republic, by accumulating
wealth there, and enriching it, but they do not benefit their

own souls,

VII. That heaven is in such a form. In the Arcana Ccelcstia

it has been shewn that the universal heaven is distinguished as

into provinces, according to the uses of all the members, organs,
and viscera of the human body, and that it is known by the
angels in what province these or those societies are, as what are

in the province of the eyes, what in the province of the ears, of
the nostrils, of the mouth, and of the tongue, also what in the
province of the organs of generation ; all the societies, which
arc in those provinces, correspond altogether to the uses of the
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siiul nu'iubcTs, organs, and viscera in man. It is by virtue of

this correspondence that the universal heaven appears before the

Lord as one man ; in like manner, every proviuee of heaven, and
every society of a province ; it is also by virtue of that corre-

spoudenee that all angels and all spirits are men^ in all respects

like to men in the world ; the reason is, because the Divine

[principle] proceeding from the Lord, which is life and form, is

man in the greatest things, and, in the least, as has been occa-

sionally before said.

This correspondence in general and in particular has been
treated of in the Arcana Ccelestia,\n the following articles there,

n. 30.21, 3624—3629, 3636—3643, 3741—3745, 3883—3896,
4039—1055, 4218—4228, 4318—4331, 4103—4121, 4527—
1533, 4622—4633, 46:)2—4660, 4791—4805, 4931—4953,
5050—5061, 5171—5189, 5377—5396, 5552—5573, 5711—
5727, 10030. That hell also may be in that form, every one
therein is compelled to labour, but whereas they who dwell

there do not perform those uses from love, but from the neces-

sity arising from food and clothing, therefore they appear,

indeed, as a man, but as a man-devil, concerning whom see just

above.

VIII. That all things of the world also have respect to a like

form. By all things of the world are meant things animate, as

well those which walk and creep on the earth, as those which
fly in the heavens, and which swim in the waters ; vegetables

also are meant, both trees and shrubs, flowers, plants and
grasses ; but the waters and matters of the earth are only the

means of their generation and production.

From no other source than from the creation of the universe,

and finally of the earth, and of all things in the former and the

latter, can it be better seen that the divine love, which is life

itself, and which is the Lord, is in the form of the forms of all

uses, which form is man, for from creation there is not any
thing given upon the earth which is not for use. The whole
mineral kingdom is full of uses, nor is there in it a grain of

dust, or a clod of dust, which is not for use. The whole vege-

table kingdom is full of uses, nor is there given a tree, a plant,

a flower, or a blade of grass, which is not for use; yea, nor any
thing in a tree, in a plant, a flower, and a blade of grass, which
is not for use, each being a form of its own use. The whole
animal kingdom is also full of uses, nor is there given an animal,

from a worm to a stag, which is not for use, and also the form

of its use ; in like manner all other things, which are upon the

earth, even to the sun. In a word, every point of what is

created and of the creatures is a use, yea, is in a series ascend-

ing from use in first principles to use in last, thus from use to

use continually, a manifest proof tliat the Creator and Former,

who is the Lord, is the infinite complex of all uses, in His
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essence love, and in His form a man^ in whom is that complex.
Who can possibly be so insane and irrational (if he be willing

to submit the above considerations even to the judgment of

common sense) as to think that the above effects are produced
by a dead sun, and thence by a dead nature ?

IX. That there are as many uses as there are affections. That
the divine love is life itself^ and that hence the love appertain-

ing to man is his life, is confirmed by many testimonies, but
the most distinguished of those testimonies is the consideration

that the spirit of man is nothing but affection, and that hence
man after death becomes an affection ; if he be an angel of

heaven, an affection of good use, and if he be a spirit of hell,

an affection of evil use. Hence it is that the universal heaven
is distinguished into societies according to the genera and species

of affections, and in like manner hell from the opposite prin-

ciple; hence it is, that whether we speak of affections, or speak
of societies in the spiritual world, it is the same thing. By
affection are meant the continuations and derivations of love.

Love may be compared to a fountain, and affections to the

streams issuing from it ; and it may be compared to the heart,

and affections to the vessels thence derived and continued ; and
it is a known thing that the vessels, which convey the blood
from the heart, in every point resemble their heart, so as to be
as it were its extensions ; hence the circulations of the blood
from the heart through the arteries, and from the arteries into

the veins, and back again into the heart. Such also are affec-

tions, for they are derived and continued from the love, and
produce uses in forms, and therein advance from the first prin-

ciples of uses to their last, and from these return to the love

from whence they issued ; from which considerations it is evi-

dent that affection is love in its essence, and that use is love in

its form. The result is, that the objects or ends of affections

are uses, and that hence their subjects are uses, and that the

forms themselves, in which they exist, arc effects, which arc their

effigies, in which they advance from the first end to the last,

and from the last end to the first, and by which they perform
their works, offices, and exercises. Who cannot see, from these

considerations, that affection alone in itself is not anything, and
that it becomes something by being in use, and that neither is

the affection of use anything but idea, unless it be in form, and
that neither is the affection of use in form anything else but

potency, but that affection then first becomes something when
it is in act, which act is the use itself, which is meant, which in

its essence is affection. Now since affections arc the essences of

uses, and uses are their subjects, it follows that there are

as many uses as there are affections.

X. That there are genera and species of affections, and dif-

ferences of species, in infinitum, and in like manner of uses, may
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be manifest from the liuman body, and from the human race,

and iVom the aiii^eHc heaven, also from the animal kingdom and
the vegetable kingdom : in each there are genera of affections

or of uses, together with species and differences innumerable,

for there is not given anything tlie same, but various, and this

variety is every where distinguished into genera and species,

and both the former and the latter into differences, and the dif-

ferences in themselves are infinite, because from what is infinite.

That this is the case may be obvious to every one from human
faces, no one of which has been given altogether like to another,

so as to be the same, from the day of creation, nor can be given

to eternity, thus neither is any the least thing given in the

human body, which is the same with another; the case is similar

with affections and their uses. That the case is similar with

affections, and consequently with uses, man is in such deep ignor-

ance of, that he inquires, What is affection and what is love?

AVherefore this cannot be illustrated from any other source than

from heaven, where all, by virtue of the divine love, which is

life itself, are afliectious. The divine love there, which is life

itself, is distinguished into two kingdoms, one wherein love to

the Lord reigns, and the other wherein charity towards the

neighbour reigns. Love to the Lord involves uses in regard to

their source, and love towards the neighbour involves uses in

regard to their subject. The divine love, which is life itself, is

also further distinguished into lesser kingdoms, which may be

called provinces, and these again into societies, and societies

into families and into houses : such in the heavens are the dis-

tinctions of the divine love into genera and into species, and
these again into their distinctions, which are meant by difi'er-

enees. The reason why affections are so distinguished, and in

like manner uses, is, because every angel is an affection, and
also is a use.

Since in hell all things are in opposition to the things

which are in heaven, so also is the .love. Diabolical love,

which is death itself, is there also distinguished into two king-

doms, one wherein the love of self prevails, the other wherein

the love of the world prevails. The love of self involves evil

uses in regard to their source, which is from self, and the love

of the world involves evil uses in regard to the subject, which

uses, since they are done from self, are also done for the sake of

self, for all love returns as by a circle to that from which it

comes. This diabolical love is further distinguished into pro-

vinces, and these again into societies, and so on. Like distinc-

tions of affections exist in the human body, in like manner of

uses, since, as was said above, all things of man correspond to

all things of heaven : the heart and the lungs in man correspond

to the two kingdoms of heaven; the members, the organs, and

the viscera in man correspond to the provinces of heaven, and
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the contextures of every member, orgaUj and of all the viscera

correspond to the societies of heaven. Inasmuch as these

things in general and in particular are uses, and uses live from

the life which is the love, their life can be called nothing else

than the affection of use. As it is in the human body, and also

in heaven, so also it is in the whole human race, since this, like

heaven, is before the Lord as one man, agreeably to what was

observed above. That the animals of the earth, and also its

vegetables, are in like manner distinguished into genera and

species, and into the differences of the former and the latter, is

a known thing.

There are also in the animal kingdom two universals, in one

are the beasts of the earth, and in the other the fowls of the

heaven ; and there are likewise in the vegetable kingdom two
universals, in one are the trees of fruit, in the other are plants

of seeds; from the former and the latter it may also be seen

that there are genera and species of affections, and differences

of species, in infinitum, in like manner of uses, since, as was said

above, natural affections are the souls of animals, and the uses

of affections are the souls of vegetables.

XI. That there are degrees of affections and of uses. There
are continuous degrees and there are discrete degrees, the former

and the latter being in every form both in the spiritual world

and in the natural world. All are acquainted witli continuous

degrees, but few are acquainted with discrete degrees, and they

who are not acquainted with these latter grope as in the

dark whilst they investigate the causes of things ; both kinds

of degrees are described in the work concerning Heaven and
Hell, n. 38. Continuous degrees, which all are acquainted with,

are as degrees of light decreasing to shade, of heat to cold, of

rarity to density ; such is the degree of light, of heat, of wis-

dom, and of love in every society of heaven ; they who are in

the midst of the society arc in clearer light than they who arc

in the ultimates, the light decreasing according to distance from
the midst even to the ultimates. The case is the same with wis-

dom, they who are in the midst or centre of the society being
in the light of wisdom, but they who are in the ultimates of

heaven, or the circumference, being in the shade of wisdom,
and being simple. The case is the same with love in the so-

cieties, since the affections of love, which make wisdom, and the

uses of affections, which make the life of the inhabitants there,

continually decrease from the midst or centre even to the ulti-

mates or circumferences.

These are continuous degrees : but discrete degrees arc alto-

gether different, the latter proceeding not in a superficies to the

sides around, but from highest to lowest, wherefore tiiey are

called degrees descending. They are discrete as efficient causes

and effects, which again become efficient even to the ultimate
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cftoot, and arc as a producing force to the forces produced, wliicli

again become producing [forces] even to the last product. In a

word, they are degrees of the formation of one thing from

another, thus from the first or supreme, to the last or lowest,

where the formation stojjs ; wherefore things prior and things

posterior, also things superior and inferior, are those degrees.

All creation is eftcctcd by these degrees, and all production is

by them, and all composition in the nature of the world in like

manner, for if you imfold any compound subjects you will see

that one thing therein is from another, even to the outermost,

which is common to all; the three angelic heavens are distin-

guished from each other by such degrees, wherefore one is above

another. The interiors of man, which are of his mind, are

also distinct from each other by such degrees ; in like manner
light, which is wisdom, and heat, which is love, in the heavens

of angels and in the interiors of men. The light itself which

proceeds from the Lord as a sun, and likewise the heat itself,

which also thence proceeds, are distinguished into the same

degrees, wherefore the light in the third heaven is so refulgent,

and the light in the second heaven is so bright, as to exceed

a thousand times the mid-day light of the world ; in like manner
the wisdom, for light and wisdom in the spiritual world are in

a like degree of perfection, wherefore the degrees of affections

arc similar, and because the degrees of affections are similar,

so likewise are the degrees of uses, for the subjects of affec-

tions are uses. It is further to be noted that in every form,

both spiritual and natural, there are degrees both discrete and

continuous, for without discrete degrees thei'e is no interior

piinciple in the form, which may constitute a cause or soul,

and without continuous degrees there is no extension or appear-

ance of it.

XII. That every use derives- its life from the common [use'],

and that from it flow-in the necessary, the useful, and the delight-

ful things of life according to the (juaiity of the use, and the quality

of its affection, is an arcanum not as yet discovered ; something

of it, indeed, appears in the world, but not in such clearness that

it can be seen so; for in the world every man receives from the

community the necessaries, the conveniences, and the delights

of life, according to the excellence and extent of his adminis-

tration. Some are remunerated from the community, some are

enriched from the community; the community is as a lake from

which remunerations and wealth flow ; uses and studies, which

are of the affection, determine and produce those things; never-

theless it cannot be concluded from these considerations that

uses themselves are in themselves of such a quality, because

in the world the evil, as well as the good, they who perform no

uses, also they who perform evil uses, are sometimes remune-

rated and enriched equally with those who perform good uses,
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It is otherwise in the spiritual world, where uses are stripped

naked, and it is revealed from what origin they are, and in what
place they are in the spiritual man, which is the Lord in

heaven ; every one is there remunerated according to the ex-

cellence of use, and at the same time according to the aflPection

of use. No one that is idle is there tolerated, no slothful

vagabond, no indolent boaster of the studies and labours of

others, but every one must be active, skilful, attentive and dili-

gent in his own office and business, and must place honour and
reward, not in the first, but in the second or third place :

according to these circumstances there is an influx amongst
them of necessaries, of the useful things of life, and of the

delightful things of life.

The reason why these things flow-in from what is common
[or general], is, because those things are not procured as in the
world, but exist in a moment, and are even given gratis of the

Lord, and because there is a communication and extension of all

thoughts and aff'ections in the spiritual world, and a communica-
tion and extension of the aff'ections of use according to their

quality in heaven, and because all who are in the heavens are

affected and delighted with uses, the necessaries, the useful, and
delightful things of life, re-flow and redound to its centre of uses,

and as the fruit of use to him who does the use. The neces-

saries of life, which are given gratis from the Lord, and which
exist in a moment, are food, clothing, and habitation, which
altogether correspond to the use in which the angel is ; the use-

ful things are those which are subservient to those three things,

and are a delectation to him, besides various things on the table,

for garments, and in the house, beautiful according to the use,

and shining according to its aff'ections ; the delightful things are

those which are enjoyed with the conjugial partner, with friends,

with companions, by all whom he is loved, and whom he him-
self loves ; from every affection of use proceeds that love which
is mutual and reciprocal.

The reason why such things are in heaven, is, because such
things are in man, for heaven corresponds to all things of man

;

man also, who is in the aff'cction of use from use, or for the sake

of use, is a heaven in the least form. In man there is not given
any member, nor any part in a member, which does not derive,

from what is common or general, its necessaries, its nourishments,
and its delights; for in the body what is common or general
provides for things singular according to use; whatsoever one
requires for its work, this is borrowed there from its neighbours,

and this again from its neighbours, thus from the whole, and it,

in like manner, communicates from its own to the rest according
to want ; the case is similar in the spiritual man, which is heaven,

because it is similar in the Lord. From these considerations

it is evident that every use is representative of all the uses in
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the whole body, mul hcnco that in every use there is an idea of the

universe, and tliereby the image of a man, the conscquenee of

which is that an angel of heaven is a man aceording to use, yea,

if it be allowed here to speak spiritually, that use is a mau-angel.

XIIT. That so far as man is in Uie love of use, so far lie is in

the love of the Lord, so far He loves him, and loves the neiyliboiir,

and is a mail. From the love of use we are taught what is

meant by loving the Lord and loving the neighbour, also what
is meant by being in the Lord and being a man. By loving the

Lord is meant to do uses from Him and for the sake of Ilim

;

by loving the neighbour is meant to do uses to the chdreh, to a

man's eountry, to human society, and to a fellow-eitizen ; by
being in the Lord is meant the being of use ; and by being a

man is meant from the Lord to do uses to the neighbour for the

sake of the Lord.

That by loving the Lord is meant to do uses from Him, and

for the sake of Him, is, because all good uses which man does

are from the Lord. Good uses are goods, and that they are

from the Lord is a known thing; and to love Him is to do, for

uhat a man loves this he does; no one can love the Lord in any

other w^ay, for uses, which are goods, are from the Lord, and
hence are things divine, yea, the Lord Himself, with man.
These are the things which the Lord can love ; He cannot be

conjoined by love to any man except by His own Divine [things

or principles], consequently He cannot otherwise give to man
to love Him, for man cannot love the Lord from himself, but

the Lord Himself must draw him and conjoin him to Himself,

wherefore to love the Lord as a person, and not uses, is to love

Him from self, which is not to love. He who does uses, or

things good, from the Lord, also does uses and things good for

the sake of Him : these observatious may be illustrated by the

celestial love in which the angels of the third heaven are

principled. These angels are in love to the Lord more than the

angels in the rest of the heavens; both the latter and the former

know that to love the Lord is nothing else but to do the good

things which are uses, saying that uses are the Lord with them.

By uses they understand the uses and goods of ministry, of

administration, of function, as well with priests and magistrates, as

with traders and labourers : the goods which do not flow from

their offices, they do not call uses, but alms, benefits, and gratuities.

The reason why by loving the neighbour is meant to do uses

to the church, to a man's country, to society, and to a fellow-

citizen, is, because they are the neighbour in the extended and

in the limited sense, neither can they be loved otherwise than

by uses, which relate to every one's office. By a priest the

church is loved, his country, society, and a fellow-citizen, thus

the neighbour, if from zeal for the salvation of his hearers he

teaches and leads them. By a ruler and his deputies the church
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is loved, the country, society, and a fellow-citizen, thus the neigh-
bour, if from zeal for the general good they discharge their respec-

tive functions ; by judges, if from zeal for justice ; by traders, if

from zeal of sincerity ; by labourers, if from rectitude ; by ser-

vants, if from fidelity, and so forth. When with the latter and
the former there prevails fidelity, rectitude, sincerity^ justice, and
zeal, there is the love of those uses from the Lord, and from Him
they have the love of the neighbour in the extended and in the

limited sense; for who that is in heart faithful, upright, sincere,

just, does not love the church, his country, and fellow-citizens?

From these considerations it is now evident that by loving

the Lord is meant to do uses from Him as their source, and by
loving the neighbour is meant to do uses to him as to the object

of their direction, and that these uses ought to be done for the

sake of the neighbour, of the use, and of the Lord, and that

thus love returns to Him who is its source, and all love from Him
who is its source, by love to Him who is its object, returns to the

love derived from Him who is its source, which return makes its

reciprocality, and love is continually going and returning by
deeds which are uses, since to love is to do, for if love be not

done, it ceases to be love, for what is done is its effected end,

and is that in which it exists.

The reason why man, so far as he is in the love of use, is so

far in the Lord, is, because he is so far in the church, and so far

in heaven, and the church and heaven are from the Lord as one
man, whose forms, which are called organical superior and in-

ferior, also interior and exterior, are constituted by all who love

uses by doing them, and the uses themselves compose that man,
because he is a spiritual man, which does not consist of person,

but of the uses appertaining to him. In that man are all those

who receive the love of use from the Lord, and these are they

who do uses for the sake of the neighbour, for the sake of uses,

and for the sake of the Lord; and since that man is the Divine

[principle] proceeding from the Lord, and the Divine [principle]

proceeding is the Lord in the church and in heaven, it follows

that all they are in the Lord.

The reason why they are a man, is, because every use, which
in any respect is serviceable to the general good or the public, is

a man, beautiful and perfect according to the quality of the use,

and at the same time the quality of its affection; the reason is,

because in singular the things which are in the human body
there is an idea of the universe from its use, for every single

part of the human body has respect to the universe as belonging

to it by virtue of what it derives from it, and the universe has

respect to it in itself as belonging to it by virtue of its instru-

mentality. It is from this idea of the universe, in singular the

parts of the human body, that every use therein is a man, as

well in the small as in the great parts, and an organical foi'm in
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the part as in the whole; yea, the parts of parts, which arc

interior, are men more than the compounded parts, because all

perfection increases towards thinj^s interior, for all the organical

forms in man are comiioundcd of interior forms, and these of

forms still more interior, even to the inmost, whci'cby is given

communication with every aflcction and thought of the mind of

man, for the mind of man, in singular its principles, expatiates into

all things of its body, making its excursions therein, as being

the essential form of life. Unless the mind had a body, man
would be neither mind nor man, and hence it is that the arbitra-

tion and assent of the will of man are determined in a moment,
and produce and determine actions, altogether as if the thought

itself and the will were in them, and not al)Ove them.

That every degree, even the least in man, is a man from its

use, is not so easily apprehended by a natural idea, as by a

spiritual one, man in the spiritual idea not being a person, but

being a use, for the spiritual idea is without the idea of person,

as it is without the idea of matter, of space, and of time; where-

fore, when one sees another in heaven, he sees him, indeed, as a

man, but he thinks of him as a use; an angel also appears in the

face according to the use in which he is principled, and its aft'ec-

tion constitutes the life of the face. From these considerations it

raaj'^ be manifest that every good use is in form a man.

XIY. That they are not men, nor in the Lord, who love them-

selves above alt things, and the world as themselves. They who
love themselves and the world can also perform good uses, and

also do perform them, but the affections of use with them are

not good, since they are from themselves and for the sake of

themselves, and not from the Lord and for the sake of the

neighbour. They say, indeed, and wish it to be believed, that

they are for the sake of the neighbour understood in a wide

and strict sense, that is, for the sake of the church, their coun-

try, the society in which they live, and their fellow-citizens.

Some of them also are bold enough to say that they are for the

sake of God, because grounded in His commands in the Word,
and also from God, because they are good, and every good is

from God, when yet the uses which they perform are for the

sake of themselves, because from themselves, and for the sake

of the neighbour that they may return to themselves. They
are known and distinguished from those who perform uses from

the Lord for the sake of the neigbour, according to the ex-

tended and strict sense of the term neighbour, by the following

characters ; that in singular things they have respect to them-
selves and the world, that they love reputation for the sake of

various ends which arc uses derived from themselves, that they

are affected also with uses so far as they see themselves and
what appertains to themselves in them ; moreover, their delights

are all delights of the body, and they seek them from the world.
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Their quality may be illustrated by the following comparison :

themselves are the head, the world is the body, the church, their

country, their fellow-citizens, are the soles of the feet, and God
is the shoes. But with those who love uses from the love of

uses, the Lord is the head, the church, their country, their

fellow-citizens, which are their neighbour, are the body even to

the knees, and the world is the feet from the knees to the soles

of the feet, and themselves are the soles of the feet, adorned

with a handsome shoe ; hence it is evident that they are al-

together inverted, and that there is nothing of man in those

who perform uses from themselves, or from the love of themselves.

There are two origins of all loves and affections, one is from

the sun of heaven, which is pure love, the other from the sun of

the world, which is pure fire. They who derive love from the

sun of heaven are spiritual and alive, and are elevated by the

Lord out of the proprium [or selfhood] ; but they who derive

love from the sun of the world, are natural and dead, and of

themselves are immersed in their own proprium, whence it

comes to pass that they see nature alone in all the objects of

sight, and if they acknowledge a God, it is with the mouth and

not with the heart. These are they who, in the Word, are

meant by worshippers of the sun, of the moon, and of all the

host of the heavens ; in the spiritual world they appear, indeed,

as men, but in the light of heaven as monsters, and their life

appears to them as life, but to the angels as death. Amongst
these are many who in the world have been held in estimation

for their erudition, and, what has often surprised me, they believe

themselves wise, because they ascribe all things to nature and

prudence, but the rest of mankind they call simple.

XV. That man is not of a sound mind, unless use be his

affection or occupation. Man has external thought, and he has

also internal thought; he is in external thought when he is in

company, whether in such case he hears, or speaks, or teaches,

or acts, and also when he writes; but the mind is in internal

thought when he is at home, and gives place to his own interior

affection. This latter thought is the proper thought of his spirit

in itself, but the former is the proper thought of his spirit

in the body; each remains with man after death, and then it is

not known what the quality of the man is, until external thought

is taken away from him, for in this case the thought speaks and

acts from its affection. The man who is of a sound mind will

then see and hear wonderful things, for he will then hear and see

that many, who in the world have discoursed wisely, have

preached learnedly, have taught with erudition, have written

scientifically, and have also acted prudently, as soon as the

external principle of their mind is taken away, begin instantly

to think insanely, and to speak and act as wildly as lunatics in

the world, and, what is wonderful, in this case they believe them-
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selves to be wiser than others. But to prevent the continnancc

of their insanity they are remitted by turns into things ex-

ternal, and thereby into the eivil and moral life whieh they lived

in the world; when they are in company there and in heaven

there is given a recollection of their insanities, and then they see

and confess that they have discoursed insanely and acted fool-

ishly; nevertheless, in the very instant of their being remitted

into their interior principles, or the principles proper to their

spirits, they are insane as before. Their insanities are many in

number, amounting to this, that they are willing to have

dominion, to steal, to commit adultery, to do evil, to despise,

reject, or sneer, at whatsoever is upright, just, sincere, together

with every truth and good of the church and of heaven; and

what is more, they love this state of their spirit; for the experi-

ment has been made with several, whether they would rather

wish to think sanely or insanely, and it has been found that they

are rather willing to think insanely. The cause also of this

their quality and character has been discovered, namely, that

they have loved themselves and the world above all things, that

they have not applied their minds to uses, except for the sake of

honour and gain, and that they have preferred the delights of the

body to the delights of the soul; such was their quality and
character in the world, that they never thought sanely with

themselves, except when they were in the presence of other men.

The only cure of their insanity is this, that they are led into

employments under a judge in hell, and so long as they are in

those employments they are not insane, for the employments
in which they are occupied keep the mind as in a prison and in

bonds, to prevent its expatiating into the deliriums of its lusts; they

apply themselves to these employments for food, clothing, and lodg-

ing, thus unwillingly from necessity, and not freely from affection.

But, on the other hand, all those in the world who have loved

uses, and from the love thereof have performed them, think

sanely in their spirit, and their spirit thinks sanely in their body,

for that interior thought is also exterior thought, and speech is

by the latter from the former, and so likewise is their action, the

affection of use withholding their minds in itself, nor suffering

them to expatiate into vanities, into things lascivious and filthy,

into things insane and deceitful, into the unreal delights of

various concupiscences; after death they become of a like

character, their minds being angelical, which, when exterior

thought is taken away, are made spiritual, and angels, thus

recipient of celestial wisdom from the Lord. From these con-

siderations it is now evident that no man is of a sound mind,

unless use be his affection or occupation.

X^'I. That every man is an affection, and that there are

as many various affections as there are men, who have been either

already born, or will be born to eternity. This may be manifest,
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principally from the angels of heaven, and from the spirits of

hell, all of whom are affections; the spirits of hell evil aftections,

which are concupiscences, and the angels of heaven good affec-

tions. The reason why every man is an affection, is, because his

life is love, and the continuations and derivations of love are

what are called affections, wherefore affections in themselves are

loves, but subordinate to the general love as to their lord or

head. Since thus life itself is love, it follows that all and
singular the things of life are affections, consequently that man
himself is affection.

The generality of people in the world will wonder that this

is the case, as has been given me to know from the mouths of all

who have come from the natural world into the spiritual world;

as yet I have not found one who knew that he was affection, yea,

few knew what affection was, and when I told them that affection

was love in its continuation and derivation, they asked what is

love, saying, that they perceive what thought is, but not what
affection, since no one so perceives the latter. That there is

such a thing as love they said that they knew from the love of a

bridegroom before marriage, and from the love of a mother
towards infants, and in some small degree also from the love of

a father, whilst he kisses his betrothed wife or his infant, and
some instead of wife said mistress. When I told them that

thought is not any thing at all by itself, but by the affection

which is of the love of the life of man, since it is derived

from it, as what is formed is derived from what forms it, and
the reason why thought and not affection is perceived, is,

because what is formed is perceived, and not what forms it, as

the body is perceived by its senses, and not the soul; they were
struck with amazement, and in consequence thereof were further

instructed on the subject by several experimental observations;

as that all things of thought are from affection and according to

it, also that they could not think without affection, nor contrary

to it, and likewise that every one is of such a quality as his

affection is, and that therefore all are explored from their affec-

tion, and no one from his speech ; for speech proceeds from the

thought of external affection, which consists in a desire to favour,

to please, to be commended, and to be believed civil, moral, and
wise men, and this with a view to the ends of internal affection,

of which ends such things arc the means; nevertheless, from the

tone of the speech, unless the man be a consummate hypocrite,

is heard the affection itself, for the expressions of speech arc of

the thought, and its tone of the affection. Wherefore they were
told, that as speech is not given without tone or sound, neither

can thought be given without affection, and that hence it is

evident that affection is the all of thought, as tone or sound is

the all of speech, for speech is only the articulation of tone or

sound. By these remarks they were instructed that man is
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nothing but affection, and afterwards by this, that the nniversal

heaven and the nniversal hell arc distingnished, as in a kingdom,
into provinces, and into societies, according to the generic and

speeitic differences of aflections, and not at all according to any
diftcrences of thoughts, and that the Lord alone knows the

former. Hence it follows that the varieties and differences of

affections arc infinite, and that they are as many as the men
who have been born, and who will be born to eternity.

XVII. That man has eternal life according to his affection of
use. Inasnuich as affection is the man himself, and use is its

effect and work, and as a plane or theatre of its exercise; and

since affection is not given without its subject, but even perishes,

so the affection of the life of man is not given without use; and
whereas affection and use make one, so man, who is affection, is

acknowledged as to his quality from use, with difficulty and
obscurely in the natural world, but clearly and completely in the

spiritual world. This is a consequence of the heat aud light

of heaven, for what is spiritual makes man known, and singular

the things appertaining to him, because what is spiritual in its

essence is the divine love and divine wisdom, and in its appear-

ance is the heat of heaven and the light of heaven, which discover

the affections of uses, as the heat of the sun of the world dis-

covers the objects of the earth by odours and tastes, and as the

light of the sun of the world discovers them by colours and the

various discriminations of it and of shade.

The reason why every man has eternal life according to his

affection of use, is, because that affection is the man himself, and

hence such as it is, such is the man. But the affection of use in

general is of two kinds, there is a spiritual affection of use, and

there is a natural affection of use; both are alike in the external

form, but in the internal form they are altogether different,

wherefore they are not distinguished by men in the world, but

accurately by angels in heaven; for they are directly opposite to

each other, inasmuch as the spiritual affection of use gives

heaven to man, but the natural affection of use, without the

spiritual, gives hell ; for the natural affection of use is solely for

the sake of honour and gain, thus for the sake of self and the

world as ends, whereas the spiritual affection of use is for the

sake of the glory of God and Ilis uses, thus for the sake of the

Lord and the neighbour as ends. For there are men in the

world who perform the duties of their functions with much
study, labour, and ardour; magistrates, rulers, and officers who
discharge them with all diligence and industry; priests, dig-

nitaries of the church, and ministers who preach with warmth

as from zeal ; learned men who write books full of piety, of

devotion, and erudition; and others of a like character; and in

so doing they also perform distinguished uses to the church, to

their country, to the society in which they live, and to their
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fellow-citizens; nevertheless, several do these things fro di mere
natural affection, which is for the sake of themselves that they

may be honoured and exalted to dignities, or for the sake of the

world that they may increase their gains and grow rich : these

ends in some cases so kindle an affection to do uses, that some-

times they perform more excellent uses than they who are in the

spiritual affection of use.

I have discoursed with several after death, when they become
spirits, who have been in this kind of affection of use, and who
then were urgent to be admitted into heaven from a claim of

merit ; but, whereas, they have performed uses from natural

affections alone, thus for the sake of themselves and the world,

and not for the sake of God and the neighbour, they received a

reply similar to what is written in Matthew: " Many will say

to Me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied by Thy
name, and by Thy name cast out demons, and in Thy name done

many virtues ? but then will I confess to them, I know you not,

whence ye are, depart from Me all ye workers of iniquity"

(vii. 22—29) ; and in Luke :
" Then shall ye begin to say, We have

eaten before Thee, and have drunken, and Thou hast taught in

our streets ; but He will say, I say unto you, I know you not,

whence you are, depart from Me all ye workers of iniquity
"

(xiii. 26, 27). They were also explored as to what had been
their quality in the world, and it was discovered that their

interiors were full of concupiscences and of evils thence con-

densed, which with some appeared fiery from the love of self,

with some livid from the love of the world, with some dusky
from the rejection of things spiritual, and that the exteriors

still appeared snowy and purple from uses in the external form
;

from which considerations it was evident, that although they had
done uses, still they had thought of nothing else with themselves

but of reputation with a view to honour and gain, and that these

things were the form of their spirits, and were in them and their

life, and that their good actions were only either appearances
that they were of a different character, or only means conducive
to those things as ends: such is the natural affection of uses.

But the spiritual affection of use is internal, and at the same
time external, and so far as it is external or natural, so far also

it is spiritual, for what is spiritual flows-in into what is natural,

and disposes it to correspondence, thus to a resemblance of

itself: but, whereas, in the world it is totally unknown what the
spiritual affection is, and in Avhat it is distinguished from the
natural, because they appear alike in the external semblance, it

may be expedient to say how the former is procured. It

is not procured by faith alone, which is faith separated from
charity, for that faith is merely cogitative faith without any thing
actual in it, and since it is separated from charity, it is separated
also from affection, which is the man himself, wherefore also it is
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dissipated at'tiT doatli as somewhat aerial ; but spiritual affection

is procured l)y sjiunniiitij evils because they are sins, which is

efiectcd by combat aii;ainst them. The evils which man ought
to shun all stand written in the Decalogue, and so far as man
fights against those things which are sins, so far he becomes
spiritual atlection, and thus performs uses from a principle of

spiritual life, l^y combat against evils those things are dissipated

which obsess his interiors, and which, as was said above, with

some appear fiery, with some dusky, and with some livid, and
thus his spiritual mind is opened, by which the Lord enters into

man's natural mind, and disposes it to do spiritual uses, appear-

ing still as natural. These, and no others, are they to whom
the Lord can give to love Him above all things, and the neigh-

bour as themselves. If by combat against evils as sins man has

procured to himself any thing spiritual in the world, be it ever

so small, he is saved, and his uses grow afterwards like a grain

of mustard-seed into a tree, according to the Lord's words
in Matthew, chap. xiii. 32; Mark iv. 30—32; Luke xiii.

18, 19.

XVIII. That the will of man is his affection. The reason is,

because the will of man is the receptacle of his love, and the

understanding is the receptacle of his wisdom, and that ^vhich is

the receptacle of love is also the receptacle of all the affections,

because the afiections are only continuations and derivations of

the love, as was said above. It is called the receptacle of love,

because love cannot be given with man except in a recipient

form, which is substantial, for without such a form the love

would be not affecting, recurring, and thereby as not remaining :

its recipient form itself might also be described, but this is not

the place for such description : hence it is that the will is called

the receptacle of the love.

That the will is the all of man, and in all things appertaining

to him, and thus that it is the man himself, as the love in its

complex is the man, is evident from the following observations.

Man, concerning every thing which is of his love or affection,

yea, which is of his life, says that he wills, and that he wills to

act, wills to speak, wills to think, wills to perceive, in all which

cases there is will, and unless the will were in those things, the

man would not act, nor speak, nor think, nor perceive, yea, unless

it were present in the singular and most singular parts of those

things, they would cease in a moment, since the will is in them
as the soul or life is in the body, and in singular the things ap-

pertaining to it. In the place of willing it may also be called

loving, as that he loves to do, to speak, to think, to perceive.

In like manner it is said of the external senses of the body,

that a man wills to see, wills to hear, wills to eat, to drink, and
to taste, wills to smell, wills to walk, to converse, to play, and so

forth ; in each of these cases also the will is the agent, for if it
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was withdrawn there would instantly be a pause, and they also

are withdrawn by the will.

That the will is the love of man in a form is very evident

from this consideration, that all delight, pleasure, pleasantness,

satisfaction, and blessedness, which also are of the love, are thus

made sensible and perceived. That those things are also of the

will is evident, for whatsoever is delightful, pleasurable, pleasant,

satisfactory, and blessed, this also man wills, and likewise says

of them that he wills them. In like manner man speaks of

good and of truth, for what he loves that he calls good, and this

therefore he makes an object of his will, and what he confirms

to be the good of his love or of his will, this is called truth,

and this also he loves, and is willing to think and talk about it.

Man also, concerning every thing which he wishes, courts,

desires, appetites, seeks, and intends, says that he wills those

things, because they are of the love, for he wills what he wishes

because he loves it, he wills what he courts and desires because

he loves it, he wills w^hat he appetites and seeks because he loves

it, and he wills what he intends, and intends because he loves.

Prom these considerations it may be seen that the will and love,

or the will and affection with man are one, and that the will,

because the love, is alone his life, and that it is the man himself.

That the will also is in the life of the understanding, and thence

of the thought of man, will be confirmed in what follows.

The reason why man is ignorant that the will is the man
himself, is the same which makes him ignorant that love or

aflfection is the man himself. Every one also attends to those

things which he sees or feels, but not to the life, the soul or

essence, from which he sees and feels ; this lies concealed in-

wardly in the things of sense, and the natural man does not

think so deeply as to discover it, but it is otherwise with the

spiritual man, because what is sensitive is not the object of his

wisdom, but the essential principle which is in what is sensitive,

and which in itself also is spiritual. It is on this account that

many say that thought is the all of man, and that it is the man
himself, or that man is man because he thinks, when yet the all

of his thought is affection, for remove the latter from the

former, and you will be a log. The man, who from a spiritual

principle is rational, who knows what is good and true, and
hence what is evil and false, may discover from what has been
said, what are his affections, and what the ruling affection, for

there are as many indexes of them, as there are delights of the

thought, of speech, of action, of sight, of hearing, and as many
as are his pursuits, desires, and intentions; but let him attend

and reflect.

XIX. That, in the Word, to love is to perform uses. The
reason is, because to love is to will, and to will is to do; that to

love is to will has been confirmed just above, but that to will is
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to d(i, voniaiiis now to be confirincd. The will, viewed in itself,

is not love, i)iit is the receptacle of love, and such a receptacle

that it not only receives love, but also imbues its states, and puts

ou forms according to those states, for the all of the life of man
tlows-in, inasmuch as man is not life, but a recipient of life,

consequently a recipient of love, since love is life. This may be

illustrated by the organs of man's senses, for the eye is a re-

cipient of light, and is not light, being formed to receive all the

varieties of light; the ear is a recipient of sound, and of its

modulation and articulation, but it is not sound. The same is

true of the other external senses of man ; and similar is the ease

Avith the internal organs of sense, which are modified and ac-

tuated by spiritual light and beat; consequently, the case is

similar with the will, that it is a receptacle of spiritual heat,

which in its essence is love, which receptacle is in the man
throughout, but in its first principles is in the brain. These

first principles, or beginnings, or heads, are those substances of

the brain which are called cortical and eineritious; from them
by fibres, as by rays, it descends in every direction into all

things of the face, and into all things of the body, where it

performs its rotations and circulation according to its form,

which is the spiritual animal form elsewhere treated of; thus all

and singular things therein are actuated from first principles to

last, and in the last are presented effects. It is a known thing,

that every thing is moved by virtue of an endeavour {ex conatu),

and that when the endeavour ceases, the motion ceases; thus

the will of man is a living endeavour in man, and acts in ulti-

mates by means of fibres and nerves, which in themselves are

nothing else but perpetual endeavours continued from the be-

ginning in the brains even to the last things in the corporeal

parts, where the endeavours become acts. These observations

are adduced in order that it may be known what the will is, and

that it is a receptacle of the love, in a perpetual endeavour of

acting, which endeavour is excited and determined to acts by the

love which flows-in and is received.

From these considerations it now follows, that to love, since

it is to will, is also to do, for whatsoever a man loves, this he

wills, and what he wills, this he does if it be possible, and if he

does not do it, because it is not possible, still he is in the interior

act, which is not manifest ; for there cannot be given with man
any endeavour, or will, unless also it be in ultimates, and when
it is in ultimates, it is in interior act, but this act is not per-

ceived by any one, not even by the man himself, because it

exists in his spirit, and hence it is that the will and the act are

one, and that the will is taken for the act. Not so in the

natural world, because in that world the interior act of the will

does not appear, but in the spiritual world where it appears, for

in that world all act according to then* love; they who are in
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celestial love, act sanely, they who are in infernal love, insanely;

and if by reason of any fear they do not act, their will is in-

teriorly active, and is restrained by them from bursting forth,

nor does that action cease but together with the will. Since

therefore the will and the act are one, and the will is the en-

deavour of the love, it follows that, in the Word, by loving

nothing else is meant but doing, thus that by loving the Lord
and loving the neighbour is meant to do uses to the neighbour

from the love which is from the Lord.

That this is the case, the Lord Himself teaches in John :

" He that hath My precepts and doeth them, he it is who loveth

Me, but he who loveth Me not, keepeth not My words" (xvi. 21,

24) ; and again :
" Abide ye in My love, if ye will keep My

commandments, ye ivill abide in My love " (xv. 9, 10) ; and again :

" The Lord said thrice to Peter, lovest thou Me? and Peter thrice

replied that he loved; to whom the Lord thrice said, feed My
lambs and My sheep" (xxi. 15— 17). There are also two
things which cannot be separated, viz., being and existing [esse

et existere), being is not any thing unless it exists, and it

becomes something by existing; so also it is with loving and
doing, or with willing and acting, for it is not given to love

and not to do, also to will and not to act, for thus they do

not exist; but by doing and acting they do exist; wherefore,

when man does and acts, then first love and will are. Thus, and
no otherwise, the Lord is loved and the neighbour is loved.

XX. That love produces heat. The reason is, because love

is the life itself, and the living energy of all things whatsoever in

the universal world ; there is no other source of all the en-

deavours, forces, activities, and motions therein, but the divine

love, which is the Lord, and which in the heavens before the

angels appears as a sun. That love is one thing, and heat an-

other, is very manifest from the distinction of both in an angel

and in a man ; an angel from love wills and thinks, and also

perceives and relishes wisdom, and is inmostly sensible in him-
self of what is blessed and satisfactory, and likewise he loves

;

the same is the case with man. Such are the effects wrought in

their minds, but in the body each is sensible of heat [or warmth],
and this without what is blessed and satisfactory ; hence it is

evident that heat or warmth is an eff'ect of the activity of life,

or of love. That heat or warmth is an eff'ect of love may be

manifest from many considerations, as that man from his inmost
principle grows warm according to the loves of his life, even in

the middle of winter, and that the heat or warmth of the sun of

the world has nothing in common with that heat or warmth
;

and that according to the increments of love he grows warm,
burns, and is inflamed, and that according to the decrements of

love he grows torpid, becomes cold, and dies, thus altogether

according to the activities of the life's love. The case is similar
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witli the iininials of tlio earth and with the fowls of the heavens,

for both the one and the other arc sometimes warmer iu mid-
winter than in mid-summer, since at that time their heart beats,

the blood is heated, the fibre is warm, and every least part with

the greatest performs its vital functions, and has heat, not from
the sun, but from the life of their soul, which is affection.

The reason why love produces heat, is, because it is the life

of all energies iu the universe, which life cannot enter the re-

cipient substances which are created, except by means of the

active principle, which is heat. The Lord in the creation of the

universe has prepared for Himself all means [or mediums], from
first even to last, by which in every degree He may produce uses,

and the universal mean [or medium], and that which is the

proximate one of conjunction is heat, in which the essence of

the activity of love can exist. Since heat exists from the love of

the neighbour, therefore there is a correspondence between love

and heat, inasmuch as there is correspondence between every

cause and effect. It is from correspondence that the sun of

heaven, which is the Lord, appears as fiery, also that the love

thence proceeding is perceived by the angels as heat; in like

manner, that the divine wisdom of the Lord in the heavens ap-

pears as light, and also that the face of the Lord when He was
transfigured, shone as the sun. Matt. xvii. 2. It is from the same
correspondence that the holy principle of the Lord's love was

represented by the fire of the altar, and by the fire in the lamps
of tlie candlestick in the tabernacle, also that the Lord appeared

in fire on Mount Sinai, and likewise in a flame of fire by night

on the tabernacle, and that hence several nations held fire to be

sacred, and set over it virgins who were called vestals. It is

from the same correspondence that, in the Word, by fire and by
flame, in many passages, is meant love ; also that from the in-

terior perception of that correspondence we pray that sacred fire

may inflame our hearts, by which is meant holy love. From the

same correspondence it is that celestial love appears afar off like

fire in heaven, on which account the Lord also said, that the

just shall shine as the sun in the kingdom of the Father, Matt,

xiii. 43; in like manner, that infernal love afar off appears as

fire in hell, on which subject see the Treatise on Heaven and
Hell, n. 566, 575.

XXI. That the divine love, which is life itself, by means of

heat produces spiritual animal forms , with all and singular things

that are in them. There are two forms in general, which the

Lord the Creator of the universe, from His sun, which is divine

love and light itself, has produced in the ultimate and inmost

things of the world, the animal form and the vegetable form.

By animal forms are meant animals of every kind, also men and

angels, and by vegetable forms are meant vegetables of every

kind, as trees, plants, and flowers. These two forms have been
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before treated of; but whereas the subject here treated of is con-

cerniug the divine love, from which all things have been created,

and likewise all things from creation are perpetually forming, it

is here allowed also to offer some further considerations con-

cerning the first form, which is the animal form.

The divine love, which is life itself from its author, who is

the Lord, bears nothing else in its bosom than to create and form
images and likenesses of itself, which images and likenesses are

men, and from men angels; also to cover with a correspondent

body affections of every kind, which are animals. All these

forms, both perfect and imperfect, are forms of love, and they

are alike as to life in things external, which consists in their in-

clination to move themselves, to walk, to act, to see, to hear, to

smell, to taste, to feel, to eat, to drink, to consociate, to be pro-

lific ; but they are unlike as to life in internal things, which
consists in an inclination to think, to will, to speak, to know, to

understand, to grow wise, and from these things to enjoy delight

and blessedness; these latter forms are men and angels, but the

former are animals of various kinds.

That singular the above faculties may exist in effect and in

use, they have been made and wonderfully organized from
created substances and matters. That the Lord, who is a man,
and His divine love, which is life itself, formed those things from
His own spiritual principle, which proceeds from Him as a sun,

is very manifest from this consideration, that living souls have
affections, and all, both imperfect and perfect, are alike in things

external. Who cannot see, if he be not one-eyed, or owl-eyed,

or whose eyes are not afflicted by a defect of vision, that such
things cannot be from any other source? Only elevate your
reason a little above the deep of nature, and you will grow wise.

That heat is a medium of formation is well known from the warm
fluids in which the embryo is in the womb, and chicken in the

egg. The belief that the heat of the sun of the world is the

cause of such productions, originates in a mind blinded by the

fallacies of the bodily senses, for the heat of that sun operates

only to open the extreme parts of the body, or the cuticles, that

internal heat may also flow-in into them ; for thus life comes
into a full effect from first principles to last, and hence it is that

the animals of the earth, and the fowls of heaven, every year in

the time of spring and summer, fulfil the offices of their prolifi-

cation, and enter into and renew their joys. It is otherwise with
man, who receives warmth from interior love excited by the

allurements of the thoughts, and whose clothing prevents the

effect of cold in the cuticles, which are the extreme parts of the

body.

END OF THE DIVINE I,OVE.
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CONCERNING

THE DIVINE WISDOM.

1. That the divine wisdom in the heavens appears before the

eyes of the angels as light. In the Lord there is love and there

is wisdom, love in Him is being \esse'\, and wisdom in Him is

existing [existere'\, ncvcrtlieless, those principles in Him are not

two, but one, for wisdom is of love, and love is of wisdom, from
wiiich union, which is reciprocal, there results one principle, and
this one principle is the divine love, which in the heavens before

the angels appears as a sun. The reciprocal union of the divine

wisdom and the divine love is meant by these words of the Lord,
" Believest thou not, Philip, that I am in the Father and the

Father in Me; believe Me that I am in the Father and the

Father in Me" (John xiv. 10, 11) ; also by these words, "/ and
the Father are one" (John x. 30). But these two principles,

which are one in the Lord^ proceed as two distinct principles

from Hira as a sun, wisdom as light, and love as heat : but they

proceed distinct to appearance, yet in themselves they are not

distinct, for light is of heat, and heat is of light, inasmuch as in

the smallest point they are onCj as it is in the sun, for what pro-

ceeds from the sun, this also is the sun in the smallest [parts or

principles], and hence universally in all. It is said, every point

and smallest part or principle, but thereby is not meant a point

and smallest part of space, for this is not given in what is divine,

for what is divine is spiritual and not natural.

Since wisdom and love, as two distinct principles in appear-

ance, proceed from the Lord as a sun, wisdom under the ap-

pearance of light and love under the perception of heat, therefore

they are received as two distinct principles by the angels, by
some more of the heat which is love, and by some more of the

light which is wisdom, wherefore also the angels of all the heavens

are distinguished into two kingdoms ; they who have received

more of the heat which is love, than of the light which is wisdom,

constitute one kingdom, and are called celestial angels, of whom
are the highest heavens; but they who have received more of the

light which is wisdom, than of the he;it which is love, constitute
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the other kingdom, and are called spiritual angels, of whom are

the inferior heavens.

It is said that these latter have received more of the light

which is wisdom than of the heat which is love, but this more is

an apparent more, for they are not more wise than in proportion

as love with them makes one with wisdom, wherefore also the

spiritual angels are not called wise, but intelligent : so far con-

cerning light in the Lord, and from the Lord, and in the angels.

The divine wisdom, which in the heavens appears as light, in its

essence is not light, but clothes itself with light, that it may also

appear before the sight of the angels; wisdom in its essence is

divine truth, and light is its appearance and correspondence.

AVith the light of wisdom the case is similar as with the heat of

love, spoken of above.

Inasmuch as light corresponds to wisdom, and the Lord is

divine wisdom, therefore the Lord, in the Word, in many passages,

is called light; as in the following: "He was the true light,

ivhich enlightens every man that cometh into the woi'ld" (John i.

9) : Jesus said, "/ am the light of the world, he who followeth Me,
shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life " (John
viii. 12) : Jesus said, '^ Yet a little while the light is with you,

loalk ivhile ye have the light, lest darkness lay hold of you: whilst

ye have the light, believe in the light, that ye may be the sons of
the light. I am come a light into the world, that whosoever be-

lieveth in Me, may not abide in darkness " (John xii. 35, 36, 40)

;

and in several other passages. His divine wisdom was also re-

presented by His garments when He was transfigured, that " They
appeared as light, shining and white as snow, so as no fuller on
earth could whiten them'' (Mark ix. 3; Matt. xvii. 2). Garments,
in the Word, signify the truths of wisdom, wherefore all the

angels in the heavens appear clad according to the truths of their

science, intelligence, and wisdom.

That light is the appearance of wisdom, and that it is its cor-

respondence, is evident in heaven, and not in the world, for in

heaven there is no other light than spiritual light, which is the

light of wisdom, illustrating all things which from the divine love

there exist : the wisdom appertaining to the angels gives them
to understand those things in their essence, and the light which
they enjoy gives them to see those things in their form, where-
fore light in the heavens is in a degree similar to that of the

wisdom appertaining to the angels. In the highest heavens the

light is flaming and glittering as from the most burnished gold,

the reason is, because they are in wisdom; in the inferior heavens

the light is white and bright as from the most polished silver, the

reason is, because they are in intelligence; and the light in the

lowest heavens is as the mid-day ligiit of the world, the reason

is, because they are in science; the light of the sup(;rior heavens

is white altogether as a star appears, refulgent and resplendent
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by light ia itself, aiul it is a continual light, because the sun

tliere never sets. It is th;it same liglit, which in the world illus-

trates the understaiulings of those men who love to grow wise,

but it does not appear to them, because they are natural, and not

spiritual. It may appear, for it has appeared to me, but before

the eyes of ray spirit; it has been also given to perceive, that iu

the light of the highest heaven I was in wisdom, in the light of

the second heaven in intelligence, and in the light of the ulti-

mate heaven in science, and that when I was only in natural

light, I was in ignorance of spiritual things.

That I might know in what liglit the learned in the world

are at this da)^ there were two ways presented to my view, one
was called the way of wisdom, and the other of folly. At the

close of the way of wisdom was a palace in light, but at the

close of the way of folly was something like a palace, but in

shade. The learned were collected together to the amount of

three hundred, and their choice was given them which way they

were disposed to go, and it was observed that two hundred and

sixty entered the way of folly, and only forty the way of wisdom.

They who went the way of wisdom entered the palace which was

in the light, which was full of things magnificent, and there were

given them garments of fine linen, and they became angels; but

they who went the way of folly were desirous to enter what ap-

peared like a palace in shade, but, behold, it was a theatre of

stage-players, when they put on stage-garments, and assumed
the characters of masked soothsayers, and became fools. It was

told me afterwards that so many and of such a quality at this

day are learned fools, who are in natural light, in respect to the

learned wise, these latter being in spiritual light; and that they

have spiritual light who love to understand whether that be true

which is said by another, but that they have natural light who
only love to confirm what has been said by others.

II. That the Lord hath created with man, and afterwards

forms with him, a receptacle of love, which is his ivill, and adjoins

to it a receptacle of wisdom, ivhich is his understanding. Inas-

much as there are two principles in the Lord, namely, love and

wisdom, and those two principles proceed from Him; and in-

asmuch as man was created to be a likeness and image of Him,
a likeness by love, and an image by wisdom, therefore with man
there are created two receptacles, one for love and the other for

wisdom ; the receptacle of love is what is called the will, and the

receptacle of wisdom is what is called the understanding. Man
knows that those two [receptacles] appertain to him, but he does

not know tliat they are so conjoined as they are in the Lord,

with this diflPerenee, that in the Lord they are life, but in man
the receptacles of life. Of what nature and quality those forms

are cannot be unfolded, because they are spiritual forms, and

spiritual thiugs transcend [the apprehension of man] ; they are
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forms within forms ascending even to the third degree, innumer-
able, discrete, but still unanimous, aud they are each of them
receptacles of love and of wisdom, having their origins in the

brain, where they are the beginnings and heads of the fibres,

by which their tendencies and energies flow down to all things

of the body, both superior and inferior, and occasion the senses

to be present in the sensories, motions in the moving powers of

motion, and in the rest of the organs the functions of nutrition,

of chylification, of sanguification, of separation, of repurgation,

and of prolification, thus in each their uses. These things being

premised, it will be seen that these forms, which are the recep-

tacles of love and of wisdom, first exist with man at his conception

and birth in the womb ; that from them by a continuous prin-

ciple are brought forth and produced all things of the body from
the head even to the soles of the feet; that their productions are

eff"ected according to the laws of correspondence, and that there-

fore all things of the body, both internal and external, are cor-

respondences.

That these forms, which are the receptacles of love and of
wisdom, first exist ivith man at his conception and birth in the

womb, may be manifest from experience, and confirmed from
reason. From experience, derived from the first rudiments of

embryos in the womb after conception, and also from the rudi-

ments of chickens in eggs after incubation. The first forms

themselves do not appear to the eye, but their first productions,

which constitute the head ; that this [the head] is larger in the

beginning is a known thing, and also that from it are projected

the rudiments of all things in the body : from which consider-

ations it is evident that those forms are the beginnings. From
reason, in that all creation is from the Lord as a sun, which is

divine love and divine wisdom, from which principles is the

creation of man. The formation of the embryo and infant man
in the womb is a resemblance of creation, and is called generation,

because it is effected per traducem ;* hence it follows that the first

forms, especially with man, are receptacles of love and of wisdom,
and that the creation of all the other things which constitute

man is effected by them. Besides, there is not any effect which
exists from itself, but from a cause prior to itself, which is called

the efficient cause; neither is this from itself, but from a cause

which is called the end, in which is every thing that follows in

endeavour and in idea; in endeavour in the divine love, and in

idea in the divine wisdom, which are the end of ends. This

truth will be more fully manifested from what follows.

That from tliose forms by a continuous pn'tnciple are brought

forth and produced all thinys of the body from the head even to

* Per traducem is an expression used by tlic learned, and ajiplicri to frcncra-

tion, to denote that it is effected by a kind of graft, tradux in tlic Ijatin tongno
signifying a kind of yraft.
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tltc soil's of tlw fci't, iiKiy bo also manifest from experience and

confirmed from reason. From ej-pcricncc, inasmuch as from
those primitive forms arc brought forth fibres to tlic sensory

orj^ans of the face, which are caUcd the eyes, the ears, the nostrils,

and the tongue, also to the moving organs of the whole body,

which are called muscles, in like manner, to all the organized

viscera serving for various uses in the body ; all these, both the

latter and the former, are mere contextures of fibres and nerves

flowing forth from each Ijrain and from the spinal marrow. The
blood-vessels themselves, from which are also formed contextures,

are likewise from fibres originating in the same source. Every
one skilled in anatomy may sec that round about the cerebrum,

also within it, and in the cerebellum, and in the spinal raar-

roAV, there are little spheres like dots, called the cortical aiid

eineritious substances and glands, and that all the fibres whatso-

ever in the brains, and all the nerves derived from them throughout

the body, come forth and proceed from those little spheres or

substances; these are the initial forms from which are brought

forth and produced all things of the body, from the head to the

soles of the feet.

From reason, inasmuch as fibres cannot be given without

origins, and inasmuch as the organic parts of the body, produced

from various complicated fibres, are effects, which cannot live,

feel, and be moved from themselves, but from their origins by a

continuous [principle] . To illustrate this by example : the eye

does not see from itself, but by what is continuous from the un-

derstanding, for the understanding sees by the eye, and also moves
the eye, determines it to objects, and gives intenseness to the

sight ; neither docs the ear hear from itself, but by what is con-

tinuous from the understanding, for the understanding hears by
the ears, and also determines them, makes them erect and at-

tentive to sounds ; nor does the tongue speak from itself, but

from the thought of the understanding, for thought speaks by
the tongue, and varies sounds, and exalts their measures at

pleasure; in like manner, the muscles, these not being moved
of themselves, but from the will together with the understanding,

which actuate them at their own disposal. From which con-

sideration it is evident that there is not any thing in the body
which feels and is moved of itself, but from its origins, in which
reside the understanding and will, consequeutly which are in

man the receptacles of love and wisdom; also that these are the

first forms, whilst the organs both of sense and of motion are

forms derived from them, for according to formation is ef-

fected influx, which is not given from the latter into the

former, but from the former into the latter, for influx from
the former into the latter is spiritual influx, and influx from the

latter into the former is natural influx, which is also called

physical.
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That those productions are effected according to the laws of
correspondence, and that therefore all things of the body, both

internal and external, are correspondences. What correspondence
is, has been heretofore unknown in the world, by reason that it

has been unknown what is spiritual, and correspondence is be-

tween what is natural and what is spiritual. When any thing

derived from a spiritual principle as its origin and cause becomes
visible and perceptible before the senses, in this case there is

correspondence between those things. Such is the correspond-

ence between the spiritual and natural things appertaining to

man ; spiritual things being all the things of his love and wisdom,
consequently of his will and understanding, and natural things

being all things relating to his body. These latter, inasmuch as

they have existed, and perpetually exist, that is, subsist from the

former, are correspondences, and therefore act in unity, as end,

cause, and effect ; thus the face acts in unison with the affections

of the mind, the speech with the thought, and the actions of

all the members with the will ; in like manner, in all other

cases.

It is a universal law of correspondences that what is spiritual

adapts itself to use, which is its end, and actuates and modifies

use by heat and light, and clothes it by provided means, until it

becomes a form subservient to the end, in which form what is

spiritual acts as the end, use as the cause, and what is natural as

the effect ; but in the spiritual world what is substantial is

instead of what is natural ; such forms are all things which are

in man.
More may be seen concerning correspondence in the Treatise

on Heaven and Hell, n. 87—102, 103— 115; and concerning

various correspondences in the Arcana Ccelestia, in which work
the correspondence of the face and its looks with the affections

of the mind is treated of, n. 1568, 2988, 2989, 8631, 1796,

4797, 4880, 5165, 5168, 5695, 9306; and the correspondence of

the body as to its gestures and actions with the things of the

understanding and will, n. 2988, 3632, 1215; and the corre-

spondence of the senses in general, n. 4318— 4330; and the

correspondence of the eyes and of sight, n. 4403—4 120 ; and
the correspondence of the nostrils and smell, n. 4624—4634;
and the correspondence of the cars and of hearing, n. 4652

—

4660 ; and the correspondence of the tongue and of taste, n.

4791—4805 ; and the correspondence of the hands, of the arms,

of the shoulders and feet, n. 4931—4953; and the correspond-

ence of the loins and members of generation, n. 5050—5062
;

and the correspondence of the interior viscera of the body, par-

ticularly of the stomach, and of the cistern and ducts of the

chyle, n. 5171—5189; and the correspondence of the spleen,

n. 9698; and the correspondence of the periton;cum, of the

kidneys, and of the bladder, n. 5377—5396; and the corre-
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spoiulcncc of the skin and bones, n. 5552—5573; and the

correspondence of the cartilage xiphoides^ n. 9236; and the

correspondence of the memory of abstract thinj^s, n. 6808 ; and

the correspondence of the memory of material things, n. 7253;
and the correspondence of heaven with man, n. 911, 1900,

193-2, 2996, 2998, 3624—3619, 3631, 3636—3613, 3741—
37-15, 3884, 4011, 4279, 4523, 4521, 4625, 6013, 6057, 9279,

9632. That the science of correspondences amongst the an-

cients was the science of sciences, especially amongst the orien-

tals, bnt that at this day it is obliterated, n. 3021, 3419, 4280,

4719, 48 tl, 4961, 1965, 5702, 6001, 6692, 7097, 7729, 7779,

9301, 10252, 10407; that without the science of correspond-

ences the AVord is not understood, n. 2890—2893, 2897—
3003, 3213—3227, 3172—3485, 8615, 10687; that all things

which appear in the heavens are correspondences, n. 1521, 1532,

1619—1625, 1807. 1808, 1971, 1971, 1977, 1980, 1981, 2299,

2601, 3213—3226, 3348, 3350, 3457, 3485, 3748, 9481, 9574,

9576, 9577; that all things which are in the natural world, and
in its three kingdoms, correspond to all things which are in the

spiritual world, n. 1632, 1881, 2758, 2890—2893, 2897—3003,
3213—3227, 3483, 3624—3649, 4044, 4053, 4116, 4366, 4939,

5116, 5377, 5428, 5477, 8211, 9280. Besides these passages in

the Arcana Coelestia, the correspondence of the natural sense of

the Word, which is the sense of its letter, with the spiritual

things which are love and wisdom in the heavens from the Lord,

and which constitute its internal sense, has also been treated of,

which correspondence likewise may be seen confirmed in the

Doctrine of the New Jerusalem concerning the Sacred Scripture,

n. 5—26, and further, n. 27—69. The above passages ought to

be consulted to gain an idea of the correspondence of the will

and of the understanding.

III. Concerning the formation of man in the womb from the

Lord by influx into those two receptacles. Since in the formation

of man in the womb things spiritual conjoin themselves with

things natural, there are several particulars which cannot be

described, inasmuch as they are spiritual things abstracted from
natural, and hence do not fall into expressions in natural language,

except some universal ones, which one man comi:)rehends more
intelligently than another; nevertheless, by these, and by com-
parisons, which are also correspondences, the following particulars

shall be described :— 1. That the Lord conjoins Himself to man
in the womb of the mother at first conception, and forms him.

2. That he conjoins Himself in those two receptacles, in the one
by love, in the other by wisdom. 3. That love and wisdom to-

gether and unanimously form all and singular things, but still

distinguish themselves in those things. 4. That the receptacles

are distinguished into three degrees with man, one within an-

other, and that the two higher are the habitations of the Lord,
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but not the lowest. 5. That one receptacle is for the will of the

future man, and the other for his understanding, and yet that

nothing at all of his will and understanding is present in the

formation. 6. That in the embryo before the birth there is life,

but that the embryo is not conscious of it.

1. That the Lord conjoins Himself to man in the womb of the

mother at first conception, and forms him. By the Lord, in this

and other places, is meant the Divine [principle] which proceeds

from Him as the sun of heaven, where the angels are, from which

and by which all things in the universal world have been created.

That that divine principle is life itself has been confirmed. That

life itself is present, and gives formation from first conception,

follows from these considerations, that man is to be formed by

life itself to be a form of life, which is a man ; and to be an

image and likeness of God, which also is a man ; and to be a

recipient of love and of Avisdom, which are life from the Lord,

thus a recipient of the Lord Himself That man is in the Lord
and the Lord in him, and that the Lord has His abode in man,
if man loves Him, He Himself teaches ; this abode the Lord

prepares for Himself in the womb, as will be seen from what

follows, on which account Jehovah, or the Lord, in the Word, is

called Creator, Former, and Maker, from the womb, Isaiah xliii.

1 ; xliv. 2, 24 ; xhx. 5 ; and in David, that upon him he was cast

and set upon him from the womb. Psalm xxi. 9, 10; Ixxi. 6.

Whilst man is in the womb he is in innocence, whence his

first state after birth is a state of innocence ; and the Lord

never dwells with man except in his innocence, wherefore He
then especially dwells with him when he is in innocence j in like

manner, man is then in a state of peace. The reason why man
at that time is in a state of innocence, and in a state of peace, is,

because the divine love and divine wisdom arc innocence itself

and peace itself, as may be seen in the Treatise concerning

Heaven and Hell, n. 216—283, 284—290. I foresee that whilst

you read the above observations, some doubts will occur to your

mind ; but read to the end, and afterwards recollect yourself, and

you will see them no longer.

2. That He conjoins himself in those tvm receptacles, in one by

love, and the other by wisdom. This follows from the preceding

article, where it was proved, that from those two receptacles are

formed and produced all things of the body, both internal and

external, from the head even to the heel ; and whereas the aus-

pices and beginnings of all things are from them, it follows that

the Divine [principle] is in them as a forming principle, and by

them in their continuations; but when it is in the latter and the

former, it is not materially, but it is spiritually, for it is in their

uses, and uses considered in themselves arc immaterial, but the

necessary things, by which uses become effects, are material.

These first receptacles, which are the initiaraents of man, arc
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IVoni the father, but the formation throu{i;hout to the full is from

the mother; for the seed is from the man, he havinf!^ seminal

vessels and testielcs in which the seed is separated and refined
;

its reception is from the woman, she having a womb whei'cin is

lieat bv which it is fermented, and wherein are little months by

which it is nourished. Nothing in nature exists but from seed,

and grows but by heat. What kind of form those initiaments

of man have, will also be shewn in what follows.

Inasmuch as the first rudiment of man is seed, and this is a

double receptacle of life, it is evident that the human soul is not

life from life, or life in itself, for there is only one single life, and

this is God. AV hence man has the perceptivity of life, has been

shewn elsewhere. And whereas there is a continuity of the

receptacles from the brains by the fibres into all things of the

body, it is also evident that there is a continuity of the reception

of life into those things, and that thus the soul is not here or

there,but in everyform derived from them, nootherwise than as the

cause is in the things caused, and the principle in its derivations.

3. That love and ivisdom together and unanimously form all

and singular things, but that still they distinguish themselves in

those things. Love and wisdom are two distinct principles,

altogether as heat and light ; heat is felt, in like manner
love, and light is seen, in like manner wisdom. Wisdom
is seen whilst man thinks, and love is felt whilst man is

affected ; nevertheless, they do not operate as two, but as one in

formations ; this also is the case with the heat and light of the

sun of the world, for in the time of spring and of summer heat

co-operates with light, and light with heat, producing vegetation

and germination. In like manner, love, in a state of peace and

tranquillity, co-operates with wisdom, and wisdom with love,

causing productions and formations, and this both in the em-
bryo and in the man.

That the co-operation of love and of wisdom is as the co-

operation of heat and of light, is very manifest from appearances

in the spiritual world, for love in that world is heat, and wisdom
is light, and in that world all things in the angels are alive, and
bloom around tliem, altogether according to the union of love and

wisdom appertaining to them. The union of love and of wisdom is

reciprocal, love unites itself to wisdom, and wisdom reunites itself

to love, hence love acts, and wisdom re-acts, and by this reci-

procality every effect exists. Such is the reciprocal union, and

hence reciprocation, of the will and understanding, also of good

and of truth, likewise of charity and faith, appertaining to the

man in whom the Lord is; yea, such is the reciprocal

union of the Lord Himself with the church, which is meant
by the Lord^s words to the disciples in John, " That they

were in Hirn and He in them " (xiv. 20), and in other places.

The same union is also meant by the union of man and wife in
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Mark :
" They two shall be one flesh, wherejore they are no longer

two but one flesh" (x. 8) : for the man was born to be under-
standing, and thence wisdom, but the w oman to be will, and thence
the aflFection which is of love, on which subject see the Treatise

on Heaven and Hell, n. 366—386.

Inasmuch as there are two things, love and wisdom, which
form the embryo in the womb, therefore there are two recep-

tacles, one for love and the other for wisdom ; on which account
also there are two things in the body throughout, which, in like

manner, are distinct, and are united : there are two hemispheres
of the brain, two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, two chambers of

the head, two hands, two feet, two kidneys, two testicles ; the

rest of the viscera also are twinned, and in every case what is on
their right part has reference to the good of love, and what is on
the left to the true of wisdom. That those two things are so

conjoined, as to act in unity mutually and reciprocally, a diligent

investigator may see, if he desires it; the union itself is extant

to the sight in the fibres stretched out in every direction and
closed together in the midst : hence also it is that these two prin-

ciples are signified in the Word by the terms right and left. From
these considerations the truth is evident that love and wisdom,
together and unanimously in the embryo, form all and singular

things, but still distinguish themselves in them.

4. That the receptacles are distinguished into three degrees

with man, one within anotlter, and that the two higher are the

habitations of the Lord, but not the lowest. Possibly some one
may form to himself a fallacious idea concerning the initiaments

of the human form, which are of the seed of the man, from their

being called receptacles, for from the expression of a recei)tacle

the idea is easily conceived of a vessel or little tube. To prevent

this fallacious idea, I wish to mark and describe that initial form,

as it was seen by me and presented in the heavens, and to mark
and describe it accurately, so far as the expressions of natural

language allow of such a description. These receptacles are not
hollowed like tubes, or folded together as little vessels, but they
are as the brain is, of which they are a diminutive and invisible

type, and at the same time a delineation as of a face in front, no
appendage being seen. This primitive brain in the upper convex
part was a compact mass of contiguous globules or little spheres,

each little sphere being a conglomeration from similar but more
minute little spheres, and again each of these latter being a con-
glomeration of the most minute. In front something appeared
delineated for a face with a flattened nose ; but in the recess

between the convex part and this flattened nose there was no
fibre; the convex part was covered round about with a very thin

membrane, which was transparent. Such is the primitive

[rudiment] of man as it was presented to my view, the first or
lowest degree of w hich was the compact mass first described, the
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second or niiddlo degree was the compact mass secondly de-

scriljcd, and the third or supreme degree was the compact mass
thirdly described, thus one was within the other. It was told

mc, that in each little sphere were ineffable contextures, more
and more wonderful according to the degrees, also that in sin-

gular of them the right part is the bed or receptacle of love, and
the loft part is the bed or receptacle of wisdom, and that by
wonderful interwcavings into each other they arc still as consorts

and comradcs,in like manner,as the two hemispheres of the brain

are. It was further shewn in refulgent light that the mass of

the two interior degrees, as to situation and fluxion, was in the

order and form of heaven, but tiic mass of the lowest degree, as

to situation and fluxion, was in the form of hell; it was from
this ground said that the receptacles are distinguished into three

degrees with man, one within another, and that the two higher

are the habitations of the Lord, but not the lowest.

The reason why the lowest is of such a quality, is, because

man, in consequence of hereditary pollution, is born contrary to

the order and form of heaven, and hence into evils of every kind,

and that that pollution is in the natural principle, which is the

lowest of the life of man, and that it is not wiped away unless

the interior degrees, which arc formed for the reception of love

and wisdom from the Lord, are opened in him. In what manner
those interior degrees are opened the Lord teaches in the Word,
and it will be taught in what follows; but, to borrow light on
the subject, see what was said before on degrees, pp. 351, 352;
also what was said concerning the brain, pp. 374, 375. Those
degrees are called higher, although they are interior; the reason

is, because there is successive order of degrees and simultaneous

order, higher and lower things being in successive order, but

interior and exterior things being in simultaneous order, and
the same things which in simultaneous order are interior, in

successive order are superior ; so also exterior and inferior

things. And whereas there are three degrees in man, therefore

there are three degrees of the heavens, for the heavens consist

of men who have been made angels : they [the heavens], accord-

ing to degrees in successive order, appear one above another,

and according to degrees in simultaneous order, one within

another; hence it is that, in the Word, what is higher signifies

what is internal, and that the Lord is called the highest, because

He is in inmost principles.

Now whereas man, in his first origin, is such a habitation of

the Lord as has been described, and those three degrees are then

open, and whereas every thing proceeding from Him, as a sun,

is a man in least things and in greatest, as has been above proved

in its place, therefore no extension can be effected into any other

form than the human, neither can extension be given except by

rays of light derived from wisdom by the medium of heat derived
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from loye, thus by fibres A'ivified, which are rays formed. That
the determination is similar is apparent to the eye. So many
are the degrees of life appertaining to man, bnt with the beasts

the two higher degrees are wanting, and they have only the

lowest, wherefore their initiaraents of life are not receptacles of

the Lord's love and wisdom, but receptacles of natural affection

and science, into which also they are born. These receptacles

with the clean beasts are not reflected or turned contrary to the

order of universal flux, but conformable to it, wherefore from
nativity after birth they are instantly led into their oflBces, and
are acquainted with them ; for they were not able to pervert

their affections, since they had no intellectual principle which
could think and reason from spiritual light, and do violence to

the laws of divine order.

5. That one receptacle is for the will of the future man, and
the other for his understanding , and yet that nothing at all of
will and its understanding is present in the formation. Will and
understanding do not commence with man until the lungs are

opened, which is not effected till after the birth, for the will of

man becomes then the receptacle of love, and the understand-

ing becomes the receptacle of wisdom. The reason why they

then first become such receptacles, when the lungs are opened,

is, because the lungs correspond to the life of the understand-

ing, and the heart corresponds to the life of the will, and
without the co-operation of the understanding and will, man
has not any life of his own, as he has not any without the

co-operation of love and of wisdom, hy which the embryo is

formed and vivified. In the embryo the heart alone beats, and
the liver leaps, the heart for the circulation of the blood, and
the liver for the reception of nourishment ; the motion of the

rest of the viscera is derived from them, and it is this motion
which after the middle period of gestation is felt as pulsative.

But this motion is not from any proper life of the foetus,

proper life being the life of the will and the life of the under-

standing, whereas the life of the infant is the life of commencing
will and commencing understanding. From these alone exist

sensitive life and moving life in the body, which life cannot be

given from the beating of the heart alone, but is given from its

conjunction with the respiration of the lungs. That this is the

case is evident from men, who have both will and understanding,

when they fall into a swoon or are suffocated, who become as

it were dead on the closing of respiration, neither having sen-

sation nor motion of the limbs, neither thinking nor willing,

when yet the heart performs its systoles, and the blood circu-

lates ; but as soon as ever the lungs return to their rcspii'ations

the man returns to his activities and to his senses, and to his

will and understanding.

From these considerations a conclusion may be formed
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respecting the (|iiali(y ol' tlio lite of the fcetns in the womb, in

wliicli only tlu' liciirt pcrlonns its motions, und notyct the lnn«;s,

namely, tiuit nothing of the life oi" the will, and nothing of the

life of the understanding is present in it; but that only life

from the Lord, by whieh man is afterwards to live, eflFects for-

mation. But on this subject more will be seen in the following

article.

6. That ill the embryo before birth there is life, but that he is

not conscious of if, follows from what has been said above; also,

that the life, by virtue of which the embryo in the womb lives,

is not his, but the Lord's alone, who alone is life.

IV. That there is a similitude and analogy betiveen the forma-
tion of man in the womb, and his reformation and regeneration.

The reformation of man is altogether alike with his formation in

the womb, only with this difference, that to reform a man there

is will and understanding, and that in the womb he has not

Avill and understanding, nevertheless, this difference does not

prevent the similitude and analogy ; for the Lord, when He re-

forms and regenerates man, leads his will and understanding in

like manner. But by the Avill given to him, and by the under-

standing given to him, it appears as if the man himself led him-
self, that is, willed and acted from himself, and thought and

spoke from himself, nevertheless, he knows from the Word, and

from doctrine derived from the Word, that it is not himself but

the Lord, consequently that it is only an appearance; and he

may also know that this appearance is for the sake of recep-

tion and appropriation, inasmuch as without it no reciprocal

principle is given to love the Lord as the Lord loves him, nor

to love his neighbour as from himself, nor to believe in the

Lord as from himself. Without that reciprocal principle man
would be as an automaton in which the Lord could not dwell,

for the Lord wills to be loved, wherefore He gives to man to

will the same. From which consideration it is evident that will

is not of man, neither understanding, and that botii the latter

and the former are in themselves, as they were in him in the

womb, namely, that they were not his, but that those two

faculties were given to man that he may will and think, and act

and speak, as from himself, yet may know, understand, and

believe that they are not from himself Hereby man is reformed

and regenerated, and in the will receives love, and in the un-

derstanding wisdom, from which principles he was formed in

the womb : hereby also are opened to man the two higher

degrees of his life, which, as was above said, were the habita-

tions of the Lord in his formation ; and also the lowest degree

is reformed^ which, as was likewise said above, was inverted and

reflected.

From this analogy and similitude it is evident that man, who
is regenerating, is as it were anew conceived, formed, born, and
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educated, and this to the end that he may become a likeness of

the Lord as to love, and his image as to wisdom ; and, if you are

disposed to believe it, man hereby is made new, not only in

having a new will given him, and a new understanding, but also

a new body for his spirit, the former things, indeed, not being

abolished, but so removed as not to appear, whilst new things

are formed in the regenerate, as in the womb, by love and
wisdom, which are the Lord ; for such as the will and under-

standing of man are, such also is the man in all and singular

things, inasmuch as all and singular things of man, from
the head to the heel, are productions, as was also proved above,

V. Tliat ivith man after birth the will becomes the receptacle

of love, and the understanding the receptacle of wisdom. That
there are two faculties of life appertaining to man, namely, will

and understanding, is a known thing, for man can will and he
can understand, yea, he can understand what he does not will

;

from which consideration it is evident that will and under-

standing are two distinct principles appertaining to man, and
that will is the receptacle of love, and understanding the recep-

tacle of wisdom. Hence it is manifest that love is of the will,

for what a man loves this he also Mills, and that wisdom is of

the understanding, for, so far as man is wise or knowing, he sees

with the understanding, the sight of the understanding being-

thought. Man has not those two faculties so long as he tarries

in the womb, agreeably to what was above proved, that nothing

at all of will and of understanding appertains to the foetus in

its formation. Whence it follows that the Lord has prepared

two receptacles, one for the will of the future man, and the

other for his understanding ; the receptacle which is called the

will for the reception of love, and the receptacle which is called

the understanding for the reception of wisdom ; and that he

has prepared them by his own love and by his own wisdom ; but

those two principles do not pass into the man until he is fully

formed for the birth. The Lord has also provided means,
that in those receptacles love and wisdom from himself may be
more and more fully received as man comes to maturity and
grows old.

The reason why the will and understanding are called recep-

tacles, is, because the will is not any spiritual abstract principle,

but is a subject substantiated and formed for the reception of

love from the Lord, neither is the understanding any spiritual

abstract principle, but is a subject sul)stantiated and formed for

the reception of wisdom from the Lord ; for they actually exist,

although they lie concealed from the sight, being within in the

substances which constitute the cortex of the brain, and also in

a scattered way in the medullary substance of the brain, espe-

cially in the striated bodies there, also within in the medullary
substance of the cerebellum, and likewise in the spinal marrow,
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of which tliey loi-iii the nucleus. There arc therefore uot two

receptacles^ but inuumerable, and each twinned, and likewise of

three (lcj;rccs.

That these are receptacles, and that they are in such a situa-

tion, is manifest from this consideration, that they are the begin-

nings and heads of all the fibres which form the contexture of

the universal body, and that from the fibres stretching forth

thence arc formed all the organs of sense and motion, for they

are their beginnings and ends, and the organs of sense feci, and

the organs of motion are moved, solely by virtue of the will

and understanding. Those receptacles with infants arc small

and tender, afterwards they receive increase and arc perfected

according to the sciences and the affection of sciences ; they

derive integrity according to intelligence and the love of uses;

they soften according to innocence and love to the Lord; and

they grow solid and harden from the oppositcs. The changes

of their state are affections, the variations of their form are

thoughts, the existence and permanence of the latter and the

former is memory, and their reproduction is recollection ; both

taken together are the human mind.

VI. That there is a correspondence of the heart with the will,

and of the lungs with the understanding. This is a thing un-

known in the world, because it has been unknown what corres-

pondence is, and that there is a correspondence of all things in

the world with all things in heaven ; in like manner, that there

is a correspondence of all things in the body with all things of

the mind in man, for there is a correspondence of things

natural with things spiritual ; but what correspondence is, also

what is its nature and quality, and likewise with what parts in

the human body there is correspondence, was said above, pages

377, 378.

Inasmuch as there is a correspondence of all things in the

body with all things of the mind in man, there is especially a

correspondence with the heart and lungs, which correspondence

is universal, because the heart reigns in the body throughout,

and likewise the lungs. The heart and the lungs are the two

fountains of all natural motions in the body, and the will and
understanding are the two fountains of all spiritual activities

in the same body, and the natural motions of the body must

correspond to the activities of its spirit, for unless they corres-

pond the life of the body would cease, and likewise the life of the

mind [a/iimws], correspondence causing both to exist and subsist.

That the heart corresponds to the will, or, what is the same

thin"", to the love, is evident from the variations of its pulse

according to affections ; the variations of its pulse are that it

beats either slow or quick, high or low, soft or hard, equally or

unequally, and so forth, thus differently in gladness and in

sorrow, in tranquility of mind and ia anger, in intrepidity and
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in fear, in the heat of the body and in its cold, and variously

in diseases, and so forth ; all affections are of the love, and thence

of the will. Inasmuch as the heart corresponds to the affections

which are of the love, and thence of the will, therefore the wise

men of old ascribed affections to the heart, and some of them
fixed on the heart as the abode of affections ; hence it is become
customary in their going forth and being continued from the

habitations of common discourse to speak of a magnanimous
heart, a timid heart, a glad heart, a sorrowful heart, a soft

heart, a hard heart, a great heart, a little heart, a sound heart,

a broken heart, a fleshy heart, a stony heart, and to call a man
fat-hearted, soft-hearted, vile-hearted, and to say of another

that he has no heart, and to talk of giving a heart to act, of

giving one heart, of giving a new heart, of stirring up in the

heart, of receiving ia the heart, of not ascending upon the heart,

of being obstinate in heart, of being lifted up in heart, of being

friendly in heart, hence, also, we speak of concord [agreement in

heart], of discord [disagreement in heart], and, in the Latin

tongue, of vecordia [madness of heart], with several like ex-

pressions. In the Word also, throughout, by heart is signified

the will or love, by reason that the Word is written by mere
correspondences.

The case is similar with the lungs, by the soul or spirit of

which is signified the understanding, for as the heat corre-

sponds to the love or will, so the soul or spirit of the lungs,

which is the respiration, corresponds to the understanding

;

hence it is said in the Word that man ought to love God with

the whole heart and the whole soul, by which is signified that

he ought to love with all the will and all the understanding ; in

like manner, tliat God will create in man a new heart and a new
spirit, where by heart is signified the will, and by spirit the

understanding, because when man is regenerated he is created

anew. Hence, also, it is said ofAdam, that Jehovah God breathed

into his nostrils the soul of lives, and made him a living soul, by
which is signified that God breathed into him wisdom. The
nostrils also, from the correspondence of respiration through
them, signify perception, on which account it is that an intelli-

gent man is said to be quick-scented [in Latin, of a sharp nostril],

and a man not intelligent of a fat and heavy nostril [obes(£ naris] .

Hence, also, it is that the Lord breathed into the disciples, and
said to them, "Receive ye the Holy Spirit " (John xx. 22) : by
breathing into them was signified the intelligence which they

were about to receive, and by the Holy Spirit is meant the

divine wisdom, which teaches and illustrates man ; this was
done in order to shew that the divine wisdom, which is meant
by the Holy Spirit, proceeds from Him. That soul and spirit

are predicated of respiration is also known from common dis-

course, for it is said of man, when he dies, that he omits the
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soul, and emits the spirit, inasmuch as he then ceases to have
aiiimation and to breathe. Spirit also, in most languages, sig-

nifies caeh, both spirit in heaven, and the breath of man, and
likewise wind ; hence comes the idea, wliich prevails with the

generality, that spirits in the heavens are as winds, also that

the souls of" men alter death are as vapours, yea, God Himself,

])ecause lie is called a spirit, when yet God Himself is a man,
in like manner, the soul of man after death, also every spirit in

the heavens ; but they are so called because soul and spirit, from
correspondence, signify wisdom.

That the lungs correspond to the understanding as the heart

does to the will, is fui'ther evident from man's thought and speech.

All thought is of the understanding, and all speech is of the

thought ; a man cannot think unless the pulmonary spirit con-

curs, and is in concord, wherefore when he thinks tacitly, he
respires tacitly ; if he thinks deeply, he respires deeply ; in like

manner, if slowly, hastily, attentively, gently, earnestly, and so

forth ; if he altogether retains his breath, he cannot think except

in the spirit and from its respiration, and so forth. That the

speech of the mouth, wliich proceeds from the thought of man's
understanding, makes one with the respiration of the lungs, and
so makes one, that he cannot produce the least of sound and the

least of expression without deriving aid from the lungs by the

larynx and the epiglottis, every one may know from living ex-

perience in himself, if he desires it.

That the heart corresponds to the will and the lungs to the

understanding is evident also from the universal government of

each in the body throughout, and in all and singular its parts.

That the government of the heart prevails in the body by arteries

and veins is a known thing ; that the government of the lungs

also prevails may be manifest to every anatomist, for the lungs

by their respiration act upon the ribs and the diaphragm, and by

the latter and the former, by means of ligaments and by means
of the peritonaeum, upon all the viscera of the body throughout,

and likewise upon all its muscles, and not only involve, but also

thoroughly enter them, and so thoroughly that there is not the

smallest part of the viscera and of a muscle, from the surface to

the inmost principle, which does not derive something from the

ligaments, consequently from the respiration. This is the case

with the stomach more than the rest of the viscera, in con-

sequence of its oesophagus passing the diaphragm adjoining itself

to the trachtea which comes from the lungs ; hence the heart

itself, besides its own, has also a pulmonary motion, for it lies

upon the diaphragm, and in the bosom of the lungs, and coheres

and is continued with them by its auricles. In like manner, also,

what is respiratory passes into the arteries and veins, on which

account they have their joint dwelling in one chamber separate

from the rest of the body, which chaiajer is called the breast.
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From these considerations an attentive eye may see that all

living motions^ which are called actions, and exist by means of

muscles, are effected by the co-operation of the motion of the

heart and of the motion of the lungs, which is given in each,

both the general one which is external, and the singular one
which is internal ; and he who is clear-sighted may also discover

that these two fountains of the motions of the body correspond

to the will and the understanding, since they are produced from
them. This has been also confirmed from heaven, where it was

given to be present with the angels, who presented this to the

life; they formed a resemblance of the heart and a resemblance

of the lungs, with all the interior and exterior things of their

contexture by means of a wonderful and inexpressible fluxion

into circles, and they then followed the flux of heaven, for heaven
has a tendency to such forms by virtue of the influx of love and
wisdom from the Lord ; thus they represented singular the

things which are in the heart, and singular the things which are

in the lungs, and likewise their union, which they called the

marriage of love and wisdom. And they said, that the case is

similar in the universal body, and in singular its members, organs,

and viscera, with the things which are the heart therein, and
which are of the lungs therein : and that when they do not both

act, and each take its turn distinctly, there cannot be given any
motion of life from any voluntary principle, nor any sense of life

from any intellectual principle.

From what has been above said, every man, who is desirous

to attain to the wisdom of causes, may be taught and informed

how the will conjoins itself to the understanding, and the under-

standing to the will, and how they act in conjunction, from the

heart how the will, from the lungs how the understanding, and

from the conjunction of the heart and lungs the reciprocal con-

junction of the will and understanding. The truth of the fore-

going article is conflrmed from what is observable in man,
namely, that after birth the receptacle of love becomes will, and
the receptacle of wisdom becomes understanding ; for after birth

the lungs are opened, and together with the heart commence the

active life whieli is of the will, and the sensitive life which is of

the understanding of man. The latter and the former life are

not given from the separate operation of the heart, nor from the

separate operation of the lungs, but from their co-operation ;

neither are they given without correspondence, nor in a swoon,

nor in cases of suffbcation.

VII. That the conjunction of the body and spirit with man is

effected by the motions of his heart and lunys, and that the sepa-

ration is effected when those motions cease. In order that this

position may be comprehended, it is necessary that some things

be premised which may throw light upon the subject, and from

what is premised the truth uf the position will be .seen: as— 1.
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That the spirit of luau is equally a man. 2. That it has equally a

heart and pulse thence derived, also lungs and respiration thence

derived. 3. That the pulse of its heart and the respiration of its

Inn^s tlow-in into the pulse of the heart and into the respiration

of the lungs appertaining to man in the world. 4. That the life

of the body, wliieh is natural, exists and subsists by that influx,

and that it ceases by its removal and separation. 5. That man
then from natural becomes spiritual.

1. That the spirit of mun is equally a man, you may see at-

tested with much experience in the treatise concerning Heaven
and Hell, n. 73—77, 311—316, 452,461—469; and that every

man is a spirit as to his interiors, n. 432—444. To which may
be added, that every thing spiritual in its essence is a man, thus

the all of love and wisdom which proceeds from the Lord, for

this is spiritual. The reason why every thing spiritual, or which

proceeds from the Lord, is a man, is, because the Lord Himself,

\vho is the God of the universe, is a man, and from Him
nothing can proceed but what is similar, for the Proceeding

Divine [principle] is not changeable in itself and extended, and
what is not extended is every where such, hence is His omni-
presence.

The reason why man has conceived an idea of an angel, of a

spirit, and of himself after death, that they are like aether or air

without a human body, is, because the sensually-learned have

conceived it from the name of spirit, which is a breath of the

mouth, also from their being unseen and not appearing before

the eyes, for the sensual think only from the sensual principle of

the body, and from what is material, also from some passages of

the Word not spiritually understood
;
yet they know from the

Word that the Lord, although He was a man as to flesh and
bones, still became invisible to the disciples, and passed through
the doors when shut. Angels also have been seen as men before

many, according to the testimony of the Word, who did net

assume a human form, but manifested themselves in their own
form before the eyes of the spirit of the men to whom they

appeared, which were then opened. Lest, therefore, man should

remain any longer in a fallacious idea concerning spirits and
angels, and concerning his own soul after death, it has pleased

the Lord to open the sight of my spirit, and to grant me to con-

verse face to face with angels and deceased men, and to contem-
plate them, to touch them, and to say many things concerning

the incredulity and delusion of men now living. I have had
daily consort with them from the year 1744 even to this

time, which is a period of nineteen years. From these con-

siderations it may be manifest that the spirit of man is equally

man.
2. That the spirit of man hath etjvally a heart and a pulse

thence derived, also lungs and respiration licence derived. This
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must first be confirmed by experience, and afterwards from

reason. First, from experience: the angelic heaven is distin-

guished into two kingdoms, one which is called celestial, and
another which is called spiritual ; the celestial kingdom is prin-

cipled in love to the Lord, and the spiritual kingdom is principled

in wisdom from that love. Heaven is thus distinguished, because

love and wisdom in the Lord and from the Lord are two distinct

things, yet still united, for they are distinct as heat and light

from the sun, according to what was said above. The angels of

the celestial kingdom, because they are principled in love to the

Lord, have reference to the heart of heaven, and the spiritual

angels, because they are in wisdom from that love, have reference

to the lungs of heaven, for, as was said above, the universal

heaven in the Lord's sight is as one man; the influx also of the

celestial kingdom into the spiritual kingdom is similar to the

influx of the heart into the lungs with man; heuce, there is a

universal correspondence of heaven with those two motions of

the heart and lungs with every one. It has been also given to

hear from the angels that there is a pulse in their arteries from

the heart, and that they equally respire as men in the world, also,

that the pulses vaiy with them, according to the states of the

love, and the respiration according to the state of wisdom ; they

themselves have touched their wrists, and have told me so, and

I myself have frequently perceived the respiration of their mouth.

Inasmuch as the universal heaven is distinguished into

societies according to the afl'ections which are of love, and all

wisdom and intelligence is according to those affections, there-

fore every society has a peculiar respiration distinct from the

respiration of another society, in like manner, a peculiar and dis-

tinct pulse of the heart; wherefore no one can enter from one

society into a higher and more distant, neither can any one

descend from a superior heaven into an inferior, or ascend from

an inferior into a superior, inasmuch as the heart labours and

the lungs are oppressed ; least of all can any one ascend from

hell into heaven, for if he makes the attempt, he pants like one

in the agony of death, or like fish drawn out of water into air.

The universal distinction of respirations and of pulses is accord-

ing to the idea of God, for from that idea result the differences

of love and of the wisdom thence derived ; wherefore a nation of

one religion cannot enter-in to nations of another religion ; that

Christians could not enter-in to Mahometans by reason of their

respiration has been made visible to me.

The most easy and the most gentle respiration appertains to

those who have an idea of God as a man; and from the Christian

orb to those who have an idea of the Lord, as being the God of

heaven ; but a difficult and less gentle respiration appertains to

those who deny His Divinity, as the Socinians and Arians do.

Inasmuch as the pidsc makes one with the love of the will, and
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tlio respiration one with the wisdom of the understanding, there-

fore they, who are about to come into heaven, are first inaugu-

rated into angelic life bv concordant respirations, which is effected

by various methods, whence they come into interior perception,

!ind into celestial freedom.

From reason : the s])irit of man is not a substance separate

from the viscera, organs, and members of a man, but adheres

conjoined to them, for a spiritual principle accompanies all their

stamina from the outermost to the inmost, and thence also all

the stamina and every fibre of the heart and lungs, wherefore,

when the connection is dissolved between man's body and spirit,

the spirit is in a similar form to that in which the man was

before ; it is only separation of a spiritual substance from what
is material, and hence it is that the spirit has a heart and lungs

as the man had in the world, wherefore, also, it has similar senses

and similar motions, and likewise it has speech, yet senses, and
motions and speech are not given without heart and lungs;

spirits also have atmospheres, but spiritual. How greatly there-

fore are they mistaken who assign to the soul a peculiar place

in any part of the l)ody, whether in the brain or in the heart,

since the soul of man, which is to live after death, is his spirit.

3. That the pulse of its heart and the respiration of its lungs

flow-in into the pulse of the heart and the respiration of the

lungs appertaining to man in the world. This, likewise, must be

confirmed from experience, and afterwards from reason. From
experience • that man, during his life in the world, has a two-fold

respiration of the lungs, and a two-fold pulse of the heart, is a

thing unknown, by reason that it is unknown that man is a

spirit as to his interiors, and that a spirit is equally a man ; that

yet each motion in man continually exists, and that hence those

motions of the spirit flow-in into those two motions of the body,
has been given me sensibly to perceive. I was once brought
into them, when attended by spirits, who from a strong persua-

sive principle could deprive the understanding of all the faculty

of thinking, and at the same time take away all the power of

respiring. To prevent the injury which this might do me, I was
brought into the respiration of my spirit, which I then manifestly

felt concordant with the respiration of the angels of heaven
;

hence, also, it appeared evident that heaven in general, and every
angel there in particular, respires; also, that so far as the under-
standing suffers, so far likewise does the respiration, since the
persuasive principle, which some evil spirits in the spiritual

world possess, at the same time also suffocates, wherefore it is

called the suffocative principle of the body, and the murdering
principle of the mind. The angels also had alike an opportunity
given them of leading my respiration, and on a time also of
diminishin:^ and successively withdrawing the respiration of my
bodv, until the respiration of mv spirit only remained, which I
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then also sensibly perceived. And, moreover, I have been in the

respiration of my spirit, as often as I have been in a like state

with spirits and with angels, and as often as I have been elevated

into heaven ; and so often I have been in the spirit, and not in

the body. Concerning the removal of the animation of the lungs

and body, whilst the animation of my spirit remained, see also

the Treatise on Heaven and Hell, n. 449.

From reason : from the above living experience it may be

manifest, that since every man enjoys a two-fold respiration, one
within another, he is enabled by virtue of understanding to think

rationally, yea, also spiritually, and by this likewise is distin-

guished from the beasts ; also, that he can be enlightened as to

understanding, be elevated into heaven, and respire with the

angels, and thus be reformed and regenerated. Besides, where
there is an external principle, there must be also an internal one,

and this latter must be in every action and in every sensation;

the external gives what is general, and the internal what is sin-

gular, and where there is no general [thing or principle], neither

is there a singular one. Hence it is that with men there is given

both an external and an internal systolic and animatory motion,

an external which is natural, and an internal which is spiritual

;

thus, also, the will, together with the understanding, can produce

corporeal motion, and likewise the understanding with the will

produce corporeal senses. A general and singular pulse and

respiration are also given in beasts, but both the external and in-

ternal principle with them is natural, whereas with man the

external is natural, and the internal is spiritual. In a word,

such as the understanding is, such is the respiration, because

such is the spirit of man which from understanding thinks, and

from will acts ; and that those spiritual operations may flow-in

into the body, and enalJe man to think and will naturally, the

respiration and pulse of the spirit must be conjoined to the re-

spiration and pulse of the body, and there must be an influx of

the one into the other, otherwise no transfer is given.

4. T/iat the life of the body, which is natural, exists and
subsists by that influx, and that it ceases by its removal, thus by

separation. The reason why man after death is equally a man,
as he had been before death, except that after death he becomes
a spirit-man, is, because his spiritual principle is adjoined to his

natural princi[)le, or the substantiality of the spirit to the mate-

riality of body, so adaptedly and unitedly, that there is not a

fibril, a constituted stamen, or the smallest thread of them, in

which the human principle of spirit is not in union with the

human principle of the body. And whereas the life of the whole

and the life of the parts depend solely on these two universal

motions, the systolic motion of the heart, and the respiratory

motion of the lungs, it follows, that when those motions cease

in the body, the natural things which are material are separated
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from tlic spiritual tliiiins whicli arc substantial, for they cannot

perforin to^otlior tiir same operation: wherefore, what is the

aotiiif; principle itself, which is spiritual, recedes from singular

the thiuf^s acted upon, which arc natural, and thus man becomes

another man. This, therefore, is the death of man, and this is his

resurrection, on which subject see what is adduced from living

ixperience in the Treatise concerning Heaven and Hell, n. 445

—

152, t5;j— IC)0, and IGl— 1(59.

It appears as if man was dead when respiration ceases, never-

theless, man is not dead until the motion of the heart ceases,

which it usually docs afterwards. That man is not dead until

the motion of the heart ceases, is plain from the life of infants

in the womb, also from the life of adults in swoons and suffoca-

tions, in which the heart performs its systoles and diastoles,

whilst the lungs arc at rest, and yet the man lives, although

without sense or motion, thus without any consciousness of life.

The reason is, because in such case the respiration of the spirit,

indeed, continues, hut no respiration of the body corresponds to it,

and hence neither is there given a reciprocation of the two vital

motions, the heart and the lungs; and without correspondence

and reciprocation, there is no sensitive life, neither is there any
action, ^^'ith the natural life of man's body the case is similar

as with the spiritual life of his mind, for if will and understand-

ing, or love and wisdom, do not conjointly act, there is not

effected any rational operation ; if understanding or wisdom
recedes, the will with its love becomes as it were dead, neverthe-

less it lives, though without consciousness, and so, likewise, if the

understanding be only interrupted, as is the case with those who
lose their recollection ; but it is otherwise if the will or love

recedes, for in this case all is over with the mind of man, as all

is over with his body when the heart ceases to beat. That the

separation of the spirit from the body generally takes place on
the second day after the last agony has been given me to know
from this consideration, that I have discoursed with some deceased
persons, who were then spirits, on the third day after their decease.

5. That man then from natural becomes spiritual. The natural

man differs altogether from the spiritual, and the spiritual from
the natural, to such a degree, that they cannot be given together;
he who does not know what a spiritual principle is in its essence
may believe that what is spiritual is only a more pure natural

principle, which in man is called rational; but what is spiritual

is above what is natural, and as distinct as is the light of mid-
day compared w ith the shade of evening in the time of autumn.
The distinction and the difference cannot be known by any one
except who is in both worlds, the natural and the spiritual, and
to wliom it is given to make the alternate changes, by being at

one time in one world and at another time in another, and to
look at one fioin the other by reflection. From this opportunity
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allowed me, I have been informed what this quality of the natural

man is, and what the quality of the spiritual man, who is a

spirit; and that it may be more generally known, it shall be

briefly described. The natural man in all things of his thought

and speech, and in all things of his will and action, has, for a

subject matter, space, time, and quantity, which things are fixed

and stated with him, neither without them is he in any idea of

thought and consequent speech, nor in any afiFection of will and
consequent action. The spiritual man, or the spirit, has not those

things for subjects, but only for objects ; the reason is, because

in the spiritual world there are objects altogether similar to those

which are in the natural Avorld, as lands, plains, fields, gardens

and forests, houses and chambers therein, and in them all things

which are for use ; moreover, there are garments, appropriate

both to women and men, such as are in the world ; there arc

tables, meats, and drinks, such as are in the world ; there are

likewise animals, both tame and noxious; hence there are

spaces and times, also numbers and measures. All those things

bear such a resemblance to the things which are in the world

that to the eye they are not distinguishable, nevertheless, all

those things are appearances, the things of the understanding of

angels being appearances of wisdom, and the things of the will of

angels being appearances of the perception of their loves, for they

are created in a moment by the Lord, and are also in a moment
dissipated, being permanent and non-permanent according to

the constancy and inconstancy of spirits or angels in those

things of which they are appearances. This is the reason why
those things are only objects of their thoughts and affections,

and why the subjects are those things from which they appear,

which are, as was said, such things as relate to wisdom and love,

thus spiritual things. As for example: when they see spaces,

they do not think of them from space; and when they see

gardens containing trees, fruits, shrubs, flowers, and seeds, they

do not think of those things from appearance, but from those

things in which such appearances originate ; and so in all other

cases. Hence it is that the thoughts of the spiritual are alto-

gether different from the thoughts of the natural, in like manner,

the affections, and so different, that they transcend and do not

fall into natural ideas, except in some degree into the interior

rational sight, and this no otherwise than by the abstraction or

removal of quantities from qualities ; hence it is evident that the

angels have a wisdom, which to the natural man is incomprehen-

sible, and also ineffable. Inasmuch as their thoughts arc of such

a quality, therefore, also, they have a speech of a like quality,

which so entirely differs from the speech of men that they do

not agree in a single expression.

The case is similar with respect to their writing, which, al-

though as to letters it is similar to the writing of men here
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below, still it cannot hr understood by any man upon earth,

every consonant in tbrir writmj; expressing a distinct sense, and

every vowel a distinct all'cction, the vowels not being written, but

IHMnted ; in like nKinncr, tlicir manual employments, which are

iiiimmcrablc, and the exercises of their oiliccs, dift'er from the

employments and exercises of natural men in the world, in a way

which'canuot be described by the expressions of human language.

From these few particidars it may be perceived that what is

natural and what is spiritual differ from each other Hke shade

and light. Nevertheless, there are several differences, for there

are some persons who class under the character of the spiritual-

sensual, some under that of the spiritual-rational and spiritual-

celestial, there are also the spiritual-evil and the spiritual-good,

the diflerences being according to affections and the thoughts

thence derived, and the appearances being according to the former.

From these considerations it is evident that man from natural be-

comes spiritual, as soon as the lungs and heart of the body cease

to be moved, and thus the material body is removed from the

spiritual body.

VIII. That no anyel or spirit is given, nor can be given, who
had not been born a man in the world. That angels have not

been immediately created, but that all who are in heaven, and

have been there, were first born men, and after life passed in

the world are angels, may be seen proved in the Treatise on

Heaven and Hell, n. 312—318. That also no angel could exist,

except from a man born in the world, and that this is according

to divine order, will be seen from the following considerations :

—

1. That in man there is an angelic mind, 2. That such a mind
cannot be formed except in man. 3. Neither can it be pro-

created, and by procreations be multiplied. 4. That spirits

and angels hence derive the capacity of subsisting and living to

eternity. .5. And of being adjoined and conjoined to the human
race. 6. Whereby heaven can exist, which was the end of creation.

That in man there is an angelic mind. It is a thing known
in the Christian world that man is born for heaven, and that

also, if be lives well, he will come into heaven, and be there con-

sociated with the angels as one of them ; likewise, that a soul or

mind of such a quality has been given to him, and which is to

live for ever, and that that mind viewed in itself is wisdom from
the Lord grounded in love to Him, and that the angels have
also a like mind ; hence it is evident that in man there is an
angelic mind. Add to this that that mind is the man himself,

for every man is a man by virtue of that mind, and such a man
as that mind is. The body with which that mind is clothed and
encompassed in the world in itself is not a man, for the body
cannot enjoy wisdom from the Lord and love Him from itself,

but from its mind, for also it is separated and rejected when the
mind is about to depart and become an angel. The reason whv,
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then, also man conies into angelic wisdom, is, because the superior

degrees of the life of his mind are opened ; for every man has

three degrees of life. The lowest degree is natural, and man is

in it during his abode in the world ; the second degree is spi-

ritual, and in that degree is every angel in the inferior heavens;

the third degree is celestial, in which is every angel in the supe-

rior heavens, and man is an angel in proportion as the two
superior degrees are opened in him in the world by wisdom
from the Lord, and by love to Him. Nevertheless, he does not

know in the world that those degrees are opened until he is

separated from the first degree, which is natural, and the separa-

tion is eflFected by the death of the body. That he is then wise

as an angel, although not in the world, it has been given me
both to see and hear; there were seen in the heavens several of

each sex, who were known to me in the world, and who, whilst

they lived in the world, simply believed those things which are

from the Lord in the Word, and faithfully lived according to

them ; and they were heard in heaven speaking things ineffable,

as it is said of the angels.

That such a mind cannot beformed except in man. The reason

is, because all divine influx is from first principles into last, and
by connection with the last into middle principles, and thus the

Lord connects all things of creation, on which account also He
is called the First and the Last ; this, too, was the reason why He
came into the world, and put on a human body, and likewise

glorified Himself therein, that from first principles and, at the

same time, from last. He may govern the universe, both heaven

and the world. The case is similar with all divine operations,

the reason of which is, because in ultimates all things co-exist,

for all things which are in successive order are in ultimates in

simultaneous order, wherefore all things which are in tliis

latter order are in continual connection with all things in the

former order; from which consideration is is evident that the

Divine [principle] in what is last or ultimate is in its fulness.

What and of what quality successive order is, also what and of

what quality simultaneous order is, may be seen above : hence
it is evident that all creation is effected in ultimates, and that

all divine operation pervades to ultimates, and there creates

and operates. That an angelic mind is formed in man is evident

from his formation in the womb, also from his formation after

birth, and because it is agreeable to the law of divine order

that all things from ultimates should return to the first principle

from which they are derived, and man to the Creator from whom
he receives being.

From the formation of man in the womb is evident from what
was said above, where it was shewn that man is there formed
fully for birth, by virtue of life which is from the Loi'd, for the

reception of life from Him, for the reception of love bv a future
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will, and (or the roception of wisdom by a future understanding,

whicli tdijothrr make the mind capable of becoming; angelic.

From his formation after birth it is evident tliat all means
arc provided that man may become such a mind ; for every nation

has religion, and the presence of tbe Lord is every where, and

there is conjunction according to love and the wisdom thence

derived : tiuis, there is in every man a capacity of being formed

[/o;-f7/fl/;»///r/,v] , and wheresoever there is an inclination a con-

tinual formation takes place, from infancy to old age, for heaven,

that he may become an anjjel.

That it is agreeable to the law of divine order that all things

from vltimates should return to the first principle from which

they are derived ; this may be seen from every thing created in

the world : for seed is the first principle of a tree ; this latter

rising out of the earth from the former, growing into branches,

blossoming, producing fruits, and storing up seed in them,

returns thus to the principle from which it was derived ; the

case is the same with every shrub, plant, and flower. The seed,

also, is the first principle of an animal; this is formed for the

birth either in the matrix or in the egg, afterwards it grows

and becomes a like animal, and also when it comes to maturity

it has seed in itself; thus every thing in the animal kingdom,
as well as every thing in the vegetable, rises from its first prin-

ciple to the last, and from the last rises again to the first from
which it was derived. The case is similar in man, but with the

difference, that the first principle of an animal and a vegetable

is natural, and that, therefore, when it returns to its first prin-

ciple it relapses into nature ; whereas the first principle of man
is spiritual, like to his soul, receptible of the divine love and
the divine wisdom ; this, separated from the body, lapsing into

nature must needs return to the Lord, from whom it has life.

Other types of this fact exist also in both kingdoms, the vege-

table and the animal ; in the vegetable from their resuscitation

out of ashes, and in the animal from the metamorphosis of

worms into chrysalises and butterflies.

That an ayigelic mind cannot be procreated, atid by procrea-
tions multiplied, except in man. He who is acquainted with the

quality of substances in the spiritual world, and with the

respective quality of matters in the natural world, may easily

see that there is not given any procreation of angelic minds,
except in those and from those who inhabit the earth, the ulti-

mate work of creation; but whereas it is unknown what the
quality of substances in the spiritual world is in respect to

matters in the natural world, it shall now be declared. Sub-
stances in the spiritual world appear as if they were material,

but still they are not so, and, inasmuch as they are not material,

therefore they are not constant, being correspondences of the

affections of the angels, and being permanent with the affections
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of the angels, and disappearing with them. Similar would have
been the case with the angels if they had been created there

;

but, moreover, with the angels there is not given, neither can be

given, procreation, and thence multiplication, except what is

spiritual, which is that of wisdom and love, such, also, as is that

of the souls of men who are generated anew or regenerated

;

but in the natural world there are matters by which and from
which procreations, and afterwards formations, can be effected,

thus multiplications of men, and thence of angels.

That spirits and angels hence derive a capacity of subsisting

and living for ever. The reason is, because an angel and a

spirit, in consequence of being first born a man in the world,

derives subsistence ; for he derives from the inmost principles of

nature a medium with himself between what is spiritual and
what is natural, by which he is bounded to subsistence and
permanence, having relation by the latter to those things which
are in nature, and having also a principle corresponding to those

things J hereby also spirits and angels can be adjoined and con-

joined to the human race ; for there is conjunction, and where
conjunction is there must be also a medium. That there is

such a medium the angels know, but whereas it is from the

inmost principles of nature, and the expressions of all languages

are from its ultimates, it can only be described by things

abstracted. From these considerations it now follows, that the

angelic heaven, which was the end of creation, no otherwise

existed, thus that the human race is its seminary and supply.

IX. That the divine love is divine good, and that the divine

wisdom is divine truth. The reason is, because every thing

which love does is good, and every thing which wisdom teaches

is truth ; hence it is evident that the divine love, from the effect

which is use, is called divine good, and that the divine wisdom
also, from the effect which is use, is called divine truth, for the

effect is to do, and also to teach, but one is of love, and the

other is of wisdom, and every effect is use, and use is what is

called good and truth, but good is the essence of use, and truth

is its form. It is needless further to explain and deduce these

observations, since every one from reason can see that love

does, and that wisdom teaches, and that what love does is good,

and what wisdom teaches is truth, and also that the good which

love does is use, and that the truth which wisdom teaches is

likewise use. Consider only with yourself what is love without

good in effect, and what is good in effect without use. Is love

any thing in such a case, and is good any thing? But you will

discern that it is something in use, consequently that love exists

in use ; in like manner, wisdom by truth, for wisdom teaches,

and love does. It is from this ground that the heat, derived

from the sun, which is the Lord, is called divine good, and the

light also from that sun is called divine truth ; they arc so
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culii'd from ihc ctlcct, for that heat is the cflect of love, and the

light is the effect of wisdom, and eacli is use, for that heat

vivifies the angels, and that light enlightens them, in like

manner men.
Wliat divine love is was shewn in the preceding article; it

may now hv expedient here to shew what the divine wisdom is.

The divine wisdom is that which is called divine providence, and

which is likewise called divine order, and divine truths are what

are called laws of divine providence, which has been treated of

above, and which are likewise called laws of divine order. These

laws on one jiart have respect to the Lord, and on the other part

have respect to man, and on both parts have respect to conjunc-

tion ; the divine love has for an object to lead man and bring

him to itself, and the divine wisdom has for an object to teach

man the way that he must go, that he may come into conjunction

with the Lord. This way the Lord teaches in the Word, and
specifically in the Decalogue, wherefore, the two tables of the

Decalogue were written with the finger of the Lord Himself,

one of which respects the Lord, and the other man, and both

conjunction. Wherefore, that the way may be known, the

Decalogue shall be explained, which shall be done in what
follows.*

Liasmueh as man is recipient both of the divine love and the

divine wisdom, therefore, there is given him a will, and there is

given him an understanding, a will in which he may receive

divine love, and an understanding in which he may receive

divine wisdom, divine love in the will by life, and divine wisdom
in the understanding by doctrine; but in what manner reception

is effected by doctrine in life, and by life in doctrine, is what will

be taught with as much clearness as possible in the Explication

of the Decalogue.

X. That the conjunction is reciprocal of love and of wisdom,,

or, what is the same thing, of will and understanding, also of

affection and thought, in like manner, of good and of truth, is au
arcanum not yet revealed. That there is a conjunction, reason
is able to discover, but not so that the conjunction is reciprocal.

That reason can discover that there is conjunction is evident

from this consideration, that reason cannot be given except from
the conjunction of affection and thought, for no one can think
without affection ; and he who is willing to inquire will perceive

that affection is the life of thought, also that such as the affection

is, such is the thought, wherefore, if one be inflamed, the other
is inflamed, and if one grows cold, the other grows cold; hence
it is that when man is glad, he thinks gladly, when he is sorrow-
ful, he thinks sorrowfully, in like manner, when he is angry, he

* This alludes to the Tract published in the year 1763, entitled The
Doctrine of Life for the New Jertcsalem from the Commandments of the
Decalogue.
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thinks angrily^ and so forth. Enter from thy superior thought
into thine inferior, and attend, and thou wilt see. Similar is

the conjunction of love and of wisdom, because all affection is of

love, and all thought is of wisdom ; also similar is the conjunction

of will and understanding, for love is of the will and wisdom is

of the understanding; and similar is the conjunction of good
and of truth, because good is of love and truth is of wisdom, as

was confirmed in the preceding article ; concerning which con-

junction see what is adduced in the Doctrine of the New
Jerusalem, n. 11—27.

That the conjunction is reciprocal may likewise be concluded

from affection and thought, and that affection produces thought,

and that thought reproduces affection ; but it may principally be

concluded from the reciprocal conjunction of the heart and
lungs, for, as was before shewn, Arts. vii. and viii., there is a

plenary correspondence between the heart and the will, also

between the lungs and the understanding, appertaining to man

;

wherefore, from the conjunction of the heart and lungs we may
be instructed concerning the conjunction of the will and the un-

derstanding, consequently concerning the conjunction of love

and of wisdom. From the parellelism established between those

two principles it may be manifest— 1. That the life of the will

conjoins itself to the life of the understanding. 2. That the

conjunction is reciprocal, and what its quality is. 3. That the

life of the understanding purifies the life of the will ; that, in

like manner, it perfects and exalts it. 4. That the life of the

will co-operates with the life of the understanding in every

motion, and, on the other hand, the life of the nnderstanding with

the life of the will in every sense. 5. In like manner, in the

sound of the voice and its speech. 6. In like manner, with the

good and with the evil, with this difference, that with the evil

the life of the will is not purified, perfected, and exalted by the

life of the understanding, but that it is defiled, depraved, and
rendered brutal. 7. That love, which is the life of the will,

constitutes all the life of man.
But, first, it is to be noted, that by the life of the will is meant

love and affection, and that by the life of the understanding is

meant wisdom, science, and intelligence. It is also to be noted,

that the heart itself, with all its vessels throughout the body,
corresponds to the will, and their blood corresponds to the love

and its affections which constitute the life of the will ; and that

the lungs, together with the trachaea, the larynx, and the glottis,

and finally the tongue, correspond to the nnderstanding ; and
that respiration, which is effected by the influx of air through
the larynx and trachaea into the bronchia of the lungs, corre-

sponds to the life of the understanding. These things arc to be
noted, that the truth by correspondences may be openly and justly

comprehended. Now, therefore, we proceed to the parallelism.
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1. That the. life of the will conjoins itself to the life of

the understandiiuf. Fioiii tlic parclk'lisni it is manifest that the

life of the will, which is love, tlows-iii into the understanding,

and constitutes its inmost life, and that the understanding

spontaneously receives that life, and that the will, hy the influx

of its love, in the understanding, first produces affections, which

are proper to the will or love, and next perceptions, and

finally thouglits with ideas, in co-operation. That this is the

case, may he manifest from the conjunction of the heart with

the lungs; for tiie heart discharges all its blood through its right

auricle into the lungs, and makes its blood vessels, by virtue of

which the lungs, from being white, appear red like blood ; the

heart discharges its blood through a covering or outermost coat,

which is called the pericardium, and which coat encompasses the

vessels even to the inmost of the lungs ; thus the heart constitutes

the life of the lungs, and gives them the capacity of respiration,

which respiration is effected by an influx of air into the bronchia,

and by their reciprocal motions or heavings.

2. That the conjimction is reciprocal, and what is its quality.

From the parellelism it may be manifest that the understanding

remits back the life of love received from the will, but not by

the same way by which it receives it, but by another sideways;

and that the will thence performs all the functions of life in the

universal body. But this reciprocal conjunction may be more
fully comprehended from the reciprocal conjunction of the heart

and lungs, because they are similar. The heart discharges blood

throu<i;h its right auricle into the lungs, as was said above, and

the lungs remit it back, when received, into the left auricle of

the heart, thus by another way, and the heart from its left

venticle pours it forth with a strong force in all directions,

through the aorta into the body, and through the carotids into

the brain, by which arteries and their ramifications the heart

perforins its active vital functions in the body throughout, for the

active force of tiie heart is in the arteries. The arterious blood

next flows into the veins in every direction, through which it re-

flows to the right venticle of the heart, and from this again, as

before, into the lungs reciprocally : this circulation of the blood

is continual in man, because the blood corresponds to the life of

the love, and respiration to the life of the understanding. From
what has been said, it is evident that there is reciprocal con-
junction of love and of wisdom, and that love is the life of itself,

and the only life of man.
3. y/ia/ the life of the understanding purifies the life of the

will is not only evident from correspondence with the lungs and
the heart, but also from this consideration, that man, by birth

from his parents, is born into evils, and that hence he loves cor-

poreal and worldly things more than celestial and spiritual things;

consequently, that his life, which is love, is depraved and impure
'5GG
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by nature. Every one may see from reason that this life cannot
be purified except by the understanding, and that it is purified

by spiritual, moral, and civil truths, which constitute the under-
standing. Wherefore, also, it is given to man to be able to per-

ceive, and with affirmation to think, such things as are contrary

to the love of his will, and not only to see that they are so, but

also, if he looks up to God, to be able to resist, and thereby re-

move, the depraved and filthy things of his will, which is the

same thing as being purified.

This, also, may be illustrated by the defaecation of the blood

ill the lungs : that the blood let in thither from the heart is de-

faecated is a thing known to anatomists, from this consideration,

that the blood flows from the heart into the lungs in greater

abundance than it flows back from the lungs into the heart ; also,

that it flows in indigested and impure, but flows back refined and
pure; also, that in the lungs there is a cellular texture, into which
the blood of the heart presses out by separation its useless par-

ticles, injecting them into the little bronchial vessels and ramifi-

cations ; also, that the flux in the nostrils and the mouth, and the

vapour in breathing, is from that source. From which consider-

ations it is evident that the fseculent blood of the heart is purified

in the lungs. By these considerations, what was said just above
may be illustrated, inasmuch as the blood of the heart corre-

sponds to the will's love, which is the life of man, and the

respiration of the lungs corresponds to the perception and
thought of the understanding, by which purification is

effected.

That the life of the understanding also perfects and exalts

the life of the will—the reason is, because the will's love, which
constitutes the life of man, is purged from evils by means of the

understanding, and man, from being corporeal and worldly, be-

comes spiritual and celestial, in which case the truths and goods
of heaven and of the church are grafted in his affection and
nourish his soul. Thus the life of his will is made new, and
from it the life of his understanding becomes new, so that each
is perfected and exalted ; this is eft'ccted in the understanding,

and by it, but from the will, for the will is the man himself.

This, likewise, is confirmed by the correspondence of the lungs

and the heart; for the lungs, which correspond to the under-

standing, not only purge the blood from its fseculent particles,

as was before observed, but also nourish it from the air ; for the

air is full of volatile elements and odours, homogeneous with the

matter of the blood ; and there are likewise innumerable san-

guineous foldings in the little lobes of the bronchia, which, ac-

cording to their peculiar faculty, imbue the substances which are

admitted, in consequence whereof the blood becomes fresh and
bright, and is rendered arterious, such as it is when conveyed
from the lungs into the left ventricle of the heart,
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Tlint the atmosphere nourishes the pulmonary blood with

new aliments is evident from much experience; for there are

some jjales which are injurious to the lnnt!;s, and some which re-

create them, thus some which are hurtful, and some which arc

salubrious; there are also some animals which live a long time

without terrestrial food, thus ujjou atmospherical food alone, as

hears, vipei-s, camcleons, and others, which support life for a

time without any other diet. From these considerations it is

evident that the pulmonary blood derives nourishment also from

the atmosphere ; thus, also, the life of the understanding perfects

and exalts the life of the will, according to correspondence.

•k That the life of the will co-operates with the life of the un-

derstandi luj in every motion, and in return the life of the under-

standing co-operates with the life of the will in every sense.

That the will and the understanding co-operate in all and sin-

gular things of the body, like the heart and lungs, was shewn

above; but that the will is the prime agent in producing mo-
tions, and that the understanding is the prime agent in the

exercise of the senses, has not yet been shewn. That the will is

the prime agent in producing motions follows from the minis-

tration which it performs, for to do and to act is from the will

principle ; and that the understanding is the prime agent in the

senses follows also from its ministration, in that it perceives,

and is thence sensible; nevertheless, neither motion nor sense

can exist without the co-operation of each.

This, likewise, appears from the co-operation of the heart and

lungs : that in motions the heart is the prime agent, and the

lungs the secondary, is evident from the muscles, that the arteries

act therein, and the little coats from the ligaments re-act; the

arteries are constricted by fibres put forth from the brain, and are

stretched back by little coats from the super-induced ligaments

;

the arteries are from the heart, and the ligaments, inasmuch as

they are continued from the diaphragm or peritonajum, or else-

where, are in the alternate motion of the lungs ; hence it is

evident that in motions the blood of the heart is the prime agent,

and the respiration of the lungs the secondary. When respira-

tion in the muscles of the lungs is the secondary agent by the

aforesaid ligaments, which are in its motion, those ligaments

constitute also an involucrum common to the muscles, and like-

wise coats of moving fibres, and hence they enter into the most
Tuitiute parts, thus, hence they are re-actions, both general and
singular, and the singular are capable of being variously multi-

plied under the general, according to a law of nature prevailing

universally. The case is similar with the understanding and the

will. But that the lungs are the prime agent in the senses, and

the heart the secondary, is evident from the examination of the

organs of the senses, which confirm it ; but, inasmuch as their

tfxtures are intricate, and their various component parts can-
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not here be described, it is sufficient to know that all the organs
of the senses correspond to such things as are of the under-
standing, for the organ of sight corresponds to intelligence, the

organ of hearing to obedience grounded in hearkening, the organ
of smell to perception, the tongue to wisdom, and the touch to

perception in general.

5. In like manner in the tone of the voice and its speech. It

was said above that the formations of love from the will in the

understanding are first affections, then perceptions, and finally

thoughts ; and it is a known thing that all tones of the voice

are from the lungs, and that variations of tones are given, some
of which are in a small degree derived from the understanding,

while some are in a greater degree, and some in a greater still.

The tones, which in a smaller degree are derived from the under-

standing, are the tones of singing and music ; those which are

derived in a greater degree from the understanding are the

interior tones of speech ; and those which are derived in a still

greater degree are the exterior tones of speech ; the speech it-

self by the articulations of tone, which are expressions of

speech, makes them manifest.

That there is a correspondence of tones and of speech with

the life of the will, which is love, and with the life of the under-

standing, is manifest from this consideration, that it may be per-

ceived from the tone of a man's voice what the quality of the

affection of his love is, and from his speech what is the quality

of the wisdom of his understanding : this is perceived manifestly

by the angels, but obscurely by men. The correspondence of

the tone itself is with the general aflPection of love in the under-

standing ; the correspondence of the variations of tone, such as

are those of singing and music, is with the variations of the

affections which are from the love of the will in the understand-

ing; the correspondence of the variations of tone, which are

derived in a small degree from the understanding, is with per-

ception ; those which are derived in a greater degree with the

variation of perceptions ; and those which are derived in a still

greater degree with thought and its variations ; this is a sum-
mary view of the subject.

There are two lungs, which are called lobes; the fountains of

their respiration are called bronchia ; the channel into which
they close is called the windpipe ; the top of this channel is

called the larynx, and the aperture for the tone of the voice

therein is called the glottis ; the continuation thence is into the

nostrils and into the tongue, and the exit is through the opening
of the lips. Such in one complex are the things appertaining

to the lungs, to their respiration and utterance of tones, and
these things taken together correspond to the understanding de-

rived from the will, their utterance of tones to the understanding,

and their motions to the will.
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f). These effects lane place with the good and with the evil,

with this difference, that with the eril the life of the will is not

purified, perfected, and exalted by the life of the understanding,

but that it is defiled, depraved, and rendered brutal. With every

man there is a will and an understanding, and there is also reci-

procal conjunction of will and understanding, thus alike with

tjjc evil and the good ; but the love of the will differs with every

one, and hence, also, the wisdom of the understanding, and this

to such a degree that with the good and with the evil they are

opposites ; for with the good there is the love of good, and

hence the understanding of truth, but with the evil there is the

love of evil, and hence the understanding of what is false. Since,

therefore, the will's love with the good is not only purified by

the understanding, but is also perfected and exalted, as was

proved above, it follows that the will's love with the evil is defiled

by the understanding, is depraved, and rendered brutal. In

externals, indeed, there is an apparent similitude, because ex-

ternals simulate and deceive by pretences, but in internals there

is dissimilitude.

But how this case is may be illustrated by the correspond-

ence of the heart and lungs ; for every one has a heart and

lungs, and with every one there is conjunction of the heart with

the lungs, even reciprocal, and with every one the blood of the

heart in the lungs is deprived of its phlegm, and is nourished

by the volatile elements and odours supplied from the air, but

yet altogether in a different manner with the good from what

it is with the evil. What is the nature of the deprivation of

phlegm and of the nourishment of the blood in the lungs with

the good and with the evil may be concluded from the follow-

ing documents of experience. In the spiritual world a good
spirit attracts with his nostrils all fragrances and sweet smells

with delight, and has a horror- at what is putrid and stinking;

but an evil spirit attracts with his nostrils what is putrid and
stinking from a principle of delight, and shuns what is fragrant

and sweet-scented ; hence it is that in the hells there are filthy,

rancid smells, as of a dunghill or dead body, and others of a

like nature, and this because all odour corresponds to the per-

ceptien which is from the affection of every one's love ; the re-

verse has place in the heavens. From which considerations it is

evident that the blood with men in the world is nourished by

the air with similar [substances] as being homogeneous, and is

purged by dissimilar as being heterogeneous. The human blood

in its inmost principles is spiritual, in its outermost principles

is corporeal, wherefore they who are spiritual nourish it from

such things in nature as correspond to things spiritual, but they

who are merely natural nourish it from such things in nature

as correspond to it ; hence the dissimilitude of the blood in

men is as great and of such a quality as is the dissimilitude of
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their loves, for the blood corresponds to the love, as is evident

from what is said above.

7. That the love, which is the life of the will, constitutes all

the life of man. It is believed that thought constitutes the
life of man, but it is love ; the reason why it is so believed, is,

because thought appears to man, and love not so. If you take
away love, or any stream of it, which is called affection, you
cease to think, you grow cold and die ; but not when you take

away thought alone, as is the case when the memory fails, also

in sleep, in swoons, in suffocation, in the womb, in which cir-

cumstances, although man does not think, still he lives, so long

as the heart beats, for the heart corresponds to the love : the

case is similar with the will and the understanding, for love is of

the will, and thought is of the understanding.

That love constitutes all the life of man has been illustrated

in the foregoing pages by the correspondence of the heart with
the lungs, and by that correspondence it was shewn, that as

the heart in the womb forms the lungs, that thereby it may
perform respiration, and thus by respiration produce speech, in

like manner, love forms the understanding, that thereby it may
think, and from thought may speak. So likewise it was shewn
that love from itself produces affections, of which are inten-

tions ; by these perception, of which are lights ; and by percep-

tion thought, of which are ideas, and from these memory ; and
that these things taken together are of the love's understanding,

to which things in a similar series correspond all things of the

lungs.

As the love has formed, the understanding to the use of

thought and of speech, so likewise it has formed the other func-

tions of life to their uses, some to the uses of nourishment, some
to the uses of chylification and sanguification, some to the uses

of procreation, some to the uses of sensation, some to the uses

of action, and of ambulation, in which no other principle can

perform life, except the former itself, which is love : the forma-

tion was effected by the heart and its blood, because the blood

corresponds to the love, and the heart to its receptacle ; and the

viscera, the organs and members of the whole body are those

parts in which the functions of uses are formed of the love by
the heart. Whosoever is capable of examining the subject may
see that the progressions of uses from first to last in those

things are similar to those in the lungs. From these con-

siderations, and from what has been said above, it is evident

that the will's love constitutes all the life of man, and that

the life of the understanding is from it, consequently that man
is his own love and his own understanding from it accord-

ing to it.

XI. That love to the Lord from the Lord exists in charity,

and that wisdom [_exists'] in faith. They who think only natu-
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rally, and not at tlii' same time spiritnally, concerning love to

the Lord, and concerninjj^ charity towards the ncighbonr, think

no otlirrwise, because tlicy cannot tiiink otlicrwisc, than that

the Lord is to be loved as to person, and likewise the neigh-

bour as to person ; but they who think both naturally and spi-

ritually perceive, and from perception think, that both an evil

man and a good man can love the Lord as to person, in like

manner the neighbour, and that if an evil man loves he cannot

be loved again, but that if a good man loves he can be [loved

again]. Ilencc the spiritual-natural man concludes that to love

the Lord is to love that which is from Him, which in itself is

divine, in which is the Lord, and that this is to do good to the

neighbour, and that thus and no otherwise he can be loved by
the Lord, and can be conjoined to Ilim by love; but the natural

man cannot think spiritually on this subject, unless it be dis-

tinctly laid down before him. It shall therefore be distinctly

treated of in the following articles concerning Love and Charittj :— I. That the love of uses is charity. 2. That the Lord is the

source from which it proceeds, and that the neighbour is the

object to which it tends. 3. That love to the Lord exists in

charity, because in use. 4. That use consists in a person's ful-

filling his duty, and discharging his employ rightly, faithfully,

sincerely, and justly. 5. That there are general uses, which also

are the uses of charity. 6. That uses do not become uses of
charity with any one but him who fights against evils which are

from hell. 7. Since those evils are contrary to love to the Lord,

and contrary to charity towards the neighbour. 8, That uses,

which have for their first and last end a man's own proper good,

are not uses of charity.

Concerning ivisdom and concerning faith.—L That faith is

nothing else but truth, 2. That truth becomes truth when it is

perceived and loved, and that it is called faith when it is known
and thought. 3. That the truths of faith on one part respect

the Lord, on the other the neighbour, i. In general, how the

Lord is to be approached that conjunction may be effected ; and
next, how the Lord by man performs uses. 5. Each is taught
by truths spiritual, moral, and civil. 6. Faith consists in know-
ing and thinking those truths, charity consists in willing and
doing them. 7. Wherefore when the divine love of the Lord
exists in charity with man, which is to will and to do those truths,

the divine wisdom of the Lord exists with man in faith, which
is to know and to think truths. 8. That the conjunction of
charity and faith is reciprocal.

Concerning love and charity.—L That the love of uses is

charity. In all and singular things there are these three [con-

stituents], end, cause, and effect ; the end is that from which
[any thing is produced], the cause is that by which [it is pro-

duced], and the effect is that in which [it is produced] ; and
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when the end by [or through] the cause is in the effect, it then
exists. In all love and its affection there is an end, and the end
intends, or wills to do, what it loves, and the deed is its effect.

The Lord is the end from which [any thing is produced], man
is the cause by which, and use is the effect in which, the end
exists. The Lord is the end from which [any thing is produced],

because from His divine love He perpetually intends, or wills to

do, uses, that is, things good for the human race ; man is the

cause by which [any thing is produced], because he is in the love

of uses, or may be, and in that love intends, or wills to do, uses,

aud uses are the effects in which the end exists ; uses are what
are also called things good. Hence it is evident that the love

of uses is the charity which man ought to have towards his

neighbour.

That in all and singular things there is an end, a cause, and
an effect, may be discovered from the examination of any
thing whatsoever ; as when a man does any thing in this case

he says either with himself, or to another, or another to him,

why doest thou this? thus, what is the end? by what doest thou

this? thus, by what cause? and what doest thou? which is the

effect. The end, the cause, and the effect, are called also the

final cause, the middle cause, and the thing caused ; and by the

law of causes it is established that the end is the all in the

cause, and hence the all in the effect, for the end is their very

essence itself. In like manner, the Lord, since He is the end,

is the all in the love of uses, or in charity appertaining to man,
and hence is the all in the uses derived from Him, that is, in

the uses performed by Him. It is from this circumstance that

it is believed in the church that all good is from God, and
nothing from man, and good from God is good itself. It fol-

lows therefore as a consequence, that to do charity is to do uses,

or the good things which are uses, thus that the love of uses is

charity.

2. That the Lord is the source froin whom it proceeds, and
that the neighbour is the object to whom it tends. That the Lord
is the source from whom the love of uses or charity is and

exists is evident from what was said above ; that the neighbour

is the object to whom it tends is, because the neighbour is the

object towards whom charity ought to be cherished, and to

whom charity ought to be performed. Inasmuch as it is said

that the neighbour is the object towards whom the love of uses

tends, it may be expedient to say also what and who the neigh-

bour is. The neighbour in an extended sense is the commu-
nity or the public, in a less extended sense it means the ciuirch,

a man's country, a society greater or lesser; and in a limited

sense it means a fellow-citizen, a companion and brother ; to

the latter and to the former to perform uses from a principle of

love is to do charity towards the neighbour, for he loves those
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uses. The reason why lie loves those uses is, because the love

of uses ami th(> love of the neij;hbo»ir cannot be separated ; man
may, indeed, from the love of uses or from charity, do good to

an enemy and to a wicked person, but to them he performs the

uses of repentance or reconciliation, which uses are various, and

are eti'octed by various methods, see Matt. v. 25, 43, 44, and

following verses; Luke vi. 27, 28, 35.

3. That love to the Lord exists in charity, because in use. This

the Lord Himself teaches in John :
" He that hath My com-

vxandinents and doeth tbem, he it is who loveth Me ; if any one

love Me, he keepeth My Word ; he who loveth Me not, keepeth not

My Jf'ords" (.\iv. 21, 23, 24): again in the same Evangelist:

"If ye keep My commandments, ye shall abide in My love" (xv.

10) : to keep ^ly precepts, words, and commandments, is to do

the goods of charity, which are uses to the neighbour. And in

the same Evangelist :
" Jesus thrice said to Peter, lovest thou Me ?

and Peter thrice replied, that he loved Him ; Jesus thrice said,

feed My lambs and My sheep" (xxi. 15— 17). To feed lambs

and sheep denotes uses or goods of charity with those who
preach the gospel, and love the Lord ; hence it is evident that

love to the Lord exists in charity, because in use, also that the

conjunction of love to the Lord with charity towards the neigh-

bour, thus the conjunction of the Lord with man is in use, and
that the conjunction is of such a quality and of such a measure,

as is the quality and measure of the love of use, for the Lord is

in use, as in the good which is from Himself, and man, who is

in the love of use, is in use as from himself, but still acknow-
ledges that it is not from him but from the Lord. For man can-

not love the Lord from himself, neither can he do uses from
himself, but the Lord loves him, and reciprocates his love in

him, and also makes it to appear as if he loved the Lord from
himself. This, therefore, is the love of the Lord from the Lord.

Hence, also, it is evident how love to the Lord exists in charity

or in the love of uses.

4. That use consists in a person's fulfilling his duty, and dis-

charging his employ rightly, faithfully, sincerely, and justly.

It is not known, except obscurely, and only by some, what is

properly meant in the Word by the goods of charity, which are

also called good works, and likewise fruits, and here uses.

From the sense of the letter of the Word it is believed that

they consist in giving to the poor, in assisting the needy, in

doing good to widows and orphans, with other like things ; but

these uses are not meant in the Word by the fruits, works, and
goods of charity, but the meaning is that every person should

discharge his duty, his business, and employment rightly,

faithfully, sincerely, and justly. When this is the case, the

general or public good is consulted, thus also a man's country,

a societv greater and lesser, together with a fellow-citizen, a
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companion and brother, who fall under the description of neigh-

bour in its extended and limited sense, as was said above. For
every one in such case, whether he be a priest, or a governor

and oflScer, or a trader, or a labourer, does uses daily ; a priest

by preaching, governors and officers by administration, a mer-
chant by trading, and a labourer by his labour. As, for example,

a judge who judges rightly, faithfully, sincerely, and justly, does

uses to his neighbour as often as he judges ; in like manner, a

minister as often as he teaches, so likewise in the other instances.

That such uses are meant by the goods of charity and by
works is evident from the government of the Lord in the heavens,

for in the heavens, as in the world, all are employed in some
function and ministration, or in some office, or in some business ;

and every one enjoys magnificence, opulence, and happiness,

according to his fidelity, sincerity, and justice therein ; an in-

dolent and slothful person is not admitted into heaven, but is

cast out, either into hell, or into a wilderness, where he lives

in misery and the want of every thing : such things, in the

heavens, are called goods of charity, good works, and uses.

Every one also, who has been faithful, sincere, and just in his

office and employment in the world, is likewise faithful, sincere,

and just after his departure out of the world, and is accepted in

heaven by the angels, and likewise has heavenly joy according

to the quality of his faithfulness, sincerity, and justice ; the

reason is, because the mind, addicted to its office and employ-
ment from the love of use, is held together, and in such case is

in spiritual delight, which is the delight of fidelity, sincerity,

and justice, and is withheld from the delight of fraud and
malice, also from the delight of mere chit-chat and the gratifica-

tion of appetite, which also is the delight of idleness, and idle-

ness is the devil's pillow. Every one may see that the Lord
cannot have His abode in the love of these latter, but that He
can in the love of the former.

5. That there are general uses, which also are uses of

charity. The proper and general uses of charity arc the uses of

every one^s functions and administration, as was said above,

which in such case become goods of charity, in which exists love

to the Lord, or in which this love is conjoined when man does

them from spiritual fidelity and sincerity, which have place with

those who love uses because they are uses, and who believe that

all good is from the Lord. But, besides the above uses, there

are also given other general ones, such as faithfully loving a con-

jugial partner, giving children a proper education, the prudent

management of domestic concerns, just dealing with servants

and dependants; these works become works of charity, when
they are done from the love of uses, and towards a conjugial

partner, when they are done from mutual and chaste love; those

uses are the domestic uses which arc of charity.
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Tlinc arc also other j^cnoral uses, as contributing the neces-

sary and due support to tlic ministry of the church, which floods

hcconic uses of" cliarity, so far as the cluu'ch is loved in a superior

degree. Amongst general uses also may be reckoned the con-

tributing towards the building and establishment of orphan-

houses, of edifices for the reception of strangers, and colleges or

places of public exercise, with other things of a similar nature,

which uses in jiart arc inditt'erent. To give aid to the needy, to

\\ idows, to orphans, merely because they are needy, widows, and

orphaus, and to give to l)eggars, merely because they are beggars,

are uses of external charity, which charity is called piety, but

they arc not uses of internal charity, only so far as they are

derived from use itself and its love; for external charity with-

out internal is not charity, the internal being necessary to con-

stitute it SO; for external charity, derived from internal, acts

prudently, but external charity, without internal, acts impru-

dently, and often unjustly.

6. Tlie uses do not become uses of charity with any one but him
who fights against evils ivhich arefrom hell: for the uses which man
does, so long as he is in hell, that is, so long as the love, which

makes his life, is there and from thence, are not uses of charity, for

they have nothing in common with heaven, and the Lord is not in

them ; the love of the life of man is there and thence, so long as he
has not fought against the evils which are there and thence ; those

evils are described and made manifest in theDecalogue, and will be

seen in its Explication. Those uses, which are done either under a

shewofcharity,or under a shew of piety, are described in the Word;
those which are done under a shew of charity are thus described

in Matthew :
" Many will say to Me in that day, Lord, Lord,

have we not prophesied by Thy name, and by Thy name cast out

demons, and in Thy name done many virtues? but then will I
confess to them, I know ye not, depart from Me ye workers of
iniquity " (vi. 22, 23) ; and they who have done them under a

shew of piety are thus described in Luke :
" Then shall ye begin

to say, we have eaten before Thee, and have drmik, and Thou hast

taught in our streets ; but He shall say, I say unto you, I know ye

not whence ye are, depart from Me all ye workers of iniquity
^'

(xiii. 26, 27); and they are also meant by the five foolish virgins,

who had no oil in their lamps, to whom the bridegroom said at

His coming, "/ knoiv you not" (Matt. xxv. 1— 12). For so

long as infernal and diabolical evils are not removed by combat,
man may do uses, in which there is yet nothing of charity,

and consequently nothing of piety, for they are interiorly defiled.

7. Inasmuch as they are contrary to love to the Lord, and con-

trary to charity towards the neighbour : for all uses, which in

their essence are uses of charity, are from the Lord, and are done
from Him by men, and in sueli case the Lord conjoins Himself
in use w ith man^ or love to the Lord with charity towards the
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neighbour. That no one can do any use except from the Lord,

He Himself teaches in John :
" He who abideth in Me and T in

him, the same bringeth forth much fruit, because tvithout Me ye

cannot do any thing " (xv. 5) : fruit is use. That the uses Mhich
are done by man, who has not fought, or does not fight, against

the evils which are from hell, are contrary to love to the Lord,

and contrary to charity towards the neighbour, is, because the

evils which lie concealed inwardly in those uses, are contrary to

the Lord, thus contrary to love to Him, and hence contrary to

the love of use, which is charity : for hell and heaven cannot be

together, inasmuch as they are opposites, or one against the

other, wherefore they who do such uses do not love the neigh-

bour, that is, the community and public, the church, their

country, the society in which they live, a fellow-citizen, a com-
panion and brother, who, in the extended and limited sense, are

the neighbour. That this is the case has been made manifest

to me from very much experience. Such are those uses within

the man who does them, but out of the man they are still uses,

also excited by the Lord with man, for the sake of good, both

general and particular, but they are not done from the Lord,

wherefore those uses are not recompensed in heaven, but are re-

compensed or to be recompensed in the world.

8. That the uses, which have for the first and last end a tnan's

own proper good, are not uses of charity. That the end regarded

is the all of the effect, or the all of use, and that the Lord is

that end, and that it is from the end that use is the use of

charity, was confirmed above in this article; when, therefore,

man is the end regarded, that is, his own proper good, in this

case he is the all of the effect, or the all of use, whence his use

becomes not use in essence, but in appearance, in which there is

life from the body, but not any from the spirit.

Concerning wisdom and faith.—L That faith is nothing else

than truth. The Christian world, when charity begaii to decay,

grew ignorant that charity and faith are one, consequently, that

faith is not given where there is no charity, and that charity is

not given where there is no faith ; from this ignorance arose

blindness of such a sort, that they knew not what charity is, or

what faith is. They then began to separate those two principles,

not only in thought, but also in doctrine, and thereby to divide

the Christian church, which in itself is one, into several, and
to distinguish them according to the tenets of faith separate.

When charity and faith are separated with man it is then un-

known what charity is, for charity must give existence to faith,

and faith ought to teach this, and likewise charity to illustrate

it, and faith to see it ; wherefore, if charity and faith be scj)aratcd,

neither the one nor the other appertains to man, l)ut both arc

removed from him, just as when you take away a candle, you
take away also the light, and there is darkness. This is the
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reason why l)y faitli is meant tliat which a man believes, and
docs not sec, wherefore it is said tliis and that is to be believed,

and scarce any one says I do not see, but I believe, the consc-

qnencc of wliicli is, that no one knows whether what he believes

be true or false : thus the blind leads the blind, and both fall

into a jiit. That faith is nothing else than truth is indeed ac-

knowle(lj:;cd when it is said that truth is of faith, and that faith

is of truth ; but if it be asked whether this and that be truth,

the reply is, it is of faith, and no further inquiry is made ; thus

with the eyes shut, and the understanding closed, every thing

into which man is born to believe is accepted for a truth of

faith. Such blindness was never called faith by the ancients, but

they gave the name of faith to that which, by any light in the

thought, they could acknowledge to be true ; hence it is that in

the Hebrew tongue truth and faith are expressed by one term,

which term is Amen and Amuna.
2. That, truth becomes truth when it is perceived and loved

;

and that it is called faith when it is known and thought. The
defenders of faith separate are willing to have credit when they

say that spiritual things cannot be comprehended by the human
understanding, because they transcend it, but still they do not

deny illustration. The illustration which they do not deny is

here meant by perception, thus by the assertion, that truth be-

comes truth, when it is perceived and loved ; nevertheless, the

love of truth gives to the truth perceived to become truth, for it

gives life. The reason why that illustration is perception, is,

because all truth is in light, and the understanding of man is

capable of being elevated into that light : the reason why all

truth is in light, is, because the light proceeding from the Lord
as a sun is essential light; hence it is that all truth in heaven is

lucid, and that the Word, which is divine truth, gives to the

angels there a common light, wherefore also the Lord is called

the Word and likewise light, John i. 1—3.

That the human understanding is capable of being elevated

into that light it has been given to know from much experience,

and that this is the case with the understanding of those who
are not in the love of truth, provided they be in the desire of

knowing, or in the affection of glory arising from it, with this

difference, that they who are in the love of truth are actually in

the light of heaven, and that on this account they are in the

illustration and perception of truth when they read the Word,
whereas all others are not in the illustration and perception of

truth, but only in the confirmation of their own principles,

without knowing whether they be true or false. And also with
this further difference, that they who are in the love of truth,

when they read the Word, and think from that love, keep the

sight of their understanding constantly in the principle itself,

and thus inquire whether it be true before it is confirmed. But
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all others assume a principle from the science of memory, not

being willing to know whether it be true, and if they are desirous

of the reputation of learning, they confirm that principle by the

AVord, and by reason ; and such is the genius of learning, which
is self-conceit, that it can confirm every thing that is false, even

to make it appear to itself and others to be true. Hence come
heresies, disagreements, and defences of disagreeing tenets in

the church; hence also comes this difference^ that they who are

in the love of truth are wise, and become spiritual_, but all others

remain natural, and in things spiritual are insane. The reason

why truth is called faith, when it is known and thought, is,

because truth perceived becomes afterwards a thing of memory,
which is believed ; hence also it is evident that faith is nothing

else than truth.

3. That the truths of faith on one part respect the Lord, on

the other the neighbour. All truths respect these three things,

as their universal objects, above them the Lord and heaven, near

them the world and neighbour, and beneath them the devil and
hell ; and truths are to teach man how he may be separated from
the devil and hell, and be conjoined to the Lord and heaven, and
this by a life in the world in which he is, and by a life with the

neighbour with whom he is ; by the latter and the former life all

separation and conjunction is effected.

Man, in order to be separated from the devil and hell, and to

be conjoined to the Lord and heaven, ought to know what things

are evil and thence what things are false, because these things

are the devil and hell, and he ought to know what things are

good with the truths derived from them, because these things

are the Lord and heaven; the reason why evils and falses are

the devil and hell, is, because they are thence derived, and the

reason why goods and truths are of the Lord and heaven, is,

because they are thence derived. Unless man be acquainted

both with the latter and the former,he does not see any way of de-

parture from hell, nor any way of entrance into heaven ; truths

must teach those things, and the truths which teach are given to

man in the Word and from the Word ; and whereas the way
both to heaven and to hell is from the world, and in the world

is the life of man, and with his neighbour there, therefore, that

life is the way which truths teach; if, therefore, the life of man
be according to the truths of the Word, the way to hell and
from hell is closed, and the way to the Lord and from the Lord
is opened, and the life of man becomes the life of the Lord with

him ; this is what is meant by the Lord's words in John, " / am
the way, the truth, and the life" (xiv. 6). But, on the other

hand, if the life of man be contrary to the truths of the Word,
then the way from heaven and to heaven is closed, and the way
to hell and from hell is opened, and the life of man is not life,

but death.
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That the life of the Lord uith man is the life of charity to-

wards the neighbour, and that there is conjunction in the love of

uses, was said above in treating of charity; and whereas truths

teach tiiis life, it is evident that on one part they respect the

Lord, and on the other the neighbour.

4. That truths teach how the Lord is to be approached, and

aftertrards how the Lord by man does uses. How the Lord is

approached has been said elsewhere, and will be shewn at large

in the explanation of the Decalogue; but how the Lord after-

wards docs uses with man shall now be shewn ; it is a known
thing that man cannot do any thing good from himself, which in

itself is good, but that he can from the Lord, consequently, he

cannot do any use, which in itself is use, for use is good ; whence

it follows that the Lord does every use which is good by man.
That the Lord wills that man should do good as from himself,

has been shewn elsewhere ; but how man is to do good as from

himself, the truths of the Word also teach, and whereas truths

teach it, it is evident that truths are of science and of thought,

and that goods are of will and of deed, and that thus truths be-

come goods by willing and doing, for what a man wills and does,

this he calls good, and what a man knows and thinks, this he

calls truth, and that in deed, thus in good, there is both willing,

and thinking, and knowing; their complex, therefore, in what is

ultimate is good, this having in itself an external form from
truths in the thought, and an internal from the love in the will.

But how the Lord does uses, which are goods with man, has been

also said and shewn in the Explication of the laws of His divine

providence.

5. That each is taught by truths spiritual, moral, and civil.

It shall first be shewn what truths spiritual, truths moral, and
truths civil are ; secondly, that the spiritual man is also a moral
and civil man; thirdly, that what is spiritual is in what is moral
and civil; fourthly, that if they be separated, there is no eon-

junction with the Lord.

Firstly, what truths spiritual, truths moral, and truths civil

are :—Truths spiritual are those which the Word teaches con-

cerning God, that He is One, the Creator of the universe; that

He is infinite, eternal, omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent,

provident; that the Lord as to the Human [principle] is His
Son : that God the Creator and He are one ; that He is the

Redeemer, the Reformer, the Regenerator and Saviour; that He
is the Lord of heaven and earth ; that Pie is divine love and
divine wisdom ; that He is good itself and truth itself; that He
is life itself; that all of love, of charity, and of good, likewise all

of wisdom, of faith, and of truth is from Him, and nothing from
man ; and hence that no man has merit from any love, charity,

and good, nor from any wisdom, faith, and truth; that, there-

fore. He alone is to be adored ; so, further, that the Holy Word
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is divine, and that there is a life after death, that there is a

heaven and a hell, heaven for those who live well, and hell for

those who live ill ; with several things besides relating to doctrine

derived from the Word as concerning baptism and the holy

supper : these and similar things are properly spiritual truths.

But moral truths are those which the Word teaches concerning
the life of man with his neighbour, which life is called charity,

the goods whereof, which are uses in general, have reference to

justice and equity, to sincerity and rectitude, to chastity, to

temperance, to truth, to prudence, and to benevolence; to truths

of moral life also appertain things opposite which destroy charity,

and in general have reference to injustice, want of equity, to in-

sincerity and fraud, to lasciviousness, to intemperance, to lying,

to cunning, to enmity, hatred and revenge, and to malevolence.

The reason why these latter are also called truths of moral life,

is, because all things which a man thinks and confirms to be so,

whether they be evil or good, are to be referred amongst truths,

for he says that it is true, that this is evil, and this is good :

these are moral truths. But civil truths are the civil laws of

kingdoms and of states, which in general have reference to the

several causes of justice which are prescribed, and, in the op-

posite, to the various acts of violence which exist.

Secondly, that the spiritual man is also a moral and civil

man. Many believe, and it is believed by many, that they are

spiritual who are acquainted with the spiritual truths above

enumerated, and especially they who discourse about them, and
still more so they who perceive them with some degree of under-

standing; still, however, they are not spiritual, for this is only

to know, and from science to think and speak, and from the

faculty of understanding, which every man has to perceive, and
these things alone do not make man spiritual, for there is wanting

a love for them from the Lord, and love from the Lord is the

love of uses, which is called charity. In charity the Lord conjoins

Himself to man and makes him spiritual, for then he docs uses

from the Lord and not from himself; this the Lord teaches in

many passages in the Word, and thus in John :
'' Abide in Me

and 1 in you ; as the branch cannot bear fruit of itself except it

abide in the vine, so neither can ye except ye abide in Me ; I am
the vine, ye are the brunches ; he who abideth in Me and I in

him, the same bringeth forth much fruit
, for without Me ye cannot

do any thing " (xv. i, 5). Fruits are uses or the goods of charity,

and the goods of charity are nothing else but moral goods;

hence it is evident that a spiritual man is also a moral man ; the

reason why a moral man is likewise a civil man, is, because civil

laws are uses themselves in act, which are called exercises, works,

and deeds.

As, for example, in regard to the eighth commandment of the

Decalogue, thou shalt not steal ; what is spiritual in this command-
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ment teaches that man ought uot to take any thing from the Lord
uiul attribute it to himself, and say that it is his; also, that he ought

not by false principles to take away from any one the truths of

his faith; what is moral in this commandment teaches that man
ought not to deal insincerely, unjustly, and fraudulently with his

neighl)our, so as to cheat him of his wealth; but what is civil in

the commandment teaches that man ought not to steal. Who
cannot see that the man who is led of the Lord, and who is thereby

a spiritual man, is also a moral and civil man? To take also

another example from the sixth commandment, thou shalt do no
murder; what is spiritual in this commandment teaches that

man ought not to deny a God, thus the Lord, since to deny Him
is to kill and crucify Him in one's self; also, that he ought not

to destroy spiritual life in another, since, in so doing, he murders

the soul ; what is moral in the commandment teaches that man
ought not to hate his neighbour, nor to indulge revenge towards

him, since hatred and revenge have murder in them; and what
is civil in the commandment teaches that murder ought not to

be committed on the body of a neighbour. From this example,

also, it is seen that the spiritual man, who is one that is led

of the Lord, is also a moral and civil man ; it is otherwise with

him who is led of himself, of whom we shall speak presently.

Thirdly, that what is spiritual is in what is moral and civil.

This follows from what was said above, that the Lord conjoins

himself with man in the love of uses, or in charity towards the

neighbour; what is spiritual is from the conjunction of the

Lord, what is moral is from charity, and what is civil is from
its exercise. A spiritual principle must be in man to the intent

that he may be saved, and this principle is from the Lord, not

above or out of man, but within him ; the same principle may
be in man's science only, and thence in his thought and speech,

but it ought to be in his life ; and his life consists in willing and
doing, wherefore when knowing and thinking is also willing and
doing, then there is a spiritual principle in what is moral and
civil. If any one shall say, how can I will and do? the answer
is, fight against the evils which are from hell, and you will both
will and do, not from yourself but from the Lord, for when
evils are removed the Lord does all things.

Fourthly, that if they be separated, there is no conjunction
with the Lord. This may be seen from reason and from expe-

rience; from reason—for in case man has such a memory and
such an understanding that he can know and perceive all the

truths of heaven and of the church, and yet is not willing to do
any of them, is it not said of him that he is an intelligent man,
but not an upright one

;
yea, further, that he the more deserves

punishment ? Hence it follows that he who separates what is

spiritual from what is moral and civil is not a spiritual man,
neither is he moral nor civil. From experience—there are per-
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sons of such a character in the world, aud I have discoursed with

such after death, and have heard that they were acquainted with
all things of the Word, and hence with many truths, and they
believed that on this account they should shine in heaven as the
stars ; but when their life was explored it was discovered to be
merely corporeal and worldly, and, in consequence of the evils

and enormities which they thought and willed within them-
selves, infernal ; hence all the things which they had learnt

from the Word were taken away from them, and they became
[the forms] of their own will, and were cast into hell to their

like, where they discoursed insanely according to their thoughts
in the world, and acted basely according to their loves in the

world.

6. That faith consists in knowing and thinking those truths,

and charity in willing and doing them. That truth is called

faith, when man knows and thinks it, was confirmed above

;

but that truth becomes charity when man wills and docs it

shall now be confirmed. Truth is a seed, which, viewed out of

the earth, is merely seed, but when it comes into the earth it

becomes a plant or tree, and puts on its own form, and hence
takes another name. Trutii also is a garment, which, out of

man, is merely a piece of cloth accommodated to the body, but
when it is put on it becomes clothing in which there is a man.
The case is similar with truth and charity ; truth, whilst it is

only known and thought, is merely truth, and is called faith,

but when man wills and does it it becomes charity, just as seed

becomes a plant or a tree, or as a piece of cloth becomes
clothing containing a man. Science and the thought thence
derived are also two faculties distinct from will, and conse-

quently from deed, and likewise they are capable of being sepa-

rated ; for man may know and think many things which he
does not will, and consequently does not do ; but when sepa-

rated they do not constitute the life of man, whereas when con-
joined they do constitute it : the case is similar with faith and
charity.

These observations may be still further illustrated by com-
parisons : light and heat in the world are two distinct things,

which may be both separated and conjoined ; they arc sepa-

rated also in the time of winter, and they are conjoined in

the time of summer ; but when separated they do not give

birth to vegetable life, that is, they do not produce any thing,

whereas when conjoined they do give birth and produce.

Again, the lungs and the heart in man are two distinct things,

whose motions may be both separated and conjoined ; they are

separated in swoons and suff'ocations, but when separated they

do not constitute the life of the body of man, wlicreas when
conjoined they do constitute it. The case is simihir with science

and the thought of man thence derived, to which faith has rela-
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tion, au(l with will and deed, to which charity has relation:

the lungs also correspond to thought, and to the faith thence

derived, and the same is the correspondence of light ; and the

heart corresponds to the will and to the charity thence derived,

in like manner, heat. Prom these instances it may be seen

that in faith se|)arate from charity there is no more of life

than in knowing and thinking separate from willing and doing;

the life, which in such case is in faith, consists solely in this,

that the man is willing to think, and makes himself speak, thus

believe.

7. Wherefore when the divine love of the Lord exists with man
in charity, ivhich is willing and doing truths, the divine wisdom

of the Lord exists with man in faith, ivhich is knowing and
thinking truths. What the divine love of the Lord is, and what
His divine wisdom, has been said above; we have also treated

on charity and faith, and on the conjunction of the Lord in the

love of uses, which is charity with man ; we shall now there-

fore proceed to treat on the conjunction of the Lord with the

faith appertaining to man. The Lord conjoins Himself with

man in charity, and from charity in faith, but not in faith and
from faith in charity; the reason is, because the conjunction of

the Lord with man is in his will's love, which makes his life,

thus in charity, which makes his spiritual life ; from this love

the Lord vivifies the truths of thought, which are called the

truths of faith, and conjoins them to life. The first truths ap-

pertaining to man, which are called faith, are not yet alive, for

they are merely of the memory, and thence of the thought and
speech, adjoined to his natural love, which imbibes them from
its desire of knowing, and excites thein, so that he can either

think or speak them, from its desire of securing the glory result-

ing from science or erudition. But those truths are then first

vivified when man is regenerating, which is efi'ected by a life

according to them, which life is charity : on this occasion the

spiritual mind of man is opened, in which is effected conjunc-

tion of the Lord with man, and hence the truths of infancy, of

childhood, and of his early youth are vivified : conjunction in

such case is effected of the divine love and wisdom with the

charity appertaining to man, and of the divine wisdom and of

the divine love in the faith appertaing to him, causing charity

and faith to be one with man, as the divine love and the divine

wisdom in the Lord are one. But more will be said on this sub-

ject in the Explication of the Decalogue.

8. That the conjunction of charity and faith is reciprocal

was explained above, where the reciprocal conjunction of

love and wisdom was treated of, and it was illustrated by its

correspondence with the reciprocal conjunction of the heart and

lungs.

XII. That the Lord by His divine love and His divine wisdom
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animates all things in heaven, and all things in the world, even to

their uUimates, causing some to live, and some to be and exist.

The eye sees the universe, and the miud thinks about it, first

that it was created, and afterwards by whom it was created

;

the mind which thinks from the eye thinks that it was created

by nature, but the mind which does not think from the eve
thinks that it was created of God ; but the mind, which goes a

middle way, thinks that it is from a being, of whom it has no
idea, for it perceives tliat something cannot come out of
nothing ; this latter mind however falls into nature, because in

relation to what is infinite it has an idea of space, and in rela-

tion to what is eternal an idea of time, and such persons are

interior natural men ; they, again, who think simply of nature
as a creator, are exterior natural men ; but they who simply
think of God that He is the creator of the universe, are ex-

terior spiritual men ; whilst they, who think wisely of God
from religion, that He is the creator of the universe, are in-

terior spiritual men ; the latter and the former, however, think

from the Lord. To the intent now that it may be perceived,

and thereby known, that all things were created of God, who
is the Lord from eternity, divine love itself and divine wisdom
itself, thus life itself, it is expedient to proceed distinctly in the

discussion, which shall be done in the following order :—L That
the Lord is the sun in the angelic heaven. .2. That from that

sun is the origin of all things, 3. That from that sun the pre-

sence of the Lord is every where. 4. That all things which are

created are created to compliance with life itself, which life is

the Lord. 5. That souls of life, and living souls, and vegetative

souls, from the life which is from the Lord, are animated by uses

and according to uses.

1. That the Lord is the sun in the angelic heaven has been
heretofore unknown, because it was unknown that there is a

spiritual world distinct from the natural world, and that the

former is above the latter, and that they have nothing common
between them, but as what is prior and what is posterior, and
as cause and effect ; hence the nature of what is spiritual was

unknown, and, moreover, that in that world are angels and
spirits, and that both the latter and the former arc men, in all

similitude with men in the world, with this only difference, that

they are spiritual, and men natural; likewise that all things in

that world are from a spiritual origin alone, and that all things

in this world are from an origin both spiritual and natural.

And because these things have been unknown it was also un-

known that angels and spirits have another light and another

heat differing from those of men, and that light and heat in the

spiritual world derive their essence from the sun there, as light

and heat in the natural world derive their essence from our sun;

consequently that the essence of light and heat from the former
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sun is spiritual, and that the essence of lijilit and heat from our

sun is natural, to which, however, a spiritual principle from their

sun is adjoined, which witii man illustrates his understanding

when what is natural illustrates his eye. From the latter and
the former considerations it is evident that the sun of the spi-

ritual world, in its essence, is that from which every thing

spiritual derives its birth, and that the sun of the natural world,

in its essence, is that from which every thing natural derives its

birth. What is spiritual cannot derive essence from any other

source than from the divine love and from the divine wisdom,

for to love and to be wise is spiritual ; but what is natural cannot

derive its essence from any other source than from pure fire and
from pure light. Hence now it follows that the sun of the spi-

ritual world in its esse is God, who is the Lord from eternity,

and that the heat from that sun is love, and the light from that

sun is wisdom. The reason why heretofore there has not any
thing been revealed concerning that sun, although it is meant
in many passages in the Word where mention is made of the

sun, is, because it was not to be revealed until the last judgment
was executed, and a New Church, which is the New Jerusalem,

was to be established by the Lord ; there are several reasons

why it has not been before revealed, which reasons it is not

expedient here to adduce. When once it has been made known
that angels and spirits are men, and that they live one amongst
another as men in the world, and that they are altogether above

nature, whilst men are within nature, it may then be concluded

from reason that they have another sun, and that that sun is

the source of all love and of all wisdom, and hence of the all of

life truly human. That that sun has been seen by me, and also

the Lord in it, see the Treatise concei'ning Heaven and Hell,

n. 116— 140; and the Treatise concerning The Planets and
Earths in the Universe, n. 40-=—42.

2. That from that sun is the origin of all things. It cannot be

conceived by any one that the universe is from eternity, and that

it is from nothing; hence it cannot be denied but that it has

been created, and by some one, and that He is esse itself in itself,

infinite and eternal, love itself, wisdom itself, and life itself; and
that He is a common centre, from which He views, rules, and
provides all things as present, with which centre conjunction is

given, and according to conjunction of the life of love and wis-

dom, blessedness and happiness is given ; and that that centre

appears before the angels as a sun, and that that appearance,

like fire and flame, is from the divine love and the divine wisdom
which proceed from God, from which every thing spiritual exists,

and by what is spiritual, through the medium of the sun of the

world, every thing natural. The human mind from the under-

standing, which is capable of being elevated into the light of

truth, may see, if it be so disposed, that the universe was created
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by God, who is of such a quality, and who is one. Since, there-
fore, there are two suns, one of the spiritual world, and the other
of the natural world, the sun of the spiritual w^orld looking- at

ultimate things from what is first, and the sun of the natural
world looking at ultimate things from what is middle, it is evi-

dent that the sun of the spiritual world, in which God is, and
which is from God, who is life itself, is the source of all things
that have been made and created, and that the sun of the world,

in which is fire, and which is from fire, which is not life, is that
by means of which were created those things only which are
below the middle, and which in themselves are dead. Wherefore
to acknowledge nature, which in itself is dead, is to adore the
fire which is in the sun of the world, and they who do this are

dead ; but to acknowledge a creating life is to adore God, who
is in the sun of heaven, and they who do this are alive ; they are

called dead men who are in hell, but they are called living men
who are in heaven.

3. That from that sun the presence of the Lord is every where.
That the Lord has omnipresence is known in the church from
the Word, and what His omnipresence is, and of what qualitv,

has been said above; it is now to be shewn in what manner it

may be comprehended : it may be comprehended from the cor-

respondence of the sun of the world with the sun of heaven, and
hence of nature with life, which correspondence serves also for

comparison. Every one knows that the sun of the world is

every where in its own world, and that its presence exists by light

and by heat, which presence is such that, although it is distant,

it is as it were in them ; the difference is, that the heat which it

emits is fire in its origin, and the light which it also emits is the

flame thence derived in its origin, and that all things which have
been created by that sun are recipients of it, more and less per-

fect according to forms and distances. Hence it is that all things

of the natural world grow [or increase] according to the presence

of their sun, and decrease according to its absence ; they grow
[or increase] as heat makes one with its light, they decrease as

heat does not make one with its light. This sun, however, thus

operates into those things which are beneath it, which are called

natural, but does not at all operate into those things which arc

above it, and are called spiritual; for to operate into inferior

things is according to order, since this is to operate into those

things which are from it : but to operate into superior things, or

to operate into those things from which they are, is contrary to

order. The sun of heaven is that from which the sun of the

world derives its origin, and sjnritual things arc those from which
natural things derive their origin. From this comparison the

presence of the Lord, by virtue of the sun, may in some measure
be seen.

But the presence of the sun of heaven is universal, not only
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in the spiritual world wIrmc angels and spirits are, but also in

the natural woi'ld where men are, lor men reecivc the love of

their will and the wisdom of their understandin-^ from no other

source ; moreover, without that sun no animal would live, neither

would any vegetable exist, ou whieh subject sec what was said

and illustrated above. The presence of this sun also exists by

heat and light, but its heat in its essence is love, and its light in

its essence is wisdom, to which the light and heat of the sun of

the world are subordinate, adding that by whieh they exist in

nature and subsist there. But the presence of the sun of heaven

by spiritual heat and light differs from the presence of the sun

of the world by natural heat and light, in this, that the presence

of the sun of heaven is universal and has dominion both in the

spiritual world and in the natural world, but the presence of the

sun of the world is only special for the natural world, and in that

world is a servant ; also that the presence of the sun of heaven
is not in the extense of space and tin:\e, but the presence of the

sun of the world is in that extense, for the extense of space and
time was created with nature ; hence it is that the presence of

the sun of heaven is omnipresence.

The presence of the sun of heaven, viewed in itself, is con-

stant, for the sun of heaven is always in its rising and in its

power: but with the recipients, who principally are angels,

spirits, and men, it is inconstant and not in its power, for it

varies according to reception ; in this the sun of the world

corresponds to that sun, that it also is constant in its place and
in its virtue, but that it is made inconstant and not in its virtue

in the earth which is a recipient, for it varies according to the

revolutions of the earth round its axis, which revolutions make
days and nights, and according to progressions round the sun,

whieh also make springs, summers, autumns, and winters.

From these considerations the correspondence of the natural

things of the world with the spiritual things of heaven is manifest.

The presence of the sun of heaven also in the natural world may
in some measure be illustrated by the presence of understanding
and will in the body of man ; for what the understanding thinks

there, this the mouth instantly speaks, and what the will intends,

this the body instantly effects; for the mind of man is his

spiritual world, and his body is his natural world ; hence it is

that man was called by the ancients a microcosm. From these

considerations well uiulerstood,a wise man may see and perceive

divine operation and spiritual influx in the objects of nature,

whether in the ease of a tree with its fruit, or of a plant with

its seed, or of a worm with a moth and butterfly produced from
it, or of a bee with its honey and wax, or of any other animal

;

and he may also discover the insanity of those who in such things

see and perceive nothing but nature.

4. That all things, which are created, are created to compliance
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with life itself, ivhich is the Lord. It may be expedient first to

say something coneerning life, and afterwards concerning tlio

creation of all things to compliance with life. Life is love and
wisdom, for in proportion as man loves God and his neighbour
by wisdom, in the same proportion he lives ; but the life itself,

which is the life of all things, is the divine love and the divine

wisdom. Divine love is the esse of life, and divine wisdom is its

existere ; the latter reciprocally united to the former is the

Lord : each, as well the divine esse as the divine existere, is in-

finite and eternal, because the divine love is infinite and eternal,

and the divine wisdom is infinite and eternal; yet the latter and
the former may have conjunction with angel and with man, al-

though there is no ratio given betw-een what is finite and what is

infinite ; bv;t w^hereas the understanding cannot easily conceive

how any conjunction can be given when no ratio is given, there-

fore it may be expedient to explain it. There is not any ratio

given between what is natural and what is spiritual, but con-

junction is given by correspondences; neither is any ratio given

between the spiritual principle in which the angels of the

ultimate heaven are, with the celestial principle in which the

angels of the supreme heaven are, but conjunction is given

by correspondences; in like manner, there is no ratio given

between the celestial principle in which the angels of the supreme
heaven are with the divine principle of the Lord, but conjunction

is given by correspondences.

It has been elsewhere said and shewn that the Divine [Being

or principle] is infinite and eternal ; and whereas He is all in

all of the life of love and wisdom appertaining to angels and

men, and the latter and the former are created recipients of life

from the Lord, thus finite, and the Lord is uncreated, life in

Himself, and hence life itself; therefore, if men were multiplied,

and from them angels and spirits to eternity, still the Lord gives

that life, and from Himself leads them in things most singular,

as may be seen above confirmed where His divine providence

was treated of; herein is what is eternal, and where eternal is

there also is infinite. Since there is no ratio given between in-

finite and finite, let every one take heed to himself lest he should

think of what is infinite as of nothing; for what is infinite and

eternal cannot be predicated of nothing, neither can conjunction

of any thing be predicated of nothing, neither is anything made
from nothing: but the infinite and eternal Divine [lieing or

principle] is the esse itself, from which what is finite is created,

with which conjunction is given. But this might be illustrated

abundantly by the comparison of natural things with spiritual,

between which there is no ratio given, yet still conjunction by

correspondence : such is the case with all cause and effect between

each other, such is the case with what is prior and j)()st(;rior

between each other, and such is the case with a superior degree
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and an inferior one between each other, and sueh is the case with

the love and the wisdom of men and of angels between each

other ; nevertheless, the love and wisdom of angels, although it

is inellablo and incomprehonsible to man is still finite, neither is

it capable of apprehending what is infinite, except by corre-

spondences.

That all things are created to compliance with life, which is

the Lord, follows in its order from this consideration, that men
and the angels formed from them are created to receive life from

the Lord, and, also, are nothing but recipients, although from
the freedom in which they are held by the Lord they appear as

if they were not recipients, nevertheless, they are 'so, whether

they be good or evil ; for the freedom in which they are held is

likewise from the Lord. The life of men and of angels consists

in understanding, and thence in thinking and speaking, and it

consists in willing and thence doing, wherefore, these things also

are the results of life from the Lord, because they are the eflFeets

of life. All things which arc created in the world are created

for the use, the benefit, also, for the delight of men, some things

proximately, some remotely ; now, whereas these things are

created for the sake of man, it follows that they are at the

Lord's disposal, who is the life appertaining to them. It seems
as if there were compliance in the case of the good, because

these live from the Lord, but not in the ease of the evil ; never-

theless, the things which are created are alike for the use, the

benefit, and delight of the latter as the former, for the Lord
says, " That He makes His sun to rise on the evil and on the

good, and sends rain on the just and on the unjust " (Matt. v. 45).

That the evil have not any thing of life from themselves, and
that they are still led of the Lord whilst they are ignorant of it

and unwilling to be led, may be seen in the passages where the

life of those who are in hell is treated of.

5. That souls of life, and living souls, and vegetative souls,

from the life which is from the Lord, are animated by uses and
according to them. By souls of life are meant men and angels,

by living souls are meant animals, which, in the Word, are

also called living souls, and by vegetative souls are meant
trees and plants of every kind. That souls of life, or men
and angels, are animated from the life which is from the Lord,
has been shewn in the preceding pages; that living souls or

animals are animated by life from the Lord has been also

shewn in the preceding pages ; the same is true of vegetative

souls, for these latter souls are uses, which are the ultimate

effects of life, and living souls are affections of various kinds,

corresponding to the life of those who arc in the spiritual world

;

from which correspondence they may be called mediate lives : by
animation is meant not only that they live, but also that they
are and exist.
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The reason why they are continually animated, that is, live,

are, and exist from the Lord, is, because creation, when it is

once perfected^ is still continued by influx from the sun of heaven;
for, unless the influx of heaven was thence new, all things would
perish, inasmuch as the influx of the sun of the world is nothing
without the former influx, for this latter is only an instrumental

cause, but the former is the principal one. There is a corre-

spondence of heat and its effect with the life of the Lord's love,

and there is a correspondence of light and its efi'ect with the life

of the Lord^s wisdom, for divine love proceeding from the sun
of heaven is heat in the spiritual world, and divine "wisdom

proceeding from that sun is light there ; to these correspond

the heat and light of the sun of the world, for every thing is

correspondence.

But how the Lord from His divine love and divine wisdom,
which are life itself, flows-in and animates universal creation,

shall also be briefly explained. The Divine Proceeding [prin-

ciple] is what around Him appears to the angels as a sun : from
this proceeds His Divine [principle] by spiritual atmospheres,
which He had created for the conveyance of light and heat

even to the angels, and which He had accommodated to the

life both of their minds and bodies, that from light they may
receive intelligence, also that they may see, and likewise that

according to correspondence they may respire, for angels respire

as men ; that from heat they may receive love, also that they

may have sensation, and likewise that according to correspond-

ence their heart may beat, for the angels enjoy pulsation of

the heart like men. Those spiritual atmospheres are increased

in density by discrete degrees, treated of above, even to the

angels of the lowest heaven, to whom they thus become accom-
modated ; hence it is that the angels of the highest heaven
live as in a pure aura, the angels of the middle heaven as in

aether, and the angels of the lowest heaven as in air ; beneath
these atmospheres in each heaven are the earths in which they

dwell, where they have their palaces and houses, also paradisiacal

gardens, besides cultivated grounds, shrubberies, and green flelds,

which exist anew every morning, even the least things thereof

according to the reception of love and wisdom from the Lord
with tlie angels. All these things are from a spiritual origin,

and none of them from a natural one ; a spiritual origin is life

from the Lord.

To correspondence with these things are created whatsoever

things appear in the natural world, where on this account similar

things exist, with this difterence, that these latter things, in like

manner, are from a spiritual origin, but at the same time from a

natural origin : a natural origin is added that they may be at

the same time material and fixed, with a view to the end of the

procreation of the human race, which cannot be given except in
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ultiniatcs, where llicrc is lulnc.ss; and that from the hnmnn race,

as a seiiiinary, the inhabitants of tlic spiritual worhl, who are

aufjels, may exist ; this is the first and last end of the creation,

lint a fnll idea of creation, or of the existence of all things in

their order from the life, which is the Lord, cannot be given by
reason of the arcana which are known in heaven, and have, indeed,

been communicated to me, but which, being deeply concealed,

cannot on that account be described except l)y a book^ and scarce

then to the understanding ; of which arcana, nevertheless, this is

the sum, that the sun of heaven, in which the Lord is, is the

common centre of the universe, and tliat all things of the uni-

verse are circumferences, and circumferences even to the last,

and that He rules these circumferences from Himself alone as

one continuous thing, but the middle ones from the last, and
that He perpetually animates and actuates them, as easily as

man from understanding and will animates and actuates his

body, and that there is influx into uses, and from them into

their forms.

Here follows the angelic idea concerning the creation of the

universe from the Lord.

The Angelic Idea concerning the Creation of the
Universe from the Lord.

The angelic idea concerning the universe created from the

Lord is as follows : that God is the centre, and that He is a

Man, and that, unless God was a Man, creation would not have
been possible, and that the Lord from eternity is that God.
Concerning creation they said, that the Lord from eternity, or

God, by His Divine Proceeding, created the universe and all

things therein, and since the Divine Proceeding is also life itself,

that all things were created from life and by life ; and that the
proximate Divine Proceeding is what appears before the angels
as a sun ; that this sun before their eyes appears fiery and flam-
ing ; and that the Divine Proceeding is divine love and divine

wisdom, of which such is the appearance afar off*. They added,
that the Divine Proceeding is what the ancients effigicd by
golden or lucid pure circles around the head of God, and which
modern painters still retain from the ancient idea. They said

that from that sun, as a great centre, proceed circles, one after

another, and one from another, even to the last, where their end
is, subsisting in rest; and that those circles, of which one is

from another, and one after another, appearing as extended into

what is broad and into what is long, are spiritual atmospheres,
which the light and heat from tlieir sun fill, and by which they
propagate themselves to the ultimate circle; and that, in the
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last, by means of those atmospheres, and afterwards by means
of the natural atmospheres which are from the sun of the world,

was effected the creation of the earth, and on it of all things

which are for use, which creation is afterwards continued by
generations from seeds, in wombs or in eggs. Those angels who
knew that the universe so created was a continuous work from
the Creator even to ultimates, and that, as being a continuous

work, it, as one concatenated whole, depended upon, was
actuated and governed by, the Lord, who is its common centre,

said, that the first proceeding [principle] was continued even to

ultimates by discrete degrees, altogether as an end by causes

into effects ; or as something producing and its products in a

continued series, and that the continuation was not only in,

but also around, from the first [principle], and thence from
every prior [principle] into every posterior one, even to the

postreme, and that thus the first [principle], and from it the

posterior [principles] , co-exist in their order in the postreme or

last. From this continuity, as a one, they have an idea con-

cerning the Lord, that He is all in all, that He is omnipotent,

omnipresent, and omniscient, that He is infinite and eternal

;

and also an idea what the order is, according to which the Lord,

by His divine love and His divine wisdom, arranges, provides,

and governs all things.

It was asked^ whence, then, is hell? They said, from the

freedom of man, without which man would not be man ; that

man, from that freedom, broke continuity in himself, which
being broken separation was effected, and the continuity, which
from creation was in him, became as a chain, or a linked

work, which falls to pieces through the breaking and plucking

asunder of the links above, and afterwards hangs from small

threads. Separation or breach was effected, and is effected, by
the denial of God.

END OF THE DIVINE WISDOM.
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INDEX.

In the following Index, ill. denotes illustrated, or more fully explained ; sh.

denotes shewn, or proved from the Word ; and sig. denotes signifies, signify,

or signified.

A.

AARON. That Aaron represented the Lord as to divine good, sh. n.

375, sh. 427, 502 ; also as to the good of love and as to the work of

salvation, ill. n. 734 ; and his sons represented the Lord as to divine

truth proceeding from divine good, sh. n. 375, 502. That the garments
of Aaron and of his sons represented things spiritual, sh.w. 375, 427 . That
by Aaron as high priest is sig. the good of love, n. 431. That the

house of Aaron sig. all who are in the good of love, sh. n. 696. That
Aaron represented the Lord as to the priesthood, which is his celestial

kingdom ; and his garments represented the spiritual kingdom, n. 717.

That Aaron's ephod sig. divine truth in ultimates, n. 717. That the

twelve stones in the breast-plate of the ephod sig. divine truths in ulti-

mates, n. 717. That the names of the twelve sons of Israel were under

the precious stones, n. 431, ill. 111. The reason why the staff of

Aaron blossomed and produced almonds, ill. n. 727. That Aaron's

staff sig. truth from the good of love, n. 727.

ABADDON. That Abaddon and Apollyon sig. perdition, and are

predicated of the sensual principle of man, which is the ultimate of the

intellectual life, n. 563. That Abaddon and Apollyon sig. the perdition

of truth and good, the reason thereof, n. 563.

ABEL. That Abel sig. the good of charity, n. 329, 391, 427.

ABIDE, to [inanere]. That to abide in the Lord sig. to abide in

faith and love to Plim from Him, sh. n. 84. That to abide in the house
sig. to abide in heaven, sh. n. 409.

ABOMINATION \_ahominati6]. That abomination sig. the profana-

tion of good, n. 1045, 1017.

ABOVE [^suprci]. That that which is above is also within, and that

which is below is also without, and what is without is also round about,

ill. n. 283.

ABRAHAM. That by Abraham, in the supreme sense, is sig. the

Lord, and in a respective sense the celestial kingdom of the rjor(l, and
the celestial church, n. 340. That by Abraham is sig. the Jjord as to

the Divine Celestial, by Isaac as to the Divine Spiritual, and by .Jacob

as to the Divine Natural, n. 696, sh. 768. That the seed of Abraham
sig. divine truth celestial, sh. n. 768.
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ABsTRAC'r SKNSE [sensus obstractus]. Thnt the abstract

sense of the Word is its true or genuine spiritual sense, n. 23G, ill.

653.

ABUNDANCE [_abuu(l(()i(i((^. That al)nn(hnice is predicated of trutli

from good, n. 3')7.

ABYSS ^^dlii/ssiis']. That aliysses sir/, sensual scientifics, which arc

the most coninion and ultiniate oi'the natural man, sh. n. 275. That by
the abyss or sea is si;/, the scientific prinei[)le, or ])rinciple of knowing in

general, which is in the natural man, or the knowledges of truth therein,

n. 372, 518. That abysses sir/, exterior truths, .<;/;. n. 374. That the

abyss also sit/, truths in common wliich are called truths of faith, n. 105,

That the abyss which lies beneath sir/, sjiiritual natural things, n. 405.

That the well of the abyss sig. the hell where and whence are the falses

of evil, n. 535, 536, ill. 538, 539. That abysses in the opposite sense

siff. the ultimates of heaven, where and whence are the knowledges of

truth, ill. and sli. n. 538. That abysses also sig. divine truths in

abundance, and the arcana of divine Avisdom, sh. n. 538 end. That by

abysses and seas are sig. the natural principle itself where scientihcs are,

n. 650. That a great abyss sig. divine truth, sh. n. 946. That to

ascend out of the abyss, when predicated of the Word, sig. to be received

and acknowledged as divine for the sake of form, ill. n. 1055.

ACCUSER, to ACCUSE [^accusator, accusai-e^. That an accuser

sig. one who assaults, chides, and rebukes, ill. n. 746.
' That to accuse

sig. to assault, also to reprove and to dispute with, n. 747. That to

accuse before God sig. to rebuke and to dispute from the Word, ill.

n. 747.

ACTION and RE-ACTION [actio et re-actio']. That action and

re-action cause all conjunction, and action and mere passion none, ill. n.

616. Concerning the agent or active principle, and concerning the

reciprocal or re-active principle, n. 616. That the active principle is

from the Lord, and also the re-active, ill. n. 616. That man ought
to use the re-active principle as from the proprium of his life ; the

reason, n. 616.

ADAiNI. That Adam and his wife sig. the most ancient churcli, n.

364, ill. 617. That Adam in the original tongue sig. red, hence the

ground is called adama, n. 364.

ADHERE, to [adhoerere']. Tliat to adhere has relation to the good

of love, n. 696.

ADMAII and ZEBOIM. That Admah and Zeboim sig. the know-

ledges of evil and the false, sh. n. 653.

ADORE, to [adorare']. That to adore God sig. testification of

humiliation of heart by truths from the good of love, ill. n. 463. See To
Worship. That to adore sig. to acknowledge, to believe, and confess,

and to worship as divine, n. 789, 790, 805, 821, 833, 876, 885, 945.

That to adore sig. adoration from humihation of heart, n. 1207.

ADORNED, to be [«rfo?i «?•?]. That to be adorned sig. to be

taught and to learn, and is spoken of the church, u. 1220. See To

Clothe.
ADULTERY [adidterium']. That to adulterate and to commit

adultery sig. to pervert or falsify truths, ill. and sh. n. 141, 164. That

daughters-in-law who commit adultery sig. evils conjoined with falses

thence dei-ived, n. 141. That adulterers sig. those who adulterate the
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goods of the church, n. 304. That adulteries and whoredoms sig. the

adulterations of good and the falsifications of truth, n. 37G, 410, G18,

695. See Whoredom. That adultery 5/^. the conjunction of the false

and evil, ill. n. 618. That the conjunction of truth with the affection of

evil corresponds with the adultery of a son with a mother, ill. n. 736,
1006. That the seed of the adulterer sig. falses from the adulteration

of the Word, n. 768. That adulteries derive their origin from the con-

junction of evil and false, ill. n. 817. That the delight of adultery is

hell with man, ill. n. 981. That adulteries shut heaven and open hell,

ill. n. 982. That adultery is hell, ill. n. 983. That adultery is an
image of hell, ill. n. 984. That adulteries are profane and detestable,

ill. n. 985. That hell is from adulteries, ill. n. 989. That the delights

of the love of adultery derive their quahty from the delights of doing

evil uses, ill. n. 990. Concerning the infernal marriage, ill. n. 991.

That the love of adultery is a fire enlvindled from impurities, which

shortly burns out and is turned into cold and aversion, n. 992. That the

love of adultery is the fundamental of all infernal loves, n. 993. Con-
cerning the evils consequent upon adulteries, ill. n. 1003; and concern-

ing the lot of adulterers, n. 1003. That adultery is hell, and thence

abomination, ill. n. 1005. That adulteries are more or less infernal and
abominable, ill. n. 1006, also the correspondences with various adulteries,

ill. n. 1006, 1007. Concerning the sphere of adultery, ill. n. 1007.

That adulteries are held less in abhorrence among Christians than among
Gentiles, ill. n. 1008. That to abstain from adulteries from any other

motive than because they are sins against God, is still to be an adulterer,

ill. n. 1009. Wliat adultery is, ill. n. 1010.

ADVENT ^adventus']. That by the advent or coming of the Lord
is sig. the beginning of a new church, ill. and sh. n. 706. Concerning

the causes of the Lord's advent, and the reasons of his suffering,

ill. n. 805. That by the Lord's advent is not understood his advent

in person, but that he will reveal himself in his Word, ill. and sh.

n. 870.

ADVERSARY [^inimicvsj^. That enemies [hostes^ sig. evils, and

adversaries sig. falses of evil, sh. n. 278, 642, See Enemy.
AFAR OFF [^longinquuvi]. That from afar off and from the ex-

tremity of the earth sig. remoteness from the ti'uths and goods of the

church, n. 239, 242, 403 ; also those who a/e in the ultimate truths and

goods of the church, n. 422. That sons from afar sig. truths more
remote, n. 242. That from afar sig. distant and remote from goods and

truths, also distant and remote from evils and falses, n. 403, 911. That

from afar is predicated of the goods which are in the natural man, and

near of the goods which are in the spiritual man, n. 406. That afar off

sig. remote from the truths of the church which are internal or s])iritiuil,

sh. n. 406, 1133. That to stand afar off sig. to be in externals, ill. \\.

1133. That by afar ofl' is also sig. evil, because this is in tlie external

man, n. 1133.

AFFECTION \_nffectio']. See Love.
AFP'INITY [aj/init(is'\. That names of consanguinities and affinities

in the Word sig. siiiritual affinities, ill. n. 166.

AFFLICTION, [ajffictio']. That affliction sig. infestation of truth

by falses, n. 47, 124. That great affliction or tribiiliition sig. tempta-

tions, ill. n. 474. That affliction sig. anxiety of mind from the desire
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of knoAvinc: trnths, ill. n. 117. That by the afBicted are sig. those who
dosiiv trntli, i7/. n. 7M.

AFFRIGHTED, to he [tevreri']. See Fear.

AFRICA. Tliat AlVica in a spiritual or angelic idea denotes the

east, i7/. n. 21.

AGES \_secnla']. That the ages were distinguished according to

metals, and called golden, silver, brazen, or copper and iron ; the reason

thereof, ill n. 70.

AGES OF AGES \_secula seculorwii]. That ages of ages sig.

continually, to eternity, also what is eternal or without end, n. 84, ill.

289, 291, ill. 085, 88*9, 120-4. The reason why it is said in the Word
ages of ages and not eternity, n. 289, 4G8, 685.

AI. That Ai 5/^. the doctrine of truth in the natural man, n. 435.

That Ai sig. the knowledges of good, and, in the opposite sense, the

confirmations of exWs,, sh. n. G55.

AIR [«?;]. That air denotes thought, n. 1012.

ALAS [tw]. See Wo.
ALLELUJAH. That allelujah sig. the glorification of the Lord,

and in the original tongue signifies praise ye God, and hence also glorify ye

the Lord, s/j.n. 1197, 1203, 1208. That allelujah is an expression of joy

and gladness in confessions and in the worship of God, n. 1210, ill. 1217.

ALMIGHTY [Omnipotens']. See Omnipotent.

ALMONDS \_amygdalce'\. That almonds sig. the goods of life, n.

431, or the goods of chanty, ill. and sh. n. 444. The reason why the

staff of Levi in the tent of the assembly blossomed ^vitli almonds, n. 444,

ill. 121. That almonds sig. truth from the good of love, wliich pro-

duces the good of charity, ill. n. 727.

ALMS \_eleemosyna]. That alms sig. every good work, n. 600.

That by alms in a universal sense is sig. all the good which a man wills

and does, and by praying, in the same sense, is sig. all the truth which

a man thinks and speaks, sh. n. 695. That to give alms sig. love and

charity, n. 794.

ALPHA and OMEGA. That Alpha and Omega sig. the first and

the last, or in first principles and in.ultimates, ill. n. 41. That Alpha

and Omega, the beginning and the end, sig. that all things are made,

governed, and done by the Lord, n. 1297.

ALOES [^ciloe]. That myrrh sig. the good of the ultimate degree,

aloes the good of the second, and cassia the good of the third, n. 684.

ALTAR \_altare]. That an altar to Jehovah sig. worship from the

good of love or from the good of charity, n. 223, 654. That the altar of

incense, called the golden altar, was representative of the hearing and re-

ception of all things of worship which ai-e from love and charity from the

Lord, n. 316. That by the altar of burnt-offering was sig. worship from

the good of celestial love, and by the altar of incense or golden altar was

sig. worship from the good of spiritual love, ill. n. 324, ill. 490, 496,

567. That an altar sig. the Lord as to divine good, n. 329, 608,

914, ill. 978. That an altar in a proximate sense sig. worship from the

good of love to the Lord, in an interior sense heaven and the church which

are in that love, and in the inmost sense the Divine Human of the

Lord as to the Divine Good of the Divine Love, n. 391, 608, 629. What
is meant by the souls under the altar, ill. n. 391. That the fire of the

altar .<;?>/. the divine love, n. 391. That au altar, in the opposite sense,
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sig. worship from evil loves, n. 391. That by an altar is sig. the good
of the church, and by the stones thereof its truths, n. 430. That by
the golden altar or the altar of incense is sig. the heaven which is in

spiritual good, n. 493. That the fire of the altar sig. divine love

celestial, and the fire of the candlestick divine love spiritual, ill. and .t/i.

n. 496, 504. That the golden altar sig. the Divine Spiritual [Principle],

and the offering incense upon it sig. worship from spiritual good, 27/. and
sh. n. 567. That altars devastated sig. all worship from the good
of love perishing, n. 811.

AMALEK. That Anialek sig. those falses of evil which continually

infest the truths and goods of the church, n. 734.

AMAZIAH. That Amaziah represented the perverted church,

sh. n. 624.

AMEN. That Amen sig. verity and truth, and also divine confirma-
tion from truth, inasmuch as the Lord is truth itself, ill. n. 34, 40, 85,
sh. 228, 348, 1208. The reason why the Lord so often said Amen and
Verily, sh. n. 228. That Amen also sig. the truth of faith, and faith

itself, n. 348. That Amen in the supreme sense sig. the Lord as to

divine truth from divine good, ill. and sh. n. 464, 1208. That Amen
also sig. confirmation from the Di-^ane [Being or Principle], ill.

n. 469.

AMMON. That Moab sig. the adulteration of the good of the

church and Amnion the falsification of the truth thereof, n. 410, 653.

That the sons of Ammon sig. the falsifications of truth, or those who
falsify the truths of the church, n. 435, 653 ; or those who are in

natural good and falsify the truths of the church, n. 637.

AMORITE \_Emorr(Bus'\. That by the kings of the Amorites is

sig. the good of the church vastated by evils, n. 401. That by the five

kings of the Amorites were sig. those who are in the falses of evil and
are desirous to destroy the truths of good appertaining to the church,

wherefore they were smitten with hailstones, by which were signified

dire falses of evil, sh. n. 401, 503.

ANAKIM. See Rephaim.
ANCIENT, [^antiquum.']. That ancient is predicated of what is

genuine, inasmuch as genuine trutlis were with the ancients, n. 617.

ANCIENT CHURCH [antiqua ecclesia]. That the ancient

church was a representative church, and ignorant of sacrifices, which

they look upon as abominable, n. 391 end, 422. That it extended

through a great part of Asia, Ethiopia, E^ypt, Chaldea, etc., n. 391
end, 422.

ANCIENT OF DAYS [antiquus diernm]. That by the ancient

of days is sig. the Lord from eternity, n. 195, 336. That by a stream

of fire emanating and going forth from before him is sig. the divine good
of love and the divine truth thence proceeding, n. 336. That tlie

ancient of days sig. the Lord as to divine good or divine love, ill. and

sh. n. 504. That the Lord is so called from the most ancient time,

when the celestial church existed, which was in love to the Lord,

n. 504.

ANCIENT WORD [yerbum antiquum']. Concerning tlie ancient

Word which is lost, the propheticals whereof were called einmcia-

tions, and the historicals the wars of Jehovah, ill. and sh. n. 734. See

Jasher.
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ANCLE [<«/«s]. That the ancles siy. what is sensual and natural,

sh. n. G29.

ANDREW [^Andreas^ That Andrew sig. the obedience of faith,

n. 821.

AN(iEL \^angelus'\. In what manner the angels see the internal

sense uf the Word, ill. n. 17. That angels and also societies in the

spiritual world are encompassed or veiled with a thin correspondent

cloud, the reason thereof, n. 80. That l)y angels are sig. those who are

in similar correspondent good and truth in the heavens with those who
are in the church, n. 90. That bj'^ an angel nothing else is understood

in the Wortl, but good and truth which is from the Lord with angel and

man, n. 90, ///. ^422, 800, ill. 809,909, 1309. That angels think

abstractedly from persons, and if they thought determinately to persons

their wisdom would perish, ill. n. 99, ill. 325, ill. 625. That angels

are only recipients of divine truth or of the divine proceeding from the

Lord, and thus they are angels in the degree they receive it, ill. n. 130,

50-1, 687, 869, sh. 926. That in the supreme sense by angel is sig.

the Lord himself, ill. n. 130, 422, 529, 593, 687. lliat angels sig.

divhie truths from the Lord, n. 130, ill. and sli. n. 200, 204, 220, 412,

504, 650, 687, 735, 869, 888, ill. 897, 928, 1319. That the angels

have no power of themselves, but all power is of the Lord by his divine

truth, n. 130, 333. That angels do not speak divine truths from them-
selves, but from the Lord, and this they know and perceive, n. 130,

473. That by Jehovah making his angels spirits is sig. that they are

recipients of his divine truth ; and by his making his ministers a flaming

fire is sig. that they are recipients of his divine good, sh. n. 155, sh.

419. That the garments in which the angels appear clothed corre-

spond to their intelligence, ill. and sh. n. 195. That the celestial

angels receive divine good more than divine truth, and the spiritual

angels receive divine truth more than divine good, hence the heavens

are distinguished into two kingdoms, the celestial and the spiritual,

n. 204, ill. 1215. That by the angel of Jehovah is sig. the Lord as to

divine truth, n. 205. That the angels are called gods or Elohim, and

signify divine truths, ill. n. 220, 412, 624, 639, 688, 726, 991. That

all the angels are clothed according to their truths, and inferior truths

correspond to their garments, ill. n. 271. That the angels are in in-

telligence and wisdom ineffable in comparison with man, n. 275 end.

That a strong angel sig. heaven, ill. n. 302. That by angels named in

the Word, as by Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael, are sig. whole societies

of heaven, and in a supreme sense the Lord as to divine truth pro-

ceeding, ill. n. 302, ill. 90, 307, 422, ill. 490, ill. 593, ill. 735. That

the angels of the third or inmost heaven have perception, and the angels

of the second and ultimate heaven have illustration of the understanding,

ill. n. 307. That the angels of the third heaven are in love to the Lord,

and the angels who are in the second are in charity towards their neigh-

bour, n. 313, 828, 831. That the angels are not angels from their

proprium, but from the 'divine good and the divine truth which they

receive, n. 313, 735, 800, 850. That the faces of the angels are the

forms of their affections, n. 381. That all angels and spirits are

clothed according to their intelligence, or according to their reception of

truth in life, ill. n. 395. That the angels who are principled in love to

the Lord dwell upon mountains, and they who are principled to love
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towards thoir neighbour dwell upon hills, n. 400, 405. That in the
heaven where the celestial angels are, the Lord appears as a sun, and
in the heaven where the spiritual angels are as a moon, ill. n. 401, 412,
525, ill. 527, 1124. In what manner the Lord appears in heaven
before the angels, when he presents Jiimself to them, ill. and sli. n. 401,
412. That by angels in the spiritual sense of the Word are not under-
stood angels, but something divine from the Lord, ill. n. 401, 422,

909, 971. That on this account angels in the Word are called gods,

n. 401 . Hence by angels are sig. those who are in divine truth from
the good of love, for all such are angels, n. 401. That all who are in

heaven have their habitation according to the quarters, ill. n. 401, ill.

1310. That angels denote the Divine [Principle] proceeding from the

Lord, n. 417, ill. 422. That the Lord looks at the angels in the fore-

head, and the angels look at the Lord by or through the eyes, the

reason thereof, ill. n. 427, 1112. That the angels of the inmost or

third heaven are in the goods of life from a celestial affection; in the

middle or second heaven they are in the goods of life from a spiritual

affection ; and in the ultimate or first heaven they are in good works
from obedience, n. 445. That specifically by the angels are sig. those

who are in the first or ultimate heaven, n. 462. That the angels who
spake in the Word are throughout called Jehovah, the reason thereof,

ill. n. 473. That all the felicity and beatitude, which the angels enjoy

in heaven, is from the good and truth which they receive from the Lord,

and according to their reception, n. 480. That by angels in the Word
are sig. the heavens, and by seven angels the whole heavens, n. 489,
i7/. 490. That eviX angels sig. falses of evil from hell, n. 503, 562.

That by the angel of the abyss is sig. the hell where are the falses of

evil, or where they are who are principled in the falses of evil, n. 562.

That by a mighty angel is sig. the Lord as to the Word, ill. n. 593.

That angels in the heavens have names expressive of their functions and
qualities, n. 735. That by angels are sig. the goods and truths which

constitute angels, n. 800. That the angels of the third or inmost heaven

have truths inscribed on their life, and not on their memory, like the

angels of the inferior heavens, ill. and sli. n. 82C, ill. 828, 1329. That

the celestial angels appear as infants and children, and go naked, ill.

n. 828. Concerning spiritual love in which the angels of the second

heaven are principled, ill. n. 831. That there are intermediate angels,

who are called celestial sjiiritual angels, n. 831. That the s})iritual

angels are clothed in garments of fine linen and silk, in general shining,

n. 831. Concerning spiritual natural love, in which are the angels of

the first or ultimate heaven, ill. n. 834. That when the love of angels

and spirits is assaulted they wholly vanish, ill. n. 837. That heaven ie

not heaven from the proprium of the angels but from the Divine [Prin-

ciple] appertaining to them, n. 869, 897. That all angels in the universal

heaven have been men, n. 897. That angels have propriums, such as

men have, which are nothing but evil, n. 897. In wliat manner the

angels of the third heaven became such, ill. n. 902. That an angel

going out sig. manifestations from the Lord, n. 914, 915, 94!). That the

seven angels sig. manifestations by divine truth or the Word, n. 954,

957. That the angel of the waters sig. the Lord's sjdritual kingdom,

n. 971. That by an angel in the Word is sig. something of the Lord,

likewise a heavenly society, and also heaven, n. 971. That the angel
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from the altnr sir/, tlio oolostial kingtloni, n. 078. That a mighty [ro-

Imstits'] angol sij. iliviiic truth in its jiowor, u. 1182. That an!,^('Is arc

not superior t() men, but tlioir oi[uals ; tlic reason why they excel men
in wisdom is, because they are in spiritual light, Init men in natural

light, n. 1230. That angels and spirits know nothing of man, with

whonx they do not speak ; the reason whereof is, because they are con-

sociated by correspondences as to thoughts ; but as to affections it is

difTerent, n. 134G. That angels arc consociated with men, but the Lord
only is conjoined with them, n. 1230, 1349. That angels are not to be

invoked, much less worshipped, but only the Lord, n. 1230.

ANGKR and WKATil [^ira et excandescentia']. That anger, when
predicated of the Lord, denotes a state of temptation, n. 272. That to

smite in anger si;/, temptation, n. 295. That the day of anger si'fj. the

last state of the church, when judgment takes place, n. 315. That
anger and wrath are predicated of God, and by anger is sig. zeal for

good, and by wrath zeal for truth, n. 481. That to be angry, when
predicated of the Lord si;/, the aversion or turning away of men from

him, ill. n. 684. That to be angry sig. to be in contempt, in enmity,

and in hatred against the Lord, and against the divine things which are

from him, n. 693. That in all evil there is anger against the Lord and

against the holy things of the church, ill. n. 693. That anger sig. evil

in its whole compass, n. 693, ill. 754, 881, 887. That to be angry or

incensed against Jehovah sig. to be in falses from evil, 5/;. n. 693. That

by being angry is sig. to think, intend, and will evil to another, sh. n.

693 end. That anger when predicated of the Lord sig. zeal, in wliich

inwardly is heaven, n. 754. That anger when predicated of the devil

sig. hatred, in which inwardly is hell, n. 754. That anger, like fire, is

predicated of the vastation of good, n. 799. That by anger is sig. evil,

and by wrath the false, n. S87. That the anger of God sig. the con-

tempt and rejection of truth and good by man ; and the highest degree

of rejection is the falsification of the literal sense of the Word, ill. n.

920. That the anger of God is predicated of the evils and falses which

devastate the goods and truths of the church, n. 960. That the anger

of God sig. when there is no more any good and truth but evil and the

false, n. 929.

ANGUISH \_7n0lestia']. That anguish sig. loathing at genuine

goods and truths arising from falses, n. 990, 992.

ANIMAL \_am7nal']. That animals which belong to the herd sig.

the affections of good and truth in the external or natural man, and

animals which belong to the flock sig. the affections of good and truth

in the internal or spiritual man, ill. n. 279. See Flock and Herd.
That all animals sacrificed sig. various genera of goods of the church,

n. 279 end. That by animals which walk upon the earth are sig. the

affections of good from which is wisdom, n. 282. That the four animals

sig. specifically the third or inmost heaven, n. 322, 462, 954. See

Cherubs. That by an animal or wild beast [/e?'«] in a good sense is

sig. a living soul, from the Hebrew chajah, which signifies life, n. 388
;

that it also sig. the aff"ection of truth and good, n. 388. That by ani-

mals great and small are sig. the knowledges of good and truth of every

kind, superior and inferior, also in general and in particular, n. 513,

514. That all animals sig. things appertaining to the natural man and

his life, sh. n. 750.
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ANOINT, to, ANOINTING [imgere, unctio']. That in the Israel-

itish church tliey anointed warlike arms, stones, the altar, and similar

things, priests, prophets, kings, and themselves, ill. and sh. n. 375.
That the Anointed of Jehovah is the Lord as to the Divine Human,
from which he combated, n. 375. That the anointing with oil induced
a representation of the Lord, and of the good of love from him, n. 375.
That they anointed themselves with common oil, and not with the oil of
holiness, n. 375. That to anoint with oil sig. to gift with the good of
love, n. 375. That by anointing, when predicated of the Lord, is sig.

that the Divine Human of the Lord proceeded from his Essential Di-
vine, consequently divine truth from his divine good, ill. and sh. n. 684.

ANOINTED [_unctus']. See Christ. Tliat the Lord alone was
the Anointed of Jehovah, because in him alone was the divine good of

the divine love from conception, n. 31, sh. 375. That by anointed in

the Woi'd is sig. the Lord, n. 205, 272 ; also the Lord as to divine

truth, n. 316, 419; also the same as by Christ, Messiah, and King, n.

31, 684. That the Lord is called Anointed, which is the Messiah or
Christ, from the unition of divine good with divine truth in his Human,
for the Human of the Lord, from that unition, is meant by the Anointed
of Jehovah, n. 684.

ANSWER, to \_respondere~\. That to answer sig. to bring aid

and benefit, sh. n. 295. That to answer, when predicated of the Lord,
sig. influx, inspiration, perception, and information ; also mercy and
aid, sh. n. 471.

ANTIPAS. That Antipas the martyr sig. those who acknowledge
the Divine Human of the Lord, and who are had in hatred on that

account, n. 137.

ANXIETY {anxietas']. That anxiety denotes evil, n. 601.

APOCALYPSE \_Apocalypsis']. That the Apocalypse does not treat

of the successive states of the church, but of its ultimate state when at its

end, n. 5, 39, 258. That the Apocalypse treats concerning those who will

be in the New Jerusalem, and concerning those who will not be therein,

and not concerning the successive states of the church, n. 224. That the

Apocalypse was manifested to John by the Lord, and that it is now
opened by the Lord, n. 1356, 1357, 1360. That nothing shall be

added or taken away from what is written in the Apocalypse 5(17. that

nothing shall be added or taken away from the truths of the New Church,

which are contained in this book, and are now revealed, n. 1360

—

1362. That the last words in the Apocalypse are words of betrothing

to marriage between the Lord and the church, n. 1363.

APOSTLES \_apostoli~\. That the twelve apostles sig. all truths

derived from good, or all in the church who are in truths derived from
good, ill. n. 8, 431. That tlic twelve apostles, in like manner as the

twelve tribes of Israel, represented all things of the church, and each

apostle some universal essential thereof, n. 430, 434. Tliat the twelve

apostles sig. all the goods and truths of the church in the aggregate, n.

0, 100, 270, 330, 434, 910. That the apostles sig. those who teach

the truths of the church, and, abstractedly from ])ersons, the truths

themselves which are taught, n. 100, 1179. That by the apostles,

equally as by the angels, are sig. divine truths, n. 910. That tlie twelve

apostles also sig. all things of doctrine concerning tlie Lord, and con-

cerning a life conformable to his commandments, n. 1324.
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APPEARANCES [opparcnttrpy Thnt the appearances in iho

lowest lieavcn are oorresjiondences of tlio thoughts and perceptions ol'

the angels of the inmost or highest lieaven, n. 3(59. Concerning appear-

ances real and not real, ill. n. 553. That the appearances in the heavens

are according to the reception of divine truth by the angels, n. H7().

That the appearances in the heavens are similar to what exist in the

material world, n. 1)2G. Concerning the ai)pearances in the heavens,

and the origin of those appearances, n. 553, 926.

APPLE-TREE [mains]. That the apple-tree sig. joy of heart

originating in natural good derived from spiritual good, n. 458.

AR. That the city Ar, in tlie land of IMoah. sir/, the doctrine of those

who are in truths from the natural man, n. (!52. See Moab.
ARABIA or KEDAR. That the cattle of Arabia siff. the knowledges

of truth and good, n. 282. That by Arabia and the jirinces of Kedar are

sig. those who are in truths and goods from knowledges, n. 314. That

Kedar or Arabia «'^. those who are in the knowledges of good, n. 357, 734.

That by Arabia and Nebajoth are sig. things spiritual, n. 391. That

Arabia, and also an Arabian in the wilderness, sig. the natural man, n.

405. That Arabia sig. Avhere they are who live naturally in goods, n.

406. That Arabia and Hazor sig. the knowledges of good and truth, n.

417, 422. That they who were from Arabia were called the sons of the

east, n. 422. That to sit as an Arab sig. to lie in wait as a robber to

slay and deprive, n. 730. That Arabia sig. the church Avhich is in truths

originating in good, n. 799.

ARAM. See Syria.

ARCHER [sagittaj-ius]. That the voice of archers sig. false doc-

trinals, n. 411. See Bow.
ARK [area']. That by the ark and the tent were represented the

superior heavens, n. 277. That by the testimony or law in the ark

is sig. the Lord himself, n. 283. Tliat the ark sig. the inmost or

supreme heaven, n. 283. That the propitiatory sig. the hearing and
reception of all things of worship which are from the good of love, and
in such case atonement, n. 283. That the ark sig. the divine celestial

[principle] proceeding from the Lord, ill. n. 336, 700. That the ark

of the covenant sig. the divine truth proceeding from the Lord, ill. and
sh. n. 700. That the slaves of the ark sig. divine power, the same as

arms, n. 700.

ARMAGEDDON. That Armageddon sig. the love of honour, of

rule, and of superemineuce, n. 1010 ; and the same is sig. by Megiddon,

n. 1010.

ARMS OF THE HANDS [brachia 7naniivm]. That the arms of

the hands sig. power, n. 357. That the flesh of the arm sig. the power
of good by truth, n. 386. That the arm, when predicated of the Lord,

denotes omnipotence, n. 406. That by the arm [or shoulder] in sacri-

fices is sig. external truth, n. 435. That the arm sig. strength, n. 594.

That the arms of the world sig. the truths of the Hteral sense of the

Word, n. 594. That they shall eat every man the flesh of his own arm
sig. that the false shall consume the good, and evil the truth, in the

natural man, n. 617. That the arm sig. the omnipotence of good by
truth, and the hand the omnipotence of truth from good, n. 684.

ARMS OF WAR [arma belli.] See War. That arms of war sig.

all things appertaining to doctrine, n. 257, 557. That arrows, javelins,
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and darts sig. truths or falses of doctrine which combat, n. 357, 800.
That a ispear sig. the false of evil, n. 357 ; also self-derived power and
confidence, n. 357. That to burn the arms sig. to extirpate falses of

every kind, n. 357. That arms of war sig. truths combating against

falses, n. 357, 557. That swords and spears sig. falses from evil com-
bating against truths from good, and tnce versd, n. 734. See Helmet,
Shield, Buckler, Bow, Sword, Spear, Lance, Dart, Handstaff,
Coat of Mail, Breastplate.

ARMY or HOST [^exe7-citus']. That the army or host of the hea-

vens sig. all the goods and truths of love and faith, n. 275, 403, 455, 573,
632. That the prince of the host sig. the Lord as to the Divine Human,
n. 316. That an ai-my or host, in the opposite sense, sig. all evils, n.

401. That the host of the height in the height sig. all the evils

which originate in the love of self, n. 401. That the host of the heavens

sig. the knowledges of truth and good in the spiritual man, n. 444.

That armies sig. truths from good combating against falses from evil,

and, in the opposite sense, falses from evil combating against truths

from good, ill. n. 573. The reason why the Lord is called Jehovah of

hosts or Zebaoth, ill. n. 573. That armies sig. the truths and goods of

heaven and the church in their whole compass, and, in the opposite

sense, evils and falses in their whole compass, ill. and sh. n. 573. That
the army or host of the heavens sig. the same, n. 573, 659, 720.

AROER. That Aroer, in like manner as Damascus, sig. the know-
ledges of truth and good appertaining to the church, n. 911.

AROMATICS [_aromata]. See Spioes.

AROUND [crrcwm]. That by around is spiritually sig. what is

distant in degree of intelligence and wisdom, thus what is below, n. 335.

ARRANGEMENT or ORDERING lordinatio']. That the heavens

and the hells were arranged and underwent changes from one judgment
to another, concerning which, ill. n. 702.

ARRAYED, to he \_amicivi'\. That to be arrayed sig. to be in-

structed in truths, ill. n. 1222. See Garment.
ARROW [^sagittiL]. See Bow and Dart.

ARTIFICER \_artifex]. That an artificer of every art sig. all that

appertains to the understanding, consequently wisdom, intelligence, and

science, ill. and sh. n. 1186. That an artificer sig. intelligence from

man's proprium, sh. n. 1186.

ASCEND, to \_ascendere~\. That to ascend, when predicated of

hearing from the Divine [Principle], sig. elevation of mind and atten-

tion, ill. n. 263. That to ascend into heaven sig. separation as to in-

ternals and protection, n. 670. That to ascend, when predicated of

the hells, sig. to enconii^ass and flow forth, ill. n. 889.

ASHAMED, to he [pvdejieri']. That not to be ashamed sig. not

to be conquered, n. 724. That to be ashamed and disgraced sig. to be

destitute of all good and truth, n. 811.

ASHER. That Asher sig. s{)iritual affection, which is charity or love

towards our neighbour, also the blessedness of spiritual affection, n. 438,

441. That Asher sig. the internal principle itself of those who arc in

the second or middle heaven, and the tribe of Manasseli the gotxl df

life, which is the external s[)iritual principle flowing from their internal

spiritual, n. 441. That by the tribe of Asher, in the sn))reme sense, is

sig. eternity, in the internal sense, felicity of life from the blessednubs
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of the affections orijjinating in love anil charity, and in the external

sense, natnral delight thence derived, n. 438.

ASHKS [r/HK*]. Tiiat ashes si'g. what is accursed, n. 1175.

A81IUR or ASSYHIA. 'I'hat by Ashnris sig. those who are made
rational by tlie knowledges of good and truth ; and that it also sir/, the

rational principle of the man of the church, n. 110, 131, 195, 313, 340,

ill. and 5//. 388, 410, 518, sh. G54, 706, 923, 1100. That Ashnr
and the sons of Ashur, in the opposite sense, sif/. fallacious reasonings

or ratiocinations from falses against truths, n. 141, 304, 328, 419, 514,

538, 5G9. That by the king of Ashur or Assyria is sif/. the rational

principle in both senses, n. 240. That the king of Ashur sig. ratio-

cination from falses against truths, n. 304, 518, 923; or the rational

principle perverted, n. 518, 637 ; or ratiocination from the scientitics

of the natural man, n. 811. That Ashur sig. what is from the pro-

prium, n. 355. That the Assyrians sig. reasonings by which truths

are falsified, n. 355. That Ashur or Assyria sig. reasoning from self-

derived intelligence, n. 372, 375 ; also reasoning from the scientific

principle, n. 388. That Ashur also sig. the rational principle to which

the scientific is subservient, n. 388 ; also the rational principle per-

verted, n. 405, 411, 706. That the bee in the land of Assyria sig. false

reasonings derived from the sensual principle, n. 410. That the Assy-
rians sig. those who reason against the goods and truths of the church

from falses and fallacies derived from self-derived intelligence, thus from

self-love, n. 504. That the pride of Ashur sig. reasonings from the

conceit of self-derived inteUigence, which is of the rational princi])Ie

perverted, n. 518, 538, 654; also the pride of self-derived intelli-

gence, n. 727. That the gods of the king of Ashur sig. reason-

ings from falses and evils which agree with the proprium of man,

n. 585. The reason why Ashur is called the work of the hands of man,
and also the work of the hands of Jehovah, ill. and sh. n. 585. That
the land of Assyria sig. the church as to rational truth, n. 601. Tliat

Ashur the cedar in Lebanon sig. the rational principle, which is formed

from scientifics on one part, and from the influx of spiritual truth on the

other, sh. n. 650. That Ashur sig. ratiocination from falses, sh. n.

727. That Ashur sig. rational truths, and, in the opposite sense, falses,

n. 827. That Ashur sig. the rational understanding of the Word, n.

846. That Assyria and king Jureh sig. the rational principle perverted

as to good and as to truth, n. 962. That whoredom with the sons of

Ashur 5/'^. the falsification of truth from the rational man, which is

effected by ratiocinations, and by sophistications grounded in fallacies,

appearances, and scientifics, n. 1029.

ASIA. That Asia sig. the clear light of intelligence ; it also spiri-

tually denotes the south, which sig. the same, n. 21, 58. That in

ancient times the church extended through many kingdoms in Asia,

n. 21.

ASPECT [^aspectus'j. That aspect, when predicated of the Lord,

denotes the Divine Presence, and thence Providence, n. 25. See To
Behold. That aspect and sight sig. the understanding and thought

thence derived, and in the understanding every thing is exhibited as

present which is the object of thought, ill. n. 25. See Sight, To See.

ASPERSION [^aspersio^. The aspersions sig. truths destroyed by

falses, n. 519.
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ASPS \^aspidesy That asps and dragons si'g. sensual things, which
are the ultimates of the natural man, n. 714.

ASS [^asinus^. What is sig.hj sitting on an ass and the foal of an
ass, n. 31. That white asses sig. the rational [principle] as to good,
n. 355. That a bony ass st'g. lowest servitude, n. J445. That an ass

67^. the truth of the natural man, n. 537. That asses sig. such things

as appertain to the sensual man, n. 654. That the flesh of asses sig.

the voluntary proprium, n. 654.

ASS, WILD [orto^er]. That wild asses sig. those who are in dire

falses such as are in the hells, n. 376. That a joy of wild asses sig.

the affection or love of falses, n. 410. That wild asses sig. natural

truth, n. 483. That wild asses sig. the rational principle, n. 1100.

ASSYRIA l^Assyria']. See Ashur.
AT-HAND [propel^. See Nearness.
ATHANASIAN CREED [Fides Symbolica Athanasianci]. Con-

cerning this Creed, n. 1091, 1092, 1094, 1096—1100, 1102, 1103,

1104, 1106—1109, 1111, 1112, 1114—1116, 1118—1122, 1124,

1127, 1129—1131, 1133—1136, 1138, 1139, 1141—1148, 1150—
1156, 1158—1160, 1162—1168, 1170.

ATMOSPHERE [atmospliera]. That in the spiritual world there

are also atmospheres, but spiritual, n. 1287. That the atmosphere of

the third or inmost heaven is as pure aura called ether, the atmosphere
of the second or middle heaven is as it were aerial, and the atmosphere
of the first or ultimate heaven, is as it were watery, but rare and pure,

n. 538, 594, 832, 876, 1287. That the atmospheres in the hells are as

it were of a gross watery nature, verging either to black or red,

n. 538.

ATTRACTION and IMPULSION lattractio et impulsio'\. That
with the good after death, there is as it were an attraction unto the

Lord as to a common centre, n. 646. That Avhere attraction is there

must be impulsion, for attraction without impulsion does not exist, ill.

n. 646. That attraction is from the Lord, and also impulsion, ill. n.

646. That impulsion, as it were from man, corresponding to the

attraction from the Lord, is acknoAvledgment, ill. n. 646.

AVEN. What is sig. by the high places of Aven being destroyed,

n. 391.

AVERSION [aversiol. See Conversion.

AURA. See Atmosphere.
AUTHORITY \_potestas']. See Power. That autliority or power,

when predicated of the Lord, sirj. the salvation of the human race,

n. 293, 745.

AXE [seciiris'\. See Hatchet.
AZAL. That Azal sig. separation and liberation, n. 405.

AZAZEL. See Goat. That Aza/.el or the scape-goat sig. the

natural man not purified, ill. and sh. n. 730.

B.

BAAL OK dl'DAH. 'I'hat Baal of .huhih i^ig. Ww iiltim.-ilc ..f ihc

church, which is called the natural principle, ill. n, 701'.

BAALPEOR. That Baaljieor sig. the adulteration of good, n. 655.
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BABEL, BABYLON. Sec C'li \i.i..i:.\, XKiuKiiAnNEzzAu. Tliat

by king of Babi-l are .-///. those who profane the goods and truths of

the Word, or the profanation (tf good and truth, n. 257, 374 ; also

the destruction of truth hy falses and profanation, n. 35"), 540, G59
;

also the e\"ll and the false A'astating, n. 417. That l>y Babel are si'/.

those who profane goods, n. 275 ; and by the sea of Babel are sig. their

traditions, which are adulterations of good from the Word, n. 275.

That Babel siij. the profanation of good and truth, n. 373, 481 ; and

that the same is sir/, by Belshazzar, king of Babel, n. 373, 48L That

Babel si(j. those who are in the falses of evil, and in the evils of the

false, from the love of self, n. 405. That by Babel are sifj. those who
by evils destroy goods, and by Chalda^ans those who by falses destroy

truths, n. 514. That by the king of Babel near Euphrates is sig. the

sjiiritual rational man, n. 557. That Babel sig. those who adulterate

the AVord, n. 569. That Babel sig. those who abuse holy things for

the purpose of ruling by them, or those who seek to acquire dominion

by the holy things of the church, n. GOl, 911, 900, 1029. That the

inhabitants of Babel sig. the profanation and adulteration of the good

of love, n. 653. That Babel sig. the adulteration of the W^ord and

profanation, n. 724, 730. That the king of Babel sig. the evils which

destroy, and the Chaldteans their falses, n. 811. That Babylon sig.

those who have transferred to themselves the divine power of the Lord,

n. 879. That Babylon sig. the church with the Papists, or the love of

ruling over heaven and over earth by the holy things of the church,

n. 1021. In what manner Babylon begins and terminates, n. 1029.

That Babylon or Babel .sig. the church in which all the goods of love

are destroyed and profaned, and Clialdtea 6/^. the church in which all

the truths of faith are destroyed and profaned, n. 1029. That whoredom
with sons of Babel and the ChaklcTans sig. the adulteration of good and

the profanation of truth, n. 1029. That Babylon sig. the adulteration

and profanation of good and truth, n. 1032. That Babylon is called

a whore from the falsification and adulteration of the Word, n. 1080,

1200. That Babylon sig. those who have profaned the holy things of

heaven and the church by domination assumed over them, n. 1097,

1200.

BADGER \_taxHS^. That badger skin ~ig. laiowledges of good,

n. 1143.

BAGGAGE [sarc2«a]. That baggage sig. knowledges and scien-

tifics in the natural man, n. 434.

BAKE, to [^coquere']. That to bake sig. to prepare and conjoin so

as to serve for the use of life, n. 555.

BAKER Ijpistor^. That bakers sig. those who compact truths or

falses so as to cohere, n. 540. That a baker sig. the good of love in

like manner as bread, n. 655.

BALAAM. That by Balaam are sig. they who, as to the under-

standing of truth, are illustrated and teach ti-uths, but nevertheless

love to destroy by stratagem those who are of the church, ill. and sh.

n. 140.

BALANCES or SCALES [libne sen lances']. That balances or

scales sig. the estimations of anything as to truth, n. 373. Hence

the weights were formerly made of stone, for stones in the Word sig.

truths, n. 373.
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BALD [caZi'us]. Tliat bald sig. those ^vho are without truths from
the Word, n. 66. That they who have deprived themselves of in-

telligence by reasonings from fallacies and from falses, appear in the

spiritual M'orld as bald, n. 66, 569, 577. That to induce baldness

sig. mourning on account of all things of intelligence being destroyed,

n. 637. That bald or bald-head sig. the Word deprived of the natural

sense, which is the sense of the letter, n. 781. Wliy the forty-two

children were torn to pieces by two bears for calling Elisha bald-head,

sh. n. 781.

BALSAM [balscmmm~\. That by balsam are sig. truths which are

grateful by virtue of good, n. 375, 433. That balsam in the opposite

sense sig. application and thence confirmation of the false, n. 654.

BAPTISM, and to BAPTIZE [bcqnisiuus et haptizare]. That

to baptize is to reform and regenerate, n. 71, 183, 374. That baptism

is not regeneration, but to be born of water and the spirit, sig. to im-

bibe truths, and to lead a life according to them, n. 236. That bap-

tism sig. regeneration by the Lord by divine truths from the Word, n.

475. That washings and baptism are only representative and signi-

ficative rites, n. 475. That to baptize with the Holy Spirit and with

fire sig. to regenerate man by the divine truth and the divine good of

love from the Lord, n. 504. That baptism represents and signifies

purification from the evils and falses, and also regeneration by the

Word from the Lord, n. 724 ; and the same was represented and sig-

nified by the baptism of John, ill. and sh. n. 724.

BARLEY [Jwrdeum']. That wheat and barley sig. the good and

truth of the external or natural man, or the good and truth of the

church in general, n. 374, 911. That wheat and barley sig. good and

truth from a celestial origin, n. 374 ; also goods and truths exterior

such as appertain to the literal sense of the Word, n, 375. That a

cake of barley sig. good and truth natural, such as is the Word in the

sense of the letter, n. 617,

BARN [horremii]. That to gather into the barn sig. to conjoin

with heaven, n. 911.

BARREN \_sterilis'\. That the barren which hath not borne sig.

those who have not yet possessed truths from the Word, n. 223. That

the barren sig. those who are not of the church, or the Gentiles, and

who do not know truths, because they have not the Word, n. 257,

717,721.
BARS [yectes']. That the bars of the earth sig. evils, n. 538.

BASHAN. That the mountain of Bashan sig. voluntary good, or

the good of the will principle, n. 405. That the fatlings of Bashan sig.

the goods of the natural man from a spiritual origin, n. 650.

BASILISK [basilisms']. That basilisk sig. the destruction of the

good and trutli of the church by faith alone, or by faith separated from

charity, n. 386, 727.

BASIS [basis']. That the bases of the earth sig. exterior truths,

such as are those of the literal sense of the Word, n. 741.

BATH, a measure [hatJium']. That a bath sig. the same as wine,

viz., trutlv derived from good, n. 675.

BATTLE \j)ra'liwn'\. That battle sig. dissension concerning truths

and goods, also spiritual combat, n. 1003. See War.
BEAM [tignum, trabs']. That to lay [the beams of] the chambers
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[triclinia^ of iloliovah sig. to form tlie heavens and the church, n. 591.

That by a beau) [/rt//^*] in the eye is sig. a great false of evil, and by

a mote in the eye is sig. a slight false of evil, n. 74G. That a beam
[/;vf/<.s-] sig. the truth of good, and, in the opposite sense, the false of

evil, n. 74().

BEAR, not to \_7ioii /'crre']. That not to bear sig. to reject, n. 99.

BEAR, to, or BU'lN(; FORTH \jnirere^. That to bear seven

sig. to be gifted with all the truths of the church from the Word, n.

401, 721. That the pregnant and she that l)ringeth forth sig. those

who receive truths and those who do them, n. 721. That to bring

forth sig. to jierform uses, thus to hve and so to be reformed, sh. n. 721.

That to travail in labour sig. to receive the truths of the Word by hear-

ing and reading, n. 721. See To Travail. Tliat conception sig. the

reception of truth which is from good, n. 721. That to bring forth sons

sig. to produce truths from the marriage of truth and good, n. 721.

That to bring forth sig. the production and fructification of truth from

good, n. 724.

BEARD [ia?'Ja]. That by the beard is sig. what is ultimate,

n. 375 ; also the extreme part or principle of the life of man, called the

sensual corporeal, n. 417. That the beard sig. the ultimate of the

rational man, n. 577. See Hair. That the beard of a bear sig. divine

truth in ultimates, ill. n. 791. See Bears.

BEARS [w/'s/]. That beai-s sig. truth in ultimates, n. 66. That
bears sig. those who are in power from the natural sense of the Word,
as well the good as the evil, ill. and sli. n. 781. That the feet of a

bear sig. fallacies from the sensual principle, n. 781, 783. That bears

out of the wood sig. the power derived from the natural or literal sense

of the Word, n. 781. That a bear sig. the power of divine truth

natural, and, in the opposite sense, the power of the false against the

truth, n. 781. That a bear, in the opposite sense, also sig. the power
and lust of the natural man to falsify the truths of the literal sense of

the Word, u. 781. That white bears represent the power of the

spiritual-natural man by the Word, n. 781. Why the forty-two chil-

dren were torn in pieces by two bears for calling Elisha bald-head,

ill. and sh. n. 781. That to roar as bears and to moan as doves sig.

the grief of the natural man and thence of the spiritual man on account

of falses, n. 781.

BEAST [hestia, /^''<^<]- That by beasts, evil and ferocious, are sig.

c^^l affections or concupiscences which destroy the church, n. 3()4, 3G5,

388, 503, 650. That by the beast of the field is sig. the affection of

good in the natural man, n. 329, 357, 403, 405, 507, 650, 730. That

by man [liomo'\ and beast [bestia], where mentioned together, are sig.

the affections of good interior and exterior, n. 342. That by swift

beasts [yeredarii'] is sig. the external rational principle, which is natural,

n. 355; also things rational as to good, n. 1155. That a beast of

burden sig. the intellectual principle, n. 375, 444. That by evil wild

beasts are sig. lusts and falsities arising from the loves of self and the

world, and hence evils of life, n. 388. Tliat wild beasts or animals

sig. the affections of truth and good, which vivify all things of the

church, n. 388. That wild beasts of the field sig. falsities arising from

the delights of the natural loves, n. 388. That the wild beast of the

nation sig. the false of evil, n. 3^8. That the wild beast sig. the false
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of evil lusting to destroy, consequently those who are principled therein,

n. 388; That wild beasts of the field also sig. evils of life arising from
falses of doctrine, n. 388. That a wild beast, in the Hebrew, is called

chajah, denoting life, and when used in the good sense, in which it stg.

the affection of truth and good, it should be rendered animal, n. 388,
650, 701. That the tame, the mild, and useful beasts are also called

wild beasts [/e?'«], and sig. the affections of truth and good, n. 388.

That there is a difference in the signification where wild beast and beast

are mentioned together, and where wild beast only, and beast only,

n. 388 end. That by the wild beast of the field are sig. the affection

and lust of the false and of evil, n. 400, 701. That by beasts \^bestice']

are sig. the good affections of the natural man, n. 405, 629. That beast

\_bestia^ also sig. the good of affection, n. 433. That the wild beast of

the reed sig. the scientific principle of the natural man, n. 439 ; also the

affection or cupidity of the false originating in the scientifics of the

sensual man, which are fallacies, n. 654. That by beast of the field is

sig. the will principle of man, n. 513. That beasts sig. the loves and
affections of the natural man in both senses, ill. and sh. n. 650, 768,

774, sh. 1100. That the beast ascending out of the abyss sig. the love

of self, u. 650. That by beasts \^bestia'^ are 5?^. affections of the

natural man appertaining to the will, and by wild beasts [./erce] are

sig. affections of the natural man which appertain to the understanding,

n. 650. That the wild beast of the forest sig. the affection of scientifics,

n. 650. That wild beast, in the opposite sense, sig. the cupidities of

falsifying and destroying the truths of the church, n. 650 ; and beasts,

the cupidities of adulterating and destroying the goods of the church,

n. 650. That the beasts of the south sig. the adulterations of good
and falsifications of truth, n. 650. That the beasts of the sea sig. the

love of dominion and the successive increase thereof, n. 650. That

the beasts of the south sig. cupidities from the natural man, n. 654.

That beasts of the herd sig. exterior affections, and beasts of the flock

sig. interior affections, n. 710. That the wild beast of the field sig.

the affection of the natural man, n. 739. That the beast ascending-

out of the sea sig. reasonings from the natural man, n. 774, 780, 790,

815. That the beast ascending out of the earth sig. confirmations from

the literal sense of the Word, n. 774, 885, 932, ill. 998. That beasts,

both clean and imclean, sig. such things as appertain to heaven and to

hell, ill. and sh. n. 781. That the former beast (Rev. xiii.) sig. reason-

ings from the natural man confirming the separation of faith from

hfe, n. 774, 821, 885, ill. 998. That the scarlet beast sig. the Word
as to the holy things thereof, ill. and sh. n. 1038, 1067. That all the

beasts used in sacrifices sig. holy things appertaining to the church, ill.

n. 1038. That beast \_bestia'] in the general sense sig. the natural

principle as to affection, n. 1038, 1100. That the wild beast of the

field sig. the affections of good and truth in the natural man, n. 1 10<).

Concerning the souls of beasts, n. 1201, 1202.

BEA8T OF BURDEN [jumoitiim]. That a beast of burdeu

sig. the intellectual principle or the undcrstamling, the same as a

horse, n. 375, 444. See Horse. That beasts of Ijurden sig. truths

which have respect to the goods of charity, and that asses are espe-

cially so called, which are used for riding and carrying burdens, n. 1154.

See Ass.
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BEATITUDE [bcatittnh^. That all tlio hoatitiule wliich the angols

enjoy is by truth from good, or hy the tipiritiial affection of truth, the

spiritual affection of truth being derived from good, forasnmch as good

is the cause of truth, n. 481. That they wlio are in (Uvine truths are

in the life of heaven, consequently in eternal beatitude, n. 484.

BEAUTY [piilclin'tudo']. That beauty si(/. intelligence and wis-

dom, n. 240, (517, Gl'J, 037, 717. That to confide in beauty sig.

intelligence from the proprium, n. 240. TTiat beauty also sig. the

uisdom of truth from good, n. 453. That every one in the spiritual

worlil is beautiful according to his truth from good, n. 052. That

beauty fig. the aifection of truth, and thence intelligence, n. 054.

That by beauty of the Lord is sig. divine truth, n. 863. That tlie

angels derive all their beauty from conjugial love, ill. n. 1001. See

Love.

BED \_lectns'\. That a bed sig. the natural man ; also doctrine,

and the doctrinals which are in the natural man, n. 103. That in

the corner of a bed and in the extremity of a couch sig. to be in a

small degree in natural hmien, from a spiritual principle, and hence

in some truths, n. 103. That beds of ivory sig. the fallacies of the

senses, upon which doctrine is founded ; and to stretch upon couches

sig. to confirm and multiply the falses thence derived, n. 103. That

to be in one bed sig. to be in one doctrine, n. 103. That to take up

the bed and walk sig. doctrine and a life according thereto, n. 103.

Concerning the bed of Og, king of Bashan, in Kabbah, n. 103. That

Jacob, inasmuch as in the Word he sig. the doctrine of the church,

therefore, when he is spoken of, there appears in the spiritual world

frcmi above to the right, as it were, a man lying in a bed, n. 103 end.

BEE [ti^jzs]. That the bee in the land of Assyria sig. reasonings

from the scientifics of the natural man, n. 410.

BEELZEBUB. That Beelzebub, the god of Ekron, sig. the god of

all falses, and, being interpreted, is the Lord of flies, flies nig. the

falses of the sensual man, n. 740.

BEER. That beer sig. a well or fountain, and a well or fountain

in the spiritual sense sig. the Word and doctrine from the Word, n.

537, 727. See Wkli,, Fountain.

BEGINNING and END \_prinvipiuin et Jitiis']. That the begin-

ning and the end in relation to the Lord sig. from eternity to eternity,

n. 41. That the beginning of the workmanship of God sig. faith

derived from the Lord, ill. n. 220.

BEHEMC)TH. That Behemoth sig. the natural man as to goods,

which are called the delights of natural love, n. 455 ; also the natural

affections appertaining to man, n. 507.

BEHIND ME [post me']. That behind me sig. manifestly, ill.

n. 55.

BEHOLD, to [_aspicere']. That the Lord beholds or looks at

angels and men in the forehead, and they behold the Lord through the

eyes, n. 242, 852. That the Lord is seen solely by those who are in

good and in truth derived from good, n. 270. That to behold sig.

perception, n. 354.

BELIEVE IN GOD, to \_credere in Deum]. That to believe in

God is to know, to will, and to do, n. 349. That by believing in (J("l

the ancients understood the knowledge and understanding of truths,
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and, at the same time, the willing and doing of them, and this from
the Lord, n. 813.

BELLS [^tintinnabula^. That bells sig. scientific truths, n. 204.
That the bells of the horses sig. scientific truths from the intellectual

principle, n, 204 ; also scientifics and knowledges, and thence preach-
ings, which are from the understanding of truth, n. 355. That the
same is sig. by the little bells of gold upon the borders of Aaron's
cloak, or all things of doctrine and worship, n. 355.

BELLY [ve/i^e?-]. That the belly from correspondence sig. the
world of spirits, n. 580, That the belly denotes what is interior, n.

618, ill and sh. 622. That the womb or belly sig. spiritual conjugial

love, n. 618. That the belly sig. the interiors of the Word, which are

called spiritual, ill. and sh. n. 622. That the belly, from its corre-

spondence, sig. the interiors of the understanding and thought, n. 622.

That in the spiritual world no one lies with the belly upon the earth,

the reason thereof, n. 622. That the fruit of the belly, and the desires

of the belly, denote spiritual offspring, and sig. science, inteUigencc,

and wisdom, for into these man is re-born when he is regenerated,

n. 622. That the fruit of the belly sig. the good of love and the truth

of that good; also those who are in good by truths, n. 710. That
the desires of the belly sig. truths procured, n. 710. That the term
belly is used where truths are treated of, and the womb where good is

treated of, n. 710. That the belly sig. the faith and understanding of

good, ill. n. 750,

BELOVED [dilectus']. That by the beloved is sig. the Lord,

n. 375.

BELOW [infra']. See Above,
BENEDICTION [benecUctio']. That benediction or blessing, when

predicated of the Lord, sig. acknowledgment, glorification, and thanks-

giving, n. 340, 343. That by blessing or benediction, when predicated

of man, is sig. reception of divine truth and good, n. 340, 466. That
to bear blessing sig. the I'eception of divine truth, and to bear justice

the reception of divine good, n. 340. That blessing si^. heaven and
eternal felicity thence derived, n. 340. That to bless himself sig. to

instruct himself in divine truths and to apply them to life, n, 340, That
blessing or to bless, in the opposite sense, sig. to love the evil and the

false, and to imbibe them, n, 340. That by blessing or benediction are

sig. the reception of divine truth, and fructification thence derived,

whence are felicity and hfe eternal, n. 465, That benediction sit/, the

multiplication and fructification of divine truth, thus intelligence, n.

507, 518, That to bless sig, instruction, n. 644. That benedictions

of the paps sig. the affections of good and truth, and benedictions of

the womb sig. the conjunction of good and truth, n. 710.

BENJAMIN. That Benjamin sig. the conjunctive in-incipli' of

truth and good, or the conjoining medium in the natural principle, n.

440, 449. That Benjamin sig. the conjunction of those mIio ai-e in

the first or ultimate heaven with the Lord, n. 448, 44 1). That ISenjamin,

and thence the tribe from him, sig. the sjiiritual celestial principle in

the natural man, in like manner as Joseph in the spiritual, n. 44'.).

See Joseph. That Benjamin, in the original tongne, sig. a son of the

right hand, ill. n. 449. That the sons of Benjamin sig. the conjunc-

tion of good and truth, ill. n. 449. That little Benjamin sig. the
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innocrnco of tlie nntnrnl man, n. 1-10. That by Bonjamin is nig. the

Word in the ultimatt' sense, wliich is natnval, ill. and ,'•7/. n. 419. That

hy luMijaniin is stg. the conjunction of the spiritual man witli the

natural, and hy Joseph the conjunction of the celestial man with the

spiritual, n. 449. See Joskpfi.

BETHEL. That hy the altars of Bethel is t^ig. worship from evil,

n. 31 G, 391. That hy JJethel is sig. the ultimate of good, n. 391.

BETHLEHEM. That Ephratah Bethlehem si'g. the spiritual

church which is in trutlis from good, or in faith from charity, n. 434.

That Bethleliem /^ig. truth conjoined to good in the natural man, n. 449.

The reason why the Lord was horn in Bethlehem, and also Uavid, and

who was there anointed king, ///. n. 449. That Ej)hratah and Beth-

lehem sig. the spiritual natural principle, n. G84. That Bethlehem

sig. the spiritual principle, n. G95. That Ephratah sig. the Word as

to its natural sense, and Bethleliem the Word as to its spiritual sense,

n. 700.

BETHOGAEMA. That Bethogarma sig. those who are in internal

worship, ///. n. 355.

BETHSAIDA. That Bethsaida sig. damnation on account of non-

reception of the Lord, ill. and sh. n. 239.

BIND, to \_ligare']. That to bind with cords sig. to conjoin,

n. 391.

BIRD or FOWL [avis']. That the birds of heaven sig. the

rational and intellectual principles, or things intellectual and rational,

or spiritual truths, n. 280—282, 357, 388, 400, 513. That as birds

flying sig. circumspection and presence ; also omnipresence, n. 282.

See To Fly. That birds sig. the affections of truth from which is

intelligence, n. 282. That the winged bird sig. the spiritual under-

standing of truth, n. 282, and which flieth towards heaven sig. the cir-

cumspection which appertains to intelligence in things divine, n. 282.

That feathers sig. spiritual good from which truths are derived, n. 283.

That by the bird of every wing is sig. spiritual truth in all its compass,

n. 329, 650. That birds sig. knowledges both of the truth and the

false ; also thoughts, ideas, and reasonings, in both senses, witli a

variety according to their genera and species, n. 388, ill. and sh. n. 1100.

That by the bird of wing is also sig. the delight of good and truth

appertaining to the spiritual man, n. 388. That the bird of the heavens

sig. thoughts from the imderstanding or spiritual thought, n. 483, 701
;

also thoughts derived from the affections of the natural man, n. 650.

That the bird Zabuah sig. reasonings from falses, n. G50. That a bird

sig. thought concerning the truths of the Word, and the understanding

of them, n. 684. That the bird of abominations sig. faith alone, n 684.

That upon the bird of abominations shall be desolation sig. the extinc-

tion of all truth by the separation of faith from charity, n. 684. That

unclean and hateful birds sig. falses from the falsified truths of the

Word, n. 1100. That the bird of wing sig. thoughts, n. 1100. That

birds of heaven sig. thoughts of the rational man, n. 1100. That

bird from the east sig. truth from the good of love, n. 1100. That

birds, in the opposite sense, sig. fallacies from the sensual man, and

reasonings from falses against truths ; also falses themselves, worse

and more noxious according to the genera and species of the unclean

birds, ill. and sh. n. 1100. That birds sig. such things as relate to the
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uuderstanding and thence to the thought, n. 1243. Tliat birds sig.

falses from hell ; also the infernal genii, who are in those falses, ill

n. 1249.

BITTER, BITTERNESS lamarum, amaritudo']. That bitter and
bitterness sig. what is falsified by a commixture of truth with the

falses of evil, n. 522. That bitter sig. what is undelightful, and is of

various kinds, and has different significations, n. 522. That bitter

sig. what is undelightful from adulterated truth, ill. n. G18. Concern-
ing the cause of bittei-ness of savour with spirits and angels, ill. n. G18.

That bitter also sig. the truth of good adulterated, sh. n. GIS. That
bitternesses sig. perversions and thence falsities from which the Word
becomes undelightful, n. 624. That bitter waters sig. those things

which are apparently true, but are derived from falses, n. 1145.

BLASTING and MILDEW \_uredo et nibigo']. That blasting

and mildew sig. evil and the false in extremes, or from the corporeal

sensual principle, n. 638.

BLASPHEME, to, BLASPHEMY [blasphemare, blasphemia^.

That blasphemy sig. scandalous reproach and invective fi'om those who
say they acknowledge the Lord, etc., and nevertheless are in evils and
falses, n. 119. That blasphemy si(]f. the adulteration and falsification

of the Word, n. 778, 797, 991, 1027, 1039. What is sig. by blas-

phemy against the Holy Spirit and by a word against the Son of Man,
sh. n. 778. That blasphemy against the Holy Spirit sig. the falsifica-

tion of the Word even to the destruction of divine truth in its genuine

sense, n. 778 ; also to deny the sanctity of the Word, n. 1085. That
there are various names for the genera of blasphemy, n. 778 end.

That blasphemy against God sig. the falsification of divine truth or the

Word, n. 797. That to blaspheme sig. to falsify divine truth, thus the

Word, which is from the Lord, and which is the Lord, n. 798, 1027
;

also to falsify divine truth even to the destruction thereof in heaven,

n. 984, 991.

BLACK, BLACKNESS [nifjer, ater, rdriim^. That black si;/.

what is not true, n. 372. That blackness sig. the privation of truth,

n, 372. That blackness sig. the false of evil, n. 412.

BLESSED [benedictiisl. That by he tliat is blessed is sig. the

Lord, n. 435.

BLESSED [^beatus^. That the blessed sig. those who are happy to

eternity, thus in Avhom heaven is, n. 12, 1347, 1354. That blessed sig.

to ])e in a happy state, n. lOOG. That the blessed sig. those who are in

heaven, or will come into heaven, n. 1225.

BLESSING l^benedictio']. See Benediction.

BLIND, BLINDNESS [ccecus, ctecitas']. That the Mind sig.

those who have no understanding of truth, n. 238, 239, 72 L That hy

all the blind whom tlie Lord healed are sig. those who are in ignorance

and receive Him, and are illustrated by the Word from Him, n. 239.

That blindness is predicated of the understandhig wlieu it has ii()a]i[)(!r-

ception of truth, n. 355.

BLOOD \^sanguis']. That the blood of the Tjord sig. divine truth,

or truths derived from good, ill. n. 30, 298, ill. and sh. 329, 748,

960, 1049, 1193. That by blood, in the opposite sense, is sig. the

false principle which offers violence to truth, n. 30, ill. and s/j. 329,

405, 923, 1193, That not to be of bloods sig. not to be in a Hfe con-
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trnrv to tjood ami trntli. n. 205. That bloods .«/«/. the ovils wliicli ofTor

violoiR'O to tlio <foo(ls of love and charity, and ultogotlKM' destroy them,

n. 304, 329. That by lilood is .<!///. the intellectnal proprium of man,

n. 329. That to be jiollnted with blood sig. to be allonether in falses,

n. 329. That blood .</'/. the falsification of the literal sense of the

Word, or divine truth falsified, n. 329, 391, 503, 539, (145, 923, 96G,

970, 976. That to shed innocent blood stg. to destroy the good of love

and charity, n. 329, 730. That by blood, in the perverted sense, is

sig. all violence offered to divine good and divine truth, and thus to the

Lord, n. 394, 923. That bloods sig. falses of evil, n. 475, 512. That

blood sig. divine truth by which man has the good of love, n. 600, 923,

1049. That blood and wine sig. the divine truth proceeding, n. 617.

That blood sig. interior truths, n. 617. That blood sig. the truth of the

Word, and thence of doctrine derived from the Word, n. 645, 1050.

That to shed blood sig. to offer violence to charity, and also to di\-ine

truth which is in the Word, which is to falsify it, n. 645, 730, 975,

1049. What is sig. by the blood of the new covenant, n. 701. That

blood corresj)onds to truth and thence 52^7. truth, n. 962. That to

drink blood sig. to imbibe falses, n. 976. That the blood of the saints

sig. divine truths, u. 1049. That blood, in the opposite sense, sig.

violence offered to the Word, consequently to the Lord, sh. n. 1237.

BLUE [Ivjacinthinum, cceruleimi]. That blue sig. the love of

truth, n. 427. That blue, in the opposite sense, sig. the cupidity of

the love of the world, and thence of every thing false, n. 576. That

blue is a celestial colour and sig. truth from a celestial origin ; and, in

the opposite sense, what is false from a diabolic origin, n. 576. That

blue and purple from the isles of Elisha sig. the spiritual affection of

truth and good, n. 576. That blue \_coeruleuni\., as derived from the

sky, sig. truth, n. 1063.

BOAR [fz/jer]. That by the boar out of the wood are sig. the evil

lusts of the natural man, n. 388.

BODY [^carpus']. That the body mentioned in Luke xvii. 37, sig.

the spiritual world, n. 281. That the body is said to be lucid when the

understanding is in truths from good ; and it is said to be darkened

when the understanding is in falses from evil, n. 313. That all acts of

the body correspond to the affections of the mind, so that they are one

by correspondences, n. 463. That the body sig. the good of love, which

is the good of the will, n. 750. See Flesh, Bone.

BONDS or BANDS \yincula']. See Bound.

BONE [os']. That bone sig. truth in the ultimate of order, and, in

the opposite sense, the false, n. 167, 659 ;
and dry bones falses derived

from evil, n. 659. That bones sig. the ultimates of divine truth, or

truths in their ultimate, or the Word, n. 196, 313, 364. That dry

bones sig. those who have no spiritual life, or in whom there is not any

spiritual life by divine truth, n. 418, 419; or the state of the church

destitute of the goods of love and the truths of doctrine, n. 666. That

the bones of the body correspond to the truths of the natural man, the

flesh to the good of the natural man, and all things appertaining to the

body to things spiritual, n. 619. That the bone of a [dead] man sig.

infernal false, n. 659.

BOOK [liher']. That the book of life denotes heaven ; or that

principle appertaining to man which corresponds to the heaven apper-
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taimng'.to liim, ill and sh. ii. 199. That hj all the days whidi were
written in the book is sig. all the states of life, n. 199. That the
volume of the book sig. the same as the book of life, n. 222. That bv
the book or the book of life is sig. the state of life of all in heaven anil

on earth, and by its being written is sig. what is implanted by the Lord,
n. 299, 303. That where a book is mentioned in the Word a volume or
scroll is understood, n. 299. That to open and to loose the seals of the
book sig. to know and to perceive, n. 303. What is sig. by opening-,

reading, and looking into the book, ill. n. 306. That the little book
open sig. the Word manifested, n. 599, 615. That the little book sig.

the Word, n. 620. That books sig. the interiors of the mind of man,
because in them are written all things appertaining to his life, n. 1277.
That the book of life is the Lord considered as the Word, consequently

the Word, n. 1361. That to be written in the book of life sig. him
who believes in the Lord, and lives according to His commandments,
sh. n. 1284. That not to be written in the book of life sig. the con-

trary, n. 1284.

BORDER or BOUNDARY [finis, terminus']. That lioundaries

[termini'] sig. truths, n. 231. That a border [finis] sig. the natural

man, in the things by which the goods and trutlis of the spiritual man
are terminated, n, 401. That by jjorder or boundary [tei'minus] is sig.

the ultimate ground or principle into which things interior fall and ter-

minate, and in which they are contained together, n. 403. Concerning

the boundaries in the spiritual world, eastward and westward, and
northward and southward, ill. n 406.

BORDERS OF A GARMENT [fimbriw]. See Teaix.

BORN, to be [nasci]. That to be born of God .sig. to be rege-

nerated by the truths of faith and by a life according to them, n. 32!)

end, 745, 768, 802. That born not of bloods sig. not to have falsified

and adulterated the Word, n. 745, 802. That born not of the will of

the flesh sig. not to he in evils from proprium, n, 745, 802. That born

not of the will of man sig. not to be in falses from proprium or from

the pride of self-derived intelligence, n. 745, 802.

BOTTLES [utres]. That bottles sig. knowledges which contain

truth denoted by wine, n. 195. See Wine.. That by bottles of tile,

the work of the hands of the potter, are sig. evils of life derived from

falses of doctrine, which are from self-derived intelligence, n. 242.

That by old bottles are sig. the statutes and judgments of the Jewish

church, and by new bottles the precepts and commandments of the

Lord, ill. and sh. n. 376.

BOUNDARY [tennimts]. See Bordeh.

BOUGH or BRANCH [ramus]. See Tree. That to form the

bough sig. to multiply trutlis, n. 281. That the brandi sig. spiritual

truth, and the rush the sensual scientilic, n. 559. That entwi^t('(l

branches sir/, the scientifics of the natural man, n. 727.

BOUND, to BIND, B(JNDS or BANDS [vinctus, vinmr, rin-

aila]. That to be i)ound in prison sig. to be d(!taiiied and si'itarated

from truths; also to be tempted, ill. "n. 122. That to cast into cus-

tody, when itredicated of those who are in the spiritual affection of f ruth,

sig. to assault, and to endeavour to de])rive them of truths from the

Word, n. 122. That by the bound are sig. thoy who are in falses, and

desire to be loosed from them, n. 239, 3«6, 537. That by <he bound in
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tlio pit are ,«/y. those win) arc in fnlsos frniii io'noranee, ami nevertheless

in tlie desire of knuwini;- truths, n. o2'.K Tliat to be hound in chains

sii/. to he tied hy falses, n. 052. That they arc said to he in bonds

with Avhoiu the cupidities of the natural man are restrained, n. 054.

That the bound in the ])it were liberated by the Lord after Ho had
linished the work of reilemption, n. GoO. That bands of the neck si'ff.

falses, which hinder truths from entering, n. 087. That to open the

bands of the neck siff. to reject falses and evils, and to be in truths and

goods, n. G87.

BOW [_arcus']. See Arrow and Dart. That by a bow is sir/.

the doctrine of truth combating against the doetrin(^ of the false, and, in

the opposite sense, the doctrine of the false combating against the doc-

trine of truth, n. 238, 273, 278, 281, 355, 357, 433, 734, 86G. That
a bow also siff. the doctrine of charity and faith, from Avhich evils and
falses are combated and dissipated, n. 35G—358. That arrows,

javelins, and darts, si(/. truths of doctrine which combat, n. 357, G84,

SijG. That a bow of brass siff. the doctrine of charity, or the doctrine

of the good of life, n. 357, 734. That when the bow siff. the doctrine

of the false, to shoot with the bow siff. to deceive, and the dart the false

itself, sh. n. 357. That by a bow is siff. the doctrine of truth combat-

ing against falses and evils, and dissipating them ; and, in the opposite

sense, the doctrine of the false combating against truths and goods and
destroying them, ill. and sh. n. 357. That a bow siff. the false of doc-

trine, n. 710. That a quiver siff. doctrine from truths, the same as a

bow, n. 724.

BOAVELS [_viscera^. That to be moved in the bowels siff. mercy
and charity from an interior principle, n. 444. That the bowels sir/.

the interiors, and the interiors of the Word, ill. and sh. n. G22. That

the bowels siff. the interiors of the thought and of the understanding,

ill. n. G22.

BOX-TREE [iwa-?/s]. That the box siff. the understanding of good
and truth in the natural principle, n. 730.

BOY and GIRL \^piier et puella'\. That boys and girls siff. the

affections of truth and good in which there is innocence, or the truths

and goods of innocence, n. 223, C52, 863. That boys siff. charity,

n. 270. That a boy siff. the truth of the church, and a girl the good of

the church, n. 376. That a little boy siff. innocence and love to the

Lord, n. 780.

BOZRAH. That the garments of Bozrah siff. the ultimate of

the Word, which is its literal sense, n. 359. That Bozrah sig. vin-

laging, and vintaging is predicated of truth, n. 922. That Bozrah siff.

the divine truth of the Word, and Edom the divine good of the Word,
sh. n. 922.

BRACELETS [^ai^llce]. That bracelets .92]^. the truths and goods

of the church, n. 195. That bracelets upon the hands siff. specifically

truths derived from good, n. 242. That bracelet upon the arms siff.

the power of truth from good, n. 358.

BRAIN \_cerehrum~\. That the brain siff. intelligence and wisdom,

in hke manner as the head, n. 559. See Head. That all and sin-

gular things of the body are ruled from the brains, ill. n. 775.

BRAMBLE \_rhamnus']. That the bramble siff. the evil of the

false, n. 638, See Thorn and Briar.
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BRANCH l^ramus']. See Bough.
BRAND [titio']. That a brand plucked out of the fire sit/, that

there was but little of truth remaining, n. 740.

BRASS [«'S, seic ces levigatum, clialcoIibanum~\. That brass and
fine brass sig. natural good, and when predicated of the Lord siq. divine

natural good, n. G9, 70, 279, 1147. That vessels of brass sic/, scientifics

of natural good, n. 70. That brass sig. the external of the churcli,

n. 70. What the serpent of brass represented and thence signified,

n. 70, 581. See Serpent. That brass sig. good in the ultimates, or
the good of the external or natural man, n. 176, 279, 355, 391, 405,
587. That by walls of brass is sig. the good which defends the doc-
trine of truth, n. 219. That mountains of brass sig. the good of love

in the natural man, n. 355.

BREACH \_confractio~\. That a great breach sig. the dissipation of

good and truth, n. 449.

BREAD \_panis']. That bread sig. the good of love and charity, n.

71, 252, 2SQ, 433, 480, 513, 600, 650, 655, 675. What is signified I,y

all drink and food in general, n. 71. See Food. That to give bread to

all the hungry sig. from the good of charity to instruct those who desire

truths, n. 195, 386. That by bread and water in the Word is sig. all

the good of love and truth of faith, n. 304, 701. That bread siq. the

divine good of the divine love of the Lord, and, as to man, that" good
received by him, n. 329, 412. See Holy Supper. That bread and
wine sig. goods and truths in the spiritual man, n. 340. That bread sig.

interior good, n. 375. That bread, in the supreme sense, siq. the Lord
as to divine good, n. 376, 513, 899. That to break the staff of bread

sig. to destroy every thing celestial and spiritual from which spiritual

nourishment is derived, or good and truth which nourish the soul, n.

386, 675. That the bread made of fine fiour, which was the meat
offering, sig. celestial good, n. 491. That bread sig. all spiritual food,

and spiritual food denotes instruction in truths and goods, whence come
intelligence and wisdom, n. 537, 555. That to break bread siq. to

communicate good with another, n. 617. That fulness or satiety of

bread siq. contempt of all good and trutli appertaining to heaven and
the church, so as even to nauseate them, n. 653. That by the bread of

straitness are sig. temptations as to the good of love, n. 600. That the

bread of life siq. divine good united Avith divine truth proceeding from
the Lord, n. 899.

BREADTH [_U(titvdo\ That l)readth siq. trutli and its quahlv,

n. 278, 355, 435, 627, ///. and sh. 629, 654", 675. That tlie breadth

of the earth sig. the trutlis of tlie church, and, in the opposite sense,

falses, n. 304, 811. That breadth of spaces sig. truths from g()(Kl in

multitude and extension, n. 514, 644. That breadtli sig. tlic truth of

doctrine from the Word, n. 666. That breadth sig. the truth of the

church, and length the good of the church, ill. and sh. \\. 1315, 131 (;.

See Length.
BREAST and BOSOM \^pectus, sinus, mamma, mammilht']. Sec

Paps. That tlie breast sig. the good of s])iritual love, ill. n. 65, 952.

That the breast or thorax siq. the spiritual affection of tnifli, n. 557.

That the breast, even to the loins, corres])Oiids to the middle or s<'C()ud

heaven, n. 600, 606. That the bosom and breast sig. spiritual love,

which is love in act, sli. n. 821. That the liosom or breast of the Lord
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siff, tlio ossontial divino Invo, ii. 821. 'I'lial. in licavcu llicy wlio nrc in

tho province of the breast are in spiritual love, a. .S21.

BHKAST-PLATE or COAT OF MAIL [thorax sen loncar\.

That breast-plates or coats of mail sit/, defences against evils and falses

in combats, anil, in the opposite sense, defences of evils and falses

against goods and truths, ill. and sh, n. 557, 57G. That breast-plates,

as breast-plates of iron, siy. persuasions against which truths do not

prevail, ///. n, 557.

BREATH, to BREATHE [halitiis, exspirarc']. See Rkspiha-

Tiox. That by the breath of the nostrils of .lehovah, and by the breath

of his mouth, are s/y. divine truth and spiritual life, with those who
receive it, n. 419. That breathing or respiration is predicated of

truths, n. 419. That to breathe out the soul sig. to perish as to all

truths, n. 721.

BREECHES [femoi-al/it^. That hreeches of linen siff. truths

covering, n. 1009.

BRICK [/«<er]. That bricks sip. falses from self-derived intelli-

gence, n. 324 ; or falses which are invented, and do not cohere with

truths, n. 540. That u brick furnace siff. doctrine compacted from

things fictitious, n. 540. That bricks siff. falses of doctrine, and to

burn incense upon them siff. worship from falses of doctrine, n. G59.

BRIDEGROOM, BRIDE [sponsd.-;, sponsa']. See Nuptials,

Makkiage. That by the bridegroom is siff. the Lord as to conjunction

with lieaven and the church by love and faith, sh. n. 252, 840, 1189,

1290. That the bride and wife siff. heaven and the church, when the

Lord is called the bridegroom and husband, n. 1120, 1189. That the

New Church, which is the New .Jerusalem, is called the bride, the

Lamb's wife, n. 1358. That the church is called the bride while it is

establishing, and that it is called the wife when it is established, n.

1304. That at the end of the Apocalypse the bride and bridegroom

speak, that is, the Lord and the Church, as if it were during the despon-

sation, n. 1363.

BRIDLE [ fro'mnn']. See Horse.
BRIGHTNESS or SPLENDOR IspUndov]. That brightness or

splendors siff. the goods of truth, because light sig. truth, and truth is

resplendent from good, n. 520.

BRING-FORTH, to \_parerer\. That to bring-forth sig. to mul-

tiply truths and good, n. 388. That to l)ring-forth judgment sig. to

instruct, n. 409. See To Bear.
BROAD PLACE or WAY \yicus~\, or a district or division of a

city. That the broad places sig. truths of doctrine and truths of life,

ill. and sh. n. G52.

BROTHER Ifrater']. That brother sig. the good of love or of

chaiity, .sA. u. 40, sh. 740. That by brethren are siff. all who are in

the good of charity, n. 355, 305, 397, sh. 740. That by brethren are

sig. good and truth, n. 375. That by a man \yir'\ and brother are

siff. truth and good, n. 740. That by brother and companion arc siff.

good from which is truth, and truth from good, and, in the opposite

sense, evil from which is the false, and the false from evil, ill. and sh.

n. 740. That by the Lord's brethren are sig. those who are in the good
of charity from Him, and by sisters those who are in truth from that

good, and by mother is sig. the church from them, sji. n. 746.
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BRUISED [contusus']. That being bruised siff. ^vllat is broken
antl not in coherence with any interior truth, which can alone cause con-
sistenc)', n. 627. That a bruised reed fsiff. divine truth sensual with the

simple and infants, s/i. n. G27.

BUCKLER [cli/peiim']. That a buckler siff. the false destroying

truth, n. 357. That a buckler, which defends the breast, siff. defence

against falses, Avhich destroy charity, n. 734.

BUILD, to \_ccdificare'\. That to build siff. to establish anew, n.

G84. That to build a house siff. to cstabhsh the church, n. 734.

BULLOCK \_juvencus'\. That bullocks siff. natural spiritual good,

which is the good of charity, n. 391.

BLTNDLE [_fasciculus^. That to gather into bundles siff. to con-

join together every species of falses from evil, n. 911.

BURN, to, and to SET FIRE TO [^combureTe et incendere,

ardere]. That to set fire to siff. to consume by evils, n. 257. That
to be burned siff. to perish by falses or cupidities originating in evil,

n. 504, 50G. That to burn is predicated of the love which is of man's

proprium, which love is signified by fire, n. 517. See Fire. That to

burn with fire siff. to destroy those things of the church which are pro-

faned by the love of ruling, n. 1083. That to be burned siff. to perish

by the fire of hell, n. 1083.

BURNING [_adustio']. That burning siff. the insanity which is

from self-derived intelligence, n. G37. That burning instead of beauty

siff. folly instead of intelligence, n. 637. That burning siff. damnation

and punishment of evils, n. 1173.

BURNT-OFFERING and SACRIFICE \Jiolocaustum et sacri-

Jiciimi]. That burnt-offerings and sacrifices siff. all representative

worship from the good of love and the truths of faith thence derived, n.

314, 329, 391, 444, 491. That burnt-offerings siff. all worship grounded

in the good of love from the Lord to the Lord, n. 314. That by the

altar of burnt-ofterings was siff. worship from the good of celestial love,

11. 324, 449, 491. That to sacrifice, in the opposite sense, siff. worship

from falses of doctrine, n. 324. That sacrifices were unknown to the

ancients, and abolished after the advent of the Lord, n. 391. That to

sacrifice the sacrifices of justice siff. worship from truths derived from

good, n. 445. That sacrifice siff. worship from spiritual good, n. 449,

491. That burnt-ofterings siff. things celestial, and sacrifices things

spiritual, n. 725.

BURY, to, BURIAL, SEPULCHRE, MONUMENT, or TOMB
\_speli7'e, sepidtiira, sepulcJirum, nionumentiim']. That to be buried or

burial siff. resuscitation into life and resurrection, ill. and sh. n. G59.

That not to be put in monuments, or not to be buried, siff. eternal dam-

nation, n. 659. That to sit in sepulchres siff. to be in filthy loves, ii.

G59. That a sepulchre siff. infernal evil, sh. n. 659. That a sepulchre

also siff. the removal and rejection of the false from evil, sh. n. 659.

That to go fortli out of the sepulchre siff. out of the material body, n.

659. That to be buried, burial, and sepulchre, siff. regeneration and

resurrection, n. 687 ; that the same is siff. but eminently so, by the

sepulchre where the Lord was, n. 687.

BUTLER [pincenut]. That a butler .siff. llif (nitli of ddctrini', in

like manner as wine, n. 655.

BUTTER [butffnim^. Thai Ijutter ivy. the guud of love celestial
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aiitl sjiiritiial, n. ,'104. Tliat Imttor of tlio herd siff. tlio good of truth

I'Xtonial, n. .'HI. That hiittcr a/V/. the gooil of external alfection, and

oil the good of internal aiVection, n. 537. That butter sif/. divine good

sjiiritual. ami honey ilivine gotul natural, n. 017, 010. That butter sir/.

tlie delight of siiiritual gudd, mul honey the delight of natural go()(l, s//.

n. 1)19.

BUY, to, BOLKJHT [emere, einpti]. That to huy sir/, to procure

and appropriate to themselves, ill. n. 242, 370, 017. That to buy and

to sell aiff. to procure and connnunicate, or to learn and to teach the

knowledges of truth and good, n. 355, 840, 800, 1104. Sec To Tiudk,

///. and n//. n. 840. That to buy siff. to acquire such things as will con-

duce to spiritual life. «//. n. 840. That the bought and redeemed sir/.

those who receive instruction from the Word, and are brought back from

falscs to truths, ///. n. 8G(».

C.

CAGE [_cu$lodi<i']. That the cage of unclean spirits si//, the hell of

those who are in evils from the adulterated goods of the Word, and

abstractedly the evils themselves, which are adulterated goods, ill. n.

1099. That the cage of unclean and hateful birds sit/, the hell of those

who are in falscs from the falsified truths of the Word, and abstractedly

the falses themselves, which are falsified truths, ill. n. 1100.

CAIN. That Cain sir/, faith alone separate from charity, n. 329.

That Cain represents the truth of faith, and Abel the good of charity,

ill. n. 427. That Cain si//, the knowledges of truth and good separate

from a life according to them, n. 817. That Cain si//, truth separate

from good, and Abel good conjoined to truth, sk. n. 817.

CAKE \_pl/icenia']. That to make cakes to Melccheth si//, worship

from evils, n. 555.

CALEB. That Caleb represented those who were to be introduced

into the church, n. 768. That the seed of Caleb si//, the truth of the

doctrine of the church, n. 708.

CALF [citiiliis scu JHvencus~\. That the calf (Rev. iv. 7) si/j.

divine good as to protection, n. 278. That a calf sig. the good of the

natural man, ill. a-Jid sh. n. 279, 587. That to eat the calves from the

inidst of the stall sig. to imbibe the knowledges of external goods, or

of the natural man, n. 279. That to grow as fatted calves sig. the

increase of all good, n. 279. That a fatted calf sig. the good of love

and charity, n. 279. That a calf cut into two parts sig. the good pro-

ceeding from the Lord on one part, and the good received by man on

the other, whence there is conjunction, sh. n. 279. Whence it was

that a calf was made in the desert and in Samaria, ill. n. 279. That

calves were sacrificed because they sig. the good of the natural man,

u. 279. That calf sig. the innocence of the last degree, such as apper-

tains to those who are in the first or ultimate heaven, and the good

thereof is called natural s[)iritual good, n. 314, 780. That by a calf is

sig. the good of the church, n. 370. That calves of the people sig.

the goods of the church in the natural man, n. 439, 027. That to

l:iss calves sig. to become merely natural, n. 587. That a calf sig.

the first affection of the natural man, together with its good of innocence,

n. 650.
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CxA.LL, to [focare]. That to call, and to call by name, suj. to

ackno\Yleclge the quality of any one, n. 74G. 8ee Name.
CALLED \_vocati]. That the called sic/, those who are in love to

the Lord, and the angels of the third heaven are so denominated, ill. n.

1074. See Elect, Faithful. (But see the Ap. Rev. n. 744.)
CAMEL [_camelus~\. That a troop of camels sig. all who are in

the knowledges of truth and good, n. 242. That camels sig. scien-

tifics for confirmation, n. 417. That camels' hair sig. the ultimate

principle of the natural man, which is sensual, n. 543 ; also such as

are the exteriors of the Word, n. 619. That camels sig. such things as

appertain to the natural man, n. G54. That camels sig. the knowledges
of truth, n. 799.

CAMP [castra']. That the camp of the sons of Israel sig. heaven
and the church, n. 922. That without the camp sig. hell, n. 922.

CANA OF GALILEE. That Cana of Galilee sig. the church

among the Gentiles, n. 37G.

CANAAN. That the land of Canaan sig. heaven and the church

with its truths and goods, n. 141, 419, 430, 433, 475, 503, G19, G44,

G59, 730. That the lip or language of Canaan sig. genuine truths of

the church, n. 223. That the land of Canaan sig. the spiritual man or

spiritual principle, and Assyria or Ashur the rational, u. 569, 730.

CANDLE [hicerna, camhla^. That a candle sig. in general truth

from good, and thence inteUigence, n. 223. See Lamp. That to light

a candle sig. inquisition from affection, n. 675.

CANDLESTICK [candelabram']. That the seven candlesticks

sig. the new church in the heavens and on earth, ill. and sh. n. G'2, 63,

89, ill. 91, 96, 106. That the fire of the candlestick, which was flame,

sig. divine love spiritual, n. 504. That a candlestick sig. in an exten-

sive sense the spiritual kingdom of the Lord, and thence the spiritual

church, n. 638. That a candlestick or lamp sig. heaven and the church,

n. 1188. See LAirp.

CANE [crt«Ha]. See Reed.
CAPTIVITY, CAPTIVE [capiivitas, captivus']. Sec Bound,

Custody. That captivity sig. a removal from the spiritual affection of

truth and from intelligence, n. 270. That they arc in sjtiritual captivity

who are remote from goods and truths, but yet desire them, n. 376.

That captivity sig. falses of ignorance, n. 706. That to bring back

captivity sig. to restore, n. 799. That captivity sig. seclusion from the

truths of the Word, n. 810, 811. That to lead into captivity sig. to

shiit out others from truths, n. 810. That to go into captivity sig. to

be shut oiit from truths, n. 810; also to be possessed by evils, sh. n.

811 ; and to be occupied by falses, sh. n. 811. That to gather the cap-

tivity as the sand sig. to destroy all truths by fiilses, n. 811. That for

captivity to captivity sig. destruction by the shutting out and deprivation

of ti'uth, sh. n. 811. That for captivity to captivity also sig. that they

Avho love evils and falses are occupied by them, sh. n. 81 J. That cap-

tivity sji/. the shutting out of truth through falses, n. 811. That by

captives brought back are sig. those who have been shut out from

truths, but to whom truths will be opened by the Lord, n. 811. That

to lead captivity captive sig. to liberate from falses those who were

thereby held captive, n. 811. That the bound and .shut iq) in prison

sig. the same as captives, sh. n. 1293. See Bound.
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CA liCASE [(•(»/(</•(/•]. That carcases siy. those who perish by

evils, unci those wht) are slain or thrust throuyh, those who perish by

falscs, n. 35o, 405. That the stench of carcases sly. damnation, n.

405.

CAUMKL. That Carinel slg. the spiritual ehurcii, n. 223,730.
That Cannel sig. the good of the church, n. 370.

CxVKT \_phiui:tnua'\. That a cart siij. the doctrine of natural truth,

11. 700. That a new cart si(j. the doctrine of natural truth untouched

aud not defiled l)y the falses of evil, sh. u. 700.

CASSIA [/a'S(W]. That cassia siy. the good of the third or highest

degree, n. (184. See Mykkh.
CAST OUT or CAST DOWN, to he [projk-i, dejectm esse'].

That to be cast out nig. to be damned, ii. 405. That to be cast to the

earth sig. to be separated from heaven, and cast down or condemned to

hell, n. 739, 742, 757. That to be cast down with violence sig. total

destruction, n. 1183.

CAST OUT, to \_cjicere']. That to cast out demons sig. to remove
and reject the falses of evil, n. 455.

CATERPILLAR [Ijvuclms']. Tliat by the locust is sig. the false

of the sensual man, and by the caterpillar the evil thereof, or the false

and evil which are in the sensual man and from it, ill. and 5^. n. 543.

See Locust.

CATTLE \_pecora'\. That by cattle are sig. external goods, n.

391 ; also the knowledges of good and truth, n. 417. That by beast

and cattle are sig. the evil affections or cupidities arising from evil love,

n. 503. That cattle sig. goods and truths with man, n. 044. That
the voice of cattle sig. the good of charity and the truth of faith, n.

1100. See Flock, Beast.

CxlVERN \_caverna']. That caverns sig. confirmations from scien-

tifics, n. 388.

CEDAR [cedrns']. That by a magnificent cedar is sig. the spi-

ritual church, n. 283. That the cedar of Sliittah sig. genuine truths,

n. 294. That a cedar sig. the truth of the spiritual church, n. 304,

372. That the cedar of Shittah sig. spiritual good, n. 375. That the

cedar sig. the intellectual principle, ir. 388. That the cedar of Lebanon
sig. the rational prhiciple from a spiritual origin, n. 388, 514, 054.

That cedars of God sig. spiritual truths, n. 405. That cedars of

Lelianoii, in the opposite sense, sig. the interior pride of self-derived

intelligence, n. 410, 514. That to grow as a cedar in Lebanon sig.

the multiplication of truth, n. 458. That a cedar sig. the truth of spi-

ritual good, n. 458. That cedars sig. those things which are of the

rational man or the rational principle of man, n. 518. That cedars of

Lebanon sig. things rational derived from truths, n. 038. That the

cedar sig. rational truth of a superior order, n. 730. That the lofty

cedar sig. the spiritual rational church, such as was the ancient church,

n. 1100. That the wood of the cedar sig. rational good, n. 1145.

CELESTIAL [cos/eaiz.s]. That the celestial angels receive all

their wisdom by hearing and not by sight, ill. n. 14. That good celes-

tial is good in essence, and good spiritual is good in form, ill. n. 283.

That they who are in the celestial kingdom of the Lord are in wisdom,

because they are in truths from good, n. 318. See Spiritual. That

the celestial kingdom of the Lord constitutes the priesthood of the
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Lord, and the spiritual kingdom constitutes the royalty of the Lonl,

n. 433.- That they of -whom the celestial church consists arc principled

in love to the Lord and love to\Yards their neighbour, n. 638. That
good in the celestial kingdom of the Lord is the good of love to the

Lord, and the truth of that good is the good of brotherly or social love,

ill. n. 638. That the celestial principle is the good of love to the Lord,

n. 700. That the celestial church is in love to the Lord and in worship

from that love, and the spiritual church is in love towards the neigh-

bour and in worship from that love, ill. n. 799. Concerning love to

the Lord and love towards the neighbour in the third or inmost heaven,

ill. n. 826, ill. 828. That the celestial angels appear as infants and

children and go naked, ill. n. 827. That they who are in the celestial

kingdom of the Lord, see divine truths in themselves, as the eyes see

objects, ill. and sh. n. 1329.

CENSER [tlmrihulwn']. That a censer sig. worship from spiritual

good, ill. n. 491, 496. That a golden censer sig. conjunction of celes-

tial good vi'iih. spiritual good, and a brazen censer sig. conjunction of

spii'itual good with natural good, n. 491. That in the fJewish and

Israelitish nation the censers were of brass, ill. n. 491.

CENTRE OF GRAVITY [centrvm graviim']. That the centre

of gravity, in the spiritual world, is determined with man from the love

in which he is principled ; downwards, if his life is infernal, and up-

wards, if his love is celestial, n. 159.

CHAIN \_ccttena']. That to have a chain in the hand sig. the

endeavour proceeding from the power of binding and loosing, n. 1251.

CHAIN OF THE NECK [/or^wes]. That a chain for the neck

sig. the conjunction of the interiors and the exteriors, n. 195. See

Necklace.
CHALDEA. That Chaldea, the land of merchandize, sig. the pro-

fanation of truth, n. 141. That by the daughter of Baliel and Chaldea

are sig. those who profane the goods and truths of the cluirch, n. 240,

514. That the land of the Chaldeans sig. the profanation and destruc-

tion of truth, n. 304. That by the Chaldeans are sig. those who pro-

fane and destroy truths, and so devastate the church, n. 355, 513, 653,

811 ; or who devastate the church by falses, n. 514. That by the

daughter of the Chaldeans is sig. the falsification of truth, n. 526.

That by the inhabitants of Babel are sig. the profanation and adultera-

tion of the good of love, n. 653. That the Chaldeans sig. the truths

of the Word profaned by application to the loves of self and the world,

n. 827 ; hence the images of the Chaldeans sig. doctrines excusing

those loves, n. 827.

CHAMBER [tncliniuM, conclavtuni]. That the chambers of

.Jehovah sig. the heavens and the church, n. 594. That tlie chambcrK

of kings sig. interior truths, n. 1000. That inner chambers [coiiclnvia']

sig. the interiors, n. 1000.

CHANNELS [aivei]. Tliat the channels of the waters sig. the

truths of the church, n. 741.

CHARIOT [cw?-n/s]. Sec also Coach. That a chariot .sig. tlic

doctrine of truth, or doctrines in the natural man, n. 36, 175, 27M. 329,

355, 357, 405, 418, 504, 652, 700, 1 155. That diariots and horses

sig. the doctrine of the church and its understanding, n. I.s7. 'I'liat a

chariot as a storm sig. the doctrine of the false, n. 281. Tiial the
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whot'ls of a rlinriot siff. tlio trntlis of doclriuals. n. 28.'>. Tliat tlio

chariots of (Joil ai;/. trntlis of doctrino, n. iJ.'>(!. Tliat cliariots, in an
opposite sonso, sig. doctrines of the false or lieresics, ii. 355. That
ehariots, when predicated of tlie f-ord, sii/. doetrinals derived from the;

divine wisdoni whieli is the Word, n. h\X. Tliat the voice of chariots

.V//7. doetrinals or trnths of doctrine I'roni the Word, n. 558, ()17.

That chariot wheels also sig. the facnlty of reasoning, n. 054. That
chariots nig. falses of doctrine, n. 734. That the chariot and him Avho

is carried thcriin sig. falses of doctrine, n. 803.

C'lIAlMTY [^charitas^. For the good of charity and of life, sec

WouKs. That charity denotes life, becansc to exercise charity is to

live according to the precepts of the Lord in the Word, n. 104. That
the worship of the Lord consists in a life of charity, n. 104, 324. That
charity sig. the things which are of spiritnal love, or neighhourly love,

n. 154. That the Jjord is present in charity, becanse charity is man's

essential afVcction or spiritnal love, n. 212. That charity alone withont

faith or truths is natural allection and not spiritual, ///. n. 232. That
the good of charity in its essence is truth from good, n. 401. That
essential charity viewed in itself is the affection of truth and good,

n. 444. That genuine charity rcgai'ds only the good of another, n.

044. That charity or good is prior, and faith or truth is posterior, ill.

w. 794. The nature and quality of charity or spiritual good explained,

n. 918. That charity or spiritual good consists in doing good, because

truth requires it, ill. n. 918. That the good of charity is the good of

life arising from love to the Lord, and is the effect of that love, ill. n.

918.

CHASTITY [_castitas\ Concerning the good works of chastity

which are enumerated, n. 1002.

CHASTEN, to, and to KEJUJKE [castigare et argucvc]. That to

rebuke and chasten sig. to admit into temptations, n. 240.

CHEMOSH. That the people of Cliemosli sig. those who are in

natural truth, n. 811.

CHEREZ. That Cherez in the Hebrew tongue sig. the sun and

the beaming of its splendour, n. 054. That the city Cherez sig. the

doctrine of the good of charity, u. 6^54.

CHERUBS or CHERUBIM [c/;era5/]. See also Animals. That

cherubs or cherubim sig. the Ijord as to providence and as to defence,

lest any should approach but by the good of love and the literal sense

of the Word, n. 152, 179, sli. 277, sh. 283, 313, 302, 422, 504, 594,

030, 700, 717, 1088. That to sit upon the cherubs, when predicated

of tlie Lord, sig. the divine proceeding from the Lord which provides

and guards, n. 277. That to ride upon a cherub sig. the divine provi-

dence, n. 282, 283. That the wings of the cherub sig. the divine spiri-

tnal principle which descends from the divine celestial, and which is the

divine truth instructing, regenerating, and defending, n. 283, 700.

That the four animals or cherubs, in the supreme sense, sig. the Lord

as to providence and guard, n. 152, sh. 277, 348, 353, 302, 458 ; and,

in a respective sense, the superior heavens, and specifically the inmost

or third heaven, n. 313, 322, 348, 353, 302, 594, 030; also celestial

good, which is the good of the inmost heaven, u. 458. That the

cherub, the expansion of covering, sig. the literal sense of the Word, u.

717. That the four animals or cherubs sig. the Word, n, 717, 954.
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CHIEF-CAPTAINS [(hiUarchi]. Tliat chief-captains sig. tlic

goods which constitute the external or natural mind, n. 408.
CHILDREN [liberi]. See Soxs and Daughters.
CHILIAD \_chilias'\. See Myriad. That chiliads, or thousands,

s'kj. goods, and myriad^^, or ten thousands, sir/, truths, n. 336, 573,
700.

CHITTIM. That the land of Chittini sig. what is idolatrous, n.

304. That the land of Chittim si.(/. fakes, n. 406. That the islands

of Chittim si/j. where they are who live naturally in truths, n. 406.
CHOSEN [elecW]. See Elect.

CHRIST [Christus]. See The Lord. That the Anointed, Messiah
and Christ, sig. the Lord as to divine truth proceeding from divine

good, n. 31, 624, ill. and sh. 684, 695, 734. That false Christs sig.

divine truths falsified, n. 624, sh. 684, 734. That hy Christ is under-
stood the same as hy God in the Old Testament, and by the Son of

God in the New, namely, the Lord as to the Divine Human, and also

as to divine truth, n. 684. That Christ sig. the Lord as to divine truth,

consequently as to the Word and as to doctrine from the Word, n. 730;
and false Christs sig. falses of doctrine from divine truths falsified, n.

730.

CHURCH [ecclesia\. That the seven churches sig. all who are in

truths from good, or in faith from charity, ill. n. 20, 58, 91. That
churches sig. those who are in truths from good, or in faith from charity,

for no others are of the church, n. 108. That by the seven churches

are not understood seven churches, but all things whatsoever appertain-

ing to man which constitute the church, n. 200. That tlie two prin-

cipal things constituent of the church are, the acknowledgment of the

Divine [Principle] of the Lord in His Human, and the application of

truths from the Word to life, n. 209, 440. That the church specifically

is where the Word is, and where the Lord is known by tlic Word, n.

252. That all things of the church have reference to four common or

general principles, explained, n. 256. That spiritual aftection or love,

which is charity, makes heaven and also the church, n. 256. That the

church with man is a church from the spiritual affection of trutli and
wisdom thence derived, n. 280. That a church is a church from its

doctrine, and from a life according thereto, n. 384, 440, 799. That
they who are in the external church are in good of life according to

truth of doctrine, and they who are in the internal church are in trutlis

of doctrine according to which the life is formed, n. 392. That by tlie

external of the churcli is understood worship from good and trutli in

the natural man, and by tlie internal of the church the good of love and

faith, which is in the spiritual man, whence worship is derived, ii. l(Hi.

That the new church in its beginning will be external, sh. n. 103.

That in ancient times the church existed in several kingdoms of Asia,

and that it was a representative church, ill. n. 422. Tliat tlie time is

protracted, after the last judgment, before the new churcli is fully

established, ill. n. 624. That the church in the heavens is internal and

external, ill. n. 629. That the church is in man and is tli(! man him-

self, n. 725. That the new church is first to ciniimence with a few, the

reason there(jf, n. 732. That the new church on earth iii(!iTascs accnnj-

ing to its increase in the world of spirits, the reason thereof, n. 732.

The reason why so maiiv divisions and heresies liavc taken place in
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till' I'limvli, u. 7.") I. That tlio doctriiK- of the rciornioil climvlios is u

(loctrino df faitii aloiu', and not a cloctrino of lifo, ///. n. 78'.). That
thcvo have been several churches upon this earth, vi^^., the ]\!f)st

Ancient, the Ancient, the Hebrew, the .Fewish, and the Christian,

n. 817, 1)48.

That truth derived from ,i;ood is the iirst jjrineiple of the church,

n. 820. That the internal of tlic churcli is formed by divine truth

spiritual, and the external by divine truth natural, n. 87G. That
churches arc successively devastated, the cause thereof, ill. n. 87'J.

That the church is a church from the good of charity, ill. n. 918. That
the doctrine of truth constitutes the church, and a life conformable

thereto constitutes religion, ill. u. 1332. That where the life is not

conformable to doctrine there is neither religion nor the church, n. 1332.

That the church of the Lord as to doctrine is represented as a city, and

sometimes as an espoused virgin, ill. n. 1290,

That the Xew Church is meant and described in the >\poca]ypse by

the New Jerusalem, ///, and sh. n. 1289, 1290. That all things apper-

taining to the New Church will originate in the good of love, n. 131G,

///. 1317, 1321, 132G, That all who are in truths originating in good
are received into the New Church, because they love the light thereof,

and that the rest cannot bear that light, ill. n. 1331.

CINNAMON \_cinnamonmin'\. That cinnamon si//, the good of

celestial love, ill. n. 1150. See Spices.

CIRCLE OF LIFE [circulus viUv\ That the circle of the life of

man is to know, to understand, to will, and to do, n. 242.

CIRCUMFERENCES [circuitus]. That circumferences sir/, such

things as are round about or beneath, which are the truths of good in

the natural man, n. 449, That by the circumference of Jerusalem are

sig. the truths of doctrine in the natural man, n. 449.

CIRCUMCISION \_circA(mcisio\ That circumcision represented

jiurilication from the loves of self and the world, wherefore it was 2>er-

formed by a knife of stone, which sir/, truths of doctrine, u. 701.

CISTERN \_cisterna']. That cisterns dug or hewn si(j. the interiors

of the natural mind full of the knowledges of good and truth, n. G17,

That cisterns hewn out sig. all things appertaining to intelligence in the

natural man, which are knowledges and sciences, n. G38.

CITY [^irhi]. That cities sig. doctrinals of truth, or those things

which arc of intelligence and wisdom, and, in an opposite sense, doc-

trinals of the false, n. 112, 324, 391, G54, 70G, 724. That a city sig.

doctrine, with all tlihigs appertaining thereto, n. 131, ill. and sh. 223,

280, 304, 37G, 410, 411, 548, 684, 1088. That the city of bloods sig.

doctrine of the false, which offers violence to the good of charity, or

doctrine in which the truths of the Word are falsified, n. 148, 240, 403,

543, G52. That by a city and a defcnced city is sig. the doctrine of

truth defending against falscs, n. 219, 220, sh. 223. That the streets

and lanes of a city sig. truths of doctrine, sh. n. 223. That the cities

of Judah and the cities of the mountains sig. truths of doctnne apper-

taining to those who are of the Lord's celestial kingdom, sh. n. 223.

That the cities of the plain and the cities of the south 5/^. truths of

doctrine ajjpertaining to those who are of the Lord's spiritual kingdom,

1). 223, That by a city set on a mountain is sig. truth of doctrine de-

rived from the good of love, n. 223. That by the city inhabited bv the
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seas, and strong in the sea, is sii/. tlie po\yei- of knowing in all abun-
dance, n. 275. That by the inhabitant of a city is slg. the good of doc-
trine, n. 280, 518. That cities of the wilderness sig. doctrinals, n.

405. That fortified cities sig. false doctrinals, n. 417. That the city

of God sig. the church as to doctrine, n. 518. That by a city is sig.

truth of doctrine, n. 532. That by two or three cities are sig. those
who are in the affection of truth from good, n. 532. That power over
cities sig. intelligence and wisdom, n. 548. That the holy city sig. the

doctrine of divine truth, or the doctrine of truth and good from the

Word, n. G32. That great and good cities sig. doctrinals which teach

the goods of love and charity, n. 638. That the street of the great city

sig. the truth and good of doctrine, and, in the opposite sense, the false

and evil of doctrine, n. 052. That the city of glory sig. the doctrine of

divine trutb, n. 652. That the city of joy sig. the delight derived from
the affection of good and truth in the doctrine of diraie truth, n. 652.
That the city of hohness sig. divine truth, which is the Word, n. 684.

That the streets of a city sig. doctrinal truths, or doctrinal falses, n. 724.

That the city of habitation sig. the doctrine of life, which constitutes the

church in man, n. 730. That the gate of a city sig. natural truths, n.

734. That the city of glory and the city of joy sig. the doctrine of truth

from the Word, n, 734. That desolate cities sig. truths of doctrine

destroyed, n. 768. That without the city sig. the doctrine of what is

false from the Word falsified, n. 922. That the city of David, of Zion,

and of Jerusalem, sig. the church as to the Word, and as to doctrme
from the Word, n. 922. That the great city sig. all things of doctrine

from the Woi'd, n. 1019. That the cities of the nations sig. all things

of the doctrine of good from the Word, n. 1020. That a great city

sig. doctrine, also a religious principle, n. 1088. That a city sig. the

doctrine of the church, n. 1271, ill. 1281 ; inasmuch as the church is

described as a city, sh. n. 1305. That Jerusalem as a city sig. the new
church of the Lord as to doctrine, n. 1288, 1321.

CLAY \_argiUa, lutu7n']. See MiPtE \_ca'7iwa']. Tliat miry clay s/r/.

the false which is from self-derived intelligence, n. 237. That clay

sig. the ultimate divine principle forming, or good from which truth is

derived, thus good forming, n. 239. That to make clay from spittle in

the ground, when predicated of the Lord, sig. reformation by trutlis

from the sense of the letter of tlie Word, sh. n. 239. Tliat loam or clay

[/«<«?«] sig. the ultimate from M'hich and in which are truths, n. 355.

That miry clay sig. natural good, and, in the oi)posite sense;, good adid-

terated, n. 411. Tliat clay made of spittle sig. sensual trutb, ///. and

5//. n. 475. That mire or clay \_lutu'm'] sig. the evil of the false, u.

537. That the mire of clay sig. evil of the hfe, n. 666.

CLEAN and UNCLEAN \_mundus et immnndus']. That all clean

things exist from truths which are from good, and all unclean things from

falses which are from evil, ill. n. 1000.

CLOAK [pallium]. >See Garment, Coat.

CLOTHE, to [vestire, induere]. That to clothe .<;///. to instruct in

truths, n. 240. See (Garments. That to clotlie sig. intelligence! pro-

cured by genuine truths, n. 243, 395. That to clothe witli nerves,

flesh, and skin, sig. regeneration, sh. n. 666. That to be adorned sig.

to be taught and to learn, n. 1220. That to be arrayed sig. to b<! in-

structed in truths, n. 1222.
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ri.ori") [niiht's]. 'J'liat doiuls si'if. iliviiic trutlis in ultiinatcs, thus

tlio Wm-d in the lettor, or in its literal souse, ///. and .<;//. n. 30, (14, Gi),

'2-20, 2SL>, 101, lo:,, .IOC. IH), 4')."), ///. and s/i. 594, 044, ('.70, ///. 1)05,

'.•.{7, sli. 955, 1232. Various jjartioulars conccniinj^ clouds in the hea-

vens. {If. n. 30, ///. 5'.) I. That lucid clouds sir/, the Word in the letter,

in which is the internal sense, n. 04. That the voice out of a cloud .si//.

divine truth from the Word, n. 04. That a cloud sit/, the external of

the chureh, of worship, and (jf the Word, n. 01). That white clouds nif/.

the Word in its literal sense, containing;- the spiritual, n. 272, 905, 900.

That dcnuls droj)ping waters sit/, truths from the literal sense of the

^^'ord, and by ethers, or superior clouds, uttering a voice, are sit/, truths

from the spiritual sense of the Word, ii. 273. That a cloud which

ascends siff. falses, a. 281. That clouds in the opposite sense sit/, the

falses of evil, u. 355, sh. 594. That to enter the clouds sit/, to be in no

acknowledgment of truth, n. 411. That clouds in the spiritual world

are appearances of the false from evil, arising from the sphere of the

life, n. 419. That by the heavens dropping and the clouds dropping

waters are sit/, instruction, influx, and perception of truth, n. 594.

That a cloud of dew sit/, truth from good fructifying, sh. n. 594. That
the cloud rising in the west sit/, the advent of the Lord at the end of

the church, n. 044. That a light cloud sit/, divine truth spiritual-

natural, n. 054. That the heights of the cloud sit/, the interior truths

of the Word, n. 1029.

COACH [rJie(ltt'\. That coaches sit/, goods from a rational origin,

n. 1155. That chand)ered coaches sit/, doctrinals of good, n. 1155.

COAL and BUKNIXO COAL [carbo et pruna]. That by a fire

of coal is si^. the evil of the love of the proprium, n, 380. That burn-

ing coals siff. the pride of self-derived intelligence, n. 455. That by

hot coals or fire are sit/, the love of evil, and its ardour for destroying

the gootls of the church, n. 503. That a coal [pnina'] froni the altar

sit/, the divine love, n. 580.

COAT [tunica']. That coat sit/, truth interior, and cloak [palliwa']

truth exterior, n. 550. See Garmknt.
Coat of mail [/o?Vca]. - That coats of mail sit/, defences

against evils and falses in combats, and, in the opposite sense, defences

of evils and falses against goods and truths, ///. and sh. n. 557. That
coats of mail also siff. the might and strength of combating and resist-

ing, ill. n, 557.

COCK-CROWING or DAY-BREAK [gaWnacum seu cHlucidum].

That cock-crowing, as well as twilight, siff. the last time of the chureh,

n. 9. That cock-crowing or day-break siff. a state of the beginning of

faith and charity, n. 187.

COHABITATION [^cohabitatio]. That cohabitation sir/, conjunc-

tion, n. 447.

COLD \_frigidus']. That to be cold sit/, not to be in any spiritual

love, but in infernal love, ill. n. 231. That cold denotes the want of

good, n. 411. That cold in the night sig. aversion from truths, n. 481.

That cold sir/, the deprivation of the good of love, n. 503.

COLLYRIUM or EYE-SALVE [collgnum]. That collyrium was
an ointment made of flour and oil, because flour sig. the truth of faith,

and oil the good of love, ill. n. 245.

C()L0UR8 [colores]. That colours sig. the rpialitv of a thing,
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n. 364. That in heaven there are two fundamental colours, viz., red
and white, ///. n. 3G4, 1324. That colours, as the}' are derived from
red sig. good, and as from white truth, n. 3G4, 431. That red sig. the
quality of a thing as to good, and, in the opposite sense, tlie quality
of a thing as to evil, n. 3G4. That colours by virtue of their corre-

spondence si(j. truths from good, n. 431. That colours in the si)iritnal

world derive their origin from good and truth, for they are modifica-

tions of heavenly light, thus of the intelligence and wisdom in heaven
with the angels, n. 576. That white is derived from the light of the

sun in heaven, and red is derived from the fire of the sun there, n. 1324.
That those two colours are changed into other colours by shade, which
in heaven is ignorance, n. 1324.

COMBUSTION \_comhustio']. That combustion is predicated of the

love of self, because that love is sig. by fire, n. 405. See Fire.

COME, to \_ve7iire]. That to come, when predicated of the Lord,
sig. to reveal Himself, n. 36. See Advent. That to come sig. to draw
near with the sight, thus to attend, n. 354. That to come to the Lord
sig. to do His conmiandments, n. 386. That the coming of the Lord
and the consummation of the age sig. the beginning of the new church,

and the end of the former church, n. 706.

COME OUT, to [_exire~\. That to come out sig. exhortation to

leave and not to communicate with, n. 1107.

COI\IFORTER, or PARACLETE, or HOLY SPIRIT, or

DIVINE PROCEEDING [Paradeius seu Spiritus Sanctus seu

Divimtm Procedens']. That the Comforter or Paraclete sig. the divine

truth proceeding from the Lord, n. 16, 27, 374, 419, 475, 941; or,

what is the same, the Lord as to divine truth, n. 25, 778. That the

divine proceeding from the Lord is divine truth united with divine

good, n. 65, 464, 888, 944. That the Ploly Spirit or Comforter pro-

ceeds from the divine itself of the Lord by His Human, ill. and sh.

n, 183. That the divine proceeding, or the Holy Spirit, fiows-in with

man as well immediately as mediately, sh. n. 183 end. That the divine

truth proceeding from the Lord is called the Spirit of Trutii and the

Holy Spirit, n. 204, sh. 228, ill. 343. That to be filled with the

Holy Spirit sig. the reception of divine truth from the Lord, ii. 455.

That sin and blasphemy against the Holy Spirit sig. to deny the Word
;

also to adulterate the real goods and to falsify the real truths tliereof,

sh. n. 778. That the Divine Principle which proceeds from the Lord

as a sun, and which fills and constitutes heaven, is called Divine Truth,

ill. n. 941. That the Divine Principle which proceeds from the Lord

is Himself, ill. n. 944. That the Divine Proceeding is the Word (in

John i. 1, 2, 10), n. 1093.

COMMIXTTON \_commixtio']. That commixtion is not profana-

tion, ill. n. 519, 520. Wliat commixtion is, ill. n. 519, 520.

COMMON THINGS [comnmnia']. See Generals.

COMPANION [socms]. That a companion sig. the truth of faitli,

n. 47, 365 ; also truth from good, and, in the ojiposite sense, the falso

from evil, n. 746. See Ckotuki:.

COMPARISON [coniparddo']. All comparisons in tlic W(n-d are

significative, because in like manner as the things tbemselvcs they

are from correspondences, ill. n. 69, 375, sh. 401, sh. 403, 411,

539, 644.
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Compass, to [^ciiv^unlto-cX 'llmt to comjiass s?//. to be conjoined,

n. ')f)ii.

COMPUTE, to \_compntare~\. Tliiit to compute sig. to enquire, ill.

n. 845.

COXCEPTION \_coucpptus]. That conception sk/. tlie reception of

truth wliich is from good, n. 721. 8ee To Beau.
CONFESS, /() \_comfitcn'\. That to confess, when from the Lord,

sig. to cause them to be, ill. n. 200.

CONFIRMATION \_conJinnatio'\. Tliat what is false may be con-

firmed equall}' as what is true, ///. n. 824. That the light of the

confirmation of what is false is infernal light, n. 827. That the con-

tirmations of evils from the thought are falses, n. 1109.

CONGREGATION \_confjvefjatio'\. That congregations sig. those

who are in spiritual truths, and abstractedly those truths themselves,

n. 340. That the congregation of the strong sig. fallacies which
strongly persuade, n. 654.

CONJUGIAL LOVE \_ainor conjxigiaUs]. Hee Lovic.

CONJUNCTION \_ronJHnctio']. In what manner conjunction of the

Lord with man, and of man with the Lord, is effected, ill. n. 701. That
this conjunction is reciprocal, viz., of the Lord with man, and of man
with the Lord, ill. and sh. n. 701. That the conjunction of truth and

good constitutes heaven with man, and the conjunction of the false and
evil constitutes hell with man, n. 736.

CONQUER, to [yincere]. That to conquer, when predicated of

the Lord, sig. that when in the world He subjugated the hells, and

reduced all things there and in the heavens into order, and this from

His own proper jiower, n. 309. That to conquer sig. to subjugate e\Hls

and falses, and -which being done by the Lord, thereby is signified the

removal of evils, and thence of falses, n. 359.

CONSANGUINITY \_consanriuinitas'\. See Affinity.

CONSOLE, to, CONSOLATION [^consolari, consolatio^ That to

console sig. to protect, n. 727. Concerning consolations after tempta-

tions, ill. n. 897.

CONSUME, to \_consiirnere\. That to consume sig. to disperse and

to cast down into hell, n. 504.

CONSUMMATION OF THE AGE [consummatio secuW]. That
the consummation of the age sig. the last time of the old church ; and

the coming of the Lord sig. the beginning of the new church, n. 9, 175,

sh. 706, 1182. That the consummation of the age also sig. the last

time or state of the church, when falses are to reign, n. 131, 315,

1087 ; also when the last judgment takes place, n. 374, 397, 426, 540,

617, 929, 1087. That consummation and decision sig. the last state of

the church, when there is no truth remaining because no good, or no

faith because no charity, n. 397, 486. That to be consummated sig. to

be fulfilled, n. 612 ; also to finish and to be rejected, n. 957. That

consummation sig. impletion and fulfilment, thus a full state, n. 761.

Hence that to be consummated sig. the last state of the church,

when the last judgment takes place, and afterwards a new state, n.

1087.

CONTAINING THINGS Icontinentia'] and THINGS CON-
TAINED [^oontentci]. That things containing are frequently used in

till' AVord for the things contained, by reason that they are ultimates,
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ill. n. 954, 960. That hence the thing containing sig. the same as ^vhat
is contained, ill. n. 960.

CONVERSION or TURNING TO \_conversio-]. Concerning the
conversion to the Lord of the angels, and concerning the aversion from
the Lord of the spirits of hell, n. 1112, 1143. That angels and good
men, as to their spirit, continually turn themselves towards the Lord as
a sun, and thus they have the Lord continually before their face, and
this which way soever they turn, which is Avonderful, n. 1341.

COPPER \_cuprum']. See Brass.

CORDS or ROPES \_funeff]. That cords sig. conjunction, n. 448,
799. That to divide the land with a rope sig. to dissipate every thing
belonging to the church, n. 624.

CORMORANT and BITTERN \_jolatea et anatarial That
cormoraht and bittern sig. the false of thought and of perception,

n. 388.

CORN \_frumentum, seges']. That by corn is sig. good of every
kind in the external man, sh. n. 374. That the spike or ear which
contains the corn sig. the truth and good which serves the spiritual man
for nourishment, n. 654. That corn sig. every thing which spiritually

nourishes, n. 695. That a corn-floor sig. the Word as to the goods of

charity, n. 695. That corn sig. natiiral truth, n. 730. That a land of

corn sig. the natural man fructified with truths, n. 730. That the pro-

duce of the corn-floor \_proventum arencB~\ sig. all the good of the

church, the same as bread and corn, n. 799. That corn sig. the good
and truth of the church, and a field the church itself, n. 911. That
corn \_seges~\ and fruit-trees sig. the knowledges of truth and uood,

n. 1081.

CORN-FLOOR [orer//n;me?i<2]. That the corn-floor sig. the doc-

trine of the church, n. 543.

CORNER [angulus, angularis'\. That the corner sig. truth defend-

ing, n. 355. That by the four corners is sig. the spiritual world, n.

417. That corners sig. extremes, and extremes all things, because they

include all, n. 417. That by the four corners are to be understood the

four quarters, such as they are in the spiritual world, n. 417. Soe

Quarters. That by the stone of the corner, or corner-stone, is sig. all

divine truth upon which heaven and the church is founded, ill. and ,-7;.

n. 417, 654. That by the corners or the four corners arc sig. all the

truths and goods of the church in their complex, n. 417, 652. That

the corner-stone sig. the Lord as to His Divine Human, sh. n. 417;
also the truth of the natural man, or scientific truth, upon which spi-

ritual truth is founded, n. 629.

CORNET [bvccimq. Sec Trumpet.

CORNUCOPIA. Whence the expression is derived, n. 316 cud.

CORRESPONDENCE [corresprmdentia]. That there is a cor

respondence of heaven with all things of man, ill. n. 427. That the

spiritual and natural principles are conjoined by correspondence.';, ill.

n. 441. That the things which correspond conjoin, n. 659.

CORRUPT [iMiTi'ptus]. Tliat what is corru])t sig. what is lalt<i-

fied, n. 725.

COTTON [.ajlinnm]. That cotton sig. trutlis from a (•<•!. slial

origin, the same as fine linen [//y.ss^.s], n. 1143. See FiM': liivKS.

COUNSEL [consiliam]. That counsel sig. what is right, n. 2;i7.
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Tlint oounsol lins porisluMl from tlic cldi rs sii/. tluil \\lial i-^ rii^iit lias

|n'risliO(l from tlio intcllii^ont, n. '2'M

.

C'OURSKS [ria^l \S"o Way.
COURT [«//•/»;/)]. That by courts arc si(j. tlic inferior heavens,

n. .')'J1. That tlio court without the temple si(/. the external of the

Word, and thence of the church and worship, n. 630. That the court

without the temple sig. entrance into heaven and the church, and the

court within the temple suf. the ultimate heaven, n. G30.

COVENANT [/irr^Hs]. That a covenant sig. conjunction, n. 242,

279, 329, 357, 3G5," 391, 433, 53;'), G95, 700, 701, 1100. That by the

angel of the covenant is si'g. the Divine Human of the Lord, n. 242.

That the covenant of peace sig. heavenly joy derived from conjunction

with the Lord, n. 365. That to observe J lis covenant sig. conjunction

by a life according- to the precepts of the Lord, n. 391. Tliat the Word
before the Lord's advent was called the old covenant, and the Word
after the Lord's advent the new covenant, ill. n. 392, 701. That the

covenant of the day sig. conjunction by love, and the covenant of the

night conjunction by faith, n. 444. That by the sign of the covenant

are sig. tlie presence and conjunction of the Lord, n. 595. That to

make a covenant, when predicated of the Lord, sig. unition, n. 684.

That a covenant of eternity sig. conjunction by the love of good and

truth, n. 695. That the book of the covenant sig. the Word, sJi. n. 701.

That the blood of the new covenant sig. divine truth proceeding from

the Lord and received by man, ill. and sh. n. 701. Tliat a covenant

with death sig. conjunction by the false from hell, whence man dies

spiritually, sh. n. 701. Tliat the bond of the covenant siy. conjunction

with the Lord, u. 730.

COVER, to [tegere]. That to cover is predicated of truths,

n. 617.

COVERING [tegumenhnn]. That a covering upon all the gloi-y

.<sig. the external or literal sense, which covers, and is the repository of,

the si^iritual sense, sh. n. 294. That a covering .ug. truth, n. 294.

COW or KINE [yacc(i]. That the red cow, whence the water of

separation was made, sig. the good of the natural man, and the water

of separation its truth, u. 364. That milch kine sig. natural good,

n. 700 ; upon which there had been no yoke sig. not yet defiled by falses,

n. 700.

CREATE, to, and to he CREATED \_creare et creari^. That to

create sig. to reform and to regenerate, and so to establish the church,

n. 294, 304, 328, 342, 453, 1057. That to create the sons of man sig.

to reform by divine truths, sh. n. 294. That by creating the ends of

the earth is sig. the establishment of the church, thus to reform those

who are therein, n. 294. That to be ci'cated sig. to exist, ill. n. 295.

That created thing and creature sig. what is reformed and regenerated,

ill. and sh. n. 342. That all things were created by the divine truth

proceeding from the Lord as a sun, ill. n. 726. That man is created

to be an image and likeness of God, ill. n. 984. That all things were

created from life itself, ill. n. 1129.

CREATION [ci-eatio']. That from the sun of the spiritual world,

which is the di\'ine love of the Lord, commences every work of creation,

and by the sun of the natural world, which is fire, every such work is

performed, u. 1196. See To Create.
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CREATOR ^Creator']. That by the Creator is sv]. the Lord as

the Reformer and Saviour, n. 1057.

CROSS [cr^/.r]. Tliat the cross sig. temptations, and man's pro-
prium, ill. and sh. n. 893.

CROWD [turlct]. See also Multitude. That much crowd sig.

all who are in the good of life according to their religion, in which are

not genuine truths, n. 452.

CROWN [^coronet]. That a croAvn sig. wisdom and eternal felicity,

also intelligence, sh. n. 126, 152, 195, 218, 223, 272, 358, 376. That
a crown of gold sig. divine good from which truths are derived, sh.

n. 272, 292, 907. That a crown of ornament sig. wisdom which is of

good, from the Divine principle, and the same is sig. by a crown of

decoration, sh. n. 272. That the crown of the head sig. wisdom derived

from divine truth, n. 272. That by a crown, Avhen predicated of the

Lord, is sig. the divine good which he put on as to the human principle,

as the reward of victory, n. 272. That a crown of gold on the head of

the Son of Man sig. the divine good from which is the divine truth,

n. 272. That a crown sig. life eternal, which is the reward of victory,

ill. and sh. n. 358 ; and a crown of gold the same, ill. n. 553. That a

crow^^ sig. the good of the church, n. 430. That a crown upon the

head sig. wisdom, n. 577. That a crown of twelve stars sig. the know-
ledges of good and truth, n. 724. That truths are what are crowned,

ilLw. 907.

CROWN [vertex]. That the crown of the chosen of his brethren

sig. the spiritual principle which flows into all the goods and truths of

the spiritual church, sh. n. 163. That the crown of the head of the

Nazarite of his brethren sig. the intelligence and science appertaining

to the external man, n. 295, 448, 577. That the crown of the head,

in sacrifices, sig. internal truths, n. 435.

CRUCIFY, to [crucifigere']. That crucifixion or suspension upon
wood sig. condemnation and the curse on account of the destruction of

good in the church, ill. and sh. n. 655. That to crucify sig. the

punishment of evil destroying the good of the church, sh. n. 655.

AVhat is sig. by the crucifixion of the Lord, sh. n. 655. That to crucify

sig. to destroy, n. 655.

CRY OUT, to, or to SHOUT, CRY \_clamare, exclamare, ckwior].

That to cry out and a cry sig. grief and vehement grief of mind,

n. 393, 654, 1173. That a cry is predicated of various affections, sueli

as interior lamentation, of iinjiloration and supplication from anguish,

of contesting and indignation, of confession, etc., n. 393 end, 421,

459. That a cry is predicated of the damnation of evil, and a voice of

the false, n. 400. That to shout or cry out from the top of the moun-
tains sig. worship from the good of love, n. 405. That a cry is pre-

dicated of tlie good of love, n. 424. That to cry sig. all spiritual

affection, whether it be of joy or grief, or from whatever ground,

n. 459, 1294. That to cry out sig. to manifest, n. 1096. That a cry

or crying is spoken of grief, and the fear of falses from hell, and
thence of damnation, sh. n. 1294. That it is predicated of every

affection breaking out from the heart, n. 1294.

CRYSTAL [cnjstallus']. That crystal sig. divine truth, n. 253.

CUP \_poculum, cY/iz.r]. That by a cup and a plate are sig. the

interiors and exteriors of man, n. 475. What is signified by cleansing
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first the insldo of tlic oiip and jilato that tlic nufsidc may lio clean ahn.'sh.

u. 17.'). That tho cup of ani;("r .^vV/. the (also, n. 724. That the dregs

of the cup sig. mere falses, n. 72 1. Tiiat a cup sig. truth, or the

truth of doctrine, the same as wine, n. 727, see Wine, 794, 1045,

I IK). That a cup sig. the external continent of truth, thus the Word
in the sense of the letter, n. 887. That the cup of wine sig. the false

which is from hell, 5//. n. 960, 1045. That the golden cup sig. the

false destroying pfood, sh. n. 9G0. That a cup sig. falsified truth,

n. 9G(V That a cup sig. temptations, sh. n. 960. That the cup of

salvations and the cup of consolations sig. divine truth, sh. n. 960.

What is meant hy giving to drink a cup of water, n. 960. That a

cup sig. the false from hell, which is the false of evil, iU. n. 1022,

1045, 1116. That a golden cup sig. the doctrine of the false from

evil, n. 1045.

CURSE, to [maledica-e']. That to curse 5/^. to detest, n. 386.

That given to the curse sir/, a total blotting out, n. 700.

CURSED THING [devotum']. That a cursed thing sig. evil and

the false, which separates and turns man away from the Lord, n. 1340.

CURTAINS [^aulcea, cortincc']. That curtains sig. natural truths

from a spiritual origin, n. 654. That to work and to weave curtains

sig. to teach, n. 654. That curtains of thy tents sig. truths from the

good of love, n. 799. That curtains also sig. truths from the good of

love n. 799.

CUSII, or RUSH, or ETHIOPIA. That Cush or Ethiopia sig.

the fallacy of the senses, n. 240. That by the Ethiopians are sig. those

who are in falses, but not in the falses of evil, and abstractedly falses,

but not of evil, n. 406. That Ethiopia sig. the natural man as to the

knowledges of truth and good, n. 439. That Rush sig. the external or

natural principle as to worship, n. 532. That Cush, or Rush, sig. those

who imbibe truths from the delight of the natural man, n. 654. That
the Ethiopian sig. evil in its form, ill. n. 780.

CUSTODY [custodia']. See Bound. That to cast into custody

sig. to assault and to deprive of truths from the Word, n. 122.

CUT ASUNDER, to [rf/scmrfere]. That to cut asunder with

swords sig. the destruction of truths by falses, n. 315.

CYRUS \^Koreshus']. That by Cyrus, in a representative sense, is

imderstood the Lord, n. 298.

D

DAGGER [romphwa]. See Sword,
DAMASCUS. That by Damascus, which was a city of Syria, is

sig. the scientific principle concordant with the spiritual things of the

church, or with the knowledges of truth and good, n. 376. That

Damascus sig. the knowledges of truth and good appertaining to the

church, n. 911.

DAN. That by the tribe of Dan are sig. the ultimate things of the

church, thus those who are in the ultimates of truth and good, who are

called sensual, n. 355, 450. The reason why the tribe of Dan is not

mentioned among the tribes in the Apocalypse, ill. and sh. n. 450.
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Tliat Dan sig. the ultimate of trutli, n. 391. That from Dan even to

Beersheba sicj. from ultimatcs to first principles, n. 417.

DARKNESS [tenehrai]. That darkness sig. falses or the false,

n. 167, 274, 304, 401, 405, 52G, 741, 989, 1081. That to make dark-
ness to shine sig. to dissipate the falses of ignorance by the light of

truth, n. 274. That darkness sig. the falses of evil, n. 294, 526. That
darkness sig. the ignorance of the spiritual mind, and thick darkness

\_caligo~\ the ignorance of the natural mind, n. 386. That darkness sig.

the falses of ignorance, such as exists with the upright Gentiles, n. 526.

That dai'kness also sig. mere ignorance, arising from the deprivation of

truth, n. 526. That darkness also sig. natural lumen, or the lumen of

the natural man, ill. and sh. n. 526, 650. That darkness and thick

darkness sig. ignorance of truth and good, n. 750.

DARKNESS, outermost [tenehr(z extimce~\. That outermost dark-
ness sig. falses from evils, n. 195.

DARKNESS, tldck \^caligo~\. That thick darkness sig. dense fal-

sity, also the ignorance of the natural mind, n. 386. See Darkness.
That thick darkness sig. the falses of evil, sh. n. 526.

DART and ARROW \^telnm, Jacuhn/i et sagitta']. That a polished

dart sig. truth dispersing evil, n. 357. That darts or lightnings sig.

imaginary truths, which in themselves are falses, n. 401. That darts

and arrows, and throwers of darts and arrows, sig. combat from truths

against falses of doctrine, and, in the opposite sense, from falses of

doctrine against truths, n. 448, 866. That arrows sig. truths destroy-

ing falses, n. 724.

DAUGHTER [Jilia]. See Son.

DAVID. That by David, in the "Word, is sig. the Lord as to divine

truth or as to truth from good, and as to the spiritual kingdom, and
hence also the Lord as to royalty, n. 19, ill. and sh. 205, 253, 272, 310,

316, 375, 401, 409, 449, 555, 684, 701, 768, 781, 799, 850. That
the house of David sig. the spiritual kingdom of the Lord, sh. n. 205.

That by the seed of David are sig. those who are in truths from good,

and, in an abstracted sense, truths themselves which are from good,

sh. n, 205, 401, sh. 768. That by the throne of David is 5(17. heaven
as to divine truth, n. 253, 401 ; also the Lord's spiritual kingdom,

n. 946. That the root of David and of Jesse sig. divine truth from the

Lord, because all divine truth is from him, n. 310. That by David in

the Psalms is understood the Lord, and by his sons those who do the

precepts of the Lord, n. 392. That by the house of David is also sig.

the church as to truths of doctrine, n. 453. That David as a servant

sig. the Human of the Lord as to divine truth, n. 684, 701. That the

seed of David sig. divine truth spiritual, n. 768.

DAY [_dies^. That day sig. time and state, n. 137, 661. That
the day sig. the light of the spiritual man, which has illnsl ration and

perception from the good of love, n. 40 L Tliat the day of Jehovah

sig. the advent of the Lord and the last judgineiit, n. 11 0, 502, 514,

1001. That day sig. illnstration in truths frt)ni gtjod, n. 430. That
the twelve hours of the day sig. all things ajiixTlaining to truth from

good, n. 430. That day and night *///. continually and in every state,

n. 478, 747, 890. That day sig. spiritual liglit, and night sig. natural

light, n. 527. That day of cold sig. the state of the love of evil, n. 543.

Tljut that day and in that day sig. the advent of the Lord, n. Oil, 1 lOU.
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That one clay slff. the advent of tlie TiOnl, ii. 721. That days and

nii^hts v/V/. all states of the life, ill. n. 7-17. That day .siff. the state of

the life when the mind is in a clear idea, ///. n. 747. That days -sir/.

states uf liL,dit, or states of illnstration by divine trnth, n. 7GS. That

the extremity of days s/V/. the advent of the T^ord, n. 811. That day

sir/, a state of the false, and night a state of evil, n. 8*.)0. That by the

<;reat day is siff. the advent of the Lord and the last judgment, n. 1004;

and the same by the day of Jehovah, the day of anger and wrath, the

day of vengeance, ami the terrible day, n. 890. That in one day, or in

that day, siff. the last state, n, 1124.

DExVF [5i//Y/Hs]. That by the deaf who shall hear, etc., are siff.

those who are willing to obey truths, and thence to live a life of good,

but cannot, n. 209. See To Hear, and Ear. That by the cars of the

deaf shall be opened is siff. that they who are not in the perception and

will of good shall then obey and live in good, n. 239. That the deaf

siff. those who arc not in the understanding of truth, and thence not in

obedience, n. 455.

DEATH, DEAD, and to DIE [mors, mortuus, et mori']. That

being as dead siff. the failure of man's own or proper life, sh. n. 78,

G95. That death siff. the extinction of spiritual life, n. 78, 387. That

to be made dead, when predicated of the Lord, siff. Avhen there is no

longer faith and love to him existing in the church, n. 83 ; hence it

denotes that the Lord is i-ejected, n. 83 end, 114. That death siff. the

life of hell, and thence damnation, because it is the privation of the life of

heaven, ill. and sh. n. 18G, 315, ill. 383, 427, 899. That by dying and

to die, in the Word, is siff. to perish in eternal death, or as to spiritual

life, sh. u. 186, 513, 521, 675. That by the dead are sig. they who
have not in themselves the life of heaven, consequently who are in evils,

and thence in falses, n. 186. That death also sig. the extinction of spi-

ritual life, ill. n. 387. That death sig. evil, because this is the cause of

spiritual death, n. 484. That to seek death sig. to desire to destroy the

faculty of understanding truth, ill. and sh. n. 550. That not to find death

sig. iKjt to be able to destroy the faculty of understanding truth, ill. n.

550. That to desire to die sig. to desire to destroy the faculty of per-

ceiving good, ///. n. 551. That spiritual death takes place Avhen the

false is believed to be true, and the truth the false, and the life is accord-

ing to such belief, n. 652. That the dead sig. those who perish by

evils, n. 659. That by the dead are sig. those who inwardly in them-

selves possess nothing of good and truth, n. 694. That death also sig.

the failure or want of the faculty of understanding truth and perceiving

good, ill. n. 550, 694. That " for death to death" .^ig. destruction by

evils, or that they who reject good perish by evils, n. 811. That the

dead in the Lord ^<!/^. those who rise again into life eternal, ill. and sh.

n. 899. That to die or dying sig. the extinction of man's own life, or

the life of his propi-ium, n. 899. That death is only a continuation of

life, ill. n. 899. Tliat natural death is a rejection of the unclean things

of the body, and spiritual death is a removal of the unclean thmgs of

the spirit, n. 899. That death sig. when thei'e is not any good, for

then man is spii'itually dead, n. 1125. That death sig. the devil and

hell, and thence the evil of the will, n. 127G. That the first death sig.

departure out of the world, and the second death, damnation, n. 128,

ill. 12 64, 1283, 1308. Tliat the first death is not mentioned in the
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Apocalypse, ii. 1264. That the dead sig. the same things as death, n.

1276. That the dead slg. dead out of the worhl, n. 1278, 1279. That
the dead sig. those who are interiorly devils, n. 1280, 1282. That the

dead sig. those who are rejected by the evil, n. 1258, 1261, 127G.

DEBORAH and BARAK. That Barak and Deborah sig. the

truth of good, n. 447.

DECALOGUE \_Decalogxis'\. The reason why the Decalogue con-

sisted of ten words or teir precepts, n. 675, 935. The ten precepts of

the Decalogue explained, n. 935—1028.

DECLARE, to [emmtiare]. That to declare, when predicated of

the Lord, sig. to flow in, n. 405.

DECEIT [f/o/«s]. See Guile.

DECISION \_decisio~\. See Consummation.

DECORATION \_decus']. That decoration sig. the diAane truth of

the church, n. 272.

DEDAN. That by Dedan are sig. those who are in the knowledges
of celestial things, n. 195.

DEFLUX {^clefluxus']. See Flowing Dow'n.

DEGREE \_gradus'\. That there are three degrees of life with
every man, called celestial, spiritual, and natural, or inmost, middle, and
ultimate, ill. n. 436, 563, ill. 739, 832, 1125. That in the inmost de-

gree resides love to the Lord, in the middle degree reside truths from
that good, and in the ultimate degree resides the good of life, n. 436.

1'hat the degrees of truth and good are the quality of truth and good,

interiorly or superiorly, and extei'iorly or inferiorly, n. 629. That with

those three degrees of life correspond the three heavens, n. 739, 832,

1125. That without an idea of degrees, no idea of life, which is God,

can be obtained, ill. n. 1125. In whom the degrees of life are opened,

and in whom closed, ill. n. 1145.

DELICACIES \_sapidiv, delitice']. See Taste, Delights.
DELICATELY, to live \^delitiuri^. That to live delicately .s?'^. to

have delight arising from domination, thus to love evils and thereby also

falses, n. 1130.

DELIGHT [_jucundiini']. That all delight is from love, hence the

quality of man is according to his love, and the delight of his life, n.

159. That natural dehght derives all it has from the delights of the

love of self and the world, n. 619. That all the delights of the life arc

delights of the love, ill. n. 758. That the delights of the loves of self

and the world are the delights of hatred of various kinds, n. 75.S.

That the delights of love towards the Ijord and towards the neighbour

are the delights of charity of various kinds, n. 758. Concerning the

delights of the love of marriage, and the delights of the love of adultery,

n. 981, 990.

DELIGHTS or DELICACIES [delitice']. That delicacies sig. the

knowledges of truth and good from the Word, n. 622. That to fill the

belly with delicacies sig. to imbibe and profane tliem, sh. n. 622.

DElirVER, to [cn)?6Te]. That to deliver sig. to Avithdruw from
falses, n. 71'1.

DEFiUGE [dilnviiim']. See Flood.

DEMON \_(l(eiii(iii^. That demons sig. evil cujiidities, or the affec-

tions of evil and the false, n. 586, 1001. What is meant by worship-

ping demons, ill. n. 586. Tliat liy the demons of the wood ur of the
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forest, or satyrs, arc siy. cupidities merely corporeal, n. 587. That by

the demons which the Lord cast out arc sig. falsities or falscs of every

kind, with which the church was infested, n. 5<sn, 700. That to cast

out demons sig. to liberate from falses, n. (524, 700. That demons and

demoniacs sig. cupidities and falsities, sh. n. 1001. That demons sig.

those who are in dire falses from yoods and truths profaned, n. 1098.

DEN \_spclunca']. That dens sig. evils of life, u. -110.

DENARIUS \_^iknarills']. Sec Penny [a piece of Roman silver

coin].

DENY, tn [_abiicfiarc\ That to deny himself si;/, to reject the evils

which are from the proprium, n. 122, ///. 8('A. That not to deny, when

predicated of the faith, denotes to be constant, n. 130.

DESERT and WIliDERNESS [solitudo et desertum]. See Wil-
derness.

DESIRABLE THINGS [desidembilia]. That the desirable things

of the eyes sig. all things appertaining to intelligence and wisdom, n.

357. That desirable things, or things pleasant, sig. the truths of the

church, 11. 504, 799. That desirable sig. Avhat is of the afiection and

love, n. 019. That the desirable things of Egypt sig. the sciences of

the Egyptians, n. 054.

DESOLATION [desohitio, vastitas']. That desolation and vasta-

tiou sig. reprobation and rejection of divine truth, n. 83. That desola-

tion is predicated of trutli, which is of faith, and vastation and devasta-

tion of good, which is of charity, n. 405, 900. That desolation sig. the

last state of the church, when there is no longer any trutli, but merely

Avhat is false, n. 084. That to be desolate and naked sig. to be desti-

tute of all truth, n. 1081. That desolation and wasteness [vastitas']

sig. where there is no truth, n. 1081.

DESTROY, to [2)ercZe?-e]. That to destroy sig. damnation and

hell, n. 097.

DESTROYER [destructor, eversor]. That destroyers and devas-

tators sig. the falses of evil, n. 724. That destroyers [eversores] sig.

both falses and evils, n. 919.

DEVASTATION [devastatio]. That churches are devastated, ill.

n. 879. That devastators sig. the falses of evil, n. 724. That devas-

tation is predicated of good and desolation of truth, n. 900. That to

be devastated in one hour sig. total destruction, n. 1168.

DEVIL [diaholus]. That by the devil is sig. the extinction of all

good, and by a murderer the extinction of all truth, n. 433. That by

the devil is sig. the hell, where and whence the evils are which destroy

goods, n. 535, 740. That they are called the devil and satan who have

defiled the truths of the Word by the life of the love of self and the

world, n. 737. That the devil and satan denotes hell as to evils and as

to falses, the devil the hell whence comes evils, and satan the hell

whence comes falses, n, 740, 753, 758. Why the devil is called by the

Lord a murderer from the beginning, ill. n. 1014. That the devil sig.

those who are in evils as to life, and satan sig. those who are in falses

as to doctrine or in false principles of faith, n. 1252, 1207.

DEVOUR, to [devorare, comedere]. See To Eat. That to devour

sig. to extinguish, n, 386 ; also to vastate and to consume, n. 388 ; also

to deprive, n. 455. That to devour or to cat sig. reception, perception,

and appropriation, conS)ef|Ucutly exploration, n. 017, 020. That to
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devour and to eat sig. to destroy, n. 722. That to devour man sig. to

destroy the understanding of truth and intelhgence, n. 722.

DEW [ros]. That dew from Jehovah sig. spiritual truth, and drop
xipon the herb sig. natural truth, n. 278. Tliat dew sig. divine truth,

n. 375. That dew sig. the influx of the spiritual man into the natural

man, n. 448. That dew sig. good, sh. n. 644.

DIADEMS [^cliadematn^. That diadems or precious stones sig.

divine truths in the ultimate of order, which are truths of the literal

sense of the Word, n. 717, 777; also appearances of truth, ill. n. 777.

DIBON. That the daughter of Dibon sig. the external of the

church, and thence the external of the Word, which is the literal sense,

n. 727.

DIE, to \_mori']. See Death.
DIG, to \^fodere]. That to dig sig. to search out and collect, n. 537.

DISCIPLES \_discipiili'\. That the disciples sig. all who are in goods,

and thence in truths, n. 25, 253. That by a disciple is sig. good from
truth, n. 102. That by the disciples are sig. all goods and truths in a

complex, n. 223, 333 ; or all truths and goods of the Word and of the

church, n. 315, 695, 851. That by disciples are sig. they who are in

truths from good, n. 405. That a disciple and a servant are siq. good
and truth of the external or natural man, n. 409. That all the disciples

of the Lord together represented the church in general, and each of

them some universal essential principle of the church, n. 411, 433, 851.

That by a disciple is sig. the good of doctrine, and by a just man the

good of life, n. (524. That by the disciples of the Lord are sig. all who
were to be of his church, n. 731.

DISEASE [inovbus^ That diseases of various kinds correspond to

cupidities arising from evil loves, and thence signify them, ill. n. 962.

DISGRACED, to he [ignominia offici']. Tliat to be ashamed and
disgraced sig. to be destitute of all good and truth, n. 811.

DISPERSE, to \_dispergere]. That to disperse sig. to destroy, n.

411.

DISSIPATE, to \_dissipare\. That to dissipate sirf. to cast into hell,

n. 411.

DISTANCE [/listantici]. See Presence and Absence.

DITCH 'ifossa']. That the ditch of the city sig. doctrine, n. 652,

684.

DIVIDE, to \_dividerc'\. That to divide sig. to disperse and falsify,

n. 64. That to divide sig. to dissipate, exterminate, and sei)arate from
good and trulh, n. 373. That to be di\ided into three parts sig. to be

wholly dissipated, ill. n. 1019.

DIVINE PROCEEDING [Dicinum proccdens']. See Comfouter,
That the Divine proceeding from the Lord is divine truth united with

divine good, n. 65, 419, 617, 710, 726, 888. That the Divine pro-

ceeding is the Lord Himself, ill. n. 392. That the Divine i)ruceeding,

which is called the Word and divine truth, is what created and formed
all things in lieaven and in the Avorld, n. 639. That the Divine pro-

ceeding is what illustrates man, and flows-in with him, when he is

reforming and regenerating, n. 655. That by the divine truth proceed-

ing from the Jjord as a sun, both worlds were created, ill. n. 720. That
the Divine proceeding is the divine g(j(jd united with divine truth in the

heavens, n. 888.
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1)IV()I{CKD [repiKliattislj. Tliat a woman divorced sit/, good ro-

joctod by trutli, n. 7(58.

DO, to [yJ/rere]. That to do is of tlic will, tlius of the love and of

the good. 11. ()0n.

DOL'TKINK [dortrina]. Tliat no one can uiuler.stand the Word
ANithout doctrine. That no one can eondiat against evils and falscs, and
thssi])ate them, without doctrine from the Word. That no one can

become spiritual, Avithout doctrine from the AVord, within the church

where the Word is. That doctrine cannot be procured iVom any other

source than from the Word, and by no others but those that arc in illus-

tration from the Lord. That all things appertaining to doctrine are to

be confirmed by the literal sense of the Word, ill. n. 35G. That all the

doctrine of the church is the doctrine of truth conjoined to good, n. 449.

That the truths of doctrine M'ithout good are not truths, inasmuch as all

truths are of good, n. 538. That the genuine doctrine of the church is

the doctrine of good, thus the doctrine of life, Avhich is of love to the Lord
and of charity towards the neighbonr, n. 724. That doctrine teaches

life, love, and charity, and so far as it teaches these it is trutli, n. 724.

'J'hat the doctrine of the church is trnth in its Avhole complex, ill. n. 724.

DOG [cams']. That dogs sig. concupiscences, appetites, and desires,

n. 455, 1044.

DOMINION l^dominium']. That dominion, in the AVord, is predicated

of good, and to reign of truth, n. 330, 685. That dominion denotes

the Lord's power from divine good, n 455. That dominion siff. the

church as to good, n. 1086.

DONE, to be \^factn7)i esse]. That to be done sif/. to be consum-
mated, n. 1013.

DOOR, GATE \_janiia, ostium, porta']. That a door siy. intro-

duction, n. 208, 260. That to give an open door sig. to let into heaven,

n. 208. Tliat doors \_januce, ostia], and gates [^jwrtiv] correspond to,

and thence signify, entrance and letting in, or admission, both into

heaven and hito hell, ill. n. 208, 223. " Behold, I stand at the door and
knock," explained, n. 208 ; and that the Lord is also called the door

[ostium], why, n. 208. 248, sit. 13-25. That the door being shut sig.

to be rejected, n. 208. That I)y opening the door is sig. reception in the

heart and life, n. 250. That by the door [ostium] which the Lord
desires to open is sig. the spiritual mind of man, n. 250. That a door

also sig. introspection, n. 260. That gates [portce] sig. introductory

truths, specifically the doctrinals which are dei'ived from good, n. 401,

539, 1308, 1310, 1325. That the doors [janute] of a house correspond

to the communications which are between the interiors of the mind
[mens] and of the mind [animus], n. 536. That a gate [jporta] sig.

entrance to the truths of doctrine, n. 817. That by the gates of hell are

sig. all the hells, ill. n. 820. That gates [porta;] sig. things appertain-

ing to doctrine, or the knowledges of truth and good, n. 1044. That

the Lord is the door by which man is to enter that he may be saved,

sh. n. 1325.

DOUBLE, to [duplicare]. That by doubling double is sig. much
retribution, according to the profanation of good, n. 1115. That douljle

is })redicated of retribution and of remuneration, and sig. much, ill. n.

1115, 1116.

DOVE \ colo.mha']. That doves sig. the spiritual aflection of truth,
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11. 282., That a dove sig. truth derived from good, u. 283, and its

wings covered with silver sig. spiritual truths, n, 283. That by turtle

doves and young pigeons are sig. innocence, and hence they "were

offered in sacrifice, n. 313. That by the turtle dove is sig. spiritual

good, thus also those Avho are in that good, n. 388. That doves sig.

the goods of the literal sense of the "Word, n. 406. That a dove sig.

rational good, n. 601. That a dove sig. rational good derived from
spiritual good, n. 6.54.

DKACHIMA \_^ilrachna~\. That a drachma sig. truth, or a know-
ledge of the truth, n. 675. See A Piece ot- Silver.

DRAGON \_draco'\. See Serpent. That the dwelling of dragons

sig. the knowledges of the false, n. 280. That dragons sig. natural

ideas, n. 650. That the dragon sig. those who are against the doctrine

of the New Church, n. 707. That the dragon sig. the sensual, ill. n.

714. Who they are who constitute the dragon, n. 714, 735. That
dragons sig. adulterated and profaned goods, n. 714. That dragons

and serpents sig. sensual things and sensual men, evil and not evil, ill.

and sli. n. 714 end, 763. That the head of the dragon sig. insanity in

things spiritual, n. 715. That the dragons of the wilderness sig. mere
fidsifications, n. 730. That the dragon sig. those who are in favour of

faith alone, and separate from the life of love and charity, and who also

are against the Divine of the Lord in His Human, n. 735, 789, 817.

That the great dragon sig. those who are in evils of life, and yet with

their mouth confess God and the Lord, call the Word holy, and speak

in favour of the church, n. 739. That the angels of the dragon sig.

the falses of evil, n. 740, 742. That the dragon chiefly sig. the religion

of faith separate from charity, n. 741, 757, 815, 819. That the dragon,

and the great and red dragon, sig. the loA'e of self, n. 758. That the

head of the dragon sig. the science of the holy things of the Word fal-

sified and adulterated, n. 777. That dragons sig. those who are in the

cupidities of evil, n. 1129. The reason why the dragon is called the

old serpent, the devil and satan, n. 1252, 1267. What is signified by

the dragon being bound one thousand years, n. 1253.

DRAUGHT \_latnna']. That the draught sig. hell, n. 580, 622.

DRAW NEAR, to [^appropinquare]. That to draw near sig. to be

conjoined by love, n. 330.

DREAD \_pavov']. See Fear.

DREAM, to [^somniure^ That to dream dreams sig, to receive

ix'velation ; and to see visions sig. to perceive revelation, n. 624. Tliat

a dreamer of dreams sig. one who excites to do a thing, and, in the

abstract sense, excitation, by virtue of which a thing is done, ill. and sJt.

n. 706.

DRINK, to, to gice to DRINK [bibere, potare]. That to druik

sig. to be instructed in truths, and, in the ojiposite sense, to imbibe

falses, n. 240. That to drink, or to drink wine, sig. to imbibe truths,

aiid, in the opposite sense, to imbibe falses, n. 376, 481, 960.

That by not drinking is sir/, the deprivation of truth, n. 386. That
to give or make to drink sig. to teach, n. 483. That to di-ink

si(j. to receive, perceive, and appropriate tlic truth of good, n. ()]7,

887. That to driidc sij. to perceive trutli intellectually, n. 750.

That to give to drink, and to drink, sig. to imbue and to appropriate,

n. 881.
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l)IUNK-()FFKRIN(i [libamcu]. That .Irhik-oireriiig 67y. (he

inith of tho diuivli, n. (>.'>7.

DK INK, ,«/r()»7 [,s/(r/(^]. That strong drink si;/, tlie truth of the

nattiral man derived from the siiiritual, n. oH). That to mingle strong

drink si<j. to confirm falses, n. ;57(i.

DROP, /(), l)l{()IMMX(iS. and DROPS [stillarc, stilUe, et .jittUe^.

That dro})pings upon the grass, and drops ii})on the herb, si(/. intelli-

gence, and wisdom thence derived, n. G44. Tliat to drop is predicated

of the influx, acknowledgment and reception of truth, n. 730.

DROSS [.<co;7(^]. That dross sir/, nothing of truth, or what is ab-

stracted from truth and rejected, n. 540.

DROUGHT or DRYNESS [siccitas, ariditas]. That drought or

dryness sig. desolation, n. 32o, 355. That the year of drought 67//.

the state of the loss and deprivation of truth, n. 481. That a land of

drought sig. the church where there is no good, and a land of thirst sig.

where there is no truth, n. 504, 730. That drought or dryness is pre-

dicated of a want of good, because it is from scorching, n. 730. That

a land of droughts siq. a state Avithout truths, n. 780.

DRUNKENNESS, INEBRIATION, DRUNKARD [^ehrietas,

inebriatio, eh-ius']. That drunkards sig. those who are insane in spi-

ritual tilings, n. 235. That to drink and to be drunken sig. to imbibe

i'alses and to commix them with truths ; also to imbibe truths and to

conmiix tliem with falses, n. 235. That to be made drunken sig. to

become insane from falses, thus not to see truths, n. 240. That drunk-

enness sig. insanity in spiritual things, n. 376. That the drunken, but

not with wine, sig. those who are in falses from ignorance of truth, n.

37G. That drunkenness also sig. the falling into errors, u. 37G. That

spiritual inebriation is delirium in truths by falses, n. 887. That to

make the earth drunk sig. to infatuate the church, so that no longer any

truth is seen, n. 9G0. That to be made drunk sig. to be insane in

spiiitual things, n. 1034. That the insanity signified by inebriation

and by drunkenness in the Word is not from falses, but from truths fal-

sified, ill. n. 1035. That to be drunk sig. to be insane in spiritual things

from the falses of evil, n. 1049.

DRY LAND [terra sicca']. That dry land sig. where there is no

truth, and theuce no good, n. 483.

DRIVING UP, 13RIED UP, to be \_exsiecatio, exsiccatum, exsic-

cari]. That drying \\\t sig. Avhere there is no truth, n. 419. See

Withering. That to be dried up sig. to be removed, n. 996.

DRYNESS \_siccitas, ariditas]. See Duought.

DUCTS [ductus]. That ducts or streams of water sig. intelligence

from truths, n. 401, 405. That ducts also sig. perceptions which are

falsified, n. 410. Sec Rivers.

DUMB [mutus]. That the dumb sig. those who on account of their

ignorance of truth cannot confess the Lord, nor the genuine truths of

the church, n. 455, 518. That by the dumb singing, etc., is sig. joy

from the intelligence of truth, n. 455, 518.

DUNG [steixus]. That dung aig. infernal evil, n. G17.

DUNGHILL [sterquiliiduiii]. That dungliills >iig. the falses of

evil, n. 652.

DUST [pulvis]. That dust sig. the evil of the false, n. 355. That

by dust of the earth are sig. exterior or natural truths and goods, n.
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373. That dust, when ground is understood, sh/. the good of the

church, n. 411. That dust sig. what is infernal and accursed, sli. n.

622, 1175. That dust is predicated of the corporeal and sensual

pi'inciple, n. 632. That the dust in the land of Egypt sig. damnation,

n. 962. That dust sig. what is damned, n. 1175. That to cast

dust on the head sig. mourning, on account of damnation, ill. and sh.

n. 1175.

DUST OF THE FEET \_2mlvis pedwiq. See Foot.

DWELL, to, to DWELL IN, DWELLING or HABITATION
[liahitare, incolere, hahitatio sen hahitaculwn~\. That to dwell sig. to

live, n. 133, 365, 386, 600, 662, 741, 751. That dwelling sig. the

lot which is of the life, n. 376. That thy dwelling sig. the spiritual

kingdom of the Lord, n. 391. That dwellings [Imbitacula'] sig. the

superior heavens, n. 391. That dwellings \Jiahitacula'] also sig. the

habitations in the heavens of those who are in truths from the good of

love, n. 431. That to dwell or to be inhabited \Jiabitari'\ is predicated

of the good of life, n. 479, 482, 600. See Inhabitant. That dwell-

ings of the Avilderness sig. the goods of doctrine from the literal sense of

the Word, n. 730. That dwellings are pi-edicated of the interiors of

man, which belong to his mind, n. 730. That habitation or dwelling

sig. heaven and tlie church as to truths, n. 799. That to dwell [Iiabi-

tare] is predicated of good, n. 479, 871, 1029 ; and to dwell in [incolere]

is predicated of truth, n. 1029. That the habitation of demons sig. the

hell of those who are in dire falses from truths and goods profaned, n.

1098. See Babylon. That to dwell and to cohabit sig. conjunction

proceeding from love, ill. n. 1292. That by the Lord's being said to

dwell with them is sig. that He is in them and they in Him, conse-

quently conjunction, n. 1292.

DWELLER \Jiabitator']. See iNHiVBiTANT.

E.

EAGLE \_aquila]. That by an eagle is represented and signified

the divine intelligence, n. 278, ill. and sh. 281, 283, 370. That to

ascend with wings as eagles sig. into the light of heaven, thus into

intelligence, sh. n. 281, 283. That to be renewed as an eagle sig. as

to intelligence, n. 281. That by eagles are sig. those who are in trutlis

and those who are in falses, n. 281. That by eagles is sig. intelligence,

and, in the opposite sense, self-derived intelh'genco, which is reasoning

from falses, n. 281, 410. That an eagle sig. spiritual intelligence and
circumspection given to those who are of the New Church, ill. n. 759.

That the wings of an eagle sig. the understanding of truth, n. 759.

EAR \_aiiris~\. That they who constitute the province of the ear,

in the spiritual world, are obediences from perception, ill. n. 14, That
the province of the ear is in the axes of heaven, ill. n. 14. That ear-

rings sig. obedience, n. 195. That by the ear being bored througli at

the door is sig. perpetual obedience and servitude, from l)eing in truths

but not in any Sjiiritual affection of them, n. 208. Tiiat by ear-rings

upon the ears is sig. the perception of trutli and obedience, n. 272, 577,

600. Tliat tlie right ear sig. the perceptive faculty of truth from good,

n. 298. That the ears sig. hearkening and obedience, u. 427, 1081.
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f^oo To Hear. That llic (ip(Muii<,^ of tlio curs l»y tlio Lord .?/V/. tlic por-

coj)tion of triitli and obi'dionco, n. 4;');"). That the auricle of the? right

oar siff. obedience from iK'rceptioii, n. (iOO.

EAR-HIN(tS \_inainrs']. Sec Kau, and Jewels rou the Nose.

EARTH or LAND [torn']. That tlie eartli sit/, tlie cliiircli as to

truths and as to falses, n. 29, 219, 22.'5, 212, 304, 329, 3G5, 384,. 097,

721, 787, 821, 871, 109 1. That t!ic faint of tlie earth si;/, those of the

church who are not in truths, but yet desire them, n. 219. That to 1)0

\vritten in the earth sig. to be condemned on account of the state of life,

n. 222. See To Write. That u land of dryness sig. where there is

no truth, n. 240. That the sides of the earth sir/, the things which are

out of the church and which are not of the church, n. 275. That the

eai'th sig. the externals of the church, n. 294, 400, or the church

external ; also the church appertaining to men, n. 304. That the bases

of the earth, the foundations of the eartli, and the pillars of the earth,

sig. the truths of the church, n. 304. That the end of the earth and

the sides of the earth sig. the ultimates of the church, where evils and

falses begin, n. 304, 313, 721. That the land of uprightness sig. the

church in which is what is right and true, n. 304. That the land of

life and the land of the living 5/^. the church and heaven, sh. n. 304.

That the earth, in the opposite sense, sig. the church vastated, also

damnation, or what is accursed, sh. n. 304, 359, 535. That the ex-

tremity of the earth sig. where what appertains to the church terminates,

or its idtimates, n. 32G, 357, 406, 1133. That the sides of the earth

sig. what is remote from goods, n, 355. That the breadths of the earth

sig. the truths of the church, n. 355. That the earth sig. the church

as to good, or the good of the church, n. 3G5. That by land or earth

is also sig. the internal spiritual man, n. 3G5. That the land also sig.

the church as to the nation therein, n. 374. That earth or land sig.

the church as to the reception of good, n. 375. W^io are meant by

those who are under the earth, n. 394. That by the earth is sig. the

church where the Word is, and by the islands where there is not the

Word, n. 406. That by the earth, in a proximate sense, is sig. the

earth in the spiritual world, n. 417, 418, 639, 742 ; but in the spiritual

sense, heaven and the church, 11. 418, 639. That by the earth is sig.

the inferior parts of the spiritual world, n. 497, 742. That the land

of solitude and drought sig. a state of non-perception of good, n. 537.

That the land of the pit and dense shade sig. a state of ignorance of

truth, and thence a state of falsity, n. 537. That the earth .«/^. the

church both ui heaven and in the world, n. 639. That the land sha-

dowed with wings sig. the church which is in thick darkness as to

divine truths, n. 304. That from the end of the earth, even to the

end of the earth, sig. from first principles to the ultimates of the

church, n. 659. That the produce of the earth sig. works of the good

of charity, n. 695. That the earths or lands in the spiritual world

undergo changes according to the changes of the state of the church,

n. 697. That a land of corn sig. the church as to truths of doctrine,

n. 730. That earth sig. what is damned, 11. 742. Concerning the

earths which are damned, ill. n. 742. That the land of the wilderness

sig. the church which is not in truths, because not in good, n. 764.

What is understood by the earth helping the woman, n. 764. That

the earth sig. the holy things of the churcli, n. 1047. That the earth
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sig. a religious principle [_reli(jL0swn\ n. 1054. That to found tlie

earth, the foimding of the earth, and the foundation of the earth, sig.

the estabhshment or creation of the church, n. 1057. That in the

spiritual world there are lands as well as in the natural world, but that

the latter are from a natural origin, whereas the former are from a

spiritual origin, n. 1275.

EARTHQUAKE \_terrce motus']. That an earthquake sig. the

perversion of the church, n. 175, That a great earthquake sig. the

state of the church entirely changed, n. 400, 1015. That an earth

quake sig. a change of the state of the church, namely, from good to

evil, and from truth to false, n. 400, 499, 650, G74, 703, 734, 1015.
That qualdng or motion sig. change of state, n. 674.

EAST [oriens~\. That the east, in the supreme sense, sig. the

Lord, because He is the sun of heaven, which is always in its rising or

morning ; and hence the east denotes the divine love or the good of
love from Him, n. 179, 422, 448, 629, 644, 997, 1100. That the east

and west sig. where the good of love is clear and obscure, n. 239, 401.

That the east sig. the good of love, n. 277 ; and where good is in clear-

ness by truth, n. 316. That the east sig. the good of celestial love,

n. 342. That the east sig. the divine good, n. 405. That the east, in

the opposite sense, sig. the love of self, n. 422 end, 499. That the

east in heaven is where the Lord appears as a sun, n. 638. Tliat the

sons of the east sig. those who are in the knowledges of truth and good,
and thereby are made wise, n. 654.

EAT, to \_edere, comedere]. That to eat sig. to appropriate and to

be conjoined, n. 109, 146, 304, 376, 730, 840. What is signified by
eating and drinking upon the table of the Lord in the kingdom of God,
sli. n. 252. That to eat together and be glad sig. consociation and
celestial joy, n. 279. That to eat and drink sig. communication and
appropriation of goods and truths, or of evils and falses, n. 386, 617.

That to devour or to eat sig. to conjoin or to appropriate, n. 617. That
to eat sig. to know, to perceive, and appropriate ; also to receive in the

will and to do, ill. and sh. n. 617. That to eat to satiety sig. to receive,

perceive, and appropriate the knowledges of good sufficiently for

nourishment of the soul, sh. n. 617. That to eat the flesh of their own
arm sig. the false consuming the good, aiid the evil the truth, in the

natural man, n. 617. That by eating the ilesh of sons and daughters

is sig. the consumption of all truth and good, n. 617. That to cat sig.

instruction and appropriation, n. 650. That to eat sig. to perceive good
intellectually, and to drink sig. to perceive truth intellectually, n. 750.

See To Drink. That to eat sig. to consume ; also to reject altogether,

sh. n. 1082.

EBEK. That sacrifices were begun by Eber, and continued \\\i\\

his posterity, who were called Hebrews, n. 391. That the Israi'Htes

were descendted from Eber, n. 391. That Eber sig. the external things

of worship, n. 514.

EDEN. That by the garden of Eden is sig. intelligence, and wis-

dom thence derived, n. 242, 277, 717. That the east of Eden sig.

where the good of celestial love enters, n. 277. TJiat l*]den sig. good
in abundance, and tlie garden of .Jehovah truth in abundance, n. 326.
That the river from Eden sig. wisdom from love, n. 5 J 8. Tliiit J^^don

in the garden of God sig. the wisdom which is from the good of love,
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n. 051. Tlint tlio troos of K<lon si;j. knowlodgos of cfood from tlio

Wonl, u. G'}\. Thnt Kdoii, the i^ankMi of (jiod, sifj. intoUigenoo by the

Word from tlie Lord, 11. 717.

Kl)()^[. That by Kdom is sig. tlic Lord's Human Princiido, n. 328,

.S,')0. That Edom si)/. tlio truth of the good of the natural man, n. .'idl.

That Edom, in the opposite sense, si(/. the pride of self-derived intel-

ligence, and the false thence derived destroying the church, n. 410.

That Edom also sif/. the natural man who is in falses from the lovo of

self, and thence adulterates the good of the church, n. 053. That

Edom siij. the truth or the false of the natural man, n. 811. That Edom
eij. what is rod, and red is predicated of good, n. !)22.

EGYPT [^yEfiiiptus~\. That Egypt sig. scientifics and knowledges

of every kind applied to confirm truths, and, in an opposite sense,

applied in a similar manner to confirm falses, n. 141, 313, 538. That

Egypt sig. the scientific truth of the natural man, n. 195, 431, 518.

Tiiat Ey-ypt also siq. the natural man or principle and his scientific,

n. 223, 240, 275, 340, 355, 38G, 391, 403, 405, 410, 439, 440, 513,

532, 543, G54, 706, 730, 827. That by Egypt is also sig. the science

of things as well spiritual as natural, n. 235, 559. That by the

Egyptians are sig. the sciences which are of the natural man, n. 275.

Why Egypt is called a he-calf and a she-calf, n. 279. That Egypt
sig. scientifics and knowledges, but such as are from the literal sense of

the Word, n. 328. That Egypt, in the opposite sense, sig. the false

scientific principle, n. 355, 375, sh, 654 ; hence by the horses and

chariots of Egypt are sig. false scientifics and doctrinals from which ai"e

ratiocinations against truths, u. 355. That the land of Egypt sig. the

natural mind, n. 386. That Egypt also sig. the scientific principle

appertaining to the natural man, n. 388, 419. That the border of

Egypt sig. extreme things, which with the natural man are sensual,

n. 391. That by Egypt is sig. the natural man, and such as he is from

birth, viz., in mere falses of evil, n. 401. That the Egyptians sig.

merely natural men, n. 503. That the plagues of Egypt sig. the

changes which precede the accomplishment of the Last Judgment, in

like manner as in the Apocalypse, n. 503. That the river of Egypt
sig. intelligence procured by scientifics, n. 513. That the stream of

Egypt sig. the knowledge and apperception of truth, and, in the oppo-

site sense, the knowledge and apperception of the false, n. 518. That

the waters of Sihor or of Egypt si(/. false scientifics, or scientifics con-

firming falses, n. 518. That the staff of Egypt sig. the power which

accedes to ratiocination by scientifics which are applied for confirmation,

n. 538, 727. That needlework from Egypt sig. the science of such

tilings as appertain to the church, n. 576. That Egypt also sig. the

natural man separate from the spiritual, or scientific truth separate from

spiritual good, n. 627, 653, 654, 746. That the Egyptians were better

acquainted with representatives than any other people, ill. n. 650. That

the king of Egypt and his multitude sig. the natural man with the

scientifics therein, n. 650, 727. That Egypt also sig. the conceit of

self-derived intelligence, n. 654. That the midst of the land of Egypt
sig. everywhere and in all things of the natural man, n. 654. That

the border or boundary of Egypt sig. scientific truth, n. 654. That
Pharaoh, king of Egypt, is called Ashur, the reason thereof, n. 654.

That Egypt sig. the church with those who arc in moral life grounded
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ill natural lumen, n. 654. That the horses of Egypt ai'c flesh and not
spirit sig. things of the imagination, which in themselves are dead,

because they are ftillacies, ii. 054. Tliat the horses of Egypt sifj.

scientifics, n. 654. That the first-born of Egypt sig. falses from evil

contrary to spiritual good, n. 710. That Egypt, Sin, and Xo sig. the

scientifics and fallacies ap])ertaining to the natural man, which hinder

his being reformed by truths from the Word, n. 721. That the laud

of Egypt also sig. the natural man, Avith the scientifics and knowledges,

together with the cupidities and appetites, which reside in him, n. 730.

That Egypt sig. the natural understanding of the Word, n. 846. That
whoredoms in Egypt sig. the falsification of truth from the natural

man, ill. n. 1029.

EIGHT [o67o]. That eight sig. good, n. 1007. See Two.
ELAM. That Elam sig. the science appertaining to the natural

man, and confidence thence derived, n. 357. That Elam sig. those

who are in knowledges which are said to be of faith, but not in any
principle of charity, n. 418.

ELDERS \^seniores~\. That elders sig. the intelligent, n. 237.

That elders sig. those who are in truths derived from good, and ab-

stractedly truths derived from good, sh. n. 270, 290, 307, 313. That
the twenty-four elders sig. all the truths of the heavens in the complex,

sh. n. 270, 272, 349. That by one of the elders is sig. an entire society

of heaven, n. 307. That the twenty-four elders 5/^. the second or

middle heaven, which is conjoined to the third or inmost heaven by
intermediate angels, n. 322, 462, 471. That elders sig. wisdom, n. 412;
or those who are in intelligence and wisdom, n. 448. That the elders

of the daughter of Zion sig. those who are wise and intelligent, and,

abstractedly, wisdom and intelligence, n. 637 ; also those who have

been in divine truths, n. 863. That the twenty-four elders sig. the

superior heavens, n. 687, 1206.

ELEALETH. That Elealeth sig. the men of the external church,

who explain the Word to favour the loves of the world, n. 911.

ELECT or CHOSEN \_electi'\. That the elect who shall possess

the mountain sig. those who are in good, n. 405. That my elect sig.

the Divine Human of the Lord as to divine good, n. 409. That the

elect or chosen sig. those who are in the good of love and faith, or those

who are in spiritual good, or the good of charity, n. 418, 433, 624,

630, 650, ill. 1074. That elect is predicated of good, and servant of

truth, n. 405, 684. That the angels of the second heaven, who are in

love towards the neighbour, are denominated the elect, the angels of

the third heaven the called, and the angels of the first heaven the

faithful, ill. n. 1074. (But see the Apoc. Rev., n. 744.)

ELP]VEN' [undecini]. I'hat eleven sig. a state not yet full, but

yet a state of reception, such as appertains to well-disposed children

and infants, n. 194.

ELIJAH and 1^:LISHA. That Elijah and I^:iisha representcil the

Lord as to the Word, n. 66, 395, 43(), 504, 781. That by I<:]ijah

is sig. the Word, n. 160. That the mantle of Elijah sig. the Word in

ultimates, which is divine truth in general or in its whole complex,

n. 395. 1'liat Elijah represented the Lord as to the Word, or the

Word which is from the Lord, in like manner as John tin; i>a[)tist,

n. 619. That Elisha represented the Lord as to divuic truth, which
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ron>;Htn<os tlu> lifo of lioavi'ii. into whioli man is resusoiiaiod, sh. n. 050,

7S1. Tlint Iho spirit ami power of Klias s/V^, the divine wisdom and

the divine power in the Word, n. 72 I.

ELOIIIM. That I'^loliini si)/, tlic Divine proceedinj;-, wliich makes
lieaven. n. 505. Tliat Klohim is the ))hiral of God or El, n. 555.

JOIACIATf^, to [(«(</t/«/r]. Thai to emaciate, or make lean, si)/.

to remove evils from falses not of evil, n. 40G.

EMBUOlDEllY and NEEDLEWORK [acupictum ct acupic-

Uini']. That embroidery and needlework sig. scientific truth ; also the

knowledges of truth, n. 11)5, 275, 281.

EMERALD \^smaragdus]. That the colour of this stone is green,

and j^recn si;j. truth obscured, n. 269.

EMER0D8 [luvmorrhoides]. See Hemorrhoids.
EMPTY and VOID \_vacuuin et inane'j. That empty and void are

predicated of the church, and si;/, where there is no good and truth,

n. 280. That emptiness [_inf!mtas'] sig. the false, n. 370 ; also the

evils of the false, u. 419. That wind and emptiness are predicated of

falses originating in the proprium, n. 587. That the city of emptiness

sig. the doctrine in which there is no truth, but the false, n. 652.

EXCHANT:\IENT or INCANTATION [incantatiol That en-

chantments sig. the perversion of good, n. 590. Concerning incanta-

tions, and that they were in use amongst the ancients, ill. n. 590.

That incantations are to be understood in a good sense, and that the

prophets were skilled therein, ill. n. 590. That incantation sig. per-

suasion, so that the person persuaded is rendered incapable of perceiving

any otherwise, ill. n. 1191. See AVitchckaft.

ENCOMPASSED, to be \_circiimdari2- That to be encompassed

sig. to live from, n. 707.

END \^Jinis^. That the time of the end sig. the last time of the

church, when there is no truth in consequence of there being no good,

n. 514. That the end sig. the end of the church, n. 612. That the

end or ends of the earth sig. the ultimates of the church, which are

ultimate truths, n. 644, 1133. That the ends sig. the ultimates of

heaven and the church, n. 706, 1133.

ENDURANCE [^tolercoitia].
' That endurance sig. whatever is

brought into act from the will and thought, or from the love and faith,

n. 98, 214. That to endure sig. to be assiduous and to remove obsta-

cles which are in the natural man, ill. n. 98. That endurance sig.

assiduity in instructing, n. 101. That endurance also sig. conjunction

with the external, and thence combat, ill. n. 156.

ENEMY, FOE, ADVERSARY [hostis, inimicus']. That enemy
[//os//.i] sig. the false derived from evil, and the evil from the false,

n. 242. That enemies [hostes'\ sig. evils, and adversaries [^inimici^ sig.

falses, n. 278, 316, 357, 401, 406, 502, 642. That enemies [inimici]

sig. falses which disperse divine truths, n. 316. That foes or enemies

[^inimici^ sig. falses, n. 328. That enemies [liostes^ sig. evils of life,

n. 632. That foes [}iostes~\ sig. evils, and enemies [inimici'\ sig. falses,

n. 671. That enemies [inimici'] sig. falses, and haters evils, n. 700.

That enemy [liostis] sig. the false of evil and hell, n. 721, 724, 811.

That enemies \Jwstes'] in the gate sig. falses from evil, n. 724. That
enemy \_inimicus'] sig. falses which destroy the truths of the church, and

foe \Jiosiis'\ sig. evils which destroy the goods of the church, n. 741.
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ENLIGHTEN, to, or ILLUMINATE, to he ENLIGHTENED
[ilhiminare, illustruta esse'\. That to enlighten or ilhmiinate sifj. to

ilhistrate in truths, n. 391. That to be enlightened or illustrated si<i.

to be in light, n. 1094.

ENOCH \_Chanoeli']. Who they were who were understood by
Enoch, and concerning the book of Enoch, n. 670, ill. 728. That this

book was to serve the churches which were to be established by the

Lord after the deluge, n, 070, 728.

ENSIGN [rei'iV/wHi], That an ensign is a sign of combat, and
that it is seen in the spiritual Avorld, n. 411.

ENTER IN, to [iatvare]. That to enter in, when predicated of
the Lord, sig. to be conjoined to Him, n. 251.

ENTWISTINGS [implexa']. That entwistings sirj. scientifics ap-
pertaining to the natural man, n. 388.

EPHAH. That the ephah, which was a measure, sig. good and its

fjuality, n. 304.

EPHESU8. That the Ephesian church denotes those within the

church who are in the knowledges of truth and good, and not yet in a
hfe according to them, n. 95.

EPHRAIM. That the iniquity of Ephraim sig. falses of the mider-

standing, because by Ephraim is sig. the understanding of such things

as appertain to the church, n. 193. That Ephraim sig. the intellectual

principle of the spiritual church, or intellectual truth, n. 222, 236, 316,

336, 375, 376, 391, 419, 433, 746, 799 ; or the illustrated understand-

ing of those who are of the church, n. 282, 283 ; or the church as to

the understanding of truth, n. 275, 355, 357, 386, 434, 540, 710, 962,

1100 ; also the spiritual understanding of the Word, n. 624, 730, 799,

811, 846. That by Ephraim associated with idols is sig. the intel-

lectual principle perverted, catching at falses, n. 283, 391, 419. That
Ephraim sig. the understanding of truth from good, n. 376, 617, 1145.

That Ephraim, in the opposite sense, sig. the understanding self-

derived, or originating in the proprium, or the understanding of the

false, n. 376, 617 ; also the understanding of truth destroyed, u. 654
;

or perverted, n, 710. That Ephraim sig. intellectual truth from the

good signified by Manasseh, n. 405. See Manasseh. That by Ephraim
is sig. the truth of the new natural man ; and by Manasseh the good of

the new natural man, u. 440. That by Ephraim is sig. truth from

good in the natural man, to which truth belongs power, n. 448, '149.

That Ephraim sig. the truth of the doctrine of the intellectual princi])le

of the church in the natural man, n, 654. That the whoredom of

Ephraim sig. the falsification of the Word, n. 811. That Ephraim sig.

the church as to the understanding of the false, n, 962.

EPHRATAH. See Bethlehem.
EQUILIBRIUM [(pqni/ibriu/a']. That everywhere in the spiritual

world there is an equilibrium, n. 573. That where there is an equi-

librium, there two forces continually act against each other, the on(^

acting and the other re-acting, n. 573. That a state of equilibrium

consists in being in the midst between heaven and hell, couseqiicutly

between good and evil, n. 938, 1043. That all are held by the l^ord in

equilibrium that they may be in a state of liberty, n. 1043.

ESAU. That Esau sig. the love of self, and evil thence derived,

destroying the church, n, 410. That Esau, and the house of Esau,
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si;/, those who l)Oiitn-(> ihomsi-lvos to W intclli^ont .intl wiso, not from

tlu' Lord, but from thcmsolvos, ii. l-li^. Tluit l-'snu sit/, tliosc who aro

ill good ns to the natural man ; and, in the o|)posite sense, those who
are in evil as to the same, n. 711. That Ksau sig. the love of the

natural man, n. 730. That by the mountains and heritage of Esau

are sir/, the evils from the love of self, and the falses thence derived,

n. 730.

ESSE and EXISTERE [esse et existn-c^. That Esse, or to Be,

when predicated of the Lord, is to be from Himself, which is in Him-
self, and Kxistere, or to Exist, when predicated of Him, is to exist

from Himself and in Himself, ?7/. n. 972. That the Esse, or to Be,

is understood by Eternal, n. 972. That the Divine Existere is also

the Divine Esse ; but it is called Existere with respect to heaven, where

it is all in all, n. 972.

ETERNAL \_<vtcnium']. That eternal siij. the Divine principle as

to existere, n. 870. See Esse and Existere.

ETHER \_(pther']. That ethers sig. the divine light even to the

supreme or third heaven, n. oil. See Atmosphere.
ETHIOPIA \_Kush']. See Cush.

EUNUCHS \_eunuchi'\. That eunuchs sig. those who do not desire

to be conjoined with the affection of evil, ill. n. 710. That eunuchs

bom sig. the celestial ; made of men sig. the spiritual ; who have made
themselves sig. the natural, ill. and sh. n. 710.

EUPRHATES. That Euphrates sig. the all of the church as to

good ; and, in the opposite sense, the same as to evil, n. 410. That

the Euphrates sig. the rational principle, n. 518, 5G9. That Euphrates

sig. ratiocination ; and by its Avaters are sig. falses confirmed by ratio-

cinations, n. 518, 5G9. That by the river Euphrates was sig. the

rational principle appertaining to man derived from sciences and know-
ledges, n. 569, 995. That by the great river [or Euphrates] is sig.

the influx of things spiritual into things rational ; and by the river

Euphrates is sig. the influx of things rational into things natural,

n. 5G9. That Euphrates is called a great river by reason of the

intelligence which man has from the rational principle, n. 995. See

River.

EUROPE. That Europe, in a spiritual or angelical idea, denotes

the north, n. 21.

EVANGELIZE, to, or PUBLISH GLAD TIDINGS [evan-

gelizare^. That to evangelize or publish glad tidings sig. to preach,

n. 365. That to publish good sig. conjunction with the Lord by good,

n. 365. That where mention is made of evangelizing, and of the Gospel

\_evangelium'\, thereby is sig. the advent of the Lord, n. 612. That

to evangelize sig. to announce the advent of the Lord, n. 612. See

Gospel.
EVEN SO [etiam^. That even so sig. confirmation of what pre-

cedes, that it would be so, n. 40, 979.

EVENING [vespera']. That evening sig. a state of cessation of

faith and charity, n. 187. That the evening and the morning sig. the

last time of the old church, and the first time of the new church, n. 573,

677. That the evening sig. the end of the church, n. 612 ; or the

last time of the church, when there is nothing but evils and falses,

n. 677.
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EVIL [mnhim']. Tliat all evils, Avhatsoevov they are, derive their

existence from the love of self and from the love of the world, u. 504.
That by the evil of the false is meant the evil which is from the false of
doctrine, whence is derived the evil of life, n. 504, 52G ; and the false

of evil is evil of life, whence is derived the false of doctrine, n. 52G.
That all evils and falses thence derived are from hell, n. 562. That
the love of evil nourishes itself from falses ; and the love of the false

nourishes itself from evils, n. 695. That evil of the will is evil from
nature ; and the false of the understanding is evil by act, ill. n. 780.
That evils of themselves do not destroy man's spiritual life, but by
falses, n. 1109. That they who confirm evils in themselves perish,

n. 1282. That after death goods and truths are taken away from the

evil, and evils and falses from the good, ill. n. 1352.

EXACTOR j^exacto)'^. That exactors si(/. those who violate

truths, n. 555.

EXALT, to, to be EXALTED [exaltare, exaltari]. That to be

exalted, when predicated of God, sig. worship from good by truths,

n. 411. That to exalt suj. to lead to interior truths, n. 714. That
to exalt upon a rock sig. to instruct in interior truths, n. 799.

EXCISION \_excisio']. That the land of excision sig. hell, n. 7o0.

EXCOMMUNICATE, to [_excomm:unicare']. That to be excom-
municated from the world sig. to be cast out from the good of the

church, n. 741.

EXCREMENT \_excrementum'\. That excrement sig. the evil of

the love of self, n. 475.

EXILE \_exilium']. That to go into exile sig. to be destroyed,

n. 637. That to go into exile sig. the dissipation of truth ; and to go
into captivity sig. the bemg seized upon by falses, n. 811.

EXPLORE, to \_explorare]. That to explore sig. to enquire into

and search out, n. 100.

EXPURGATION \_expurgatio']. That the spirit of expurgation

sig. the spiritual affection of truth, n. 475.

EXTERNAL \_externnm']. That the internal is what is called the

spiritual man, and the external the natural man, n. 150. That the

external man is purified by a life according to the truths of faith, or by
willing and doing the truths of the Word, n. 475. See Intkknal.

That what is in the inmost is in all things around, ill. n. 133G. See

Internal and Injiost.

EXTREME, EXTREMITY {extremum, extremitas']. That the

extremes of the natural man are what are called things sensual, n. 410.

That extremes or ultimates sig. all things in the complex, because they

include all or the Avhole, n. 417, 418. That the extremity of days sig.

the advent of the Lord, n. 811. That in extremes or ultimates resides

all power, ill. n. 918. That the extremity of the earth sig. the ulti-

mates of the church, n. 1133.

EXULTATION, to EXULT [exnftatio, endtare]. See ,Jov and

Gladness. That exultaticjn sig. delight from good ; and gladness sig.

delight from truth, n. 294, 660. That to exult sig. joy of heart,

n. 1179 ; or joy from the affection of good, n. 1218.

EYE [oc'</'m]. That the eye sig. the understanding of truth ; and

hence also the truth of faith, ill. n. 37, 68, 152, 242, 274, 277, 313,

317, 376, 427, 455, 484, 556, 584, 746, 799, 852, 1081. That from
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the eyes may iu sonic measure be seen the affection of the thought,

n. 37. That eyes, wlien predicated of the Lord, sig. His divine pro-

vidence; also divine wisdom and iiitelhgencc from Plim ; likewise omni-

science, ///. and sli. n. 152, 277, 2S4, 317. That eyes consuming away

sig. that all intelligence should perish, n. 152. That a pure or simple

eve sii/. the understanding of truth ; and an evil eye si;/, the under-

standing and faith of the false, sh. n. 152, 183, 313, 52G, 'lU81. That

the right eye scandalizing siij. the imderstandiiig thinking evil ; and by

having one eye is sif/. the understanding not thinking evil, but truth

only, n. 152. That the right eye siff. the understanding of good ; and

the left eye si(/. the understanding of truth, n. 152, 313. That the eye,

when predicated of the Lord, denotes presence, and thence providence,

n. G8, 177. That the eye is said to be simple or single, when truth is

from good, or the understanding from the will, n. 313. That seven

eyes siff. omniscience, n. 31 G, 317, 319. That the eyes shut siff. no

understanding, n. 376. That the eyes of the glory of Jehovah sif/. the

divine truth, n. 433. That tears in the eyes sii/. grief on account of

there being no understanding of truth, hence on account of falses,

n. 484. That shedding tears siff. grief of mind on account of falses

;

and weeping siff. grief of heart on account of falses, n. 484. That an

evil eye siff. the understanding of the false from evil, n. 52G. That the

right eye sig. every thing appertaining to the understanding, and the

thought thence derived, u. 600. That the eye sig. the understanding

of truth perverted, which is insanity, n. 710. That eyes sig. intelligence

and wisdom, n. 717. That to lift wp the eyes sig. to animadvert,

n. 730. What is sig. by a mote and by a beam in the eye, n. 746. See

MoTi:: and Beam.
EYE-SALVE [co%rm?M]. Sec Collyrium.

EZEKIEL. That the prophet Ezekiel represented the doctrine

of truth and the Word, the same as the apostle John, n. 619.

F.

FACE [fades']. That the face or faces, when predicated of the

Lord, si;/, divine love, and illustration thence derived, n. 74, 340, 401,

412, 684. That the forehead sig. the good of love; and the eyes the

understanding thence illustrated, n. 242. See Eye. That the face of

a man denotes the affection of truth, n. 280. That the face sig. affec-

tion, n. 376. That the face sig. the interior things appertaining to the

mind, consequently love and faith, n. 376, 381, 406, 412, 554. That
hard in face .iif/. the interiors destitute of good, n. 412. That the face,

in the opposite sense, sig. the affection of the false, n. 412. That the

forehead sig. the affection of good and the affection of evil, n. 412.

That to fall on the face sig. humiliation of heart from the good of love,

n. 463, 688. That the face is the representative image of the affection

of man's love, n. 504, 688. That the face of Jehovah sig. the things

revealed in the Word, n. 659. That the face .sig. the affections which

are of the love of good, n. 721. That the face of Jehovah sig. divine

love, n. 725. What is signified by seeing the face of the Lord, ill. n.

1341. That to see the face of Jehovah or the Lord sig, to know and
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acknowledge -what He is, as to His divine attributes, besides other

things, sh. n. 1342. That the face of Jeliovah, in an opposite sense,

'siff. anger and aversion, because a bad man is angry, and turns himself

away, 67^. n. 1342.

FACULTY [facultasl^. That the faculty of imderstauding truths

is given to every man, even to the evil, n. 874, 970, 996, 997.

FAINT, the, and to FAINT [liquescentes, dejicere']. That the faint

of the earth siff. those of the church who are not in truths, but yet de-

sire them, n. 219. That to faint siff. to be dissipated, n. 724. That
the timid and faint in heart siff. those who ai'e not yet in the goods and

truths of the church, n. 734.

FAIR [pnlcher, pulchra']. See Beauty. The fair is predicated

of truth and the intelligence thereof, n. 675. That to be fair siff. to be

Avise, n. 684.

FAITH [/ides']. That faith is truth, n. 155, 895. That there is

a spiritual faith, and also a faith merely natural, their difference, ill. n.

204, 232. That there is no faith where there is no charity, n. 204,

211, 227, 242, 250. That faith separate from charity is only science,

in which there is no life from the Divine Being or principle, n. 211,

227. That faith separate from charity is faith separate from life, and
such faith resides only in the memory, and is not in the man but out of

him, n. 227, 239, 242. That in the doctrine of faith alone there is no

spiritual faith, but faith merely natural and persuasive, n. 232, 242.

That historical faith is not spiritual faith, n. 232 ; concerning its con-

junction with heaven, n. 232 ; and its quality, n. 242. That there are

two states of faith, and thence of life ; one state fi'om doctrine, and the

other from the Word, ill. n. 233, 250. Concerning the quality of faith

alone, and its adulterous sphere, n. 237. Concerning the quality of

historical faith, n. 242, ill. 250 end, 427, 895. What the quality of

faith is separate from charity, and what its quality conjoined to charity,

n. 251, 427. That faith is called the brother of charity, n. 315, 427.

That a blind faith is a persuasion, ill. w. 759. Concernuig the invented

modes of the conjunction of good works with faith alone, and of the

degrees of the progression of that faith to works, ill. n. 786, 787. In

what manner spiritual faith is formed by the Lord, n. 790. That the

doctrine of faith separated from life destroys the church as to all the

goods and truths thereof, n. 796. Concerning those who separate faitli

from the good of life, and thereby so falsify the Word as to shut heaven

against themselves, n. 797. Concerning those who adjoin the good of

life to faith, and thereby do not so falsify the Word as to shut heaven

against themselves, n. 798. Concerning those who, although they arc

in the churches where faith alone is acknowledged, still do not falsify

the Word, n. 800. Concerning the faith at this day which alone is

called saving, ill. n. 805. That the dogma concerning faith alone ex-

cludes all truths and rejects all goods, ///. n. 812. That faith siff. the

huplantation of truth, ill. n. 813. Concerning the historical and mira-

culous faith whereby the sick were healed, ill. and sh. n. 815. Con-

cerning the faith whereby spiritual diseases are healed by the Lord,

n. 815. That faitli derived from love is the faith Avhich saves, n. 815.

That spiritual faith is the acknowledgment of truth by virtue of its

being seen and understood, n. 832. Concernuig the nature and (|uality

of intellectual faith, n. 846. That tlie faith of Jesus siff. the iiiiphuita-
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tion of tnitli iVom the LoriL and llu' ackiiowledg'infiit of ITim, n. 805.

That in tlio jdaco of faith, truth oujjfht to be named, ///. n. 895.

That the acknowledgment of the Ijord and faitli occasion presence;

hnt that atVection and hive occasion conjunction, ///. n. 1840. That the

learned have attributed all salvation to faith anil nothing- to charity

;

the reason ^'hereof is, that they have attributed everything to know-
ledge and nothing to atTeetion, because the former appears before the

sight, whereas the latter does not appear; but faith proceeds from

thought, and charity from a fleet ion, z7/. n. 1317. That the tenet ought

to be shunned, that man is justified, that is, saved by faith alone with-

out the works of the law, ill. n. 1250. That the tenet concerning faith

alone is damnatory, sh. n. 1250. That they who have confirmed them-

selves in faith alone are the goats, n. 1250. That the dogma that the

understanding is to be kej)t in subjection to faith, or what the church

teaches is to be blindly believed, is retained from the Roman Catholic

religion, which affirms this tenet, n. 1323. That thereby the way of

light from the Lord is obstructed, insomuch that man can no longer be

enlightened, ill. n. 1323.

FxilTHFUI., the \_fiileles]. That the faithful slg. those who are in

the faith of charitv', u. 1074. That the angels of the first or lowest

heaven are denominated the faithful, n. 1074. See Called and

Chosen. (But see the Apoc. Rev., n. 744.)

FALL, to [carfere]. That to fall sig. to perish, n. 518; also to be

parted or severed and not to exist, n. 675 ; also to be devastated and

destroyed, n. 879, 880; also to be dissipated, n. 1020. That "is

fallen, is fallen," sig. utter destruction, n. 1097.

FALL DOWN, to \_procidere']. That to fall down sig. humiliation,

reception, and acknowledgment, n. 290, 322, 349 ; or humiliation of

heart, n. 1206. That to fall down on the knees and upon the face

is a gesture corresponding to inmost humiliation, ill. n. 1206. That to

fall down before the feet sig. to acknowledge, to confess, and to worship,

n. 1228.

FALLACIES \_fallacicB]. Concerning fallacies in spiritual things

and their origin, ill. n. 575. That fallacies appertain to the sensual

man, who judges all things from the senses of the body, ill. u. 575.

FALSE \_falsuni\. That to know^ and to think falses is not to be

intelligent and wise, inasmuch as all intelligence is of truth, and wisdom
is of the fife thence derived, n. 236. That falses, in themselves, are

falsified truths, n. 237, 759. That evils of the false are evils which

How from falses of doctrine, ill. n. 400, 504, 526. That the falses of

religion, whilst a man lives well, are accepted by the Lord as truths, n,

452, 455. Conceniing those who are in falses of ignorance, n. 474,

478. That the false of evil is evil of life, whence is derived the false of

doctrine, n. 526. lliat falses of evil, which are truths falsified, cause

disjunction, ///. n. 536. That the false in extremes is the false sus-

tairung and subservient, n. 627. That falses assault, but truths defend,

\\. 734. That falses have power over falses, but no power at all

against truths, n. 783. That there are falses of various kinds, ill. n,

812. That the false of evil is falsified truth, because evil falsifies truth,

n. 976.

FALSIFICATION ^falsification That the falsification of the

Word to the destruction of its genuine truth shuts heaven, ill. n. '6'^%,
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ill. 920. That such falsification of tlie Word is infernal, and tiience

damnatory, n. 888. That falsified truth is the false of e^^l, because e^dl

falsifies truth, n. 976. See False.

FAMILY \_faniili(i]. That families sig. truths, n. 340, 555, That
families of the earth sig. those who are in truths from good, and ab-

stractedly truths from good, n. 340. That the master of the family sig.

the Lord as to truths from good, sh. n. 91

L

FAMINE [^fames']. That a famine sig. the failure of all truth in

doctrine, n. 131, 175. That a famine sig. the privation, failure or Avant

of the knowledges of truth and good, n. 315, 054, 734. That a famine

sig. the privation, failure, and ignorance of the knowledges of truth and
good, n. 386, 387, 540, 652, 654, 1125. That a famine also sig. the

deprivation of good by evils, n. 386, 388. That men of famine sig.

those who are in no perception of good, and in no knowledges of truth,

n. 386. That storms of famine sig. an entire failure of the knowledges
of good and truth, n. 386, 540. That " for famine to famine " sig. that

they who reject truths perish by falses, n. 811.

FARTHINGS [_dodrans~\. That to pay the uttermost farthing sig.

the punishment which is called eternal fire, n. 1015.

FAST, to \_jejunare]. That to fast sig. to mourn, n. 375; on
account of a deficiency of good and truth, n. 1189. That by fasting,

when predicated of the Lord, is sig. affliction, n. 730.

FAT \_pi)igaedo, adeps^. That fat things sig. the goods, and also

the delights of love, n. 252, 329, 1159. That fat and fatted sig. good,

n. 279. That the fat in sacrifices sig. the divine good, n. 329. That
fat or fatness sig. the good of love, n. 365, 483, 1159. That to de-

light in fatness sig. to be delighted from good, n. 617. That fat sig.

interior goods, n. 617. That by fat and opulent is sig. full of the good
of love and truths thence derived, n. 644. That to be satisfied with

marrow [_adeps^ and fatness sig. to be filled with the good of love and

with joy thence derived, n. 1159. That to be fat and green sig. to be

in goods and truths of doctrine, n. 1159. That by fat ones are sig.

those who nauseate good, or who despise and reject it, n. 1159.

FATLING [^saginatiis^. That a fatling or ox szy. the aftection of

the natural man, n. 780.

FATHER [pater]. That by the Father, in the Word, is meant the

Divine Principle in the Lord, or which He had by conception, n. 178,

254, 349. That by Father, when said l)y the Lord, is sig. the divine

good which is in Him and from Him, n. 200, 295, 309, 343. See

Lord and God. That to do the will of the Father and of God sig. to

do His precepts, or to live according to them from the affection of love

and charity, n. 295. That by the Father in the heavens is sig. divine

good from the Lord, or the Lord as to divine good, n. 297, 966. That
father sit/, the good of the church, n. 315, 532. That by the Father

in the heavens is also to be understood the Divine or Divinity in the

Lord, n. 411. That by the land inherited by their fathers is sig. the

church which is in the knowledges and light of truth, n. 433. That the

church is called a father from good and a mother from truth, n. 444,

624. That fathers sig. those who are in goods, or the goods of the

church ; and, in the opposite sense, those who are in evils, or the evils

of tlie church, n. 555, 617, 724. Tliat by the Father, when spoken by

the Lord, is si(/. the divine good of the divine love from which is heaven,
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;uul ovorytiiiui;- U'longing to lieavi'ii, ii. (iOO. Tliat by the Fatlier in

the licavc'iis is siij. the Divine ))rococ(liiig, n. 044. That father and

mother tn)}. the lovo of self and tlie U)vc of the world; and brother and

sister tlie cupidities tlienee arising, and the evils and falses tliereof, ii.

724. That father si;/, evil, whieh is the proprium of man ;
and mother

siy. the cupidity of tlie false, u. 724. That by the master of the house,

or householder, is sig. the Lord as to trutiis from good, ill. n. 911.

That father and mother, in the celestial sense, sig. the I^ord and the

cluireh, n. 9GG. See Mother.
FEAR, to FEAR, TERROR [imor, tirnere, terror']. That fear

sig. grief on account of spiritual persecutions from those who are in the

doctrine of falses, n. 121. That fear and trembling sig. straightness in

temptation, n. 282. That fear to God is predicated of truth, n. 411.

That fear sig. various changes of the state of the interiors of man, n.

667. That fear sig. a state of anxiety, n. 667. That to be affrighted,

dismayed, and to dread, sig. commotion of mind [animus'] arising from

the change of the state of the interiors, n. 677. That fear, terror, dread,

sig. the holy tremor which occupies, vibrates, and penetrates through

the interiors of the head, ///. and sJi. n. 677 ; also various connnotions

of the mind, ill. n. 677. That to fear sig. to worsliip the Lord from

charity and faith, n. 696, 706. That to fear is of the understanding,

thus of faith and of truth, n. 696. That divine truth causes fear, but

not so divine good, ill. n. 696. That terror sig. spiritual death, n. 721

;

and destruction, n, 911. That to fear God sig. to revere and worship

the Lord, n. 874. That the fearful and to fear sig. to be in no faith,

sh. n. 1300.

FExVST [festmn, convivti{7}i']. That banquets, feasts, dinners, and

suppers, sig. consociations by love, ill. and sh. n. 252. See To Eat,

Bread, Supper. That a feast of fat things sig. the approj)riation and

communication of goods, sh. n. 252 ; and that a feast of wine on the

lees, or best wine, sig. the appropriation of truths, sh. n. 252. That

the feast of unleavened bread, or of the passover, sig. the glorification of

the Lord's Human, and celebration of the Lord on account of deliver-

ance from damnation, or the liberation from falses of evil, n. 314, 401.

That the feast of tabernacles sig. the implantation of good by truths,

n. 654; also the production of good, thus regeneration, n. 911. That

the feast of the seven weeks, or of the harvest of first fruits, sig. the

implantation of truth and good, n. 911.

FEATHERS [pennce]. See Bird.

FEED, to [pascere]. That to feed (as a shepherd his flock) sig.

to teach, n. 314, 376; or to instruct in truths, n. 482. That to feed

upon wind sig. to imbibe the false, n. 654. That to feed or to rule sig.

to teach, n. 726. See To Rule.
FEED, to \_cibare]. That to feed sig. to nourish, n. 411. Sec

Food.
FE]\IALE [fmmna]. That male sig. truth, and female good, n.

294. That male sig. the truth, and also the doctrine of the church
\

and female sig. the good, and also the life thereof, n. 725. See Male.
FERMENTATION [fermentatio]. That fermentation sig. sepa-

i'ation, n. 540. See Leaven.
FIELD [agcr]. That a field sig. the church, n. lol, 372, 388

end, 417, 426, 911. That hills in the field sig. good of truth in the
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church, u. 141. That to buy fields Avith silver slg. to procure the good
of the church by truths, n. 223. That a good field sig. the church as

to the good of charity, u. 281. That a fiekl sig. the good of the church,

or the church as to good, n. 326, 388. That by a field is also sig. the

church as to the reception and procreation of truth and good, n. 374.

That by harvest of the field is sig. all worship originating in good and
truth, n. 374. That to sow fields sig. to be instructed and to receive

truths, n. 386. That the face of the field sig. knowledges from the

Word, n. 388. That the produce of the fields sig. all things of the

church, n. 411. That the heights of the field sig. the interior things

appertaining to the spiritual man from which the natural man combats,

n. 447. That the grass of the field sig. the truth of the church spring-

ing up, n. 578. That fields sig. doctrinals from the Word, n. 650

;

also the church as to the implantation of the truths of doctrine, n.

650 ; or the church as to the implantation of truth, u. 652. That
fields of the forest sig. the natural principle, or the things which apper-

tain to the natural sense of the Word, n. 684, 700. That a fruitful

field, or a land of corn, sig. the natural man fructified with truths, n.

730. That to be in the field sig. to be in the church, n. 810. That
"the field is the world " sig. the church everywhere, n. 911.

FIG-TREE \_ficus']. That a fig-tree sig. the natural man and his

interiors, and the fruit his goods, n. 109, ill. and sh. 403, 739. That
a fig-tree sig. the external church Avhich is of the natural man, and
thus the external things of the church, n. 175, 388, ill. and sh. 403,

911. That a fig-tree sig. natural good, n. 375, 386. That a fig-tree

sig. the natural man as to good and truth ; the fruit the good of the

natural man, and the leaf the truth of that good ; but, in the opposite

sense, the tree sig. the natural man as to what is evil and false, the tree

the natural man himself, its fruit the evil of that man, and the leaves

the false of that evil, ill. and sh. n. 403, 815. That the fig as a fruit

sig. the good of life in the internal, and at the same time in the external

form ; and that, in the opposite sense, it sig. good of life solely in the

external form, which is evil of life, because it is inwardly evil, n. 403.

That a fig-tree sig. natural good and truth derived from the spiritual

good and truth of the church, n. 458. That a fig-tree sig. natural

truth, n. 503, 717. That the fig-tree sig. the external celestial and

spiritual church, n. 638. That fig-trees sig. goods and truths exterior,

which are called moral, n. 638. That the leaf of the fig-tree sig. scien-

tific truth, n. 739.

FILTH \_sordes']. That filth sig. falses and evils, u. 475.

FIND, to [inveiiire]. That not to be found any more sig. not to

rise again, n. 1183.

FIR-TREE \_abies'\. That the fir-tree sig. the perceptive principle

of the natural man, n. 654. That the fir sig. natural truth of a superioi'

order, and the pine \_UMla'\ natural truth of an inferior order, n. 730.

FIRE \_ignis']. That fire sig. divine love, n. 68, 496, 944. That

flame sig. truth from good, n. 68, 277. That fire, in the opposite sensC)

eig. infernal or diabolical lore, n. 177, 240, 496, 604, 1126. That fire

sig. the good of love, n. 274, 411, 419, 931. That to be burned with

fire sig. to perish by the evil of the false, n. 131. That a (laming fire

sig. the good of love, ill. n. 68, 155, 183, 419, 504. That fire sig.

evils which are from the loves of self and the world, n. 355, 411, 504.
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539, 825, 888, 932; also llio lovo f)f evil. ii. ;?8r.. Tlini a fire of

flames siff. tlic love of tho world, n. -10;5. That by flame is stg. tlio

l)unislimont of the cupidit}- of })erYertiiig truths, ii. 455. That Urc si(/.

the love of self, n. 155, 053, 730, 982. That fire sit/, the love of

truth, n. 455. That fire siff. divine good ])roceeding from the Lord, ii.

475. That fire si;/, infernal evil destroying- the good of tiie ehurch, n.

503, 504, 053, 1134. That fire si;/, the good of celestial love, and
flame the good of spiritual love ; but that, in the opposite sense, fire .s/V/.

the evil arising from the love of self, and flame the evil arising from

the love of tlic world, ///. and sli. n. 5U4, 510, 042, 910, 1120. That
fire sir/, all cupidity originating in the love of evil, and the punishment
thereof, which is t(5rment, ///. n. 504, 570. That the source of the in-

fernal fire is no other than the change of the divine love into evil loves,

and their cupidities of doing evil, ill. n. 504. That to prove by fire sig.

to prove by the affection which is of love, n. 532. That fire sig. the

good of the Word adulterated, n. 539. That fire sig. the punishment
of the love of evil and its destruction, n. 052. That flame sig. the con-

ceit of self-derived intelligence, n 730. That fire sig. the loves of self

and the world, n. 811, 825, 888, 982. That fire sig. love to the Lord
and love towards the neighliour, n, 825, 888, 982. That infernal fire

is nothing else but hatred, ill. n. 1015. That the fire of hell sig. the

love of ruling, n. 1083. That smoke sig. infernal false; and combus-
tion or burning sig. infernal evil, ill. n. 1131. That a consuming fire

from heaven was a testification that they were in the concupiscence of

infernal love, ill. n. 1273.

FIRE-BRAND [titio^. That a smoking fire-brand sig. the concu-

piscence of the false, n. 559. That by a brand plucked out of the fire

is sig. that there was but little of truth remaining, n. 740.

FIRE-HEARTH [fociis;\. That the fire-hearth of Jehovah sig.

celestial love, n. 504.

FIRST and TjAST \_primum et ultimuni\. That the first and last

sig. all, n. 417, 427. That to be in first principles and in last sig. to

be in all, n. 404. That the Loi'd operates from first principles by ulti-

mates, and so into mediates, whence He is called the first and the last,

ill. n. 1080.

FIRST-BEGOTTEN or FIRST-BORN limmogenitas']. That
the Lord is called the first-begotten from the dead, which sig. that in

His Humanity He is divine good united to divine truth, ill. and sh. n.

28. That the first-begotten also sig. good which is from the Lord;

and, in the supreme sense, the Loi"d Himself as to His Divine Human
from which all good is derived, ill. and sh. n. 28. That the first-be-

gotten or first-born sig. truth from good, or faith from charity, n. 434,

725, 817. That the first-born sig. the first principle of the church

from which all other things flow as from their beginning, n. 721.

FIRST-FRUITS [2>nm2i«cp]. See Fruit.

FISH \_piscis'\. That a fish sig. the scientific principle which is of

the natural man, n. 275, 513. That fishes of the sea sig. natural truths

in common or general ; and specifically they sig. scientific truths, which

appertain to the natural man, n. 280, 329, 400, 430, 513, 054, 1100.

That fishes sig. goods and truths in the natural man, n. 340. That

fishes in the seas also sig. sensual scientifics, which are the lowest things

of the natural man, ill. and sh. n. 342. That the fish of the sea sig.
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the scientific principle, n. 513. That fishes sig. the knowledges of truth

and good by which reformation is effected, n. 513. That to fish sig. to

teach the knowledges of truth and good, and so to reform, ///. and sh.

n. 513. That by fish upon the fire is sig. the knowledge of truth from
good, sh. n. 513. Tliat by fishes are sig. natural men as to scientifics

and knowledges, ill. n. 513. That boiled fish sig. the natural pi-inciple

as to truths from good, sh. n. 513, 519. That by fishing, or to

fish, is sig. the instruction and conversion of men who are in external

or natui'al good, n. GOO. That a fish sig. knowledges dei'ived from the

literal sense of the Word, n. G54. That the scales of fishes sig. scien-

tifics of the lowest sort originating in the fallacies of the senses, n. 654.

That a fish sig. the natural man Avithout spiritual good, ill. n. 817.

That to fish also sig. to instruct natural men, u. 820.

FISHER \_piscator'\. That fishers from Engedi even to Eneglaim
sig. they who are reformed and thence become intelligent, sh. n. 513.
That to fish sig. to teach the knowledges of truth and good, and so to

reform, ill. and sh. n. 513 ; also the instruction and conversion of men
who are in external or natural good, n. GOO ; or to instruct natural

men, u. 820.

FISH-HOOK [hanius jnscatoris']. That to draw out with fish-

hooks sig. to lead away from truths by the fallacies of the senses,

n. 560.

FISH-POOL \_pisciaa\. That the higher and lower fish-pools,

etc., sig. such truths as are in the interior and exterior senses of the

Word, sh. n. 453.

FIVE \_quinque]. That five sig. many, several, much, and abun-

dance, n. 223, 391, 430, G54, 1064. That five sig. some and somewhat,
where ten sig. much, n. 223, 430, 548, 675. That from five arise 10,

50, 100, 1000, 10,000, which sig. the like as five, n. 430. That five

also sig. some and few, when it is preceded or followed by 10 and 20,

n. 532, 1064. That five sig. so long as is sufficient when predicated

of time, and so much as is sufficient when predicated of (piantity,

n. 548.

FLAG \_ulva']. See Reed.
FLAME \_jlamma]. See Fire.

FLEE, to \_fugere\. That to flee sig. to escape and to be rescued,

n. 405.

FLESH \_caro']. That flesh, when predicated of the Lord, sig. the

divine good of His divine love, n. 30, 329, 1082. That not to be of

the will of the flesh sig. not to be in the love of evil, n. 295. That
flesh, when predicated of man, sig. his will-proprium, consequently

evil, n. 295, 329, 355, G54, 745, 1082. That flesh sig. the good of

love and of life, n. 455, 1082. Tliat flesh restored sig. spiritual life,

n, 475. That flesh sig. the will and its good or evil, n. 584, 962. That
flesh and bread sig. the divine good proceeding, n. 617. That flesh

corresponds to the good of the natural man, and bones to tlie truths

thereof, n. 619. That flesh sig. the good of the Word and of the

church ; and, in tlie opposite sense, the evil thereof, n. 1082, ill. and
sh. 1244. That flesh sig. evils, which are goods adulterated, n. 1082.

That flesh sig. the Divine Human of the Lord and the prf)prium thereof,

which is the divine good of the divine love, ill. and sh. n. 1082. That
the flesh of man corresponds to the good or evil of his will, and hence
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Rijjnifics it, n. 1082. Tlint to oat and food upon flesh s!g. to nppvo-

priatc the evil of the propriuui, n. 1082.

FLOCK \_gre.r'\. 'I'liat animals uliicli bolong to tlio llocU sig. the

nflections of good and truth in the intonial or spiritual man, or interior

goods and truths, n. 279, 453, (550, 710, 1100. See IIkrd. That the

liock of the pasture sig. spiritual good and truth, n. 280. That by the

flock of man are sig. spiritual truths, n. 280. That by the flock are

sig. those \Yho arc in the good of charity, n. 314. That sons of the

flock sig. spiritual truths, or truths derived from the goods of charity,

n. 374, 405. That the blcatings of the flock sig. the perceptions and

thoughts of the natural man, n. 434. That the flock sig. things spi-

ritual, or goods and truths spiritual ; and that the herd sig. things

natural, or goods and truths natural, n. 513, 650, 730, 911, 1100.

That a male in the flock sig. genuine truth of doctrine from the Word,

n. 725.

FLOOD [flunien, diluvium, imindatio']. That an inundating flood

or stream sig. vastation, n. 223. That a flood and an inundation sig.

immersion in evils and falses, and hence the destruction of the church,

n. 304. That an inundation of waters sig. immersion in falses, n. 401.

That floods or inundations of waters and rains sig. temptations, n. 411,

518, G44; also irruption of falses, n. 504, 518. That the flood or

deluge sig. the devastation of the old or most ancient church, and the

last judgment upon those who were of that church, n. 633. That an

inundation sig. the falsification of truth, n. 684. That a flood or

stream \_jlumen'] sig. intelligence from the understanding of truth,

and, in the opposite sense, reasoning or ratiocination from falses, ill.

n. 763.

FLOUR [fayina']. That the flour of wheat sig. truth from a spi-

ritual origin, ill. and sh. n. 1153. That the flour of barley sig. truth

from a natural origin, ill. and sh. n. 1153.

FL(JUR, Jine \_similago sen simila, farina~\. That fine flour sig.

genuine truth, n. 324, 617. That fine flour [^farinci] sig. truth from

good, n. 618. That fine flour \_simila\ sig. truth of good from a spi-

ritual origin, n. 1153, 1182. See Flour, Wheat, Barlf.v.

FLOWERS l^Jlores']. That flowers, in the inmost sense, sig. the

divine intelligence of the Lord ; and, in the spiritual sense, spiritual

natural good, which is the good of the ultimate heaven, n. 458. That

the flower of the field sig. spiritual truth, n. 507. lliat a flower sirj.

implantation, ill. n. 828.

FLOWING-DOWN or DEFLUX [dejluxus']. That the deflux

of divine truth produces a difl'erent effect with the good from what it

does with the evil, ill. n. 502.

FLUX or ISSUE \_fluxns']. That a flux or issue sig. natural love

separate from spiritual love, n. 163.

FLY {jnuscii]. That by the fly in the extremity of the rivers of

Egypt are sig. the falses which are in the sensual principle, and which

are thence dei-ived, n. 410. That flies sig. the falses of the sensual

man, thus falses of every kind, n. 740.

FLY, to [yolare]. That to fly sig. presence and circumspection

round about ; and when predicated of the Divine Principle sig. pro-

vidence, n. 281, 282, 869; also omnipresence, n. 282, 529. That He
flew sig. omnipresence in the spiritual world, ill. and sh. n. 282, 283.
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That to fly is predicated of the understanding and its intelligence, ill.

and sh.w. 282. That to fly sig. to give understanding and to illustrate

the middle heaven, n. 529. That to fly or flying sig. manifestation,

n. 8G9. That to fly in the midst of heaven sig. to look about, attend,

and think, n. 1243.

FLY AWAY, to [^avolare]. That to flv away sig. to be dissipated,

n. 710.

FOAM or FEOTH \_spuma'\. That foam upon the faces of the

waters sig. what is empty and separate from truths, n. 391. That froth

sig. where there is inwardly no truth, n. 403.

FOE [liostis^ See Enemy \immicus'].

FOLLOW, to [_sequi']. That to follow the Lord sig. to acknow-
ledge His Divine Principle, and to do His precepts, n. 893.

FOOD or MEAT Icibus']. That spiritual food is intelligence and
wisdom, n. 117; also knowledges and intelligence thence derived,

n. 235. That by food are sig. all truths and goods, or the knowledges
of truth and good, because they are Avhat nourish and sustain the spi-

ritual life, n. 235, 374, 386. That meat or food sig. science and intel-

ligence, n. 514. That spiritual food is given, conjoined, and appro-
priated to man by willing, and thence doing, n. 017. That food or
meat sig. good, or the good of the Word and of doctrine, n. 794, 960.

FOOL \_stidtus']. That by a fool is sig. he who is in falses and evils

from the love of self, consequently from self-derived intelligence, ill.

and sh. n. 386. That to say, " thou fool," sig. entire aversion to the

good of charity, sh. n. 746.

FOOT {^j^es']. That feet sig. the natural man or principle, n. 69,

279, 405, 413, 455, 475, 632, 666, 781; and when spoken of the Lord
sig. the Divine Natural, or the ultimate of divine order, n. 69, 597.
That the footstool of the Lord sig. the external of the church, of wor-
ship, and of the Word, n. 69, 413, 606. The dust of the feet is pre-

dicated of those things which are in the sense of the letter of the Word,
which is natural, and appears scattered, sh. n. 69. That to fall at the

feet sig. adoration from humiliation, n. 77. That foot, a place for the

feet, and footstool, when predicated of the Lord, sig. divine truth in

ultimates, thus the Word in the letter, n. 204. That by the feet are

sig. the natural things appertaining to man ; and by the soles of the

feet are szV/. those who are in ultimates, n. 240, 279, GOO, 708, 78 L
That the right foot sig. the natural principle as to good, n. 279. That
shoes upon the feet sig. the conjunction of good and truth in the external

or natural man, n. 279. That the right foot also sig. the intelligence

and power of truth from good in the external or natural man, n. 298.

That tlie foot sig. truth in ultimates, which is the trutli of tlie literal

sense of the Word, n. 438. That the feet sig. natural truth derived

from natural good, signified by the legs, n. 543. That the feet sig. the

things of the natural man ; and to stand upon them sig. to live from
them alone, n. 584. That the feet, when predicated of the angel, by
whom is understood the Lord as to the Word, sig. divine truths in ulti-

mates, or the Word in the natural sense, which is the sense of the

letter, n. 60(). That the feet correspond to the ultimate or first heaven,

and the soles of the feet correspond to the world, ill. n. 600, 6()(i. That
by the great toe of the right foot is sig. good in act, n. 600. That the

footstool of God sig. the church, n. 606, 608, 700. That the soles of
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<lic foot siff. llio oxlornal sensual lliiiij;s of man, n. C32. That tlio

footstool siij. tlic lowest region under the heavens, n. (>87 ; also the

natural sense of tlie Word, and thence the eliurch, n. 7(H). That the

washiny- of the disciples' feet represented and thenei^ si(j. purification

from evils and lalses hv divine truth from tho Lord, :</i. n. 1).")!.

FOOTSTOOL [scdbelhim perliim']. See Foot.

FOREHEAD [frons]. That the forehead suj. the good of love,

n. 242, 427, 8J)<S, ^i)2, 1040. That the forehead, in the opposite sense,

sifj. the evil of love, and thence wliat is hard, obstinate, impudent, in-

fernal, n. 427. That the Lord beholds or looks at angels and men in

the forehead, and thev behold or look at the Lord with the eyos, ill.

n. 242, 852.

FORESKIN [;;?vT7)(/^/»?/?J. That the foreskin sig. corporeal and

terrestrial loves, n. 240, 817.

FOREST \_s!/lva'\. That a forest sig. natural truth, and the trees

therein the knowledges of truth, n. .'504, 32G. That a forest sig. the

sensual man, which is in mere fallacies, and thence in falses, n. 388
;

hence a forest sig. what is merely natural, n. 403, G50 ; also the ex-

ternal natural man as to all things thereof, n. 405, 458, 1145. That

the forest of the south sig. the church which may be in the light of

truth, but which is now in knowledges alone destitute of spiritual light,

n. 504 end. That the fields of the forest sig. things which appertain

to the natural sense of the Word, n. G84, 700. That a forest is pre-

dicated of the natural man, as a gai'den is of the spiritual man ; where-

fore a forest sir/, science, and a garden sig. intelligence, n. 730.

FORT or FORTIFICATION [nmnitio, muniwentum']. That forts

sig. confirmations from the Word, n. 388. That fortified cities sig.

false doctrinals, n. 417. See City. That fortifications upon the

station, and the strongholds of fortifications sig. things of self-derived

intelligence confirmed by the literal sense of the Word, n. 717. That a

stronghold or fortification sig. a defence against falses and evils, or the

literal sense of the Word, n. 727. That the fort or fortress of the sea

sig. the natural principle where the knowledges of good and truth are,

n. 863. That " your fortress," speaking of Tyre, sig. doctrine from the

Word defending, n. 514.

FORTRESS or BULWARK \_propvgnaculum']. That a fortress

or bulwark is predicated of divine good, sh. n. 316.

FORTY \_quaclraginta'\. That forty sig. a plenary state of tempta-

tion ; also a plenary state of vastation and consummation of the church,

n. 633. That forty days sig. an entire period and duration of tempta-

tions, n. 050, 730. That forty years sig. temptations, and that the

natural man may not rule over the spiritual, n. 054. That forty years

also sig. an entire period of vastation of the church, and also an entire

duration of temptations, n. 654, 730.

FORTY-TWO [rjuadraginta dual. That forty-two sig. the end of

the former church and the beginning of the new, n. 033. That forty-

two sig. blasphemy, n. 781. That forty and two months sig. plenary

vastation and consummation, consequently destruction, until nothing of

good and truth remains, n. 796.

FOUNDATION [fundatio']. That the foundation of the world

sig. the establishment of the church, n. 391, 1057. That the founda-

tions of tlie mountains sig. the ti'uths on which the church is founded,
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which arc truths derived from good, n. 400. That tlie foundations of
the world [o?'i/s] sig. the goods of tlie church, n. 741. See Would.
That the foundations of the wall of the city New Jerusalem, and in

general the foundations of the earth, sig. doctrinals of the church, ill.

and sh. n. 1311, 1312, 1323. That the twelve foundations of the wall

of the city New Jerusalem, which were of twelve precious stones, sig. all

the doctrine of the new church from the literal sense of the Word, ill,

and .«//. n. 1324.

FOUNTAIN \_fons']. That a fountain, or fountain of waters, sig.

the Word and doctrine from the Word, n. 357, 405, 448, 483, 518,

069. That fountains sig. interior truths, n. 374, 870. That the foun-

tain of Jacob sig. divine truth and the Word, n. 37G, sh. 483. That
by a spring and a fountain are sig. the Word, and doctrine or truths

from the Word, n. 38G, 483, 730, 1100. That by a fountain, or foun-

tain of living waters, in the supreme sense, is understood the Lord as to

divine truth, or divine truth from the Lord, consequently the Word, n.

483. That to make fountains sig. to instruct in truths, n. 483. That
a fountain and fountains, in the opposite sense, sig. the doctrine of

falses and the falses of doctrine, sh. n. 483. That fountains in the

midst of valleys sig. intelligence from natural truths, n. 730.

FOUR \_quatuor'\. That four sig. celestial good ; and six sig. spi-

ritual good, n. 283. That four sig. conjxmction ; and six sig. communi-
cation, n. 283. That four sig. conjunction into one, ill. n. 362. That
a fourth part sig. all good and truth thence derived, n. 384. That four

sig. the conjunction of good and truth ; and hence a fourth part sig. th(*

all of conjunction, ill. n. 384. See Number. That four, five, sig, few

who are in good, sh. n. 532. That four sig. those who arc in good, ///.

n. 532. That four is predicated of good, and, in the opposite sense,

sig. evils, ill. n. 532, 847, 924 ; and the conjunction of evil and the

false, n. 569.

FOUR HUNDRED \_quadringenta'\. That by four hundred is sig.

the same as by forty, n. 633. See Forty,

FOWL \_avis']. See Bird.

FRANKINCENSE [thus']. That frankincense sig. spiritual good,

or thp good of spiritual love, sh. n. 324, 491, 492, 494, 1151. That
an oblation or frankincense sig. worship from spiritual good, n. 340.

That frankincense sig. the truth of good in the natural man, n. 449.

That the incenses from frankincense sig, truths from spiritual good,

n. 492.

FREEDOM or LIBERTY, FREEMEN, FREE \_libernm, liberi,

liber]. That freemen sig. those who are in good, and thence in truths,

n. 208. That a freeman sig. the internal or spiritual man, ill. and sh.

n. 409. That to be free sig. to Ije led by the Lord, or to receive divini;

truth from th(; Lord in doctrine and life, ill. n. 409, 540. That free-

dom or liberty consists in doing good from the Lord; and servitude or

slavery in doing good from self, n. 774. That free and bond sig. those*

who think from themselves and those who think from others, n. 836 ; or

those who know and understand from themselves, and those who know
and understand from others, n. 1244. That freedom is to tliink and
live from the Lord; and servitude or liondage is to think and live

from hell, ill. n. 836. That all liberty is of love, n. 900. Tliat tlic

freedom of man is of his will, and thence in the thought, etc., ill.
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n. lir)0. Conroriiinof inlVnial tVcocloin. and roiirorniii^'cclofttial froctloui.

///. n. ll.'.l.

FHIEND [nf?/i«ViK<]. That tliey wlio arc called friends by the

Lord sig. those who receive divine trnths in doctrine and life from the

Lord. sh. n. 409 end.

FHOOS [^ramv~\. That froths sir/, ratiocinations from mere falses.

///. and sh. ii. 1000, 1001. That frog.s si<j. reasoninjis of the natural

man from falses asjainst the truths of the spiritiial man or against divine

truths. ///. and sli. n. 1000.

FRUIT \_fructus'\. That fruits sitj. deeds or works of charity,

n. 212, t?86 ; or the goods of love and charity, Avhich are good works,

ill. and .v/^. n. 1337. That evil fruits s'uj. evil works, n. 212. That to

bear fruit sir/, to produce goods which are uses, n. 281. That fruit nig.

the goods of the church, n. 304. That fruit sig. the good of life,

n. 403. That fruit «/^. the good of love, n. 730. That the first-fruits

sig. genuine goods, n. 40'). That the fruit of the tree [in Egypt] sig.

good in the natural principle, n. 543. That the fruit of the tree [of the

Held] sig. the good of love and the will of good ; also the fructification

of good, n. 644. That the fruit of the belly sig. the good of love and

the truth of that good, n. 710. That the fruit of the earth nig. every

thing appertaining to the church, n. 710. What is sig. by the first

-

fniits to God and the Lamb, ill. and sh. n. 865. That the fruits of

autumn sig. the goods of the church, n. 919.

FRUITFUL ONE [j-(£cunda\. That a fruitful one sig. spiritual

good, which is the good of charity, n. 357.

FULNESS \j:ilenitudo~\. That fulness or plenitude sig. goods and

truths in their whole complex, n. 741.

FURLONG [^stadiuni]. That furlongs sig. productions in a series,

or progressions in a series, according to the thoughts arising from affec-

tion, n. 924. That furlongs sig. the same as measures ; and measures
sig. quality, n. 1316.

FURNACE \_fornax, caminus']. That a great furnace sig. tlie

evils of earthly and corporeal loves, n. 539 ; and the smoke thereof

sig. dense falses originating in those loves, n. 540. Tliat a brick fur-

nace sig. doctrine compacted from things fictitious, n. 540. That a

furnace of iron sig. the natural man as to what is scientific, n. 540.

That a furnace .sig. the natural man, ill. and sh. n. 540. That a

furnace of smoke sig. the dense false, n. 701. That a furnace of

fire sig. the hell of those who are in the love of self, in hatred and
revenge, n. 911. That the ashes of the furnace sig. the falses of

cupidities, n. 962.

G.

GAD. Tliat Gad, or the tribe of Gad, sig., in the supreme sense,

omnipotence and omniscience ; in the internal sense, the good of truth

;

and in the external sense, works thence derived, which are the good of

life, n. 278, ill. and *//. 435. That Gad also sig. the good of life

according to the truths of doctrine, s/i. n. 435. That Gad sig. a troop,

n. 435. See Troop.
GALL \_feQ. That gall sig. truth falsified, which in itself is the
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false, n. 455. That the waters of gall si(j. the false of evil, n. 519.

That tile gall of asps sig. good commixed Avith evil, sh. n. 519. That
the gall of revenge sig. malice and cruelty, n. 811.

(tARDEN [Jiovtus]. That the garden of God sig. intelligence, n,

294, 374. That gardens sig. intelligence; and, in an opposite sense,

self-derived intelligence, n. 324, 518, 730, 988. That the ancients

performed worship in gardens and groves according to the signification

of the trees therein, n. 324. That gardens sig. all things of intelli-

gence and wisdom, and the fruits of them goods of life, n. 376, 403,

'd'f^'6. That a garden sig. the rational man, n. 504. That gardens are

called paradises in the spiritual man, groves and orchards in the natural,

and shady forests in the sensual, n. 724.

GARMENT, VESTURE, RAIMENT, ROBE [inchmentum,

vestimentum, vestis, stola']. That garments sig. truths, n. 9, 240, 243,

395, 401, 412 ; or truths which clothe or invest good, u. G4, 359, 375,

555, 617, 750, 820, 1222. That a long garment, which is a common
covering, where the Lord is treated of, sig. in general all divine truth,

sh. n. 64, 412. That every one in the spiritual world is clothed with

garments accoi'ding to his affection of understanding and growing wise,

ill. n. 65, ill. and sh. 395. That to wash garments sig. to pui'ify liy

the truths of faith, n. 163. That garments sig. knowledges of truth

and good, whereby man has spiritual life, n. 187 ; hence by garments,

in the Word, are sig. truths derived from good, and, in the opposite

sense, falses derived from evil, ill. and sh. n. 195, 359, ill. and sh.

475. That garments of gracefulness or beauty sig. divine truths or

truths of doctrine, s/i. n. 195, 811. That garments of interwoven gold

sig. intelligence and wisdom from divine truth, n. 195. That a wedding-

garment sig. the intelligence of the spiritual man, which is derived from
the knowledges of truth and good, sh. n. 195. That garments of a

stranger sig. the faises of those who are out of the church, and do not

acknowledge the truths thereof, n. 195. What is sig. by a piece of a

new garment and a piece of an old garment, sh. n. 195. What is sif/.

by the soldiers dividing the garments of the Lord, sh. n. 195, sh. 375.

That garments, when predicated of the Lord, ."if/, divine truths, n. 195,

401. That white garments s/r/. truths divine, ill. n. 198; also the

truths of faith, n. 238. What is sir/, by Peter's being girded, and not

going whether he would, when he was old, n. 195. That the borders

of the garments, when predicated of the Lord, sig. His divine truth in

ultimates, n. 220. That to clothe or cover with garments sig. to instruct

in truths, n. 240. That by raiment of int(;rwoven gold arc sig. truths

derived from good, n. 242. That clothing of entwisted gold sig. in-

vesting truths formed from the good of love, n. 863. That white gar-

ments sig. truths clothing, which specifically are scientific truths and

knowledges, n. 271, 475. That a principal robe sig. common and

primary truths, n, 279. That the garment of Jehovah sig. divine truth

in the heavens, n. 283. That the garments of Jehovah sig. divine truth

and divine good, n. 288. That garments of embroidery sig. knowledges

of truth and good from the Word, n. 324. That garmei;ts of Rozrah

sig. the ultimate of the Word, which is its literal sense, n. 359, 922.

That the garments of the Lord, which were divided, sig. the Word in

the letter, and the vesture, the Word in the internal or spiritual sense,

sh. n. .')75. That a robe, a gown or mantle, and a cloak, being com-
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ninn or gonornl coverings, s'kj. truths in coninioii or L;('nor;il, n. 395, Al^\,

•17<!. Tliat u wliito robe .v/y, tho diviiu' truth in gcncnil, n. .')!);'), 457.

That upjior garments siy. exterior truths, and gurnients whicli are next

tlie body i///. interior truths, n. 305. Tliat a mantle of hair su/. divine

truth in ultimates, n. 3i)5. That the i-ending of garments rejjresented

and tlienee sig. spiritual mourning on aecount of the deprivation of truth,

n. 095, (!37. That garments of needlework si(j. the knowledges of

truth, n. 305. That garments of vengeance sir/, the truths by which

the Lord fought, n. 395. That a coat \_tunica'\ siy. truth interior

;

and a cloak \_paUitim~\ truth exterior, n. 556. That raiment of fine

linen, silk, and needlework, sig. the knowledges of celestial, spiritual,

and natural truth, n. filO. That garments in general sig. the truths of

the church, n. G37. Wliat is sig. by the raiment or garments of the

Israelites not waxing old in the wilderness, n. 730. That raiment sig.

truth investing the good of love and of the will, n. 750. That the

garments of the Lord sig. the Word in the letter, n. 922. That

according to the quality of the garments man lias communication with

the societies of heaven, ///. n. 95L That to keep the garments sig. to

live according to truths, n. 1007. That the Lord's vesture sig. the

Word as to divine truth, n. 1237, 1242. That a vesture stained with

blood, when spoken of the Lord, sig. violence offered to the Word, ill.

and sh. n. 1237.

GARNER or STORE-HOUSE [//orrewm]. That garners, which

are store-houses, sig. the goods and truths of the church, the same as

food, n. 336. See Food. That to gather into the garner sig. to con-

join with heaven, n. 911.

GATE \_jwrta]. See Door \_janua'\.

GATH. That Gath sig. the spiritual principle of the church,

n. 700.

GATHER, to \_congregare']. That to gather into the garner sig.

to conjoin with heaven, n. 911.

GENERAL or COMMON THINGS Icommunia']. That general

or common things precede, into which particulai-s are insinuated, and

into these singulars, n. 904. That such as man is in general, such he

is also in particulars and singulars, n. 904.

GENERATED, to he \_generari']. That to be generated or born

again sig. to be regenerated by a life according to divine truth, n. 419.

See To be Born.

GENERATION \_generatio']. That the third generation sig. those

who are in the falses of evil ; and the fourth generation, those who are

in the evils of the false, n. 532. That all the members allotted to

generation, as well with males as females, sig. conjugial love, ill. n. 710.

See Womb ; also celestial love, n. 817. That the members of gene-

ration in each sex correspond to societies of the third heaven, ill.

n. 985.

GENEZARETH. That the lake of Genezareth, when spoken

concerning the Lord, sig. knowledges of good and truth in their whole

complex, n. 514.

GENII. That evil genii and spirits dwell in sepulchres, privies, and

marshes, which are in our world, because they correspond; and what
corresponds conjoins, ill. n. G59.

GENITALS \genitalia]. That the genitals of both sexes, when
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they are clothed, correspond to the loves of heaven ; but when they are

not clothed to the loves of hell, ill. n. 1009.

GENTILES or NATIONS \_gentes']. See Nation. That by Gen-
tiles or nations are sig. all those who are in love and faith towards the

Lord, whether within the church or without it, n. 175. That Gentiles

or nations sig. evils of life and falses of doctrine, or those Avho are in

evils as to life, and thence in falses as to doctrine, n. 631 ; also evils

from hell, which destroy the goods of the church, n. 655. That the

Gentiles, in the other life, receive the doctrine concerning the Lord more
readily than Christians, the reason, ill. n. 696.

GIBEAH. That Gibeah represented and thence signified the

natural principle of the church, n. 700.

GIBEON. What is sig. by the sun stood in Gibeon, and the moon
in the valley of Ajalon, s/i. n. 401. That this miracle was not literally

accomplished, but yet light was given, ill. n. 401.

GIFT [iminus, donum~\. That to send gifts sig. to be consociated

by benevolence from love and friendship, n. 661. That gifts sig. con-

junction when predicated of God, and consociation when predicated of

men, ill. and sh. n. 661. That gifts consociate both the well-disposed

and the ill-disposed, n. 661. That the gift upon the altar sig. the wor-

ship of the Lord from love and charity, n. 746.

GILEAD. That the land of Gilead sig. the good of the church,

which is the good of charity, n. 328. That Gilead sig. the natural man
or principle, n. 434, 440. That Gilead sig. the good of the natural

man, n. 514. That the land of Gilead and Lebanon sig. the goods and

truths of the church in the natural man, n. 654. That Gilead sig.

reasonings from the literal sense of the Word, n. 654.

GIRD, to \_cingere]. That to gird himself sig. to imbibe and apper-

ceive truths, n. 9. That to gird with sackcloth sig. mourning on ac-

count of the knowledge of truth being destroyed, n. 637. That to gird

himself and to walk sig. to learn truths and to live according to them,

n. 820.

GIRDLE [^ciiigulinii]. That the golden girdle with wliicli the Lord
was girded sig. the divine good proceeding, ill. n. 65. That a girdle

sig. the coherence of truth with good, n. 304. That a girdle sig. con-

junction, n. 410, 780. That the girdle of fine linen, etc., sig. the con-

junction of the church with the Lord by the Word, n. 569 ; also all the

truth of doctrine fronr the Word, n. 951. That a leathern girdle about

the lohis sig. the external bond or connection of the exteriors of the

Word with its interior things which arc spiritual, n. 619. That a golden

zone siq. divine good spiritual, n. 952.

GIRL \_pnella']. See Boy.

GLAD, to m/ike, GliADNESS [heiificm-e, la'Aitict]. That to make
glad sig. influx and reception from joy of heart, n. 518. That gladness

sig. the delight or pleasantness originating in the love or alfection of

truth, n. 652, 1217. Sec -Ioy, 660. That to be glad is predicated of

truth and of its love or affection, n. 660, That all spiritual gladness

is from the affection of truth, sh. n. 863. That the voice of gladness

sig, glorification of soul from the truths of faith, n. 1182. That

gladness is predicated of truth and joy of good, n. 1182, 1217. Sec

Joy.

GLOBE [orhis\ See Wokld.
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(iL(^inFV, /o [7/«r///c'/;( j. That to glorily s/^. to make divine,

11. is;'), I's^s, HOG. That to jjlorify, when pretlicatcd of the Lord's

lluinaii, siff. to luako Divine, n. 405 end. That the Lord fully glori-

tied His Human j)rincij>le, that is, made it Divine, n. 183, 405. That

to glorify siff. to make known the Divine Human of the Lord, n. 228.

That gloritioation. when it is from the Lord, is the perpetual influx of

the divine good united to divine truth with angels and men ; and that

gloritieation of the Lord is their reception and acknowledgment in heart,

that all good and truth is from the Lord, and consefpicntly all intelli-

gence, wisdom, and felicity, n. 288. That glorification is properly the

union of the Divine principle of the Lord with His Human, n. 651).

That to glorify and to give glory, when predicated concerning God, siff.

to worship and adore Him, n. G78, 1218.

GLORY [<//or/a]. That glory siff. divine truth in heaven, n. 33,

220, 235,282,284, 288, 316, 330, 3G5, 405, 422, 078, 874, 906,

1094 ; also intelligence derived from divine truth, n. 272, 365, 678.

That by glory flying away as a bird is siff. the deprivation of divine truth,

n. 282. That glory siff. divine truth, and honour divine good, n. 288,

293, 316, 960, 1198, 1330, 1332. That the splendour of glory siff.

divine truth from which doctrine is derived, n. 365. That glory siff.

truth in the internal sense of the Word, n. 405. That to give glory

to God siff. to acknowledge and to live according to divine truth, n.

405, 678, 874, 986, 1218. That to give glory .liff. to worship from in-

ternals, n. 406, 678, 1218 ; also to acknowledge, confess, and worship

the Lord, n. 1218. That the glory of the God of Israel siff. divine

truth in the spiritual kingdom ; and the glory of Jehovah siff. the

divine truth in the celestial kingdom, n. 422. That the glory of the

Lord siff. divine truth, and illustration and joy therefrom, n. 427. That

glory siff. divine truth by which the church exists, n. 455. That glory

siff. the Lord's power from divine truth, n. 455. That glory siff. the

reception of divine truth in interior principles, n. 465, 466, 678. That
glory siff. divine truth in hght, n. 727. In what the glory of the Lord
consists, ill. n. 874 end. That glory siff. divine truth, because it is the

light of heaven, ill. n. 1094. That .the glory of the Lord siff. the Word
in its divine light, ill. and sh. n. 1306. That glory originating in pride

is in them who are in the love of self; and that glory not originating

in pride is in them who are in the love of uses ; this latter glory is

from spiritual light, but the former glory from mere natural light, ill.

and sk. n. 1343.

GO, to [?'re]. That to go siff. to hve, n. 768.

GO AFTER, to \_ire-post^. Tliat to go after any one siff. to fol-

low him, to obey him, to act from him, and to live from him, n. 787.

GO FORTH, to, and GOING FORTH [exire et exitus]. That

to go forth is predicated of truth, n. 336. That the going forth siff. all

things, because it signifies the nltimate, the effect and conclusion, n.

445. That which goes forth and proceeds from the divine tmth re-

ceived, is a life according to it, n. 768.

GOAT [hircus^. That the goats on the left hand siff. they who arc

in faith and no charity, n. 212, 298, 817, 1250. That a he-goat siff.

faith separate from charity, or faith alone, n. 316, 418, 600, 632.

That the two he-goats taken for an expiration siff. the one the natural

man as to the part purified, and the other the natural man not purified,
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ill. and sh. n. 7oU. That a he-goat dtj. the natural man as to his

affections and knowledg-es, and, in the opposite sense, as to his cupidities

and falsities, n. 730. That the he-goat, in Daniel, chap, viii., sig. those

who are in falses of doctrine, because in evil of life, n. 734, 817. That
goats sig. natural goods and truths, in Nvhich the angels of the lower

heaven are principled, ill. u. 817.

GOD [peiis]. See also the Lord. That God, where named ni the

Word, sig. divine truth proceeding from the Lord in heaven, n. 220,

222, 223, 555, 717, 797. That the angels are called Gods or Elohim,

ill. n. 220, 222, 688. That by gods, and by other gods, are sig., in the

opposite sense, the falses of I'eligion, or of doctrine and worship, n. 304,

406, 652. That the assembly of God sig. heaven, n. 313. Thai iu

the midst of the gods sig. the whole heaven, n. 313. That the angels

are called gods from the divine truth which they receive from the Lord,

u. 313, 688. See Angel. That by other gods are sig. infernal

falses, n. 324, 555. That the Lord is called the living God from the

divine love, n. 423. That to stand before God sig. to be conjoined to

the Lord, n. 489. That God sig. the Divine Principle which is with the

angels of heaven and the men of the church, which is the Divine pro-

ceeding, ill. n. 688. That a strange god sig. truths falsified, n. 717.

That our God sig. the Lord in respect to His Divine Principle, n. 745.

That God and the Lamb sig. the Lord as to the Essential Divine, and

at the same time as to the Divine Human, n. 865. That the name of

God sig. divine truth proceedmg from the Lord, thus the Word, n. 984.

That the God of heaven sig. divine truth proceeding from the Lord, n.

991. That in the Christian Avorld there is no idea of God as a man,
the reason thereof, n. 1114. That the idea of God as a man is im-

planted in every one, n. 1118. That God is man, and that the Lord is

that man, n. 1119. That God in His essence is love itself, and wisdom
itself, thus life itself, n. 1124.

GOG. That Gog sig. those who are in external worship and iu no

internal, n. 257, 355, 357, 388, 400, 578, 644. That Gog sig. external

sanctity without internal sanctity, n. 650. That Gog and Magog sig.

those who are in external natural worship and not in internal spiritual

worship, ill. and sh. n. 1269, 1270, 1272, 1273.

GOLD \_aururii]. That gold sig. celestial good, which is inmost

good, n. 70. That gold sig. the good of the internal man, n. 176.

That gold sig. the good of love, n. 195. That gold in treasuries sig. the

knowledges of good, n. 236. That gold tried iu the lire sig. the good

of love, n. 238 ; or genuine good, which is from the Lord alone, n. 242.

That gold and frankincense sig. goods and truths derived from good,

which thence are grateful, sh. n. 242. That gold, in the opposite sense,

sig. the evil of the love of self, n. 242. That the yellowness of gold

sig. spiritual good from which truths are derived, n. 283. That gold,

frankincense, and myrrh, sig. celestial, spiritual, and natural good, n.

824. That the gold of Sheba sig. the good of charity, n. 329. That

gold sig. good from the Word, n. 458. That gokl from Uphaz sig.

the good of the Woi'd in the literal sense, n. 585. That gold sig. spi-

ritual good, and silver spiritual truth, n. 587. That fine gold \ohrgzum'\

sig. spiritual good, n. 619. That the best gold of Ophir sig. the good

of love to the Lord, n. 684. That gold and silver sig. the knowledges

of spiritual truth and good, n. 700. That fine gold sig. the good of
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love to tlio Loril, ii. 102'.*. Tliat ,t;old s'ly. spiritual good, uud the

opposite thereto, infernal evil, n. 10 W, 1141.

CiOLDEN ALTAR [^nltare nnreum']. Sec Altar.
GOOD \bomim]. Sec also Truth. That all good has reference to

love, and all truth to faith, n. 13G. That all good which is of love,

and all truth which is of faith, is from (Jod, and notliing thereof from

man, n. 152. That good celestial is good in essence, and good spiritual

is good in form, n. 283. That good, which is the good of love and

charity, flows-in from the Lord alone, and is received hy angels of

heaven and l>y men of the church in truths which are derived from the

Word, n. 2'J2. That divine good neither judges nor explores, but

divine truth, and in what manner, n. 297. That spiritual good, which

is the good of charity towards our neighbour, derives its origin and

existence from celestial good, which is the good of love to the Lord from

the Lord, n. 324, That celestial good, which is the good of love to the

Lord, is settled into effect solely by spiritual good, which is the good of

charity to our neighbour, u. 324. That spiritual good is the good of

charity towards our neighbour, and the good of faith thence derived, and

celestial good is the good of love to the Lord, and the good of mutual

love thence derived, u. 330, 340. That spiritual good, or the good of

charity towards our neighbour, in its essence is truth, n. 330, 918, 919.

That Ijy good is understood the good of love to the Lord, and the good
of love towards our neighbour, inasmuch as every good is of love, n. 3G5.

That all good is formed by truths, Avherefore where there are no truths

but falses, good cannot be, n. 386. That the good of life is external

good from internal, or natural good from spiritual, n. 403. Concerning

good from a spiritual origin, and good only from a natural origin, their

difference, n. 419. That there is good of life from a celestial, from a

spiritual, and from a natural origin, ill. n. 435. That there is a paral-

lelism between spiritual good and natural good, but not between spiritual

truth and natural truth, n. 440. That good is the esse of truth, and

truth is the form of good, u. 478. That the good of spiritual love is in

its essence the truth of the good of celestial love, n. 49G. That all

goods, Avhatsoever they are, derive their existence from celestial love and

from spiritual love, n. 504. That truths open communication, and goods

of truths constitute conjunction, n. 536. That good is not good unless

it be from truth, and truth is not truth imless it be from good, n. 638.

That the good in the celestial kingdom of the Lord is the good of love

to the Lord, and the truth of that good is called the good of brotherly

and social love ; and that the good in the spiritual kingdom of the Lord
is the good of charity towards our neighbour, and the truth of that

good is called the good of faith, n. 638. That the fomi of good and the

(juality of good is truth, ill. n. 725. That good in the Word sir/, the

good of charity and of life, n. 730. That all good desires truth and wills

to be conjoined with truths, and from them to be spiritually nourished,

thus also reciprocally, n. 741. That to do good is to love God and our

neighbour, n. 797. That celestial good is the same as the good of love

in the will and in act, ill. n. 821. Concerning genuine moral good,

which is good only by virture of spiritual good, ill. n. 918. That the

good of love is formed by the truths of wisdom, ill. n. 1321. That good
is formed by truths, and by a hfe conformable to them, n. 1244. That
spiritual good with man is according to truths, which become of the love
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of the will, ill. n. 1338. That truth is the form of good because it

proceeds from good, n. 1316, 1317. That in thought good is not re-

flected upon, becanse it is not seen, but only felt ; but that truth is

reflected upon, because this is seen therein, ill.n. 1317. That good is felt

under a species of delight, and that therefore it may be evil, ill. n. 1317.
That goods and truths from the Lord are not appropriated to man, but

that they continually remain the Lord's with him, ill. n. 12G5. That
after death goods and truths are taken away from the evil, and evils and
falses from the good, ill. and sJi. n. 1351.

G( )C)D PLEASURE {benej)lacitwn']. That the will of the Lord is

called his good pleasure, and in like manner the divine love, sh. n. 295.

That in good pleasure to have mercy sig. deliverance proceeding from a

principle of love, n. 295. That in the time of the good pleasure of

Jehovah sig. acceptance from love, n. 295. That to do the good pleasure

of Jehovah God sig. to live according to His precepts, sh. n. 295.

GOSPEL [evan(7e/2»?rt]. See To Evangelize. That by the gospel

is sig. the Lord Himself as to His advent, as to judgment, and as to

the salvation of the faithful, sh. n. 612 end, 870.

GRACE \_gratia'\. That grace sig. the delight of truth, and is

spoken in relation to those who are in the delight and aflection of truth,

ill. and sh. n. 22.

GRACEFULNESS or BEAUTY [rfgcws]. That strength and
gracefulness [or beauty] sig. the divine good and the divine truth, n,

288. That the east and the gracefulness [or pleasant land] sig. where
good is in its clearness by truth, n. 316. That the house of gracefulnes.s

[or beauty] sig. the Divine Human of the Lord as to divine truth, u.

391. That gracefulness [orbeauty] sig. natural truth from spiritual, n. 811.

GRAND MAN \_maximus homo^ That the grand man is heaven,

n. 708. That in the head of the grand man are those who are called

celestial ; from the breast even to the loins are those who are called spi-

ritual ; and in the feet are those who are called natural, ill. n. 708.

GRAPES [livcii']. That the blood of grapes sig. divine truth, n. 195,

329, 918. That grapes sig. the goods of charity, which are the goods

of life, n. 375, ill. 918. That wild grapes sig. evils, which are evils of

life, n. 375. That grapes sig. the good of the spiritual man, which is

called spiritual good, n. 403, 922. See Vine. That grapes of gall

and clusters of bitterness sig. evils from dire falses, ii. 433, 519. Tliat

grapes sig. the goods of the church, and clusters the truths thereof, n.

519. That sour grapes sig. the false of evil, n. 55G. That grapes sig.

the goods of charity, and clusters the goods of faith, n. 61 8. That clus-

ters of bitternesses sig. the goods of faith adulterated, n. 618. That the

blood of grapes sig. truth from spiritual good, the same as wine, n. 918.

That clusters or bunclies of grapes properly sig. the variations of the

state of spiritual good, or of the good of charity, n. 918. That gra|)e-

gatherers sig. falses, n. 919. That clusters of grapes sig. spiritual

good; and wine thence sig. truth from that good, n. 920, 922.

GRASS \_grainen']. That grass sig. spiritual nourishment for the

affections of the natural man, signified by beasts, n. '105. That grass

out of the earth sig. intelligence, and reformation thenco derived, n. 122,

That grass sig. the scientific principle, or scientific truth, or the truth of

the natural man, n. 507, 650. That green grass sig. scientific truth

which is alive ; and grass withered and burnt n[i sig. scientific false,
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wliich is dead, ii. 5(.»7. Tliat to Lrermmatc in the midst of tlie grass aig.

intelli^nce by scientific tnith, n. 507. That grass sig. the scientihc

which is true ; and greeu things the scientific which is ahve, n. 54ri.

iSee Gkeev. That grass also sig. science from a spiritual origin, or by

which spiritual truth is confirmed, n. 627. That grass, the same as

pasture, sig. science, intelligence, and wisdom, n. 644. lliat to cause

grass to grow sig. instruction of the natural man by knowledges from
the Word, n. 6Mt.

GRATIS [^r(7?K<]. Tliat to be sold gratis sig. of themselves or of

their own proprium to alienate themselves and to addict themselves to

falses, n. 328. That truths are given gratis from the Lord to those

who desire them, n. 840.

GREAT. GREATNESS [inagnvm, magnus, magnitvdo]. That
great and magnitude are predicated of good, and, in the opposite sense,

of evil : and much. many, and multitude, of truth, and, in the opposite

sense, of the false, n. 336. 372, 403, 408, 424, 459, 652, 704, 739, 704,

824, 880, 962. That great is predicated of the good of love, n. 424.

That great sig. what is remarkable, n. 674. That great is predicated of

good and the afiection thereof : and fair is predicated of truth and the

intelligence thereof, n. G75. That the great sig. those who know much
of the truths and goods of the church, n. 696. That great, when pre-

dicated of the Lord, denotes His divine omnipotence, n. 927. That great

is predicated of good, and high of truth, n. 1305, 1307. That small

and great sig. aU in a less or greater degree, n. 1244 ; also all of what-
ever condition or quality, n. 1276.

GREAT MEN [inagnates]. That by the great are sig. the goods

which constitute the internal or spiritual mind, n. 408. That great

ones sig. those who lead and teach, n. 537, 644. That the great ones

of the earth sig. those who transfer to themselves and exercise that

domination which is over the church, and also over heaven, yea, over the

Lord Himself, n. 1190.

GRECLiNS \_Gr(Ecf\. That the (Grecians or Greeks sig. the Gen-
tiles which are in falses, n. 242. That the sons of the Grecians sig. falses, n.

242, 433. That their worship was derived to them from the ancients in

Asia, with whom all worship consisted of representatives, n. 405.

GREEN or GREEN THINTtS [yiridis, viride]. That the colour

of green sig. truth obscured, n. 269. That green or verdant sig. what
is living or alive, applied to vegetable subjects, n. 507. That green thing

sig. the scientific which is alive, n. 545.

GR]ND. to 'jnokre]. That to grind sig. to collect and learn such

things as are serviceable to faith, n. 163. That to grind meal sig. to

falsify truth, n. 240. That to grind \_commolere]., in the opposite

sense, sig. to destroy, n. 412. That to grind at a mUl sig. to procure

for themselves the truths of doctrine from the Word, sh. n. 555. That

to grind sig. to procure falses and to confirm them from the Word, n.

655. That to grind sig. to explore and learn truths from the Word, n.

810. That by two women grinding at a mill are sig. those who confirm

themselves in truths, and those who confirm themselves in falses, eh. n.

555, sh. 11^2. See Mill and Mill-stoxe,

GROL'ND \_hwnus']. That the ground sig. the church where the

Word Is : also the church as to good. n. 239, 364. That ground sig.

.spiritual gooil. n. 401. That jrround sig. the good of love. u. 411.
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GROVES [/«c/]. That groves sig. Avorsliip from spiritual truths, u.

301, That groves sig. a religious principle grounded in falses, n. 391.

That the trees of which groves consist sig. knowledges and perceptions

of good and truth, and this according to the species of the trees,

n, 391.

GUILE or DECEIT [dolus]. That guile sig. to deceive and seduce

from a deliberate purpose ; also to think and persuade falses. ill. and sh.

n. 86G. That iniquity has respect to evil, and deceit or guUe to the

false thence derived, u. SC:>Q. That guile or deceit destroys everything

appertaining to the spiritual and interior life of man, n. S^Q.

H.

HABITATION [Jmbitaculum']. See Dwelling.

HAIL \jrando]. That hail, and an intmdation of hail, .«jy. falses,

which destroy the truths of the church, n, 304^, 503. That hail-stones

sig. dire fi\lses of evil, n. 401, 503. That rain of hail sig. the destruc-

tion of truth, sh. n. 503. That hail sig. the infenial false destroying all

the good and truth of the church, ill. and ;?/;. n. 503, 704, 102G. That

a great hail siq. the infeinial false which destroys the goods of the church,

n. 704. Li what manner hail is formed in the spiritual world, ill. n.

704. That hail sig. the divine truth converted into the infernal false,

ill. n. 704, ill. 1026.

HAIR [capillus, C7-ines']. That hair, when predicated of the Lord.

sig. the Di^ine in ultimates, which is the Divine Human, n. G6. Tliat

hair sig. the ultimate of the natural man, which is his sensual principle,

n. 401. That the hair of the head sig. the extreme part or principle

of the life of man, called the sensual corporeal, n. 417, 918; and the

lilce is sig. by the beard, u. 417. That the hairs of the head and beard

correspond to the ultimates of tntth and good, u. 419, 1086. That

hair sig. things appertainmg to the natural man, and specifically the

scientific truths therem, n. 555. That hair sig. natural things into

which spiritual things operate, and in which they close, n. 569. That

the hairs of the head sig. the ultimates of wisdom : the hairs of the

beard sig. the ultimates of intelligence ; and the hairs of the feet sig.

the ultimates of science, n. 569. That thou canst not make one hair

white or black sig. that man can understand nothing of himself, n. 608.

Tliat the hair with the Nazarites represented power in ultimates, n. 1086.

See Nazaritk.
HALF [(limidiHm, scmissisl. That half sig. as much as is corre-

spondent, and as much as is sufficient, n. 488. That the half sig. what

is holy ; and the half of time sig. the holy state of the church, ill.

n. 761.

HALLELUJAH, See Allelujah.

HAM [Cham]. That the land of Ham sig. the clmrch dc-troyeil.

n. 448.

HAMMER [iiialleiis], That a hammer sig. tiie trntli o< faith,

n. 411.

HAND [«HT/u/,<;]. That the hand sig. power, n. 72, SH. Thiit the

right hand sig. the power of good by truth, n. 72. 88. That by

touching with tlio hand is sig. to comniunicnte and transfer; also to
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rocolvc, 11. 79. That tlio [)ivlnis of tlic liaiuls nig. the xiltimato in I lie

natural principle; also power, n. 27i), 700. That a riny upon (lie

haml s/j/. the conjunction of truth and good in the internal or s])irituiil

man, ii .27'.). That to open the hand, vhen ])redicated of the Lord, s'uj.

to <;ift with good, n. 29"). That the riglit hand, when ]»redieated of the

Lord, si(j. omnipotence and omniscience; and when predicated of man,
jiower and wisdum, n. 21)8, GOO, (18 1. That the right hand also .svV/. the

intelligence and power of truth from good in the internal or spiritual

man, ///. and .s7/. n. 298; and, in the opposite sense, sirf. the false from

evil, and thence ratiocination and combat against truth, ///. and sh. n.

298. That the hands and fingers sig. power, and hence all things ap-

pertaining to them wherein there is any ability, n. 329. That the clean

in hands si(j. those who are in truths from faith ; and the pure in heart

^ig. those who are in g-ood from love, n. 340. That the right hand si//.

good, from which truth is derived ; and the left hand sig. truth from

good, n. 38G, 600. That the hands are the ultimates of the powers of

man's soul, hence the hands sig. the ultimates, n. 427. That the hands

sig. power, and thence all ability in man, n. 458. That their hands sig.

their own power, thus whatsoever proceeds from the proprium of man,

n. 585. That by the work of His hands, when spoken of the Lord, is

sig. reformation, sh. n. 585. That the left hand also sig. to know and

to act without good, n. GOO. That the right hand also sig. whatever ap-

})ertains to the Avill and the affection thence derived, n. GOO. That the

right sig. good, and, in the opposite sense, evil ; and the left sig. truth,

and, in the opposite sense, the false, //.''. and sh. n. GOO. That the thumb
of the right hand sig. good in the will, n. 600. That at thy right hand

sig. protection by virture of conjunction with the Lord, n. 684. That
the hand sir/, the omnipotence of truth from good ; and the arm the

omnipotence of good by truth, n. 684. That to stand at the right hand,

when spoken of >Satan, sig. to combat against divine truth, n. 740.

That to stretch out the hands sig. not to be in the power of truth from

the understanding and perception thereof, and thence not to be in the

liberty of thinking and seeing truth, ii. 820. That the right hand also

sig. the truth of faith in its power, u. 838.

HAND-STAFF [baculus malms']. That a hand-staff and spear

sig. self-derived power and confidence, n. 357.

HARLOT [_mcretrix']. See Whoredom. That a corrupted harlot

sig. good adulterated by falscs, n. 768.

HARP [cithini^^. That a harp sig. confession from spiritual truth,

and specifically the affections of truth, ill. n. 323. That by the harp,

and the sound of the harp, is sig. the joy of spiritual truth, ill. and sh.

n. 323. That the harp, in the opposite sense, sig. the confession of the

false, and thence exultation over the destruction of truth, sh. n. 323.

That the voice of the harps sig. gladness from spiritual truths and goods,

n. 326. That timbrels and harps sig. the delights of the affection of

truths, n. 727. That harps sig. confession and glorifications, n. 856,

935. That the harps of (Jod sig. confessions and glorifications of the

Lord from spiritual affections, n. 935.

HxVliROAV, to [occare]. That to harrow the earth sig. to deposit

in the memory, n. 374.

ILVRVEST [jnessis']. lliat harvest sig. a state of reception of

truth derived from good, n. 175. That the time of harvest sig. when
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all tilings are consummated and completed, n. 397. See Consu.adiatiox.

That harvest or reaping sig. the truths of the church or tlie truth of

doctrine, n. 417. That the harvest sig. the last judgment, n. 426.

That the harvest sig. truths by which good is procured ; and bread the

good thence derived, n. 455. That the harvest withering slg. the

truths of good destroyed by evil loves, n. 555. That the harvest

sig. the last state or end of the church, preceding the last judgment,
n. 908, 911, 912.

HASTE \^festinuni]. See Swiftness.

HATCHET or AXE [sec»/vs]. That a hatchet sig. the false

which destroys good and confirms evil, n. 1145. That an axe or hatchet

sig. the false from self-derived intelligence, ill. and sh. n. 1 258.

HATE, to, HATRED, HATEFUL loclio habere, odium, exosns'].

That to hate sig. to kill spiritually, n. 392, 1012—1014. That
great hatred sig. the evils of the false, n. G24. That hatred makes hell

with man, n. 1015. That the root of hatred is the love of ruling over

all, n. 1017. That hatred is infernal fire, n. 1015. The difference

between hatred prevalent with the good, and hatred prevalent with the

evil, ill. n. 1016. That to hate sig. to reject altogether, n. 1080. That
hateful sig. what springs from a false principle, n. 1100.

HATER [osor']. That haters sig. evils derived from hell, n.

537, 700.

HAZOR \_Chazor'\. That Hazor sig. spiritual treasures, or the

knowledges of truth and good, n. 280, 417, 714.

HEAD [^caput']. That the head, when spoken of the Lord, sig. the

Divine in first principles, or in primaries, n. ^Q. That the head sig. in-

telligence ; and, in the opposite sense, intelligence from the proprium,

Avhich is no intelligence, n. 355, 376, 430, 553, 700. That the head
sig. what is inmost, n. 375. That heads sig. the wise, and, abstractedly,

wisdom, n. 376, 553. That the head sig. wisdom, intelligence, and the

science of verities ; and, in the opposite sense, folly, insanity, and the

science of falsities, n. 553, 559, 709, 715, 775, 785, 1029, 1040. That
the head sig. what appertains to the spiritual man, and the hair what
a])pertains to the natural man, n. 555. See Haik. That the head sig.

cunning and craftiness from the love of ruling, n. 577, 715, 1040. That
the head, when predicated of the sensual man, sig. science, and thence

infatuated thought, n. 581. That the head corresponds to the inmost

or third heaven, n. 600, 606. That to smite the head sig. to reject and
deride the understanding of truth and divine wisdom, n. 627. That the

head of the beast sig. science, n. 785. That the head sig. the under-

standing of truth, and intelhgence thence derived, n. 817. That seven

heads sig. the holy things of the Word profaned, n. 1040, 1062. That
the head sig. wisdom originating in love, n. 1235.

HEALING \_sanitas'\. That heahng sig. reformation l)y truth de-

rived from good, n. 283. Three reasons given why, hy faith in the

Lord, the sick were healed, n. 815.

HEAR, to, to HEARKEN \_audire, cmscultare~\. Tliat to hearsay,

to perceive, obey, and do, n. 14, 55, 443, 529, 574, 588, 629, 1081.

That the sense of hearing sig. perception and obedience, n. 14. That
to hear sig. to understand and to do, or to hearken and obey, n. 108,

449. That to be a hearer sig. to be obedient, n. 249. Tiiat there is

one faculty of the hearing, which is, to sec and apixTccivr ; and niiothcr
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fiUMilty. wliirli is to lioarkcii aiul obov, ///. n. 210. Thai to hearken ,s/V/.

to obey ami to be instnutetl, n. luU). Tliat t(^ hear si//, to obey and to

receive, n. 37;"). That in liearing the truths of speech enter the under-

standing:, J">d thence the thought, and the sounds enter the will, and

thence the afl'eetion, n. 588. That to hear any one stff. to understand

;

and to give ear to any one sig. to obey; and both arc sig. by to hearken,

n 80.S.

lIKAliT [ro/']. That the heart siff. the good of love and charity,

n. 10, Km, 182, 188, ;i;]7, 412, 434, 09G ; also the will and love, ii.

1"j2, '222, 313, 1084. That the heart and spirit, or heart and soid, si;/.

the good of love and the truth of faith ; also the will and understand-

hig, n. 183, 294, 745. That the heart, in the opposite sense, sig. evil,

and spirit, the false, n. 183. That the heart sir/, celestial love, and the

lungs spiritual love, u. 05. That to search the heart s?^'. to purify good

by separating evil, n. 1G7. The dulness of heart sig. no will of good,

n. 239. That the heart si(j. the life of love, n. 328, G9G ; also the life

of the will, which is afl'eetion, n. 750. That the pure in heart sit/, those

who are in the good of love, n. 340. That to rend the caul of the heart

sir/, the separation of truth from good by the false and evil, n. 388. That

a hardened heart, and a heart of stone, siff. where the good of love is

not admitted, n. 412. That a heart of flesh si(/. where the good of love

is admitted, n. 412. That the purposes and searchings of the heart s«y.

all things which are determined and arranged in the natural man from

good in the spiritual, n. 434. That the heart, when predicated of the

Lord, sig. the divine good of the divine love, n. 750.

HEAT, SCORCHING [color, cesiiis]. That heat [calor'] sir/.

heavenly love, n. 231. That the heat [cesU(s'\ of the sun sir/, adul-

terated truth which in its essence is the false of evil, n. 401 ; or the

false arising from concupiscences, n. 481. That heat in the day siff.

concupiscence for falses, and cold in the night aversion for truths, n.

481. That to be heated or to burn with heat siff. the warmth and con-

cupiscence of falsifying truths and adulterating goods, n. 481. That to

burn as an oven siff. to lust after the false from the love thereof, n. 481.

That heat [restus'], in the opposite sense, siff. ardent desire of truth, n.

481. That the heat and light proceeding from the Lord as a sun con-

stitute Avisdom and intelligence with angels and men, ill. n. 709. That

heat siff. divine good, n. 944. That scorching [cestus^ siff. concu-

piscence of the false and for the false, n. 982 ; thus the cupidity of adul-

terating the truths and goods of the Word, n. 983. That it is spiritual

heat which kindles the will and produces love therein, n. 1277. That

heat after death discovers the affections of every one, n. 1277. That

spiritual light, when together with spiritual heat, discovers the inten-

tions and endeavours, n. 1277.

HHAVEN [cceltnn']. That the universal heaven is not heaven from

the proprium of the angels, but from the Divine of the Lord, n. 23,

130. 200, 302, 8G9. That the Divine of the Lord constitutes heaven;

and that this Divine which constitutes heaven is the Divine Human, which

is the divine existere from the divine esse, n. 23. That the divine truth

proceeding from the divine good of the Lord constitutes heaven, n. 27.

That the whole heaven corresponds to all things in man, n. 65, G9. That

the Avhole Heaven is from the Divine Human of the Lord, n. 113, 115.

That heaven is implanted in man bv the knowledges of good and truth,
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and a life according to them, n. 126. That heaven is distinguished into

two kingdoms, the celestial and the spiritual, n. 154, 283, 448, 49G,

708, 971, 1329. That the light, which is the life from the Lord in

heaven, is there called divine truth, n. 186. That heaven in its whole
complex resembles one man, the supreme or third heaven having refer-

ence to the head, the middle or second heaven to the body, and the

ultimate or first heaven to the feet, n. 212, 391, 606, 708. That in the

celestial or superior heaven ai'e they who are in love to the Lord, and
in the spiritual or inferior heaven are they Avho are in the faith of charity,

n. 219, 283. That spiritual affection or love, which is charity, makes
heaven and also the church, n. 256. That appearances in the heavens cor-

respond to the objects of the interior sight of the angels, n. 260, 482. See

Appearances. That the Divine Principle which proceeds from the

Lord, and which constitutes heaven, is divine truth united to divine

good, n. 288, 464, 926. That the heavens or skies, in the Word, sig.

the heavens, and also the internals of the church, with the men who are

therein, n. 294, 304, 876, 1179. That there are three heavens: the

third or inmost, where the angels are who are in celestial love ; the se-

cond or middle, where the angels are who are in spiritual love ; and the

first or ultimate heaven, where the angels are who are in spiritual-natural

love, n. 322, 708. That the third or inmost heaven is conjoined with

the second or middle heaven by intermediate angels, who are called

celestial-spiritual and spiritual-celestial angels, n. 322. That each of

the three heavens is distinguished into three degrees, ill. n. 342, ill.

375. That by the heavens are sig. interior or spiritual goods and truths,

n. 373. That the heavens in their complex are called the grand man,
the reason thereof, n. 391. That the former heaven which passed away
consisted of those who lived morally in externals, and yet were not spi-

ritual, but merely natural, n. 392, 394. That the heaven of heavens sig.

goods and truths both internal and external, n. 401. That in the an-

gelic heaven the Lord appears as a sun from His divine love, n. 422,
504. That those in the first or ultimate heaven are eitlier spii-itual-

natural or celestial-natural, and communicate with the second or with

the third heaven, n. 449, 708. Tliat divine good united to divine truth

proceeding from the Lord, in the third or inmost heaven, is received as

divine providence, in the second or middle heaven as divine wisdom,

and in the first or ultimate heaven as divine intelligence, ill. and sh. n.

458. That in heaven all things which appear before the eyes are re-

presentative, n. 482. That the whole heaven before the Lord is as one

angel-man, and in like manner every society of heaven, n. 490. I'liat

some in heaven receive light and intelligence from the Lord as a sun,

and some as a moon, ill. n. 708. 'J'hat the heavens which are under the

Lord as a moon, are also three, superior, middle, and inferior, or inte-

rior, middle, and extei-ior, ill. n. 708. That heaven and earth !iig. the

intei'nal cluirch which is spiritual, and the external church wliich is na-

tural, n. 752, 876. 'I'liat the spiritual heavens coi'respond to the eyes,

n. 831 end. That the superior or celestial heavens constitute the priest-

hood of tl)e Lord, and the spiritual heavens the royalty of the Lord, n.

831, 1265. That heaven sig. the Lord, ill. n. 897.

That the new heaven is formed of those who lived after tlie Lord's

coming, n. 1285. That this heaven is also distinguished into three

heavens, n. 1285. Concerning the superiors and inforiors in this heaven,
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n. 1287. Thai (liislioavon is iiioant liy llio now lioavcn in Jolui, n. 1285.

That this; now hoavon is thstinct from tho nncii'nt lioavons, and thai it is

undor tliom, and that thoy ooninnniioato by inlhix, n. 1285. That tlio

cxtornal hoaven, which was before the last jiulLcnient, and is sic/, by tlic

sea, after they were taken thence wlio were written in tlie book of life,

was dissolved, ill. and sli. n. 1287. That it was permitted those who
had lived in externals like Christians, but in internals were devils, to

form to tliemsolves by phantasies, in tlio world of spirits, as it were

heavens in great abundance, n. 1275, 1280. That these heavens are

meant by the former heaven and the former earth, which passed away,

n. 1286. That these heavens were dispersed, n. 1275.

That the universal heaven is as one man, wliose soul and life is the

Lord, and that hence the Lord is heaven, n. 13 10. That tlieref(n'e when
the Lord speaks througli heaven, lie speaks as the soul does tlirough the

body, n. 13-16. That when tlie Lord speaks through licaven, tlie angels

are ignorant thereof ; comparatively as the viscera and muscles of the

body are ignorant thereof when man speaks and acts ; and that never-

theless they are in connection after a wonderful manner, n. 1346.

HEEFj \_calcanenm']. That the heel sig. the ultimate natural prin-

ciple or the corporeal natural, n. 355, 710. That the heel of the Lord

sig. divine trutli in ultimates or the literal sense of the Word, n.

739.

HEIFER and BULLOCK \_juvenc((^ jtivencus']. That heifers and

bullocks sir/, the affections of the natural man corresponding to those of

the spiritual man, n. 650. That a heifer sit/, the affection of good and

truth apportainhig to the natural man, n. 781. See Ox.

HEIGHT \^altitudo']. That height sir/, what is internal, n. 374.

That heiglit sir/, the degrees of good and truth from supreme or inmost

principles to the lowest or ultimate, n. 627, 629, 1316.

HEIR l^hceres']. That an heir siff. the good of truth, n. 435. That
heirs sir/, those who are in truths originating in good from the Lord,

n. 1034.

HELL [^infenium']- That all the hells are shut up, and are only

opened when evil spirits are cast in thither, and when they are taken

out from thence, as in the case when evils increase with men, n. 80. That
hell sir/, evil, and the false thence derived; also the eternity of damna-
tion, n. 383. That the hells are distinguished into two kingdoms, op-

])0sed to the two kingdoms in the heavens, and understood in the Word
by the devil and satan, n. 655, 1143. That to make a vision with hell

sir/, divination as it were prophetic from hell, n. 701. That the gates of

hell sir/, all the hells, ill. n. 820. That the direfulness of hell, or the

torment therein, is according to the falsification and consequent de-

struction of the divine truths and goods of the AVord, n. 888. That the

common torment in hell consists in their being withheld from their loves,

ill. n. 890. That the fire of hell is the love of ruling, n. 1083. Of whom
hell consists, ill. n. 1142. That all in the hells are averted and inverted,

ill. n. 1143. That the loves of self and the world constitute hell, n. 1144.

That every one in hell is tormented by his love and its concupiscences,

n. 1274. That the infernal genii greedily draw in concupiscences and
inhale their sphere, n. 1249.

HELMET \_rjrilea'\. That helmets .siy. things appertaining to reason,

n. 557. That a helmet of salvation, when predicated of the Lord, sir/.
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the divine truth from the divine good, n. 557. That a helmet sig. the

same as the head, n. 557. See Head.
HEMORRHOIDS [hcemorrhoides]. That hemorrhoids sig. truth

defiled by evil of life, n. 700, 817.

HERB [herha]. That the herb of every field sig. all the truth and
good of the church, n. 304. That pastures of herb sig. the knowledges

of truth and good, n. 375. That the herb sig. truth springing from
good, n. 405. That the herb of the field sig. spiritual truth, n. 407, G50;

or truth in the natural principle, n. 543. That the herb sig. the truth

of the church which is first produced, n. 653.

HERD \_armentum']. That animals which belong to the herd sig.

the affections of good and truth in the external or natural man, or exte-

rior goods and truths ; and those which belong to the flock sig. the

affections of good and truth in the internal or spiritual man, or interior

goods and truths, ill. and sh. n. 279, 453, 513, 650, 710, 911, 1100.

That the sons of the herd sig. natural truths, n. 374.

HEREDITARY EVIL [inalwn hcereditar111111]. That all the

evils which man derives from his parents, which are called here-

ditary evils, reside in his natural and sensual man, but not in the spi-

ritual, n. 543, 556. That man is not punished on account of here-

ditary evils, only so far as he makes them actual in himself, n. 556, 989.

That no one is condemned to hell on account of hereditary evils, ill.

n. 989.

HERITAGE or INHERITANCE \hcBreditas']. That the Lord's

heritage or iuheritance sig. the church, n. 650.

HERMON [^Chermon']. That the dew of Hermon sig. divine

truth, n. 375.

HERO [hero]. That heroes and men of strength sig. those who
excel in ingenuity and subtlety in adulterating the truths of the Word,
n. 618.

HESHBON \_Clieshon]. That the wine of Heshbon sig. natural

truth, n. 376. That Heshbon sig. the fructification of truth in the

natural man, n. 435. That Heshbon sig. the men of the external

church, who explain the Word to favour the loves of the world,

n. 911.

HEWER [excisor]. That as hewers of wood sig. as if willing to

extirpate evil, when notwithstanding they extirpate good, n. 1145.

HIDDEN THINGS [recondita]. That the science of the Egyp-
tians, and especially the science of correspondences, are called the hidden

things of gold and silver, and desirable things, n. 654. See Desirable
Things.

HIEROGLYPHICS [hieroglyphica]. Concerning the origin of

hieroglyphics among the Egyptians and other nations, ill. n. 827. That

they were from the representations of the ancient churches, which were

representative, ill. n. 827.

HIGH PLACES [excelsa clivi]. That high places sig. idolatrous

worship in general, n. 391. That high places of the earth sig. the spi-

ritual things of the church, n. 411. That high places \_clivi] sig. the

interior man, n. 483.

HIGHEST, or MOST HIGH {altissiums]. That the Lord is

called the Highest or Most High, as being tlie inmost, n. 1025.

JIILL [collis]. That hills sig. spiritual love, and, in the opposite
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sense, tho lovo of the world, n. .'324. Tlmt liills ${</. the goods of cha-

rity, n. 373, 370, 301, 730. That hills of the age si(/. the goods of

neighbourly love or charity, n. lOo, 122, 448. That the hills of the age

also si(j. the ancient diurcli, which was principled in charity towards the

neighbour, n. 448, 020. That hills sig. the evils of the love of the

world, n. 405. That hills flowing with milk sig. spiritual life from the

good of charity, n. 433. That hills sig. the knowledges of truth and

good from the Word, n. 730.

HIND [ccrj'rt]. That a hind let loose sig. the freedom of natural

affect ion, n. 439.

H1RELIN(t [mercenarius']. That hirelings sig. those who are na-

tural and not spiritual, n. 695. That hirelings also sig. the infernal

natural, n. 605.

HISTORICAL FAITH. See Faith, n. 232, 242, 815.

HOLY, HOLINESS [sanctus, sanctitas']. That the Lord only is

holy, ill. and sh. n. 204, sh. 285. That holy, in the Word, is predi-

cated of divine truth, and hence of charity and its faith, sh. n. 204, 205,

228, 286, 632, 973. That holy sig. divine truth proceeding from the

Lord, sh. n. 204, 944. That angels, prophets, and apostles, are called

holy, because by them is sig. divine truth, n. 204. That by holy and

holiness, in the Word, are sig. divine truth, and what thence proceeds,

sh. n. 204. That the Lord is called the Holy One, the Holy One of

God, the Holy One of Israel, the Holy One of Jacob, because He alone

is holy, and no one else, sh. n. 204, 973. That to be sanctified, or made
holy, is predicated of those who receive divine truth, n. 228. That to

sanctify Himself, when spoken by the Lord, sig. to make His Human
[Principle] Divine, n. 228. That by things holy are sig. things spi-

ritual, n. 325. That the house of holiness sig. the celestial church,

n. 504. That the Holy One of Israel sig. the Lord as to divine truth,

n. 585.

HOLY of HOLIES [sa7ictwn sanctonmi]. That to anoint the

Holy of Holies sig. the glorification of the Human of the Lord by union

with the Essential Divine, and also all worship of Him afterwards ori-

ginating in love for Him, n. 624.

HOLY SPIRIT [^spiritus sanctus']. See Comfoeter, Spirit.

HOLY SUPPER \_sancta ccena]. See Supper.

HOMICIDE [ho7nicida, homicidi^im']. See Murder. That homi-

cides sig. the extinction of the understanding of truth and the percep-

tion of good, n. 589, 887. Concerning spiritual homicide, moral homi-

cide, and natural homicide, ill. n. 1012.

HONEY [ineV]. That honey sig. the good of natural love or the

good of love in the natural man, n. 294, 433, 617. That honey sig.

the delight of the internal man, n. 374. That honey, oil, and balsam,

sig. goods and truths in particular, n. 375. That honey sig. natural

good and delight, and oil sig. spiritual good and delight, n. 375, 411.

That honey sig. the natural principle as to good from which truth is de-

rived, n. 513. That wild honey sig. the sensual principle as to good,

n. 543. That honey sig. divine good natural, n. 617. That honey sig.

the delight of natural good or love, sh. n. 619. What is sig. by the

flomngof the streams of honey and butter, n. 619. That honey out of

the rock sig. the delight of natural good by truths from the Lord, sh.

n. 619. "Hiat the droppings of the honeycombs sig. natural truth, sh.
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n, 619. That the honeycomb sig. natural good, sh. n. 619. That the
broiled fish and honeycomb, which the Lord ate before the disciples, sig,

the broiled fish, the truth of good of the natural and sensual man, and
the honeycomb, the good of truth of the natural and sensual man, ill.

and sh. n. 619. That honey, in the opposite sense, sig. the delight of
the evil of the natural man, ill. n. 619. That honey sig. good from a
natural origin, n. 1153.

HONOUR and GLORY [honor et gloria^. That glory sig. divine

truth, and honour sig. divine good and the good of love, n. 288, 293,

339, 345, 696, 966, 1330, 1332. That the honoured sig. the goods
of love, n. 652. That honour is predicated of worship from good,

and fear of worship by truths, n. 696. That to give the Lord glory

and honour sig. to ascribe to Him all truth and all good, sh. n. 1330,
1332.

HONOURABLENESS or GRACEFULNESS [decus-]. See
Gracefulness. That honourableness sig. the spiritual church, n. 504.

HOOF or NAIL \_ungula']. That hoofs or nails' sig. the scien-

tifics of the sensual man, which are truths in the ultimate of order,

n. 176, 316. That hoofs sig. the ultimates in the natural principle,

n. 279.

HORN [cornu^. That a horn sig. the power of truth derived from
good in the natural man, n. 176. That a horn, when predicated of the

Lord, sig. divine power, also all power and omnipotence, n. 272, ill. and
sh. 316. That a horn sig. the power of truth against the false and
evil, also divine truth, ill. and sh. n. 316, 684, 716, 816, 1041, 1069,

1079. That a horn, in the opposite sense, sig. the power of the false

agamst truth and good, sh. n. 316, 675, 716, 1041, 1079. That to

exalt the horn sig. to fill with divine truth, and thus to give power
against falses, sh. n. 316. That the horns of the nations sig. the falscs

of evil which vastate the church, n. 316. That ten horns sig. falses of

every kind, sh. n. 316. That the horns of the golden altar, or the altar

of incense, represented truths proceeding from the good of love, sh. n.

316. That by the four horns of the altar are sig. all things of truth

from good, n. 316. That seven horns sig. omnipotence, n. 316, 317,

319. That horns, as being ultimates, sig. all things, n. 391. That
horns sig. truths, and, in the opposite sense, falses, n. 418. That the

great horn sig. the ruling false, or that faith alone saves, n. 418. Tliat

by the horns of the altars of burnt-offering and incense is sig. the Divine

[principle] as to omnipotence, n. 567. That horns sig. the power of

evil against good, n. 675. That ten horns also sig. the highest power,

n. 675 ; also much power, n. 776, 1041 ; and all power, n. 1069.

HORNET \_erabro']. That the hornet sig. the dread of those who
are in falses from evil, n. 650.

HORSE, HORSEMAN [equus, eques]. That neighings sig. pro-

fanations, n. 141. That a horse sig. the intellectual principle, n. 152,

204, 239, 355, 364, 558. That hoofs sig. the scientifics of the sensual

man, which are truths in the ultimate of order, n. 176. That the bells of

the horses sig. scientific truth from the intellectual principle, n. 204.

That a horseman sig. intelligence, or one that is intelligent, n. 239, 433,

557. That a horseman also sig. the Woixl as to understanding, n. 278.

That a horseman, in the opposite sense, sig. ratiocinations from falscs,

n. 355, 573. That horses sig. the understanding of truth, and, in the
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opposite sonso, the nrnlcrstamlini:: of the false, oi' reasoning from falses

against truths, n. 281, 329, 3;");^ 381, 118, 433, 573, 734, 923. That
a wliito horse sig. the undorstaniling of truth from the Word, n. 355,

381, 717, 1232; also the interior or spiritual sense of the Word, n.

1232, 1238. That a horseman also sig. the spiritual afl'ection of truth,

whence is the imderstanding thereof, n. 355. That the heels of a horse

sig. the ultimates of the understanding of good and truth, n. 355, 481.

That the hoofs of horses also sig. the extreme or outermost things of the

natural man, whicli are called sensuals, from which are all falsities, n.

355. That to ride upon horses sig. reasonings, ill. and sh. n. 355.

That a horse, in the opposite sense, also sig. the intellectual principle

perverted, ill and sh. n. 355. That a red horse sig. the understanding

of the Word destroyed as to good, sh. n. 364, 400. That a black

horse sig. the understanding of the Word perished as to truth, sh. n.

372, 400. That a pale horse sig. the understanding of the Word be-

come none, from evils of life and falses thence derived, sh. n. 381, 400.

That the pale horse sig. spiritual death, n. 381. That the voice of

horsemen sig. false reasonings, n. 411. That horses sig. the understand-

ing of the Word, n. 504, 558, 575, 617. Tliat riding upon horses,

when predicated of the Lord, sig. the divine wisdom which is in the

Word, n. 518. That horses prepared for war sig. ratiocinations as from

the understanding of truth, n. 552. That the head of a horse, when
predicated of the sensual man, sig. science, and the thought thence de-

rived, n. 577. That the tails of horses sig. sensual scientifics, n. 581.

That tlie issue of horses sig. the intellectual proprium, n. 654. That to

ride upon horses also sig. to trust in self-derived intelligence, n. 734.

That horsemen sig. heresies, because horses sig. ratiocinations, whereby

falses are confirmed, n. 780. That the horse and his rider sig. ratio-

cinations from falses against truths, n. 863. That horses' bridles sig.

government and dominion over the understanding, n. 923. That a se-

ducing bridle sig. the abstraction or withdrawing from the imderstanding

of truth, n. 923. That a bridle sig. the retraction of thought from the

understanding, n. 923. That horses sig. things intellectual, thus truths

which are from a rational oiigin, n. 1155.

HOST \_exercitus']. See Army.
HOT [_calidus']. That to be hot sig. to be in spiritual love, n. 231.

That heat sig. heavenly love, n. 231. See Heat.
HOUR [Iwrci]. That hours sig. states as to life, also any duration

of state greater or less, n. 194, 673, 875. That by the twelfth hour to

which they all laboured are sig. truths and goods in their fulness, n.

194. That when a number is added to an hour, the duration and quality

of the state is signified, according to the signification of the number
added, n. 488, 673. Tliat that hour sig. the last state of the church,

D. 875. That one hour sig. some part, n. 1070.

HOUSE [cZowws]. That the house of God sig. the Lord's kingdom
and church, or heaven and the church, as to good, n. 179, 277, 365, 513,

629, 630. That a house sig. that part of the mind which is called the

will, where good is received, n. 193. That the house of Jehovah, the

house of the Father, and the house of God, sig. heaven and the

church, n. 220, 410. That a house sig. the good of doctrine, n. 223.

That a house and all things appertaining to a house sig. the inte-

riors of a man which are of his mind, and from that, in correspondence,
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they also sig. snch things in the Word, n, 208, 280, 315, 405, 536.

Tliat a house sig. the whole man and the things which appertain

to his understanding and his will, n. 240, 644, 650. That houses

sig. the goods of the church, n. 376, 453. That the house of Je-

hovah God sig. heaven in its whole complex, n. 391. That to build a

house sig. to establish the church, n. 391. That the house of prayer

or the temple sig. the heaven where spiritual truths are, n. 391. That
the roof of a house sig. the intelligence which is from genuine truths,

n. 405. That to abide in the house sig. to abide in heaven, n, 409.

That the house of Jehovah sig. the internal church, and the courts the

external church, n. 458. That the house of holiness sig. the celestial

church, n. 504. That the doors of a house correspond to the communi-
cations which are between the interiors of the mind \_mens~\ and of the

mind \_aniinus']^ n. 536. That a house sig. the interior things of man,

which are of his mind [?«e?is] and of his mind \_anirmis'\, n. 543. That a

house of delights sig. the pleasantnesses and happinesses of heaven, which

are the affections of good and truth, n. 555. That a house sig. the

spiritual mind \inens~\, and the sides of the house all things which are

in the natural man, n. 638. That the roof sig. the inmost jjrinciple, the

floor or pavement the ultimate, and the walls the interiors, n. 650.

That a house also sig. the good of the will, and thence of the life, n. 652,

675. That house-tops or roofs sig. also things interior, n. 652. That
the house of Jehovah and the temple sig. the church as to good and as

to truth, n. 695, 799. That a house deserted sig. the church without

truths, because without good, n. 730. That the house of God sig. the

worship of God according to doctrine, n. 799. That a house sig. the

church, n. 1013. That the winter-house and the summer-house sig.

tliose things of the natural man which are called sensual, u. 1146.

That the house of ivory and the great house sig. those things of the

natural man which are called rational, and have relation to truth and

good, n. 1146,

HOWL, to \_ejulare]. That to howl sig. grief by reason of vasta-

tion, n. 406.

HUNDKED [_centum]. That five hundred and four thousand sig.

all truths derived from good, n. 438. That one hundred and forty-

four sic/, all truths and goods in the complex, n, 629. That a hundred,

the same as ten, sig. nmch, n. 675. That six himdred and sixty-six

sig. all falses, and all evils thence derived, in the complex ; which is

the quality of faith separate from good works, n. 847, 928. That a

hundred and forty-four thousand sig. truths in their whole complex, n.

430, 851, 859.

HUNGER [/a??ies]. See Famine, Hungry, and Thirsty.

HUNGRY and THIRSTY [esuriens et sitiens']. That the hungry

and thirsty sig. those who desire truths or knowledges, and to be per-

fected by them, n. 118, 236, '1 80. That himger sig. a failure or de-

ficiency of knowledges and a desire for them, n. 187, 480. That the

hungry and thirsty sig. they who are in the desire of knowing good and

truth, n. 223, 257. That to break bread to the hungry sig. from a

principle of love to do good to our neighl)our who is in the desire of

good, n. 295. That hunger sig. the deprivation or defect of good, n.

386, 480. That to be hungry sig. a desire to know, sh. n. 386. That

by hunger and thirst, when predicated of the Lord, is sig. that from His
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ilivino love Ho willfil and desired the salvation of mankind, sh. n. 386.

That till' liun<]^ry si<j. thuso who desired good, n. 750.

llLUiT, to [_hcda-e'\. That to hurt, when predicated of scorpions,

siij. to induce dulness, and that in general it sig. to occasion injury to

anything, n. 5G1.

1IU8BANDMAN [_agricoln']. Tliat husbandmen sig. those who
teach, n. 044 ; also the man of the church, because a field sig. the

church as to the inijilantation of truth, n. G52, See Field. That hus-

bandmen si</. those who are in the good of the church, and vinedressers

si'g. those wlio are in the tniths thereof, n. 911.

HYACINTHINE or BLUE [lijacinthus seu hjacinthiims]. See

Blue.

HYSSOP \_hjssopuni\. That hyssop sig. an external medium of

purification, n. 386.

I.

IDLENESS [^otixm']. Tliat idleness is called the devil's pillow,

n. 831.

IDOL and IMAGE [idolum, imago]. See also Sculptured

Things. That idols sig. falses ; and idols which their hands have

made sig. falses from self-derived intelligence, n. 131. That to eat

things sacrificed to idols sig. to ai^propriate or imbue evils, and thence

falses, n. 141, 161. That graven images and idols sig. falses of doc-

trine, of religion, and of worship, which are from self-derived intelligence,

ill. and sh. n. 141, 279, 283, 391, 555, 587, 780, 827, 1186. That

images sig. the fallacies of the senses, n. 242. What is meant by com-

mitting whoredom with images, see Whoiiedom. What is understood

by making their silver and gold idols, n. 279. That sculptured things

sig. falses, n. 304. That idols sig. false religion, n. 483. Tliat idols

of wood and stone sig. the evils and falses of religion, and of doctrine

originating in the proprium, sh. n. 585. That idols of silver and gold

sig. falses and evils of religion and wx)rship, which they call truths and

goods, sh. n. 585. What are specifically signified by idols of gold,

silver, brass, stone, wood, ill. and sh. n. 587. That idols are formed in

the spiritual world by those who are in falses of doctrine from self-

derived intelligence, ill. n. 587. Whence idolatrous worship took its

rise amongst the Gentiles, ill. n. 587.

IJI]M or IIM. That ijim sig. adulterated and profaned truths, n.

714. That ijim or iim sig. infernal falses, n. 1029. See ZiiM.

ILLUSTRATION [illustratioX That they alone are illustrated to

understand spiritual things, who are in the affection of good and truth,

n. 11. That spiritual illustration in the Word only has place with

those who are in the good of love and charity, and thence in truths, n.

176, 177, 365. That all illustration, when the Word is read, comes

out of heaven from the Lord, n. 365. Li what manner illustration is

effected, ill. n. 759, 1177; further explained in eight propositions, n.

803, 846. Thatthey are in illustration from the Lord who love truths,

because they are truths, and make them of their life, n. 1089. That

they who are in the spiritual affection of truth perceive illustration,

n. 1183.
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IMAGE [vnatjfo']. See also Idol. That images of a male siff.

appearances of truth, which yet are falses, n. 195, 725. That the

image of the beast siff. the doctrine of faith separate from good works,

and the worship thence derived, confirmed from the Uteral sense of the

Word, n. 827, 831, 833, 933. That images sig. doctrinals, and idols

falses of rehgion, ill. and sh. n. 827. That a graven image [of wood]

siff. the evil of worship, n. 1145. That wood [for an idol] which wiU
not rot siff. some good from the Word which is adulterated, and thence

becomes evil, n. 1145.

IMAGE and LIKENESS [imago et similitudo]. That man is

created to be an image and likeness of God, ill. n. 984. That marriage

is an image of heaven, and adultery an image of hell, n. 984. See

Marriage ; Adultery.
IMPIOUS [impius']. That the impious sig. those who are in falses,

and enemies [hastes'] those who are in evils, n. 539.

INCANTATION [incantatio]. See Enchantment.
INCENSE [svffitus, suffimentum']. That incense 5^^. those things

appertaining to worship, which are performed from spiritual good, or

from the good of charity, and thence are gratefully perceived, n. 324,

325, 492. See Altar. That the incense for the altar was made of

fragrant spices, the reason thereof, u. 324. That the altar of incense

siff. worship from the good of spiritual love, sh. n. 324. That to burn

incense, in the opposite sense, siff. worship from falses of doctrine, n.

324, 411, 659. That to set incense to the nostril siff. worship from the

truths of doctrine, n. 444. That incenses siff. the truths of spiritual

good, n. 492. That incense sig. spiritual good, which in its essence

is truth from good ; and in the opposite sense it sig. the false from evil,

n. 652. That to offer incense sig. worship from the divine spiritual

principle, which is divine truth, n. 696. That the smoke of the incense

sig. the Word in the natural sense, n. 955. That incense or perfume

sig. the truth of celestial love, n. 1150. That to burn incense sig. wor-

ship from spiritual love, n. 1151.

INEBRIATION [ijieh-iatio']. See Drunkenness.
INFANT [m/«?is]. Tliat infants sig. iimocence, n. 270, 652.

That infants sig. every good and truth in a state of birth, n. 315. That

a boy, weaned child, and sucldng child, sig. the three degrees of inno-

cence, n. 314. That a sucking child [sitgeyis'] sig. the good of inno-

cence, n. 410, 581. That a weaned child [ablactatus'] sig. the good of

love, n, 410. That the infant in the street sig. truth springing up or

in the birth, n. 555. That the infants of sons siff. truths springing up

or in the birth, n, 622. That infants arc first sensual, then natural, etc.,

ill. n. 632. That the infant and the suckling also siff. the goods and

truths which are first born and vivified by knowledges from tlie Word,

n. 652.

INFERIOR EARTH [to-m m/enbr]. See Lower Earth.

INFINITE [injinitiim]. That the Infinite sig. the Divine principle

as to Esse, n. 870. That infinite and eternal are predicated of the

Lord alone, n. 870.

INFLAMED, to he [exardere']. That to be inflamed sig. destruc-

tion by evils, n. 8G3.

INFLUX [ i7i/luxus'\. That the influx of the Lord is immediate from

Himself, and also mediate through the heavens into the church, n. 277.
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Tliat influx from the Lonl as the sun of heaven is sometimes more re-

miss ami sumotimos more iutonse ; the reason thereof, n. 418, 425, i2G.

That whatever comes into perception from tlie Lord is called inilux, n.

471. That the influx of the Lord is into the good that is with man,
and by the good into the truths which appertain to him, but not vica

versa, n. 479. Concerning the descent of the divine principle or the

divine influx out of heaven ; and its elTcct with the good, and with the

evil, n. 504.

INHABIT, to, to DWELL IN [habitare, incolere']. See also To
Dwell. That to inhabit sig. to live, n. 294, 406, G30, 741. That to

inhabit is predicated of goods, n. 417. That to be inhabited sig. life

according to truths of doctrine, n. 768. That not to inhabit \_hahitare

has respect to the destruction of good, and not to dwell in [i/icolere

has respect to the destruction of truth, n. 1029.

INHABITANT or DWELLER [habitator, incola]. That in-

habitants of cities sig. the goods of doctrine ; and inhabitants of the

earth sig. the goods of the church, n. 280. That the inhabitants of the

rock 5!"^. the goods of faith, n. 405. That inhabitants sig. the goods of

life, n. 406. That the dweller or inhabitant of the isle sig. the good of

truth in the natural man, n. 406. That dwellers or inhabitants

habitatores~\ sig. those who are in good ; hence to dwell or inhabit

habitare'] is predicated of good, n. 479. See To Inhabit. That the

inhabitants of the world sig. those of the church who are in goods of

doctrine, and thence of life, n. 741. That the inhabitants of the island

sig. goods of life, according to doctrinals, n. 514. That inhabitants sig.

those who are in good in the church, or those who are in evil, or goods

or evils, n. 821.

INHERITANCE [ hcereditas']. That inheritance sig. those who
are in goods and those who are in evils, n. 863.

INIQUITY \_i)u'qtiitas]. That iniquity is predicated of the life of

the false, and sin of the life of evil, n. 391, 475. That the multitude

of iniquity sig. the falses of evil, n. 624. That iniquity sig. falses, and
wickedness sig. evils, n. 741.

INMOST [_i7itimttm']. See Internal.

INN [_diversorium]. Tliat an inn sig. a place of instruction, n. 706.

INNOCENCE \_innocentia]. That the essential good of innocence

is the good of love to the Lord from the Lord, n. 314. That the good
of innocence is that from which are dei'ived every good and truth of

heaven and the church, n. 329. That love to the Lord makes one with

irmocence, ill. n. 780, 996.

INSECT [ insectmn]. That in the spiritual world there appear flying

insects \^volatilia] of various kinds, ill. n. 410.

INTELLIGENCE \_intelligentia~\. That intelligence is imder-

standing of truth, such as appertains to the spiritual man, and wisdom
is the understanding of truth, such as appertains to the celestial man, n.

280. That false intelligence is from the proprinm of man, and true

intelligence is from the Lord by the Word, n. 281, 714. That intelli-

gence is predicated of goods and truths natural, and wisdom of spiritual

goods and truths, n. 408. That self-derived intelligence is truth from

man's proprium, n. 617. In what the intelligence from man's pro-

prium consists, ill. n. 714. That to have intelligence sig. to be in illus-

tration, n. 845.
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INTERNAL, INMOST [mtemum, intimum\ See also Ex-

ternal. Concerning those with whom the spiritual or internal man
is not so much closed, n. 162, 164. That such as the inmost is such is

the whole, n. 313. That the inmost of every thing is what is called

the soul, n. 313. That the internal man is purified by the truths of

faith, and the external by a life according to them, n. 475. That with

every man of the church the internal must be conjoined with the ex-

ternal, or the internal spiritual man or mind with the external natural

man or mind, n. 654. That with man there are two internals, the one

natural and the other spiritual, ill. n. 940. That what is in the inmost

is in all things around, ill. n. 1336.

INTERNAL SENSE [_sensvs intemus']. That the natural sense

of the Word from the spiritual is called the internal sense, likewise

also the spiritual natural sense, n. 1061. That the internal sense of

the Word, which is revealed, is spiritual, and is contained in the external

sense, which is natural, as the soul in its body, ill. n. 1065.

INUNDATION linundatio']. See Flood.

IR CHERES. That Ir Cheres sig. doctrine briUiant from spiritual

truths in the natural principle, n. 391. That /r, in the original tongue,

sig. a city, and Cheres, brilliancy as of the sun, n. 391.

IRON \_ferrum']. That brass sig. natural good, which is ultimate

good ; and iron sig. the truth thereof, which is natural truth, n. 70, 131,

411, 650, 1147. That iron sig. truths in the external or natural man,

or truth in ultimates, n. 176, 411, 438, 726, 1322. That iron also sig.

truth without good, n. 237. That iron sig. spiritual natural truth, ill.

n. 365. That iron also sig., in the opposite sense, the false in ultimates,

n. 386, 557, 1258. That iron sig. the truth of faith, n. 411. That

iron sig. what is scientific appertaining to the natural man, n. 540.

That a rod of iron sig. natural truth from spiritual, n. 726. That iron

and an axe sig. the false principle from self-derived intelligence, ill. and

sh. n. 1258. What is understood in Daniel by iron mixed with miry

clay and mingled with the seed of man, n. 1322.

ISAAC. That Isaac sig. the Lord as to the divine spiritual, n. 696,

768. That the seed of Isaac sig. divine truth spiritual, n. 768.

ISHMAEL. That Ishmael sig. the external church with all its

truths derived from good, n. 430. That Ishmael, who was of the seed

of the kingdom or seed royal, sig. those who are in the genuine truth of

the church, n. 374.

ISLAND [insula']. That islands sig. Gentiles removed from true

worship, but still desiring to be enlightened, n. 50. That islands speci-

fically sig. the doctrine of truth, and, in the opposite sense, the doctrine

of what is false, ill. and sh. n. 50. Tliat isles or islands sig. the Ucn-

tiles, which in divine worship arc more remote from the truths of the

church, u. 242, 275, 406, 1024. That an island sig. the truth of faith,

n. 405. That an island sig. where there is no intelligence, n. 405.

That islands sig. the truths of the natural man, or the knowledges and

scientifics in the natural man, n. 406, 1024. That the inhabitants of

the islands sig. the goods of truth appert.-iining to the natural man, ill.

and sh. n. 40G. That the dweller or inbabitant [ habitator'] of the isle

sig. the good of truth in the natural man, or the natural man in wliom

is the good of truth, the dweller signifying the good, and the island the

truth, sh. n. 406. That the islands of the sea sig. the knowledges of
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trnth aiul good, which are the truths of the imtnral man, sh. n. 406.

That the dwellers or iuhnbitants of the island also si(/. the exterior goods

aiul truths in the natural man, sh. n. 406. That islands of the nations

si(j. the natural man as to falses not of evil, n. 406. Concerning the

islands which sometimes a))pear in the spiritual world, ill. n. 406. That

islands, in the opposite sense, sig. the falses opposite to the truths which

are in the natural man, n. 406. That islands sig. those in the church

who are natural, but still rational, n. 1146.

ISRAEL. That Israel sig. the church, n 39. That Israel sj^^.the

church which is in truth, and Judah the church which is in good, n. 141,

ol6. That Jacob sig. the external church, and Israel the internal

church, n. 148, 315, 374. That the God of Israel and the rock of

Israel sig. the Lord as to His Divine Human, and divine truth thence

proceeding, n, 179, 329, 401. That Israel sig. the internal spiritual

church, or the church which is in divine truth, or in truth from good,

n. 204, 316, 330, 374, 624, 654. That servants of the sons of

Israel sig. those who are in truths and not in good, n. 208. That the

virgin of Israel sig. the spiritual church, n. 219, 411. That the elders

of Israel sig. all in the church who are in trtiths from good, n. 253.

That the house of Israel sig. the church as to truth ; also the internal

church, n. 280, 638, 710. That Israel sig. the church that is in spi-

ritual good, which is the good of charity, n. 280, 313, 405. That the

princes of Israel sig. primary truths, and, in an opposite sense, primary

falses, n. 280. That the sons of Israel sig. truths, n. 316. That

Israel, in the supreme sense, sig. the Lord, and, in the respective

sense, the spiritual Idngdom of the Lord and the spiritual church, n.

340, 654, 768. That Israel sig. the internal of the spiritual church,

and Jacob the external, sh. n. 340. That the land of Israel sig. the

church as to truths derived from good, n. 375. That the God of Israel

also sig. the Lord as to the church, and the rock of Israel the Lord as

to the divine truth therein, n. 401. That Israel sig. the spiritual man,

Ashur the rational man, and Egypt the natural man, n. 401, 654.

That the stone of Israel sig. the Lord as to divine truth, n. 409. That

the outcasts of Israel sig. those who- are not in truths, but still in the

desire of learning them, n. 433. That with the sons of Israel or pos-

terity of Jacob there was not any church, but only the representative of

a church, n. 448. That the sons of Israel sig. spiritual men, n. 503.

That the posterity of Jacob, who were called the sons of Israel, were

in externals without an internal principle, or, for the most part, were

merely natural, n. 650. That Israel sig. the church which is spiritual

natural, n. 768. That the seed of Israel sig. divine truth spiritual

natural which is mediate between divine truth natural and spiritual,

ill. n. 768. That the virgin of Israel sig. the church from the affection

of truth, n. 863. That an Israelite sig. one who is in the good of

charity, and by virtue thereof in truths, thus who is in truths derived

from good, sh. n. 866. That the remains of Israel sig. those who are

in spiritual faith, because in the good of charity, n. 866. That Israel

sig. the ancient church, n. 918.

ISSACHAR. That Issachar sig. faith and salvation, n. 445.

That Issachar, in the original tongue, sig. reward ; also recompence

on account of works, n. 445. That Issachar sig. the affection of truth

and good, ill. and sh. n. 445.
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IVORY [e5z<?']. That ivory sig. divine truth in ultimates, n. 253.

That ivory sig. rational truth, ill. and sh. n. 1146. That a house of

ivory sig. rational things of the natural man which have relation to truth,

sh. n. 1146. That palaces of ivory sig. truths from the rational man,
thus rational truths, n. 1146.

~ JACOB. That Jacob and the house of Jacob sig. the external

church, n. 148, 163, 315, 374, 405, 433. That instead of Jacob, in the

spiritual world, there appears a man lying in a bed, the reason thereof,

sh. n. 163 end. That by Jacob and Israel is sig. the spiritual kingdom
of the Lord, n. 278. That the remains of Jacob sig. the goods and
truths of the church, n. 278. That Jacob and Israel sig. the church

external and internal, n. 405, 741. That Jacob and the house of Jacob

sig. those who are in the good of life, n. 448. That Jacob sig. the

Lord as to the divine natural, n. 696, 768. That the seed of Jacob sig.

divine truth natural, n. 768. That Jacob sig. the church which is in

the good of doctrine and of life, and Israel sig. the church which is in

truths from that good, n. 799.

JAESER. That Jaeser sig. those of the external church who
exj)lain the Word to favour the loves of the world, ill. n. 911.

JAH. That the tribes of Jah sig. truths from good which are from

the Lord, n. 431. That the song Jah sig. the celebration and glorifica-

tion of the Lord, n. 326.

JAMES \_Jacohus~\. That James, among the apostles, represented

charity, n. 8, 9, 600, 785; or the good of the church, n. 411. That

Peter, James, and John, sig. in their series, the first and primary essen-

tials of the church, viz., truth in the understanding, truth in the ynW,

and ti'uth in the act; or faith, charity, and good works, n. 444, 785, 820.

JASHER. That the book of the Upright, or the book of Jasher,

was an ancient prophetic book, ill. and sh. n. 401. See also Ancient
Word.

JASPER \_Jaspis~\. That jasper sig. the spiritual love of truth, or

the divine love of truth, or divine truth proceeding, n. 268. That

jasper sig. the divine truth of the Word translucent by virtue of its

spiritual sense in its whole compass, consequently the same as precious

stones in general, sh. n. 1306, 1320.

JAVAN. That Javan, Tubal, and Mcshech sig. those who are in

the external church, n. 355. That the sons of Javan sig. truths ex-

ternal, n. 724. That Javan and Tubal sig. external representative

worship, n. 750.

JAW-BONE [inaxilki]. That the jaw-bone sig. the pcrcejition

and understanding of interior truth ; the right jaw-bone tlio affection,

and thence perception thereof; and the left jaw-bone tlie understanding

thereof, n. 556. That the jaws of the people sig. tlic falsification of

truth in the Word by those who are in falses, n. 923. That jaws sig.

thoughts from the corporeal sensual principle, thus from fallacies,

n. 923.

JEHOSHAPHAT. That the valley of Jehoshaphat sig. the falsi-

fication of the Word, n. 911.
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JEHOVAH. Soc Lord and God. That tlic angel of Jehovah sig.

the Lord as to divine trutli, n. 2(^5. See Anokl. That Jeliovah is

uuMitionod in the Word where the snbject treated of is concerning good,

and CJod where it is concerning trnth, 323, 053, 089, 717. That the

Lord is called Jehovah from divine good, and King, God, and the

Holy One of Israel, from divine trnth, n. 391, 482, 053, 708. That
Ji'hovah is called the living God from divine truth in the heavens, and

King of the age from divine truth on earth, n. 400. Tliat the faces

of Jehovah sig. the divine good of the divine love, n. 412, 455. That
to go after Jehovah sig. to worship the Lord and to live from Him,
n. 001. That the king Jehovah Zebaoth sig. the Lord, n. 054. That
Jehovah sig. the Lord as to the essential Divine Principle, thus as to

divine good, n. 084. That Jehovah God sig. the Lord as to divine

good, and as to divine truth, n. 089. That Jehovah m the Old

Testament is called Lord in the New, n. 089. That the Lord is called

Jehovah Zebaoth from divine truths in their whole compass, n. 727.

JEHOVIH. That the Lord is called Lord Jehovih when the

subject treated of is concerning good, n. 001. That the Lord is called

God from divine truth, and Jehovah and Lord Jehovih from diyine

good, n. 850.

JERICHO. That Jericho 5?*^'. the church which is in the possession

of the knowledges of good and truth, n. 444. That Jericho sig. the

good of truth, which is the good of life, n. 458. That Jericho was
called the city of palms, the reason thereof, n. 458. Tliat Jericho, in

the opposite sense, sig. the falsification of the knowledges of truth,

n. 502 ; also the profanation of truth and good, n. 700. ' That the

city Jericho sig. instruction in the knowledges of good and truth, ill.

and sh. n. 700 ; and, in the opposite sense, the doctrine of the false and
evil, sh. n. 700. That the wall of Jericho sig. the falses of evil

defending that doctrine, and the inhabitants thereof sig. the profane,

n. 700.

JERUSALEM. That the city. New Jerusalem, sig. the church as

to doctrine ; its wall, truths of defence ; its gates, introductory truths
;

and its foundation, the knowledges upon which doctrine is founded,

n. 39, 223, 275, 280, 029, 717, 1313. That Jerusalem sig. the church

as to doctrine and worship, n. 102, 204, 242, 275, 315, 355, 357, 365,

388, 405, 433, 444, 502, 652, 714, 850, ill. and sh. 1288—1290.
That Jerusalem sig. the church of the Lord in the heavens and in

the earth, n. 175, 288. That Zion sig. the celestial kingdom of the

Lord and the celestial church, and Jerusalem sig. the spiritual kingdom
and the spiritual church, n. 195, 205, 685. That Jerusalem is called

the holy city, the reason, n. 204 ; and the city of truth, n. 223. That

Jerusalem, in the opposite sense, sig. the church where there is no good
but evil, n. 240. That Jerusalem is called the mountain of holiness

from the love of truth, n. 355, 405. That Jerusalem sig. the church

which is principled in the truths of doctrine, n. 391, 405, 455, 502,

514. That the king of Jerusalem sig. the truth of the church altogether

vastated by falses, n. 401. That Jerusalem sig. the New Church to be

established by the Lord, n. 433. That the places round about Jeru-

salem sig. the truths of doctrine in the natural man, n. 449. That

Jerusalem sig. the doctrine of truth, n. 449, 502. That JeiHisalcni

sig. the celestial church as to doctrine where Samaria is spoken of,
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and signifies the spiritual church as to doctrine, n. 555, 576, 653, 960.
That the suburbs of Jerusalem sig. the external church, or those
who are spiritual natural, n. 629. That the virgins of Jerusalem sig.

the affections of truth, n. 637, 863. That Jerusalem siff. the church
where mere falses and evils reign, n. 655. That the Word from Jeru-
salem si'ff. truth from the good of love, n. 734. That Jerusalem the

mountain of holiness siff. the church in which charity reigns, n. 1155.
That the Jerusalem of the Jews sig. the church destroyed, which is

therefore called Sodom, sh. n. 1289. That the Jerusalem which is

treated of in the Apocalypse stff. the new church of the Lord ; the

reason why it is called new, and holy, and coming down out of heaven,

ill. n. 1288.

JEZEBEL. That the woman Jezebel sig. the church altogether

perverted, n. 159. That by Jezebel, the wife of Ahab, are sig. those

who are in the doctrine of all falses derived from the delights of self

and the world, n. 160.

JESUS CHRIST. See also The Lord. That by the two names,
Jesus and Christ, are sig. as well the Lord's priestly as His regal prin-

ciple ; namely, by Jesus the divine good, and by Christ the divine truth,

n. 31. That Jesus Christ sig. the Lord as to the divine principle in

His Human, n. 26, 49. That the name Jesus sig. salvation, n. 4G0,

815. That Christ sig. the same as Anointed, Messiah, and ICing, by
which is understood the Lord as to divine truth, and also as to the

Divine Human, n. 684, 815.

JEST, to \_joculari\ To jest from the Word, and concerning the

Word, is to sprinkle the holy things of heaven with the dust of the

earth, n. 1064 ; and that it is a profanation, ill. n. 1064.

JEWS \_Judcei']. See also Judah. That by Jews and by Judah
are sig. all who are in the true doctrine of the church, and, in an oppo-
site sense, they who are in false doctrine, thus who adulterate the truths

and goods of the Word, n. 119, 209, 455. That the Jews represented

the celestial church and kingdom, and the Israelites the spiritual church

and kingdom, n. 405, 433, 960. That a Jew sig. those who acknow-
ledge the Lord and love Him, n. 433, 455. Concerning the quality of

the church with the Jewish nation, n. 433, 746. That they were the

worst of nations, the reason, ill. n. 433. That the Jewish nation,

above every other, was principled in externals without internals, n. 587,

746. That the Jews were terrestrial and natural men, and not celestial

and spiritual, n. 701. That the Jews at this day are altogether natural,

n. 815.

JEWELS FOR THE NOSE and EAR-RINGS [monilia ct

inaures']. That jewels for the nose and ear-rings sig. perception and
obedience, n. 195. That a jewel upon the nose sig. the perception of

good, and ear-rings upon the ears sig. the perception of truth and obe-

dience, n. 272.

JOB \_niohus'\. That the book of Job is one of the mo.st ancient

books, and written by mere correspondences ; but that its spiritual sense

does not treat concerning the holy things of heaven and tlie church, like

the spiritual sense in the Prophets, wherefore it is not among tlic books

of the Word, n. 543, 740.

JOHN \_Johannes~\. That John, among the apostles, represented

those who are in the good of charity, or in the good of love, or in good
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in not. or works, n. 8, 0, 10, 2:>0, 111, 143, GOO, 785, 821, ?7/. 1288.

That .lolm. in the supremo sense, sitj. the Lord as to doctrine, ill. n. 19,

45. That John, wlien ho was in the spirit or vision, was associated

witli tlie anj,'els of the lowest lieaven, n. 3G9. That .lolm the Baptist

represents the Word, the same as Elijah, n. 475, 619, 024, 710, 724.

That the waters with which John baptized sig. introductory truths,

n. 475.

JONAH or JONAS. That Jonah sig. spiritual good, or the good

of charity, n. 41 1, 433. That son of Jonas sig. truth from good, n. 443.

See Peter. That Jonah in the Hebrew tongue sig. a dove, n. 443.

JORDAN. Tliat the waters of Jordan sig. the first truths which

serve and introduce into the church, and these are such as are in the

ultimates, or literal sense, of the Word, n. 395, 700. That Jordan sig.

entrance into the internal or spiritual church, n. 395, 475, 569, 700.

Tliat by Jordan is sig. introduction into the church, and by the stones

thence and in the midst of it are sig. the truths of the church by which

is introduction, n. 430. That by Jordan is sig. the medium between

the external and the internal church, n. 434. That the land of Canaan

on this side Jordan sig. the internal church; and the land beyond

Jordan sig. the external church, n. 434, 440. That Jordan and the

waters of Jordan, in the opposite sense, sig. the falses of evil from hell,

ill. n. 700.

JOSEPH. That Joseph sig. the spiritual church of the Lord, n.

163, 376; also the Lord's spiritual kingdom, n. 222, 316, 336, 5^.

357, 405, 422, 440, ill. and 5^. 448. That Joseph also sig. the good

of faith, n. 237, That Joseph, in the supreme sense, sig. the Lord as

to the divine-spiritual principle, in the internal sense the spiritual king-

dom, and in the external sense salvation, fructification of good, and

multiplication of truth, n. 295, ill. and sh. 448, 654. That the head of

Joseph sig. the wisdom appertaining to the internal man, n. 295, 448.

That the house of Joseph sig. the spiritual church, n. 376, 448. That

by Joseph are meant the spiritual-celestial, who are the highest or su-

preme in the spiritual Mngdom, and communicate proximately with the

celestial kingdom, n. 401, 405. That the land of Joseph sig. the spi-

ritual kingdom and the church thence derived, n. 401, 448. That .Joseph

sig. the celestial-spiritual principle, or the spiritual kingdom itself, which

is adjoined to the celestial kingdom, n. 440. That Joseph sig. those

who are in truths from good, n. 440. That by Joseph is sig. the con-

junction of those who are in the second heaven with the Lord, sh. n. 448.

That by Joseph is sig. the conjunction of the celestial man with the

spiritual, and by Benjamin the conjunction of the spiritual man with the

natural, n. 449. See Benjamin. That Joseph sig. the truth of doc-

trine which has its foundation upon the scientifics of the natural man,

n. 654. That Joseph represented spiritual good, which is truth in the

understanding and will, n. 693. That by Joseph and the tribes of

Israel, his elders or companions, is sig. the Lord's spiritual kingdom as

to good and truth, n. 1145.

JOSHUA [Jehoshua]. That Joshua the high priest sig. the law

or the Word, n. 740.

JOY [gaudiu7n']. That joy sig. spiritual joy, which exists only

from good by truths, n. 458. That joy sig. the dehght originating in

the affection of good ; and gladness sig. the delight originating in the
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affection of truth, n. 652, 660, 1217. See To Make Glad. That the

voice of joy sig. exultation of heart from the good of love, n. 1182.

JUBILATE, to, or MAKE A JOYFUL NOISE Ijuhilare']. That
to jubilate or make a joyful noise sig. worship from the delight of good,

n. 361.

JUDAH \_JehuclaK]. That by Judah is sig. the Lord as to His
kingdom, as to the celestial church, and as to the Word, n. 119, 211,

730, 918. See Jew. That the tribe of Judah represented the king-

dom of the Lord, or the church where the Word is, n. 119, 518. That
by Judah are sig. all who are in good by truths from the Word, ill. and
sh. n. 119. That Judah, in an opposite sense, sig. those who deny the

Lord and adulterate the Woi'd, sh. n. 119. That to sell the sons of

Judah and the sons of Jerusalem to the sons of the Greeks sig. to falsify

the goods and truths of the church, sh. n. 119, 242. That Judah sig.

the church which is in good, n. 141, 433, 449. That Judah sig. the

Lord as to celestial love, and the celestial kingdom of the Lord, n. 205,

208, 222, 278, 357, 364, 376, sh. 433, 653, 730. That the covering

of Judah sig. introductory truths of the church, n. 208. That by the

kings and the princes of Judah, in the opposite sense, are sig. truths

falsified, n. 219. That the house of Judah sig. the celestial church, or

the church as to the good of love, n. 243, 280, 355, 375, 376, 405, 433,

448, 638, 734. That the sons of Judah sig. the truths of the church,

n. 281. That by the tribe of Judah are sig. all goods and truths col-

lectively, the good of celestial love, and divine good, ill. n. 310. That
Judah sig. the Word, n. 376, sh. 433, 799, 811. That Judah also sig.

celestial good, which is the good of love to the Lord, n. 405, 433, 444,

799. That Judah, in the supreme sense, sig. the Lord as to celestial

love ; in the internal sense, the celestial kingdom of the Lord, and the

Word ; and in the external sense, doctrine from the Word, such as

appertains to the celestial kingdom, sh. n. 433. That the dispersed of

Judah sig. those who are in the good of life, and thereby in love to the

Lord, n. 433. That the sons of Judah sig. the goods of the Word,
and the sons of Jerusalem the truths thereof, n. 433. That the cities

of Judah sig. the goods and truths of celestial doctrine, or the truths

of good, n. 433, 449, 538. That by the law-giver of Judah is sig.

divine truth internal, n. 440. That the daughters of Judah sig. the

affections of good and truth with those who are of the celestial church,

n. 453. That the kings of .Judah represented, and thence signified,

truths from good, n. 481. That Judah, in the opposite sense, sig.

diabolical love, which is the love of self, n. 653. That the daughter

of Judah sig. the church from the doctrine of truth derived from the

Word, n. 922. That Judah sig. the will of good, and, in the opjiositc

sense, the will of evil, n. 962. That by Judah and the sons of Israel

his companions is sig. the Lord's celestial kingdom as to gooil and

truths, n. 1145.

JUDAS. That Judas Iscariot represented the Jewish nation as to

the church, n. 433, 740.

JUDE [JiffZas]. Concerning a quotation in.Judc's epistle from ancient

books, which were written by the science of correspondences, ill. n. 735.

JUDiEA. That Juda;a sig. the church, n. 313. That Juda\T. !<ig.

the celestial principle of the church, and the king thereof its spiritual

principle, n. 706.
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JUDGE [y»f/tM-]. That u jiulye si<j. gootl, n. 315. Tliat jiulgcs

«i^. thoso who are in falsos, and, in an abstract sense, the falscs of

thou,';:lit and doctrine, n. 111. That judges also sig. those who are

intoUigont, and, in an abstract sense, the principles which constitute

inlolhgonco, n. 481. That a judge sig. tlic doctrine of good, n. 727.

JUDGMENT [y (/'//«•////«]. See Just, tfusTicE. That judgment
is j)rodicated of truth and intelligence ; also of the truth of doctrine

and of the understanding, and justice of good, or of the good of love

and of the will, n. 405, 519, G27, G52, 730, 887. That to set judg-

ment sig. to give intelligence, n. 406. That judgment aig. the divine

truth of the Word, n. 400, 946. That to bring forth judgment sig. to

instruct, n. 409. That judgments sig. truths, and, in the opposite

sense, falses, n. 411. That judgments sig. truths of doctrine from the

Word, n. 444, 799. That the spirit of judgment sig. the understand-

ing of truth, and the spirit of expurgation the spiritual affection of

truth, n. 475, 734. That judgment is effected by divine ti-uth, n. 850.

That judgment sig. the separation of the good from the evil, n. 875.

See Last Judgment. That the laws of government in the Lord's spi-

ritual kingdom ai"e called judgments, and in the celestial kingdom are

called justice, n. 946. That judgments of justice sig. divine ti-uths

from divine good, ill. and sh. n. 946. That to judge a judgment sig. to

repay according to deeds, n. 1180. That judgments sig. the laws of

divine providence, and hence its works, ill. n. 1199.

JUST or RIGHTEOUS, JUSTICE or RIGHTEOUSNESS,
INJUSTICE \_justus, justitia, injustitia~\. That by a just or righteous

one is sig. good or the good of love, n. 102, 411, 695. That the just

or righteous sig. those who love to do what is good and true, n. 167.

That the just or righteous sig. the celestial, and the saints, or the holy,

the spiritual, n. 204. That just or righteous, and justice or righteous-

ness, sig. divine good and what thence proceeds ; and that holy and
holiness sig. divine truth and what thence proceeds, ill. and sh. n. 204,

972, 973. That to bring an offering in justice or righteousness sig.

worship from the good of love, n. 242, 365, 386, 455, 706. That the

sun of righteousness sig. tlie good of love, which is the divine celestial

principle, n. 283. That justice is predicated of divine good, n. 330, 365,

395, 405, 453, 644, 706. That to hunger after righteousness sig. to

desire good, n. 386. That they are called just or righteous who love

the Lord, that is, who from love do His precepts, n. 401, 911. That
the Lord is called just or righteous from divine good, n. 409. That the

just or righteous sig. those who are principled in the good of love ; and
the holy sig. those who are in truths from that good, n. 458, 644. That
the fruit of righteousness sig. the good of the Word, n. 519. That just

or righteous is predicated of the good of life, and worship thence de-

rived, n. 619. That a just or righteous man sig. the good of hfe,

n. 624. That the lot of the righteous sig. truths from good, n. 727.

That justice or righteousness sig. the good of life from the good of

charity, n. 746. That to do justice sig. to be in good as to life, n. 799.

That justice also sig. the good of love, n. 799. That injustices sig.

falses from evil, n. 1112. That justice or righteousness is spiritual,

moral, and civil good, n. 1193. That true and just, when predicated

of the Lord, sig. those things which are of His divine wisdom, and at

the same time those which are of His divine love, n. 1199. That jus-
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tices or righteousness sig. goods of love, and thence goods of life, n.

1223. That by he that is just or righteous is meant he who is in good
of life, and by he that is unjust he who is in evil of life, n. 1351.

JUSTIFY, to \_justijicare]. That to justify sig. to save by virtue
of divine good, n. 409.

K.

KEDAE. See Arabia.

KEY [clavis']. That a key sig. the power of opening and shutting,

n. 86, 205, 1251. That to have the keys of hell and death sig. to have
the power of saving, that is, to bring forth from hell, and to shut it, lest

man should re-enter, n. 86. That the key to a door corresponds to and
thence sig. admission and opening from one part of the mind [jnens]

into the other part of the mind \_animus~\^ n. 536. That the keys of the

heavens sig. introduction into heaven, n. 820. That the key of the

abyss sig. the divine power of opening and shutting hell, n. 1251.

KID \_hoedus']. That a kid denotes innocence of the second degree,

such as appertains to those who are in the second or middle heaven,

and the good thereof is called spiritual good or charity, n. 314, 780.
KIDNEYS Irenes']. See Eeins.

KILL, to, or to SLAY, and to he SLAIN [_occiclere, interjicere,

confodi, occidi]. That to kill or slay sig. to destroy as to the soul, n.

137. That to kill with death sig. to extinguish, n. 166, 548. That to

slay souls which ought not to die is to deprive them of the life derived

from truths, n. 186. That the slain of Jehovah sit/, those with whom
the truths and goods of the church are extinguished, n. 304. That to

be slain or killed is to perish by evils and falses, n. 315, 328, 405, 584,

G43, 676. That to slay sig. to destroy by falses, sh. n. 315. That by
being slain, when predicated of the Lord, is si(/. the not being acknow-
ledged, and also the being denied, sh. n. 315, 328, 337. What is sig.

by being slain between the temple and the altar, n. 329. That to kill

siff. to extinguish or to falsify truths, n. 366. That to be slain si(/. to

perish spiritually through deprivation of truth, n. 376. That to kill or

slay siff. to deprive of good and truth by falses and evils, n. 314, 1194.

That to kill or smite siff. to be damned, n. 427. That by the stabbed

or thrust through \^coHfossi] arc sig. they who perish by falses, n. 518.

See Slain. That to kill sig. to destroy as to spiritual life, ill. and sh.

n. 315, 547, 572, 584. That to kill sigr. to deprive of the faculty of

imderstanding truth and perceiving good, n. 547. That to slay or kill

sig. to extinguish spiritual hfe by the falses of evil, n. 589, 1194.

That to slay the people siff. to extinguish the truths of the church,

n. 589. That to kill sir/, to destroy the good of love and truth of

doctrine, n. 651.

KINE [vacca']. See Cow.

KING [rex]. That kings sir/, truths themselves of the church in

their whole complex, n. 29, 316, 333, 481, 659, 811, 1034. That
princes denote what is primary in relation to truths, ill. n. 29. That
the prince of the kings of the earths sig. the Lord with respect to diviiio

truth, n. 29. That kings sig. truths from good, or those who are in

truths from good, ill. and sh. n. 31, 242, 283, 333, 355, 358, 406, 408,
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412, 122, 427, 433, 453, 540, 5G2, G25, 654, 850, 1003, 1034, 1129,

12G5, 1330. That kincfs, in tlic opposite sense, sig. those who arc in

falscs from enl, or falses from hell, ill. and sh. n. 31, 316, 375, 412,

518, 540, 562, 1129, 1242, 1330. Concerning the delights of kings

and warriors, n. 182. That a lung si(j. the Lord as to divine truth, sh.

n. 31, 195, 237, 277, 419, 433, 850, 946, 997, 1034. That kings, in

the Word, represent the Lord as to divine trnth, n. 205. See David.

That a vehement king sl(j. the false derived from the love of self, or the

false of evil, n. 275, 654, That kings of the earth sig. all who are in

truths derived from good, and, abstractedly, the truths of the church,

n. 288, 294, 1034, 1089. That by two kings is sig. the truth of the

Word in its internal or spiritual sense, and in its external or natural

sense, n, 304. That the king of the north sig. the false from evil, and

the king of the south sig. truth from good, n. 355, 514, 573, 717, 734,

811. That the daughter of a king sig. the spiritual affection of truth,

n. 412, 684. What is represented by the anointing of Icings, n. 427.

That great Idngs sig. falses from which evils are derived, n. 585. Tliat

many kings sirj. various truths from good, n. 625. That by the law of

a king, in Sam. viii. 14, is sig. the dominion of the natural man over

the spiritual, n. 638. That kings of the earth, in the opposite sense,

sig. the falses of the church, and the rulers sig. the evUs thereof, n.

684. That king, when predicated of the Lord, sig. divine truth, n.

941. That the way of the kings sig. the influx of divine truth, n.

997. That the sons of a king sig. those who are in truths originating

in good, n. 1034 ; and that the same is signified by sons and heirs of

the kingdom, n. 1034. That kings sig. the truths of the Word, n.

1063. That seven kings sig. the truths of the Word falsified and

profaned, n. 1063.

KINGDOM [regnuiii]. That the heavens are distinguished into

two kingdoms, the celestial and the spiritual, n. 31, 740. That the

celestial kingdom of the Lord is called His priestly kingdom, and the

spiritual kingdom His royalty Idngdom, n. 31, 433. That kingdom
sig. heaven and the church as to the truth of doctrine, n. 48, 455, 685,

745, 989, 1086, 1089 ; also the church as to truths derived from good,

n. 48, 333, 373. That the kingdom of God sig. the church as to truths,

sh. n. 48. That kingdom against kingdom denotes the false against

truth, n. 48. What is signified in the Lord's Prayer by " Thy kingdom
come," and " Thine is the kingdom," sh. n. 48. That Idngdom sig. the

truth of the church, and, in the opposite sense, the false, n. 400. That

the kingdom of the heavens sig. heaven and the church, n. 548, 1044.

That kingdoms sig. the churches as to truths or as to falses, n. 573,

1089. That the kingdom of God sig. a new heaven and a new church

from the Lord, n. 612. That the hells are distinguished into two

kingdoms, called the Devil and Satan, n. 740.

KISS, to [osculan]. That to kiss sig. conjunction from love,

n. 684.

KNEAD, to \_depsere]. That to Icnead dough sig. to fabricate

doctrine from cupidities and according to them, n. 555.

KNEES \_genva'\. That the knees sig. conjugial love, and hence

celestial love, n. 365. That the knee sig. the conjunction of natural

good with spiritual good, n. 455. That bending the knees sig. acknow-

ledgment, thanksgiving, and adoration from spiritual good in the natural
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man, n. 455. That the knees sit/, what is spiritual natural, n. 629.
That the knees sig. the love of good, n. 677.

KNOWLEDGES \_cognitiones]. That all knowledges procured from
the "Word, which have not acquired spiritual Ufe, are taken away after

death, n. 193. That to commit knowledges, which are from the Word,
to life, is to think from them, and to will them, and to do them ; and
these are they who become spiritual, n. 193 end. That knowledges and
truths differ in this, that knowledges are of the natural man, and trutlis

of the spirital man, n. 275. That the knowledges of truths are the

truths of the natural man, and the knowledges of goods are the goods
of the natural man, n. 406, 538. That knowledges in the natural man
do not become truths and goods until man lives according to them, u.

406. That knowledges alone, without the life of charity, bring forth

falses of evil innumerable, n. 418. That the truths of the natural man
are the knowledges of truth and good, n. 538. That by the knowledges
of truth and good are meant all things of the literal sense of the Word,
in which and from which are doctrinals, n. 545. That the knowledges
of good are also truths, n. 556.

"KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM. The reason why they, with

their company, were swallowed up by the earth, n. 324.

LABOUR Ijahor']. That labour sig. all things which are of the

thought and faith, n. 98. That to labour sig. earnest bent of the mind
and study, n. 102. That labour is predicated of truth, n. 365. That
labour, in the opposite sense, sig. truth from the proprium, or self-

dei'ived intelHgence, n. 617. That by labour arc sig. the Lord's combat

against the hells and subjugation of them, n. 695. That labours sig.

combats against evils and falses, and infestation from them, thus

temptations, n. 900.

LABOURER [^operarins']. That labourers (Matt. ix. 37, 38) sig.

aU who teach from the Lord, n. 911.

LAKE or POOL \_stagnwii]. That a lake of waters sig. knowledges

of truth, n. 405. That pools or lakes sig. the perception of truth, n.

405. That a pool of waters, and a spring of waters, sig. good, because

truth ; for all spiritual good, which is the good of the church, is

procured by truths, n. 304. That a lake sig. where there is truth in

abundance; also where the false principle abounds, 5/i. n. 1247. Tliat

a lake of fire and sulphur sig. hell, where the love of what is false, and

the cupidity or lust of evil reign, ill. n. 1247, 1274.

LAMB \_agnus']. That the Lamb siq. the Lord as to the Divine

Human, n. 220, sh. 314, 319, 328, 337, 450, 460, 748, 816, 850, 864,

888, 1219. That to eat the lambs from the flock sig. to imbibe the

knowledges of internal good or of the spiritual man, n. 279. Soo

Flock. That the Lamb sig. the Lord as to divine truth or as to tho

Word, n. 297, 460, 482, 936. That a lamb sig. the good of innocence,

also innocence of the inmost degree appertaining to those wlio are in

the third heaven, sh. n. 314, 460, 650, 780. That lanibs sig. those wlio

are in love to the Lord, and sheep those who arc in love towards the

neighbour, n. 314. That the blood of the Lamb sig. tlie divine truth
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l)roeooiling from the Lord niul its roc-option, ii. 329, 476, 748. That
lambs si(/. oolostial goods, and truths thence derived, n. 817. That to

follow the Lamb si)/, to acknowledge the Lord's Divinity, and to do,

His precepts, ill. n. 81)4. That the Lamb siy. the Lord's Divine

Proceeding, also the divine good, n. 888. What is siff. by the song of

the Lamb, n. 936. That to fight with the Lamb sir/, to fight with the

Lord, but not against the Lord, n. 1072. That by (xod and the Lamb
is siff. the Lord as to His Divinity itself from which all things are, and

as to His Divine Humanity, n. 1327, 1335.

LAME [c7f/H<Z«s]. That the lame sig. those who are in good not

genuine, because in ignorance of truth, n. 455, 518, 721. That by the

lame leaping, etc., is sig. joy from perception of truth, n. 455.

LAMENTATION [lamentatio, planctus]. See Mourning.
LAMP, CANDLE \Jampas, hicerua, candela]. That lamps sig.

divine truths, n. 183 end, 274. That by lamps are sig. all things which

appertain to faith, and by oil, what appertains to love, n. 187, 212, 250,

375, 840. That a candle or light sig. truth from good, and thence

intelligence, n. 223. That by lamps or lights \_candelce~\ which shine

are sig. the truths of faith from the good of love, n. 252. That lamps

sig. the truths of faith, n. 252, 274, 375, 840, 1189. That a lamp sig.

div-ine truth from which is divine intelligence, n. 272. That seven lamps

sig. all truths in the complex, which is divine truth, n. 274. That to

light a lamp sig. to illustrate the understanding by divine truth, n. 274.

That lamps lighted sig. the truths of faith from the good of love, sh. n.

274. That a lamp sig. the truth of the Word, of doctrine, and of

faith, n. 517; also the knowledges of truth and good, n. 675. Tliat a

lamp sig. divine truth as to illustration, n. 684. That a lamp or

candlestick sig. heaven and the church, n. 1188.

LANCE [lancea']. That lances sig. truths combating, n. 557. See

Arms of War.
LAND \_terra]. See Earth.
LANGUAGE \lingua\. That the languages of nations sig. their

religious principles, n. 433. See Tongue.
LAODICEA [^Laodicea]. That by the church of the Laodiceans

are meant those who are in faith alone, thus who are in faith separate

from charity, n. 227.

LAST JUDGMENT [idtimum judicium'}. That the last judgment
was executed on those who were in external worship without internal,

n. 391. The reason why a last judgment takes place, n. 397, 413.

That since the last judgment every one, whether he be evil or good, is

judged immediately after death, when he enters into the spiritual world,

n. 413, 754. That a separation takes place between the good and the

evil at the time of the last judgment, and in what manner, ill. n. 426.

Tliat judgment is effected by divine truth, n. 850. That the last judg-

ment sig. the separation of the good from the evil, n. 875. That by

the last judgment all things, as well in the hells as in the heavens, Avere

reduced to order, n. 899. That before the last judgment divine truths

could not be manifested, ill. n. 957. That the last judgment was
executed upon those who were in the world of spirits, and not upon
those Avho are in hell, n. 1276. That immediately after death, conse-

quently before the last judgment, they were judged to hell who denied

God and the Word, consequently who had rejected all thuigs apper-
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taining to religion, n. 1279. That they are condemned who have not

Jived according to the precepts of the Word, and thence could not

receive faith in the Lord, sh. n. 1284. That the last judgment then

takes place when the wicked are so multiplied that the heavens above

cannot be kept in their state of love and wisdom, n. 1275. That
before the judgment upon all took place, goods and truths were taken

away from the evil, and evils and falses from the good, ill. and sk. n.

1351. That the universal judgment was executed upon those who in

external form appeared as Christians, leading a moral and civil life like

spiritual men, but who in internal form were false Christians and infer-

nals, n. 1280, 1286. That it was permitted them by arts to form to

themselves imaginary heavens in the world of spirits, ill. n. 1275.

That these heavens are meant by the former heaven which passed away,

Apoc. xxi., n. 1286.

LAYERS [labra']. That the lavers in the temple siff. purification

from falses and evils, n. 600.

LAW, the [Ze.x-]. That the law, in a strict sense, siff. the ten

precepts of the Decalogue, and, in an extensive sense, the whole Word,
thus all divine truth, n. 329, 392, 799, 850. That the law also was

called a covenant, because a covenant siff. conjunction, and the Word, or

divine truth, is what alone conjoins man with the Lord, n. 392. That

by the law and precepts are siff. such things as teach doctrine, n. 392.

That to hope in the law siff. to impart the knowledges of truth, n. 406.

That the law siff. the divine good of the Word, and judgment the divine

truth of the Word, n. 406, 444. That the law siff. the good of truth,

n. 444. That the law and the prophets siff. the Word in all and every

part of its contents, n. 597, 741, 785. That the law of God sir/.

divine truth, n. 653. That to fulfil the law is to be led of the Lord,

n. 774.

LAW OF RETALIATION [jus talionis']. That the law of reta-

liation was dictated to the sons of Israel, because they were external

men and not internal, n. 556. That it is according to this law, in the

spiritual world, that every one's works follow and judge him, and that

it is done to every one as he himself has done, n. 977.

LAWGIVER or LEGISLATOR [legislator']. That the lawgiver

or legislator sig. divine truth internal, or the Word in the spiritual

sense, n. 440. That legislators sig. those who are in the truths of

good, or the truth of good, n. 447. That the lawgiver sig. the Lord

as to the Word and as to doctrine from the Word, n. 537.

LAWYERS [legisjjeriti']. That they were called lawyers who

searched the Scriptures, and taught how they were to be understood,

n. 536.

LAZARUS. Wliat is sig. by Lazarus in the parable, n. 118, 137.

That Lazarus sig. the Gentiles who were in falses by reason of igM(jrancc

of truth, and thence were not in goods, n. 962, 1143.

LEAD, to [ducere]. That to lead, when predicated of the Lord,

sig. to illustrate, n. 386.

LEAH. That Leah sig. the external church, which is natural, n.

439. See Rachel.
LEAP, to [saltare']. That to leap sig. to do good from joy, n. 405.

That to leap, when predicated of birds, sig. to live, n. 543. That to

leap as a hart sig. to have joy from perception of truth, n. 455.
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1J;AVI:\ or ferment [Jcrmmtinn']. That lonvcn sig. the

false of the natural man, ii. G19.

TiKAVKS [/o/»(f]. See Tkke. That leaves sig. the truths of the

natural man, n. 109, 38(5; also the truths of the literal sense of the

AVonl, n. 38(5. That a leaf sig. the scientific principle, n. 481. Tliat

a green leaf sig. the scientific principle, or scientifics, living from truths,

n. 481. That leaves sig. rational, natural, and sensual truths, i[l. and
sh. n. 1339. That leaves of different trees sig. various truths, con-

cerning which, n. 1339. Concerning terror excited by the agitation of

loaves in the spiritual world, n. 1339.

LEBANON [^Libmins']. That Lebanon, the same as the cedar,

sifjf. the truth of the church, n. 304, 372. That Lebanon siff. truth

and good spiritual, n. 326. That Lebanon sig. the good and truth of

faith, n. 328. That the sides of Lebanon sig. where the goods of the

church are conjoined with truths, n. 405. That Lebanon sig. the spi-

ritual church ; and its cedars and its firs sig. the internal and the

external truths thereof, n. 405. That Lebanon sig. rationality, from
which are intelligence and wisdom, n. 638. That Lebanon sig. the

truths of the church in the natural man, n. 654. That Lebanon sig.

the church as to the rational understanduig of good and truth, n. 730.

LEES [/opces]. That lees and lees refined sig. truth from natural

and spiritual good, with the felicity thence derived, sh. n. 1159. See

Wine.
LEFT, to he \^derelinqin']. That to be left (at the mill) sig. to

falsifv truths, n. 810.

LEGISLATOR [legislator]. See Lawgiver.
LEGS [crura']. That the legs sig. natural good conjoined to spi-

ritual good, and feet sig. natural truth derived from that good, n. 543.

LEND, to [miituo, da7'e]. That to lend sig. to teach, n. 559. Tliat

to lend sig. to communicate the goods and truths of doctrine from the

Word, n. 695.

LENGTH [lorigitifdo]. That length sig. good and the quality

thereof, n. 627, 629, 654. That length is significative of good, and
breadth of truth, n. 675. See Breadth.

LEOPARD [pardus]. That by a leopard are sig. those who are

opposite to innocence of the second degree, denoted by a kid, n. 314.

See Kid. That a leopard sig. reasonings from the natural man dis-

cordant, and yet appearing as true, or to cohere, ill. n. 780, 781. That

the leopard also sig. the false derived from evil, for it denotes truth

falsified by reasoning, and spots denote things falsified, n. 780. That
the leopard sig. the false which is opposite to charity, n. 780.

LEPROSY [lepra]. That the leprosy sig. falsifications, n. 475.

That a leper sig. good consumed by falses, n. 600. That the leprosy

sig. the profanation of truth, but variously, ill. n. 962.

LEVI. That Levi sig. spiritual love or charity, and, in the supreme

sense, the Lord Himself, n. 365, sh. 444, 710. Tliat by the tribe of

Levi is sig. the good of charity, n. 431, 555 ; and, in the opposite sense,

no good of charity, or the evil of the false, n. 443, sh. 444. That by

Levi and his tribe are sig. good works, or the good of charity, which is

the good of life, sh. n. 444. That the sons of Levi sig. the affection

of good and truth, n. 444. That the Levites sig. those who are in wor-

ship from the good of love and charity and from the tniths of faith,
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n. 444., That Levi sig. the spiritual affection of tmth, n. 444. That

Levi sig. adhesion, and adhesion sig. conjunction by spiritual love, sh.

n. 444. That Levi sig. the Lord as to divine good, n. 701. That the

Levites represented the truths of the church, n. 734.

LEVIATHAN. That leviathan, the straight serpent, sig. the

merely sensual, who are without faith, because they do not comprehend

and who reject all things which they do not see with their eyes ; and

that leviathan, the crooked serpent, sig. those who therefore do not

believe, and yet say that they do believe, n. 275. That leviathan, or

the whale, sig. the natural man as to truths, which are called scientifics

and knoAvledges, from which is obtained natural lumen, n. 455 ; or all

things of the natural man in their whole complex, n. 514.

LIBEETY [lihermq. See Freedom.
LIE, LIAR [mendaciimi, iywidax^. That a lie and a liar sig. what

is false, n. 100, 329, 559, 653 ; also truth falsified, n. 186. That to

make a lie sig. to think and will what is false from evil, n. 193. That

a he sig. the false of doctrine, n. 211. That a lie sig. the false from

evil, n. 433. That the teacher of a lie sig. him who teaches the false,

by applying scientifics from the literal sense of the Word to the con-

firmation of falses, n. 559. That to go in a He, or to walk in a he,

sig. to live in falses, n. 653. That to speak a lie sig. to believe falses,

n. 710 ; also to teach what is false from ignorance of truth, n. 866.

That a lie sig. the false derived from the proprium, or the evil of the

will, n. 740. That a lie sig. divine truth or the Word adulterated,

n. 768.

LIE-DOWN, to [discumbere, accmnbere]. That to he or sit down,

as at table, sig. conjunction and consociation, n. 252. See To
Sup. That to he or crouch among burdens sig. life among works, n.

445.

LIFE, to LIVE [vita, vivere]. That in the Lord alone is life from

Himself, and from Him is life in others, which is life eternal, n. 84, 1121.

That life is uncreate, n. 1121. That the hfe of the Lord with man is

in faith and love to Him, n. 84. That life according to knowledges

is the essential of the church, and not knowledges without a life ac-

cording to them, n. 105. What moral life is, and what spiritual life,

and likewise what moral life is derived from spii'itual, and what the

moral life is without the spiritual, n. 182, 186—188, 195. That by

life, in the Word, is sig. the hfe of heaven with man, which is also in

the Word called life eternal, n. 186. That spiritual life, in respect to

moral hfe without it, is as wakefulness to sleep, n. 187. That nothing

else constitutes spiritual life with man but the knowledges of truth and

good from the Word applied to life, n. 196. That life is not given or

implanted, but flows in continually with every one, n. 349. That the

very spiritual life of man is the affection of good and truth, n. 444, 483.

That by living is sig. living from tlie Divine being or princij)le, n. 483.

That naan has conjunction with the Divine ])rincijile, and thence lives to

eternity, by virtue of liis ability to understand truth and to perceive

good, n. 547. That spiritual life is extinguished by the perversions

and falsifications of truth, n. 591. That there are two lives with man,

the life of the understanding and the life of the will, 622. In what

manner spiritual life is procured, n. 902. Iiv what manner life is

destroyed by the faith which at this day i)rcvails, n. 902. That Life
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Itself, wliioli is (i(nl. is tlu' Divine Love in llu' Divino Wisdom, n. l]"il.

Tlint Life Itself, wliicli is CunI, is life in itself iinil not life fruiii itself,

n. 11.-50.

LKillT [/i/r]. That litjlit sig. divine truth proceeding, n. 27, 151,

•112. 122, [)2(;, ('.14, 701, 1)41, 1188. That the light of heaven then

enters into the sjiirit of man when he is in the good of love and eliarity

from the Lord, n. 11)8. That liglit sii/. divine truth, and intelligence

thence derived, n. 223. That the liglit of the sun si(j. the divine truth

from the divine good, n. 257. That by the liglit with which .lehovah

covers Plimself is sig. the divine truth in the heavens, n. 283. That

by light is sig. the divine truth proceeding from tlie Lord, whereby all

are reformed, n. 294. That light is the divine truth proceeding from

the Lord as a sun, and thus from His divine love, n. 401. That the

light of the world sig, the truth of the church, n. 405. That a light

in a mountain sig. truth from good, n. 405. That the darkening of

the light sig. the evanescence of divine truth, n. 601. That the light

of heaven is divine truth ; and that by that light falses are discovered,

and also the thoughts of every one ; and that this light is spiritual

light, u. 1277, 1331. Concerning glory arising from spiritual light,

and concerning glory arising from natural light, n. 1343.

LIGHT \Jumen^. See Lu.men.

LIGHTNINGS \_fulgura']. That lightnings sig. divine truth as to

illustration, n. 273, 353, 702. That lightnings, in the opposite sense,

sig. conflicts and darkenings of the understanding, n. 702, 1014. That

lightning sig. the light of truth from good, n. 821.

LINEN or FLAX [limini]. That a thread of flax sig. truth, n.

627. That linen sig. truth, and when predicated of the Lord or of the

Word sig. divine truth, n. 950. That linen clean and shining sig. truth

genume and bright from the light of heaven, n. 950, 951.

LINEN, fine \_bi/ssiis, bgssinus^. That fine linen sig. truth from a

celestial origin, or truth divine, or genuine truth, n. 195, 236, 242, 619,

1042, 1143, 1166, 1222, 1238. That linen, from its whiteness, sig.

truth, n. 196. That fine linen of needlework from Egypt sig. the

scientific principle grounded in spiritual truth, n. 654. That cotton

[_.rylinum^ sig. the same as fine linen, n. 1143. See Cotton, That fine

linen sig. truth from the Word, clean from celestial good, and shining

from spiritual good, n. 1222, 1223.

LION [/eo]. That the lion from the thicket sig. the false from evil,

n. 223. That by a lion is sig. divine truth as to power, n. 278, 309,

376, 556, 577, 601, 782. That by a hon eating his prey is sig. the

dissipation of evils and falses ; and that to bow himself sig. to put him-

self in power; and that to lie down sig. a state of security and tranquillity,

n. 278. That lions sig. those who are in power by olivine truth,

n. 278. What is signified by a lion upon the watch-tower, n. 278.

Tliat a roaring lion, when predicated of the Lord, sig. the poAver of

leading out from hell or from evils, and defending against evils and

falses, n. 278. What is signified Uy lions roaring for their prey, etc.,

n. 278. That lions, in an opposite sense, sig. the power of the false

from evil, or the internal false as to poAver, by which the church is de-

stroyed and vastated, sh. n. 278, 780, 782. That by a lioness and lions

are sig. the power of evil and the false, n. 304. That the roaring of the

lion sig. the lust of destroying and desolating, n. 304. That a young
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lion sig.. those who are opposite to the innocence of the Last degree

denoted by a calf, n. 314. See Calf. That by the mouth of the lion

is sig. the false violently destroying truth, n. 316. That young lions siff.

the principal and defensive truths of the church, n. 539. That the teeth

of hons siff. the ultimates of the natural man as to science and power,

n. 555. That the grinders {jmolares'] of young lions, and the grinders

of a fierce lion, siff. the truths of the Word falsified, sh. n. 556. That
the heads of lions sig. the destruction of truth, n. 577. That by the

roai'ing of a lion is sig. the ardent affection of defending heaven and the

church, and, in the opposite sense, the ardent cupidity of destroying and

devastating the church, n. 601. That the lion sig. the infernal false as

to the power and cupidity of destroying divine truth, n. 780—782.

That the lion sig. the power of divine truth spiritual, n. 781. That the

mouth of the lion sig. ratiocination, n. 782.

LIP [labiiim^. That the lips sig. the doctrine of truth, or the truth

of doctrine; also instruction, n. 130, 279, 453, 455, 701. That the

lips or languages of Canaan sig. the genuine truths or doctrinals of the

church, n. 223, 391. That the mouth and lips sig. thought and affec-

tion, or understanding and will, n. 580. That the lips sig. doctrinals,

n. 684. That the lip of a lie, or lying lip, sig. falses from evil, n. 908.

That the lips sig. thought from the understanding, n. 923. That the

lips, the tongue, and the spirit of Jehovah sig. divine truth which is the

Word, from its ultimate to its inmost principles, n. 923.

LITTLE or YOUNGER-ONE [minore?inis']. That little or

younger ones sig. those who are led and taught, n. 537, 644.

LOCUST [lociista']. That locusts sig. falses in extremes, n. 283.

That locusts sig. the ultimate sensual principle of man which is in the

false of evil, or the ultimate principle of the life of man's thought, i/l.

and sh. n. 543, 546, 548. See Sensual. That the locust, or the

plague of the locust, sig. the destruction of the whole natural man by

the irruption of evil and the false from the sensual principle, sh. n. 543.

That the locust, in the good sense, sig. the literal sense of the Word,
and the truth and good thereof; hence John the Baptist ate locusts and

wild honey, sh. n. 543, 619. That the locust sig. the sensual principle

as to truth, n. 543. That locusts sig. the corporeal sensual, who are in

the falses of evil, n. 556. That the locust sig. truth in ultimates, or the

false in ultimates, n. 799.

LOFTINESS [elatio]. That the loftiness of man sig. the pride of

man's own intelligence, n. 455.

LOINS [Imnbi']. That by the loins are sig. loves in each sense, the

good and the evil, n. 240. That by the loins being girded is sig. the

good of love, n. 252. That the loins sig. the good of love, n. 355 ; also

the will of good, and the marriage union thereof with the underslaiiding

of truth, n. 519, 627, 72 L That the loins correspond to the marriage

of good and tnith, in which tlicy are who are in the superior heavens, n.

595, 629. That from the loins upwards sig. divine love celestial, and

from the loins downwards sig. divine love spiritual, n. 595. That the

loins sig. the good of the church, n. 637. That by the loins of the fiord

are sig. those who are principled in love to Him, n. 7H0. That tlie

loins and thighs sig. coiijngial love ; in general, love ; and, when pre-

dicated of the Lord, sig. divine love, sh. n. 1242. That this is from cor-

respondence, n. 1242.
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LONG [lo}7ffum'\. Tliat long, and thence to prolong, are predicated

of good, n. i)OU. See To Tkolono.

L(-)OK, to [spectare^. That to look downwards or upwards is to

look from the love by the understanding, n. 112. That they who have
respect to themselves and the world look downwards, but they who have
respect to the Lord and to heaven look upwards, ill. n, 112.

LORD and GOD \^Dominiis et Deiis^. That the Divine principle

of the Lord is to be acluiowlcdgcd in Ilis Human, n. 10. That aspect,

when predicated of the Lord, denotes Ilis divine presence, n. 25. That
by Jesus Christ is siff. the Lord as to His Di\-ine Human, n. 26, 135,

That by .lesus is sig. the divine good, and by Christ the divine truth, n.

31. That the Lord is called God where the Word treats concerning

divine truth, and Jehovah and the Father where it treats concerning

divine good, n. 32, 220, 391, 406. That the Divine of Jehovah was in

the Lord from conception and was the Esse of His life, and is called the

Father, and the divine truth which is from the divine good is called the

Son, n. 32. That the Son of Man denotes the divine truth, and the

Father the divine good, n. 32, 267, 297, 907. That the Son of Man
denotes the Lord as to divine truth, n. 36, 297, 455. That by His

Divine Human the Lord is in first principles and in ultimates, and when
He made these ultimates divine. He brought Himself into the divine

power of ruling all things from primaries by ultimates, n. 41. That the

Lord alone is omnipotent, n. 43. That the Lord is called the Son of

Man as to the Divine Human, and also as to divine truth proceeding, n.

63, 113, 146, 151, 267, 272, 409, 594. That the Lord alone has life

in Himself, and that men are only recipients of life from Him, n. 82.

That the name of Jehovah or of the Lord sig. the all of love and faith

by which He is worshipped, n. 102, 135, 175, 224, 295, 410. That the

Lord is called the First and the Last as denoting that He rules all things

from primaries by ultimates, n. 113. That the all of love and faith

which constitute the church proceeds from the Divine Human of the

Lord, and not immediately from His Divine itself, u. 151. That the

Divine under a human form is the Divine Human of the Lord, and that

this is the primary truth of the church, n. 151. That the Lord as to

His Human [principle] is imderstood by the Word, n. 151. That by the

Father is meant the Divine in the Lord, or which He had from concep-

tion, n. 178, 254. That by the Spirit of God, and also by the Holy
Spirit, is sig. divine truth proceeding from the Lord, or from the Divine

Itself of the Lord by His Human, n. 182. See Comforter and Spirit.

That the Lord is the only fountain of life, and angels and men are only

forms recipient of life from Him, n. 186. That the Lord is the Sun of

the angelic heaven, and the light of that Sun is divine truth, and the

heat of that Sim is divine good, and each is life, n. 186, 422. That by

the garments of the Lord described in the Word is sig. the divine truth

proceeding from Him, and hence also they sig. the Word itself, n.

195. That by Father, when said by the Lord, is sig. the divine good

which is in Him and from Him, n. 200, 297. That by Jehovah in the

Word is".si^. the Lord as to divine good, which is the Divine Esse, n.

205, 220. That the Lord glorified His Human [principle] by putting

off the human from the mother, and putting on the Human from the

Father, which is the Divine Human, n. 205. That the Lord is called

Jehovah from Esse, and thus from Essence, but God from Existere, and
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thus from Existence, n. 220. That the new name of the Lord denotes

His Divine Human, n. 224. That by the name of Jehovah is under-

stood the Divine Human of the Lord, n. 224. That the voice of the

Lord denotes the precepts of the Word, n. 249. That the Lord, when
in the world, subjugated the hells, and reduced all things there and in the

heavens into order, and this from His OAvn proper power, n. 309. That

to acknowledge the Divine Human [principle] in the Human of the

Lord, or the Divine Human [principle], is the primary thing of the

church, by which conjunction is effected, n. 328. That by the Son is

sig. the Divine Human of the Lord, n. 349, 852. That the Father of

the Lord is the Divine [principle] in Himself, and the Holy Spirit is the

Divine [principle] from Himself, n. 365, 852. That the Lord in the

Word is called Lord where the good of love is treated of, and He is

called the God of Jacob when goods in act are treated of, n. 405. That

the Lord, by means of temptations which He admitted into Himself from

the hells, and by victories therein obtained, reduced all things in the

hells to order, and also glorified His Human, that is, made it Divine, n.

405 end. That the Lord appears in the spiritual world as a sun to

those who are in love to Him, but as a moon to those who are in charity

towards their neighbour, and in faith thence derived, n. 422. That the

Lord is called the Redeemer by virtue of His liberating from hell, and

the Former from the womb by virtue of His regenerating man, n. 443,

710. That by the Lord as king of the Jews is sig. the Lord as to

divine truth proceeding from the divine good of His divine love, n. 433.

That with the Lord alone from nativity there was the propensity to

good and the desire of truth as to the natural principle ; with others

not so, n. 449. That the Lord is called the Son of Man from Divine

truth, which is the Word, n. 455. That where the Lord speaks of the

Father and the Son, by the Father He meant the Divine [principle] in

Himself, and by the Son, His Human from that Divine, n. 4G0. That

the Lord appears to every one according to his quality, n. 539. That

the Lord is never angry or wrathful, nor wills, nor does evil to any one,

n. 647. That the Lord wills to bring all to Himself, and to save them,

n. 647. That the Lord is called a servant from serving and ministering,

n. 409, ill. 650. That the Lord's being in the wilderness forty days

represented the duration of all temptations which the Lord underwent

and sustained from childhood, even to the last moment of His life in the

world, sh. n. 650. That tlie Lord is called a vSaviour from the good

of love, and a Prince from the truth of faith, n. 654. That the liOrd

was instructed as another man, but by virtue of His Divine [principle]

He imbibed all things more intelligently and wisely than all others do,

n. 654. Concerning the direful and enormous temptations which the

Lord sustained, and the (quality of them, n. 659, 740, 768. Tliat the

Lord is called Lord from divine good, and Christ, God, and King, from

divine truth, n. 683, 684, 721," 939, 979, 1073. That tlie Lord, so

long as He was in the world, as to His Human was divine truth, n. 684.

That the Divine Human of the Lord proceeded from His essential

Divine principle, n. 684. That the Lord is called Creator, Maker,

Former, and Kedeemer, by reason that He creates man anew, reforms,

regenerates, and redeems, n. 710. That the Lord has infinite power,

ill. n. 726. That by the loms of the Lord are understood those who
are principled in love to Him ; and by His thighs are sig. tliose who are
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{uiiKMiilotl ill lovo towanls thoir iioiLrlibour, n. 7.S0. That tho TiOrd is

vnriou>ly iiaiiu'tl aroonliiiij: to llis divine uttrihuU's, ///. and sli. n. S;'):.'.

That tlio Lord in llis chiklhuod uvciranu' and snhjnuated the most diiv-

fid hells, ///. n. 918. That the Lord is called the Highest, and is said

to dwell in the highest, as being in the inmost, n. 1025. That the Lord
looks at every one from the face, and not from the hinder part of the

head, ill. n. 1112. That the Lord is the Only Man, and ail are men
according to their reception of divine good and divine truth from Him,
n. 1120. That the Lord came into the world to unite manldnd to God
tlie Father in Him and through Him, sh. n. 1292. That the Lord
alone is the God of heaven and earth, sh. n. 1292. That all things in

tho Apocalypse relate to the aclcnowledgment that the Lord is the God
of heaven and earth, and to a life according to His commandments, n.

1312, loGO. Tliat the Lord is in man, according to man's reception,

from faith and from a life according to His connnandments, ill. n. 1352.

That the acknowledgment of the Lord causes His presence, and that

affection which is of love causes conjunction, ill. n. 1340. That no one

can be conjoined to the Lord unless he immediately approach Him,
because the aspect, which is of the understanding derived from
the affection which is of the will, conjoins, n. 1336. That con-

junction is \vith the Divine Human of the Lord, and that such is the

nature of the conjmiction that they are in the Lord, and the Lord in

them, n. 1292. That conjunction is effected by the truths of the Word,
and by a life conformable to them, n. 1292. That the Lord cannot be

conjoined to any one who is in evil, wherefore man must first do the

work of repentance, ill. n. 1340. That the Lord only is to be invoked,

and not any angel, ill. n. 1230.

That they who do not approach the Lord cannot understand the

Word, n. 1361. That the Lord is the Book of Life, which is the

W^ord, n. 1361. That the Lord is the Word, and all things thereof,

ill. n. 1231, 1232. That in the Word of both Testaments the Lord
alone is treated of, and that hence it may appear that the Lord is the

Word, n. 1232. That the Lord fulfilled all things of the Word in the

natural, spiritual, and celestial senses,- ill. n. 1232. That they who do
not immediately approach the Lord cannot be in spiritual light, and that

in spiritual things they think sensually, ill. n. 1252. That the know-
ledge and acknowledgment of the Lord conjoins all the knowledges of

good and truth, or spiritual truths, in one, ill. n. 1325. That the

coming of the Lord is His coming in the Word, and that this is sii/.

by His coming in the clouds of heaven, ill. n. 1232, 1347. See

Clouds.

That the celestial kingdom is the priestly kingdom of the Lord, and
the spiritual kingdom His royal kingdom, ill. n. 12G5. That the Lord
is heaven, n. 1346. See Heaven. That they who are in the Lord,
and the Lord in them, whatsoever they will and ask, they obtain,

because they will and ask from the Lord, ill. and sk. n. 1354. That
man cannot see the Lord such as He is in Himself, and live ; that there-

fore He presents Himself to be seen in the heavens by means of angels,

whom He fills with His majesty, ill. n. 1341. That the truths of the

W^ord are mirrors or glasses by which also He causes Himself to be

seen, ill. n. 1341. That the Lord from the sun looks at the angels in

the forehead, and so turns them to Himself, and in like manner men as
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to their spirit, ill. n. 1341. That the angels continually behold the Lord
as a sun, and continually have Him before their eyes, and this in every

turn of their face and body, which is wonderful, n. 1341. Concerning

the Lord's speaking through heaven with man, n. 1346. That the

Lord alone bore the evils and falses of the church, and all the violence

offered to the Word, sh. n. 1241 ; and that this was effected by combats

against the hells, and that thus he became the Saviour and Redeemer,

n. 1241.

LORD, cruel or hard \_dominus durus~\. That a cruel lord sig. the

evil of self-love, n. 275. That a hard lord sig. the evil of the false,

and a vehement king the false of evil, n. 654.

LORD'S DAY [^Dominica dies]. See Sabbath.

LORD'S PRAYER [oratio Donmii]. That Thy kingdom come,

Thy will be done, as in heaven, so also in the earth, si(jf. the i-eception of

divine good and divine truth which proceed from the Lord, and in which

the Lord is with the angels of heaven and with the men of the church,

and that the will of God is done when those things are received in the

heart and soul, that is, in the love and faith, n. 683.

LOT [so/'s]. That to cast lots upon sig. to dissipate, n. 376,

652, 811. That the lot of the just sig. truths from good, n.

727.

LOVE [«mo?']. That the things of the will or love constitute the

internal of the church, and the things of the understanding or faith

constitute its external, n. 154. That celestial love is from the affection

of the will to do the precepts of the Lord, and spiritual love is to do the

same from the affection of the understanding, n. 154. That to love,

when predicated of the Lord, denotes that He is present, the reason

thereof, n. 213. That the essential Divine [principle] from which all

things are, is Divine Love, n. 295. That love is the very life of man,

and the Divine Love is that from which is the life of all things, n. 423.

That to love the Lord is not to love Him as to person, but to live

according to His precepts, n. 433. That there are two affections, natural

and spiritual ; that the former has for its end self and the world, and

that the latter has for its end the Lord, heaven, and life eternal, n. 444.

That love and charity is the affection of spiritual good and truth, n. 444.

That affection is the continuous principle of love, n. 444, 547. That the

Divine Love of the Lord in the heavens is called celestial and spiritual

from the reception of it by the angels, n. 496. That the love of self is

a merely coi'poreal love, n. 512. That the love of the world corresponds

to the love of the false, and the love of self to the love of evil, n. 57().

That the loves of self and of the world are the roots or origins from which

evils and falses of every genus and species bud fortli and are liorn, n.

584, 653, ill. 982, 1022. That neighbourly love is derived from love to

the Lord, as a posterior from its prior, as what is exterior from its

interior, as an effect from its efiicient cause, n. 707. That love to the

Lord is to love and will those things which arc of the Lord, and love

towards the neighbour is from that will to do, ill. n. 707. That to love

is to will, and to will is to do, n. 785. That spiritual love is the love of

truth in act, n. 832. Concerning the nature of tlie spiritual affection

of truth, ill. n. 867.

Concerning conjiigial love and its origin, n. 983, 991. That love

truly conjugial is from the Lord alone, n. 995. That conjugial love is
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innooonco, n. 99(5. That conjugial love is peace, ii. 997. That con-

jui^iftl love is intollit^once and wisdom, n. 998. That from love truly

ooiij\ii,'ial there is power and protection against the hells, n. 999.

That they who are in eonjngial love, after death, return into youth and

adolescence, n. 1000. That conjugial love is beauty, n. 1001. That

love truly conjugial cannot exist but between two, n. 1004. That
conjugial partners in the heavens appear as one man, n. 1004.

That diabolic love is the love of ruling over heaven, and at the

same time over the world, n. 1126. Concerning divine love and divine

wisdom, n. 1229. See also the treatise following.

That there is celestial love, in which arc the angels of the Lord's

celestial kingdom, and that there is spiritual love, in which are tho

angels of the Lord's spiritual kingdom ; concerning which two kingdoms,

and concerning the loves there, n. 12G5, 1329. That heaven is regulated,

and also the church, before the Lord, according to affections which are

of love, n. 1317. That all things of the new church will be from the

good of love, ill. n. 1316, 1317, 1321, 1326. That knowledge, which

is of thought, in the spiritual world, occasions presence, and that

affection, which is of love, occasions conjunction, n. 1340. That

according to conjunction love will be reciprocal, ill. n. 1340. That the

good of love is formed by the truths of wisdom, ill. n. 1321. That

there does not exist a grain of true, li\ang, and spiritual faith, except

so far as it is derived from spiritual love, which is charity, ill. n. 1317.

That the love of dominion from the love of uses is celestial, and that

they are in this love who reign in heaven, n. 1260. That every love is

felt under some species of delight, and that therefore, unless man knew
what evil was, he might feel evil as good, and thence by falses confirm

it from which man perishes, n. 1317.

LOVER \_amasius']. That lovers s/y. the truths of the church,

n. 811.

LOWER or INFERIOR REGION OF THE WORLD OF
SPIRITS [terra inferior']. Concerning those who were reserved by

the Lord in the lower or inferior region of the world of spirits, n. 899,

1254, 1256, 1257, 1261, 1293, 1295.

LUCID, to be [lucidwn esse]. That to be lucid sifj. to be wise,

n. 1081.

LUCIFER. That by Lucifer is sig. Babel, where all the truth of

doctrine appertaining to the church is either falsified or annihilated, n.

223, 405, 741, 1108. That Lucifer sir/, the love of ruling over heaven

and earth, n. 741, 1108.

LUKEWARM [tepidus]. That the lukewarm sig. those who
are between heaven and hell, and thereby serve two Lords, n. 233.

Concerning the lot of the lukewarm, n. 233. That they who are luke-

warm, that is, neither cold nor hot, are they who live from the doctrine

concerning faith alone and justification thereby, n. 235.

LUMEN [lumen]. That natural lumen or light, in respect to

spiritual light [/mx], is as the darkness of evening to the light of mid-

day, n. 187. That the lumen in the hells is as the lumen from a coal

fire, n. 526.

LUNGS [pulmones]. That the heart sig. celestial love, and the

lungs spiritual love, n. 65. That the lungs sig. the understanding, and

also the truths of faith, ill. n. 107.
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M.

MACHIR. That Machir sig. the same as Manasseh, n. 447. See

Manasseh.
MAD, to he \insanire\. That to be mad sig. to be spiritually

insane, ill. n. 960.

MAGNIFICENT and MAGNIFICENCE \jnagnijicns et magni-

jicentia]. That the magnificent and high sig. those who are in the love

of self and the world ; and the elate and the humble sig. those who are

in self-derived intelligence, sh. n. 410. That magnificence sig. the

good of the church, n. 601.

MAKE, to, MAKER \_facere, factor]. That to make or create

sig. to make man new or to reform him, n. 294. See To Create.

That to make is predicated of good, and, in an opposite sense, of evil,

n. .391. That Maker, when predicated of the Lord, sig. the divme

1, n. 585.

MAKKEDAH \_Ma1clcedaJi]. That the cave of Makkedah sig. the

dire false originating in evil, n. 655.

MALE [mas, masculus']. That by a male is sig. truth, n. 195,

294; hence the images of a male sig. the appearances of truth, n. 195,

725. That male sig. the truth which is of the understanding, and

female sig. the good which is of the will, n. 555. That males sig. those

who are intelligent, n. 652. That the male son or child sig. the truth

of the doctrine of the new church, n. 707 ; or the genuine truth of the

church, n. 724 ; or the doctrine of love and charity, consequently the

doctrine of Ufe, n. 725, 758. That male sig. the doctrine of truth,

which is the doctrine of life ; and female sig. the hfe of truth, which is

the Ufe of doctrine, n. 725.

MAMMON [mammona]. That the unjust mammon sig. the

knowledges of truth possessed by those who are in doctrine and not in

life, n. 430.

MAN \Jwmo, vir]. That by man \liomo'] is represented and sig-

nified the divine wisdom, n. 278. That man [liomo'] sig. the spiritual

affection of truth and good, and thence intelligence and wisdom, n.

280, 546, 554, G29, 695, 768, 817; also the imderstanding of

truth, n. 676. That man [^enosK] sig. intelligence; and man [liomo']

sig. wisdom, n. 280, 400. That man [yir'\ sig. truth, and son of man
\_filius hominis'] the doctrine of truth, n. 280. Tliat man, in tlie

supreme sense, sig. the Lord, because the Lord alone is man, and otliors

are so far men as they receive truth and good from Him ; thus so far

as they love the truth and live according to it, n. 280 ; and that hence

it is, that the universal angelic heaven appears as one man, and also

each society therein ; and hence also it is that the angels appear in a

perfect human form, n. 280. That man as to the body sig. good in

essence, and as to those things which encompass the body, good in

form, n, 283. That good is the esse of man's Ufe, and truth is tlio

existere of Ufe thence derived, n. 295. That not to be of the will of

man sig. not to be in the love of the false, n. 295. That man [rn*]

siq. the intellectual proprium of man, which is the false, n. 295, 329

end, 386, 745. That the midst of the man [vjV] sig. the inteUectual

principle where truth should be, n. 313. That men [homines'] sig.
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tho affoction of truth luul wisdom thence doiivcd, n. 315, 510. That
younjj iiu'ii [_Juven€s'\ si;/, truths, n. 315, 357. That tho man [yj'r]

upiin whom the sign is siq. truth derived from j^ood, n. 315. That

luau [_homo^ sic/, the church as to good, n. 3G4. That man [v/r] and

male si(/. intenigenco or truth, and, in the opposite sense, self-derived

intelligenoe or the false, n. 381, 412. Tliat a man is called man [^homo']

from the good of life, n. 391. That man is an angel when he is in

truths from good, and also becomes an angel after death, n. 430. That

a man [f'«V] si(/. the understanding of truth ; and man [_homo'\ the per-

ception of good, n. 537. That man [hoiuo^ sig. the understanding of

truth and the perception of good, n. 54G, 579. That man is truly man
by virtue of the understanding of truth and perception of good, n. 546,

5G1. That man [t'2>] and woman sig. trutli and the affection thereof,

n. 555. That old man and infant sig. wisdom and innocence, n. 555.

That youth and virgin sig. the understanding of truth and the affection

of good, n. 555. That man \_vir'\ and brother sig. the truth of faith

and the good of charity, and, in the opposite sense, the false and evil,

n. 017, 734. That man [liomo~\ and beast sig. the interior affection

which is spiritual, and the exterior affection which is natural, corre-

sponding to the spiritual, n. G50. That man \_viv'\ and woman sig.

truth conjoined to good, and intelligence thence derived, n. G52.

That man is born first sensual, afterwards he becomes natural, then

rational, and at length spiritual ; and they who falsify the truths of the

church become again natural, and at length sensual, n. G54. Tliat

man \Jiomo'\ is man from the understanding of truth and from the

will of good, ill. n. 725. That a man [yir'\ and his companion sig.

truths among themselves, and, in the opposite sense, falses among
themselves, u. 734. That men who become spiritual are likewise

in the heavens, although in the world as to the body, ill. n. 751.

That a man [yir"] of Jehovah sig. the truth of heaven and the

church, n. 817. That a man [_vir'\ of counsel sig. a man intelligent

from truths from the good of love, n. 1 100. That there are men-angels,

and there are men-devils, and their qi;ality, ill. n. 1145. That man is

only a recipient of what is good and true from the Lord, or of what is

evil and false from hell, ill. n. 114G..

Concerning the consociation of man with angels, ill. n. 134G. That

man does not know any thing of the spirits with whom he is, nor spirits

of man, the reason thereof, ill. n. 134G.

MAN OF WAR [yir belli']. See Soldier. That a man of war

sig. truth combating against the false and destroying it, n. 329, 727

;

or truth derived from good and destroying the false, n. 355 ; and,

abstractedly, truths themselves combating, n. 734.

MANDRAKES \_dudaim']. That mandrakes or dudraim sig. the

marriage of good and truth, or the conjugial principle which exists

between good and truth, n. 434.

MANGER \^prcesepe']. That a manger sig. the doctrine of truth

from the Word, by reason that horses sig. the understanding of the

Word, n. 70G.

MANIFESTED, to be [inanifestari']. That to be manifested sig.

to be revealed, n. 946.

MANNA [mail]. That manna sig. the delight of celestial love

from the Divine Human of the Lord, sh. n. 146. That the hidden
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manna slg. the Lord as to His Divine Human principle, sh, n. 146.

That manna sig. spiritual food, which is science, intelligence, and wisdom,

n. 513. That manna sig. spiritual nourishment, ill. n. 750.

MANASSEH. That Manasseh sig. the will-principle of the

church, or voluntary good, which is the will of good, n. 316, 336, 386,

ill. and ah. 440, 746 ; or the voluntary good of the external or natural

man, n. 405, 440. That Ephraim sig. the understanding of truth and
Manasseh the will of truth, n. 434 end, 440. That Manasseh sig. the

will-principle of the church, and thence the good of life, n. 440, 441.

That Manasseh sig. the new will-principle in the natural, and its quality
;

and Ephraim sig. the new intellectual principle in the natural, and its

quality, sh. n. 440. That Manasseh sig. good in the natural principle,

n. 449.

MANY [multi]. That many is predicated of truths, n. 409, 652.

MARBLE \jnarmor']. See Stone.

MARK or CHARACTER [^character]. That a mark sig. a sign

or testification of acknowledgment, n. 838, 963.

MARRIAGE, MARRIAGE CEREMONIES or NUPTIALS
[jnatrimonium, nuptice~\. That marriages were formerly celebrated at

supper time, and that they sig. the conjunction of good and truth, n.

252. That by marrying and giving in marriage is sig. the conjimction

of the false with the evil, and of evil with the false, n. 617. That the

marriage of man and wife sig. the marriage of truth and good, n. 618.

That the conjunction of good and truth into one is called the heavenly

marriage, and from that marriage is heaven and the church, n. 638, 701

.

That the marriage of good and truth is necessary to constitute the man
of the church as well as the angel of heaven, n. 660. That all intelli-

gence and wisdom is derived from that marriage, n. 660. That there

are marriages in the heavens equally as on earth, ill. n. 710. That
marriage is the marriage of good and truth, n. 710. That marriages,

such as are in the heavens, derive their spiritual origin from the con-

junction of good and truth, n. 817. That the delight of marriage is

heaven with man, n. 987. That marriage is an image of heaven, n.

984. That marriages are holy, n. 988. That heaven is from marriages,

n. 989. That the delights of the love of marriage derive their quality

from the delight of doing good uses, n. 990. Concerning the origin of

the delights of marriage, and that they are innumerable, n. 992.

Concerning potency in heavenly marriages, n. 992. Concerning the

good which results from chastity in marriages, n. 1002. That married

partners in the heavens appear as one man, n. 1004.

That the Word is the medium of conjunction, or of the marriage of

the church with the Lord, n. 1290.

MATRIX \_matrix']. See Womb.
MEADOW \_pratum'\. That a broad meadow sig. the Word, n.

644. That meadows denote those things which are of the spiritual

mind, and thence of the rational, n. 730.

MEASURE, to [_inetiri'\. That to measure sig. to explore the

quality of a thing, and to designate, n. 627, 628 ; or to know and
scrutinize the quality or state of a thing, ill. and sh. n. 1313.

MEASURES and WEIGHTS [mensural et ponderationes']. That
measures and weights in the Word sig. the estimation of the thing

treated of as to good and as to truth, n. 373, 629. That measures
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siff. tlio just estiniatiini aiul ("\]ilorntion of good aiul trutli, ii. 373;
also till' (Hiality of a tliiiii; as to good mul as to trutli, n. 374, 430,
(')2;>.

MEAT [rihus]. See Food.

MEAT- OFFERING and DRINK-OFFERING [mincha et liba-

»«<•«]. That a moat-ofToiing sig. the good of love and charity, or the

good of tho cliuroh, n. 242, 44'J, 491, 637. That a meat-offering sig.

worsliip from colostial good, or the good of celestial love, n. 324, 325.

That moat-ofloring and drink-offering sig. worship from the good of

love and tho truths of faith, and, in the opposite sense, sig. worship

from evils originating in the love of evil and from falses of faith, n. 376.

That a meat-offering si(j. worship from the good of charity towards the

neighbour, n. 444. That meat-offering sig. good in the natural man,

n. 449.

MEDES \_Medi'\. That the Medes sig. those who are against the

goods and truths of the church, n. 242, 357, 710, 724. That the bows

of the INIedes sig. doctrinals of the false combating against truths and

goods, n. 242, 357.

MEEK \jnites']. Tliat the meek sig. those who are in the good of

charity, n. 304.

MEGIDDON. That Megiddon sig. the same as Armageddon, the

love of honour, of rule, and of supereminence, n. 1010.

IMELCHISEDEK. That Melchisedek, king of Salem or holiness,

sig. Divine Truth, n. 179. That he i-epresented the Lord as to divine

good and divine truth, as a priest and as a king, n. 376.

MELECHETH or QUEEN. That Melecheth or the Queen of the

heavens sig. falses in their whole complex, also evils in their whole

complex ; and sig. the same as the host of the heavens, n. 324, 555.

That to make cakes to Melecheth of the heavens sig. to worship

infernal evils of every kind, sh. n. 555.

MEMORY [inemoria']. That every man has two memories, a

natural or exterior memory and a spiritual or interior memory, n. 569,

832 ; and thence two principles of thought, interior and exterior, n. 832.

MERCHANT [negociator, mercator']. That merchants sig. those

who communicate and teach the knowledges of truth and good, n. 314

;

also those who falsify the truths of the Word, who communicate and

vend them, n. 450. That a merchant-man sig. those who procure to

themselves goods and truths, by which heaven and the church may be

attained, n. 1044; or those who procure for themselves the knowledges

of good and truth from the Word, thus who cither teach or learn those

knowledges, n. 1104, 1138, 1190. That a merchant sig. instruction,

also those who instruct and who are instructed, n. 1 104. That merchants,

in the opposite sense, sig. those who procure for themselves knowledges

of what is evil and false, n. 1138, 1190. That merchants sig. those

who procure for themselves such things as are signified by riches in the

Word, n. 1162. See Riches.

MERCHANDIZE [jnerces']. That merchandizes sig. the know-
ledges of good and truth from the Word, n. 1104. See Merchant,
Trade. That merchandize sig. falses and evils of doctrine, n. 1139,

1141. That the merchandize of whoredoms sig. falsifications and

adulterations of good and truth, n. 1139.

MERCHANDIZE, to \_mercari']. See To Trade.
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MERCIFUL, to be, or TO HAVE MERCY [misererq. That to

be merciful, or to have mercy, when predicated of the Lord, is to do
good to the needy from a principle of love, n. 295.

MERCY [inisericordicq. That mercy, when predicated of the

Lord, sig. the divine good of the divine love, n. 316, 541. That mercy
sig. good from the Lord, n. 365.

MERIT \_ineritinn']. That good and truth from the Lord are not

appropriated to man, but that they are continually of the Lord; where-
fore no one can say that he merits, ill. n. 1265.

MESSIAH [ifessmsj. See Christ and Lord.
METALS [inetallci]. That metals from correspondence sig. things

spiritual and celestial, all which have reference to goods and truths, n.

176. See Gold, Silver, Brass, Iron. That the ages were denoted

by the names of the metals, n. 176. That brass, iron, tin, and lead,

sig. the things which are of the literal sense of the Word, or the goods
and truths of the natural man, for whom the literal sense of the Word
is given, n. 540.

MICE [mures']. That mice sig. the falses of the sensual man, n. 700.

MICHAEL. That Michael and his angels sig. those who are in

favour of the Divine principle of the Lord in His Human, and in favour

of the life of love and charity, n. 735. That by Michael is understood
that part of the angelic function which defends that part of doctrine

from the Word, which teaches that the Human of the Lord is Divine,

and that man must live a life of love to the Lord, and of charity

towards his neighbour, n. 735. That Michael, from its derivation in the

Hebrew tongue, sig. Who is as God P n. 735.

MID-DAY [meridies']. See Noon.
MIDDIM \_Middi7ii]. That Middim sig. the rational principle as

to truth, n. 355.

MIDIAN \_Midian]. That Midian sig. those who are in tlie

laiowledges of truth, but not in a life agreeable thereto, n. 430,

That Midian also sig. those who have no concern about truth, being

merely natural and external, n. 455. That the Midianites sig. those

who are in the falses of evil, n. 502, 555. That the Midianitish

woman sig. the defilement of good by falses, and thence good adul-

terated and profaned, n. 555.

MIDNIGHT [media nox]. That by midnight when the cry arose

is sig. the last judgment, and, in general, the last state of man's life,

when he must be judged for heaven or hell, n. 252.

MIDST [inedium']. That the midst sig. the inmost and centre from
which is all influx, n. 97 ; or the centre Lo which all things in the cir-

cumference look, and from which they proceed, n. 110. That the midst

also sig. within, or inwardly in [_intus apud'] man, n. 222, 659. Tliat

the midst, or in the midst, sig. the inmost, and hence also the whole and
every where, n. 313, 340, 482, 684, 922. That to be set in the midst

sig. that all things are thence derived, n. 431. That in the midst sig.

in the universal, and thus the all, n. 529.

MIGHTY, ROBUST [fortis, robustus]. See also Strong. That
a miglity man sig. truth derived from good which destroys evil, n. 355.

See Man of War and Soldier. That the fat of the mighty sig. evils

conquered and dissipated, n. 357. That robust is predicated of the

power of evil, n. 556. That mighty man and man of war sig. truth
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combating against evil and falsos, n. 727. That tlio mighty or robust

sig. those who arc in the love of good, n. 922. That a mighty angel

.<!i<7. divine truth in its power, n. 1182. That mighty s/^f. those who
possess erudition, n. 1244.

MIGRATE, to, or TO REMOVE [migrare]. Tliat to migrate or

remove out of a place sig. rejection, n. 811. That vessels of removing

sig. truths of doctrine ejected, n. 811.

MILE [^jnilliure']. That a mile sig. the same as a way, that which

loads away and leads, n. 55G. See Way. That miles, like ways in

general, sig. progressions in a series according to the thoughts arising

from aftection, n. 924.

MILK [/of]. That milk sig. the truth by which is good, and butter

the good thence derived, n. 304. That milk of the flock sig. the good

of truth internal, n. 314. That milk sig. the good of spiritual truth,

n. 376; also what is spiritual from a celestial origin, n. 617. That

milk sig. divine truth spiritual natural, n. 617. That milk sig. the

doHght of spiritual good, and honey the delight of natural good, n. 619.

That milk, which is given to suckle, sig. truth from the good of love,

n. 710. See To Suck, Womb. That milk sig. truth from good, the

same as paps, n. 710. See Paps. That wine and milk sig. spiritual

truth, and natural truth thence derived, both originating in good, n.

840.

MILL [^mola']. That to grind in a mill sig. to procure for them-

selves the truths of doctrine from the Word, n. 555. That to grind

sig. to falsify truths, or to confirm falses, n. 1182. That by two grinding

at a mill are sig. those who confirm themselves in truths, and those who
confirm themselves in falses, n. 1182. See To Grind.

MILL-STONE \_lapis violaris']. That a mill-stone sig. confirma-

tion of truth, and also the confirmation of the false, also the production

of truth from good or the production of what is false from evil, n. 1182,

1187. That the voice of mill-stones sig. joy of heart from the good of

love, n. 1182. What is sig. by not taking away the upper or nether

mill-stone to pledge, n. 1182.

]\IIND \jnens~\. That every man has an inferior or exterior mind,

and a mind superior or interior, and that the inferior or exterior mind
is the natural mind and is called the natural man, and the superior or

interior is the spiritual mind and is called the spiritual man, ill. n. 527,

ill. 644.

MINISTER, to, MINISTRY Iministrare, ministerium]. That
ministry and to minister are predicated of the good of love, and that by
ministering to Jehovah or tlie Lord is understood to worship Him from
the good of love, and hence ministry has reference to works, n. 155,

336. That by Jehovah making His ministers a flaming fire is sig. that

they are recipients of divine good or the good of love, n. 155, 504.

That ministry is predicated of those who are in the celestial kingdom,
and sennce of those who are in the spiritual kingdom, n. 155. That
he is called a servant who is in truths, consequently he who serves, and
that he is called a minister who is in goods, consequently he who
ministers, n. 1340.

MIRACLE [miraculuni]. That by all the miracles of the Lord are

sig. such things as appertain to heaven and the church, thus spiritual

things ; from which circumstance His miracles were divine, n. 239, 455,
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475, 502, 899. That divine miracles sig. divine things, because the

Divine [principle] is in them ; but miracles not divine sig. nothing,

because there is nothing of the Divine [principle] inwardly in them, n.

419, 899. That all the miracles recorded in the Word involve and sig-

nify spiritual things appertaining to heaven and the church, n. 543, 899.

That by a miracle is understood that which excites, strikes, and induces

astonishment, n. 706. Concerning the difference between a sign and a

miracle : that a sign moves the understanding and its faith, and a

miracle the will and its affection, ill. and sli. n. 706. That signs, by

which are meant miracles, sig. testifications that truth is false, and, in

the opposite sense, that false is truth, n. 1246.

MIRE yccenuvi]. That mire of the streets sig. falses, n. 355. That

the mire of clay sig. evil of life, n. 666.

MISERABLE [iniseri^ miserabilis'\. That the miserable sig. those

who are in no knowledges of truth, or who are not in truths, because not

in the knowledges of them, n. 238. That the miserable also sig. those

who are La temptations in the world, n. 365. That the miserable also

sig. those who are infested by falses, n. 388.

MITRE [cidaris']. See Tueban.
MIX, to [riiiscere]. That to mix, and to fill with mixture, sig. to

falsify truth and profane it, n. 960. See Cup. That to mix and mix-
ture sig. profanation, n. 1116.

MOAB \_Moabus']. That Moab sig. those who adulterate the goods

of the church, n. 235, 315, 410, 637, 653, 655, 811 ; also those who
are in spurious goods, and thence in falsified truths, n. 316; or in the

life of the false principle derived from the love of self, n. 401. That
Moab sig. the adulteration of good and truth, and thence those who
pervert the good and truth of the Word, n. 411. That Moab also sig.

those who are in the ultimates of the Word, of the church, and of wor-
ship, n. 417. That Moab sig. those who are in falses from evil, n. 532.

That Moab sig. those who are in natural good, and adulterate the goods
of the church ; and that they have no understanding of truth, nor

science of ti'uth, n. 637. That the waster of Moabs/^. the adulteration

of the Word as to the literal sense, n. 727. That Moab sig. those who
are in natural dehght, and therefore adulterate the goods of the Word,
n. 811.

MOCK, to [illudere'\. That to be mocked, when predicated of the

Lord, sig. blasphemation, n. 655.

MOLECH. What is sig. by giving the seed to Molech, n. 768.

MOLTEN IMAGES [fasilia']. See Sculptured Things.
MONEY \_pecunia'\. That money sig. the knowledges of trutli and

good from the Word, n. 193.

MONTH \jnensis'\. That months sig. the same as moons, namely,

truths from good, n. 401. That months sig. states, also states of the

church, n. 548, 633. That a month sig. man's state of life as to truth,

ill. and sh. n. 1338.

MOON \luna]. That the moon sig. the false of faith, n. 270, 573;
also the false of evil, n. 298. That the moon, in the opposite sense, sig.

faith derived from love, n. 304. That the moon sig. the divine spiritual

principle, which is the divine truth, n. 329. That "even till tlie moon
is not " sig. that truth will be conjoined to good so as to be one, n. 365,
401. That in the heaven where the spiritual angels are, the Lord
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appears as a moon, n. 401 ; hence by the moon is sig. the Lord as to

divine spirilnal truth, n. 101. Tliat the h<,^ht of the moon sig. divine

truth proceeding from the Lord in the spiritual kingdom, n. 401. What
is understood by " the Hght of tlie moon shall be as the light of the

sun," etc., sh. n. 401. That the moon sig. the good of charity, which

in its essence is truth from good, and is called the truth of faith, n. 401,

573. What is sig. by " the moon not causing her light to shine," n.

401. That moons and months sig. the same, namely, truths from good,

n. 401. That the moon, in the opposite sense, sig. falses derived from

tlie love of self; hence also the moon sig. natural lumen derived from

that love, n. 401. That by the moon is also sig. the good of faith, n.

453 ; also the truth of faith in which is charity, or faith originating in

charity, n. 708, 709.

MORNING \jnane]. That morning sig. the coming of the Lord,

and then a new church, n. 179, 612. That thence the Lord is called

the morning star, n. 179, 1357. See Star. That morning sig. the

commencement of a new church, and evening, the end of the former

church, n. 179, 610, 677. That morning has various significations

according to the series of the things treated of in the internal sense of

the Word, sh. n. 179. That morning sig. the divine good, sh. n. 644.

MOSES. That Moses sig. the historic Word, and Elias the pro-

phetic, n. 64, 405, 594, 624, 937, 1070. That Moses represented the

Lord as to the Word, n. 444, 746. That Moses represented the law,

by which is understood the divine truth, n. 624, ill. 937. Concerniog

the body of Moses, mentioned by Jude, ill. n. 735. That Moses sig.

the Word of the Old Testament, n. 936, 937. What is sig. by the

song of INIoses, and of the Lamb, n, 936. That Moses sig. the Word
of the Old Testament, both historical and prophetical, ill. n. 937.

That Moses and the Prophets sig. the historic and prophetic Word,

u. 937.

MOST ANCIENT CHURCH [ecclesia antiquissima]. Concern-

ing the state of the men of that church, and their perception, n. 617.

That the most ancient people worshipped God under a human form, n.

1116.

MOTE [festuca]. That a mote sig. a slight false of evil, n. 746.

MOTHER [inciter']. That by mother is sig. the church as to truth,

n. 9, 240, 250, 304, 600, 624, 785. That to smite the mother upon

the sons sig. to destroy all things of the church, n. 166. That by mother,

in the opposite sense, is sig. the church perverted, n. 280. That father

sig. the good of the church, and mother the truth of the church, n. 532.

That mother sig. the cupidity of the false, n. 724. That by the mother

of the Lord and by woman is sig. the church, n. 821.

MOUND or HEDGE [inaceria]. That mounds or hedges sig.

truths not appearing, because falsified, n. 543, 637.

MOUNTAIN [?rtons]. That the mountain of Jehovah sig. heaven,

n. 220, 403. That mountains sig. the goods of love, and their founda-

tions the truths of faith, n. 304, 355, 373, 400, 433, 483. That moun-
tains and high mountains sig. the goods of love to the Lord, and hills

the goods of charity towards our neighbour, n. 304, 313, 376, 400, 401,

405, 433, 448. That a mountain of holiness sig. heaven, specifically

the inmost or third heaven, n. 314, 391. That the top of the mountains

sig. the good of love to the Lord and celestial love, and, in the opposite
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sense, the love of self, n. 324, 405. That the head of the mountain

sig. heaven, n. 329, That mountams sig. divine good, n. 375. That
mountains sig. the loves of self and the world, or the love of evil, n.

401, 405, 410, 411, 815. That mountains also sig. the goods of charity,

or spiritual goods, or goods of life, n. 405, 410. That the mountains

of God sig. the goods of charity, or the goods of love, n. 405, 946.

That between the mountains sig. truths from goods, n. 405. That

mountains of the east sig. goods of love to the Lord, n. 405, 422 ;
also

the most ancient church, which was principled in love to the Lord, n.

448. That mountains sig. the evils of the love of self, and hills the

evils of the love of the world, n. 405, 510. That mountains of twilight

sig. evils of the false, n. 405. That mountains sig. the goods of celes-

tial love and hills the goods of spiritual love, sli. n. 405, ill. and sh.

510. That a mountain sig. celestial good, n. 449. That the mountain

of holiness sig. the church as to the good of love and as to the good of

life, n. 502, 654. That a mountain burning with fire sig. the love of

self; and thence the love of self-derived intelligence, u. 510. That the

high mountain sig. love to the Lord, n. 612. That the mountains of

Israel sig. the spiritual church, in which the good of charity is the

essential, n. 617, 650. That the mountains of eternity sig. the most
ancient or celestial church, and the hills of the age the ancient or

spiritual church, n. 639. That the mountain of holmess, when Jerusalem

is meant, sig. the church as to the truths of doctrine from the good of

love, n. 799. That mountains sig. the church as to the good of love,

n. 1025. That seven moimtains sig. the goods of the Word adulterated

and profaned, n. 1062. That a great and high mountain sig. the third

heaven, ill. n. 1305.

MOUKNING, TO MOUKlSr [luctits, lamentatio, planctus, lugere].

That mourning and lamentation sig. grief on account of the vastation

of the church as to truths and as to good, n. 555. That mourning in

ancient times was represented by vai'ious things which were significa-

tive, ill. and sh. n. 637. That lamentation \_planctus'] sig. grief that

there is no more restoration or salvation, n. 659. That mourning
[luctus^ sig. desolation, n. 1119; when there is no longer any truth, n.

1125. That to mourn or mourning sig. grief of heart, n. 1164. See

To Weep.
MOUTH \_os'\. That the mouth, when spoken of the Lord, sig.

divine truth, n. 73. That " out of the mouth," when spoken of the

Lord, sig. out of the Word, n. 235. That the mouth sig. thought, and
speech thence derived, and persuasion, n. 316, 419, 455, 578, 579, 782,

866. That all things about the mouth sig. such things as appertain to

the perception and understanding of truth, n. 556. That the mouth
sig. thought from affection, n. 580, 763. That by what enters into the

mouth are sig. all things which enter into the thought from the memory
and from the world, ill. n. 580. That by the moutli and lips are sig.

thought and affection, or understanding and will, ill. n. 580. That the

mouth sig. what is exterior, n. 618, 619. Tliatby the mouth is sig. the

external of the Word, n. 619, 622. That in the mouth sig. outwardly

or without, n. 569. That to open the iriouth and to swallow sig.^ when
predicated of the church, to take away and not to receive, n. 764. Tliat

to dilate the mouth sig. the delight of the thoughts originating in falsi-

fication, 11. 768. That the mouth sig. ratiocination, n. 782. That the
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montli sig. doctrine, from wliioli is instruction, preaching, and reasoning,

n. 704.

MUCH or MANY [mil Iturn']. That much or nianj', and multitude,

are predicated of truth, and great and greatness, of good, n. 33G, 337,

424, G52, 704. That much or many is predicated of truths from good,

n. 424 ; and, in the opposite sense, of tlie falses, n. 794.

MUD [/»<«m]. See Clay.

MULE [mvlus']. That mules sig. the internal rational principle

>\hich is spiritual, n. 355; or rational things, n. 1155.

MULTIPLY, to [imiltiplicare']. That to multiply is predicated of

truths, and, in the opposite sense, of falses, n. 391.

MULTITUDE \jnultitudo turha']. That multitude is predicated

of truth, and magnitude, or greatness of good, n. 336, 386, 410, 492.

That multitude, in the opposite sense, sig. falses, n. 573. That multitude

denotes abundance, n. 644. That multitudes or crowds \_turhcc'\ sig.

truths or falses, but exterior, n. 1077. That multitude sig. all who are

in the heavens, n. 1214. See Crowd.
MURDER, MAN-SLAUGHTER \Jwmocidium, seu hominis oc-

cisio^. That murders sig. the extinction of the understanding of truth,

of the will of good, and thence of spiritual life, n. 589, 590. See To
Kill.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS [instrumenta musica']. That stringed

instruments sig. things spiritual, or those things which appertain to

truth ; and wind instruments sig. things celestial, or those things whieh

appertain to good, n. 323, 326, 856, 863, 935, 1185; that hence the

former belong to the spiritual class, and the latter to the celestial class,

n. 323, 326, 856, 863. That the timbrel sig. the joy of spiritual good,

and the harp the joy of spiritual truth, n. 323. That a psaltery of ten

strings [nablium decachordii'] sig. spiritual good corresponding with

confession from spiritual truths, n. 323. That the psaltery [nabliimi^

sig. spiritual good or the good of truth ; and the harp sig. spiritual truth

or the truth of good, n. 323. That, in an opposite sense, musical

instruments sig. gladnesses and joys resulting from the affections of

•what is false and evil, n. 326. That- harmonies of musical sounds are

from the spiritual world, and signify affections with their gladnesses and

joys, n. 700. That harps sig. confessions from spiritual truths, n. 856.

That psalteries [^nabliu^ sig. confessions from spiritual good, n. 323,

856. That pulsatory and wind instruments describe the joy of those

who are of the celestial kingdom ; and stringed instruments and

singing describe the gladness of those who are of the spiritual kingdom,

n. 863, 1185.

MUST [^mustum']. See Wine. That must sig. the same as wine,

truth derived from the good of charity and love, n. 695.

MYRIAD or TEN THOUSAND [mgrias^. That myriads and

chiliads sig. very many, consequently store and abundance, n. 316. That

myriads of holiness sig. divine truths, n. 204. That myriads szV/. things

innumerable, and are predicated of truths ; and that chiliads or thousands

sig. the same, but of goods, n. 336, 573, 700. That two myriads of

myriads sig. innumerable, conjoined, and conspiring, n. 573.

MYRRH [myrrha']. That myrrh sig. natural good, n. 324, 491.

That myrrh sig. the good of the ultimate degree, aloes the good of the

second degree, and cassia the good of the third degree, n. 684.
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MYRTLE [mp'tus']. That the myrtle siff. spiritual good, and the

oil or olive tree celestial good, n. 294. That the myrtle siff. rational

truth of an inferior order, n. 730.

MYSTERY [^mi/sterium']. That mystery, written on the forehead

of the woman, siff. what hes hid in the heart and does not appear before

the vulgar, n. 1046.

N.

NAAMAN. That Naaman, the leper of Syria, represented and

signified those who falsify the knowledges of truth and good from the

Word, n. 475.

NAILS OF THE HAND [ungues^. That the nails sig. the falses

and evils of the sensual man, n. 555.

NAIL [clams']. That by the nail is sig. truth strengthening, n. 355.

NAKED, NAKEDNESS [nudus, iiuditas]. That to be naked
sig. to be deprived of the knowledges of truth and good ; and to walk

naked sig. life without such knowledges as means, thus a hfe not spi-

ritual, but merely natural, n. 187. That the naked sig. those who are

without the understanding of truth, because without the will of good,

n. 238, 240, ill. 1008. That naked and nakedness s?^. what is deprived,

or the deprivation of intelligence and of love, thus of the understanding of

good and the will thereof, n. 240, 654, 1081. That the naked sig. those

who are in celestial good, and, in the opposite sense, those who are not

in good, because not in truth, n. 240, 244. That to cover nakedness

sig. to remove the evils of the will and the falses of the understanding,

n. 240, 283. That by being naked and bare is sig. to be without good

and truth, n. 240. That by the naked are also sig. those who are

ignorant of truths, and nevertheless desire them, n. 240. That by

being naked is also sig. the good of innocence, n. 240. That the shame
of nakedness sig. filthy loves, ill. n. 244, That to cover the naked sig.

to instruct in truths him who desires to be instructed, n. 295, 386.

That being naked sig. destitute of truths, n. 714. That nakedness of

the genitals sig. filthy love, or the lascivious principle of adultery,

n. 1009.

NAME [jiomett]. That all names in the Word sig. things, and the

quality of things and states, n. 9, 256, 436, 563, 676, 735, 768, 778,

798, 1039. That by the name of Jehovah or of the Lord are sig. all

things of love and faith whereby He is worshipped, and by which niau

is saved by Him, n. 102, 295, 329, 340, 532, 676, 696, 745, 798, 815,

943. That by the name of Jehovah is sig, the Lord as to the Divine

Human, ill. and sh. n. 102. That by a name is sig. the quality of tlie

state of life, n. 148, 186, 200, 453. 519, 563, 806. That to call by

name, when predicated of the Lord, sig. to know tlie cpialitios of all, and

to give to them according to their state of love and faith, n. 148, 222,

294, 453, 746. That to believe in the name of the Lord sig. to live

accoi'ding to the precepts of His doctrine, n. 295. That to call the name
sig. to know the quality of a thing, or of what quality it is, n. 650.

That the names of men sig. truths originating in good, n. 676. That
in the spiritual world all are named according to the quality of their

life, ///. n. 676, 806. That the name sig. the quality of the state of
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tlie lit'o, n. G7l). That the name of holiness sig. all the quality of the

truth of heaven ami tlie chuirli, n. 708. That a name si(/. the quality

of the good of love, and thenee of life, n. 841. That the name of God
si(/. divine truth proceeding from the Lord, thus the Word, n. 984,

That the name of Uod, in the supreme sense, siy. the Divine Human of

the Lord, n. 1025. Tliat full of names si(j. the quality of the holy

things of the Word, n. U»;39.

N^Vl'HTALI. That Naphtali siff. temptation, and thence regenera-

tion, n. 439, 441 ; also combat against evils and falses which infest

the church, n. 439. That Naphtali siff. the uniting medium between the

internal and the external, n. 441.

NATHAN. That Nathan siff. the doctrine of truth, n. 555.

NATION [gens']. Tliat nations, in the Word, sig. they who are in

goods or in evils of life, and, abstractedly, goods or evils ; and people

siff. they Avho are in truths or in falses of doctrine, and, abstractedly,

truths or falses, n. 175, 330, 355, 365, 406, 422, 427, 454, 657, 684,

693, 734, 768, 803, 881, 923, 1020, 1077, 1191, 1329, 1332. That

by nations and kings the same is meant as by nations and peoples, n.

175, sh. 1330. That nations and tongues, or nations and kings, siff.

all who are in the goods of love, and thence in truths, n. 175, 208.

That by the nations or Gentiles \_gentes'] are understood all who are in

love and faith towards the Lord, whether within the church or without

it, n. 175, 945. That by a just nation, also by a host of nations, are

siff. those who are in good, n. 208, 223. That the way of the nations

siff. the false from evil, n. 223. That by nations are sig. all who are in

good, n. 2SS, 294, 401, 431. That nations siff. those who are of the

celestial kingdom of the Lord, and people, those who are of His spi-

ritual kingdom ; thus those who are in celestial good, and those who
are in spiritual good, n. 330, 433, 625. That nations sig. the evils

which are hereditary in man, n. 388. That nations also sig. those who
are principled in good, and, abstractedly, goods, n. 388. That nations

sig. the evils of the false, n. 400. That nations sig. the good of the

church, and, in the opposite sense, the evU ; and kingdom the truth of

the church, and, in the opposite sense, the false, n. 400, 406, 417.

That nations also sig. evils from hell, n. 518. That the violent of the

nations sig. evils which destroy goods, n. 537. That many nations sig.

evils from which falses are derived, and great kings falses from which

evils are derived, n. 585. That nations sig. goods of life from which

are truths, n. 600. That nations sig. those who are in evils, and thence

in falses, n. 629 ; or those who are in evils as to life, and thence in

falses as to doctrine ; and, in the abstract sense, evils of hfe and falses

of doctrine, n. 631 ; also the cupidities of evil, n. 650. That nations

sig. the truths of the church, and also the goods of the church, n. 654.

That a nation from afar sig. the false of evil, which is the false of the

sensual man, n. 724, 911. That all nations sig. evils of every kind, n.

811. That a nation siff. those who are in the good of hfe, because in

the good of love, n. 872, 881. That nations sig. the goods of the

church, n. 881.

NATURAL [ naturalis]. That the natural man is interior, middle,

and exterior, n. 410. That the natural man may be called an animal,

ill. n. 650. That the natural principle is the good of life, the spiritual

the good of charity, and the celestial the good of love to the Lord, n.
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700. Concerning spiritual natural love in which are the angels of the

first or ultimate heaven, n 834. That the natural principle of man is

threefold, rational, natural, and sensual, ill. n. 1147.

NATURE [natura]. Concerning nature, whence and in what man-
ner it exists, ill. n. 1206, 1207.

NAZARITE \_Nazirceus]. That the Nazarites represented, and

thence in the Word sig.^ the Lord as to divine truth in ultimates ; and

hence sig. divine truth from the Lord, n. 196, 652. That the Nazarites

represented the Lord as to the Divine Human, n. QQ, 196, 364. That
in a respective sense they sig. the good of celestial love, n. 364. That

the Nazarites represented the Lord as to His divine celestial [principle],

n. 372. Tliat the Nazarites sig. the exteriors which are of the natural

mind, inasmuch as it sig. hairs, or the hairs of the head, n. 577. The
law of the Nazarite, before he fulfilled the days of his Nazariteship,

explained, n. 918. That the hair, with the Nazarites, represented power
in ultimates, and corresponds with divine truth, n. 1086.

NEARNESS, NEAR, or AT HAND [propinquum, prope\. That

near or nearness sig. what is interior ; also presence and conjunction, n.

16. That near is predicated of goods in the spiritual man, and from
afar of goods in the natural man, n. 406. That near sig. those who are

of the church and in truths from the Word, n. 1133. That near sig.

what is internal, n. 1133. That near sig. propinquity of state; also

that it is absolutely necessary, n. 1350. See Afar off, and Quickly.

NEBAIOTH. That the rams of Nebaioth sig. truths which lead

the Ufe by virtue of spiritual affection, n. 282 ; or spiritual goods internal,

n. 391. That Nebaioth or Nebajoth sig. things spiritual, n. 391.

NEBUCHADNEZZAR. See Babel, Chaldeans. That Nebu-
chadnezzar, king of Babel, sig. the profanation of divine truth and the

destruction thereof, n. 622, 652 ; or evils and falses which devastate, n.

799. That Nebuchadnezzar's dream describes the establishment of the

celestial church, its increase to its full state, and afterwards its destruc-

tion, n. 650. That Nebuchadnezzar sig. those who destroy all tilings

of the church by evils ; and the Chaldeans sig. those who destroy all

things of the church by falses, n. 811.

NECK \_colhmi\. That the neck sig. conjunction, n. 923.

NECKLACE or CHAIN FOR THE NECK [torgnes']. That a

necklace upon the neck sig. conjunction of goods and truths interior with

goods and truths exterior, or of those which are spiritual with those

which are natural, n. 195, 242.

NEEDLE-WORK [^acupictum, aciipictura]. Tliat needle-work

sig. the scientific principle which belongs to the natural man, n. 242,

654. That needle-work from Egypt sig. the science of sudi tilings as

appertain to the church, n. 576. See Egypt. That needle-work sig.

truth from a natural origin, which is called scientific trutli, n. 619.

That needle-work sig. the knowledges of truth, n. 1143.

NEEDY \_egeni'\. That the needy sig. those who desire truth from
spiritual affection, n. 328, 329. See Poor. That the jioor sig. those

who are not in truths, and still desire them ; and the needy sig. those who
are not in goods, but who still in heart will them, n. 817.

NEIGHBOUR \_proximvs']. That the neighbour sig. good in its

whole complex, which is the good of charity, n, 746.

NEPHILIM. See Rephaim.
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NEST, to vialr or IntiJd a [nidlficarc']. That to make a nest sig.

to live an active life, ii. 111.

NKT [/r/c]. That to cast the net on the right side, etc., sig. to

teach the good of hfe, n. GOO.

NETTLE [wrijca]. That a place of nettles sig. the devastation of

all good, n. 653.

NICOLAITAN [Nicolaita]. That the Nicolaitans sig. those who
separate good from truth or charity from faith, n. 107, 142.

NIGHT [«o.r]. That night siff. the last time of the church, when
there is no faith, because no charity, n. 98. That night sig. a state of

no love and faith, n. 193. That the night sig. the light or lumen of the

natural man, n. 401, 650. That night sig. the state of the hfe, when
the mind is in an obscure idea, n. 747.

NILE [iVz/j/s]. That the river Nile sig. the false scientific prin-

ciple, n. 538. See Egypt, River. That the river of Egypt, or the

Nile, sig. knowledges and sciences, which serve for introduction into the

church, n. 569.

NINE [?ioye?H]. That nine sig. a full state, or what is complete

even to the end, n. 194. That nine sig. all things collectively, n. 401.

NINEVEH. That by Nineveh are sit/, those nations who were with-

out the church, and are called Gentiles, n. 401. That Nineveh sig. falses

of doctrine, n. 650.

NOAH [j.Yo(/c/ms], That Noah and his sons sig. the Ancient

Church, n. 644, 650. That by Noah's flood is sig. the destruction of

the Most Ancient Church, and also the last judgment upon the men of

that church, n. 650.

NOON or I\IID-DAY, THE SOUTH [meridies^. That the south

sig. where truth is the light, n. 239. That to grope in mid-day is pre-

dicated of those who have no understanding of truth and no will of

good, n. 239. That mid-day sig. the knowledges of good, and day-light

the knowledges of truth, n. 401,

NOPH. See Zoax.
NORTH [septent7-io']. That the north sig. the false, and also the

false from which evil is derived, n. 208. That the north and the south

sig. where the truth of faith is in obscurity and in clearness, n. 239, 355.

That the land of the north sig. where the false of ignorance is, n. 239,

433, 721; also where falses are, n. 355, 433. That by the north is

sig. what is remote from truths, n. 355. That the north sig. the natural

and sensual man, and thence the scientific principle, n. 388. That the

sides of the north sig. truths from celestial good, ill. n. 405. That the

north from which the evil appears sig. the false of evil, n. 449. That

the north sig. the hell where and whence are the falses of doctrhie and

the falses of faith, n. 539, 817 ; and smoke from the north sig. those

falses, n. 539. That the north sig. the church which is in falses, n. 650.

That the king of the north sig. those who are in science from the Word
and not in the life thereof, or those who are in faith alone and not hi

charity, n. 717.

NOSE, NOSTRILS [nasus, nares^ That by the breath and wind

of the nostrils, in the supreme sense, is sig. divine truth, n. 419. That

the nostrils sig. perception, n. 427. See Smell and Odour. That by

a jewel upon the nose is sig. perception of truth from good, n. 577,

923. That the breath of om- nostrils sig. the life of the perception of
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good aud truth, n. 684. That a liook in the nose sig. the extraction of

perception, or, properly, the immersion into the corporeal sensual, n,

923.

NOURISHMENT [iiutritio]. That spiritual nourishment is science,

intelligence, and wisdom, n. 386. See Food.
NOXIOUS \noxius'\. That noxious is predicated of what is falsi-

fied, n. 962.

NUMBER, TO NUMBER [numerus, numerare]. That numbers
multiplied sig. the same as the simple numbers from which they exist

by multiplication, n. 39, 194, 336, 384, 506, 532, 548, 761, 847, 851.

That all numbers sig. things or states, with variety according to their

relation to other numbers, n. 124, 194, 203, 453. That all numbers in

the Word sig. somewhat belonging to the thing or state, or somewhat
constituent of the church, n. 203, 847. That numbers denote quantity

in the natural sense, and quality in the spiritual sense, n. 336, 429, 453,

574. That all numbers in the Word sig. somewhat appertaining to the

thing treated of, n. 336. That numbers multiplied into themselves, and
numbers divided, sig. the same with the numbers by which they are

multipUed and divided, n. 384, 430, 506, 548, 658, 847, 851, 924.

That the simple numbers are significative above all others, and that the

greater numbers derive from them their significations, n. 430, 658.

That a greater or less number, if from the same origin, has a similar

signification, n. 430, 658. That to number sig. to know the quality of

a thing, n. 453, 841 ; also to explore, to arrange, and dispose, n. 453,
841 ; also to apprehend from a sinister view and evil arrangement,

which is to interpret falsely or to falsify, n. 453. That number is pre-

dicated of the power of the false, n. 556. That all numbers in the

Word sig. things, and the number itself the quality of the thing treated

of, n. 574. That to number the army, etc., sig. to arrange truths from
good against falses from evil, n. 734. That to be numbered sig. to be

arranged and disposed into order ; also to be adnumerated or added to,

n. 768. That number sig. the quality of the truth of faith, and thence

of intelligence, n. 841, 845, 846 ; also the quality of faith separated

from life, n. 847. That numbers, in the Word, sig. things, and that

they are as it were a sort of adjectives conjoined to substantives, adding

or determining some quality to the things, concerning which the Word
treats, n. 1253.

NUPTIALS, or A WEDDING [_nnptir.e\ That heaven and the

church are called nuptials, or a wedding, from the marriage of good
and truth, n. 675. See Marriage. That nuptials, or a wedding, sig.

heaven, and the bridegroom the Lord, sh. n. 840. That nuptials sig.

conjunction, n, 1219.

0.

OAK \_quercus']. That the oaks of Bashan sig. the exterior pride

of self-derived intelligence, or those who boast from science, n. 410,

514. Tliat the oak sig. the natural man; its leaves, the scientifics and
knowledges of truth therein, n. 504, 514. That the wood of the oak

sig. sensual good, n. 1145.

OAR \_remus~\. That oars sig. those things of the understanding
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wliich arc of use to speak by, and which appertain to the sensual man,

«A. n. 1146.

OATH [jurajnentum']. See To Swear.

OBEDIENCE [obedientia']. Tliat obedience alone is a natural af-

fection and not spiritual, and is respectively cold, sh. n. 695.

OBDURACY [objirmaiio']. That by horrible obduracy is sit/, con-

firmation of the heart against the truths and goods of the,Word, n. 653,

OBSERVE, to [observare']. That to observe sig. the intention of

perverting, sh. n. 780.

OCHIM. That Ochim sit/, infernal evils, and lim or Ijim infernal

falses, n. 1029.

ODOUR [odor']. See also Smell. That odours correspond with

perceptions, hence the incense for the altar of incense was made of

fragrant spices, n. 324. See Incense, Altar. That in the spiritual

world the perceptivity of good and truth is made sensible as fragrance

from grateful odours, and vice versa, n. 324. That fragrant odours

correspond to the pleasantnesses and delights which are in the thoughts

and perceptions from the delight of spiritual love, n. 324. That an

odour of rest siff. the perception of peace, n. 324, 365 end. That the

odour or smell of Lebanon siff. spiritual good and its grateful reception

by the Lord, n. 324 end. That odour sig. the perception of what is

grateful according to the quality of love and faith, n. 324 end. That

odour sig. perception, and perception is of wisdom, n. 1150.

OFFICERS Iprcefecti]. That officers and rulers si^. principles of

what is false and evil, sh. n. 863.

OFFSPRING [ prognatus']. That offspring siff. those who live

according to divine truth ; also that life itself, n. 768.*

OG l^Ogus']. That Og, the king of Bashan, was of the remains of

the Rephaim, n. 163. Concerning his bed which was in Rabbath of

Ammon, ill. and sh. n. 163.

OHOLA and OHOLIBA, or AHOLAH and AHOLIBAH.
That Ohola and Oholiba siff. the two churches, the spiritual and the

celestial, devastated by evils and falses, n. 315, 555, 654, 724, That

Ohola or Samaria szjr. truths falsified, n. 355. That Ohola and Oholiba

sig. a tent, and a tent sig. the church as to worship, n. 576. That Oho-

liba or Jerusalem sig. the church as to doctrine, n. 827.

OIL [oleina']. That oil 5/^. what appertains to love, n. 187, 212,

250. That oil sig. the divine good of the divine love, and sanctification

by oil the Divine proceeding ; for it is the divine good which sanctifies,

and the divine truth is what is thence holy, n, 204, 329. That oil sig.

the good of love, n. 252, 274, 316, 336, 375, 438, 444, 638, 840; and

the good of celestial love, n. 324. That the oil used in anointings sig.

celestial good or the good of love to the Lord, n. 324, 375, 491. That

to anoint with oil sig. to gift or imbue with the good of love, n. 329,

475. That rivers of oil sig. truths proceeding from good, n. 336.

Tliat oil also sig. the good of the spiritual or internal man, n. 374, 433,

617. That oil and wine siff. goods and truths interior, or such as

appertain to the spiritual sense of the Word, n. 375, That oil was

used in the Jewish church for anointings and inaugurations, the reason

thereof, n. 375. That the oil of holiness sig. the divine good of the

divine love, n. 375, 684, 1150. That a son of oil sig. truth derived

from good, n. 375. That oil sig. the good of love to the Lord, and
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the good of neighbourly love or charity, n. 375, 675. That oil sit/, the
good of internal affection, and butter the good of exernal affection, n.

537. That oil siff. evils of love, n. 695. That an oil-press siff. the
Word as to the goods of love, n. 695. That oil siff. the good of
celestial love, or good from a celestial origin, and also the good of
spiritual love, ill. n. 1152.

OINTMENT [^unguentum']. That ointment siff. the good of spi-

ritual love, n. 1151.

OLD MEN [senes']. That old men sig. wisdom, or the wisdom
which is of good, n. 270, 315, 324. That the old siff. the intelligence

of truth and the honoured the wisdom of good, n. 559. That the old

man and the full of days sig. wisdom, n. 562. That old men [senes

mares'] and old women [senes mulieres] sig. they who are intelligent

from doctrine and the affection of truth, n. 727. That the old man and
the boy sig. falses confirmed and not confirmed, n. 863.

OLIVE, OLIVE-TREE, OLIVE-YARD [oliva, olea, olivetum].

That the olive-tree or the oil-tree sig. the good of love, n. 277, 700

;

or celestial good, n. 294, 1145. That the olive sig. the good of the

church, n. 313. That the shaldng of the olive sig. vastation, n. 313.

That the honour of the olive sig. celestial good, n. 324. That olive-

plants sig. truths, and olives sig. goods, n. 340. That olives, as fruit,

sig. the good of love in act, or the goods of love and charity, n. 375,

638. That the olive-tree sig. what is celestial, and the celestial church,

and celestial goods and truths, n. 403, 638. That the oil-tree sig. the

perception of good and truth celestial, n. 403 ; or the perception of

good, and thence of truth, n. 730. That the Mount of Olives sig. the

divine love of the Lord, n. 405, 422, 638. That the fruit of the tree

of honour [or of the olive] sig. celestial good. n. 458. That the olive

sig. the church as to the good of love, and the branches the truths

thence derived, n. 532. That an olive-yard sig. the church as to good,

n. 617. That an olive-yard, the olive-tree, and the olive, sig., in an
extensive sense, the celestial kingdom of the Lord, and thence the

celestial church, n. 638. That a green olive-tree sig. the good of love

springing up by means of the truth of the Word, n. 638.

OLIVES, MOUNT OF [moiis Olivarum']. See Olive.

OMNIPOTENT, OMNIPOTENCE [Omnipotens, Omnipotentia'].

That Omnipotent or Almighty sig. to be, to have life and ability, of

Himself, and also that the esse or being, life and abiUty, of angels and

men, is from Him, n. 43, 689, 939, 979. That the Omnipotent sig.

the Infinite, n. 286. That divine omnipotence sig. what is infinite, n.

689. That omnipotence denotes to be, to exist, to be able, and to live,

from Himself, n. 939. That God is omnipotent, ill. n. 1133.

OMNIPRESENCE and OMNISCIENCE \_Omnipra;sentia et

Omniscientia']. Concerning the omnipresence and omniscience of God,

n. 1216—1220, 1222—1226, 1228.

ONE [unus]. That by the number one, when it is predicated of

good, is sig. what is perfect, conscc|ucntly also what is genuine, n. 374.

ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-FOUR [centum qundraginta

quatuor'\. That by a hundred and forty-four, or by tweh'c nmltiplied

into twelve, are sig. truths from good in their whole complex, n. 430.

See Twelve, also Numhek.
OPEN, to [aperire]. That to open sig. to comnuniicatc and conjoin,
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n. hlM. That jiinn opons lioavon to liiinsclf or opens hell, ill. n.

1094.

OrHIR [Oph'r']. That the best gold of Ophir sig. the good of

love to tlie Lord, n. 684.

OPINION [_senti'ntia']. Tliat to have one opinion sig. unanimity,

n. 1071.

OPPRESSION, TO OPPRESS [oppressio, opprimere]. That op-

pression sig. the destruction of trutli by falscs, n. 328. That to oppress

by nothing sig. falsification, n. 328. That oppression sig. the want of

truth, and thence of spiritual good, n. 654.

OPULENT \_opvlentus']. That opulent is predicated of truths, n. 644.

ORB or GLOBE \_orhis']. See World.
ORDER \ordo']. That the laws of divine order are called laws of

divine Providence; treated of in ten propositions, n. 1136. That the

supreme in successive order becomes the inmost in simultaneous order,

and consequently in series, n. 1309.

ORDINANCES [^stahita']. See Statutes. That by the ordinances

of the moon and stars are sig. all things which are effected in the natural

man according to the laws of order, n. 401.

ORDINATION \_ordinatio]. See Arrangement.
OVEN \^clihanus'\. That an oven sig. truth from the good of love,

or the truth of doctrine, n. 504 ; also the fabrication of doctrine, n. 540.

That an oven sig. where spiritual food is prepared, n. 675.

OVER or UPON [^suprci]. That over or upon sig. within, because

those things which are superior and supreme in successive order are

interior and inmost in simultaneous order, n. 1309. See Order.
OVERCOME, to [yincere]. That to overcome sig. to receive in

heart, n. 109. That to overcome sig. to be permanent in the genuine

affection of truth, even to the end of life in the world, n. 128, 197, 219,

253. That to overcome sig. to conquer in temptations, n. 146 ; and

also to remain in a state of faith derived from charity, n. 253. That to

overcome sig. to fight against evils and falses, and to be reformed, n.

1299.

OVERTURNED, to he [everti']. Tliat to be overturned sig. to

perish, n. 411.

OWL [noctua]. That by the owl and by the demon of the wood or

satyr are sig. corporeal and merely natural concupiscences, n. 586.

That the daughters of the owl sig. falsities or falsified truths, n. 586,

1029, 1129; also sensual affections, ill. n. 650; and the concupiscences

of falsifying truths, n. 714. That owls sig. those who for truths see

falses, n. 714.

OX [bos']. Tliat the ox sig. natural good, or the good of love in

the natural man, or the good of the natural man or principle and its

affections, n. 304, 340, 537, 548, 600. That oxen sig. natural affec-

tions, n. 548, 617. Wliat is signified by the five yoke of oxen in Luke
xiv. 19, n. 548. That oxen and heifers sig. the affections of the natural

man corresponding to those of the spiritual man, n. 650. That herds

of oxen sig. the things appertaining to the natural man in their whole

complex, n. 650. That oxen, or the mighty, sig. the affections of the

natural man, n. 650. That the fatling or ox sig. the affection of the

natural man, n. 780. That the ox and ass sig. the affection of good

and truth natural, n. 1022.
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P.

PALACE [^palatmm~\. Tliat palaces siff. those things which are of

doctrine, n. 391. That the walls of palaces sic/, all truths of defence, n.

391. That a palace sig. the whole chnrch as to truths from good, n.

410. That the palace which shall be a wilderness sig. the church devas-

tated, n. 410. That palaces sig. the more noble goods of truth, when
houses sig. goods, n. 453. That palaces sig. all things of thought and
affection, n. 555. That palaces sig. the more interior, and thence more
sublime, things of the human mind, n. 652. That palaces, in the oppo-
site sense, sig. falses themselves, n. 675. That a palace is a representa-

tive of the understanding, in which truths are in a beautiful form, sh. n.

724. That a palace sig. the imderstanding of spiritual truth, n. 724.

That palaces of ivory sig. truths from the rational man, or rational

truths, n. 1146.

PALE, PALENESS [j^allidus, pallor']. That pale sig. evil of life,

and the false thence derived, n. 381. That paleness sig. the absence and
deprivation of spiritual life, n. 381. That paleness sig. the affection of

the love of good extinguished, n. 721.

PALM [palma']. That a palm or palm-tree sig. spiritual good or

the good of truth, which is the good of charity, n. 277, 258. That by
having palms in their hands is sig. that the good of truth was in them,

or that they were in the good of truth, ill. and sh, n. 458. That palms,

in the supreme sense, siff. the divine wisdom of the Lord, n. 458. That
to flourish as a palm sig:. the fructification of good, n. 458. That the

palm sig. joy of heart originating in spiritual good, n. 458.

PALMER-WORM [eruca]. That the palmer-worm siff. the"false

which destroys, or the false destroying good, n. 403, 638.

PAPS \_ubera, mammce, mammillw]. That the paps and breast sig.

love, and, in an eminent sense, divine love, or divine good proceeding

from the Lord, ill. and sh. n. 65. That the paps sig. spiritual love, and
the breast the good thereof, n. 65. That by the paps of consolation is

sig. the divine good, n. 365. That the paps sig. truths from the good
of charity, and, in the opposite sense, sig. falses from evil, n. 710.

That dry paps sig. no more truths from any good, n. 710.

PARACLETE [Paracletus']. See Comforter. That the Para-

clete, the Spirit of truth, sig. the Divine proceeding from the Lord,

which is the divine truth, n. 635.

PARADISE l^paradisus']. That Paradise sig. the knowledges of

good and truth, and intelligence thence derived, n. 110. Tliat the

Paradise of God sig. heaven, and also the church, n. 110, 988.

PARENTS l_parentes]. That parents sig. the goods and truths of

the church, n. 315.

PARMOS [^Parmos]. That the island of Parnios [or rather

Patmos, IlaT/to?] sig. a place or state in which John could be illu-

minated, n. 50.

PARTRIDGE \_perdix]. That the partridge sig. those who learn

many things from the Word and from doctrine, but not for the sake; of

the uses of hfe, n. 721.

PASSAGE [transitus']. That a passage sig. opening and free

reception, n. 727.
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PASS TIIROUOII, to [traiist'rc^. That to pass through is

prcdiontiHl of truths, n. 117.

PASSION OF THE CROSS [passio crucfs]. That the passion

of the cross was the last toinptation of the Lord, hy which He fully

subjuj^atoil the hells ami glorilicd His Humanity, n. 470.

PASTOR [^pastor']. See Shkpheud.
PASTURE l^pascuutn']. That pasture sig. the reception of good

and truth from the Lord, n. 280. That a pasture of flocks, in the

opposite sense, sig. the nourishment of evil from falses, u. 410. That

pasture sig. instruction, or the truths in which man is instructed, n. 482.

That the good pasture sig. knowledges of truth and good from the Word,

n. G32. That pasture, the same as grass, sig. spiritual nourishment,

and thence science, intelligence, and wisdom, n. G44. See Grass.

That pastures sig. the knowledges of good and truth from the Word,
n. 730. That the pastures of the wilderness sig. the knowledges of

good and truth frcjui the Word adulterated, sh. n. 730.

PATH \^semita'\. That paths and ways sig. the goods of life, and

the truths of faith, n. 365. See Ways. That paths sig. the precepts

of hfe, n. .734.

PATIENCE [^patientia]. That the patience of the saints sig. the

temptation of the faithful, n. 813, 893. That patience sig. temptations,

n. 893, 897; also persecutions, n. 893.

PEACE [^pax]. That peace sig. the delight of the good of innocence

and love, n. 22. That messengers of peace sig. the goods of doctrine,

n. 336. That peace sig. the inmost principle of good, n. 336. That

peace also sig. the celestial delight which intimately affects with beati-

tude every good ; and that it thence sig. heaven and eternal felicity, n.

340. That peace sig. the good of love to the Lord, and thence all

things appertaining to the church, n. 355. That peace, in the supreme

sense, sig. the Lord, and thence heaven and life eternal; specifically,

the delight of heaven originating in conjunction with the Lord, n. 365.

That peace is predicated of the conjunction of good and truth, n. 365.

That the judgment of peace sig. the conjunction of truth with good, n. 365.

That the seed of peace sig. the truth of heaven and the church, n. 695.

PEARL [inargarita\. That pearls sig. knowledges, also truths

themselves, n. 444, 840. That the one precious pearl sig. the know-
ledge and acknowledgment of the Lord, n. 840, 863, 1044, 1325.

That to buy that pearl sig. for a man to procure to himself that divine

truth, n. 840, 1044. That pearls sig. the truths of heaven and the

church, n. 863. That pearls sig. the knowledges of good and truth,

and, in the opposite sense, the science of evil and the false, n. 1044.

That pearls sig. the knowledges of good, or good by which truths are

procured, n. 1142. That twelve pearls sig. the knowledges of things

good and true in their whole complex, n. 1325.

PENNY [denarius^ That a penny sig. the price of estimation, as

denoting its being of no account. This piece of [Roman] money being

the smallest of all, is used to denote the least price, and here denotes

as it were no price or estimation, n. 374.

PEOPLE \_populus']. That peoples sig. those who are in truths or

in falses of doctrine, and, abstractedly, truths or falses ; and that

nations sig. those who are in goods or evils of life, and, abstractedly,

goods or evils, n. 175, 204, 316, 330, 401, 405, 406, 455, 650, 657,
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684, 706, 863, 872, 923, 1077. That the people of the land, m the

opposite sense, sig. falses of the church, n. 219. That the rich of the

people sig. those who abound in truths, n. 236. That people sig. those

who are in the spiritual kingdom of the Lord ; and nations sig. those

who are in His celestial kingdom ; thus those who are in spiritual good
and those who are in celestial good, n. 331, 625. That the people of

Jehovah sig. those who are in spiritual good, n. 340. That people sig.

those who are in truths from good, n. 365, 1107. That people sig. the

church as to truths, thus the truths of the church, n. 376. That people

also sig. goods where a different word is used in the original tongue, ill.

n. 406. That people also sig. those who are in falses of doctrine from

ignorance, n. 455. That willing people sig. those who are in the goods

of truth, n. 537. That the people of the age sig. those who were of the

most ancient church just before the deluge, and who were above all

others in falses of a direful nature, n. 538. That people sig. those who
are in the falses of evil, n. 684. That people sig. those who are in

truths, and thereby in good; and nations sig. those who are in good, and

thence in truths, n. 696. That my people sig. those who are in truths,

and by truths in the good of life, n. 1107.

PERDITION [interitus']. That to go into perdition, when predi-

cated of the Word, sig. not to be acknowledged, but rejected, n. 1055.

PERFECTNESS [integnmi]. That perfectness is predicated of

good, and uprightness of truth, n. 365. That the days of the perfect

sig. the states of those who are in good, and thence in truth, n. 386.

PERFIDIOUSLY \_perfide']. That to act perfidiously sig. to act

against revealed truths, n. 710.

PERGAMOS. That the church in Pergamos sig. those within the

church who are in temptations, n. 130.

PERSECUTE, to \_persequi']. That to persecute sig. to reject and

calumniate, n. 758.

PERSUASIVE PRINCIPLE \_persuasivum\. Concerning the

nature and quality of the persuasive principle, or the faculty of per-

suasion, which appertains to the spirit of the sensual man, and is sig.

by a scorpion, n. 543. See Scorpion. That the persuasive faculty is

of such nature as to take away from the understanding the light of

tnith, and to induce infernal darkness, n. 548, 549. That the per-

suasive principle is infatuating and suffocating, n. 544, 549. That the

persuasive principle resides in the sensual principle, which is the ultimate

of the natural life, n. 556. That persuasion in the world of spirits is

severely prohibited, ill. n. 557.

PERVERSITY \_perversitas']. That perversity sig. the evil of the

false, n. 329.

PESTILENCE \_pestis']. That the pestilence sig. consumption

from the destruction of truth, n. 131, 175. That the pestilence sig. tlie

consumption and deprivation of spiritual life, n. 386 ; also the vastation

of all good and truth, n. 654. That the pestilence sig. infections from

falses, n. 734.

PETER \_Petnis']. That Peter among the apostles represented

and thence sig. truth or faith, n. 8, 9, 250 ; or truth from good, or

faith from charity, n. 9, 19, 209, 314, 333, 411, 434, 443, 716. Tliat

Peter sig. the truth of faith of the clinrch, n. 195, 411. What is sig.

by the keys given to Peter, u, 209. The reason why Peter is called a
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rock, and Cephas, n. 411. That Simon, son of Jonas, si;/, truth from

good, or faith from charity, n. 411, 443, 820. That Peter siff. tlie

same as Reuben, n. 434. See Reuben. That Peter, when named
Simon, siff. faith in the will, or obedience, n. 443. That Peter, when

named Simon, son of Jonas, siff. the faith which is the affection of truth,

n. 443, 820. That Peter is named from Petra, a rock, and siff. truth

and faith, and, in the opposite sense, the false and no faith, n. 411, 433,

820. That Peter, James, and iJohn, in their series siff. the first and

primary essentials of the church, namely, truth in the understanding',

truth in the will, and truth in the act, or faith, charity, and good works,

n. 444, 785, 820. That Peter represented faith in both senses, faith

from charity and faith without charity, which is the faith of what is

false, n. 740, 746, 812, 820. That Peter sig. truth derived from good,

which is from the Lord, and, in the opposite sense, truth separate from

good, n. 820. What is sig. by Peter when he was young and when he

was old, n. 820.

PHARAOH [P/iamo]. See Egypt. That Pharaoh, king of Egypt,

sig. the scientific principle applied to falses, n. 372, 538 ; or the natural

man and its scientific principle separate from the spiritual man, n. 308,

401, 557. That by Pharaoh is sig. the same as by Egypt, namely, the

natural man and what is scientific therein, n. 513, 714. That Pharaoh

and his host sig. those who are in the falses of evil, and the sea Suph
in which they were drowned, the hell where those falses are, n. 538.

That the house of Pharaoh sig. the natural man as to the scientifics

therein, n. 504. That Pharaoh, king of Egypt, is called Ashur, the

reason thereof, n. 654. That Pharaoh and all his multitude sig. the

natural man and every scientific therein, n. 654. That Pharaoh, king

of Egypt, sig. the natural and sensual man, n. 714.

PHILADELPHIA \_Philadelphia]. That the church in Phila-

delphia sig. those who are in the faith of charity, n. 203, thus those

who are principled in neighbourly love, and are thence in faith, which

love is spiritual love ; and hence it is said to the angel of this church,

" thou hast some power," n. 209.

PHILISTINES, PHILISTEA [FMlisthcBi, PhUisthcea]. That

the Philistines sig. those who are in the doctrine of faith alone, or faith

without charity, n. 275, 406, 619, 700. That Phihstea sig. truth with-

out good or faith without charity, n. 315, 727. That the Phihstincs

sig. those who have falsifiifd the truths aiid goods of the Word, n. 433.

That the sea of the Philistines, where Tyre and Sidon were, sig. the

knowledges of truth and good from the literal sense of the Word,
n. 518. That the wars which the sons of Israel waged with the Pliilis-

tines represented the combats of the spiritual man with the natural man,

ill. n. 817. That the Philistines were not subjugated like the other

nations of the land of Canaan, the reason thereof, n. 817. That
Philistea sig. the church, or those in the church who are in truths from

the literal sense of the Word, or from other revelation, and yet in

filthy loves, ill. n. 817. That the daughters of the Philistines sig. the

affections of what is false, n. 817. That Dagon represented the reU-

gious principle of the Philistines, ill. n. 817.

PHYLACTERIES [philacteria']. That philacteries, which were

upon the hands, sig. goods in outward form, n. 395.

PIERCE, to [transjigere]. That to pierce, when spoken of the
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Lord, sig. those who are in falses from evil and deny the Lord, for such

kill and pierce Him in themselves, n. 38.

PIGEON \_columba']. See Dove.
PILLAR \_columna]. That a pillar sig. chvine truth sustaining, n.

219. That pillars sig. truths of an inferior degree, because they sustain

those of a superior degree, n. 219, 597. That a pillar of iron sig. truth

sustaining the doctrine of truth, n. 219. That to appoint signs and to

place pillars sig. instruction in such things as are fundamental of the

church, n. 219. That to establish or strengthen the pillars of the earth

sig. to support with truths upon which the church is founded, n. 219.

Concerning the two pillars in the porch of Solomon's temple, called

Jachin and Boaz, n. 219 end. That the pillars of the earth sig. the

truths of the church, n. 304.

PILOT \_gnhernator sen nmtderus']. That pilots sig. those who
are wise by knowledges from the Word, n. 514, 1170. That pilots also

sig. all who bring and communicate the knowledges of truth and good

appertaining to the church, n. 637.

PINE TREE [tceda]. See Fir.

PINE AWAY, to \_contahescere]. That to pine away (as by a

consumption) is predicated of spiritual hfe when it perishes, n. 617, or

when truth and charity die away, n. 633.

PIT \_fovea]. That to send down into the pit sig. immersion into

falses, n. 315. That the pit sig. damnation, n. 328. That the digging

out of the pit sig. good from the Lord, n. 411. That the pit sig. the

Word where truths are, n. 411, 537. That pits sig. the falses of evil,

n. 419, 455, 475. That pits sig. doctrinals, n. 483, 537, 644. That

broken pits sig. doctrinals which do not cohere, n. 483. That the pit

sig. the inferior [or lower] earth, n. 537 ; also the infernal false, n. 537.

That pits in which are no waters sig. doctrinals in which are no truths,

n. 644. That a pit of salt sig. the devastation of all truth, n. 653.

That the pit of devastation sig. the false of doctrine, n. 666. That

j)its sig. falses of doctrine, n. 684.

PITCH [p?3;, bitumen']. That burning pitch sig. all evil originating

in the love of self, n. 304. That pitch [bitumen] sig. the false from

evil conjoining, n. 540.

PLACE [locus]. That place sig. state of life, ill. n. 731. That

the quality of every one in the spiritual world is known from the place

where he dwells, and the place wlicre he dwells is also knowji from his

quality, n. 731. That to prepare a place sig. to provide heaven according

to the state of hfe, ill. and sh. n. 731.

PLAGUE [plaga]. That plagues sig. such things as destroy spi-

ritual life with men, consequently the church, and which have reference

to the cupidities arising from tlie loves of self and the world, n. 584,

646, 949, 1109, 1124. That plagues, or the seven plagues, sig. the

evils and falses which have devastated the church, n. 928, 949, 957, 960,

985. That the jilague of hail sig. the false in the greatest degree

infernal, n. 1027, 1028. That plagues sig. falses from evil, ill. n. 1109.

PLAIN, a [planities]. That a plain sig. the ultimatcs of the Word
as to doctrine, n. 411 ; also the ultimates of the church, or those who
are in ultimate truths and goods, being natural and sensual, and but

little spiritual, n. 422. That a plain sig. good and truth in the natural

man, n. 4 19. That hence they who are in the ulthnate heaven dwell in
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plains below the niountrtiiis and hills, n. 1 11». That the plain sig. the

interior things of the natnral ami sensual man, and the sea the exterior

things thereof, n. 513. That the plain of the wilderness sit^. where

there is no intelligence, n. 518.

PLA XT, in l^pliuitare']. That to plant a vineyard sty. to establish

the chureh, n. 731. That to plant and build si(/. to confirm and to live

in, n. 840.

PLATTER or PLATE {patina]. That a platter or plate sit/.

good, the same as food or meat, n. 794. 8ee Food.
PLEASANT THINGS [desH/erabi/ia']. See Desirable Things.

PLOUGH, to, and PLOUGH-SHARE [arare, liffo]. That to

plough for sowing siff. to learn, n. 374. That to plough with oxen sig.

the will of good, n. 519. That plough-shares sig. the goods of the

church cultivated by truths, n. 734. That a field tilled by the plough
sig. the church as to the good of life, n. 374.

POISON [venemi7u]. That the poison of dragons and the gall of

asps sig. what is enormously false, as existing from the falsified truths

of tlie Word, n. 433. That the poison of the reptiles of the earth sig.

falsities from the sensual man, which siibtilely pervert truths by fallacies,

n. 650.

POMEGRANATE [malogranatum, mains punica~\. That the

pomegranate sig. the principle of knowledge and perception in general,

and specifically the knowledges and perceptions of good and truth, n,

374, 403. That the pomegranate-tree sig. truth and good sensual,

•which is the ultimate of the natural, n. 458.

PONDER, to [expendere']. That to ponder, or he that ponders,

denotes wisdom, n. 453.

POOL [_stag7ium'\. See Lake. That the fish-pools that were in

Jerusalem sig. the Word in the sense of the letter, n. 239. The fish-

pool SUoam, see Siloaji.

POOR [pawner]. See also Needy. That the spiritual poor sig.

those who acknowledge in heart that man of himself knows nothing,

and that all knowledge, understanding, and wisdom are from the Lord,

n. 118; and that the same is sig. bythe poor and needy, n. 118. That
the poor also sig. those who have not the Word, or are not in truths,

and yet desire truths, n. 118, 236, 817, 836. That the poor also sig.

those who are in no knowledges of good, or who are not in goods,

because not in the knowledges thereof, n. 238, 242. That the poor

also sig. those who are in ignorance of truth, and yet desire to be

instructed, n. 412. That the poor and needy sig. those who are in

defect of good from ignorance of truth, and yet in the desire of good
and truth, n. 481, 483.

POPE [papa]. That the edicts of the popes, for the most part,

are from hell, ill. n. 1033.

POPE BENEDICT THE XIV. A scandal uttered by him in the

spiritual world, n. 114. That this pope arrogated to himself what was

divine, even after death, and was cast into hell, n. 114 end.

POPLAR [populus]. That the wood of the poplar sig. natural

good, n. 1145.

POSSESSIONS [facultates']. That by a man's possessions, or

substance, in the Word, are sig. spiritual riches and wealth, which are

knowledges from the Word ; and, in an opposite sense, all things which
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are from self-derived intelligence, ill. and sh. n. 236. That to renounce

all his i^ossessions, or all that he has, sig. to attribute nothing of intelli-

gence and wisdom to himself, sh. n. 236.

POTENT, POTENCY \_potens, potentia]. That the potent or

powerful sig. the truths which constitute the natural or external mind,

n. 408. That potency or power sig. validity, n. 783. See Power.
POTTER'S VESSEL \yasa fictilia']. That a potter's vessel sig.

those things in the natural man which are from self-derived intelligence,

n. 177. That a potter's vessel sig. the false or the true, n. 177.

POVERTY \_paiipertas']. That poverty sig. acknowledgment of

the heart that man of himself knows nothing, n. 118. See Poor.

That misery and poverty sig. a defect of the knowledges of truth and

good, n. 238.

POUND [viinci]. That pounds sig. the knowledges of truth and

good from the Word, n. 193. That a pound, which was silver, and

money, sig. the knowledges of truth, and the faculty of perceiving them,

n. 675.

POWER or STRENGTH \_potentia, potestas, virtus']. Tliat to

sit at the right hand of power, when spoken of the Lord, denotes His

omnipotence, n. 36. That to have power siff. power from the Lord

against evils and falses, n. 209. That power also denotes salvation,

because all divine power respects salvation as an end, ill. and sh. n. 293.

That the power of darkness sig. to claim the Lord's power, or to claim

power over the Lord Himself, n. 293. That power, when predicated of

the Lord, denotes omnipotence, n. 338, 346, 405, 467, 1093, 1198.

That all power appertains to the divine good by the divine truth, or to

truth from good, n. 346, 408, 652, 783, 850. That power [potestas]

denotes effect, n. 384. That power is predicated of truth from good, or

is attributed to good by truths, n. 405, 431, 433, 467, 652, 776. That

all power is in ultimates, or in truths from good which are in the natural

man, n. 408. That all power is in ultimates, inasmuch as the Divine

[principle] is therein in its fulness, n. 408. That divine power is by

truth from good in the natural principle, the reason thereof, n. 440.

That power [virtus] sig. the potency of divine truth, n. 644. Concerning

the infinite power of the Lord, in six propositions, n. 726. That the

powers [virtutes] of the heavens sig. divine truth as to potency, n. 741.

That power or authority [potestas], when predicated of the Lord, sig.

the salvation of the human race, n. 745. That great power sig. strength

and corroboration, n. 783. Concerning those who procure to them-

selves power by means of the Word, ill. n. 783. That power sig.

domination, n. 803. That strength [virtus] sig. power [potentia],

n. 1096.

PRAISE, to, PRAISE [laudare, tans]. That to announce praise

sig. worship from externals, n. 406. That to praise sig. to worship, n.

419. That praise is predicated of the truth of good, n. 455. That to

praise God sig. to confess and worship Him, n. 1210.

PRAY, to, VRAYEli [orare, oratio]. That to i)ray always sig. to

prepare tliemselves, n. 187. That prayers, or prayers of the saints, sig.

worship from spiritual good, or from love, n. 324, 325, 493. That

praying, or prayer, is the effect of spiritual life, n. 325. That by

prayers, in the Word, are understood truths from good, for these arc

what pray in man, n. 493. That to pray sig. intercession, n. 644. That to
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]iray sifj. nil the trntli which a man thinks and speaks ; and to do alms

.s/y. all the nood which a man wills and does, n. 695. That tliey wlio

are in tlic Li)rd and the Lord in them, whatsoever they will and ask,

they obtain, becanse they will and ask from the Lord, ill. and sh.

n. 1354.

PRECEPTS or COMMANDMENTS [precepta]. That the pre-

cepts or commandments of Jehovah siff. the essential truths of heaven

and the church, n. 576. That precepts or commandments sig. the laws

of internal worship ; and statutes the laws of external worship, n. 392,

696. Concerning the ten commandments, n. 948, 949, 1024—1028.

Concerning the first commandment, n. 950—952, 954—957. Con-

cerning the second commandment, n. 959, 960, 962, 963. Concerning

the third commandment, n. 965. Concerning the fourth commandment,

n. 966. Concerning the fifth commandment, n. 967, 969—979. Con-

cerning the sixth commandment, n. 981—986, 988—993, 995—1010.
Concerning the seventh commandment, n. 1012—1017. Concerning

the eighth commandment, n. 1019, 1020. Concerning the ninth com-

mandment, n. 1021. Concerning the tenth commnndment, n. 1022.

That the ten commandments, or ten words, siff. all things of the Word,

and thence all things of the church, in a summary complex, ill. n. 1024.

That in each commandment there are three interior senses, n. 1024.

PRECIOUS THINGS Ipretiosa']. That the precious things of

the earth sic/, the spiritual goods and truths appertaining to the church,

n. 295, 448. Tliat the precious things of heaven siff. divine truths

spiritual, n. 448. That the precious things of the sun siff. truths from

the celestial kingdom, n. 448. That the precious things of the months

siff. truths from the spiritual kingdom, n. 448. That the spiritual

affections of truth are called precious when the truths are genuine, n.

684.

PRECIPITATE, the [ prcecipitantes']. That the precipitate sit/.

those who easily catch at and believe the things that are said, and con-

sequently fnlses also, n. 455.

PRESENCE AND ABSENCE [praisentia et absentia]. That

similitude of affection, and of thought thence derived, causes presence, and

thssimilitude causes absence; all distances in the spiritual world are

from this origin, n. 628. That the presence of the Lord in the

universal heaven and in the universal church is perpetual, ill. n. 850.

That spirits were present according to the quality of the garments,

n. 951.

PRICE [pretiuni']. That not for price, neither reward, siff. gratis

from divine love, n. 706.

PRIDE [superbia]. That pride siff. the love of self, n. 653 ;
also

the love of the false, n. 675.

PRIEST [sacerdos]. That priests siff. those who are in the good

of love from the Lord, consequently tliose who are in His celestial king-

dom ; and kings siff. those who are in truths from good, conseciuently

those who are in the Lord's spiritual kingdom, n. 31, 684, sh. 1265.

That the priesthood siff. the good of love, n. 31. That priests are

called ministers because they represented the Lord as to the good

of love, n. 155. See To Ministek. That priests sig. the Lord as

to divine good, n. 155, That priests, in an opposite sense, sig. goods

adulterated, n, 219. That by a priest is sig. he who teaches, n. 237.
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That priests sig. goods, abstractedly from persons or in persons, from

the Lord, n. 333, 1262. That a priest and a prophet sig. the doctrine

of good and truth, n. 376. Tliat a priest sig. one who leads to a life

according to divine truth ; and a prophet sig. he who teaches it, n. 624.

That priests sig. the goods of the church, and princes the truths thence

derived, n. 637, 700. That the chief priests and scribes sig. the adul-

terations of good and the falsifications of truth, n. 655. That priests

sig, the goods of doctrine, n. 659. That priests sig. the goods of love,

which are goods of life, n. 725. That the high-priest represented the

Lord as to divine good, n. 768. That the celestial kingdom, in which

they are who are in the good of love, is the Lord's priestly kingdom ; and

the spiritual kingdom, in which they are who are in the truths of

wisdom, is the Lord's royal kingdom, ill. n. 1265.

PRINCE [jjrinceps^. See also King. That princes sig. what is

primary in relation to truth, or primary truths, n. 29, 280, 315, 412.

That the prince of the kings of the earth sig. the Lord with respect to

divine truth, n. 29. That princes and sons of a king sig. those who
are in truths, or primary truths, and, in an opposite sense, those who are

in falses, or primary falses, n. 195, 540. That the prince sig. truths

primarily subservient, n. 237. That the princes of Israel sig. primary

truths, and, in an opposite sense, primary falses, n. 280, 540. That the

l^rince of the host sig. the Lord as to the Divine Human, n. 316. That
the princes of the earth sig. the principal truths of the church, also the

affections of truth, n. 329, 617. That the princes of the sea sig. pri-

mary scientific truths, n. 395 ; also the knowledges of truth and those

who are in them, n. 687.

PRISON \_carcer'\. That prison sig. hell, n. 1015.

PROCLAIM, to
\_
prcBclicare]. That to proclaim with a great voice

sig. exploration from influx of the Lord, n. 302. See To Evangelize.
PRODUCE, PRODUCT, PRODUCTION \_proventns, produc-

tuni^. That produce and product sig. the things which flow forth, n.

448. That produce [of the earth] sig. the truth of doctrine and the

understanding of truth, also the multiplication of the truth of good, n.

644. That the produce of the earth sig. works of the good of charity,

n. 695. Concerning the production of truth from good, and also of

the false from evil, n. 920.

PROFANATION [prophanatio']. That to profane is to beheve

in God, the Word, and eternal life, and still to five contrary to them, n.

232, 375. That the lot of profaners in the other life is of all others

the worst, n, 232 ; their lot described, n. 233, 375. That the last

judgment being accomplished, it can now be provided by the Lord that

profanations may not take place, n. 375. That profanations are interior

and exterior, n. 962. That profanations are the perversions of holy

things, or the conversions of goods into evils and of truths into falses,

n. 1045. That profanations are called abominations, z7Z. n. 1045. Con-
cerning the first and most grievous profanation, n. 1047, 1049—1051.

Concerning the second kind of profanation, n. 1053—1057. Concern-
ing the third kind of profanation, n. 1058, 1059. Concerning the

fourth kind of profanation, n. 1061—1063. Concerning the fifth kind

of profanation, n. 1064. That when truth and the false are connnixcd,

profanation takes place, sh. n. 1116.

PROLONG, to [p/vlu/igarc]. That to prolong, when predicated of
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tlie Lord, sig. eternal duration, n. 7C8. Tlmt to prolong is predicated

of pood, n. OOD. Tliat prolongation of days sig. the felicity of life

eternal, n. iXJt!.

PROPHESY, to, and PROPHECY [prophetare et prophctia].

That prophecy .<;/^. doctrine from the Word, n. 14. That to prophesy

siij. to teach the Word anil doctrine from the Word, n. G24 ; also to

teach and reprove, n. ()24 ; and also to teach and to be taught, n. 636.

PROPHET \_propheta'\. That projihets sig. those who teach tniths,

or the truths of doctrine, and, abstractedly from persons, the truths

themselves, or the doctrine of truth and intelligence, n. 100, 102, 1-31,

141, 160, 223, 236, 237, 329, 372, 376, 386, 391, 395, 409, 419, 537,

577, 624, 653, 655, 659, 695, 706, 805, 866, 975, 1179, 1193. That

the prophets were called Seers, the reason thereof, n. 53. That false

prophets sig. those who teach falses as if they were truths, n. 195, 866.

That by all the prophets in the Word are sig. the doctrines of divine

truths, n. 219, 644. That prophets represented the Lord as to the doc-

trine of divine truth, consequently as to the Word, n. 375, 624, 811,

866, 999. That prophets, in the opposite sense, sig. falses of doctrine,

n. 419, 483. That a prophet sig. the doctrine, and thence the science

of truth, and, in the opposite sense, the doctrine, and thence the science

of what is false, n. 559, 652. That by a prophet, in the supreme sense,

is sig. the Lord as to the Word ; in a respective sense, one that teaches

the Word ; and, in an abstract sense, the Word itself and doctrine from

the Word, n. 624, 653. That by prophets are also sig. all who are led

by the Lord, whether they teach or not, n. 624. That by prophets, in

the opposite sense, are sig. the perversions and falsifications of the

Word and the falses of doctrine, n. 624. That servants the prophets

sig. truths of doctrine, n. 695. That the judge and prophet sig. the

doctrine of good and truth, n. 727. That foolish prophets sig. falses of

doctrine from the Word falsified, n. 734. That the false prophet sig.

the doctrine of the false from the truth of the Word falsified, n. 999.

That a prophet, in the supreme sense, sig. the Word, n. 999. Con-

cerning the two states of the prophets, the one in which they wrote the

Word, the other when they saw those things which are in heaven, ill.

and sh. n. 1348. That by the false prophet is meant the beast from the

earth, and that that beast sig. the clergy who are in faith alone, sh. n.

1246.

PROPITIATORY [propifiatorium']. That the propitiatory sig.

the removal of falsities originating in evil loves, and thence reception

and hearing, n. 700.

PROPRIUM [proprium']. That the Lord is not conjoined with

the proprium of man, but with what is His own appertaining with man,

n. 254, 617. That the proprium of man is nothing but evil ; and that

when man is in humiliation, then he is removed from his proprium,

n. 291, 40l, 537, 617. That the voluntary proprium of man is evil,

and the intellectual proprium of man thence derived is the false, n. 318,

585, 646. That the proprium of every one resides in the sensual and

natural man, and not in the spiritual man, n. 355, 483. That the

proprium of man is the hereditary nature, which is nothing but evil suc-

cessively heaped together and condensed, n. 585, 864, 1032. In what

manner man is gifted with a new proprium, as it were, by the Lord, as

well voluntary as intellectual, n. 585. That man can be elevated above
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or from his proprium, ill. n. 646, ill. 1032. That when the proprium
of man is consulted the false principle answers, ill. n. 727. That the
proprium, or his own, sig. the evil of the will ; and a lie sig. the false

thence derived, n. 740. That the proprium of man is natural love

separate from spiritual, n. 817.

PROTECTION Itutelci]. That the evil equally as the good are

under the protection of the Lord, ill. n. 643. That every one is so
far under the protection of the Lord, as he abstains from doing evil, ill.

n. 643.

PROVIDENCE \_Providentia]. Concerning the laws of divine

Providence which are laws of order, in ten propositions, n. 1136, 1138,
1139, 1141—1148, 1150—1156, 1158—1160, 1162—1168, 1170,
1171, 1173—1177, 1179, 1180, 1182, 1183, 1185—1191.

PRUNING-HOOKS [cultri putorii]. That pruning-hooks sig. the

truths of doctrine, n. 734.

PSALMS l^psalmi^. That the Psalms of David were called

Psalms from playing on the psaltery \_psallere'], and also songs from
singing, n. 326.

PSALTERY OF TEN STRINGS [decachordiim']. See Musical
Instkuments.

PUBLICANS and SINNERS [publicani et peccatores]. That the

pubKcans and sinners signify the nations or Gentiles which received the

Lord, imbibed His precepts, and lived according to them, n. 617.

PUNISHMENT [pcena]. That to avert the evil of punishment
would be contrary to order, the reason thereof, n. 638. That the in-

ternal of man is not amended by punishments, n. 1133.

PURE [spurns']. That the pure in heart sig. those who are in the

good of love, n. 340.

PURIFICATION \mundatio']. That the purification of the Jews
sig. purification from sins, n. 376. That man cannot be purified from

evils, and thence from falses, unless the unclean things that are in him
emerge even into the thought, and are there seen, acknowledged, dis-

cerned, and rejected, n. 580.

PURPLE and BLUE
\_
purpura et hyacinthum']. That jmrplc

and blue sig. the celestial love of good and truth, u. 195. That

purple sig. genuine good, n. 236 ; also the celestial love of truth, n.

652. That purple sig. good from a celestial origin ; also the diabolic

evil, which is opposite thereto, n. 1042, ] 143, 1166. That purple

has relation to the celestial knowledges of good, n. 1042.

PURSE \_crnmena~\. That a purse and scrip sig. spiritual know-
ledges, thus truths, n. 131.

PYROPUS \_pyropus'\. See Sakdius.

Q.

QUAILS or SELAV \_cotumix seu selav]. That the flesh of

quails sig. natural nourishment, n. 750.

QUARTERS OF THE WOULD [plagcv mundi]. That the cast

and the west sig. where the good of love is clear and obscnire, and

the north and the south, where the truth of faith is in obscurity and

in clearness, n. 239, 355, 401, 422, 724. That the four quaiters of
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the enrtli sig. all tlio tnillis and goods of the church, and, in the

opposito sense, all the evils jind falses, n. 801, 417. That the four

eorners of the earth have the same signilication, n. 304, 417. That by
exi)anding towards the cast and the west is sig. the fructification of

good ; and by expanding towards the north and south is slg. the ninlti-

plieation of truth, n. olO. That tliey who dwell in the eastern quarter

in the spiritual world are in celestial or interior good, and they who dwell

in the western ([uarter are in natural or exterior good, n. 406, 417, 422,
lolO. That from the south even to the north sig. all things of the

church from first principles to last, or from interiors to exteriors, n.

412. That they who dwell in the southern quarter of the spiritual

world are principled in the clear light of truth, and they who dwell in

the northern quarter in the obscure light of truth, n. 417, 422, 1310,

1315. That the four quarters in the spiritual world are determined
from the sun there which is the Lord, and where the sun is there is the

east, opposite thereto is the west, to the right is the south, and to the

left the north, n. 422, 1311, 1315. That there are quarters in the

spiritual world which are under the auspices of the Lord as a moon,
anil are distant about thirty degi'ees from those which are determined by
the sun, n. 422. That the quarters east and west involve the north

and south, by reason that all who are in good are also in truths, n. 422.

That all things in the spiritual world are arranged according to the

quarters there, n. 322. That the men of the church, with respect to

their spirit, are, in lilve manner as the angels, either in the east, or in

the west, or in the south, or in the north, of the spiritual world, ill. n.

1315. Concerning the turning of the angels to the Lord as a sun, and
then towards the quarters, n. 1341.

QUEEN [i-egina]. That a queen sig. heaven and the church, n.

G84, 1120.

QUICKLY or SHORTLY [cito\ That qixickly or shortly sig.

certainly, or what is certain and full, n. 7, 106, 216, 680, 1346, 1350,

1352. That to come quickly, when predicated of the Lord, sig. visita-

tion, n. 144. That quickly and speedily sig. a state of affection, and
thence of thought, which is present, consequently certain and full, n.

216. That to come cpuckly slg. certainly at hand, and coming to pass,

n. G80. That near, or at hand, sig. nearness or propinquity of state, not

nearness or propinquity of time, ill. n. 1350. See Nearness, Afar off.

QUIVER \_pharetra']. That a quiver sig. the Word, and also doc-

trine from the Word, n. 357 ; also doctrine from truths, the same as a

bow, n. 724. See Bow.

R.

RABBAH. That the sons of Rabbah sig. the affections of truth in

the natural man, n. 435. That the daughters of Rabbah sig. those who
are in natural good and falsify the truths of the church, n. 637.

RABBI. That rabbi and teacher sig. the doctrine of truth, and, in

the supreme sense, divine truth, n. 684.

RACA. That to say Raca sig.io account as nothing or vile, n. 746.

RACHEL. That Rachel sig. the internal church which is spiritual,

and Leah the external church which is natural, n. 439, 695.
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RAFTER [asserl. That a rafter sig. that part of the understanding

from ^^hich is derived what is rational, n. 1146.

RAIMENT [vesti7}ientu7n']. See Garment.
RAIN [pluvia, iinber^. That by a violent pouring down of rain is

sig. immersion into evils and falses, and hence the destruction of the

church, n. 304. That by rain is sig. all the Divine [principle] which

flows in out of heaven from the Lord with man, consequently it is pre-

dicated of influx, n. 340, 376, 419, 644. That rain of water sig. the

divine truth from heaven, n. 401, 1026. That rain for hail sig. the

falses of evil, n. 403. That inundations of rain sig. temptations, n. 411.

See Flood. That rain sig. truth fertilizing, ill. n. 644. That by

raining rain is sig. the influx of divine truth from the Lord in heaven,

n. 644, 650. That the early or morning rain sig. the influx and recep-

tion of divine truth in a spiritual state ; and the latter or evening rain,

the same in a natural state, n. 644. Wliat is signified by the Lord
sending His rain upon the just and the unjust, Matt. iv. 45, n. 644.

That an inundating rain or shower sig. an inundation of falses, n. 644.

That rain of benevolence sig. the influx of divine truth from divine

clemency, n. 650. That the rain of seed sig. the multiplication of truth,

n. 1159.

RAINBOW [z'?7s]. That the rainbow sig. divine truth in the

heavens in its order, and thence in its beauty, n. 269, 595. That the

rainbow was made a sign of the covenant, ill. n. 269. That a rainbow

sig. divine truth interior, such as is the Word in the spiritual sense,

n. 595.

RAM [dries']. That rams sig. the goods of charity, and faith thence

derived, which is spiritual or internal good, n. 316, 336, 391, 405, 817.

That a ram sig. faith conjoined to charity, thus charity, n. 632. That

the ram for burnt-offering sig. the natural man as to the good of charity,

n. 730. That by the ram m Daniel, chap, viii., is sig. those who are in

the truths of docti'ine, because in good of life, n. 734. That rams .vg.

spiritual goods and truths in which the angels of the middle heaven are

principled, n. 817.

RAPINE [rapinal. That rapine sig. violence offered by the false

principle, n. 355.

RATIOCINATION and REASONING [raiiocinatio et ratio-

ciniimij. That ratiocination sig. thought and argumentation from fal-

lacies and falses ; and by wliat is rational is sig. thought and argumen-
tation from sciences and from truths, n. 569. That ratiocinations from

the spiritual man are rational, from the natural man not rational, and

from the sensual man irrational, n. 569. That by means of reasonings

from the natural man the Word may be falsified, n. 819.

RATIONAL PRINCIPLE [rationale]. That the rational prin-

ciple is the thought of the natural man from knowledges and sciences,

n. 569. That by what is rational is sig. thought and argumentation

from sciences and from truths, n. 569. Tliat the rational is the medium
between the spiritual and the natural, and the spiritual which regenerates

flows in by the rational into the natural, and thus the latter is regene-

rated, n. 585. That the rational is in the interior natural man, f<jr it

is the understanding thereof, n. 654. That the rational conjoins itself

on one part with the spiritual, that is witli heaven, and on the other

part with the natural, that is with the world, n. 654. That the
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rational faculty of innn is tlio first rocoptndo of spiritual truths, n.

133i).

RAV'E, to [insanire\ That to rave or rage 5/'^. to speak falscs for

truths, n. 052.

RAVEN [corvus^. That sons of the raven sig. uatural men who
are in a dark lumen arising from fallacies concerning truth divine,

n. G50.

REACH, to \_pertingere'\. That to reach even to heaven sig. to shut

out heaven, ill. n. 1111.

READ, to \_legere]. That to read sig. to understand from illustra-

tion, thus to perceive, n. 12.

REBEL, to \_rebellare']. That to rebel sig. to be against divine

truth, n. 433.

REBUKE [increpitatio']. That rebuke sig. the desolation of all

truth, n. 342.

REBUKE, to [arguere]. See To Chasten.

RECONCILED, to be \_reconciliari']. That to be reconciled sig.

the dissipation of anger, enmity, or hatred, n. 746.

RE-CREATION [reereatio']. In what manner effected, ill. n. 80.

That re-creation is caused by accommodation to reception, n. 80.

RECTITUDE [rcctitudo']. See Right.

RED or RUDDY [ruhmm sen rufus'\. That red or ruddy sig. the

quality of a thing as to good, and, in the opposite sense, the quality of

a thing as to evil, n. 364, 1003.

REDEEM, to, REDEMPTION [redimere, redemptio]. That to

redeem sig. to vindicate and liberate, and, when predicated of the Lord,

sig. to vindicate and liberate from hell, and so to claim and conjoin to

himself, n. 328, 860. That the redeemed of Jehovah sig. those who
are reformed and regenerated by the Lord, n. 328, 865. That to redeem

or redemption sig. reformation and regeneration from the Lord, n. 328.

That to redeem from the pit sig. to liberate from damnation, n. 328.

That to redeem the soul sig. to liberate from falses, and to give the life

of faith, n. 328. That to redeem from the oppression of man sig. to

liberate from the falses of evil, n. 328. That not to be redeemed by

silver sig. not to be vindicated from the falses of evil by truth, n. 328.

That redemption sig. liberation and vindication from hell, n. 340. That
the redeemed or bought sig. those who receive instruction from the

Word, especially concerning the Lord, and are brought back from falses

to truths, n. 860.

REDEEMER [Redemptor]. That the Lord as to the Divine

Human is called the Redeemer, n. 328, 860.

REED \_calamus'\. That a reed or cane sig. divine truth in the ulti-

mate of order, n. 627. That a measuring reed sig. the mode of exploring

quality, n. 027. See Measure. That a reed also sig. visitation, the

reason thereof, n. 627. That a reed sig. truth in ultimates, by which

exploration is eflfected, n. 627. That a reed also sig. truth in ultimates

or sensual truth, such as has place with infants, the simple, and with

natural men, even the evil, n. 627. Tliat the reed and rush sig. science

from a sensual origin, or by which the fallacies of the senses are con-

firmed, u, 627. That the reed and flag [wZya] sig. scientific sensual

truth, or the sensual scientific principle, n. 627. That a reed

also sig. the false in extremes, n. 627. That the wild beast of the
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reed sig. the natural and sensual man separate from the spiritual,

n. G27..

REFORMATION [reformatio]. That no one can be reformed,

that is, withdrawn from evils and falses, except by truths, u. 357.
That man is reformed by truths, and by a life conformable to them, n.

1244.

REGENERATION [regeneratio']. That comparatively as the Lord
glorified His Human [principle], so he regenerates man, by dissipating

evils and falses, and conjoining the internal to the external, and the

external to the internal with man, n. 178. That when man is regene-

rating, truth is in the first place and good in the second, not actually,

but apparently ; but when he is regenerated, good is in the first place

and truth in the second, actually and perceptibly, n. 434. That the

regeneration of man is not effected in a moment, but by little and little,

through a great part of his life, n. 650. That regeneration is effected

by truths from the good of love, n. 710. That regeneration is the con-

junction of goods with truths and of truths with goods, n. 724.

REIGN, to [regnare]. That to reign sig. power, which appertains

to the Lord alone, by divine ti'uth united to divine good, n. 333. That
to reign sig. also to be in truths from good, and thence in power and
wisdom from the Lord, n. 333. That to reign, when attributed to the

Lord, sig. to rule by divine truth, n. 685. That there are in heaven
they who reign, but that nevertheless the Lord reigns in them, and thus

by them, because they primarily regard uses, n. 1260.

REINS or KIDNIES Irenes']. That reins sig. the truths of faith

and their purification from falses, n. 167. That to prove the reins sig.

to purify truth by separating the false, n. 167. That to possess the

reins, when predicated of the Lord, sig. to know falses and truths apper-

taining to man, n. 167. That to search the reins and the heart sig. to

explore the exteriors and the interiors of man, n. 167. That to possess

the reins sig. to purify truths from falses, n. 710.

REJOICE, to [gaudere]. That to rejoice is predicated of good, and
its love or affection, n. 660. See Joy, Gladness. That to rejoice sig.

joy on account of salvation, n. 751. That to rejoice sig. joy from tlie

affection of truth, n. 1218.

RELIGION [7'eligio]. That the doctrine of truth constitutes the

church, and that a life conformable to doctrine constitutes religion, but
where there is not life, there is neither religion nor the church, ill. n.

1332. See Church.
RELIGIOUS-PERSUASION or PRINCIPLE [religiasuml

That the church in which there is no longer any good and truth is not
a church, but is called a religious persuasion, n. 1037. See Babel.

REMAINS \j'eli(pnce'\. That remains sig. the truths and goods
stored up in man from his infancy and cliildhood by the Lord, n. 724.

REMALIAH. That the son of Renialiah sig. the intellectual

principle perverted, n. 559.

REMEMBER, to [jrecordain']. That to remember injustices, when
predicated of God, sig. to separate Him from themselves, ill. n. 1112.

REMIT, to [remittere]. That to remit seven times sig. to remit at

all times, n. 257. See Seven.

RENDER, to [redderel. Tliat to render to any one, etc., sig. to

make retribution according to the law of retahation, n. 1114.
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RIOPENT, to, REPENTANCE [resipiscere am prrmfentimn agere,

resipiscientia^. That to rei)ent is to turn from falsos ; hence repentance

is an actual conversion from falses to truths, and dissociation and
sojiaration from them, n. 102. That to repent is to desist from evils and
falses, and afterwards to flee from and to liold them in aversion, n. 165,

5So. That to repent is to avert one's self, n. 589. That not to repent

siff. not to be willinp: to convert themselves from evils, and the falses

thence derived, n. DSfi. That to repent is to live a different life, n 993.

That man without repentance is in the evils in which he was born

;

hence that unless evils are removed by actual repentance, they remain,

ill. n. 1248, That the Lord loves all, but that He cannot be conjoined

with them so long as they are in evils, wherefore man must first perform

repentance, ill. n. 1340.

REPHAIM. That the Rephaim siff. those who, above all others,

were in the love of self, and hence most entirely natural, and, from the

persuasion of their own eminence above others, were in falses of every

kind, n. 1C3. That the Rephaim also denote those who are in a direful

persuasion of the false, n. 304. Concerning the Nephilim, Anakim,
and Rephaim, and their direful persuasions, n. 544.

REPRESENTATIVES [representativa']. That representatives of

the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdom, exist in the spiritual world,

n. 582. Concerning the origin of those representatives, n. 583. See

also Appearanxes.
REPTILE [reptile']. That reptiles siff. the delight of good and

truth appertaining to the natural man, n. 388; also scientifics, n. 514,

650, 701. That the reptiles or creeping things of the earth siff. such

things as appertain to the corporeal sensual man, n. 556, 650. That
reptiles siff. the sensual principle, which is the ultimate of the natural

man, n. 650. That the reptile or creeping thing of the earth also siff.

what is scientific, living from the affection of good and truth, n. 701.

RESPIRATION [res/)?Vrt;/o]. That the breath or wind of respira-

tion siff. divine truth and spiritual life, n. 418, 419. That respiration,

which is of the lungs, corresponds to the life of truth, and the heart

and its motion to the hfe of good, n. 419.

REST [quies]. That tranquillity of rest siff. security and no anxiety

on account of evil, n. 653. That to have no rest siff. to be infested by

evils, and falses thence derived, n. 890.

RESURRECTION [resvrrectiol. That the first resurrection siff.

salvation and life eternal, n. 1262, 1263. That in the Apocalypse a

second resurrection is not mentioned, n. 1262, 1264. Concerning the

resurrection, after the Last Judgment, of those who were guarded by

the Lord in the inferior region, n. 1254, 1256, 1257, 1261, 1293, 1294.

RETAIN, to \_reti7iere']. That to retain siff. permanence in a state

even unto the end, n. 173, 217.

REUBEN. That Reuben siff. truth derived from good, or faith

from charity, and, in the opposite sense, truth separate from good, or

faith separate from charity, n. 237, 434, 443, 693, 817. That Reuben,

and thence the tribe, siff., in the supreme sense, the Lord as to foresight,

in the internal sense, spiritual faith and the understanding of truth,

and, in the external sense, sight, n. 434. That the classes of Reuben

siff. all things, as well truths as good, which are in the natural man,

n. 434. What is sig. by the adultery of Reuben with Bilhah, n. 817.
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REVELATION [revelatio']. That Revelation sty. predications, n.

5. That the Revelation or Apocalypse treats of the state of heaven

and the church about its end, and not of the successive states of the

church, n. 5. See Apocalypse. That Revelation siff. whatever is sent

from heaven, n. 8.

REWARD [me/res]. Tliat by reward is si(/. that in which there

is heaven and salvation, and thus in general love and faith, and thence

intelligence and wisdom, n. 445, 695. That reward sig. love with its

delights enduring to eternity, n. 624. That reward, in the opposite

sense, sig. hell as to the affection of the false from evil, n. 695. That

reward sig. heaven as to its blessedness, satisfaction, and delight ; also

the affection of truth, n. 695. That the reward of whoredom sig. the

falsification of truth in the Word, n. 595. That not for reward sig.

gratuitously from divine love, n. 706. That reward sig. internal beati-

tude, and thence external, which are only from the Lord, n. 1352.

RICH, RICHES [_divites, diviticB, opes']. That the rich sig. those

who have the Word, and who can thence be in the knowledges of truth

and good, n. 118, 236, 659, 836. That riches sig. the knowledges of

truth and good, and, in an opposite sense, the knowledges of what is

false and evil, n. 118, 236, 238, 242, 338, 376, 840. That to be rich

sig. to possess the knowledges of truth and good, and thence to be

intelligent and wise, n. 236, 242, 338. That treasures sig. possessions

consisting of knowledges, n. 236. That riches, when predicated of the

Lord, denote omniscience, n. 338. That the rich sig. the truths which

constitute the internal or spiritual mind, n. 408. That by the rich and

poor are sig. the wise and simple, n. 836. That riches sig. evils and

falses of doctrine and of religion, n. 1167.

RICH, to be \_dives esse]. See Rich.

RIDE, to l^equitare]. That to ride sig. to give intelligence and
wisdom, n. 355. That to ride upon horses sig. reasonings, n. 355.

That to ride sig. to understand, n. 411 ; and to illustrate, n. 529. That

to ride upon a cherub sig. to give understanding and to illustrate the

inmost heaven, n. 529. That to ride, when predicated of Jehovah or

the Lord, sig. to enlighten the understanding, n. 594. That to ride

upon the Word of truth sig. to instruct and to combat, n. 684.

RIGHT or UPRIGHTNESS, and RECTITUDE [rectum et

rectitiido]. That right sig. truth and the affection thereof, n. 304.

That uprightness or right is predicated of truth, and perfectness of good,

n. 365. That rectitude or uprightness is predicated of truth, n. 453, 741.

RIGHT and LEFT [dextmm et sinistrum]. That to sit on the

right hand of power sig. omnipotence, n. 63. That the right hand .<fig.

the truth of good, n. 336. That the right hand sig. the power of truth

from good, n. 449. That the right side sig. the good of love from which
all things are, n. 513. That tlie right hand sig. all things appertaining

to good from which truth is derived, and the left all things appertaining

to truth from good, n. 600. That the right hand sig. truth in ilw light,

and the left hand sig. truth in the shade, n. 600, 768. That the left

hand also sig. to know and to act without good, n. 600. See Hand,
That breaking forth to the right and left sig. amplification as to tlie good
of charity and as to the truth of faith, n. 600. Tliat riglit and It^ft sig.

what is pleasant, free, and wished for, n. 600. What is sig. by not

receding or declinhig to the right hand or to the left, n. 600 end.
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That the right haml .s/y. omnipoloncc, n. G84. Tliut the right hand of

Cioil slg. divine onmi])otoncT, n. 1087. That to sit at the right hand of

God si(j. to he in that omnipotence by the Human, n. 1087. Tliat in

the spiritual world the south is on the right hand and the north on the

loft, n. i;38G.

KISE, to \_surgere']. That to rise day and night sig. in every state,

n. 911.

RIVER, STREAINI, WATER-COURSE [Jluvius, flumen, dilu-

vium, ductus, »•/(•»«]. See Flood. That rivers sig. intelligence derived

from truth, n. 231), 275, 326, 401, 405, 481, 483, 518, 969, 995,

1100. That a pure river sig. divine truth, n. 253. That rivers also

sig. the truths of faith, n. 275. That a river and inundating stream sig.

abundance, n. 365. That streams sig. things appertaining to intelli-

gence, n. 372, 518, 627. That rivers of water sig. doctrinals of truth,

n. 374. That water-courses sig. intelligence from truths, n. 401, 405.

That rivers sig. wisdom, n. 405, 514. That water-courses also sig.

perceptions which are falsified, n. 410. That rivers, in the opposite

sense, sig. self-derived intelligence, n, 411. That a river of delights sig.

truths from the good of love, or intelligence and felicity thence derived,

n. 483, 1159. That a stream sig. intelligence, n. 514. That rivers

sig. the understanding of the false, and reasoning from self-derived

intelligence, n, 518. That a stream sig. ratiocination from falses, n.

518. That a river full of waters sig. doctrine full of truths, n. 644.

That rivers upon the cliff's sig. intelligence from spiritual truths, n. 730.

That the river of the water of life sig. divine truth from the Lord, ill.

and sh. n. 1335.

ROAR, to \_nigire']. That by roaring is sig. the ardent affection

of defending heaven and the church ; and, in the opposite sense, the

ardent cupidity of ruining and destroying the church, n. 601. See

Lion. That roaring sig. grievous grief, or grievous lamentation from

grief of heart, n. 601.

ROBBER [latro]. That robbers sig. those who steal truths from

the Word, and pervert and apply them to falses and evils, and so ex-

tinguish them, n. 410. See Thief.

ROBE [stola, pallium'j. See Garment.
ROBUST [robustus']. See Mighty.

ROCK [^petra, rupes']. That a rock sig. the Lord as to truth

derived from good, or faith derived from charity, and that the same is

signified by Peter, n. 9, 212, 411, 518, 820. That a rock, a flinty

rock, and a stone, sig. truths, n. 314, 316, 323. That a rock, or stone

of the rock, sig. the truth of faith from the Lord, n. 375, 619. That

rocky places sig. an historical faith, or the faith of another in one's self,

n. 401. That a rock [petra'] sig. the natural man as to truth before

reforaiation ; and a flint [s?7ea;] sig. the natural man as to good before

reformation, n. 405. That rocks denote where the truths of faith are,

and also where the falses of evil are, n. 405, 411. That rocks sig. the

truth of faith, and, in the opposite sense, the falses of faith, n. 410, 411.

That rocks of the mountains sig. falses derived from evil, n. 410. That

clefts of the rock sig. the falses of faith and of doctrine, n. 410. That

the rock sig. the all of the church as to truth, and, in the opposite sense,

the same as to the false, n. 410. That rocks sig. truths from spiritual

good, also the truth and good of faith, and, in an opposite sense, falses
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from evil, also the false of faith, u. 411. That the rock [^nqjes'j sig.

external divine truth from the Lord, which is for the natural man ; and

the stone of the rock \saxum j^etrce^ sig. internal divine truth from

the Lord, which is for the spiritual man, n. 411. That to ascend into

the rocks sig. to he in mere falses, n. 411. That shelves of the rocks

sig. falses, n. 411. That a rock, in the opposite sense, sig. the ruling

false of evil, n. 411. That a rock sig. the truth of doctrine from the

Word, and, in the supreme sense, the Lord as to divine truth, n. 666,

1324. That to exalt upon a rock sig. to instruct in interior truths,

n. 799.

EOD and STAFF [yerga et bacillus']. That a rod or staff sig.

divine truth as to power, n. 176, 431, 627, 726, sh. 727. That a rod

of iron sig. the power whereby the Lord chastises the evils, and dis-

perses the falses, which are in the natural man, n. 176. That a rod of

iron also sig. the power of natural truth from spiritual, n. 726. See

Iron. That a staff and a stay [^scipio'] sig. powers, and thence all

things appertaining to spiritual life, n. 433. That a rod of branches sig.

the false of doctrine in which evil is, n. 504. That staves sig. power

and strength of mind, n. 537 ; also power of perceiving and reasoning

concerning truths, n. 627. That to lean upon a staff sig. to confide in

the self-derived power of perceiving truth, and of reasoning concerning

it from the proprium, n. 627. That the staff of Egypt sig. the

scientific principle which confirms, n. 654, 727. That rods of strength

sig. divine truth as to power, n. 727. That a rod [v?V^a] sig. divine

truth spiritual, and a staff [^baculus'] sig. divine truth natural, n. 727.

That a staff of strength sig. divine truth natural, and a staff of beauty

divine truth spiritual, n. 727. That a staff sig. the power of resisting

evils and falses, n. 727. That a rod and staff, in the opposite sense, sig.

the power of the infernal false, and thence the infernal false as to power,

n. 727. That the staff of wickedness sig. the power of the false from

evil, n, 727. That the rod of fury sig. the rule of the infernal false,

n. 727. That the rod of the foundation sig. the truths of the literal

sense of the Word, ill. and sh. n. 727. That to pass under the rod sig.

to suffer hard things in temptations, n. 730. That staves [ligna'] sig.

evils destroying good, n. 1145. That to rule with a rod of iron sig. to

convince by the literal sense of the Word, and, at the same time, by

rational arguments grounded in natural light, n. 1240.

ROOT [radix]. See Tree.

ROPES [funes]. See Cords.

ROWERS, or THOSE THAT HANDLE THE OAR [remiges

seu tenentes remuin]. That by them that handle the oar are sig. the

intelligent, n. 514,

RUBY Ifuhinus]. That the ruby sig. the truth of celestial

good, n. 364. That the word ruby denotes brilUancy as from fire,

n. 401.

RULE, to [pascere]. See also To Feed. That to feed or rule

sig. to teach, n. 726. That to rule with a rod of iron sig. to argue with

and convince, n. 726, 1240.

RULERS \_dominato7'es, antistites']. That rulers sig. evils, and

kings of the earth falses, n. 375, 684. That the term ruler, when
spoken of the Lord, sig. the divine good, n. 418. That rulers sig. the

goods of the church, and kings sig. the truths thereof, n. 811. That
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officers [^prcpfecti"] ami rulers \_<iutistites^ sit/, principles of what is false

niul evil, n. 863.

HUN, to \_ciii-yere, (h'sctirrerel. That to run denotes ardour, n. 558.

That to run to and fro s/y. to wander in error, n. G52.

RUPTURE [_i'riptnra']. That ruptures or clefts sig. truths destroyed

by falses, n. 519.

RUSH [/«/(c»s]. That the rush sir/, the sensual scientific, which

is the ultimate of truth, n. 559, G27,

S.

SABBATH, LORD'S-DAY [sabhathm, Dominica dies']. That
the Lord's-day sig. when the Lord instructs man, thus when He flows

in, n. 54 ; and that the sabbath denotes the same, n. 50. That the

sabbath sig. the union of the Divine Itself and the Divine Human in

the Lord, and hence also the conjunction of His Divine Human with

heaven and the church, n. 54, 208, 223, 391, 449, 701, 965. That the

sabbath was so called from peace or rest, and was the most holy repre-

sentative of the church, n. 365. That to keep the sabbath sig. to be in

conjunction with the Lord, n. 391. That the sabbath-day 5/^. the Lord
as to instruction and doctrine, n. 537. That the sabbath, in the

universal sense, sig. the conjunction of good and truth, n. 701.

SACK or SACKCLOTH [saccus]. That to be clothed in sacks

sig. mourning on account of the vastation and desolation of divine good
and divine truth, and consequent vastation of the chiirch, n. 637. That
to gird with sacks sig. mourning on account of the knowledge of truth

being destroyed, n. 637. That to repent in sackcloth and ashes sig. to

grieve and mourn on accoxmt of the non-reception of divine truth, and

on account of the falses and evils which hindered, n. 637. That sack-

cloth upon the loins sig. mourning on account of the good of love being

destroyed, n. 637.

SACRIFICE, to \_sacrifica7'e\. Tlaat to sacrifice a man sig. to de-

stroy spiritual life, n. 587.

SACRIFICES \_sacrijicia'\. See Burnt-Offering.
SAD, to be [tristis esse]. That' to be sad and to languish sig. to

labour much [^allaborare], n. 654.

SAINT or HOLY ONE [sanc/Ms]. See Holy. That saints s?^.

those who are in divine tiiiths, n. 316, 975 ; and who are in the spiritual

kingdom of the Lord, n. 325, 684, 941. That saints, abstractedly from
persons, sig. things spiritual or holy, n. 325. That the prayers of the

saints sig. all things of worship which are from spiritual good, n. 325.

That saints sig. those who are in good by truths, or in truth from good,

n. 204, 365, 493, 802, 813, 893, 1223. That saints sig. those who are

in truths of doctrine, and in a life according thereto, n. 695, 1193.

That saints sig. the truths of the church, n. 700. That the death of

the saints sig. separation and removal of the unclean things of their

spirit, or their regeneration and resurrection, n. 899. That saints, in

the abstract sense, sig. divine truths from the Lord, also divine truths

in the Word, and the Word itself, n. 975, 1193.

SALEM l^Salera]. That Salem sig. the spiritual kingdom, where

there is genuine truth, n. 357. That Salem is named from peace, the

reason thereof, n. 365.
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SALT, SALTNESS [sal, salsugo']. That a pit of salt sig. the de-

vastation of all truth, n. 653. That salt sig, the vastation of all truth

by falses originating in the concupiscences of evil, n. 653. That salt

sig. the desire of truth to good, whence comes the conjunction of each

with the other, n. 701. That saltness sig. the devastation of truth by
falses, n. 730.

SALVATION or SAFETY [salus, salvatio']. That salvation sig.

life eternal, n. 460, 1198. That by salvation being ascribed to the

Lord is sig. that salvation is from Him, because He is salvation, for the

all of salvation and life eternal is from Him and of Him in man and

angel, n. 460. That no one is saved by knowing the Word and teach-

ing it, but by doing it, sh. n. 624. That safety [sa^ws] sig. salvation

\_salvatio\ u. 745. That no one is saved from immediate mercy, but

from mediate, n. 745.

SAMARIA \_Samaria'\. That Samaria sig. the spiritual church

perverted, n. 163. That by the evils of Samaria are sig. the evils of

the will, u. 193. That the city of the Samaritans, etc., sig. the false

doctrine of those who reject the Lord, n. 223. That Samaria sig. the

church in which there are no truths, but falses, n. 240. What is sig. by

the calf of Samaria, n. 279. That Samaria sig. the spiritual church in

which charity and faith make a one ; but after it became perverted, then

it sig. the church in which charity is separated from faith, n. 391, 576,

653. That the woman of Samaria sig. the church of the Gentiles which

receives divine truths from the Lord, n. 483, 537. That Samaria sig.

the church as to truths of doctrine, and, in the opposite sense, as to

falses of doctrine, n. 695, 714.

SAMARITAN. That by the Samaritan in Luke x. are meant the

Gentiles who were in charity towards their neighbour, n. 375, 376, 444,

483. That the Samaritans sig. the Gentiles or nations which would

receive doctrine from the Lord and concerning Him, n. 537. See

Samaeia.

SAMSON [Simsoii]. That Samson, by his Nazariteship, represented

the Lord as to His ultimate natural principle, n. 619 end.

SANCTIFICATION Isanctificatio']. See Holy. That it is divine

good which sanctifies, and the divine truth is what is thence holy, n.

204. That inaugurations and sanctifications were made by blood and

by oil that they might repi'esent, ill. n. 329.

SANCTUARY \_sanctuarium']. That the sanctuary sig. the church,

n. 288. That it denotes the church as to truths, n. 204,' 391. That

the sanctuary of Jehovah sig. the very holy principle of heaven and

the church, n. 405. That the sanctuary, in the supreme sense, sig.

the Lord Himself, and, in a respective sense, the worship of Him
from the good of love, n. 433. That the sanctuary sig. tlie Word,
n. 724. That the sanctuary sig. the truth of heaven and the clmrch,

n. 768.

SAND [arenci]. Tliat sand sig. faith separate from charity, n.

212, 771. That the sand of the sea sig. the knowledges of truth, and

good in the natural man, n. 444.

SANDLE-TREE \_santalus]. See Tkke.
SAPPHIRE \_sapphirus'\. That the sajjphirc, sig. what is translu-

cent from truth, or trauslucidity from internal truths, n. 196, 329, 717.

That the sapphire also sig. the divine truth of the Lord proceeding Irom
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Ilis divine good, and hence spiritual truth jx^lhiccnt from celestial good,

n. 2.").').

SAIxDTS [Sonh's']. Tliat the church in Sardis siff. those who live

a moral life, Imt not spiritual, hecausc thoy make little acconnt of the

knowledges of spiritual things, and thence of intelligence and wisdom,

n. 182. That " thou Intst a few names in Sa7-(Us,ivhichhave not deJUe.d

their (jannents,'" siff. those who are of snch a quality as to live a moral

life from a spiritual origin, by applying the knowledges of truth and

good from the Word to their own life, n. 195.

SARDIUS or SARDINE STONE [sardius sen 2Wopus]. That

the sardius or sardine stone siff. good; and, when predicated of the Lord,

siff. divine good, n. 2G8.

SATAN [<Srt<anw5]. That Satan siff. the hells -where and whence

are all falses, n. 134, 535, 740. That Satan also siff. all the false which

destroys truth, n. 535. That Satan siff. infernal falses, n. 740. See

Devil. That Satan siff. the false of doctrine from the Word falsified,

n. 740. That Satan sig. those who are in falses of doctrine, or in false

principles of faith, n. 1252, 1267.

SATISFY or SATIATE, to [satiarey That not to be satisfied sig.

not to find truth which is in itself truth, n. 532. That that which

satisfies 5?^. that which nourishes the soul, n. 617. That to eat to

satiety sir/, plenary reception, perception, and appropriation, n. 617.

SATYRS [^satyri^. That satyrs or demons of the wood siff. cupi-

dities merely corporeal, n. 586. See Demons. That satyrs sig. adul-

terated goods, n. 1029.

SAVOUR [scfj9or]. That savour is predicated of the perception of a

thing, n. 617. See Taste.

SAY, to, or TO TELL \_dicere']. That to say, when predicated of

the Lord, siff. to instruct, to illustrate, and to provide, n. 200. That

to say sig. to think, and that in the Word it has various significations,

according to the subject treated of, n. 236. That to utter sayings of

elegance sig. gladness of mind, n. 439. That to say sig. to confess, n.

460. That to say sig. perception, n. 471.

SAYINGS [sennones']. See To Say.

SCALES [lances sen libraf\. See Balances.

SCARLET [dibapha, coccinus'j. That scarlet sig. truth derived

from good, n. 67 ; or truth from a celestial origin, such as is the truth of

the Word in its literal or natural sense, n. 1038, 1042, 1144. That the

scarlet beast sig. the Word in the letter, as to the holy things thereof,

27/. and sh. n. 1038, 1054. That scarlet sig. the diabohcal false, which

is opposite to truth from a celestial origin, n. 1042. That to be brought

up upon scarlet sig. to be instructed from infancy in truths from celes-

tial good, n. 1042. That scarlet double-dyed sig. the truth of celestial

good, n. 1042. That scarlet also sig. good from a spiritual origin, n.

1144, 1166.

SCATTERED [sparsvs']. Tliat the things which appear scat-

tered in the literal sense of the Word are connected in the internal sense,

n. 17, 89.

SCEPTRE [sceptrujii]. That a sceptre sig. power, n. 177 ; also

divine truth as to government or dominion, n. 431, 727. Tliat the

sceptre of the scribe sig. intelligence, n. 447. That a sceptre of

rectitude sig. the divine truth which has power and the kingdom, n. 684.
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SCIENCE [scientia]. That science, in the Word, sig. divine

truth, and thence divine wisdom and intelligence, n. 409. That sciences

are only means to uses, and the quality of them is determined by the

use existing from them, n. 507. Concerning the sciences possessed by

the ancients, n. 514.

SCIENTIFIC [scientificum]. See EcxYpt. That by scientific

truth is meant everything scientific by which spiritual truth is confirmed,

and which has life from spiritual good, n. 507, 511, 513. That scieu-

tifics are the continents of spiritual truth, n. 513. That scientifics live

by truths and perish by falses, the reason thereof, n. 513. That by scien-

tifics from the Word are meant all things of the literal sense thereof,

in which there does not appear any thing doctrinal, n. 545. That sen-

sual scientifics are those which enter from the world through the five

senses of the body, n. 559.

SCORCHING [cBstus^. See Heat.
SCORPION [scorpio']. That a scorpion sig. the persuasive prin-

ciple of the spirit of the sensual man, which is of an infatuating and

suffocating nature, n. 544, 559.

SCOURGE, to [Jlagellare]. That to scourge sig. to pervert, n.

655.

SCRIBE [scriba']. That a scribe denotes intelligence, n. 453.

That scribes sig. the Word from which doctrine is derived, n. 655.

That chief priests and scribes sig. the adulteration of good, and the

falsifications of truth, n. 655.

SCULPTURED THING or GRAVEN IMAGE [sculptile']. See

Idols. That graven images and idols sig. falses which are from man's

own or self-derived intelligence, n. 141, 695. That sculptured things

sig. falses from self-derived intelligence, n. 304, 695. That a land of

sculptured things sig. heresy from self-derived intelligence, n. 355.

That molten images [fusilia] sig. the things from which man hatches

from self-derived intelligence all which are evils and falses, n. 419.

That sculptured things, things molten, and idols, sig. falses of doctrme,

of rehgion, and of worship, n. 587, 827. That a molten image ancl

idol sig. worship according to doctrine which is from self-derived intelli-

gence, s7i. n. 1186.

SEA [mare]. That the sea sig. common or general principles of

truth, which is called scientific or natural truth, n. 275, 326, 342, 406,

447, 511, 774, ill. 931, 965, 967. That a glassy sea sig. truth in

the ultimate heaven, n. 275, 931. That seas sig. collections of scien-

tifics, n. 275. That the sea sig. the natural man, because in the natural

man are the common or general things of truth, and into which the

things which are in the spiritual man descend, n. 275, 342, 406, 511,

512, 1170. That the waves which it lifts up sig. falses, n. 275. That

seas also sig. knowledges in common, n. 275. That a troul)lcd sea sig.

reasonings from falses, n. 275. That the eastern sea sig. the natural

man as to good, and the hinder sea the natural man as to truth, n. 275.

What is sig. by the brazen sea in 1 Kings vii., n. 275 end, 430, 600.

That the sea sig. the natural man separate from the spiritual, n. 31(5.

That there are appearances of seas in the spiritual world, n. 342, 406,

511, 538. Tliat fishes in the seas sig. sensual scientifics, which are tlic

lowest things of the natural man, n. 342. See Fish. That the same

is sig. by things creeping in the seas, n. 342. That the sea sig. where
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truth is in its ultimntos, n. 342. That the Red Sea sig. damnation and
holl, 11. 3r)r). That the abyss or soa ,s///. the scientific ])rinciplo, or priii-

cipK" of knowing in general, wliich is in the natural man, n. 372, 511.

That the sea and the great sea siff. hell, n. 405, 418, 514, 538, 650,

815, 1182. That the sea and its fulness stg. the natural man and all

things therein, n. 400, 511. That from sea to sea sig. all things of

heaven, and thence all things of the church, n. 406. That the sea sig.

the ultimate of heaven, n. 433. That to dwell at the haven of the seas

sig. the conjunction of spiritual things with natural truths, n. 447.

That the drying up the sea sig. to deprive the natural man of scientific

truth, and thence of natural life derived from spiritual, n. 513. That
the great and wide sea sig. the external or natural man, which receives

goods and truths scientifically, n. 514, 650. That the heart of the seas

sig. hell, where and whence falses are, n. 537. See Abyss. That the

waves of the sea sig. ratiocinations from falses against truths, n. 538.

That the depths of the seas sig. the hells where and whence are evils

and falses ; and that the like is sif/. by abysses or deeps, n. 538. That
vyaves and billows sig. evils and falses, n. 538, 654. That the sea sig.

exterior things, and the earth interior things, n. 600. That a great

sea and broad in spaces sig. the natural principle itself, n. 650. That
the princes of the sea sig. the knowledges of truth, and those who are in

them, n. 687. That seas sig. the extreme parts or principles of the life

of man, which are called sensual, n. 752. That the sea and the fortress

of the sea sig. the natural principle where the knowledges of good and
truth are, n. 863. That the sea siff. divine truth in ultimates, or the

Word in the letter, n. 876. That a sea of glass sig. common principles

of truth in the Word pellucent from spiritual truths, ill. n. 931, 934.

That the living souls in the sea sig. the scientifics of the natural man,
also the knowledges of truth, ill. n. 907. That to do work in the sea

sig. to confirm by reasonings from the natural man, u. 1170. That the

sea s/^. heaven in its extreme, e7^. and sh. n. 1287; for this reason,

because in the extremes, and at a distance, the heavens appear like seas,

which are the atmospheres in which they live, who are in the most
common truths grounded in the literal sense, wherefore the seas there

are appearances, n. 1287. See Atmosi'here. That the sea sig. the

church among those wdio are in truths of a general kind ; also among
those who are in external natural worship, and but little in spiritual, n.

1279. That the sea which shall be no more siff. a collection consisting

of various Christians before the last judgment, from which time of the

judgment they were taken away and saved who were written in the book
of life, sh. n. 1287.

SEAL, to, SEIAL \_ohsignare, sigilluni]. That to open the seals of

the book sig. to reveal things hidden, and to predict things future, n.

352, 361, 369, 378, 390, 399. That the sealed sig. those who are in

good, distinguished and separated from others, n. 429, 433, 438. See

To Sign. That the sealed sig. those who are in heaven and come into

heaven, n. 434, 438. That to seal up sig. to keep in silence, and to

reserve until another time, n. 604. That not to seal the words of the

prophecy sig. that the Apocalypse must not be shut, but is to be opened,

n. 1350.

SEBA \_Seba]. See Sheba.

SECRET and SECRET PLACE \_ahditus et adytum]. That
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secret or hidden sig. inwardly in man, n. 455. That the secret place

sig. where the Lord is, n. 638.

SECURITY \_securitas']. That peace sig. the internal delight of

heaven and security the external delight, n. 365.

SEDUCE, to \_seducere]. That to seduce sig. to pervert, n. 741.
That to seduce sig. to persuade falses, n. 826.

SEE, to, ASPECT, SIGHT, and VISION \yidere, aspectus, visus,

visio'\. That to see sig. to understand truth, n. 11, 61, 260, 354, 529,
588. That to see sig. to perceive from illustration, n. 13, 14. That
the sense of sight sig. the miderstanding illustrated, n. 14. That sight

denotes presence, n. 25. That aspect, when predicated of the Lord,
denotes His divine presence, and also providence, n. 25. That to see

denotes to know, to understand, to perceive, and to aclmowledge, n. 37,

657, 671. That there are two sights, one from faith cogitative, and the

other from love, ill. n. 76. That to see the Lord sig. to believe in Him,
n. 14, 25, 37, 84. The reason why the prophets were called Seers, n.

53, 152. That a seer denotes to be intelhgent, and, abstractedly, intel-

ligence, n. 249, 376, 577. That to see sig. to make manifest, n. 351,
391. That every one sees according to the quality of his state, n. 658.

That to see sig. to animadvert and to perceive, n. 757. That I saw sig.

prediction, n. 904. That to see sig. to know and take cognizance of a

thing, n. 1058. That to see sig. to understand and believe, n. 1081.

See Sight.

SEED [se??ie/i]. That the seed of the field sig. truths from good,

n. 31. That the seed of man siff. the spiritual affection of truth, and
the seed of beast the natural affection of truth, n. 280, 433, 768. That
seed sig. truths from the Word, n. 401, 632, 644. That the seed of man
sig. divine truth, or the Word, wherein are goods and truths, n. 411.
That seed sig. charity and faith, n. 433. That the seed of the field sig.

the truth of the Word, n. 543. That seed-time sig. the establishment

of the church, and the harvest its fructification, n. 610. That seed sig.

divine truth and those who receive it, n. 683, 684, 768, 911. That the

seed of the woman sig. the Lord, n. 739 ; and all truth derived from
good, also divine truth, n. 768. That the seed of the serpent sig. all

false derived from evil, n. 768. That the seed of God sig. divine truth,

n. 768. That the seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, sig. divine truth

celestial, spiritual, and natural, n. 768. That seed sig. the doctrine of

genuine truth from the good of celestial love, n. 768. That seed si(/.

the truth of doctrine from the Word, and divine truth, and, in the

opposite sense, the false of doctrine, and the infernal false, n. 768.

What is signified in Daniel by iron and clay which shall mingle with

the seed of man, n. 1322.

SEERS [videntes^. See To See.

SEETHE, to [_coquere]. That to seethe children sig. to destroy by
falses the truths and goods of doctrine from the Word, n. 555.

SELL, to \_vendere~\. That to sell sig. to communicate the know-
ledges of truth and good, n. 355, 860. See also To Buy and To
Trade. That to sell, when predicated of the Lord, sig. deprivation, n.

411. That to sell sig. to pervert, n. 548. That sellers and buyers sig.

those who make gain to themselves from holy things, n. 840. That to

sell all that he had sig. to alienate all things which are of his own love,

or of the proprium, n. 840. That to sell and to be sold sig. to alienate
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Irutlis, niul to be ulionatoil from tlioin, and to accept falses for truths,

ami to bo captivatoil thereby, n. 810. Tliat to be sold sig. to be

aheuated by falses, n. 8G0.

Si'iXNArilKHIB. That Sennacherib, king of Ashur or Assyria,

sig. the rational principle perverted, destroying all the knowledge and

apperception of truth, n. r)18, 778. See AsnuK. That the chief cap-

tain of the king of Assyria sig. the natural man as to his intellectual

principle, n. 654.

SEND, to \_mittere]. That to send sig. to reveal, n. 8. That to

send and sending, when predicated of the Lord, sig. to go forth and to

proceed, n. 183. See Comforter or Holy Spirit.

SENSUAL [^sensuale]. That things sensual are the ultimates of

the natural man, n. 417. That the sensual man is the lowest natural

man proximately extant to the world, n. 513. That the ultimate sen-

sual principle of man is the ultimate or lowest principle of thought and

aflection, and not of the senses appertaining to the body, n. 543. That

the thought of the sensual man is what is called material thought, and

his aftection is what is called corporeal affection, which is cupidity, n.

543. Concerning the nature and quality of the sensual principle, which

is the ultimate and extreme part of the natural man, n. 543, 556. That

sensual men see only from an infatuated lumen, because they see only

outwardly from the world and not inwardly from heaven, n. 554. That
sensual men, who are in the love of self, confirm themselves against

divine and spiritual things, n. 559. That sensual men are crafty and

subtle above others, n. 560. That the sensual principle of man, which

is the ultimate of the intellectual life, is destnictive of all spiritual truth

and good, the reason thereof, n. 563. That the sensual man reasons

from the fallacy of the senses, n. 569, 570, 575, 579. That in the cor-

poreal sensual principle of man reside all evils, and thence all falses, n.

632. That the sensual principle is the source of all evils, and falses

thence derived, n. 654. That there are men merely sensual who are

good, n. 714 end. In what manner the sensual principle falsifies and

adulterates the truths of the Word, ill. n. 719. That the sensual prin-

ciple is proximately extant to the world, n. 739. Tliat the sensual

principle communicates with hell and makes one therewith, n. 739.

That the sensual principle of man cannot be reformed, but only be

removed when man is reforming, ill. n. 739. That the sensual is the

extreme part or principle of the life of man, n. 918. That the corporeal

sensual, when separated from the rational, is stupid, n. 923.

SEPULCHRE or GRAVE \_sepulchrum']. See To Bury. That

sepulchres or graves, from the inanimate cai'casses and bones therein,

sig. things infernal ; and that burial sig. the rejection thereof, and, con-

sequently also, resurrection, n. 659. That to be cast out of the

sepulchre or grave sig. damnation, n. 659. That to sit in sepulchres

or tombs sig. to be in filthy loves, n. 659. That evil genii and spirits

dwell in sepulchres, privies, and marshes, which are in our world, the

reason thereof, n. 659. That to go forth out of the sepulchre or grave

sig. out of the material body, n. 659. That by the sepulchre, and

eminently by the Lord's sepulchre, is sig. resurrection and regeneration,

n. 687. What is sig. by the angels sitting at the head and feet of the

Lord's sepulchre, n. 687.

SERAPHIM. See Cherubim.
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SERPENT [se?7;e?is]. That the serpent slg. the sensual or the

external sensual principle, •which is natural, and is the ultimate of man's
life, and the ultimate of the understanding, n. 70, 355, 544, 739, 1252.

That the serpent of brass, or the brazen sei'pent, sig. the Divine Hinnan
of the Lord, n. 70 ; or the ultimate sensual principle, which the Lord
glorified and made divine, n. 581. For Leviathan the straight and the

crooked serpent, see Leviathan. That the root of the serpent sig. the

false principle of faith alone, n. 386, 727. That a fiery flying serpent

\_prester volans'] sig. ratiocination from the falses of evil, n. 386, 727.

That serpents sig. the sensual man as to craftiness or subtlety, and also

as to prudence, n. 581, 1252. That serpents sig. the affection of the

sensual man, the reason thereof, n. 581. That to tread upon serpents

sig. to despise and make light of the treacheries, subtleties, and wicked

arts of the infernal crew, n. 581. That the viper and fiery flying

serpent sig. the crafty and subtle reasoning of the sensual principle, n.

654. That serpents sig. sensual things, which are the ultimates of the

natural man, evil, and also not evil, ill. n. 714. That the old serpent

denotes those who are sensual, and by whom all things of the Word
and the church are perverted, n. 739. That the head of the serpent

sig. all evil, n. 739. That the serpent or dragon sig. subtlety, n. 703.

That the voice of the serpent sig. craftiness and deceit, n. 1145. That
the serpent sig. infernal evil, n. 1175.

SERVANT [^servus]. That the servants of God or of the Lord
sig. those who are in truths derived from good, n. 6, 405, 427, 433, 478,

612, 695, 911, 1202, 1210. That service is predicated of those who
are in the spiritual kingdom, and ministry of those who are in the

celestial kingdom, n. 155. That they are called servants who are in

truths, and ministers who are in good, n. 155, 160, 478. That by a

servant, in the "Word, is sig. whatsoever serves, and that it is predicated

of truth, n. 316, 695. That fellow-servants sig. those who are in truths,

n. 397. That a servant sig. the external or natural man, n. 408, 409.

That by my servant is sig. the Divine Human of the Lord, as to divine

truth, n. 409. That servants sig. those who receive divine truths and
teach ; and the elect sig. those who receive good and lead, n. 409. That
to be a servant, in the opposite sense, is to be led by hell, n. 409. That
servants also sig. those who are led of self and the world, and thence

by evils and falses, n. 409. That servants, the prophets, sig. truths of

doctrine, n. 695. That slaves [inancipici] or servants sig. scientific

truths of the natural man, n. 750, 1156. That servants or bondmen
sig. those who do not think from themselves, but from others, ill. and
sh. n. 836. That a man servant and maid servant sig. the affection of

truth and good rational serving the spiritual, n. 1022.

SERVE, to, SERVITUDE, SERVILE \_servire, servitium, ser-

vum]. That to believe what another says is servile, but to believe what
a man thinks himself from the Word is to be free, n. 195. That to

serve is predicated of those who are in traths, and to minister of tliosc

who are in goods, n. 478. That servitude or slavery consists in doing

good from self, n. 774. See Freedom. That servitude or bondage is

to think and live from hell, n. 830.

SEVEN [sep^em]. That seven sig. a beginning and end, thus an
entire period or full state, an ultimate or last ; and that, in relation to

magnitude, it sig. what is full and the whole, and in relation to multitude
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it siff. all, and all tluii,i;s in the complex, n. 20, G2, 184, 256, 257, 274,

300. 314, 31(5, ;n7, ;}3C., 4,S'.), 002, 658, 676, 681, 928, 949. That

seven also sir/, what is holy, n. 20, 24, 314, 316, 317, 430, 602, 676,

717, 775, 1040, 1062. That .seventy times seven sit/, always, without

numliering, or continually, n. 257, 391. That seven times sit/, always

and at all times, n. 257. That from seven arise the numbers 14, 70,

700, 7,000, 70,000, which siq. the like as seven, n. 430. That seven

anil seven times seven sit/, what is plenaiy, and are predicated of things

holy, n. 475, 715, 761. That seventh, the same as seven, sig. what is

full and consunnnated, and last, n. 486. That seven, in the opposite

sense, si;), what is adulterated and profane, n. 700, 715, 1040, 1062.

SHAD DAI. That God Shaddai sig. temptations, deliverance from

them, and consolation after them, n. 283, 386. That Shaddai expanding

sig. a state of temijtations, n. 283. That God Shaddai sig. truth

rebuking in temptations, and afterwards consoling, n. 283. That

Shaddai also sig. the Lord as benefactor after temptations, n. 448.

SHADOW [niiibra']. That the shadow thereof is good sig. com-

placence, sk. n. 324.

SHAME [jnidoj-^. That shame sig. filthy loves, n. 1009.

SHARON. That Sharon, Basham, and Carmel, sig. the church as

to the laiowledges of good and truth from the natural sense of the

Word, n. 730.

SHARP [^acutmn']. That sharp sig. what is accurate, what is ex-

quisite, and altogether, or entirely, n. 908.

SHEBA and SEBA. That by Sheba and Raama are sig. those who
are in the knowledges of truth and good, n. 242, 717. That to give

them of the gold of Sheba sig. the good of love into which the Lord

shall lead them by knowledges, n. 242. That the gold of Sheba sig. the

good of charity, n. 328. That by Sheba are sig. the interior goods of

the natural man, and by Seba, the exterior goods thereof, n. 406.

SHEEP [oz;25]. That by sheep are sig. they who are in charity,

and the same by the sheep on the right hand, n. 212. That sheep also

sig. those who are in truths derived from good, thus who are in faith

derived from charity, n. 251, 298. That sheep sig. spiritual good, or

the good of charity, n. 304, 315, 388, 1154. That sheep %. those who
are in love towards the neighbour, which love is charity, and thence in

faith, n. 314, 388, 600, 650.

SHEPHERD or PASTOR [pastor]. That shepherds sig. those

who teach truths, and thereby lead to the good of life, n. 315, 388, 419,

482, 601, 700. That by my shepherd is meant the Lord, n. 375. That

shepherds, in the opposite sense, sig. those who teach falses, and thereby

lead to evil of Hfe, n. 388. That shepherds, abstractedly, sig. truths

themselves productive of good, n. 388. That shepherds sig. the goods

of the church, and lovers \_(nnusii] the truths thereof, n. 811. That the

shepherd and Ida flock sig. they who teach, and they who learn, n. 863.

SHEW, to [ostendere']. That to shew sig. to instruct to the life,n. 264.

SHIELD [sattum']. That a shield is predicated of good, n. 316.

That a shield, in the opposite sense, sig. the false destroying good, sh.

n. 357. That a shield sig. defence against falses which destroy the

understanding of truth, n. 734.

SHILOH. That the habitation of Shiloh sig. the church which is

principled in the good of love, n. 811.
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SHIP \navis^. That ships of Tarshish sig. common knowledges of

truth and good, in which are contained many particular knowledges, n.

242, 304, 406, 514. That ships sit/, the scientifics and doctrinals of the

true, and, in the opposite sense, the scientifics and doctrinals of the false,

n. 355, 447. That to dwell at the haven of ships siff. spiritual con-

jnnction with doctrinals from the Word, n. 447. That ships sir/, the

knowledges of truth and good, or doctrinals, n. 514, 1170. That ships,

in a strict sense, stg. the Word, and doctrine from the Word, n. 514,

600. That ships of Tarshish, in the opposite sense, sig. false doctrinals,

n. 514. That a ship of oars s?y. intelligence from the proprium, n. 514.

That a magnificent ship sig. wisdom from the proprium, n. 514. That
the right side of the ship sig. the good of life, n. 600. That those who
are employed about ships sig. those who are in intelligence, n. 1170.

That sailors sig. those who are in science, n. 1179. See Pilot,

EOWERS.
SHITTIM and SHITTIM WOOD [Skittim et lignum Sliittim'].

That Shittim wood sig. the good of the Lord's righteousness or merit, n.

391. That the stream of Shittim sig. scientifics and knowledges which

ai*e in the natural man, n. 483. That to water the streams of Shittim

sig. the illustration of the understanding, n. 518.

SHOE \_calceiis']. That shoes sig. the lowest natural principle, n.

70. That a shoe of iron and brass sig. the lowest natural principle

derived from truth and good, n. 70. That shoes upon the feet sig. con-

junction of good and ti'uth in the external or natural man, n. 279. That
a shoe sig. the ultimate of the natural, which is the sensual, n. 438.

SHORTLY \_cito']. See Quickly.

SHOULDER [^humerus'\. That the shoulders sig. power, n. 431.

That to dwell between his shoulders sig. in security and in power, n.

449. That the shoulder-blade, the shoulder, and the arm, sig. the

power of understanding and perceiving truth, n. 627.

SHOUT, to, or CRY OUT [clamare']. That to shout from the top

of the mountains sig. worship from the good of love, n. 405. See To
Cry out.

SHRUB [yirgultum']. That shrubs sig. the knowledges of truth,

n. 410.

SHUT UP, to \_occludere]. That to shut up, when predicated of

the Lord, sig. deprivation, n. 411.

SIBMAH \_Sihma'\. That the vine of Sibmah sig. the external

church, and the men of that church, who explain the Word to favour

the loves of the world, n. 911.

SICK \_cegrotus']. See also Disease. That a sick person, in tlie

spiritual sense, sig. those who have transgressed and sinned, n. 163.

Three reasons given why by faith in the Lord tlie sick were liealed,

n. 815.

SICKLE \_falx']. That a sickle, and a sharp sickle, sig. divine

truth exquisitely exj)loring and separating, n. 908, 914.

SIDE [latus~\. That the side sig. good, n. 336. That the side sig.

spiritual love, n. 365. That the sides of the north sig. truths from

celestial good, n. 405.

SIEGE, to lay \_ohsidere]. That to lay siege sig. to straiten by

evils and falses, n. 633.

SIGHT \yisus']. That the sight of the spirit is thought from afiec-
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tion, ftiul has oxtousion into tlio spiritual worlil, a. 388. That angelic

sisjht is the sii,'ht of truth from the light thereof, n. 759. That when
tlic spiritual mind is open man receives angelic sight, ill. n. 759.

SIGN [signum^. That a sign sig. divine manifestation concerning

things future, also testification, n. 706. That a sign sig. that which

indicates, witnesses, and persuades, n. 706, 824, 826, 1002. Concerning

the ditVerence between a sign and a miracle, n. 706. See also Miracle,

That a groat sign sig. divine revelation, manifestations, and testification,

u. 710, That great signs sig. testifications and persuasions of the false

from evil, n. 824. That a sign sig. revelation, n. 926. That signs sig.

persuasions and confirmations by fallacies and sophistry, n. 1002.

SIGN, to, or TO SEAL [^signare']. That to sign sig. to distinguish

and separate, n. 427. That to be signed upon the forehead sig. to be in

the good of love to the Lord from the Lord, n. 427. That the sealed

or signed sig. those who are in good, distinguished and separated from

others, n. 429, 433.

SIHOR [Sihor^. See Egypt.

SILENCE [silentiiim']. That silence sig. astonishment, and all

things which cause it, n. 487.

SILK [sericum']. That silk sig. genuine truth resplendent from

interior good, n. 242. That silk sig. truth from a spiritual origin, n.

619, 1143, 1144. That thread of silk sig. spiritual truths, n. 654.

SILOAM. That the fish-pool of Siloam sig. the Word in the

letter, and to be washed therein sig. to be purified from falses and evils,

n. 239, 475,

SILVER [argentu7n']. See also Gold. That gold sig. celestial

good, which is inmost good, and silver, which is spiritual good, the truth

thereof, n. 70, 242. That silver sig. the truth of the internal man,

n. 176. That silver sig. truth derived from the good of love, n. 195,

447, 502, 617. That silver in the treasures sig. the knowledges of

truth, n. 236. That silver, in the opposite sense, sig. the false derived

from evil, n. 242, 1141. That silver, purified seven times, sig. truth

from the divine altogether and fully pure, n. 257. That silver sig. truth

itself, n. 283, That pieces or plates of silver sig. the truths of the

church, n. 439, 627. That silver sig'. truth from the Word, or divine

truth, n. 458, 502, 540. That silver spread out from Tarshish sig. the

truths of the Word in the literal sense, n. 585. That silver sig. spi-

ritual truth, n. 585. That silver sig. truth from the proprium, or self-

derived intelligence, n. 617. That silver and gold sig. the truths and

goods of the church, and, in the opposite sense, the falses and evils

thereof, n. 654. That gold sig. the good of love, and silver the truth

of wisdom, ill. and sh. n. 1322.

SILVER, PIECE OF [dmcJima]. That a piece of silver, or a

drachma, sig. a truth, or a knowledge of truth, n. 675,

SIMEON or SIMON. That Simeon or Simon sig. truth in the will,

n. 411. That Simon, son of Jonas, sig. the truth of good, or truth

derived from good, or faith derived from charity, n. 411, 443, 820.

That Simon sig. hearkening and obedience, and Jonas a dove, by which

is sig. charity, n. 820. That Reuben sig. the understanding of truth, and

Simeon the vnW of truth, n 434. That Simeon sig. obedience, and also

faith, n 443. That by Simeon and his tribe, when mentioned in a good

sense, are sig., in the supreme sense, Providence; in the internal sense,
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faith in the will ; in the interior sense, obedience ; and in the external

sense, hearing, n. 443. That Simeon, in the opposite sense, sig. faith

without charity, n. 443. That Simon's ship sig. the doctrinals of truth,

n. 514. That Simeon sig. truth and good as to perception and
obedience, n. 555. " 'PAO"

SIN \_peccatum'\. That sin is predicated of a life of evil, or of a

Ufe contrary to good, and iniquity of the life of the false, or of a life

contrary to truths, n. 391. That sin sig. hell, n. 409. That sins are

removed by truths and a Ufe according to them, n. 475. That sins sig.

evils arising from the loves of self and the world, n. 1108, 1111.

SINAI \_Sinai'\. That Sinai sig. heaven where the Lord is, from
whom is divine truth, or from whom is the law, n. 204, 329, 336, 701.

That Sinai sig. divine truth from divine good, n. 405.

SING, to \_cantare\. That singing sig. the testification of gladness

from the affection of truth, n. 323. That singing sig. the good of truth,

n. 323. That a song sig. acknowledgment and confession from joy of

heart, n. 326, 857, 936. That a new song sig. acknowledgment and
confession that the Lord, as to the Divine Human, has all power in the

heavens and in the earth, n. 326, 854, 857, 859. That the song Jah
sig. the celebration and glorification of the Lord, n. 326, That the

voice of singing sig. the same as a song, n. 326. That the noise of

songs sig. the joy of confessions, n. 326. That to sing a song sig. to

glorify the Lord from spiritual truths and good, n. 340. That to sing

a song, and to praise, sig. worship from a glad mind, n. 406.

SISERA \_Sisera\. That Sisera sig. the false from evil de-

stroying the church, n. 434, 447.

SISTER \_soror']. That they are called sisters by the Lord who
are in truths from the good of charity from Him, n. 746.

SIT, to \_sedere]. That to sit on the right hand, when spoken of

the Lord, sig. divine omnipotence, n. 63, 687, 850. That to sit is

expressive of the life of the will, thus of the esse of life, n. 687. That
to sit sig. to be and appertains to the will or love, n. 687. That to sit

upon the dust and in the earth sig. to be in evils, and thence in damna-
tion, n. 687. That to sit in silence and enter into darkness sig. to be

in falses, and thence in damnation, n. 687. That to sit upon the earth

sig. to be in falses, n. 687. That to sit before Jehovah sig. to be with

Him, thus also to will and to act from Ilim, n. 687. That to sit sig. to

subject to judgment, to bring under jurisdiction, and thus to rule, n.

1033, 1062, 1076.

SIX [sea-]. That six sig. spiritual good, n. 283. That six sig.

communication, n. 283. That six is predicated of truths, and sig. all,

n. 376, 847. That six sig. all things in the complex, n 401, 847,

That six sig. the same as three, viz., truths in the whole complex, n. 627;

and, in the opposite sense, falses in the complex, and evils thence, ill.

n. 847.

SIX HUNDRED \_sexcenta]. See Hundred,
SIXTEEN [^sexdecein]. That sixteen, the same as four and two,

is predicated of goods, and, in the opposite sense, of evils, n. 924. See

Number.
SIXTY \_sexaginta]. That sixty sig. a full time and state as to

the implantation of truth, n. 684. The sixty-two sig. tlie marriage of

truth with some httle good, sh. n. 684.
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SKIN [n/^/s]. Tlint the skin, from corrospondence, «/</. tho natural

man, n. 3SG. That skins black as an oven sig. the natural man in its

own evil from falscs, n. 38(5.

SKIllT [rt/a]. That the skirt of a Jew sig. truth from the good

of love to the Lord, n. 433. That to take hold of the skirt of a Jew
sig. the desire of knowing truth from tlie Lord, n. 433.

SLAIN \^confossus, occisus'\. See also To Kill or Slat. That

the slain of Jehovah sig. those with whom the truths and goods of the

church are extinguished, n. 304, 315. That the garment of the slain

sig. the abominable false [principle], n. 315. That the slain sig. falses,

or those who are in falses, n. 315. That the slain, stabbed, or thrust

through, sif/. those who have perished by falses and evils, 329, 518.

That the blood of the slain si(/. falses conquered and dissipated, n. 357.

That the slain [occisi] sig. those who are rejected by the evil and are

concealed by the Lord, n. 392. That the slain s?y. those who have no

spiritual life, n. 418. That by the slain [_co7ifossi'] and the slain of

Jehovah are sig. those who perish by falses and evils, n. 652, 659, 750,

1194. That slain with the sword sig. those who extinguish truths in

themselves by falses, n. 654 ; or those who perish by falses, n. 659.

That to be slain sig. to perish by evils and falses, n. 676. That the

slain \_confossi'] sig. the extinction of truth by falses, n. 811.

SLx\iN, to be [occidi]. See To Kill, also Slain. That to be

slain, when predicated of the Lord, sig. His not being acknowledged, n.

315. That to be slain, or thrust through, sig. to perish by falses and

evils, n. 315, 355.

SLAVE \^)najici]mim'\. See Servant.

SLAUGHTER [^ccedesl. That slaughter, and a storm of slaughter,

sig. evils which destroy the goods of the church, n. 304. That slaughter

sig. perdition and damnation, n. 315. That the day of great slaughter

sig. the last judgment, n. 315.

SLAYER [^occisor^']. That slayers sig. falses which extinguish

spiritual hfe, n. 315; or those who destroy the spiritual life of man by

falses and evils, n. 721.

SLEEP \_somnus']. That to sleep and to slumber sig. to live a

natural and worldly life, and not a spiritual life, n. 61, 187, 355, 374,

911, 1006. That to lie down and sleep [in peace] sig. to live, n.

365. That the spirit of deep sleep sig. no perception, n. 376. That
sleeping, when spoken of the Lord, sig. His apparent absence, n.

514.

SMALL [parvus']. That the small sig. those who know or are

but little in the truths and goods of the church; and the great sig. those

who know or are much in them, n. 696, 1212. That small and great

sig. less and more, n. 696; also inferior and superior, n. 836.

SMELL, and TO SMELL \_odor, odorari~\. See also Odour. That

to smell sig. to perceive, n. 324. That the smell sig. spiritual percep-

tion, and the taste natural perception, n. 990.

SMITE, to \_percutere]. That to smite and to Idll sig. to be damned,

n. 427. See To Kill. That to be smitten sig. to perish, n. 525.

SMITH \_faber\. That smiths sig. truths in ultimates, the same as

iron, n. 316.

SMITTEN [impulsi']. That the smitten sig. those who are oppressed

by the falses of ignorance, n. 357.
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SMOKE, to, SMOKE [^fumus, fumigare]. That to smoke sig. to

be let into the evils of the loves of self and the world, n. 405. That
smoke siff. the falses arising from those loves, or falses from evil, n. 405,

494, 539, 1204. That the smoke of the incense sig. truths from good,

n. 494 ; also the Word in the natural sense, ill. n. 955. That columns
of smoke sig. mere dense falses arising from the truth of the Word
falsified and its good adulterated, n. 539. That smoke, in the good
sense, siff. the holy principle of truth, n. 494, 539. That smoke, in the

opposite sense, sig. the infernal false,n. 543, 1173; also dense false, n. 889.

That smoke from the north sig. the falses of doctrine, the falses of faith,

and the falses of evil, n. 539, 817. That smokes sig. falses derived

from evil, n. 889. That smoke sig. the understanding of the Word in

the natural sense, ill. n. 955. That the smoke of burning sig. hell and
damnation, or infernal false and infernal evil, n. 1131.

SMYRNA [Smyrna'\. That the church of the Smyrnseans sig.

those who are willing to understand the Word, and yet do not under-

stand it, n. 112.

SNARE \^laqueiis'\. That snares, fire, and brimstone sig. falses and
evils seducing, n. 960.

SNOW [ntx]. That snow sig. truth in ultimates, or truth natural,

ill. n. 67, 644. That snow sig. cold truths, or truths wanting the good
of love, n. 411. That waters of snow sig. truths which are genuine, or

which appear genuine, n. 475, 481.

SOAP l^smegma^. That soap sig. the good by which washing or

purification is effected, n. 475.

SODOM and GOMORRAH [Sodoma et Gommorha]. That Sodom
and Gomorrah sig. the evils originating in the love of self, and the falses

thence derived, n. 357, 519, 539, 653. That the smoke of Sodom sig.

the dense false appertaining to those who are in the loves of self, u.

539. That the love of Sodom was the love of self, n. 653. That
Sodom and Egypt sig. the two kingdoms into which the hells are

distinguished, called the Devil and Satan, n. 655. That Sodom and
Egypt also sig. evil itself, and the false thence derived, n. 655. That
Sodom sig. the destruction of all good by the love of self; and Gomorrah
sig. the destruction of all truth thence derived, n. 1029.

SOJOURN, to, SOJOURNER [peregrinari, peregrinus]. That to

sojourn sig. to be instructed and to live, n. 328, 386, 654. That a

sojourner sig. those who are out of the chui'ch and desire to be in-

structed, and receive the doctrinals thereof, and to live according to

them, n. 386.

SOLDIER [miles']. Tliat a soldier, or soldiers, sig. those who were

of the church and militated or fought for the Lord, n. 38. That soldiers

sig. those who are of the church, who war for divine truth, n. 64, 195,

375. See Mighty and Man of Wau.
SOLOMON [Salomo]. That Solomon represented the Lord both

as to the celestial and spiritual kngdoms, sh. n. 654. The reason why
Solomon became an idolater, ill. and sh. n. 654.

SON and DAUGHTER \_filius et Jiliii]. That sons sig. truths and

affections of truths, and, in the opposite sense, falses and the afTectioiis

of the false ; and daughters sig. goods and aflections of good, and, in the

opposite sense, evils and the cupidities of evil, n. 166, 175, 210, 617,

622, 624, 724, 768. That the daughter of the king sig. the spiritual
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aflVction of truth, and lioiice the church consisting of tliosc wlio arc in

that aflVction, n. liK'), 212, G81, 863. Tliat the sons of the married sig.

truths with those who are in the church; and sons of the desolate sig.

trutlis whicli will he received, n. 223. That sons si'g. those who receive

truths, or wlio are in truths, and daughters those who receive goods, or

who are in goods, n. 239, 422. That children [^liberQ sig. the falses of

evil, n. 315. That sons of man sig. those who are in divine truths, and,

ahstractedly, divine truths themselves, n. 294; or those who are in

spiritual truths and goods, n. 330, 431, 458. That daughters also sig.

the aflections of truth, n. 355, 724, 911. That a son sig. truth from

the good of charity, n. 357 ; or truth originating in good, n. 3G5.

That sons of sons sig. truths of doctrine and multiplication thereof to

eternity, n. 365. That sons of the flock sig. spiritual truths, and sons

of the herd sig. natural truths, n. 374. That the Son sig. the Divine

Human of the Lord, n. 401. That sons of the east sig. the knowledges

of good and truth, n. 422. That sons of God sig. divine truths, n.

502. That sons and daughters sig. the truths and goods of the church,

n. 504, 532. That confident sons sig. the falsities of those who have

confidence in self-derived intelligence, n. 555. That sons of the east

sig. those who were in the knowledges of truth and good, and thereby

were made wise, n. 654. That sons and daughters sig. truths and goods

exterior, and mothers and fathers truths and goods interior, n. 659.

That sons of men sig. those that are intelligent in divine truths, n. 684.

That daughters of lungs sig. the spritual affections of truths, n. 684.

That a male son sig. the genuine truth of the church, n. 724. See

Male. That the sons of youth sig. natural truths from a spiritual

origin, n. 724. That sons of the stranger sig. falses, n. 724. That

sons from the sea sig. scientific and rational truths, n. 724. That sons

of man \_homo^ sig. spiritual truths which are from the Lord by the

Word, n. 724. That sons of man [v/r] sig. rational and natural truths,

which are from the understanding of the Word, n. 724. That sons of

thunders?'^, truths from celestial good, n. 821. That confident daughters

sig. those in the church who love falses more than truths, n. 919.

SON, BELOVED [Jiiius delectus']. That by the beloved Son is sig.

the Lord as to divine truth, n. 315.

SON OF GOD and SONS OF GOD [Jilius Dei, et filii Dei]. That
the titles. Son of God, Messiah, Christ, Anointed, and King, are

synonymous terms, and each sig. divine truth, n. 684. That because

sons, in the Word, sig. truths, therefore the title Son of God sig. divine

truth, n. 684. That sons of God sig. divine truths, n. 740. That sons

of God sig. those who are regenerated by the Lord, n. 745.

SON OF MAN [Jilius hominis]. See The Lord. Tliat the Son of

man sig. divine truth, and the truth of the church, n. 32, 267, 297,

653, 714. That the Son of man sig. divine truth, which is the Word
;

or the Word such as it is in the natui-al sense, n. 655, 778. That a

word against the Son of man sig. to interpret the natural sense of the

Word, which is the sense of the letter, according to appearances, n.

778. That the Son of man sig. the doctrine of truth, and, in the

supreme sense, the Lord as to the Word, n. 63, 151, 906. That the

Son of man sig. the Lord as to the Divine Human, and as to the Word,
n. 1029.

SONG and SINGING [canticum, cantus]. See To Sing.
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SORCERESS [ prcestigiat7-ix']. That sons of the sorceress sig.

falses from the falsification of the Word, n. 768.

SORE [«/c?<s]. That sore siff. works done from man or from man's
proprium, n. 962, 992. That sores siff. loathings of genuine goods and
truths arising from evils of life, n. 992.

SOUL lanima^. That the soul of man, in the Word, sig. the truth

of life, n. 70. That the soul szy. the life of faith or of truth, n. 338,

622, 696, 814. That the soul of man also sig. the truth of faith as to

knowledge, n. 355. That the soul sig. spiritual life, n, 376, 617. That
the soul of lives and living soul sig. spiritual life, n. 419. That the

soul sig. the life of the understanding, and the heart the life of the will,

n. 622, 696, 745. That the soul that creepeth, and fish, sig. those things

which are of the natural mind, or knowledges and scientifics, n. 629.

That the term soul sig. the truth of doctrine and of faith, n. 696.

That the term soul sig. faith and understanding ; and heart sig. love and
will, n. 745, 750. I., That the term soul, in general, sig. man ; II., that

the term soul, specifically, sig. the life of the body ; III., that the term
soul sig. the life of the spirit of man ; IV., that the term soul sig. the

faculty of understanding ; V., that the term soul sig. divine truth; VI.,

that the term soul sig. spiritual life; VII., that the living soul sig. life

in general, ill. and sh. n. 750. That the soul of the hungry sig. the

understanding of good, n. 750. That the soul of man and vessels of

brass sig. the science of truth and the science of good in the natural

man, or subservient scientifics, n. 750, 1156. That the soul of Jehovah
sig. the divine truth, n. 750. That the souls of men sig. good corre-

sponding to scientific truths from the natural man, which are the affec-

tions of knowing, n. 1156.

SOUNDS [soni']. That sounds correspond to affections, n. 323.

That discrete sounds excite the affection of truth, and continuous sounds

the affection of good, n. 323. See Musical Instruments.

SOUTH [meridies^. That the south sig. a state of light and
intelligence, n. 223, 717; also the clearness of truth, or the hght of

truth, n. 355, 357, 449. That the storms of the south sig. manifest

understanding of truth, n. 357. That hence the south sig. illustration,

n. 439. See Quarters. That the south sig. spiritual good, n. 449.

That the king of the south sig. those who are in intelligence from the

Word, because in charity, n. 717.

SOW, to \_se7ninare'\. That to sow sig. influx and reception, conse-

quently instruction, n. 374. That the man that soweth, or the sower,

sig. the Lord, n. 426. That to sow the land sig. to plant and form the

church, n. 644.

SPACE [^spatiuml. TTiat spaces, in the spiritual world, are aj)pcar-

ances arising from the diversity of affection, and of thouglits thence

derived, n. 282 end. That times and spaces, in the spiritual wcjrld, are

appearances according to states of life, ill. n. 1350.

SPEAR [hasta]. See Arms of War. That the lightning of the

spear sig. imaginary goods, which in themselves are the evil of the false,

n. 401. That swords and spears sig. falses from evil combating against

truths from good, and vice versa, n. 734.

SPEECH and TO SPEAK [loquela et loqiiere']. That in speech,

the sound or tone of voice manifest both the (juality and quantity of

the affection, n. 393. That to speak with new tongues sig. to confess
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the Lonl and the truths of the church fntni Iliin, n. 455. That speech

si'if. confessions from tlio truths of the diurcli, and, in the opposite sense,

confessions from the falscs of any religion, n. 455. That sjjeaking, or

to speak, siif. all'ection, thought, doctrine, antl preaching, n. 817. That
all the si)eech of man is from affection, and thought thence derived, n.

817. That the sound of speech expresses the affection, and the expres-

sions the thought, n. 817, 121G.

SPELT [zea]. That spelt siff. knowledges, n. 374.

SPHERE l^sphtera']. Tliat the spheres which surround angelic

societies appear as atmospheres, n. 538. See Atmosphere. That the

life of the love of every one forms a sphere about him, n. 707. That
from his sphere every one is perceived as to his quality, n. 707. That
all consociations and conjunctions are effected by spheres in the heavens,

and also in the hells, n. 707.

SPICES [^arotnota^. That spices sig. truths which are grateful

because derived from good, n. 242, That the spices in the holy oil sig.

the divine wisdom, n. 1150. That the spices from which the holy oil

was prepared were fine myrrh, aromatic cinnamon, sweet cane, and
cassia, ill. n. 1150.

SPIDER [^a7'anea'\. That spiders' webs sig. treacherous falses,

n. 581.

SPIRIT [_spiritus']. That to be in the spirit sig. to be in a spiritual

state, in which things which are in the spiritual world clearly appear

;

and the same is denoted by having the eyes opened ; hence the prophets

were called seers, n. 53, 2GG, 609, 1348. Concerning the form and
quality of man's spirit after death, n. 157. That the spirit of God sig.

di\'ine truth proceeding from the Lord, n. 183, 518, 665, 831. See

Comforter or Holy Spirit. That the seven spirits of God sig. all the

truths of heaven and the church, n. 183, 274. That the spirit, when
predicated of man, sig. divine truth received in the life, thus his spi-

ritual Ufe, n. 183, 419. That the Spirit of holiness, and the Holy
Spirit, siff. divine truth proceeding from the Lord, n. 183, 504 ; and that

the same is sig. by the Spirit of Jehovah and the Spirit of God, n. 294,

409, 507. That the spirit siff. a life according to truth from the Word,
n. 419. That spirit sig. life from the Lord, n. 654. Tliat the spirit

of life from God sig. the Divine proceeding from the Lord, which is

called divine truth, n. 665. That the spirit of wisdom sig. the divine

celestial principle, the spirit of intelligence the divine spiritual principle,

and the spirit of science the divine natural principle; and that the

spirit of the fear of Jehovah sig. all the holy principle of worship from
those divine principles, ill. n. 696. That spirit sig. spiritual life, n. 831.

That in the spirit sig. in vision, ill. n. 1037. That spirits who are in

the world of spirits are together with men, and men with spirits ; and
yet S2)irits know nothing concerning man, nor man concerning spirits,

for this reason, because man is in a natural state, and spirits in a spi-

ritual state, n. 1346.

SPIRITUAL [^spiritualis^. That they who are in the spiritual

kingdom of the Lord are in intelligence, because they are in truths by
which good is produced, n. 318. Concerning the difference between the

spiritual mind being open or shut, n. 406. What is properly meant by
the spiritual man that he acts solely from the Lord, n. 409. What is

meant by the spiritual man being opened in a common or general man-
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ner, n. 543. That there are spiritual things interior and exterior, and
that the latter clothe and invest the former, and thus exist under forms
in the spiritual world, n. 582. That the good in the spiritual kingdom
is the good of charity towards our neighbour, and the truth of that good
is called the good of faith, n. 638. That the spiritual principle is the

good of charity towards the neighbour, n. 700. That when things are

seen in the spiritual world it is immediately known from what spiritual

origin they are, and thus what they signify, n. 781. That the spiritual

church is in love towards the neighbour, and in worship from that love,

n. 799. That spiritual love is the love of truth, ill. n. 831. That there

are three forces \_vis] in everything spiritual, a force of acting, a force

of creating, and a force of forming, n. 1209.

SPLENDID THINGS [sphndida']. That things splendid sig.

truths, and things magnificent thence derived, ill. n. 1159.

SPOIL \_pra'xla'\. That spoil sir/, the falsification of truth, n. 652,

SPOILED \_spoliatus'\. That spoiled sig. destitute of goods, n. 714.

SPOILER [yastator'^. That a spoiler sig. evil and its derivative

false, n. 919.

SPORT, to, or TO PLAY [ludere]. That to sport or to play sig.

what ap23ertains to interior festivity, which is of the affection of truth

and good, n. 223.

SPOT [macula]. That spots sig. things falsified, n. 780. That
spots sig. falses and evils of various kinds, n. 867.

SPRING, a \_scaturigo\. See Fountain.

SPUE OUT, to \_evomere]. That to spue out sig. to separate, n.

235. See To Vojiit. That to spue and fall sig. altogether to eject

truths falsified, n. 235.

STAFF \baculus\ See Rod.
STAG \_cervus\ That to leap as a stag sig. to have joy from per-

ception of truth, n. 455.

STAMMERERS [balW]. That stammerers sig. those who with

difficulty can apprehend the truth of the church, n. 455.

STAND, to [stare]. That to stand is predicated of truth, n. 336,

639. That to stand sig. to be and to live ; also to consist and subsist,

and to sustain, n. 414, 666. That to stand aboi;t sig. conjunction, n.

462. That to stand before God sig. to be conjoined to tlie Lord, n.

489 ; also to be from God, and to be in the divine truth, n. 639. That
to stand upon, when predicated of the Lord, sig. to be subject to Him, n.

606. That to stand near [adstare] is to be present, and denotes will, n.

628. That to stand on the feet sig. life in fulness, because in ultimates,

n. 666. That to walk is expressive of the life of the thought from

intention, to stand is expressive of the life of the intention iVom the

will, and to sit of the life of the will, ill. n. 687. See To Walk and

To Sit. That to stand before Jehovah sig. to look to or regard and

understand what He wills, n. 580. That to stand sig. to be present and

conjoined, n. 850.

STARS [stellai]. That stars sig. docti'inals and the knowledges of

good and truth, n. 72, 90, 175, 179, 184, 304, 372, 401, 402, 422, 430,

447, 453, 502, 517, 525, 535, 573, 632, 709, 714. That the seven

stars sig. the knowledges of all things appertaining to good and truth,

and hence all goods and truths, n. 88, 96. That the morning star

denotes wisdom and intelligence from the Divine Human of the Lord,
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n. 170; and that the T.ord Iliinsolf hoiiig wisdom and intelligence, lie

is therefore called the iiiurning star, n. 179. That stars siff. the

knowledges of good, and constellations the knowledges of truth, n. 401.

That stars of light sif/. the knowledges of truth from good, n. 401,

That stars appear in the angelic heaven, n. 402. That a star, in the

supreme sense, siff. knowledge concerning the Lord, n. 422. That stars,

in the opposite sense, si//, falses in general, n. 573. That the Lord

is called a star from the light of Ilis divine wisdom, sh. n. 1357. That

the Lord is also called the morning star from the light which will rise

for the New Church, which is the New Jerusalem, n. 1357.

STATUE [statua'\. That statues sig. worship from the truths of

faith, n. 391, 652, 654. That solar statues sig. worship from natural

truths, n. 391. That statues, in the opposite sense, siff. worship from

falses, and thus idolatrous, n. 391. That statues of the groves siff. a

religious principle grounded in the evils of the false, n. 391. That

solar statutes also siff. worship from falses of doctrine, n. 391.

STATUTES or ORDINANCES [statuta]. That statutes and

judgments sig. those things in the "Word which teach rituals, n. 392.

That the ordinances of the moon and stars siff. all things which are

effected in the natural man according to the laws of order, n. 401.

That statutes siff. the laws of external worship, and precepts siff. the

laws of internal worship, n. 696. That statutes sig. the laws of con-

junction, n. 768.

STAVES [ligna]. See Rod.
STEAL, to [_furari']. That to steal sig. to take away, n. 548.

See Thief.

STEPS [gradus']. That steps sig. truths derived from the goods

of love, n. 400.

STING {_aculeus']. That stings sig. craftiness and subtleties to

persuade by falses, n. 560. lliat stings sig. interior falses, n. 560.

That to draw out with spikes or hooks \_aadeus^ sig. to lead away from

truths by scientifics from the Word, and from the world falsely applied,

n. 560.

STOMACH [_ventriculus']. That the memory appertaining to man
corresponds to the crop of birds and the ruminatory stomach of animals,

n. 242.

STONE [^lapis, saxum']. What is sig. by a stone [a weight] entire

and just, n. 304. That a stone siff. truth and its quality, n. 304. That

the stone of Israel sig. the Lord as to divine truth, n. 375, sh. 1324.

That stone sig. divine truth, n. 400. What is sig. by the rolling away
of the stone from the door of the sepulchre, n. 400. That a stone

[saxum'] sig. the truth of faith, n. 411. That a stone [/a/n's], in the

supreme sense, sig. the Lord as to divine truth, and thence, in an inferior

sense, truth from good, n. 411. That stones sig. truths, and, in the

opposite sense, falses, n. 503, 655. That a stone sig. natural truth, n.

587, 828; or truths upon which the interior truths of the Word are

founded, n. 724. That hewn stones siff. those things which are of self-

derived intelligence, n. 781. That the stone [lapis] sig. divine truth,

and the rock [petra] thence the Lord as to di'/ine truth, n. 1029, sk.

1324. That marble siff. man's sensual principle, which is the ultimate

of man's thought and will, ill. n. 1148. That the comer stone sig. the

Lord as to divine truth, sh. n. 1324.
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STONE, PEECIOUS [lapis petiosus]. That precious stones sig.

truths which are beautiful, because derived from good, n. 242. That

they sig. the truths of heaveu aud of the church derived from good, n.

268, 277, 4U1, 430, 431. That precious stones also sig. the know-
ledges of truth and good, n. 294. That precious stones, from their

colour, splendour, and fire, indicate the quahty of truth from good, n.

401. That stones of desire sig. truths which are pleasant and delightful

from good, n. 401. That twelve precious stones sig. all truths from

good in heaven and the church, n. 431. Concerning the origin of

precious stones in the spiritual world, n. 717. That precious stones

sig. divine truths in ultimates translucent from interior truths, n. 717.

That precious stones sig. truths from a spiritual origm ; also the false

opposite thereto, which is called the infernal false, n. 1043. That
precious stones sig. the knowledges of truths, or truths by which goods

are procured, n. 1142. That precious stones and diadems sig. divine

truths of the literal sense of the Word ; also the truths of doctrine

derived from the Word translucent by virtue of its spiritual sense, n.

1235, 1324.

STONE, to [lapidare\. That to stone with stones sig. the de-

struction of truth by falses, n. 315. That it also sig. to die by falses,

n. 240. That stoning sig. condemnation, and the curse, on accomit of

the destruction of truth in the church, n. 655, 768.

STONE, WHITE [calculus']. That a white stone sig. wisdom and

inteUigence from the Lord, n. 146. That a stone [lapis] sig. the truth

of the church, n. 220. See Stone.

STORGE. That storge, or the maternal love, is derived from the

womb, n. 710. See Womb.
STORM [procella]. That storm sig. the evils of the false, n. 405.

That storm and tempest sig. the dispersion of falses and evils, n. 419.

That storms sig. the same as inundation, n. 540. See Flood.

STRAITNESS [angustia]. That straitness and oppression sig.

states of temptations, n. 600. That straitness of times sig. scarcely

and with difficulty, n. 684.

STRANGER [alienigena']. That strangers, and also sons of the

stranger, sig. falses, n. 376, 388, 518;^ or falses which destroy truths, n.

537 ; also falses from evil, n. 850. That a stranger sig. one who is

not of the church, n. 746.

STRAW [strumen]. That straw sig. the Word in the letter,

n. 781.

STREAM [flumen]. See River.

STREET [platea]. See also City. That the streets and lanes of

a city sig. truths of doctrhie, or doctrinals, n. 223, 376, 386, 417, 727,

750, 863. That to wander blind in the streets sig. not at all to sec

truths, n. 329. That a street sig. the truth of doctrine, and truth

teaching and leading to good ; and, in an opposite sense, the false of

doctrine, and the false teaching and leading to evil, n. 652, 684. That

the head or beginning of the streets sig. the entrance to truth, con-

sequently all truth, n. 652. That the mud, the mire, and the dung of

the streets sig. the false originating in the love of evil, n. 652; also the

false originating in falsified truth, n. 734. That to play in the streets

sig. to be glad and rejoice on account of doctrinals, n. 863.

STRENGTH Irobur]. See Powek. That strength sig. divine
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good by diviiip truth, n. 38, oIH, [Ctl. Tliat strength and gracefulness

or lu-auty si^. tlie diviuo good and the (hvine truth, n. 288. That
strongtli, when predicated of tlie Tjord, siff. onniijiotenee, n. 340, 407.

That strength and power are jiredicated of truths from good, n. 405,

467. That power and strength si(/. omnipotence from (hvine good by

divine truth, n. 467. That all the strength and all the power of divine

truth exists and consists in the ultimate, consequently in the literal sense

of the Word, n. 593. That strength sit/, the power of good over evil,

n. 684. That strength siff. truth, ill. n. 811.

STRONG [rohustus, validus, fortis']. See also Mighty. That
he Is called strong \_7-obHslus^ who trusts to himself and his own
intelligence, n. 504. That strong [^valklus'] siff. cupidity, n. 518.

That the strong [^fortis'] siff. the atH'ections, n. 617. That the strong

one [^fortis^ of the nations siff. the false of evil, n. 654. That strong

[validus'], when predicated of doctrine, siff. fortified by artifices, n.

1135.

STRUGGLING or WRESTLING [luctatio]. That the strug-

glings or wrestlings of God siff. spiritual temptations, n. 439.

STUPOR or AMAZEMENT [stupo?-]. That stupor or amazement
is predicated of the understanding when it has no perception of good,

and blindness when there is no apperception of truth, n. 355.

STYLE OF THE WORD [stylus Verbi]. See Word.
SUCCESSIVE and SIMULTANEOUS ORDER [ordo succes-

sivus et sinmltaneus]. That there is a successive order and there is a

simultaneous order, ill. n. 1086. That the supreme in successive order

becomes the inmost in simultaneous order, and consequently in series,

n. 1146.

SUCK, to [suffere]. That to suck sig. influx from the Lord, n.

365. That to suck the affluence of the sea siff. to imbibe truths of

doctrine from the Word, and intelligence thence, n. 445. That to suck

the covered things of the hidden things of the sand siff. the spiritual

things which lie concealed in the literal sense of the Word, n. 445.

That to give suck siff. to receive truths from the good of love ; for the

milk which is given to suckle siff. truth from the good of love, n.

710,721.
SULPHUR or BRIMSTONE [sulphur']. That sulphur and

sulphureous siff. the concupiscence of destroying the goods and truths

of the church by the falses of evil, n. 576, 578, 653, 888. That fire

and sulphur sig. e\-ils of the false and falses of evil, n. 644. That
sulphur siff. the vastation of all good by concupiscences originating

in evils, n. 653. That sulj^hur siff. the love of the false from evil,

n. 888.

SUN [sol]. That the sim siff. the Lord as to divine love, n. 72,

304, 401, 481, 707, 708, 724, 799, 997, 1124, 1243. That the Lord from
divine love appears from heaven as a sun, n. 74, 295, 340, 392, 422,

504, 709, 726, 981, 1124. That the setting of the sun siff. the last

time of the church, n. 179. That the south siff. a state of light, n. 223.

See QuAKTERS. That the light of the sun siff. the divine truth from the

divine good in the celestial kingdom, n. 257, 401. That the light of the

sun shall be sevenfold, etc., siff. that the divine truth in heaven shall be

without any false principle, thus altogether and fully pure, n. 257, 401.

ITiat the sun, in the opposite sense, sig. the evil of love, n. 270, 481.
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That the sun given for the light of the day sig. the good of celestial love,

from which is the perception of truth, n. 275. That the sun of righte-

ousness, or justice, sig. the good of love, n. 279. That the Lord appears

before the angels as a sun, fiery and flaming, the reason thereof, n. 295,

504. That the sun, in the opposite sense, sig. the love of self, and thence

all evil, n. 298, 401, 481, 573, 1328; also natural love separated from

spiritual love, which is the love of self, sh. n. 1328. That the sim sig.

the divine celestial principle, which is the divine good, n. 329. That the

light proceeding from the sun of heaven is the divine truth, and the

heat thence proceeding is the divine good, n. 340, 504, 709. That the

Sim sig. the good of love, and the moon the truth of faith thence

derived, n. 365, 372, 401, 453, 525, 573, 637, 709. That about the

Lord there is a divine sphere, which near Him appears as a sim, being

His divine love, n. 392, 981. That the sun, in the supreme sense, sig.

the Lord as to divine love, and thence the good of love to the Lord,

which is from the Lord in man, n. 401, 481, 707, 708, 724, 981. Wliat

is meant by the sun's being darkened, etc., n. 401, 526. That the rising

of the sun sig. the good of love, which is the good of life, and the set-

ting of the sun sig. the evil of love, which is the evil of life, n. 401.

What is signified by " the sun stood in Gibeon, and the moon in the

valley of Ajalon," n. 401. That the sun's being ashamed and blushing

sig. that good and truth are not received, but only evil and the false,

n. 401. That the sun sig. natural love, which, viewed in itself, is the love

of self and the world, n. 401, sk. 1328. That the rising of the sun, or

the east, sig. the divine love of the Lord, n. 422, 644. See East.

That from the rising and from the setting sig. all who are in the goods

and truths of heaven and the church, n. 422. That the sun in heaven is

always rising and never setting, n. 422. That the sun of the spi-

ritual world is constant and stationary, the reason thereof, n. 610.

That the sun sig. celestial and siiiritual love, and the moon faith origi-

nating in charity, n. 709. That the sun's setting while it is yet day sig.

to perish as to all the goods of love, n. 721. Concerning the sun of

the spiritual world, and also concerning the sun of the natural world,

their auras and atmospheres, n. 726.

SUPERIOR and INFERIOR [superior et inferior]. That, in the

Word, by things superior, and which are in the midst, are sig. things

interior ; and by things inferior, and wliich are round about, are sig.

things exterior, n. 283.

SUPH [suph']. That the sea Suph sig. damnation, and also hell,

n. 400, 654. That the sea Suph sig. scientific truth, n. 518.

SUPPER, TO SUP, HOLY SUPPER [ccena, ccrnare, sancta ccrna'].

That to sup sig. to communicate the goods of heaven, n. 252. Tliat

bread and wine in the holy supper sig. the good of love celestial and

spiritual, n. 252, 329. See Bkead and Wink. Tliat by eating and

drinking, in the holy supper, is .ng. communication and approjiriation,

n. 146, 252. Tliat marriages were formerly celebrated at suppor-timc,

n. 252. That supper sig. consociation by love and communication, and

hence it sig. heaven and the church, n. 252, 1225. That by the Lord's

body and flesh, in the holy supper, is sig. the divine good of the divine

love, and by His blood the divine truth proceeding from that good,

n. 329, 1082. That the bread in the holy supper sig. the good of love

to the Lord derived from the Lord, and the wine the good of faith,
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wliich in its essence is truth, n. .'370, 1082. The reason why the holy

sujijior was instituted by the Lord, n. 376. That by the grout supper

in Luke xiv. 10, is sig. heaven and the church as to spiritual nourish-

ment and instruction, n. b-iS.

SUSTAIN, to \_sustinere']. That to sustain sig. to resist, n. 100.

That to sustain exaction sig. temptations, n. 814.

SWADDLINCJ-CLOTl lES [fascite]. That swaddling-clothes siff.

the tirst trutlis, which are truths of innocence, which are also truths of

divine love, n. 706.

SWALLOW [hirimdo^. That a swallow s/y. natural truth, n. 391.

SWEAK, to [^Jurarel. That to swear sig. for a man to instruct

liimself in divine goods and to apply them to life, n. 340 ; because an

oath si(^. confirmation, and conviction of a thing's being so, and this

is efiTected from goods by truths, n. 340, That to swear to Jehovah

Zebaoth sig. to confess the Lord, n. 391. That to swear siff. to confess,

n. 455. That to swear si^. asseveration and confirmation in life; and,

when predicated of the Lord, it sig. divine verity, n. 608, 684, 696.

That to swear, when predicated of Jehovah, szy. confirmation from

Himself, or from His own Divine [principle], n. 608, 750. That to

swear by God si^. to speak verity, n. 608.

SWEEP, to [yerrere]. That to sweep the house sig. to run over

the whole mind, and to view everything therein, to discover where the

truth has hid itself, n. 675.

SWEET [dw/ce]. That sweet sig. what is delightful from the good
of truth and the truth of good, n. 618.

SWIFTNESS [yelox^ velocitas']. That swiftness, when predicated

of intelligence, sig. the affection of truth, n. 281. That swiftness and

haste sig. excitation from affection and lust, n. 281, 355. That swift-

ness is predicated of affection, n. 455.

SWINE \_sus'\. That to eat the flesh of swine sig. to appropriate

infernal evils, n. 659. That swine correspond to and thence signify

sordid avarice, n. 659. That swine sig. filthy loves, such as are in the

hells of adulterers, n. 1044.

SWORD [gladins machcera'], DAGGER [romphcBa']. That a

dagger or sword sig. truths combating, and the dispersion of falses, n.

13, 73, 131, 144, 367, 385, 829 ; also temptations, because temptation

is combat, n. 131. That to fall by the edge of the sword sig. the de-

struction of truth by falses, n. 131. That to die by the sword sig. to be

destroyed by falses, n. 131. What is sig. by a sword upon the right

arm and upon the right eye, n. 131. That to unsheath swords upon
wisdom sig. to extinguish intelligence by falses, n. 131. That a sword

[y/af/iws] sig. the destruction or deprivation of truth by falses, n. 152,

315, 365, 386—388, 419, 504, 518, 537, 721, 811, 829, 863; also the

false combating and destroying truth, n. 177, 238, 357, 386, 811 ; or the

false destroying and vastating truth, n. 235. That a sword [ gladius et

machcBra] sig. truth combating or fighting against the false, and, in the

opposite sense, the false combating or fighting against the truth, n. 238,

240, 277, 355, 367, 519, 684, 812, 908, 1248. That to be cut in pieces

with swords sig. to die altogether by falsifications of truth, n. 240. That
to be visited by a sword, hard, great, and strong, sig. the extinction

of all truth, n. 275. That the flame of a sword turning itself, etc., sig.

truth from the good of love defending, n. 277. That a sword upon the
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thigh sig. divine truth combating from divine good, n. 288. That the

sword of Jehovah siff. the false destroying truth, n. 304, 730. That a

sword siff. the false destroying truth and good, n. 314, 315, 391. That
my mouth as a sharp sword siff. truth dispersing the false, n. 357. That
a sword [_gladnts^ sig. combat in general; a dagger [inachcera'] the

combat of truth derived from good and of the false derived from evil

;

and a two-edged sword \_romphcBa~\ the combat of truth derived from
doctrine against the false, and the false derived from doctrine against

truth, n. 367, 385. That to be delivered up to the sword sig. to perish

by falses, n. 401. That the sword sig. the destruction of the false by

truths ; also the destruction of truth by falses, n. 405. That drawn
swords sig. falses destroying, n. 537. That the sword of the mighty

sig. truth powerfully destroying the false, n. 724. That for the sword

to the sword sig. destruction by falses, n. 811. That to kill with a

sword sig. to destroy truth by falses ; also to imbue falses, ill. n. 812.

That a sword \_gladius'\, because upon the thigh, sig. combat from love;

that a sword [inachxxra]., because in the hand, sig. combat from power

;

and that a sword \_romphcea]., because from the mouth, sig. combat from
doctrine ; and that a sword [ro^nphcea] proceeding out of the mouth of

the Lord sig. combat from the Word, n. 1248.

SYCAMORE \_sycomorus']. That a sycamore tree sig. the natural

truth of the church, n. 503. That a sycamore tree sig. the faith of the

false of evil, n. 815. That a sycamore tree sig. the natural man as to

truths therein, and, in the opposite sense, as to falses, n. 815.

SYNAGOGUE [synagogus']. That a synagogue sig. doctrine; and
the synagogue of Satan sig. the doctrine of all falses, n. 120, 210.

SYRIA or ARAM, That Syria sig. the church as to the know-
ledges of truth and good, n. 195, 475, 717. That Rezin, king of

Syria, sig. the rational principle perverted, n. 559, 706 ; also the ex-

ternal or natural principle of the church, n. 706.

T.

TABERNACLE [tabemaculum]. That tabernacles sig. the habi-

tations of those who are in the good of love, n. 431, 799. That the

tabernacle sz'^. divine truth, n. 455. That the tabernacle, in the supreme
sense, sig. the Lord ; in the respective sense, heaven and the church,

and thence the holy principle of worship, n. 700, 799. That in the most
ancient times, they Avho were of the church dwelt in tabernacles and
tents, n. 799. That tabernacles sig. the goods of the church or of the

doctrine thereof; and tents sig. the truths thereof, n. 799. See Tent.
That the tabernacle of Jehovah sig. divine good, n. 799. That to con-

ceal in the secret of the tabernacle sig. to hold in divine good and to

protect from evils, n. 799. That the tabernacle of David sig. divine

good, n. 799. That the tabernacles of Judah sig. the goods of the

Word and the goods of the church, n. 799. That tabernacles sig. the

worship of the Lord from the good of love, and truths thence derived,

n. 820. That the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony sig. interior

divine truth, n. 948, 959 ; also the inmost heaven, where the Lord is

in His holiness in the Word and in the Law, which is the Decalogue,

n. 1304. That the tabernacle sig. the Lord's Divine Human, and the

church celestial, in which the Lord is in divine good; and that the
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temple si(j. the TiOrd's Divine Iluiunn, and the elmrch spiritual, in ^vliioh

the Lonl is in divine trnth, n. 12111.

TABLE [^Dietisa^. That tables sig. all things which should nourish

the spiritual life, because by tables are understood the food which is

upon them, n. 235, 375, 519. See Food. That tables full of vomiting

and what is cast up sir/, truths and goods falsified and adulterated,

n. 235. Tliat to eat and drink at the table of the Lord in the kingdojn

of God is to be conjoined with the TiOrd by love and faith, and to enjoy

celestial beatitude, n. 252. That tables sig. instructions, n. 340. That
to sit at table sig. to be spiritually nourished, n. 727.

TABLES \_tabnhT'\. That the tables, or the tables of the covenant,

sig. the divine truth by which there is a conjunction with the Lord, n.

701. That the two tables were of stone, because stone sig. divine truth,

n. 701.

TAIL [cmtda']. That tails sig. sensual scientifics, which are the

ultiniates of intelligence and wisdom, n. 559. That the tail also sig.

natural scientifics, which are serviceable to things spiritual as means of

intelligence, n. 559.

TAKEN, to be [^desmni'j. That to be taken [at a mill] sig. to

explore and to learn truths, n. 810.

TALENT [_talentnm']. That talents sig. the knowledges of truth

and good from the Word, n. 193. That as it were the weight of a

talent sig. falses in the greatest degree infernal, ill. n. 1026.

TAKES [zzzan?"a]. That tares sig. the evils of the false, n. 374.

That tares sig. evils, or those in whom evils are, n. 397, 849. That
tares sig. the infernal false, n. 683. That tares sig. falses of doctrine,

of religion, and of worship, which are from evil, n. 740, 911. That to

sow tares sig. to insinuate and implant falses, n. 911.

TARSHISH. That the ships of Tarshish sig. common knowledges
of truth and good, n. 242, 304. That the kings of Tarshish sig. the

interior truths of the natural man, n. 406. That Tarshish sig. the

natural man as to knowledges of good, n. 406. That the ships of

Tarshish sig. the knowledges of good from the Word, n. 406. That
Tarshish sig. the interior goods and truths in the natural man, n. 406.

That silver spread out from Tarshish sig. the truths of the literal sense

of the Word, n. 585, 587.

TASTE l^gustus^. That savour and taste sig. the desire or affec-

tion of knowing and growing wise, n. 427. That the taste sig. appe-

tite, desire, and affection, n. 455. See Tongue. That what is savoury

sig. what is deUghtfal and pleasant appertaining to wisdom, n. 519.

That delicacies [so/??V/fi] as being savoury sig. tniths which are of

wisdom, n. 519. That savour l_sapor^ is predicated of the perception

of a thing, n. 617. That spirits and angels have taste equally as men,

but from a spiritual origin, n. 618. That the smell sig. spiritual per-

ception, and the taste natural perception, n. 990.

TEACHER [^doctor'\. That teachers sig. doctrine, or the doctrine

of truth, and, in the supreme sense, divine truth, n. 600, 684.

TEAR \_lacht'gma']. See Eye.
TEMPLE \_te7nphim']. That the temple sig. heaven and the church

as to divine truth, n. 179, 219, 220, 277, 478, 608, 629, 630, 699, 914,

948, 1013. That the temple of God sig., in the supreme sense, the

Di^nne Human of the Lord, and, in a respective sense, the Lord's
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spiritual kingdom, n. 219, 220, 439, 478, 699. That the porch of

Solomou's temple aig. the things appertaining to the ultimate heaven,

n. 219. That the temple to which He should come sig. the Divine
Human of the Lord, n. 242. That the temple sig. the church which is

in truths from good, which is called the spiritual church, n. 313, 630.

That the temple sig. the Lord as to divine truth, n. 329, 391, 608,

699, 914. That the temple of hoUness sig. the worship of the Lord, n.

388. That the house of prayer, or the temple, sig. the heaven where
spiritual truths are, n. 391. That the new temple sig. the New Church,

n. 405, 458. That the temple of His holiness sig. heaven, where and
whence is divine truth, n. 587. That the temple, in the supreme sense,

sig. the Divine Human of the Lord as to divine truth, and, in the

respective sense, heaven and the church as to divine truth proceeding

from the Lord, n. 629, 699, 1291. That the temple of Solomon with
its three courts represented the three heavens, n. 700. That the temple
of the tabernacle of the testimony sig. interior divine truth, n. 948, 959

;

also the inmost heaven, where the Lord is in His holiness in the Word
and in the Law, which is the Decalogue, n. 1304. That the temple sig.

the Word interiorly revealed, n. 949. That the temple sig. the divine

truth, or the Word, in the natural sense illustrated, n. 955. That the

tabernacle sig. the Lord's Divine Human, and the church celestial, in

which the Lord is in divine good ; and that the temple sig. the Lord's

Divine Human, and the church spiritual, in which the Lord is in di\dne

truth, n. 1291.

TEMPTATION \_tentatio']. That to be tempted sig. to be infested

by falses, n. 123. That the Lord alone fights for man in temptations,

and not man at all, n. 131, 137, 730. That none are let into spiritual

temptations but they who acknowledge the Divine of the Lord in His
Human, and are in the spiritual affection of truth, n. 138. That tempta-
tion is nothing else but infestation of truth by falses with man, n. 164,
518. That God tempts no man, n. 246, 631. Li what manner man
comes into temptations, n. 246, 730. That no one is let into sj)iritual

temptation unless he be in spiritual affection, which is called charity,

n. 247. That spiritual temptations are occasioned by the irruption of

falses into the thouglits, or inundations of the mind by falses, n. 419,

518. Concerning the temptations of those who are in falses from
ignorance, n. 474, 478. That those in whom truths from the Lord are

implanted by temptations are contiimally held in them by the influx of

divine good into them, n. 479. That temptations are immersions into

the hells, and obsessions by evils and falses, n. 538. That God leads no
one into temptations, n. 631 . That temptations exist by evil spirits and
genii who are from hell, n. 650. That in temptations the Lord aj)pears

as absent, n. 700. That in temptations man is infested by evils and
falses, n. 730. That in temptations the Lord fights in man against

evils and falses which are from hell, n. 730. That in temptations the

Lord sustains man with spiritual meat and drink, which are the goods
and truths of heaven, n. 730. That in temptations the evils and falses

of man emerge and appear, n. 730. That none are let into teiii{)tations

but those who are in the marriage of good and truth, ill. n. 897. Con-
cerning consolations after temptations, n. 897. 'J'liat when temptations

are finished joy then Hows in from the Lord, ill. n. 897. That by
temptations man is conjoined to heaven, and let into heaven, n. 897.
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That in temptations man's spiritual liberty is stronger than out of them,

ill. n. 900.

TKN [decern']. That ten si'g. full and much; but, when spoken

with respect to other moTnbers, it sig. some part thereof, or as much as

is conducive to uses, n. 112, 124. That ten sig. all who are of the

church ; and five sig. some of them, n. 187, 252. That ten also sig. all

persons and all things, n. 316, 374, 548, 675, 716, 1069 ; also many,

and many things, n. 675, 716, 1069. That a tenth part sig. all and

much, n. 675. That ten times sig. ofttimes and always, n. 675. That

the tenth, and tithing, sig. benediction in all things, n. 675. That ten

si<f. much and abundance, n. 777, 1041. That ten sig. all and all

things, n. 1024, 1069. That the ten words sig. all things of the Word,
n. 1024. See Precepts.

TENT [tentorium]. That the tents of Judah sig. the celestial

kingdom, n. 205. That to enlarge the place of the tent sig. that there

shall be worship from good, n. 223. That tents sig. the goods of love

and worship, n. 365, 724. That the tent of the assembly represented

the three heavens, n. 700. That all worship in old time was performed

in tents, n. 724. That tents sig. the church principled in the truths of

doctrine, or the church consisting of those who are in truths from the

good of love, or the doctrine of truth from the good of love, n. 799, 811.

That the tent of Jehovah sig. divine truth, n. 799. That to hide in the

tent sig. to hold in divine truth and to protect from falses, n. 799,

TERROR, [terro)']. See also Fear. That terror sig. destruction,

n. 911.

TESTAMENT [Testamentum]. See Covenant. That the blood

of the New Testament, or new covenant, sig. the conjunction of the

Lord with the church by divine truth, n. 960.

TESTIMONY, and TO TESTIFY [testimonium et testari]. See

also To Witness. That the testimony of Jesus sig. the acknowledg-

ment of the Lord's Divine Human, n. 10, 27, 52, 1257; also that the

Lord is the God of heaven and earth, and also a life conformable to His

commandments, in particular, according to the precepts of the Deca-

logue, n. 1231. That the Word of His testimony sig. the confession

of the Lord, and acknowledgment of the Divine [principle] of the Lord

in His Human, n. 329, 749. That testimony sig. confession of the

Lord, and the Lord Himself, n. 392 ; also the Lord as to His Divine

Human, n. 392, 400. Concerning the tables of testimony which

were deposited in the ark, n. 392. That testimonies and command-
ments sig. such things as teach life, n. 392. That testimony sig. the

acknowledgment of the Divine [principle] in the Lord, and thence the

good of love and truth of doctrine, n. 649. That the testimony of

Jesus Christ sig. the confession and acknowledgment of the Divine

[principle] of the Lord in His Human, n. 770. That to testify or to

bear witness is spoken of the truth, and that truth testifies of itself,

consequently the Lord, because He is truth itself, n. 1356. That the

Lord testifies from Himself, and that He is His own witness, n. 1356.

THANKSGIVING [gratianim actio']. That thanksgiving sig.

glorification, n. 288. See To Glorify. That thanksgiving and honour

are predicated of the reception of divine good, n. 466.

THIEF, THEFT [fur, furtum]. That the Lord will come as a

thief sig. a time of death unexpected, when all knowledges procured
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from the "Word, which have not acquired spiritual life, shall be taken
away from the wicked, n. 193. That this is attributed to the Lord,

although it is the evil and false which steals them away, n. 194, 1005.

That thieves sig. falses, and destroyers by night sig. evils, n. 193. That
a thief sig. the false taking away and destroying or dissipating truth,

which is the false vastating, n. 193. That a den of thieves sig. the

profanation of the church and of worship, n. 325. That thieves sig.

the infernals, because they injure and destroy the spiritual life of man,
n. 375. That to thieve and to steal sig. to take away the knowledges

of good and truth, which may be serviceable as the means of procuring

spiritual life, n. 501. That thieves sig. those who despoil the goods and
truths of the church, and thence make to themselves gain, sh. n. 840.

That thieves sig. evils, and grape-gatherers sig. falses, n. 919. That
thieves sig. those who infuse falses, whence come evils, n. 962. That
to come as a thief, when predicated of the Lord, sig. His advent, and

the last judgment which then takes places, ill. n. 1005.

THIGH [/e?rtMr]. That the thighs of a man \yir~\ sig. what are

from self-will, from which are merely evils, n. 355. That thighs sig.

the good of love, n. 355. That thighs sig. natural conjugial love; and

the womb or belly sig. spiritual conjugial love, n. 618. That the thigh,

when spoken of the Lord, sig. the divine good of divine love, n. 685.

That the thigh-bone out of joint sig. no conjunction of good and truth,

n. 710. That the thighs of the Lord sig. those who are principled in

love towards their neighbour, n. 780. That loins and thighs sig. con-

jugial love, and, in general, love ; and, when predicated of the Lord,

sig. divine love, sh. n. 1242.

THIRD or THIRD-PART [tertia pars]. See Three.
THIRST, TO THIRST [sitis, sitire]. That to thirst sig. to desire,

and is predicated of the truths of the church, n. 83, 376, 730. That to

be slain with thirst sig. a total defect of truth, or to perish from defect

of truth, n. 240. That to die of thirst sig. the deprivation of spiritual

life from a defect of truth, n. 275; or a desolation for the want of truth

from a spiritual origin, n. 342. That to thirst sig. to be deprived of

the truths of faith, n. 386. That to be dry with thirst sig. the defect

of truth, n. 386. That to thirst sig. a defect of truth, n. 480. That

thirst sig. a desire for truths, n. 483. That a land of thirst sig. the

church where there is no truth, n. 504. That thirst sig. a deficiency or

want of divine truth, n. 727. That the drink of the thirsty sig. the

understanding of truth, n. 750. That to thirst sig. to desire truth

from the Word, n. 840, s/i. 1359; also to be in want of truth, and from

the want of truth to perish, sh. n. 1359.

THORN and BRIAR \_spina, vepres, Senas']. That thorns sig.

falses of evils, n. 237, 304. That the thorn and the briar sig. tlie false

and the evil, n. 304. That a place of briars [_scnticetum] sig. the false

from evil, and a place of thorns [^vepr-etam] tlic evil from the false,

n. 357. That thorns [spina] also sig. evils of the false, n. 37-1. That
the place of thorns [vepretimi] and the place of briars [^senticetmn] sig.

the evils and falses of the doctrine of the church, n. 504. That briars

and thorns coming up sig. the falses of evils, n. 644. That the thorn

of the briar sig. the false of the evil, n. 730.

THOUGHT [r.ogitatio]. That thought is the internal or spiritual

sight of man, n. 282 end. That there arc two states of the thoughts
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witli man ; one when ho is in tliouf^lit concorning tnitlis from the Lord,

anil tlio other when he is in thought concerning trutlis from himself,

u. T)!?. That to think from self unil the world is to think from hell,

n. oi3. That spiritual thoughts and afTections have place with those

who think from CuhI concerning God and concerning things divine

;

but that only natural thoughts and affections have place with those who
do not think from God concerning God and concerning things divhic, but

only from themselves, or from the world, concerning themselves or con-

cerning the world, n. 543. That spiritual thought is without any deter-

minate idea of space, time, number, and measure, n. 548. That thought

is interior and exterior, namely, spiritual, natural, and sensual, n. 580.

That man can think what he does not will, but what he wills, this he

tliinks when left alone to himself; and to will is to do, n. 781. That

every single thought of man communicates with some society in heaven

or liell, u. 889, 1092—1094. That the first and primary thought

which opens heaven to man is thought concerning God, ill. n. 1096

—

1098. Concerning the thought of light and the thought of love, ill.

n. 1096, 1099. That there is an interior thought which is called per-

ception, and there is an exterior thought which properly is called

thought ; and that the latter is in natural light, whereas the former is

in spiritual light, n. 1323, ill. 1350. That the rational faculty is the

first receptacle of spiritual truths, n. 1339. That the reason why the

learned have attributed everything to thought, and thence to faith, is,

because thought, and consequently faith, falls within the sight of the

understanding, but affection, and consequently charity, does not fall

within the sight of the understanding, but into the love of the will,

and the love of the will perceives only from delight, which it perceives

obscurely by the senses, ill. n. 1317.

THOUSAND [ynille]. That 5000 sig. all of the church who are in

truths from good, n. 430. Tliat 12,000 sig. all who are in the light of

truth originating in the good of love, n. 430, 434. That 18,000 sig.

all truths of doctrine encompassing and defending, n. 438. That 1260

sig. the same as 3^, the end of a former state and the beginning of a

new one, and a state of increase even to fulness, n. 636, 732, 761. That

7000 sig. all things of heaven and the church, n. 676. That 144,000

sig. all things and all persons, and truths in their whole compass, n. 430,

851. That 1600 sig. goods in their whole compass, and, in the oppo-

site sense, evils in their whole compass, ill. n. 924, 928. That the 1000

years which are spoken concerning the kingdom of the faithful, and

concerning the binding and loosing of the dragon, sig. a little while, or

a short time, ill. n. 1253, 1255, 1260, 1266, ill. 1267. That the

Millenarians thence impress their minds with vain ideas concerning the

last state of the church, n. 1253.

THREE, THIRD [tres, tria, et tertia pars']. That three sig. what

is full, whole, all, and complete, and is predicated of truths and of falses,

n. 9, 20, 194, 315, 316, 401, 430, 506, 532, 847, 924, 1000, 1019.

That the third part sig. the most part, n. 72. That the numbers three,

six, and nine have a similar signification, n. 194, 401. Tliat a third

part sig. some, n. 242. That three, when predicated of truths, sig.

what is full, and consequently what is genuine, n. 374. That a third

part sig. all truth, n. 384. That three also sig. all truth in the com-

plex, n. 411. That from the number three arise 6, 9, 12, 24, 30, 60,
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72, 144, 300, 1440, 3000, 144,000; and which s/^. the like as three,

u. 430, 532. That a third part sig. all, and is predicated of truths, and
has the same signification as three, n. 506, 512—514, 518. That
three has relation to an entire period or duration, greater or less, from
beginning to end, n. 532, 658. That three, in the opposite sense, siff.

falses, n. 532, 847. That three and a half si<j. the end of a former

state, and the beginning of a new one, n. 636, 658. That three days

and a half sig. a plenary or full state, n. 658, 664. That three times

in the year sig. continually, n. 725. That three sig. altogether and
merely such, n. 1000. That the Lord spake three times sig. that it is

divine truth, and that it ought to be believed, n. 1296.

THREEFOLD or TRIPLE [triplicatum']. That threefold sig.

altogether, and what is full from beginning to end, ill. n. 847.

THRESH, to [^triturur^e^. That to thresh sig. to dissipate, n. 316.

THRONE \^thronus~\. That a throne sig. judgment from divine

trutlis, and, in the supreme sense, the spiritual kingdom of the Lord,

n. 134, 205, 253, 258, 267. That thrones, in the opposite sense, sig.

falses, n. 208. That a throne, when predicated of the Lord, sig., in

general, heaven, specifically, the spiritual heaven, and abstractedly,

dinne truth proceeding from the Lord ; and hence also it is predicated

of judgment, n. 253, 267, 270, 289, 297, 313, 343, 482, 687, 859, 1013.

That as a throne sig. heaven as to all divine truth, so, in an opposite

sense, it sig. hell as to all of the false, n. 253. That a throne on which

one was sitting sig. the Lord as to the last judgment, n. 267, 270.

That the thrones on which the elders sat sig. all the truths of heaven in

the complex arranged before judgment, n. 270 ; and the same is sig. by

the thrones on which the twelve apostles should sit, n. 270. That in the

niidst of the throne sig. from the Lord in the imiversal heaven, n. 277,

482. That by Him that sitteth on tlie tlirone is sig. tlie Lord as to

divine good, n. 297, 343, 412, 460, 479, 482. What was represented

by the throne of Solomon, 1 Kings x., n. 430. That a throne siff.

heaven and the church as to divine truth, n. 456, 684, 741, 988. That
to stand round about the throne of God sig. conjunction with the Lord,

n. 462 ; and that the same is sig. by being before tlie throne of God, n.

477, 493. That by a throne as a flame of fire is sig. the Most Ancient

Church, which was in love to the Lord, n. 504. That the throne of

Jehovah, or of God, sig. heaven, n. 608, 630, 867. That thrones sig.

the heavens, n. 687. That to sit upon thrones sig. to judge, n. 687.

That a throne si^. the church as to doctrine, n. 783. That the throne of

David sig. the Lord's spiritual kingdom, n. 946. That the throne of

the beast sig. the doctrine of faith, n. 988. That thrones sig. false

doctrinals, n. 988. That a throne sig. the universal heaven, and also

all power there, n. 1207, 1209. That a throne sig. juilgment in a

representative form, also government, n. 1335.

THUNDER \_tonitrn~\. That thunder sig. divine truth as to under-

standing, n. 273. That a voice of thunder sir/, manifestation out of

the inmost heaven, n. 353. That the seven thunders sig. the divine

truth as to understanding and perceptions, n. 602. That thunderings

sig. perceptions, and, in the opposite sense, conclusions of the false

from evil, n. 702, 1014. That a voice of great thunder sig. the glori-

fication of the Lord from His celestial kingdom, n. 855, J 21 6. That

thunders sig. the goods of love rendered sonorous, n. 12 16.
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THYATIRA [7V>i/(tlira'~\. Tluit tlu> clniicli in Tliyulira siff. tliose

with wlioin the iiitt>rnal ami cxlenial, or the s|iiritnal and natural nmn,
nialcc a one. n. lll>, loO.

TIMBREL [_ti/i)i])aniim^. That a timhrcl, or the sonntl of a timbrel,

si'(/. the joy of spiritual good, n. 323. That timbrels and harps sit/.

the delifjlits of the alVectiou of truth, n. 727.

TIME [tempiis]. That tunc siff. state, n. IG, 390, CIO. That the

time being near siff. what is internal, ii. 16. That all times, in the

Word, siff. states of life, n. 23, 571, GIO, G33, G3G, GG4, G73, 7G1, ill.

n. lo.")!). That when the Lord is treated of, times siff. infinite state,

and infinite state as to time is eternity, n. 23, 548. That time sig.

existing state when i)redieated of man, but perpetually existing when
predieated of .Jehovah, n. 295. That three times, whether greater or

less, siff. a full state, n. 532. What is siff. by hours, days, weeks,

months, years, and ages, n. 571, 633, 636, 664, 673; see also concern-

ing each. That time shall be no more sig. that there shall not be any
longer any understanding of divine truth, and thence not any state of

the church, ill. n. 610. That times sig. states of the church as to the

understanding of truth, n. 610. That time, times, and half or part of

a time, sig. a full state of vastation, n. 610; or a state of increase even

to fulness, the same as 1260 days, n. 761. That time siff. the proceed-

ing state of life, n. 755. That having a little time sig. that the former

state was changed, n. 755. That time, in the singular, sig. a state of

good, and times, in the plural, a state of truth, and both as to implanta-

tion, n. 761. That the half of time sig. the holy state of the church,

ill. n. 761. That spaces and times in the spiritual world are appearances

according to states of life, ill. n. 1350. That thence time, and such

things as appertain to time, sig. states of life, n. 1338, 1350.

TIME OF LOVES [te7npus amorum']. That the time of loves,

when predicated of the church, sig. when it could be reformed, n. 283.

TONGUE \_lingna'\. That a tongue sig. the doctrine of life and
faith, n. 330. That the strife of tongues sig. the false of evil, n. 412,

455. That the tongue sig. thought, because it speaks what man thinks,

n. 412. That tongues sig. those who are in a life according to doctrine,

n. 427. That the tongue sig. doctrine; n. 433, 803. That the tongue

siff. confession, and tongues confessions from religion, n. 455, 803.

That all tongues of the nations sig. those who are of various religions,

n. 455. That the tongue siff. the thirst and cupidity of perverting

truths, n. 455. That cooling the tongue with Avater sig. to allay that thirst

and cupidity of perverting truths, n. 455. That the tongue consuming

in the mouth sig. that all perception of truth and affection of good would

perish, n. 455. That the tongue sig. the perce2:)tion of truth and affec-

tion of good, the perception of truth from its speaking, and the affection

of good from its faculty of tasting, ill. n. 455, 584. That the loosening

of the string of the tongue by the Lord sig. the confession of the Lord,

and of the truths of the church, n. 455 ; and that the same is sig. by

speaking with new tongues after the Lord's resurrection, n. 455. That
tongues sig. the goods of truth and confession thereof, according to

every one's religion, n. 625. That tongues sig. goods or evils of doc-

trine, and thence of religion, n. 657. That tongues of the nations sig.

religious principles, n. 075. That to lengthen out the tongue sig. the

delight of teaching and propagating falses, n. 7C8. That a tongue sig.
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confession arising from good of the heart, thus in the good of doctrine,

n. 872i That the tongue of guile si(j. falses from evil, n. 908. That to

gnaw the tongue sig. not to be willing to perceive and know genuine

goods and truths, n. 990. That the tongue as an organ of speech sicj.

confession, thought, doctrine, religion ; and as an organ of taste it sig.

the natural perception of good and truth, ill. n. 990. That tongues

sig. those who are in various confessions and perceptions of good,

n. 1077.

TOOTH [fZerts]. That teeth sig. things sensual, which are the

ultimates of the natural life as to understanding and as to science, n.

556, 650. That teeth properly sig. those things which are only in the

memory, and are thence brought forth ; for the things which are in the

memory of the sensual man correspond to the bones and the teeth, n,

556. That great iron teeth sig. falses from the sensual man, n. 556.

That by the teeth of beasts are sig. falses from evils of every kind, or

the sensual principle as to the cupidities of evil, n. 556, 650. That the

teeth sig. either the true or the false, such as appertains to the sensual

man, n. 556. That teeth set on edge sig. the appropriation of the false

from evil, n. 556. That grinders [inolares'\ sig. scientifics from the

literal sense of the Word applied to confirm falses, whereby truths are

destroyed, n. 556. That gnashing with the teeth sig. the effort and

act of destroying truths by falses, n. 556. That teeth, in the opposite

sense, sig. truths from good in the sensual principle, when they are

not separated from the truths of the interior understanding, hence

they signify ultimate truth, n. 556. That good spirits and angels

have teeth equally as men, the reason thereof, n. 556 end. That

wailing and gnashing of teeth sig. where it is direful from evils and

falses, n. 911.

TOPHET [ro/)/(ei]. That Tophet s/^. the hell where reigns the

direful and cruel love of destroyhig all the truths and goods of the

church, especially where reigns the cruel lust of destroying the goods

of innocence, n. 578. That Tophet sig. the hell behind, which is called

the Devil, and the valley of Hinnom sig. the hell before, which is called

Satan, n. 659. That Tophet in the valley of Hinnom sig. the profa-

nation of the truths and goods of the church, n. 1083.

TORCH [/a.x-]. That a torch of fire sig. the hideous love of self,

from which all evils and falses are derived, n. 401. That it also sig.

dire evil, n. 701.

TORMENT \_cruciatus']. That torment denotes the direfuhiess of

hell, n. 888, 889. That the common torment of hell consists in their

being detained or withheld from their loves, ill. n. 890. That torment

sig. infernal punishment, n. 1119, 1133.

TOUCH [tactus']. That touch sig. communication and translation

into another, and reception from another, n. 79, 391, 659. That in the

case of tlie eyes being touched, when predicated of the Lord, it sig.

instruction and illustration, n. 239. That to touch sig. to conununicate,

n. 659.

TOWER [turns']. That towers sig. doctrines of the false, n. 315.

That towers, in the opposite sense, sig. superior (jr inlci'iiir tnillis,

n. 453.

TRADE, to, TRADING [negotiari, mercari, ncgotidtio']. That

to trade and to follow merchandize 67^. to procure and CDninuuiicate
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knowU'dijos of tnitli ami u'ootl ; and the saiiif is si;/. l)y linyiii<;- aiitl .sell-

iiii,', n. ;!or), 37.'), .">ll, li.'>l, 7.')0. See Mkiuiiant, Mkuiiianui/.k.

Tliut to tnulo svj. the ftciiuisition mul ]irocurini;- oflioavoiily iiitt'lligcnco,

n. ')4.S. Tliat to trade «/V/. to iirocurc intelligence and \\isdt)ni, n. 075.

Tiiat trading .svVjf. the ao(iuisition and possession of truths, n. 840. That

to traile, tradings, and traders, in the opposite sense, sig. receptions and

appropriations of falses, n. <S4(l.

TKAIN [Jinibrid']. Tliat by tlie train of the Lord is si(/., in

general, the Divine proceeding, and specifically, the divine truth, which

is in tlie extremes of heaven and the church, n. 220, 253.

TKAVAIL and BRING-FORTH, to [parturii-e et parere]. That

to travail and bring-forth is to produce something from knowledges, n.

275. That to travail in labour sig. to receive the truths of the Word
by hearing and reading, n. 721. That to bring-forth sig. to make

fruitful and produce in act, n. 721. See To Bear.

TREAD UNDER FOOT, to [conculcare']. That to tread under

foot siq. altogether to destroy, n. 632, 811.

TREASURE [thesaurus]. See Wealth, Rich. That treasures

sig. the knowledges of truth and good, n. 193. That treasm-e siy. the

truth of the Word, n. 022 ; or divine truth which is in the Word, n.

840, 1033. That treasure hid in the field sig. the truths of heaven and

the church, n. 863.

TREE \_arhor~\. That trees sig. sucli things as are with man in his

interiors, which are of his mind, n. 109, 506. That the tree of life

siq. the good of love, and thence joy celestial, n. 109, 277. That

boughs and leaves sig. those things which appertain to the knowledge

of truth and good ; and the fruits siy. the goods of Hfe themselves, n.

109, 405. What is meant by the tree of life and the tree of science, in

Genesis, n. 109. That fruits sig. works of charity ; and a tree bearing-

good fruit sig. those who are in faith derived from charity, n. 212.

That trees sig. knowledges and perceptions of truth and good, n. 239,

411, 481, 503, 545, 609, 638, 654, 734, 828. That to form the bough

sig. to multiply truths, n. 281. That to bear fruit sig. to produce

goods, which are uses, n. 281. That the tree of the field sig. the

knowledges of truth, and fruit the good thence derived, n. 365. That

the trees of the field sig. the church as to the knowledges of good and

trutli, n. 372, 403. That leaves sig. the truths of the literal sense of

the Word, n. 386. That the boughs of thick trees sig. scientific truth

with its good, n. 458. That the roots of a tree sig. the extension

of intelligence from the spiritual man into the natural, n. 481. That

roots are emitted from the spiritual man into the natural, n. 481.

That the green leaf sig. scientitics, or the scientific principle as living

from truths, n. 481. That sandal tree sig. those things which are of

the natural man, n. 518. That the tree of science of good and evil sig.

the science of natural things, n. 617. That trees sig. perceptions,

where the celestial man is treated of, and knowledges, where the spi-

ritual man is treated of, u. 054. That the tree of life sig. the Lord as

to divine love, n. 1336, 1354. That all things appertaining to a tree

correspond to such things as are in man ; what is sig. by the tree

itself, what by the branches, by the leaves, by the flowers, by the

fruit, and by the seed, ill. from such things seen in the spiritual world,

u. 1339.
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TRIBE [tribus']. That the twelve tribes of Israel .v'g. all the goods

and truths of the church m their whole complex, n. U, 89, o30, 431,

434, 452, 454, 555, 573, 654, 803 ; and, in an opposite sense, all evils

and falses in their whole complex, n. 39. That by the tribes are meant

all who are in truths derived from good, n. 39, 253, 430, 872; and by

each of the tribes some special truth and good which appertains to those

who are of the church, n. 39, 434. That all the tribes of the earth

sig. all the truths and goods of the church, n. 304, 431. That the

tribes of the earth wailing sig. that the truths and goods of the church

are no more, n. 304, 431. That out of every tribe sig. from all who
are in truths as to doctrine and as to life, n. 330. That the tribes have

various significations according to the order in which they are named,

n. 330. That every tribe sig. some universal or essential principle of

the church, n. 430, 431. That the two expressions in the Hebrew tongue

to express tribes sig. a sceptre and a statf; and a sceptre sig. the divine

truth as to government, and a staft', the divine truth as to power, n. 431.

That the tribes of Jah sig. truths from good, n. 431. That the arrange-

ment of the tribes was representative of the arrangement of the angelic

societies, n. 431. That the first named tribe in each series is the index

from which the things which follow are determined, n. 431. Concerning

the four classes of the tribes, and their correspondence with the three

heavens, n. 438, 443. Tliat the tribes were called armies, because

they represented the church, and sig. all the truths and goods thereof,

n. 573. That tribes sig. all truths or falses of doctrine, n. 657.

TRIBULATION [tribidatio]. That tribulation, or great affliction,

sig. temptations of those who are in falses from ignorance, n. 474.

TROOP [te?-ma]. That a troop sig. good casting out evil, and,

in an opposite sense, evils casting out of good, n. 193. That a troop, in

the spiritual sense, sig. works, ill. n. 435. That Gad, in the Hebrew

tongue, sig. a troop, sh. n. 435. See (tAd.

TRUMPET and CORNET [tuba et buccina']. That the voice of

a trumpet sig. divine truth about to be revealed from heaven, n. 55, 262,

273, 489, 611, 681. That a trumpet sig. divine truth, u. 55, 262.

That the cornet being sounded sig. manifest perception of good, n.

357. That to sound the trumpet sig. combat by virtue of truths derived

from good, n. 449. That to sound the trumpet also sig. the inilux of

divine truth out of heaven, n. 489, 502, 566, 611; and thence changes

of state and separations, n. 500, 566. That to sound the trumpet also

sig. the divine truth caUing together and saying, n. 502. That the

clangour of the trumpet sig. divine truth gladdening the heart, n. 5(12.

And that the voices of the cornet and tlie clangours of the trumpet

sig. divine truths descending and terrifying and dissipating the evil,

n. 502.

TRUTH [yerum, Veritas']. That truth in the will, and thence in the

act, is what separates and (hssipates falses, n. 167. That truths become

constituent of the life, when man from allection lives according to tiiem,

n. 209. That to receive genuine truths from affection is given only

from the Lord, n. 243. That the truth of good is the truth which pro-

ceeds from good, and the good of truth is the good which is proiluciMJ

by truth, n. 323. See also Oood. That truth appears from good, and

good by truths, n. 365. That genuine truths are truths derived from

good, n. 405. That the understanding of truth is from the light of
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truth, Imi tlio poRvption of trulli is from llio lioat or love of truth, n.

4u5. That tho knuwlodyos of truth are what the natural man knows

from tlio Word, and sciontilic truths are what the natural man sees from

the rational principle, n. 106. That truth is not the truth of faith until

man wills and does it, the reason thereof, n. 427. That every truth

which has life in nnm and angel is from good and according to it, n.

430. That truth from natural good has divine power, n. 440. That

the good of truth is the good of life, n. 458. That when truth is only

in the memory, and thence in the thought, it is not good, but it becomes

good when it comes into the will, and thence into the act, n. 458. That

truth with man becomes spiritual good when he lives according to it, n.

402. That truth in the natural man is called scientific, but truth con-

sitlered in itself is spiritual, n. 511. That trutlis are the only mediums

by which man can be removed from evils, be purified and reformed, n.

526. That truths open communication, and goods of truths constitute

conjunction, n. 536. That by truth adulterated is sig. the truth of good

applied to evil and commixed with the false thereof, ill. n. 618. That

all truth is adulterated from evil of the life and love, and by the good of

life and love it is opened and restored, ill. and sh. n. 618. That divine

truth in its descent proceeds according to degrees, from the supreme or

inmost to the lowest or ultimate, n. 627. Concerning divine truth in its

four degrees, ill. n. 627. That truths only defend, but falses always

assault, n. 734. That truth from good is the first principle of the

church, whereby the church is formed, ill. n. 820. Concerning the

difference between divine truth in the spiritual sense and in the literal

sense of the Word, n. 914. That true and just, when predicated of the

Lord, sig. those things which are of His divine w^isdom, and, at the same

time, of His divine love, n. 1199. That good is formed by truths, not by

truths in the understanding only, but by a life conformable to them, ill.

n. 1244. That to live conformably to truths is good, and that thus truth

becomes good through life, n. 1332. That the good of doctrine also is

truth, because it only teaches what good is, n. 1332. That good in

thought is not reflected upon, because it is only felt ; but truth is re-

flected upon, because it is seen therein, n. 1317. That good with man is

according to truths, which l)ecome of the will or of the love, ill. n. 1338.

That the good of love is formed by truths of wisdom ; in like manner,

the good of charity by truths of faith, ill. n. 1322. That the divine

truths of the Word are like mirrors, whereby the Lord is seen, ill. n.

1341. That the acknowledgment of the Lord keeps in connection all

knowledges of good and truth, or truths, ill. n. 1325. That there is a

connection of all spiritual truths, which is like the connection of the

viscera, the organs, and members in man's body, ill. n. 1325. That

the rational mind of man is opened more interiorly in proportion as he

sees truths in the Word, n. 1320. That the angels who are in the

celestial kingdom of the Lord see spiritual truths within themselves, as

the eye sees natural objects, ill. and sh. n. 1329. That man cannot be

reformed by means of truths only, but at the same time by a life con-

formable to them, ill. n. 1244.

TUMULT [tvmnltus']. That tumult sig. the cupidity or eager

desire of combating, n. 453; also irruption, n. 481. That tumult of the

stranger sig. the irruption of falses from evil, n. 481.

TURBAN or ]MITriE [cidaris, tiara']. That a mitre [cidaris']
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sig. wisdom winch is of divine truth, n. 204. That a turban \_cidaris']

of the kingdom sig. inteUigence which is of truth ; and the same is sig.

by a turban of decoration, n. 272. That a turban sig. intelligence and
wisdom, n. 427.

TURTLE-DOVE [turtuv'\. That turtle-doves and yoimg pigeons

sig. innocence, and hence they were offered in sacrifice, n. 313. That
turtle-doves sig. spiritual good, thus also those who are in that good, n.

388, 650.

TWELVE \_duodecim~\. That twelve sig. all, and is predicated of

truths from good; and in lilce manner twenty-four, which is double that

number, n. 253, 430, 709 ; and in like manner one hundred and forty-

four thousand, because it arises out of twelve, n. 430. See Number.
That twelve is predicated of truths from good, because it arises out of

three multiphed into four, and three is predicated of truths, and four of

good, n. 430. That twelve thousand sig. all persons and all things be-

longing to the church, n. 430, 431, 433, 434 ; also all who are in the

light of truth originating in the good of love to the Lord, n. 434. That
twelve thousand sealed sig. those who are in heaven, and who come
into heaven, n. 433, 438 ; also those who are of the church in which

there are genuine truths, n. 452. That twelve sig. truths and goods in

their whole complex, n. 851. That twelve sig. all things of the church

in regard to the goods and truths thereof, n. 1310. That numbers
arising from twelve by multiplication sig. the same as twelve, as 144,

12,000, 144,000, n. 1318.

TWENTY [yigint'i]. That twenty, in like manner as ten, sig. all,

but twenty is precUcated of good and the all thereof, and ten of truth and

the all thereof, u. 675.

TWENTY-FOUR [_viginti-quatuor']. That twenty-four sig. all,

in like manner as twelve, being the double thereof; and the double

sig. the same as the number from which it arises by multiplication,

n. 270.

TWILIGHT \_diluculiim']. That twilight, as well as cock-crowing,

sig. the last time of the church, n. 9.

TWO [duo']. That two is predicated of good, and three of truth,

n. 411, 532, 816, 924. That two sig. conjunction by love, n. 411.

That the number two being predicated of good sig. union, n. 430.

That from the number two arise 4, 8, 10, 400, 800, 1600, 4000, 8000,

16,000, and which sig. the like as two, n. 430. That two-three sig. the

few who arc in good, and thence in truths, n. 532. That two parts sig.

all good, n. 532. That two and three sig. those who are in good, and

thence in truths, n. 532. That two sig. conjunction, consent, and con-

spiring, n. 573. That two sig. conjunction, and what is thence a one,

or conjunction into one, n. 038. That two sig. a full time and slate as

to the implantation of good, n. 084. That two sig. the marriage of good

and truth, n. 810. That tw(j, in the opposite sense, is prcdicateil of evils,

n. 847.

TYRE \_Tgrus']. That Tyre sig. tlic church which is in the know-

ledges of truth and good, and thence in intelligence, n. llO, 141, 195,

208, 314, 323, 375, 370, 395, 433, 504, 538, 619, 637, 717, 750,

1042. That the prince of Tyre sig. the intelligence which is from the

knowledges of truth, n. 131 end. That Tyre and Sidon sig. those who
are in the knowledges of truth and good, n. 242, 275. Tiiat Tyre sig.
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tlio knowledges of truth; ami tin- priiieo of Tvrc, lliey wlio are in those

knowlediTes, n. 2.S(), 277. .'51;'), 30;'), 4(iG. That the king of Tyre sif/.

inti'liigonoo from divine truth, n. 277. 'J'hat the prince of Tyre sig.

intelligenee which is from the knowledges of truth, and, in the opposite

sense, intelligence extinguished hy falses, n. 315, 537, <S40. That Tyre

sig. the knowledges of truth and good apjjertaining to the external and

internal church, n. 355, 514. That Tyre, in the opposite sense, sig. the

church where those knowledges aie destroyed, n. 395. That the daughter

of Tyre sig. the affection of the knowledges of truth and good, n. 412.

That Tyre and Sidon also sig. those who have falsified the goods and

truths of the Word, n. 433. That the merchandize and tradings of

Tyre sig. the procuring of intelligence by the knowledges of truth, n.

57(5. That the king of Tyre sig. the knowledges of the truth of the

church from the literal sense of the Word, n. 717.

U.

ULTIMATE or LAST \_nltimwii\. That the ultimate or last sig.

all, n. 684. See Extreme. That when ultimates perish, things prior

also successively fall away, n. 710. That all power is in ultimates, ill.

n. 726. That in ultimates or extremes resides all power, ill. n. 918.

UNCIKCUMCISED \_prcpjmtiatus']. That the uncircumcised and
the unclean sig. they who are in evils and falses, n. 185, 811. That
the uncircumcised sig. those who are without love and charity, thus

without good, and thence in the loves of self and the world, n. 406, 417,

619. See Philistines. That to be uncircumcised sig. to be without

spiritual love, and solely in natural love, n. 817. That the uncircum-

cised sig. truth defiled by evils of life, n. 817.

UNCLEAN [immundus'\. That unclean sig. what proceeds from a

filthy love, and especially from the love of ruling, n. 1 100. That unclean

is predicated of the adulteration and falsification of the Word, n. 1333.

'J'hat unclean or filthy is predicated of those who are in falses from evil,

n. 1333, 1351.

UNCLEAN SPIRIT \_spiintus i7nmundus'\. That an unclean spirit

sig. evils flowing from falses of doctrine, n. 483. That unclean spirits

sig. the falses of evil which are from hell, n. 1000. That an unclean

spirit sig. those who are in evils from the adulteration of good, and,

abstractedly, the evils themselves which are adulterated goods, n. 1099.

UNDERSTANDING \Jntellectm']. See also Will. That with

man there is an exterior understanding and an interior, and the exterior

understanding is of the natural mind, and the interior understanding is

of the spirtual mind, n. 622. That the quality of the understanding is

according to the quality of the truths from which it is formed, n. 715.

Tliat the understanding thinks inversely of those things which appear

before the senses, in order that they may be presented before it in the

light of truth, ill. n. 916.

That the understanding of every man may be elevated into the light

of heaven, and perceive spiritual truths, when he hears them, and that

this is done aceording to the affection of knowing and understanding

them, n. 1323. That even devils can understand the arcana of wisdom,

///. n. 1343. That the tenet, that the understanding is to be held in
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subjection to faith, is derived from the Roman Catliolic religion, and
that it obstructs the passage of the light out of heaveu from the Lord,

insomuch so that a man cannot afterwards be illustrated, ill. n. 1323.

UNICORN [ino7ioceros'\. That the horn of the unicorn 5/^. truths

which prevail against falses, n. 316. That the horns of the unicorn sig.

truth as to plentitude and power, n. 316.

UNSPOTTED or IMMACULATE \Jmmacnlatiim'\. That to be

unspotted sig. to be without falses from evil, n. 567.

UPHAZ. That gold from Uphaz sig. the good of the Word in the

literal sense, n. 585, 587.

UPON [si/jora]. See Over.

UPRIGHTNESS [rectitudo']. See Right.

URIM and THUMMIM. That Urim, in the original tongue, sig.

fire and a hearth \_focus~\, n. 406. That Urim sig. fire shining or giving

light, and Thummim resplendence in the angelic tongue, and integrity

in the Hebrew tongue, n. 431. That the breast-plate of judgment
which was upon the Ephod, and was called Urim and Thummim, sig.,

in general, truth shining forth from divine good, thus the Word, n.

431, 444. That responses were there given by the variegations of light

from the precious stones, and, at the same time, either by a living voice

or by tacit perception, n. 431.

USE [?<s«s]. Concerning uses and the love of uses, n. 1193. That

uses are manifold ; in general, there are celestial uses, and there are

infernal uses, ill. n. 1193. That spiritual uses is for the sake of the

Lord, our neighbour, and salvation, and that natural use is for the sake

of self and the world, n. 1298. See Works.
UZZAH. That Uzzah died because he laid hold of the ark with

his hand, the reason thereof, n. 700.

V.

VALLEY [iHillis']. That a valley .s/>/. the inferior or lower things

of the mind, or inferior truths, which are natural and sensual, n. 37(),

405, 730. That valleys sig. falses derived from the loves of self and

the world, n. 405. That the valley of vision sig. the false of doctrine

confirmed by the sense of the letter of the Word, n. 411. That the

valley sig. the ultimates of the Word, n. 411. That the midst of the

valleys sig. the exterior man, n. 483. That valleys sig. the intelligence

of the natural man, or the things which appertain to the natural mind,

n. 730. That the valley of vision also sig. the sensual man, who views

all things from the fallacies of the bodily senses, n. 734.

VALLEY OF HINNOM \_vallis Ilinnomi']. See Toi-uet.

VANITY \_vanitas']. Tht-t vanity sig. evil and the false of evil, n.

430 end. That vanities of strangers sig. falses of religion, n. 587.

VAPOUR [vapor']. That vapours sig. the ultimate truths of the

church, n. 304. Sec also Clouds.

VARIE(iATKI) HEIGHTS [excelsa variegata]. 'I'hat variegated

heights sig. truths falsified, n. 195.

VASTATION [vastatio]. That vastation and devastation are pre-

dicated of the good which is of charity, n. 405. See Desolation,

Devastation. That vastation sig. the dissipation of truth, n. 419.
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Tlmt tlic vnslation of Zion si)/, tlio ilovastivtion of Iho clinrch liy tlic

falsilioation of nil divine truth, n. Si>0. That the vastatioiis of the church

are attriluitcd to Vunl, but that they are from man only, ///. n. i)GO.

VASTATORS [f(K«;^//rt/Ts]. See "Wastkiis.

VEtiETATlVE 80UL [^anima vcijctntiva']. Concerning the vege-

tative soul, ///. n. 1203, 1204. Concerning vegetables in heaven, n.

1211.

VERITY or TRUTH {Veritas']. That verity sig. truth, n. 3r.5
;

also the divine tiHith, n. 541 ; also the truth of doctrine and of faith, n.

G42. That the word of truth sig. the doctrine of truth, n. 684. That
the law of truth si(j. divine truth from divine good, n. 701. That to

speak truth sig. to be in truths as to doctrine, n. 799.

VESSEL [y«s]. That the vessels of gold and silver from the

temple of Jerusalem sig. the goods and truths of the church, n. 220.

That vessels of brass sig. the truths of the natural good or subservient

scientifics, n. 355, 115G. That vessels sig. scientific and intellectual

things recipient of truth, n. 537, ill. 1146. That vessels of brass

and iron sig. the knowledges of natural truth and good, n. 700. That
vessels of adorning sig. knowledges of good and truth from the litei'al

sense of the Word, n. 725. That vessels of ivory and vessels of

precious wood sig. rational truths and goods in the natural man,
n. 1146.

VESTMENT \_vestimentum']. That vestment sig. truth, and, in

relation to the Loi'd, divine truth, n. 685. See Garment.
VESTURE [tunicci]. That the Lord's vesture sig. the Word in

the internal sense, n. 375. See Garment.
VIALS \_phialce]. That vials, the same as all containing vessels,

sig. truths, n. 324. That golden vials sig. tniths from good, n. 324.

Tliat the seven vials sig. the same as the seven plagues, the evils and
the falses thence derived, and the falses and the e^snls thence derived, n.

954 ; which have devastated the church, n. 959.

VILLAGES [yilla;']. That villages sig. natural knowledges and
scientifics, n. 405.

VINE, VINTAGE [t7<is, v2«rZe?Hm]. That the vine 5/^. the internal

church, thus the internal things of the church, n. 175. That the fruit

of the vine sig. divine truth from divine good, and beatitude and felicity

thence, n. 252. That a vine of magnificence sig. the spiritual church,

thus internal and external, n. 281, 403. That the vine sig. the truths

of the church, n. 304, 365, 503. That the vintage sig. the truth of the

church, n. 313, 555. That the vine and the fig-tree sig. good and truth

from a spiritual origin ; also the internal and the external church, n.

374, 388, 403, 458. Tliat the wild vine [lahruscci] sig. the false, n.

374. That a noble vine sig. spiritual truth from a celestial origin, or

truth derived from the good of love, n. 375. That the vine sig. spiritual

good, which in its essence is truth, n. 375, 458. That the branches

of the vine sig. the truths of which doctrine is formed, n. 376. That
the vine is the spiritual man, and the grapes the good of that man, n.

403, 918. That the vine out of Egypt sig. the spiritual church, n. 405.

That to plant the vine sig. to establish the church, n. 405. That the

vdne sig. the truth of the doctrine of the church, n. 618. That a vine

sig. the church as to truth
;
grapes, goods thence derived, which are

goods of charity; and clusters, the goods of faith, n. 618. That the
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vine sig. the spiritual church, aud the fig-tree the external, celestial and
spiritual church, n. G38, 911. That a fruitful vine sig. the church as

to the affection of truth, n. 638. That a vine sig. the church as to the

spiritual affection of truth, n. 695. That the fruit of the vine sig. the

good of charity, n. 695. That the vine sig. internal or spiritual truths,

n. 717. That the vine of Sibmah sig. the men of the external church,

who exj)laiii the Word to favour the loves of the world, n. 911. That
the wood of the vine sig. spiritual good, n. 1143.

VINE-DRESSERS \yinitores~\. That vine-dressers sig. those who
are in tiaiths and teach them, n. 376, 911.

VINEGAR \_acetuiii]. That vinegar sig. truth mixed with falses,

n. 386.

VINEYARD [vineci]. That a vineyard sig. the spiritual church,

and spii'itual life appertaining to man ; or the church as to the affection

of truth, n. 194, 376, 632, 650, 918, 919. That a vineyard sig. the

church which is in truths from good, n. 315, 375 ; or the church which

is principled in the truths and goods of doctrine from the Word, n. 376.

That to plant vineyards sig. to receive truths in the understanding, that

is, in the spirit, n. 386. That vineyards also sig. spiritual goods and

truths, n. 403, 638. That vineyards and the fruits thereof sig. spiritual

truths, and the goods thence derived, n. 617.

VIOLENCE [yiolentici]. That violence sig. dissension, n. 365.

VIOLENT, the [yiolenti']. That the violent sig. those who endea-

vour to destroy goods and truths, n. 481. That the spirit of the violent

sig. their lust of destroying, n. 481.

VIPER [yipera']. That the viper and fiery flymg serpent sig. the

crafty and subtle reasoning of the sensual principle, n. 654. See

Serpent.

VIRGIN [yirgo']. Tliat virgins sig. those who are of the church, or

those who are in the spiritual affection of truth and good, which makes
the church, n. 212, 252, 315, 675, 863, 1189. That ten virgins sig. all

who are of the church, n. 252, 548, 675. What is sig. by the five

prudent virgins, and the five that were foolish, sh. n. 252, 548, 675,

840. That virgins sig. the affections of good, and young men the

affections of truth, n. 406. That virgin and daughter sig. the affection

of good and truth, n. 675. That a virgin sig. the will or affection of

genuine truth which makes one and agrees with divine good, n. 768,

811. Tliat the virgins of Jerusalem sig. those who taught truths from

the affection thereof; also the truths of doctrine, n. 637, 863, 1175.

That a virgin sig. the affection of truth, and a young man the under-

standing thereof, n. 863. That virgins singing sig. those who arc of

the Lord's spiritual kingdom; and virgins playing on instruments and

timbrels sig. those who are of His celestial kingdom, n. 863. Con-

cerning Aargins in the spiritual woi'ld, n. 1009.

VIRTUE or POWER [yirtvs^. Tliat the virtue of (Jod sig.

divine truth, n. 405. That power or virtue sig. the potency of divine

truth, n. 644. See Power.
VISIONS [_visioncs']. Concerning visions, which an? of a twofold

Idnd, real and not real, n. 575. See also Ai'i'KARANf'Ks. That to see

visions sig. to perceive revelation, n. 624. That to sec in vision is to

see such things as exist with the angels in heaven, n. 1037. Concerning

the state of the prophets when they were in vision, iii and sh. n. 1348.
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VISIT, to, VTSITATIOX [jvV/a/r, r/,<!?Va//o]. Tliat visitation is

the exploration of man after death, as to Iiismiality, before lie is judged,

n. 1 14. That to visit si(j. to destroy, because visitation precedes judg-

ment, n. KU. That visitation is incpiisition into the quality of a man,

and inquisition is effected by divine truth, n. 654. That visitation pre-

cedes separation, n. 910. That visitation also s{(j. the ex])loration of

the (jualitv of the state of the church before judgment, n. DlO.

VIVIFY, to, cr ^lAKE ALIVE \_vivijic<ire'\. That to vivify or

make alive souls which ought not to live sig. to persuade them that life

eternal is from falses, n. 18(5.

VOICE [ro.r]. That voice, vrhen spoken of the Lord, sifj. divine

truth, n. 7L 220, 2(51, 302, 873. That a voice of many waters sig.

divine truth in ultimates, n. 71. Tliat the voice of Jehovah from the

temple sig. divine truth, n. 220. That the voice of the Lord sig, the

truths of the Word, of doctrine, and of faith thence derived, n. 249,

302. That the voice of Jehovah sig. the Divine proceeding, or the

divine truth, n. 261, 644; and the same is sig. by a voice out of

heaven, n. 261. That voices sig. divine truth as to perception; hence

by a voice of thunder is sig. divine truth as to perception and under-

standing, n. 27'i. That the voice of a trumpet sig. divine truth as to

revelation, n. 55, 262, 273. That a great voice sig. acknowledgment
from the heart, n. 337 ; also adoration from the good of truth, and

thence from joy of heart, n. 459. That a great voice, when spoken of

the Lord, sig. a divine command, n. 424, 873. That voice sig. influx,

n. 422; also truth, n. 459. That voices sig. ratiocinations, n. 498,

702, 1014. That the voice of tumult siq. dissension, n. 573. That a

voice out of heaven sig. the divine providence of the Lord ; also all that

proceeds from the Lord, n. 668 ; also the glorification of the Lord, n.

854—856; also exhortation from the Lord by the Word, n. 1106; also

imanimity of all in the heavens, or of the universal heaven, n. 1209

;

also divine truth, revelation, the Word itself; also every precept and

command of the Word, n. 682. That voices in heaven sig. illustration,

from which the angels have wisdom, n. 682. That voices sig. thoughts,

and also tumults of thoughts, n. 702. That a great voice sig. exhorta-

tion, n. 873, 884. That to cry with a great voice sig. annunciation,

n. 910. That a voice out of the temple sig. divine truth from the

Word, n. 959. That a great voice sig. joy of heart, ill. n. 1096. That
the voice of joy sig. exultation of heart from the good of love; and the

voice of gladness sig. glorification of soul from the truths of faith,

n. 1182. That the voice of mill-stones sig. joy of heart from the

good of love, n. 1182. That a voice sig. glorification, n, 1214, 1215.

See Allelujah.

W.

WAKEFULNESS \_vigilia']. That wakefulness sig. spiritual life,

n. 911.

WALK, to \_ambulare~\. That to walk sig. to act, to live, and to be,

n. 9, 97, 163, 196, 239, 414, 422, 430, 453, 514, 526, 588, 594, 787,

820, 1008. That to walk, when predicated of the Lord, sig. life itself,

n. 97, 588, 594. That the walking of the Lord upon the sea sig. the
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presence and influx of the Lord into the ultimate of heaven and the

church, and their Ufe from the Divine [principle], n. 514. That to

stand before God sig. to be from Him; and to walk before God sig. to

live according to being from Him, n. 639. That to walk is expressive

of the life of the thought from intention, n. 687. That to walk before

Jehovah sig. to live according to His precepts, thus from Him, n. 687.
That to walk in integrity sig. to be in good as to Ufe, and in truths as

to doctrine, n. 799.

WALL, HEDGE [murus, paries., macerict]. That the wall of the

New Jerusalem sig. all truths of defence, n. 130, 208, 223. That a
wall sig. the truth of doctrine defending, n. 193, 400, 448, 453. That
walls of brass sig. good which defends the doctrine of truth, n. 219.

That walls and outworks sig. truths for defence, n. 223. That to

wander among hedges sig. amongst truths destroyed by falses, n. 237.

That to encompass wall with wall sig. to heap falses upon falses, n. 237.
That a wall, in the opposite sense, sig. the truth of doctrine falsified,

because destitute of good, n. 453. That a wall of fire sig. defence by
divine love, n. 504. That a wall sig. the ultimate of doctrine, or the

literal sense of the Word, which contains and includes, the s])iritual

sense, n. 811. That a painted wall sig. the appearance of doctrinals in

externals, n. 827. That a wall sig. what defends; and that when it is

spoken of the church it sig. the Word in its literal sense, sh. n. 1307.

That the wall of the city Jerusalem sig. the Word in its literal sense,

n. 1307, 1311. That the foundations of its wall sig. doctrinals from
the Word, sh. n. 1311.

WANDER, to \_vagari']. That to wander among ruins sig. thought

and life from falses, n. 435. That to wander sig. to inquire, n. 532.

WAR [belluTn]. That wars sig. spiritual wars, Avhich are combats
of truths against falses, and falses against truths, u. 131, 357, 375, 386,

650, 671, 684, 734, 802. That the arms or weapons of war sig. spe-

cifically somewhat appertaining to spiritual combat, n. 131. See Arms
OF War. That war sig. the combat against falses and evils, and the

destruction of them, n. 355. That to desire wars sig. reasonings

against truths, n. 627. That to make war sig. to assault and desire to

destroy, n. 650, 768; or to fight from truths against falses, antl from
falses against truths, n. 802.

WASH, to [^lavare]. That to wash from sin sig. to regenerate,

n. 30 ; or to purify from falses and evils, n. 240, 475, 666. That
washings, in the Jewish church, represented purifications from falses

and evils, n. 275, 475. That to wash sig. to purify by truths, n. 329,

475. That to wash away bloods sig. to remove the falses of evil, n. 329,

375, 475. That to wash with waters sig. to reforiu and ])urify by

truth, n. 375, 475. That to wash the hands and feet sig. to purify tlie

natural man; and to wash the flesh .s/y. to purify the s])iritnal man,

n. 475.

WASTE PLACES, WASTENESS \_vastitates, vastitas]. That

waste places sig. where there are no trutlis, n. 659. 'I'hat to pass the

night in waste j)laces sig. to remain and live in falses, n. ()59. That
wasteness or desolation sig. where there is no truth, ii. 1081. See

DeSOI/ATION.

WASTERS, or LAYERS WASTE \_vast<itores']. That wasters

sig. evils and falses whereby good and truth perish, n. 374. That
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wasters in (ho wililcrnt'ss s'lfj. evils in cons('(|nonce of not liaving truths,

n. 730.

WATCH \_vl(jiUa'\. That the fourth watch sig. tho first stato of

the cliuroh when it is daybreak and morning is at liand, for then good

boiiins to act by trutli, and then is the advent of the Lord, n. 510.
^ WATCH, to, to be WATCHFUL, WAKEFULNESS Ivigilare,

vigil esse, vigilia^. That to be watchful sig. to be in spiritual life,

n. 187. That natural or moral life without sjiiritual life is as a state

of sleep to wakefulness, n. 187, lOOG. That intelligence and wisdom
constitute wakefulness, n. 187. That by watching or waking is sig. to

receive life from the Lord, which life is spiritual life ; and by sleeping

is sig. natural life without spiritual, u. 187, 325, 355, lOOG. That the

beginning of the watches sig. a state when faith commences, thus a

state of illustration, which is when man becomes spiritual, n. 187.

That to watt'h sig. to procure spiritual life, ill. n. lOOG.

WATER \_aqr(n']. That waters sig. the truths of faith, the truths

of doctrine, and also the knowledges of truths, or the truths of the

Word, n. 71, 118, 239, 240, 275, 283, 304, 342, 372, 373, 38G, 391,

405, 422, 435, 455, 475, 511, 518, GOO, 644, 7G3, 971, 99G, 107G,

1215. What is sig. by the water of baptism, n. 71, 236. That to

give to drink of cold water sig. to exercise charity from obedience,

n. 102, 695. That to bathe in waters sig. to purify by the truths of

faith, n. 163. That water sig. truth, and living water divine truth,

n. 183, 518. That by water and the Spirit are sig. truths and a life

according to them, n. 236, 475, 710, 721. See Baptism. That waters

sig. divine truth in ultimates, n. 261, 419. That the waters cover the

sea sig. the plenitude of truths, n. 275. That waters which cast up

mire and dirt sig. falses themselves from which are evils of life and falses

of doctrine, n. 275. That living waters sig. truths from a spiritual

origin, u. 275. That many waters sig. the knowledges of good and

truth, n. 281 ; also divine truths from the Lord, n. 854; also the truths

of the Word, and thence the holy things of the church, n. 1033 ; also

all the truths which appertain to the angels in the heavens, n. 1215.

That mighty waters sig. the falses of evil, n. 304. That a pool of

waters and a spring of waters sig. where there is good, because there is

truth ; for all spiritual good is procured by truths, n. 304. That water

sig. truth from a spiritual origin, n. 342. That water, in the opposite

sense, sig. falses of doctrine and of faith, n. 355, 455, 538, 644, 695,

763, 995. That to wash with waters sig. to reform and purify by truth,

n. 375. That waters of rests sig. the truths of heaven, n. 375. That

waters sig. truths, and the Word, where truths are, n. 376, 419. That

waters sig. truths from which intelligence and wisdom are derived,

n. 405. That strange waters sig. falses, n. 411. That waters of the

nortli sig. falses of doctrine from self-derived intelligence, n. 518. That

waters of the proud sig. falses favouring the love of self and confirm-

ing it, n. 518. That waters of wormwood sig. falses of evil, n. 521.

That to draw waters sig. to learn truths, n. 532. That depths of Avaters

sig. falses from the hells, n. 537, 538. Concerning the appearances of

waters in the spiritual world, n. 538. That waters of oppression sig.

temptations as to the truths of faith, n. 600. That the waters which

could not be passed sig. celestial intelligence, n. 629. That waters sig.

truths of doctrine from the Word, by which comes inteUigence, n. 629,
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644, 840. That the sediment of waters sig. truths defiled by falses,

n. 632. That to druilc waters sig. to learn and receive truths, n. 632.

That waters sig. the falses which usually flow-in in temptations, u. 644.

That to go into Avaters sig. to weep, n. 677. That water sig. truth in

affection, and cold water truth in obedience, n. 695. That discourse

is sometimes heard from heaven as the sound of Avaters flowing, n. 854.

That waters sig. truths falsified and profaned, n. 1076.

WAY [tv'a]. That in the spiritual world there are actually ways
which lead to heaven and also to hell, and that thence ways sig. leading

truths or truths leading to good, and also leading falses or falses leading

to evil, n. 97, 518, 600, 706, 780, 940. That a way sig. truth which
is of faith, n. 167, 355. That there are two ways leading to the

rational principle of man ; one from heaven, and the other from the

world, n. 208. That to go the way sig. the affection of truth leading

to life, n. 219. That ways, and also highways, sig. truths, or truths

of doctrine, n. 405, 444. That ways, when predicated of the Lord,

sig. divine truths, n. 706. That ways sig. the truths of the church,

n. 730. That to sit in the ways sig. to lie in wait to slay and deprive,

n. 730. That ways sig. truths, and paths the precepts of life, n. 734.

That ways, when predicated of the Lord, sig. all the truths of heaven
and the church, n. 940. That a way sig. influx, n. 997. Sec also

Path.
WEALTH \_opes, facilitates^. That wealth [o^^es] and riches sig.

the knowledges of truth and good, n. 236, 376, 514, 840. See Rioh.

That wealth
\_
facilitates^ sig. the knowledges of good and truth, n. 401.

That wealth and treasures sig. the knowledges of truth and good from

the Word, and, in the opposite sense, false scientifics from self-derived

intelligence, n. 654.

WEED \_alga']. That weeds sig. falses, n. 538.

WEEK [^septimana^ That six weeks sig. a state of combat and

labour, n. 633. That the seventh week sig. the beginning of the new
church, n. 633. That seventy weeks sig. a full state from beginning to

end, n. 684. That seven weeks sig. a full time and state, n. 684. That

a week siq. the state of the church, n. 684.

WEEP, to, and TO WAIL (flere, defere et plangere]. That to

weep sig. grief of heart, n. 308. That weeping [_fetus'] and wailing

l^planctus^ sig. lamentation for the destruction of truth and good,

n. 617. That to weep sig. mourning on account of falses, and to wail,

mourning on account of evils, n. 1129 ; also to weep sig. mourning on

account of truth destroyed ; and to wail sig. mourning on account of

good destroyed, n. 1129. That to weep sig. grief of soul, and to

mourn sig. grief of heart, n. 1164.

WEIGH, to [^appendei-e']. That to weigh sig. to estimate and

arrange according to quality, n. 373.

WEIGHTS, see also Mra-sures
\_
ponderationes']. 'J'hal wri^lil,

sig. what is heavy from evil, ill. n. 1026.

WELL [^patens']. That a well sig. the Word in IIk; sense nf (he

letter, and the truth of doctrine thence derived, n. 537 ;
ami, in the

opposite sense, it sig. the Word falsified, and the false of tlocUhic

tlience derived, n. 537. That the well of the abyss, or the bottomless

])it, sig. the hell Avhere and whence are the falses of evil, n. 535, 536,

539.
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WKST [occ/VA-H."!]. Tlml till' wot si;/, llic aflVclion of truth, ii.

l.'VJ. St>0 Ql'AKTKltS.

WIIALK [lv7(/*]. That whales siij. scioiitifies in conuiion, or the

coinnu)ii thiiijt^s of seiontitios, n. 275, CoO ; or the scii'iitific i)riiicii)lo in

gonoral, n. ol.'>. That the whale, tlie same as the leviathan, sig. the

nat\iral man as to seieiitifies, n. 455, 483. See Leviathan. That the

whale siij. the ultimate natural principle, n. G22. That the great wliale

si</. the seientifie principle of the natural man in general, n. 054. That

a whale si<j. the same as a dragon, and, in the Hebrew, is denoted by

the same expression, n. 714. See Dragon.
WHEAT [iriticitm]. That wheat sir/, the truth of good, n. 304.

That wheat siff. all things originating in the good of love, specifically

the truths of heaven, and Avisdom thence derived, n. 3G5. That wheat

sii/. the good of the church in general, and the good of the natural

man, n. 374, 911. That wheat nii/. the goods of truth. That wheat

and barley niff. good and truth from a celestial origin, or the good and

truth of the church in general, n. 374, 911. That the Avheat of Minnitli

and Pannag .«/y. goods and truths in general, n. 375. That the fat of

wheat sif/. the delight of spiritual good, n. G19. That wheat separate

from chaff siff. the good of charity, n. 740. That wheat sig. good from

a spiritual origin, n. 1153, 1182. See Fine Flour.
WHEEL [/'oto]. That wheels sig. the truths of doctrinals, by

reason of a chariot's signifying doctrine, n. 283. That wheels as a fire

burning sig. the doctrine of celestial love, n. 504.

WHIRLWIND [procella venti, tu7'bo venti magnus]. That whirl-

winds sig. temptations, n. 411, 419. See Wind.
WHITE or WHITENESS lalhum, albedo^ That white or white-

ness sig. divine truth in its light, n. 19G, 372, 395, 905. That to walk

in white sig. spiritual life, that is, a life according to truths, n. 19G.

That white sig. what is genuine, and that it is predicated of truths,

n. 243, 905. That white is of light, and the light proceeding from the

Lord as a sun in its essence is divine truth, n. 395. Tliat to whiten,

or make white, is predicated of truths, n. 47G. That a white cloud

sig. divine truth in ultimates, n. 905, 90G. See Cloud.

WHO IS \_qui est]. That Who Is and Who Was denotes the Infinite

and Eternal, ill. n. 972.

WHORE [jneretrix^ See Babylon, Whoredom.
WHOREDOM [ineret7-icatio, scortatio]. See Adultery. That

to commit whoredom sig. the falsification of truth, or to falsify truth
;

also to imbue falses, n. 141, 161, 1G3, 240, 242, 283, 304, 324, 355,

590, G95, 725, 881, 1034, 1045, 1130. That the hire of a harlot sig.

the knowledges of truth and good applied to evils and falses, and thus

perverted, n. 141. That daughters who commit whoredom sig. the goods

of truths perverted, n. 141. What is sig. by the hire of a harlot, and its

at length becoming holy, in Isaiah xxiii. 17, 18, n. 141. That to repent

of whoredom si^. to turn from falses to truths, n. 1G2. That whoredom
and adulteries sig. falses, and evils thence derived, n. 240. That sons of

whoredom sig. all falses in general, n. 240. That to commit whoredom
with images sig. to conclude falses by the fallacies of the senses, n. 242.

That a harlot sig. the falsification of truth, and heresy, n. 323, 355;

hence also the false, n. 376. That the rewards of whoredom sig. the

falsification of truth, n. 403, 695. That to commit whoredom sig. to
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falsify worship, n. 405, 725. That whoredoms siff. the falsifications of

the truth of doctrine and of the Word, n. 654, 811. That the spirit of

whoredoms s?y. the cupidity of falsifying, n. 727. That a corrupted

liarlot siff. good adulterated by falses, n. 768. That to be defiled and
contaminated mth women si(jf. to falsify the truths of the Word, n. 862.

That whoredoms, harlotries, and adiilteries siff. the falsifications and
adulterations of the truth and good of doctrine and of the Word, n. 862.

Concerning virgins in the spiritual world who accounted whoredoms
wicked, and others who did not account them wicked, n. 1009. That
the great whore siff. the adulteration and profanation of the good and
truth of the church, n. 1032. That the uncleanness of whoredoms sit/.

the profanation of truth, n. 1045. That whoredoms si'g. the adultera-

tions of good and the falsifications of triith, n. 1047.

WICKEDNESS Imalitia']. That wickedness sig. evil, and iniquity

sig. falses, n. 741.

WIDOW [vichia']. That widows sig. those who are in good and
desire truths, and, in the opposite sense, those who are in evil and will

to have falses, n. 257, 1121. That a widow sig. good without truth, n.

768. That widows also sig. such of both sexes as are in good and not

in truth, and yet desire truth, n. 1121.

WIFE [itxor']. That a wife sig. the affection of truth, n. 638.

That wives sig. the affections of truth and good, n. 654. That wife and
husband sig. the affection of good corresponding to the affection of

truth, n. 654, 863. That a wife of the youth sig. the Ancient Church,

n. 701. That to betroth and take a wife sig. the conjunction of good
and truth, n. 734. That a wife sig. the affection of truth and good
spiritual, n. 1022. That a wife, when the Lord is treated of, sig. the

church, n. 1220. That by a wife making herself ready is sig. the

church adorned with truths from good, and prepared to receive the Lord,

ill. n. 1220.

WILDERNESS and DESERT [desertum et solitudo]. That a

desert sig. where there is no good, because no truth, n. 131, 239, 240,

275, 280, 304; and the same" is sig. by a land of desert, n. 281. That

a desert also sig. where there is no good, because there is ignorance of

truth, n. 294. That a desert is also called dry ground, n. 304. That
the term "wilderness" is predicated of the failure of good, and the

term " desert " the failure of truth, n. 326, 780. That a wilderness

sig. the desire of truth that good may be thence attained, n. 326.

That a wilderness sig. where the good of charity no more exists, be-

cause there is no truth, n. 374, 386, 405, 410, 419, 483, 518, 636,

780. That a wilderness also sig. an obscure principle of truth, n. 405.

Tliat the habitations of the wilderness sig. falses originating in evils,

n. 405. That a wilderness sig. the state of the church, when there is

no more any truth, because there is no good, n. 730, 764, 1037. That
a wilderness sig. the state of the church with the Gentiles, who were

in ignorance of truth and yet in the good of life, n. 730. That a

wilderness sig. a state of temptation, in which man is as it were without

truths, n. 730. That a wilderness sig. hell, n. 730. That dwellings

of the wilderness sig. the goods of doctrine from the literal sense of the

Word, n. 730. That a wilderness sig. the literal sense of the Word,
ill. n. 730. That a wilderness sig. the natural man destitute of tnillis,

n. 730.
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WILL, to, WILL [vohu,t„s, ?r//f], and ,UNDERSTANDING
[iittellertiisl. Tlint will, when i)roilicated of the Lord, sig. divine love,

n. 2'.'.'). That the will is the esse of the life of man, and the nndcr-

Rtanding is the cxisterc of life thence derived, n. 295. That the will

is the receptacle of the good of love appertaining to man, and the

understanding is the receptacle of the truth of faith appertaining to liim

n. 295, 400. That the understanding is the medium whereby the will

may be reformed, and afterwards whereby the will may appear in form,

such as it is by the understanding, n. 295. That will sig. love, and, in

the opposite sense, the love of evil and the love of false, n. 295. That

the will of the flesh and the will of man sig. all evils of love and falses

of faith, n. 329. That the understanding is formed either from truths

or from falses, n. 419. That so far as the imderstanding and will with

angels and men are a one, so far they are in conjunction with the Lord,

and vice versa, n. 4GG. That the understanding is opened by truths

from good, but not by truths without good, n. 572. That there is an

exterior understanding and an interior, and that the exterior is of the

natural mind, and the interior of the spiritual mind, n. 622. That to

will is to make an effort, n. G43. That the will is the man himself, in-

asmuch as man is his own love and his own affection, n. 6G6. That to

will is to do, ill. n. 785. That to will sig. inwardly to love, because

what a man inwardly wills, that he loves, and what he inwardly loves,

that he wills, n. 1359.

WILLOW [^salix']. That the willows of the brook sig. the lowest

goods and truths of the natural man, which appertain to the external

sensuals, n. 458.

WIND [veiitus^. That the wind of Jehovah sig. divine truth, n.

130. That to be carried on the wings of the wind sig. omnipresence

in the natural world, n. 282, 283. That wings of the wind sig. things

spiritual from which are things natural, or truth in ultimates, n. 283,

419, 594. Tliat the four winds of the earth sig. all the truths and goods

of the church in their whole complex, n. 304, 355, GG5. That wind is

predicated of truth, and, in the opposite sense, of the false, n. 403, 405.

That to be shaken by the wind is predicated of reasoning thence derived,

n. 403. That the four winds of the heavens sig. all the good and truth

of heaven and the church, and their conjunction ; but, in the opposite

sense, all e^-il and false, and their conjunction, n. 418. That the four

winds also sig. all the Divine proceeding, n. 418. That the wind also

sig. the Divine proceeding, which is the Divine good united with the

divine truth, n. 419. That wind sig. divine truth whereby spiritual life

is attained, n. 419. That wind, in the opposite sense, also sig. the falses

of evil, n. 419. That the wind and its wings sig. ratiocination from

fallacies, whence arise falses, n. 419. That in the spiritual world

the winds arise from different quarters, the reason thereof, n. 419.

Conceniing the east wind, which, with the evil, disperses every good

and truth, n. 419. That the east wind sig. devastation, desolation,

and destruction ; also influx out of heaven, n. 514, 538, 727. That to

be carried on the wings of the wind also sig. to give understanding and

to illustrate the ultimate heaven, n. 529. That to feed on wind sig. to

imbibe the false, n. 654. That the east wind also sig. the drying-up and

dissipation of truth, n. 654. That a stormy wind sig. vehement assault

of truth, n. 960.
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WINDOW [fenestra']. That windows sif/. tlie principle of the
mind; which is called the understanding, where truth is received, n. 193,
555. That windows siff. truths from good in the light, and thence what
is intellectual, n. 282, 400. That a voice in the window sif/. preaching,

or proclaiming, n. 650. That windows siff. thoughts from the under-
standing, n. 652.

WINE \_viimm, 77iustu7n'\. Tliat wine siff. the interior false prin-

ciple, and new wine [iimstiim'j the exterior false principle, sh. n. 141,
960. That wine siff. truth, or truth from the Word, n. 195, 433, 652,
794. That wme and strong drink, through which they err, sig. truths

mixed with falses, n. 235. That wine siff. the good of spiritual love, or

the good of charity, which in its essence is truth, n. 252, 376, 1152.

That wine siff. the truth of the church, n. 283, 376. That new wine

siff. spiritual good, sh. n. 323. That wine siff. the divine truth, pro-

ceeding from the divine good of the. divine love of the Lord ; and, as to

man, that truth received by him, n. 329, 617. See Supper. That
wine and the blood of grapes siff. the divine truth, n. 329, 359. That
new wine siff. the truth of the natural man, n. 374. That to drink wine

sig. to be instructed and become intelligent, n. 376. That wine, in the

opposite sense, sig. truth falsified ; also the false, and the false of evil,

n. 376, 717. That wine, in the supreme sense, sig. the Lord as to

divine truth, n. 376. That old wine sig. the truth of the old or Jewish

church, n. 376. That wine sig. the truth of the spiritiial and hence of

the rational man, n. 376. That wine sig. the good and truth of faith, n.

444, 519, 638. That wine also sig. truth from spiritual good, n. 448,

617, 881, 887, 922. That new wine siff. the truth of the Word, n.

618. That must \^7nustum'] or new wine sig. truth derived from the

good of charity or love, n. 695. That wine sig. truth from good, and,

in the opposite sense, the false from evil, n. 881, 887. That whie sig.

the truth of the Word and of doctrine, and meat the good of the Word
and of doctrine, n. 960. That wine, when conjoined with oil, sig. truth

from a celestial origin, n. 1152. That wine on the lees, and wine on
the lees well refined, sig. truths from good, natural, and spiritual, with

the felicity thence derived, n. 1159.

WINE-PRESS [torcular]. That a wine-press sig. the combat of

divine truths against falses, n. 359. That the produce of the wine-press

siff. all the truth of the good of the church ; the same as wine, n. 799.

That a wine-i)ress sig. the production of truth from good, and, in the

opposite sense, the jiroduction of the false from evil, n. 920, 922. That
the great wine-press of the anger of God siff. the falsification of the

Word, ill. n. 920. That to tread the wine-press sig. to produce truth

from good, and, in the opposite sense, to produce the false from evil,

n. 922.

WINGS \^(d(e]. That healing in the wings sig. the truth of faith

n. 279. That to ascend with wings as eagles sig. into the light of

heaven, thus into intelligence, n. 281. That wings sig. tlie spiritual

[principle], n. 283. That to be carried upon the wings of the wind sig.

omnipresence in the natural world, n. 282, 283. That to cover under

wings sig. to guard by the divine truth, wliich is the divine s))iritnal, n.

283. That to walk upon the wings of the wind sig. the spiritual sense

of the Word, whicli is in the literal, n. 2H3. That the wings of .Ichovah

in which are heahng sig. truth derived from celestial good, which is the
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divine spiritual, n. 2S;). That wiiii^^s, in the opposilo senso, sig. falscs

ami reasonings from Ihoni, n. 'l^o. Tliat hy tlio wind in tlie wings is

sii). reasoning from fallacies, whence comes falses ; and tlie same by the

wind binding her in its wings, n. 283. That tlie voice of wings sig.

ratiocinations, and, in the opposite sense, reasonings and discussions

from s]iiritual truths, n. 558. That wings mj. sjiiritual truths, n. 558.

That the wings of the wind sig. the spiritual things of the Word, n.

504. That wings sig. things spiritual, n. 751). That the wings of

.Tehovali .<;///. spiritual truths, n. 799.

WISDOM \_sapi('Jitia~\. That Avisdom is the understanding of truth

such as the celestial man has, his understanding being from the will of

good, n. '2>^(^. That all wisdom is from truths, which are derived from
good from the Lord, n. 333. That wisdom, when predicated of the

Lord, sig. divine providence, n. 338. That wisdom consists in com-
mitting truths to life, n. 376. That wisdom is predicated of spiritual

goods and truths, and intelligence of goods and truths natural, n. 408.

That wisdom sig. the reception of divine truth in inmost principles, n.

465, 466. That wisdom and intelligence, predicated of the Lord, sig. the

Divine proceeding, n. 644. That wisdom is predicated of those who are

not wise, and also of those who are insane from falses, ill. and sh. n. 843.

WISE MEN, or THE WISE [sapientes']. That wise men sirj. the

good of doctrine, n. 655. That the wise sig. they who teach the Word,
n. 1179.

WITCHCRAFTS [jmvstigicr']. That witchcrafts sig. the falses of

evil, whereby truths are alienated, n. 355. That witchcraft sig. arts and
])ersuasions, ill. n. 1191.

WITHERING [_a7'efactio, arefactum'\. That withering and drying

up, ascribed to the east w'ind, sig. where there is no good and where
there is no truth, n. 419.

WITHIN [intra']. See Above.
WITNESS, TO WITNESS or TESTIFY [testis, testari]. That

to witness, or to bear witness, sig. to acknowledge in heart, and to con-

fess, n. 10, 635, 1050. That to testify or witness is predicated of divine

truth, n. 27, 635. That the testimony of desus Christ sig. the acknow-
ledgment of the Lord's Divine Human, n."52, 1050, 1257. That witness,

when ])redicated of the Lord, sig. divine truth which is from Him, n.

228, 594, 635. That the Word is called a witness because it testifies,

n. 401. That the two witnesses sig. the good of love and charity, and
the truth of doctrine and faith, n. 635, 642, 649, 658. That the two
witnesses also sig. the divine good and the divine truth, whence the

good of love and charity and the truth of doctrine and faith are derived,

n. 637. That the two witnesses, when called prophets, sig. the goods
and truths of doctrine, n. 662. That false witness sig. every falsification

of truth, spiritual, moral, and civil, n. 1019. That to testify or bear

witness is spoken of truth, and that truth testifies of itself, consequently

the Lord, because He is truth itself, n. 1356.

WO, or ALAS [vcb]. That wo sig. lamentation over aversion from
good and truth, and consequent damnation, n. 531, 680 ; also lamentation

over calamity, danger, misery, destruction, etc., n. 531 ; or over evils and
falses, which vastate the church, n. 564, 680, 752. That alas, alas, sig.

lamentation, also cursing, n. 1165, 1176.

WOLF [lupus]. That a wolf sig. those who are against innocence
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of the inmost degree denoted by tlie lamb, n. 314, 780. See Lamb,
That' evening wolves sig. the fallacies of the senses, n. 780.
WOMAN \jnuliei''\. That a woman sig. the church as to the aflec-

tion of truth, n. 9, 401, 430, 555, 675, 707, 730, 785. That women
sig. the goods which are of the church, n. 270 ; or those who are prin-

cipled in good, n. 430. That women sig. those who are in good from
the affection of truth, and, in the opposite sense, those who are in evils

from the affection of the false, n. 555. That a wife [woman] of the

youth sig. the Ancient Church, which was in truths from affection, n.

555. That women of the people sig. the affections of truth, n. 555.

That a woman sig. the cupidity of the false from evil, u. 555. That
pitiful women sig. the affections of the false as of truth, n. 555. That
old women sig. those who are wise by truths of doctrine, n. 652. That
the woman sig. the New Church, which is called the New Jerusalem, n.

707, 721, 730, 758, 763. That the woman sig. a religious principle

devastated of all the truth and good of the church, n. 1038, 1049, 1062,

1076, 1088. See Babylon.
WOMB or MATRIX [uterus seu matrix']. See also To Bear.

That the womb or belly sig. spiritual conjugial love, and the thigh sig.

natural conjugial love, n. 618. That the womb sig. inmost conjugial

love, or the inmost principle of conjugial love, or the good of celestial

love, n. 710, 724. That all the members allotted to generation, as well

with males as females, sig. conjugial love, n, 710. That the term belly

is used where truths are treated of, and the terra womb where good is

treated of, n. 710. That from the womb is derived the maternal love,

which is called storge, n. 710. That gestation or carrying in the womb
sig. the doctrine of truth nascent from the good of love, n. 710. That

they who are carried from the womb sig. those who are regenerating by

the Lord, n. 710. That borne from the womb sig. the regenerate, n.

710. That an abortive womb sig. falses from evil in the place of truth

from good, n. 710. That the womb sig. truths from the good of love,

n, 710. That to be with child, or to carry in the womb, sig. to receive

the good of love, n. 710. That to give suck sig. to receive the truths

of the good of love, n. 710. That the barren and the bellies that iiave

not borne sig. those who have not received genuine truths, or truths

from the good of love, n. 710. That a trespasser from the womb sig.

recession from truths from the first time in which reformation could be

effected, n. 710. That the womb sig. the reception of truth from good,

n. 724. That the opening of the womb or matrix sig. the opening of

the spiritual mind, n. 865.

WONDERFUL \_mirabilis']. That wonderful, when predicated of

the Lord, denotes His divine providence, n. 927.

WONDER, or TO WONDER [admiratio, seu admirari']. That

wondering after the beast sig. acceptance and ruce[)tion, ill. n. 787.

That wondering attracts, and they whom it attracts follow it, n. 787.

WOOD \_lignuiii]. That wood sig. the good of love, n. 222. That

Shittim wood sig. the good of the Lord's merit or rigliteousness, n. 391.

That wood sig. the good of life, n. 433. That wood sig. sensual good,

n. 587. That wood sig. good, and, in the opposite sense, evil, n. 655,

827, 1145. That wood sig. the good of the natural man, n. 1115.

Tliat staves of wood sig. evils destroying good, n. 1115. That precious

wood si<j. excellent good, or rational go<jd, n. 1116.
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WOOD OF on. [ligninu olei]. ^oe Omvr.
Wood, THYINE [Jigmiin tlii/inuvi]. Thiit thyinc wood sig. good

conjoined to truth in tlii' natural man, n. 1145. Tliat, in tlio opposito

ponso, it sig. evil conjoined to the false, n. 11 15.

WOOL [/(7H(7]. That white wool sig. good in ultiniates, n. 07.

W(.)HD [Vei-bum^. That the prophetic AVord was revealed hy

angels, ///. n. S. That the angels sec the internal sense of the Word
only, and that in its series and connection, ///. n. 17. That the Word
is natural in the letter, the reason thereof, n. 71 end, 2G0. That all

things in the literal sense of the Word are natural, and contain in them
things spiritual, n. 116. That the Word in the letter is not understood

without illustration, concerning Avhich, n. 176. See Illustration'.

That everything in the Word contains such things as apjicrtain to heaven
and the church, and these alone are holy, n. 208. That to keep the

Lord's W"ord sig. to apply truths to life, n. 209. That to keep the

Word sig. to live according to the precepts therein, n. 214. That it is

agreeable to the style of the Word, that where truth is treated of, good
is also treated of; and, in the opposite sense, where the false is treated

of, evil is also treated of, n. 238, 400, 484, 1063. That the sense of

the letter of the Word is in many places according to appearances, sh.

n. 250, 631, 816, 1033. That in the spiritual sense of the Word no
persons are perceived, but things abstractedly from persons, n. 270, 405,

625, 696, ill. 768. That in every particular of the Word thei'e is the

celestial marriage, which is the conjunction of truth and good, the

reason thereof, n. 238 end, 288, 365," 411, 466, 491, 775. That ends

are what are understood in the spiritual sense of the Word, but in the

sense of the letter are mentioned only the means which involve the ends,

n. 294. That the Word sig. the Lord as to divine truth proceeding

from His divine love, n. 294, 392, 433, 726. That in the Word are all

the truths of heaven and the church, and all the arcana of wisdom which

are possessed by the angels, n. 365. That the spiritual sense of the

Word is at this day opened, the reason thereof, n. 376. That the

AVord appears to every one according to his quality, n. 382. That the

AVord is in the heavens, and is there according to its internal sense, n.

388. That the Word of God, in the genuine sense, sig. divine truth,

and, in the supreme sense, the Lord Himself, n. 392. That the reason

why the AVord is the Lord, is, because it is divine truth, and all divine

truth proceeds from the Lord, n. 292. That the AVord in ultimates is

divine truth in general, or divine truth in its whole complex, n. 395,

726. That the historical parts of the Word, eriually as the prophetical,

involve spiritual things, n. 405. That by means of the Word is effected

the conjunction of heaven with the church, n. 408. That the AVord sig.

divine good united with divine truth, n. 419. That in all and every

part of the AVord there is an inmost, an internal, and an external sense,

n. 435, 593. That the literal sense of the AVord, because it is natural,

has in it divine power, n. 346, 440, 918. That when two similar

expressions occur in the Word, the one has reference to good and the

other to truth, n. 484, 775. That to deny the AVord to be divine in all

the sense of the letter, is to break ofl" connection with heaven, inasmuch
as conjunction with heaven is effected by the Word, n. 545. That the

Word in its first origin of all is altogether divine, afterwards celestial,

also spiritual, and lastlv natural, n. 593. That the Word is adapted to
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the wisdom of tlie angels of the three heavens, and also to men, n. 593.

That'the words of God sig. the precepts or divme truths, n. 617. Tliat

the Word is to be taught as to goods of life and as to truths of doctrine,

and these are its two essentials, n. G25. That in the Word there are

three distinct senses for the three heavens, and, besides, the natural sense

for the world, n. 680, ill. 1024, 1066. That by the Word is sig. the

divine truth proceeding from the Lord, which, with us, flows in by the

Word, n. 644. That the Word of Jehovah sig. the divine good, and
the Law of God the divine truth, n. 653. That the Word in the letter

consists of mere correspondences, ill. n. 700. That to hear the Word
is to learn truths fi-oni it, and to keep the Word is to live according

to them, n. 710. Concerning the Ancient Word which is lost, the pro-

phetical parts whereof were called the Enunciations, and the historical

parts the Wars of Jehovah, n. 734. That to live from the Word is to

live from the Lord, for the Lord is in the Word, yea, is the Word, n.

754. That the literal sense of the Word is most holy, and more power-

ful than its spiritual sense, n. 816. That the literal sense of the Word
communicates with heaven, n. 832. Concerning the falsification of the

Word, n. 888. That truth in the sense of the letter of the Word is as

a face transparent through a veil, and as a cloud ; but truth in the spiri-

tual sense is as the face uncovered, and as light and its splendour, n. 916.

That all power resides in the ultimate or literal sense of the Word, n.

918. That the Word was given in order that thereby the three heavens

might be conjoined with each other, and also that there might be a con-

junction of the heavens with the human race, ill. n. 1024. That the

literal sense of the Word consists of appearances of truth, in which are

included genuine truths, ill. n. 1033. Concerning the Word and its

sanctity, n. 1065. That the Word is essential divhie truth, and that it

contains four senses, n. 1066, 1067. That the Lord is the Word, ill.

and sli. n. 1069, 1070. That the Lord, as to His Human [principle]

assumed in the world, was the Word, sh. and ill. n. 1071. That the

Word is holy and divine from its inmost principles to its extremes, ill.

n. 1072, 1073. That the Word is the uniting medium of the heavens

with each other, and of the heavens with the church in the world, ill. n.

1074. In what manner divine truth proceeds from the Lord, ill. n.

1076. That the Word is the Divine proceeding from the Lord, which

is divine good and divine truth reciprocally united, ill. and sJi. n. 1077.

That the wisdom of the tliree heavens is stored up in the literal sense of

the Woi-d, n. 1079. That in every heaven there is a Word, and that

those Words in their order are contained in our Word, ill. n. 1080.

What is the nature and quality of the Word as to influx and as to cor-

respondences, e7^. n. 1081, 1082. That there is a trine or threefold

principle in every part of the Word, one within the other, ill. and sh.

n. 1083. That by the Word the heavens and the earth make a one

with the church, ill. n. 1084. That tlx; literal sense of the Word is the

basis, support, and firmament of the wisdom of the angels of the heavens,

n. 1085. That in the Word there is successive order, and there is

simultaneous order, ill. n. 1086. That, in the literal sense of the Word,
divine truth is in its fulness, ill. n. 1087. That the literal sense con-

tains and includes all the sanctities of heaven and the church, n. 1088.

That the Word caiuiot be understood without doctrine, ill. n. lO.S!).

That the words of God sig. predictions in the Word, n. 1087. That
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tlio (.Old may, iis it won', Ik- iiitc rm^ati'd in the Word, and answers

received, n. 1089. That the natural sense of the Word from tlie spi-

ritual is called the internal sense, likewise also the sj)iritual natural

sense, n. KHll. That the internal sense of the Word is revealed which

is spiritual, and is contained in the external sense which is natural, as

the suul in its body, n. 10(15. That the spiritual sense of the Word has

respect to goods and truths abstracted from persons, but the natural

sense from the spiritual has respect to the persons with whom those

goods and truths are, n. 1104.

That the Lord is the Word, and the all of the Word, sh. n. VHM.
That the Word is the medium of conjunction with the Lord, ///. n. 1290.

That the Word in its origin is purely divine, and that when it passed

the third heaven it was made divine celestial, when it passed the second

heaven it was made divine spiritual, and when it came into the world it

Avas made divine natural ; whence it is, that there are three senses in

tlie Word, the celestial, the spiritual, and the natural, n. 1362. That
they who read the Word from the love of self and the world, conse-

(juently from a use merely natural, see no truth therein ; but if is dif-

ferent with those who, from the affection of truth, are in spiritual use,

n. 1298.

That the Word in its literal sense is the basis and the firmament of

its spiritual sense ; and is also a guai'd, and as it were a wall, lest its

spiritual sense should be injured, n. 1307. That no one sees the spi-

ritual sense of the Word but from the Lord, n. 1236. That the Word,
in its literal sense, is transparent to those who are in genuine truths, n.

1306; and thence to those who will be of the Lord's new church, n.

1306. That a man who reads the Word holily is illustrated by the

light from the spiritual sense flowing into its natural sense, n. 1320.

That the spiritual sense of the Word could not be revealed until after

the Last Judgment, n. 1237. That violence was oflfered to the Word
by the Roman Catholics, also by the Reformed, who were in faith sepa-

rate from charity, and also by the Jews ; but that violence was offered

by them to the literal sense of the Word, but not to its spiritual sense,

because this has been hitherto unknown and shut up, n. 1237, 1241.
Tliat the Lord bore every violence offered t(j the Word, consequently to

Himself, because He is the Word, n. 1241.

WORK [o/>?<s]. Tliat works siff. all things which are of the will

and love, and thence of the understanding, n. 98, 116, 154, 585; or all

things of the life which proceed from love and faith, n. 105, 433. That
•works sig. things external in which are things internal, n. 156. That
fruit of works siff. goods which are of love, n. 157. That works siff.

those things also which are of the life of man, as well goods as evils, n.

185, 230. That by the Lord's saying to the seven churches, / knoiv

thy works, is sig. that the Lord knows all the life of man, and the

quality thereof as to love, n. 185. That works are said to be full when
they are from a spiritual origin, but not full when they are not from that

origin, n. 189. That the works of the hands sig. the things which are

from self-derived intelligence, n. 324. That by works, as having
respect to the effecting of uses, are sig. the knowledges of good, n. 376.

Tliat works sig. affection, n. 412. That the good of life consists in

doing good, which are works, n. 435. ITiat the works of the hands st'^.

such things as a man thinks, wills, and does from the proprium, n. 585.
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That by the work of His hands, when spoken of the Tiovd, is sig. refor-

matioti, n. 585. That works done from the Lord by man are good, and
that works done from man are not good, n. 794, 839. That neitlier

faith nor charity appertain to man before they exist actually in works,

n. 822. Concerning the sphere of man, when he is in the exercise of

charity, or in works, n. 822. What and whence good works are, ill. n.

825. That by works are understood all things which a man docs,

speaks, and writes, ill. n. 839. That works sig. the life of man, ill. n.

901. Concerning the goods of charity, or good works, n. 932—934.

That the works of the Loi'd s?y. all the goods of heaven and the church,

n. 938. That it is an established principle, that where there are not

good works there are evil works, n. 963. That good works are charity

and faith in internals, and their effects in externals, n. 1352. That
internal acts ought to close in external acts in order that they may
abide, ill. n. 1278. That they who immediately approach the Lord
live according to divine laws, like as the natural man lives according to

civil laws, but between whom there is a difference, n. 1329. That spi-

ritual vise is what is done for the sake of the Lord, our neighbour, and
salvation ; and that natural use is what is done for the sake of self and
the world, n. 1298. That man is judged according to his works, proved

from Paul, n. 1278. Also, that Paul, in like manner as James, says,

that the doers of the law are justified before God, and not the hearers

only, sh. n. 1240.

WORLD \_mundis, orhis\. That the world [orbis] sig. the church,

n. 275, 304, 401 ; and is predicated of good, n. 419, 600. That the

world [orhis'\ sig. the universal heaven as to the truth thereof; or hea-

ven and the church in their whole compass, n. 518, 644. That the

arms of the world [nrundus'\ sig. the truths of the literal sense of the

Word, n. 594. That the whole world \orhis'\ sig. all things of the

church, n. 741. That the world \_orhis'\ sig. the church as to good, and
the earth the church as to truth, n. 741, 1003, 1057.

WORLD OF SPIRITS [mumlus spirituum']. That at this day

none are permitted to abide longer in the world of spirits than twenty

years, n. 1276. See Spiritual World. That in the world of (spirits

there are societies, and that spirits are there ])repared eithei- for heaven

or for hell, n. 1276, 1293. That the wicked there at first have inter-

course with the good, that they may be explored and pnjved, n. 1254,

1261, 1295.

WORMWOOD \_absinthiam']. That wormwood sig. truth mixed
with the false of evil, n. 519, 522. That waters of wormwood sig. falses

of evil, n. 521.

WORSHIP, to \_colere]. That to worship other gods sig. to wor-
ship from falses, n. 131. That all worship of the Lord, wliich is truly

worship, is from celestial good by spiritual good, n. 324, 391. That the

essential principle, or j)rimary constituent of worship, is a life of charity,

and the instrumental thereof, or its secondary constituent, is ])raying,

n. 325, 391. That external worship, without internal, is no worsliij), n.

376. That no one can rightly worship (Ah] from iiiniself, but from (Jod,

that is, from the goods and truths wliich are of (iod in him, n. 3.S8,

401, 696. That the inmost of worship is the good of charity, and the

truth of faith proceeding from it, n. 684. That there arc two things

which constitute worship, viz., doctrine and life, n. 696. lliat a fife
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acoonliug to ilootrinc is worsliip, n. 7i)'.), 912. That all worship of the

Lonl is iVoni the good of love by truths, n. 942.

Worth V [(//(/«»s]. That worthy, when jireilieated of the Lord,

siff. His merit and rinhtoousness, n. 293, 303, 337.

WOIIND, to, anil WOUND [inffigere, pl(if/((.«, p/aga, ndnus']. That
to wound si;/, to injure the mind and spiritual life by falses, n. 444.

That wounds sig. such things as destroy the eliurch, and the spiritual

life of man, n. 780. That wounds, stripes, and recent bruises sig. evils

of the will, and falses of the thought thence derived, n. 9G2. That
wounds not bound up, nor mollitied with oil, sig. evils not amended by

repentance, nor tempered by good, n. 962.

WRATH [exmndescentid^. See Anger.
WRETCHEDNESS [ferumwa?]. That wretchedness sig. the breach

of truths by falses, and also no coherence, n. 237. That wretchedness

upon wretchedness sig. the false from false, n. 237. That wretchedness

sig. falses not cohering with any truth, n. 237.

WRITE, to l^scribere^. That to write sig. to commit to posterity

for remembrance, n. 87, 1224. That to write upon any one sig. to

implant in the life, n. 222, 224, 299, 898. That to write it upon the

heart sig. to impress it upon the love, n. 222. That to be written in

the earth sig. to be condemned or damned on account of the state of life,

n. 222, 483. The reason why the Lord wrote with His linger on the

earth, n. 222. That to write in a book sig. to im{)lant in the life,

n. 223. That to write sig. to manifest, n. 603. That to write sig.

certainty, or what is certain, ill. n. 898, 1244 ; also to inscribe on the

life and faith, n. 898, 1224. That what the Author received, when
reading the Word, by illustration from the Lord, was written by him

;

but not what he perceived from the angels, n. 1183.

YEAR [(minis']. That seven years sig. all things, what is full,

and altogether, n. 357. That years of God sig. states of divine truths,

n. 768.

YOKE [jugiim']. That the bonds of the yoke sig. the delights of

evil originating in the love of self and the world, n. 365.

Y(JUNG men [Juvenes^. That young men sig. those who are in

truths, and, abstractedly, truths themselves, n. 131, 275, 315, 652,

811 ; also the understanding of truth and intelligence, n. 270, 315, 324,

652, 710, 734; also the affections of truth, n. 406. That a yoimg
man in the streets sig. truth that is born, n. 555. That youths and
virgins sig. the imderstanding of truth and the affection of good, or the

truths and goods of the church, n. 555, 721. That young men also

sig. truths that are acquired, whence comes intelligence, n. 652. That
a young man and virgin, in the opposite sense, sig. the understanding
and the affection of the false, n. 863. That to break the young men
sig. the destruction of all understanding of truth, n. 922.

YOUTH [adolescentia']. That youth sig. the Ancient Church,
which was in genuine truths, n. 724. That sons of the youth sig. the

truths of the Ancient Church, which were natural truths from a spiritual

origin, n. 724.
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z.

ZABUAH. That the bird Zabnah sig. reasoning from falses,

n. 650.

ZACHAE. That the wool of Zachar sig. natural good, n. 37G.

ZEAL, TO BE ZEALOUS \_zelus, zelo agere]. That to be zealous

sig. to act from spiritual affection, n. 247. That zeal appears like

anger in the external form, but inwardly is nothing but charity, good-
ness, and clemency, ill. n. 693. That zeal regards the salvation of

man, bnt anger his damnation, n. 693. See Anger. That zeal is the

affection of love, and, when predicated of the Lord, that it is the

affection of divine love, n. 1243.

ZEBAOTH. That Zebaoth, in the original tongue, sig. armies or

hosts, which, in the spiritual sense, sig. all the goods and truths of

heaven and the church, n. 391, 453, 727, 734.

ZEBULON. That Zebulou sig. the conjunction or marriage of

good and truth which constitutes the church, n. 439, 445, 514. That
Zebulon, in the supreme sense, sig. the union of the Divine Itself and

of the Divine Human of the Lord ; in the internal sense, the conjunc-

tion of the Lord with lieaven and the church ; and, specifically, the

conjunction of good and truth therein, n. 447. That Zebulon, in the

Hebrew tongue, is derived from cohabitation, and cohabitation sig. con-

junction, n. 447. That Zebulon sig. the conjunction of those who are

in the third heaven with the Lord, n. 447, 448.

ZECHARIAH. That by Zechariah is sig. the truth itself of doc-

trine, and hence those who are in the truth of doctrine, n. 329. What
is sig. by his being slahi between the temple and the altai', n. 329.

ZIDON. That Tyre and Zidon sig. those within the church who
are in the knowledges of truth and good, n. 242, 275, 406, 863. That
the merchant of Zidon sig. knowledges from the Word, n. 406 ; or those

who arc in truths from the Word, n. 514.

ZIIM. That the people Ziim sig. those who arc in infernal falses,

n. 483. That Ziim and Ijim sig. corporeal and merely natural con-

cupiscences, from which flow forth evils and falses of every kind,

n. 586, 587.

ZION. That Zion, and the daughter of Zion, sig. the celestial

clmrch, n. 176, 208, 223, 239, 240, 313, 342, 717. That Zion sig.

the celestial kingdom of the Lord, thus also the celestial church, and

Jerusalem the spiritual kingdom and the spiritual church, n. 195, 220,

357, 644, 685. That the Mount of Zion and the hill thereof, or Jeru-

salem, sig. the celestial churcli and the spiritual church, n. 278, '153,

601. That to build Zion sig. to establish the church, n. 294. That

by Zion is sig. the church as to the Word, n. 294. That by the inha-

bitant of Zion, as by the daughter of Zion, is sig. the celestial church,

or the church which is in the good of love to tlie Ijord, n. 313, 32cS,

342, 365, 375, 391, 514, 652, 655, 799. That Zion sig. the cliuirh

where the I^ord is worshipped, n. 326. That Zi(jn, the iiiounlaiii of

holiness, sir^. the celestial kingdom, n. 375. That the luonntain of

TAow'sig. the church which is in the good of love to the Lord, u. I05,

433. That the strife or controversy of Zion sig. the rejection of the

truth and good of the church, n. 413. That Zion sig. the good of the
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church, niul Jonisaloiii the truth IhiMvof, u. 149; or tlio churcli as to

the jjfocnl of lovo aud as to the truth ul' doctriuo, n. 040. Tliat tlie

dwolHui^-phico of Mount Zion si)/, tlio gooil of the celestial church, and
her asseinhlics or convocations the truths of that good, u. 504, 594.

That the daughters of Zion and the virgins of Jerusalem sig. the

alVections of good and truth, n. 637. Tliat the sons of Zion sig. those

who are in genuine truths, whereby they have the good of love, n. 044

;

or those who arc principled in love to the Lord, and thence in genuine

truths, n. 811. That by Zion, where David dwelt, is sig. the inmost

princijilc of the church, which is called its celestial principle, n. 700.

That the sons of Zion also sig. truths internal, n. 724. That the law

out of Zion sig. the doctrine of the good of love, n. 734. That Zion
and Jerusalem sig. heaven and the church as to the good of love and as

to the truth of doctrine, n. 799. That the mountain of Zion sig.

heaven and the church where the Lord reigns by His divine truth,

n. 850. That the daughter of Zion sig. the spiritual affection of truth,

ill. n. 850. That by Zion, and the daughter of Zion, is sig. the

church in which the Lord reigns by divine truth, n. 863. That Zion,

the holy city, represented the heaven where the Lord reigns by His

divine truth, n. 899. That Zion and .Jerusalem themselves were rather

profane than holy, and therefore are called Sodom and Egypt, n. 899.

That the sons of Zion also sig. those avIio are in wisdom from divine

truth, n. 922.

ZOAN and NOPE. That Zoan and Noph were in the land of

Egypt, and sig. the illustration of the natural man from spiritual light,

n. 654. That the princes of Zoan are become foolish, the princes of

Noph- are carried away, sig. that the truths of wisdom and intelligence

derived from natural light in the natural man are turned into the falses

of insanity, n. 654.

ZONE l_zona seu cingulura]. See Girdle.

THE END.
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518*
411.412
608
340
326
612*
741*
741*

406
273
741*
288
326
323
502
518*
741*
850*

412
717*

1 850*

294
768*
328
281
253
295, 573
155
288
195

130
283
405
594*
419*
155,183,501*
275
405
483*

617

1100*

-650*

507
375
109
278
514*
294
183, 412

326
608
727
448*

329
403. 503*

504
513*
594*
411,518*

U R



INDICX OF SCIUPTUIU: PASSAGES.

Numliers wliorc the

Chaji. Vorsos. Kxpliciilions iiro given.

CVl. 4, 5 331

9,11 538

26, 27 7C8*

28 186

37 580*

48 228*

CVII. 2 328

2, 4, 5, 7 223

3 422
4—7 730*

8, 9 386

23, 24 .
514*

25,29 419*

33 518

33, 34 730*

35, 36 730*

35—37 386
37_39 650*

CVIII. 2—4 323, 331

5 541*

9 440

CIX. 5, G 740*

16 238

18, 20 695*

22 238

ex. 1 687*

1,5 298
2 727*

3 179
4 365, 608
5_7 518*

CXI. 2, 3 288

3 422
9 328
10 696

CXII. 1 696*

5, 9 316
10 556

CXIII. 7—9 721*

CXIV. 2 433*

7 721*

7, 8 483*
8 411

CXV. 4, 5 587*

10, 11 696*

CXVI. 15 899*

CXVIII. 3 401

15, 16 298

21 417*

27 391

CXIX. 2—7 392
12—15 392

17, 18, 65,
"I

124, 125, U09
135, 176 J

102, 103 619*
105 274
164 257

164, 166 365

CXX. 4 908*

5 799*

6, 7 365

618

Numliprs wliero the

Clinp. ViTsps. ICxplieutions arc given.

CXXI. 1 405

6 298

6, 7 401

CXXII. 3—5 392

3, 5 253
4 431*
6—9 365

CXXIV. 2,4,5 518*
4—6 556*

CXXV. 3 727*

CXXVI. 5, 6 484
CXXVII. 3 710*

3, 4 695*
3—5 357*. 724*

CXXVIII. 1 696*

1,2 617*
1—6 340

5,

6

365

CXXX. 5—8 179

7, 8 328

CXXXI. 3 666

CXXXII. 2,3,5—10, \f.Q,*
17,18 J

2, 4—7 205 ,

6—9 700*

7 69

9,10,17,18 205

11 608, 710*

12 392

17 316

17,18 272,375
CXXXIII. 1—3 375

3 340

CXXXV. 6 342

7 419*, 644*

7,

8

273

15,16 587*

17 419*

CXXXVI. 5,6 304
5—9 527
5_11 401*

CXXXVII. 1,2 323
5 298

9 411*

CXXXVJII.2 220

3,

4

638*

CXXXIX. 12 527*, 687

12, 13, 15 167

13 710*

15 222

15, 16 199

CXL. 2—4 734*

4 581

10—12 455*
13 238

CXLI. 1, 2 324
1—5 325

2 491

16 411*

CXLII. 6 186

CXLIII. 3 186, 526*

7 412



INDEX OF SCRIPTURE PASSAGES.

Numbers where the

Chap. Verses. Explications are given.

CXLIII. 8 179

10 295,304
CXLIV. 5, 6 405

6 273

8, 11 298

11, 12 724*

13 337

13, 14 652*

CXLV. 4, 5, 12 288

13 685

CXLVI. 3 64

7 386

7, 8 239

10 295

CXLVII. 4 72

8 405*, 594*

8,9 507,644,650*

10 355

11 696*

12—14 374
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INDEX OF SCRIPTURE PASSAGES.

Chap.

XIX.

XX.

XXI.

XXII.

XXIII.

XXIV.

Numbers where the

Verses. Explications are given.

15

18, 19

18—25
23—25
24, 25

25
2-4
3,4
4,5
25

2

3
5

6—9
10
11,12
14,15
15
15—17
7,8
9, 10

12

12, 13

16

21, 22

1, 2, 4—6
1,2,14
1,8

XXV.

559*, 577

391, 548*
654*

340, 388

313
585*
240
532*, 811*

406
50
357
721*

375
278
412
179
131

734
357
208
453*

195, 637*
617*
411*
206
406
514*
840

1,10,13,17 304

2—5
4

4, 5

15, 16

17,18
18

275*
863*
721*

323
141
617*

304
1,2, 4-6, l

11, 13, 16, V

19—21,23 J

1, 3—6, 18 1^97*
—20 r
3,4,10—12 223

4,5
6

6, 7, 9, 10

7—9
7,9
8

9
11—13
12

13
18—20
21,23
23
30
1—3
3

3,7,8
4, 5

6
8

10

Chap.

XXVI.

XXVII.

Verses

1,2
2

2, 15
4

8,13
10, 11

11

12

15
16—19
18

20
21

29
1

6

6, 7, 38

7

XXVIII.

XXIX.

741*

280
376
323
618*
413*
741*
919
208
313, 638*

400
401, 526

270
118

223
696*
331
481*

252, 1159*

186, 484*

1182

XXX.

XXXI.

9

11

12, 13

13

1,3,7
2,22
5

6

7

7,8
15

15, 18

16
22
22, 24

6

8

9, 10

10

13

16

18

19
22
1—3
4, 5

6

6.7
10

10, 11,

11

15, 16

17

20,21
23
25"

25, 26
20

27, 28

29

31, 32

33

1,3

Numhers where the

Explications are giveu.

223
208
331
411
102
652*
504*

365
304
721*

741
329
315
252
275, 581

741*
131

315
419
391
555*
654*
405, 502*

376
304
272
734*

260
235
186
701*
417*

397

:—26 374
419
750*

376
152

e<j6*

177

152, 239, 526

238,577*
381
654*

331
1154
654*
260

14 177
412*

355
548*
600*
641*, 1159

405
401
257,527,962*
923*
411
727*

419, 578*

355, 054*

6^1
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INDEX OF SCRIPTURE PASSAGES.

Chap.

XLIl. '

XLIII.

XLIV.

XLV.

Verses.

10, 12

11

15

15, 16

16

18, 20
23
24
1

1—3
1, 6,7, 15

2

3, 4

5

5, 6

5—8
6

7

8

8,9
10

10, 13

11, 12

14

16

19,20
20
23
2,24

3,4
5

8

9—20
10, 12

11

20
23
23, 24

24, 26

26,27
28
1

1,3
3,4
6

8

8,9

Numbers where the

Explications are giyen.

326
405
405, 518*

406
526
260
491

97
148, 328, 696

195
294
504*
654*
724*

422*, 768*

239
ll33*
102
152

331
409
401
811*
514*

275
518*, 730*
650*

324, 518
710*

f 71, 183,518*,

1768
507*

222
411*
587*
386
412
298
326, 405
304
433*
538*
220
298
208
148

401, 422
594*
36

Chap.

XLVI.

XLVII.

XLVIII.

XLIX.

8,12,18,19 304

10

11, 13

12

12, 18

13

14

16

23
23, 24

24
24—26
25

721*
706*

573
294
811*
654*

177
455*, 608
304
693
223
708

Numbers where the

Verses. Explications are given.

1 650*

1, 2 811*

3,4 710*

6 027*

9 1100*

14 328

1—3 240

1, 5, 8 687*

2 518, 1153*

5 526*

8,9 1121

10, 11 237

1 119

2 357

4 427

8 710*

10 750*

12, 13 1057*

17 328

18, 22 365

19 148

21 411

1 148, 406

1,5 710*

2 908*

3, 6 409

4 695*

7 328

8, 13 304
9 526, 701*

9, 10 481*

10 386, 483

11, 13 405

12 1133*

13 326

15 710*

17,22 724*

21 50

22 331

22, 23 433*

23 31

24,25 811*

26 1082

L. 2 275,518*, 730

2, 3 342

4 179

10 97,696

38, 39 587*

LI. 1 411*

1_3 721*

3 110,326,730*

5 50

5, 6 406
304, 539*

10, 15 538*

12 64, 507*

1.', 1057*

It 71,537*
10, 17 1057*

17, 18,21 724*

19 3S6

20 652*

623
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INDEX OF SCRirTURK PASSAGES.

Chnp.
VIII.

I\.

NiimliiTs whoro llip

Verses. Kx|>lii'iiti(in!i are givoii.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

23
1, 2

9
'.), 10

11

14, 15

17

19, 20
20

23

3,8
9

10
11—13
12

12, 13

14, 15

14, 16

20

22

4

5

7

12

13

13, 17

16, 17

22

2,3
4

4. 11— 13

7

8—10
9

9, 10

10

10, 12

12

12, 13

16

1—7
1

4—7
12, 13

17

18

19

23
24

27

2

2,3
3

3, 4

5, 6

7. 11

484

357
405*
1100*

711
519*
484
555*
652*
946*
1145*

576*. 585*
400
304
741*

j'273, 419*,

(044*
5S7*
727*
724*, 799*
714*
540*

228, 608
179
167, 324
433, 652*

324
638*

131,386
167
650*
304
220
650*
1100
388
632*
730*
131

374
608
951
569*
410*

376
484
272, 526
365
780*
419*
141

208, 811*

372
71, 537*

577, 644*
419*

XV.

626

12,13,15,16 386
13—18 131

14 866

15, 16 652*
16 659
1 750*



INDEX OF SCRIPTURE PASSAGES.

Chap.

XXV.

XXVII.
XXVIII.
XXIX.

XXX.

XXXI.

XXXII.

XXXIIT.
627

Wumbers where the
Verses. Explications are given.

6, 7, li 585*

9 409
10 274
14 98

15, 16, 28 960*
17 406
24—26 357
27 235
29—31 601*
31—33 304

32 419

32, 33 659*
35 315

36, 37 365
5 304
6 228
5 388

5, 28 617*

14 811*

16, 17 403

17, 18 386
23 141

6 381

6, 7 721*

9, 10 677, 696
10 768*, 811*

16, 18 811*

18 799*

18, 20 724*

22 419*

23 419

4, 13 863*

8 721*

8,

9

239

9 71, 483*

10 50
10—12 374
11, 12 375
14 1125*
15—17 695*

16 484
21 219

21, 22 555*

27 280, 768*

27,31,33,34 433*

29, 30 556*

31—34 701*

33 222

33, 34 S2G*
(275, 401, 527,

tcio
35, 36 768*

36, 37 629*

4 388

8, 44 449
19 250
30 585*
38—40 701*

39, 40 606*

41 750*

42, 44 223
:; 223

35
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INDEX OF SCRIPTURE PASSAGES.

Chap.

XXXII. '

XXXIII.

XXXIV.

XXXVI.

XXXVII.

XXXVIII.

II.

III.

IV.

Numbers where the



INDEX OF SCRIPTURE PASSAGES.

VI.

VII.

Chap.

VIII.



INDEX OF SCRTPTURK PASSAGES.

Chap.

XII.

XIII.

Numbers where the
Verses. Explications are given.

9, 11

10

14, 15

2

2,3
5—7
7,8

236
799*
624*
587*, 1186
539*
780*

781

388

Chap.
XIII.

XIV.

Verses.

12, 13

13

14
15

3

4

6,7
7

Ifumbers where the
Explications are given.

710*
721*

186, 328
419,483*,730*

279
355
638*
324



INDEX OF SCRIPTURE PASSAGES.

Chap.

VIII.

IX.

Numl>(>rs where tho
ViTSPS. Explifutinnti nro givoii.

9 401
10 Gti, 195
11— 14 380
12, 13 71

3 581

Nnnibrrs wlipre thp
Clinp. Vi'i'sos. Kxiilifiil inns lire giveu.

IX. 4 811*

6 275
13, 14 405
13—15 376
14 811*

3

4, i

5

410*
919*
193

OBADIAH.

I.

11

18

448
811*
488*

II. 1, 3

4

4, 6,7
5, 8

622*
518
538*
220
750*

JONAH.

I III.

IV.
5, 6, 8



INDEX OF SCRIPTURE PASSAGES.

HABAKKUK.

Chap.

II.

Numbers where the
Verses. Explications are given.

6,8-

6,9
-10

8,9
12
14, 15, 17
11

15, 16

16

17
18—20

355
811*
780*
281
411*
513*
1145*

235, 240
960*
650*
587*

II.

III.

Chap. Verses.

20
4

6

8

8,9
8, 15

10, 11

14

15

16

17

Numbers where the
Explications are given.

220
316
629*
518*

357
355
401

727
355
622*

403, 638*

II.

II.



INDEX OF SCUIPTURIi PASSAGES.

IX.
Ch»p.

XI.

XII.

II.

II.

III.

IV.

636



INDEX OF SCRIPTURE PASSAGES.

V.
Chap.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

Verses.

19—24
21, 22

29
29, 30
33,34
33—37
38—42
44, 45
45
48
2—6
7,8
9

10
17

19,20

22,23

25
33
34

1,2
3—5
6

11

15

16
16—21
19—27
21

22, 23
24,25
24—27
24,25, 27

24,27
3

8, 10, 13

11

12

14, 15

20
21, 22
23—26
28
15

16, 17

17

20, 21

27—33
29

31

33
37,38
5,6
9
12—14
16

17, 18

21

22

23

Numbers where the
Explications are given.

746*
693*
152
600*

325
608*
536*

254, 644*
401
254
695*
325
102
48,295,683*
375
193

("152,274,313,
[1081*
750*
683*
600*
629*
746*
1044*
411
254
195
403
109

212, 231
254
624*
411*
644*
419
108

79
815*

146,252,422
48

79
63
186
514
696*
1189*
195

376
195

239
79
295
239
911*
223
242
365
581*
122

366, 724*

102

223

X.

XI.

XII.

Chap.

XIII.

XIV.

XV.

Verses.

24,25
34

41, 42
5

15

21

23,24
24, 26, 28

25

31,32
33
38—40
39
44,45
45
47—50
49

1, 2

5, 6

9

12

13
13—15
16

17
18—20
19,38
20,21
23

24, 25
24—30
24—30, 36
—43
25

Numbers where the
Esplications are given.

409*
131

624*, 695*
612
108
637
653
740*
223
778*
109
706*
433
815*
267
46
746*
514
401, 411

239
413*
724*

108, 260
1081*
624*
1162
48
47
239, 250
187

374, 426*

|911*

108

27—30, 37)337 g24

XVI.

—42
29
31,32
37, 38
38
38, 39
41,42,49,50

41, 49
43
44
44—46
45, 46
47—49
15—21
15—22
15,21, 23
24—33
36
1—6
7

11, 17—19
14

17—20
32
32, seq.

34—38
1—4

252-

1100*

63, 426*

31, 683*

374, 740
540*

130

108, 401

840
863*

840, 1044*
513*
4:i0

548, 617
340
514
79

433
295
580*
5:57*

622*

340
617
2.^)7

706»

637



INDEX OF SCHn'TUKK PASSAGES.

Chap.

XVI.

XVII.

XVIII.

XIX.

XX.

XXI.

Versos. I

15—19
16— IS,

17

18, 19

19

22,23
24
26
27
1

1, 2

1—4
1—10
2

5
5—8
12,22
14—20
19, 20
20
24
24—27
6

8

9
10
12
U
15

17

18

19,20
20
21

21,22
35
3—12
4—6
16, 17
16—22
20

28

soq

638

28, 29

29
1—17
18, 19

20, 21, 23
25—28
26
28
1

2, 4, 5

5

9

12

13

18, 19
19

19, 20

21, 22

Numbers wlioro tin-

^xplioHtioiis iiro civoii.

209, 411*

206

98, 329, 1082
9

206, 333
740
122, 864

328, 443
03, 250
405
401
64
594*
195,196,412*
906
77,79
63
815*

405
405
893*
513*
1182*
63

152, 186
254, 412*

405
295
746
186

03, 206, 411*

411, 815*

102, 532*

746
257
746
710*
725*
112
934
687*

9, 206, 253,

270, 333, 430,

851

297
102, 724*
194
655*
600*
409
155

39. 328
405
850
31

102
840*

325, 410*

403
109
386
815*

Clmu.

XXI.

XXII.

XXIII.

XXIV.

Versos.

31

33
33—44
42
1—15
11—13
35
37—40
42
42—45
8

8,9
8—11
9

11, 12

16

16,17
16—22
16, 17, 19

24
22
25, 26
26, 27
27,28
27, 29

30, 34, 35
33
34
39
1,2
2, 3

3

Numl)er9 where the

ExplicatiouB are given.

48
122*

122

417
252
195
750*

250
298
205
46, 684*
746*
735
254, 967*
155
608*

220
391

•}

2,30,39,42 870

239

253
960*
475*
433
659
329
581

122, 655*

1,2
220, 1189
391

405, 706*

5, 23, 24
6—8
7

7,8
9

9, 10

9, 11

9, 21, 29
11,23—27
11, 24
14—31
15

16

17—19, 21

19

22
24
26
27

27, 30
29
29—31

30

31

38
38,39
40, 41

684*
734*
48
386, 400
315
102, 137
122

47
102
624*

193
684*

405
721

710
403
706*
730*
422
63

72, 401, 526

39
("36, 304,431,
"[594*, 906

/55, 418,502,
toio
617*
11C2
555*, 1182*
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lM)i:X OF SIUIITURE PASSAGES.

IX.
Chiip.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.
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Cbap.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

I.X.
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INDEX OF SCRIPTURE PASSAGES.

Chap.

II.

III.

IV.

VI.

Numbers where the



INULX or SCUU'TLUE I'ASSAUES.

XII.

Chup.

XIII.

XIV.

XV.



The following Fragments, in the Author's Ma^iuscript, were found

at the end of the Index.

ON MARRIAGES.

It is said in Scripture that there shall be no marriages in

heaven, in the same manner as it is said

—

1. That j^ou shall not call your father, father, nor any one

teacher and master.

2. That it is as difficult for a rich man to enter into heaven

as it is for a camel to go through the eye of a needle.

3. That friends are to be made of the unrighteous mammon.
4. That when one cheek is smitten, the other cheek is to be

turned to the smiter ; that the coat also is to be surrendered to

him who would take the cloak ; that we are to go two miles with

him who would compel us to go one.

5. That the adulteress was liberated by writing on the ground.

6. That the eye is to be plucked out.

When naturalists see the birth of these animalcula or insects

in the ground and upon their children, and the wonderful things

in them and from them, they think that nature produces them,

not knowing that their production and vivification is from the

spiritual world, and their reception and clothing from the natural,

and that the heat of the sun of the world loosens the purer parts

of nature and adapts them to receive the influx and to clothe it

:

wherefore the same thing which appears to naturalists an argu-

ment and confirmation in favour of nature, is to me an argu-

ment and confirmation in favour of the continual influx of the

spiritual world into the natural. The change of caterpillars into

butterflies, the orderly governments of bees, and many other

things are manifest tokens of that influx.

The states of man's life succeed each otiicr, thus : man is

born natural, from natural he becomes moral, and from moral,

spiritual; the spiritual-moral-naturul man is truly a man.

END OK vol,. VI.

Mitcholl an'l Hu(;he8, Printers, 'H Wardour atreet, Loiuinn, W.
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